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Abstract 
`A STUDY OF LANGUAGE 
ALTERNATION IN THE GHANAIAN 
PRIMARY SCHOOL CLASSROOM' 
Alhassan Seidu 
Although UNESCO 1953 recommends the use of students' mother tongue in 
education during the formative years, educators by no means agree on the extent to 
which local and international languages should be employed in primary school 
teaching. In Ghana language in education policy requires the use of L1 medium in the 
first three years, but prohibits the simultaneous alternating use of the target language 
(L2) and the léarners' mother tongue (L1) in classrooms. However, classroom 
practice presents quite a different picture. 
A major concern of this study is the examination of the classroom language of twelve 
primary school teachers with the aim of describing language alternation and its 
motivations in the classroom discourse of Ghanaian primary school teachers. 
Through detail study using audio recordings, the study provides evidence to show that 
most teachers disregard the policy restrictions and alternate two languages in class. 
Teachers' actual classroom language use in the first three years is one of language 
alternation with a tendency to greater use of English. After the first three years 
(classes 4 -6), where the policy requires the use of English, again the pattern is that of 
alternation between English and Ghanaian languages with emphasis on English 
irrespective of the status or locality of the school. A national survey of teachers' 
opinion about what language they use in classrooms, also confirms the use of 
language alternation with emphasis on the use of English at both levels. Interestingly, 
the alternation shows dual direction. Teachers switch from English into L 1 (L2->L1) 
and from L 1 into English (L1->L2). 
The present study also provides some evidence that language alternation in Ghanaian 
primary classrooms may be educationally beneficial. In general terms, for example, it 
was found that the teachers' acceptance of pupils' use of the mother tongue in 
combination with loan words enabled some of the pupils to participate fully in 
classroom discussions and learning. 
In conclusion, the study recommends that if primary education is to achieve any 
beneficial results of transferring school knowledge into home and community ones, 
then it is important that language alternation be recognised as a relevant pedagogic 
device for teaching and learning in Ghanaian primary schools. 
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APPENDIX 3: SAMPLE TEXT - YEAR FIVE SCIENCE TEXTBOOK 
FOOD 
Why we eat food 
We eat food to grow well. We eat food to be active. 
We eat food to be healthy. 
Foe poisoning 
Food can go bad. 
Bad food is called contaminated food. 
We can become ill if we eat bad food. 
This i!lne: is called food poisoning. 
flow do we know we have food poisoning? 
We feel pains in the stomach. We may go to the toilet 
many times. This is called diarrhoea. 
We may vomit: We may lose weight. 
We may become weak. 
All these signs of food poisoning may last from one day 
to a few weeks. 
!low food goes bad 
Food can go bad in many ways. 
Some plants can bring about illness. 
Some animals can bring about illness. 
These plants and animals are called pests. 
37 
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Appendix 4 : Teachers Language Proficiency Evaluation Scale 
The teachers competence in English falls under the category: 
1 Excellent: Teacher's language use is smooth, grammatically correct and has 
no pronunciation difficulties. Teacher communicates effectively. Teacher's 
language use is precise and accurate 
2 Very good: Teacher's language use is good but hesitates a little. teacher is 
not as fluent as in 1. Grammatically the language is correct. Teachers 
communication is smooth 
3. Good: Teacher's language use is fluent although there are a few 
grammatical problems. Communication is smooth 
4 0 Average: Teacher's language use is not smooth. Communication is not as 
smooth as in 3. The teacher communicates effectively about 40% of the 
time. Teacher still has problems with semantics and syntax 
5. Poor. Teacher's language use is not smooth. Teacher hesitates a lot of the 
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APPENDIX 5 (1) TA :English. 
LESSON : ONE 
TEACHER: TA 
CLASS : THREE 
SCHOOL : ABORDFO SUKUU. 
SUBJECT : ENGLISH LANGUAGE:READING COMPREHENSION 
TOPIC : SULE AND ADISA VISIT THEIR UNCLE 
DATE 13TH FEBRUARY, 1996. 
1 Tr. : Clean the board. Take your reading books. Take your reading 
books. Turn to page 14. No, eh, unit 12, unit 12. Those who haven't got should 
join their friends. If you don't have the English book join your friend. 
2 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
3 Tr. : Bring the key. Now we are going to read the passage. Before we 
do that I would like us to read through the words. Say the words after me and 
then after that we shall explain the words. Say it after me. Visited. 
4 Chn. : Visited. 
5 Tr. : Visited. 
6 Chn. : Visited. 
7 Tr. : Station. 
8 Chn. : Station. 
9 Tr. : Driver. 
10 Chn. : Driver. 
11 Tr. : Tamale. 
12 Chn. Tamale. 
13 Tr. : Yendi. 
14 Chn. : Yendi. 
15 Tr. : Shouted. 
16 Chn. : Shouted. 
17 Tr. : Shouted. 
18 Chn. Shouted. 
19 Tr. : In front. 
20 Chn. : In front. 
21 Tr. : In front. 
22 Chn. : In front. 
23 Tr. : Stopped. 
24 Chn. : Stopped 
25 Tr. : Stopped 
26 Chn. : Stopped 
27 Tr. : Good. I want us to explain the words that we have just read. 
Visited. 
28 Chn. : Visited. 
29 Tr. : Don't say it after me. Visited. We got this word from the word 
visit. Ha! I am going to visit my teacher. Hein! I am going to visit my teacher. It 
means I have not been there but I have made up my mind to go and visit my 
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teacher. But when you say visited then you are going to, it means it has past. 
You have been there already. So you say visited. You understand? 
30 Chn. : Yes. 
31 Tr. : In front, In front I want someone to use in front in sentence. Boa, 
eh, Appiah. 
32 Appiah: I am sitting in front of you 
33 Tr. : You are sitting in front of me. Thank you. Any other? 
34 Appiah : I was sitting in front of you 
35 Tr. : I was sitting in front of you. The last one! Kusi. 
36 Kusi : I am, I am sitting in front of the cupboard. 
37 Tr. : I'm sitting in front of the cupboard. Right. Where Am I? Where 
am I standing? 
38 Kusi. : You are 
39 Tr. : All of you. 
40 Chn. : You are standing in front of the blackboard. 
41 Tr. : Again. 
42 Chn. : You are standing in front of the blackboard. 
43 Tr. : So you all know what it means by in front. Hein. Then we have 
the word shouted, shouted, shouted, shouted. Who can explain this word for 
me? Shouted. Yes. 
44 Chd. : Speaking louder 
45 Tr. : Speaking louder. What did you say? 
46 Chd. : Speaking louder 
47 Tr. : Speaking louder. Give him a big clap. 
48 Chn. : [clapping]. 
49 Tr. : louder Ha! I to word loudly. What 
word did you say? 
50 Chd. : Blackboard. 
51 Tr. : Okay say blackboard. 
52 Chn. : Blackboard. 
53 Tr. : Thank you. So you shouted. Ha! Is gone and past. So you 
shouted. Thank you. And then we have another word, driver, driver. Use driver 
in sentence. Driver. Yes Doris 
54 Doris.: My father is a driver. 
55 Tr. : Again. 
56 Doris : My father is a driver. 
57 Tr. : My father is a driver. Thank you very much. Who else? Edith 
58 Edith.: Our driver drives us to school everyday. 
59 Tr. : Say it louder. 
60 Doris.: Our driver drives us to school everyday 
61 Tr. : Yes the driver drives us to school everyday. Thank you very 
much. Right, now that you've got to know the meanings of the words. I would 
like us to read the passage. First of all I will read. Ha! While you points at the 
words. In the book. When I finish reading I will call you one by one for you to 
read. 
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SULE AND ADISA VISIT THEIR UNCLE 
Unit 12. Sule and Adisa go to school at Yendi. During the Christmas holidays, they 
visited their uncle in Tamale. Early in the morning, Sule and Adisa said goodbye 
to their father. Their mother took them to the lorry station. They walked fast. 
Soon they were at the station. Some drivers, some of the drivers there were 
shouting Tamale, Tamale, Tamale! We're ready to go. The children and their 
mother quickly went to the first lorry. The driver was standing in front of the 
lorry. Their mother said, " Driver, my children are going to Tamale. How much 
is the fare, please ?" The driver said, "Eighty cedis each." The children's mother 
gave one hundred and sixty cedis to Sule. She said, "This is your fare. Keep it 
well. When you reach Tamale give it to the driver." Sule and Adisa got on the 
lorry. Other passengers also got on it. Soon the driver was driving fast. The 
driver stopped at Zano. Two passengers got off, and one got on the lorry. When 
they were near Tamale, the driver's mate shouted, "All fares please!" Sule gave 
the one hundred and sixty cedis to the mate and said, "Here is our fare please." 
The mate said, "Thank you." The driver stopped in front of their uncle's house. 
Sule and Adisa got off the lorry. They took their bag and went into their uncle's 
house. That is the story. Now I want you to read paragraph by paragraph. Who 
will read first? Annan read for us. Read the first paragraph. 
61 Annan.: Unit 12. Sule and Adisa visit their Uncle.. Sule and Adisa go to 
school at Yendi. During the Christmas holidays, they visited their uncle in 
Tamale. Early in the morning, Sule and Adisa said goodbye to their father. Their 
mother took them to the lorry station. They walk fast. Soon they were at 
62 Tr. They walked fast. Take your time. 
63 Annan.: They walked fast. Soon they were at the lorry station 
64 Tr. : At the station 
65 Annan.: At 
66 Tr. : Soon they were at the station. 
67 Annan.: Soon they were at the station. Some of the drivers there were 
shouting Tamale, Tamale, Tamale. We're ready to go. 
68 Tr. : Thank you. Somebody should continue. Somebody should 
continue. Goka read for us. Continue from where he ended. 
69 Goka.: The children and their mother quickly went to the first lorry. The 
driver. the driver was standing in front of the lorry. Their mother said, " Driver, 
my children are going to Tamale. How much is their fare., 
70 Tr +Goka: How much 
71 Goka.: is the fare please ?" The driver said, "Eighty cedis each." The 
children's mother gave one hundred and sixty cedis to Sule. She said, "This is 
your firm. Keep it well. 
72 Tr. : This is your fare 
73 Goka.: This is your form. 
74 Tr. : Fare 
75 Goka.: This is your firm 
76 Tr. : Fare 
77 Goka.: This is. 
78 Tr. : Say fare. 
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79 Goka.: Fare 
80 Tr. : All of you. Fare 
81 Chn. : Fare 
82 Tr. : Fare 
83 Chn. : Fare 
84 Tr. : Yes. 
85 Chn. : "This is your fare. Keep it well. When you get to Tamale give it to 
the driver." 
86 Tr. : Thank you very much . I want someone to read to continue for us. 
Gertrude. Sule and Adisa, Mhum Read from that place 
87 Gertrude: Sule and Adisa got off the lorry. Other, other passengers got on 
88 Tr. : Other, other passengers also got on 
89 Gertrude: Other, other passengers also got on. Soon the driver was driving 
fast. The driver stopped at Zano. Two passengers got off, and one got on it 
90 Tr. : And one got on the lorry. 
91 Gertrude: Got on the 
92 Tr. : And one got on the lorry, the lorry. 
93 Gertrude: And one got on the lorry the lorry. 
94 Tr. : Thank you very much. Yes. Who would read for us? I want some 
one to continue. Arthur. 
95 Arthur: When they were near Tamale 
96 Tr. : Louder. 
97 Arthur: When they were near Tamale the driver's mate shouted, 
98 Tr. : The driver's mate 
99 Arthur: The driver's mate shouted, "All fares please!" Sule gave the mate 
one hundred. 
100 Tr. : No. one hundred. 
101 Arthur: Sule gave the one hundred and sixty cedis to the mate and said, 
"Here is our fare, please." The mate said "Thank you." 
102 Tr. : Thank you. Yes the last paragraph. Catherine. 
103 Catherine : The driver stopped in front. 
104 Tr. : Louder 
105 Catherine : The driver stopped in front of their uncle's house. Sule 
and Adisa got off the lorry. They took their bags and went into their uncle's 
house. 
106 Tr. : Thank you very much. Now we are all going to read the passage. 
After that then we answer the questions. Lets turn to page 4 eh unit 12 again. 
Ehein and read. Unit 12 
107 Chn. : Unit 12 Sule and Adisa visit their Uncle. 
Unit 12. Sule and Adisa go to school at Yendi. During the Christmas holidays, they 
visited their uncle in Tamale. Early in the morning, Sule and Adisa said goodbye 
to their father. Their mother took them to the lorry station. They walked fast. 
Soon they were at the station. Some drivers, some of the drivers there were 
shouting Tamale Tamale., 
108 Tr. : Hold on, hold on. 
109 InT : Then what are you going to do with this ones? 
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110 Tr. : I have asked Miss Hanna Acquah to help. Let's continue. Where 
did we reach.? 
111 Chn. : The children. The children and their mother quickly went to the 
first lorry. The driver was standing in front of the lorry. Their mother said, " 
Driver, my children are going to Tamale. How much is the fare, please ?" The 
driver said, "Eighty cedis each." The children's_ mother save one hundred and 
sixty cedis to Sule. She said, "This is your fare. Keep it well. When you reach 
Tamale give it to the driver." Sule and Adisa got on the lorry. Other 
passengers also got on it. Soon the driver was driving fast. The driver stopped 
at Zano. Two ssen rsjot off and onegot on the lorry. When thy were 
near Tamale, the driver's mate shouted, "All fares please!" Sule gave the one 
hundred and sixty cedis to the mate and said "Here is our fire_ please." The 
mate said, "Thank you." The driver stopped in front of their uncle's house. Sule 
and Adisa got off the lorry. They took their bag and went into their uncle's 
house. 
112 Tr. : Thank you very much. You read very well. Now lets try and 
answer these questions. Who will read the first question for us? Akosua read for 
us. 
113 Akosua: Where did Sule and Adisa go to during the Christmas holidays? 
114 Tr. : Again. 
115 Chn. : Where did Sule and Adisa go to during the Christmas holidays 
116 Tr. : Ahein, who will answer it for us. Where did Sule and Adisa go to 
during the Christmas holidays? Abigail 
117 Abigail: Sule and Adisa go to Tamale 
118 Tr. : Again. 
119 Abigail.: Sule and Adisa visit their uncle in Tamale. 
120 Tr. : Sule and Adisa visited their uncle in Tamale. Question two, 
question two, question two. Evelyn 
121 Evelyn.: Who took them to the lorry station? 
122 Tr. : Again. 
123 Chn. : Who took them to the lorry station? 
124 Tr. : Answer it for us. Who took them to the lorry station? Ismail 
125 Ismail. : [Inaudible]. 
126 Tr. : Again 
127 Chn. : Their mother took them to the lorry station. 
128 Tr. : All of you. 
129 Chn. . Their mother took them to the lorry station. 
130 Tr. : Thank you very much. Then we have the third question. I will 
read that for you. How much was Adisa's fare? William, How much was Adisa's 
fare? 
131 William.: Adisa's fare was eighty cedis. 
132 Tr. : Adisa's fare was eighty cedis. Is it true? 
133 Chn. : Yes Miss. 
134 Tr. : Is it true 
135 Chn. : Yes Miss 
136 Tr. : Alright. The fourth question Who said. "All fares please." Who 
said. "All fares please." 
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137 Chn. : The driver mate said. "All fares." 
138 Tr. : The driver's, say the driver's mate. 
139 Chn. : The driver's mate said, "All fares please!." 
140 Tr. : Thank you very much. All of you. 
141 Chn. : The driver's mate said, "All fares please! ." 
142 Tr. : The last question. Achiaa will read for us. Yes aha. 
143 Achiaa Where did the driver stop at Tamale? 
144 Tr. : Again. 
145 Chn. : Where did the driver stop at Tamale? 
146 Tr. : Where did the driver stop at Tamale? Where did the driver stop? 
Appiah. 
146 Appiah: The driver stopped at Zanu. 
147 Tr. : Again 
148 Chn. : The driver stopped at Zanu. 
149 Tr. : The driver stopped at Zanu. Thank you. Now I will want you to 
take your exercise books and then answer the questions 1 to 5. Answer them. 
Take your exercise books. Take your exercise books and answer the questions I 
am copying on the board. 
150 Chn. : [Talking together] 
151 Tr. : Take your books does not mean you should talk. Ha? 
152 Chn. : Yes Miss 
153 Tr. : Just take your book and then start work. Don't forget to write 
comprehension. Hein! 
154 Chn. : Yes Miss 
155 Tr. : Stephen Darko. Go outside and buy one. Go to the market and 
buy one Hein? But why did you buy one when you were coming from home? 
Go. I am giving you five minutes. Ha? 
156 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
157 Tr. : Ah! won't you write? Where is your book? You don't have book 
and you are not going to buy one. Go out. Who hasn't got English exercise 
book? I did say English reading book. Who hasn't got English exercise book? 
Okay start work. Copy the question before you answer. 
158 Chn. : [Working] 
159 Tr. : Why Rapheal won't you write? 
160 Rapheal.: [Inaudible]. 
161 Tr. : Ha? I can't hear you. 
162 Rapheal: [Inaudible]. 
163 Tr. : Jeff has borrowed your pen whiles you are using it! 
164 Chn. : [Inaudible]. 
165 Tr. : He has spoilt it? So you are not going to write? Come for mine. 
Where is mine? 
166 Chn. : [Working] 
167 Tr. : Will Mercy go and sit down? Why can't you sit down for one 
minute? 
168 Chn. : [Working]. 
169 Tr. : Did you get the book? 
170 Chn. : [Inaudible]. 
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171 Tr. : You won't come and thank me. 
172 Chn. : [Working]. 
173 Tr. : Answer the first one before you go on the next one. 
174 Chn. [Working]. 
175 Tr. : Hs! Where is your book? 
176 Chn. : [Working]. 
177 Tr. : Won't you write? 
178 Chn. [Inaudible]. 
179 Tr. : Who has got two pens? 
180 Chn. : [Inaudible] 
181 Tr. . Give him one. 
182 Chn. I have given him. 
183 Tr. : Don't forget to write comprehension. Hein! 
184 Chn. : [Working]. 
185 Tr. Hs! Tofique write boldly, write boldly. Your handwriting is too 
small I can't read. 
186 Chn. : [Working]. 
187 Tr. : Those who have finished should go and put their books on the 
table 
188 Chn. : [Working]. 
189 Tr. : Who didn't come to school? 
190 Chn. Solomon. 
191 Tr. : Who didn't come to school? 
192 Chn. : Joseph Dankwa, Kojo Agyekum, [Talking together] 
193 Tr. : It's okay. How many boys? 
Chn. boys. 
195 Tr. Okay, it's okay. Sit down. 
196 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
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APPENDIX 5 (2) TA Science 
LESSON : TWO 
TEACHER: TA 
CLASS : THREE 
SCHOOL : ABOR DFO SUKUU 
SUBJECT: ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 
TOPIC : POISONOUS FOOD 
DATE : 7TH FEBRUARY, 1996. 
1 Tr. : Right, we have science and I would like us to remind ourselves of 
the topics that we treated before we move on to this, the topic for this week. 
Aha, who can remind us of the topic? Our last topic. Aboagye. 
2 Aboagye: We treated air pressure. 
3 Tr. : That has gone and passed. This, the previous one. Yes 
4 Chd.: We treated food poisoning 
5 Tr. : Again 
6 Chd.: We treated food poisoning 
7 Tr. : Yes. All of you. 
8 Chn.: We treated food poison. 
9 Tr. : Right. Food poisoning. Right our topic this week is (turns and 
writes on the board) Who will read it for us? Somebody should read it for us. 
Yes 
10 Chd.: Poisonous food. 
11 Tr. : Again 
12 Chd.: Poisonous food 
13 Tr. : All of you. 
14 Chn.: Poisonous food! 
15 Tr. : Again 
16 Chn.: Poisonous food! 
17 Tr. : Right, what do we mean by poisonous food? What do we mean by 
poisonous food? Yes Harry. 
18 Harry.: The food is not good for you to eat. 
19 Tr. : The food that is not good for you to eat. Any other? Who else? 
Who else? Yes. 
20 Chd.: The food that is poisoned. 
21 Tr. : The food that is poisoned. We call it poisonous food. Yes. 
22 Chd.: The food that the date has passed. 
23 Tr. : The food that the date has passed. That means the food which eh, 
expiring date is gone. You don't have to do what? To eat it. Yes. Is that all? 
Mhum. 
24 Chn.: The food that it has kept for a long time. 
25 Tr. : The food we've kept for a long time. Good. Now we are going to 
see how food becomes poisonous or some of the food that are poison. Lets 
turn our books to page 42, page 42, page 42, page 42, page 42. Right. We 
have poisonous food. 
26 Chn.: [Talking together] 
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27 Tr. : When I asked what poisonous food means somebody said, " Food 
that we've kept for a long time." is a poisonous food. That is good. Somebody 
also said, "Food that is not good to be eaten." Why is it that the food is not 
good to be eaten? We are_going to learn about that. Now first of all lets look 
at these ones. There are some food that can kill us. You see when we were 
talking about eh, poisonous food we got to know that, when we were talking 
about, sorry eh, food poisoning, we got to know that when we eat some food 
you become sick or ill but this time when we say poisonous food, when you 
eat a poisonous food you will die. It will kill you. You are not going to get ill 
or get sick. You will rather do what? Die. Then we are going to look at these 
thing. First of all lets look at the picture on page 42. You can see a plant there. 
What plant is that? What plant is that? What plant is that? Yes Rapheal. What 
plant is that? 
28 Rapheal : Cassava 
29 Tr. : It's a cassava plant. And does it look like a real cassava? Does it 
look like a cassava plant? Does it look like a cassava plant? 
30 Chd.: No. 
31 Tr. : Why? You said, " No." Why? Look at the picture well Oh! Why? 
Yes 
32 Chd.: Because it's poisoning. 
33 Tr. : Ah! How do you know is poisoning? Me I can see it as Cassava 
plant. But there are some features that doesn't resemble eh, cassava. Mhum. 
34 Chd.: It grows like tree. 
35 Tr. : This one has grown like a tree. Give him a very big clap. 
36 Chn. : [Clapping] 
37 Tr. : You see this plant is a cassava plant but it seems like what? A 
tree. So you see. It's not.00d to be eaten. When you look at it And the other 
picture, on your right. What can you say about that picture? What do you see 
there? What do you see? Ama. What do you see? What do you see? 
38 Ama.: A snake. 
39 Tr. : Snake? Thank you. What other thing can you see? 
40 Chd.: Some mush.arQo*^ss. 
41 Tr. : Yes some mushrooms. Lets talk about the mushrooms first. What 
can you see about it? Or what can you say about this mushrooms? Now 
before then. What is the colour of a mushroom? What is the real colour of a 
mushroom? Yes. 
42 Chd.: The colour of the real, the mushroom is white 
43 Tr. : White. A normal mushroom has got a what? A white colour. 
Mum! It has got a white what? 
44 Tr +Chn.: Colour. 
45 Tr. : When you look at the picture you can see so many colours. Who 
can tell me one? What colour can you see? Gertrude. 
46 Gertrude: Blue colour. 
47 Tr. : I can see blue mushroom. What other colour? Senkyire. 
48 Senkyire: Red colour 
49 Tr. : You can see a red mushroom. Is that all? Yes. 
50 Chd.: Light mushroom. 
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51 Tr. : Light mushroom. What colour is it? Light mushroom? No. Baah 
52 Baah.: Violet. 
53 Tr. : Violet. Thank you. So you see we have so many colours for this 
particular mushroom but a real mushroom must have what colour? 
54 Tr+Chn.: White. 
55 Tr. : But this one we have red. We have a violet or moo then we have 
blue colour. You see. so it's. What can you say about it again? Yes. 
56 Chn. : It is poisonous. 
57 Tr. : It's poisonous. You see it doesn't look like a mushroom that we 
have to eat.. It's poisonous because it hasn't got the real colour of a what? 
58 Tr +Chn.: A mushroom 
59 Tr. : Thank you. And then lets talk about the third picture. What can 
you see there? What can you see? What can you see? Yes. 
60 Chn.: A snake. 
61 Tr. : A snake. Snake is meat Is it true? 
62 Chn.: No Miss 
63 Tr. : Why no? Isn't it a meat? It's meat. Aha! Mum! What can you tell. 
Eh what can you say about the snake? What can you say about the snake? 
Aboagye. What can you say about the snake? 
64 Aboagye: Poison is in the mouth. Poison is in the mouth. 
65 Tr. : Poison is in the mouth of the snake. Thank you. When you look at 
it you can see it. You see so it means that the snake is poisonous, even though 
some pupil eat snake. this particular snake is poisonous because it has got 
plenty poison in it. look at the mouth. That thing coming from the mouth is 
poison. So if you eat this particular eh, snake you will die but there are some 
snakes some people eat. That one is not poisonous. You see. Right and then, 
so this eh, on this page you've got to know three things. You can see a cassava 
but the cassava is not a real cassava. Simply because it has grown, it hasn't got 
the normal size so a real cassava and two, and two, and two. It has grown like 
a tree. a cassava plant is a bit tiny. You see but this one is big. So it doesn't 
look like a cassava. So it's poisonous and then the mushrooms too. A real 
mushroom colour is white and this one has got so many colours. If you eat 
such mushroom, you will die. It is going to kill you. You see. You are 
welcome. Then let's move to page 43. What can you say about that picture? 
Tell me anything that you see in the picture. What can you see? What can you 
see? Yes. 
66 Chd.: I can see a fish. 
67 Tr. : I can see a fish. Where is the fish? A fish is flying? Is the fish 
flying? 
68 Chn.: No Miss 
69 Tr. : chein, where can you see it? 
70 Chd.: The fish is in the water. 
71 Tr. : It is in the water. Mhum. Is that all ? Is that all you can see in the 
picture? What other things can you see? Yes 
72 Chd.: I see a woman 
73 Tr. : I see a woman. Yes There is a woman in the picture. What other 
thing? Yes. 
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74 Chd.: I can see a man. 
75 Tr. : What is the man doing? 
76 Chd.: Putting a poisonous in the water. 
77 Tr. : He is putting something. He is pouring something in the water. 
Aha, what can you see? 
78 Chd.: The fish has come out from the water. 
79 Tr. : The fish has come out from the water. Why? Why? we shall talk 
about that later. I can also see some gallons beside the man. You see. What 
have they written on the gallon? What have they written? Marian. What have 
they written? 
80 Marian. [Inaudible]. 
81 Tr. : Louder. 
82 Marian.: DDT 
83 Tr. : They have written DDT. Is that all? 
84 Marian: No Miss 
85 Tr. : Yes. 
86 Chn.: DDT poison. 
87 Tr. : Again 
88 Chd.: DDT poison 
89 Tr. : DDT poison. You see. So what do you think the man is doing? 
What do you think the man is doing. chein! Godwin 
90 Chn.: He is killing the, the, the fish. 
91 Tr. : He is killing the fish with what? His hands! 
92 Chn.: With DDT. 
93 Tr. : Thank you very much. Now when you look at the picture very 
can see that (1) the pouring some DDT 
The fish has come out. They are floating in the water. And then (3) There are 
some poisonous eh, there are some poisonous eh, chemicals besides the man. 
This means the man is using that poisonous chemicals to do what? To kill the 
fish. Aha! Is like, there are some mouse, lets say you have got some mouse in 
your room. You want to kill it. If you kill the mouse with a poisonous 
chemical. The mouse eat it and it would die. If another animal eat the, eat the, 
the mouse. What's going to happen? Yes You. 
94 Chd.: The animal too will die 
95 Tr. : Yes Again 
96 Chd.: The animal too will die. 
97 Tr. : The animal too will die because it has eaten what? 
98 Chd. : A poisonous food. 
99 Tr. : Yes It has eaten poisonous food. So this particular fish in the 
river. The man kill, used poisonous chemicals to kill the fish. So if you or me, 
me. If I eat it. I eat the poisonous fish. I am going to do what? 
100 Tr +Chn.: Die 
101 Tr. : I will die. Why? Why should I die. But fish you have to eat fish. If 
I eat the fish why should I die? Ha? Why should I die? Yes. 
102 Chn.: Because the man put the DDT in the river. 
103 Tr. : In the river for the fish to die. So the fish there. I can say there are 
some poisonous chemicals inside the fish in the what? 
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104 Chn.: Water 
105 Tr. : Water and so if I eat such fish I'm going to do what? 
106 Chn.: Die. 
107 Tr. : Because the fish is what? 
108 Chn.: Poison/ poisonous 
109 Tr. : Ha? 
110 Om.: Poison. 
111 Tr. : Is poisonous. This time you have to say is poisonous. Ha? You've 
got to know four things. Fish killed by DDT or poisonous chemicals, if you eat 
it. You can die. You die enye se you can die. To die. And then poisonous 
snake. Some people eat snake. If you eat this particular snake. The black one. 
It's very poisonous. If you eat it you are going to die. It will kill you. and then 
mushrooms with different colours. Ha? Every mushroom or every good 
mushroom normal mushroom have a white colour. If it hasn't got the white 
colour and you eat it, you die because it is poisonous. And this eh, cassava. 
Look at the shape. It's not a normal cassava. If you eat it,. The normal cassava 
that we eat. If you eat it you are going to die. Right. So what can you tell me 
about this? The person taking DDT. Drinking DDT. What will happen to that 
person? We use DDT to kill fish. I ate the fish I die. And if someone use eh 
drink it raw like that what is going to happen? What's going to happen? 
Amissah. 
112 Amissah: He will die_ He will die_ 
113 Tr. : The person will die. So Make sure you don't drink DDT. Okay if 
you drink DDT you will do what? 
114 Chn.: You will die 
115 Tr. : You will die because it is poisonous. There are some other 
chemicals that are poisonous. Who can tell me one? Who can tell me a 
poisonous eh, chemical? Yes. 
116 Chd.: Robb 
117 Tr. : Robb is not a chemical my dear girl. Chemical, when we say 
chemical, something like the DDT. Ha! Aha liquids. ehein? 
118 Chd.: At times they could use medicine. 
119 Tr. : What medicine? That's what I want. What other medicine or 
chemicals do you think if I take I would die? That's my question. Yes. 
210 Chd.: Kerosene 
121 Tr. : Kerosene Give him a big clap 
122 Chn.: [Clapping] 
123 Tr. : If you think if you take eh you take med, eh, kerosene you won't 
die. Wo kD fie a try hwe. Sc nka wobe hunu wo maame bio a. Don't do 
that. Never do that kerosene is very poisonous. It's also poisonous. Wo fa na 
wo num gulun, gulun gulun gulun. Wo num wei a efam birim. Wo na wa 
awuo no. Wa ni byte na ckyere ss wa ye den? Wa awu koraa. Aha? What 
other chemical when you drink you die. Can kill you easily? Yes 
124 Chd.: Dynamite 
125 Tr. : Dynamite. Aha! Is in the book. 
126 Chn.: Petrol 
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127 Tr. : Petrol. Ha! Petrol. Petrol too is very poisonous. You see if you 
drink petrol you will die. Aha! 
128 Chn.: Spirit 
129 Tr. : Spirit. What kind of spirit is that? Mentholated spirit? Yes. It's 
very dangerous. Yes that one too_ Mhum! 
130 Chn.: Gas. 
131 Tr. : Gas. Okay, thank you. Aboagye what else? 
132 Aboagye :Parasol 
133 Tr. : Again. 
134 Aboagye: Parasol 
135 Tr. : Parasol. Do you know what parasol is? 
136 Chn.: Yes Miss 
137 Tr. : Yes. The one we use to wash white clothes. Ha! If you've stain in 
your dress and you want to wash to clear the stain. You use parasol to do 
what? To wash it. It's a chemical. So if you drink such a chemical you will die. 
It's going to destroy your intestines and you actually do what? Is that all? 
Ehein! The last one. Kwarteng. 
138 Kwarteng: [Inaudible] 
139 Tr. : Again. 
140 Kwarteng :Iodine 
141 Tr. : Iodine. It's also poison. Thank you. Now we've got to know so 
many chemicals that if we eat we die. What about food? Food, food, food 
aduane paa yE die. Aduane bi wp hD a wodi a wobe wuo. Wobc wuo wp 
hD a. sbi ne scn? Yes Appiah. 
142 Apia.: The food that animals [Inaudible]. 
143 Tr.: Okay, okay. The food food that animals have eaten if you eat it you 
will die. Right. That one is not poisonous food. Wahunu? But sc ycka 
poisonous food a, Eno dee aduane no ankasa yE poison. Aduane bi nso 
wDhD a sec na asec. Wodi a wo ycm be ys wo ya. Wobs yare. But cbiso 
WD hD wodi a, cndec wobe wuo koraa. SEdee yE ka yE DDT wodi a wobe 
wuo. You will die instantly. Mum! Wok wuo wp hD a. Na Ekyerc sc 
aduane bi saa na me pc. We have some leaves. It looks like kontomire. 
144 Chd.: Yes 
145 Tr. : Have you seen that? 
146 Chn.: Yes Miss. 
147 Tr. : Have you seen that? 
148 Chn.: Yes Miss. 
149 Tr. It looks like kontomire but it is not kontomire. If you eat it you 
will die. So you must so you must take very good care of yourselves. You 
must be very careful. There are some people when they are walking a, they 
will plug some leaves and put it inside their mouths. It is not good. Who 
150 Chn.: [Talking together] 
151 Tr. : This leave 
152 Chn.: Yes . [Talking together] 
153 Tr. : Now if you don't stop, that's why you are sick oh! You don't 
know. That's why you are sick. If you eat by heart, anyhow, you die. You see 
anything you want to eat it. If you see anything you want to eat it, you will 
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die. There are some leaves that are very poisonous. Some food, aduane paa 
ycdie bi wDhD a syc poison. Ha! Ha! Nti mo nhwc mo ho yiye. You must 
take care. Mo nhwc mo ho yiye. Bi wDhD a wa hunu SE ades bi wp fanta 
tua mu, ha! Wa hunu sE nsuo bi wp fanta tua mu. sss fanta wo lcj fa yc a 
wokD num. Bia na syc petrol. The colour is a bit similar. Hum! sss kakra. 
Nti wo anhwE yiye na wo kpfa pg. Wo num a wo be wuo. Do you 
understand? 
154 Chn.: Yes Miss 
155 Tr. : Mhum. What have you learnt from this lesson? Eden na wa sua 
afiri ades a ya sua yi so? Mercy 
156 Mercy: We should not eat anything that it is showed that one it is poison 
157 Tr. : shein, say it louder. 
158 Mercy.: We should not take anything that show like poison 
159 Tr. : We should not eat anything that resembles poison. how would you 
know it's poisonous? Wobs ys den na wahunu se sys poison? How would you 
know? Yes. Aha. 
160 Chd.: You will smell it. 
161 Tr. : Yes. You can see it by smelling it. Ah! Like this particular 
mushroom. Ha? When you smell it you know that wei des ne scent no snse 
ayi emiree o! Na wo agyae. Ha! Wo hwc na scent no eti se miree pE na wo 
agyae. Aha! 
216 Chn.: [Inaudible] . 
163 Tr. : Say it louder. 
164 Chn.: We should not eat food that has keep long 
165 Tr. : We should not eat food that has kept long. Example? Example? 
Give us example. Yes. 
166 Chn.: Sardine. 
167 Tr. : Sardine that has been kept long. Aha. Can I help you? 
168 Int. : [Inaudible] . 
169 InT. : Mrs Asamoah said what? 
170 Int. : I should tell you to bring the thing. 
171 InT. : Okay tell her I will bring it. I will finish very soon. Ah! Richard 
172 Chn.: Milk 
173 Tr. : Milk hein! Your mother can keep milk Ah! For two years. 
174 Chn.: [Talking together] 
175 Tr. : Is it not true? 
176 Chn. It is 
177 Tr. : Yes. You buy. You buy, you buy sardine, you buy milk, you buy 
peak milk and then put it in the sideboard for show. Yes so that the room will 
look nice. When even you are hungry mummy won't give it to you. You like 
to be there a, one day. enne deg me ni sika ma me nkD fa sardine yi na yen 
twa so na yen di. You go and open the sardine and then you see that the 
sardine is smelling all over the place. Because mummy hasn't got money to buy 
another one. Ma me nyc no saa ma yen di. Wodi pE wo be wuo. eye 
poisonous. Although is food because it has been kept long it becomes what? 
178 Chd.: Poisonous 
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179 Tr. : It has become what? 
180 Chn.: Poison 
181 Tr. : Poisonous. You shouldn't eat tin food that has been kept long. 
Aha the last one then you go. [Inaudible]. Yes you. 
182 Chn.: Geisha 
183 Tr. : Geisha is also one. Thank you very much. Right. Any questions. 
Any questions. You want to ask question? 
184 Chd.: Yes 
185 Tr. : Ask. Ask your question. 
186 Chn.: Please teacher how would you know that the fish is poisoned? 
187 Tr. : Ehein. She says how would you know that the fish is poisonous. 
Who would answer her for me? Who would answer the question for me? Yes. 
188 Chn.: Because they are floating. 
189 Tr. : Because they are floating how? You didn't see it. It is in the 
market and you went to buy. You wouldn't know. So what we have to do is 
that, what we have to do is that whenever you see somebody using this 
chemical, ha! To kill eh, fish you have to report that person to the police. Ha! 
Wo hunu saa ma ysn kye no. Wote asee? Ha? Sometimes cyc a na aduane 
koraa akuafuo, farmers when they want to spray their food. Obi wDhD a wo 
nim ys. Nti na wDde aduro no bcberee, na wDde akD spray aduane no. 
SE aduro bia, Eno na aborDfo ka SE too much of every thing is what? Too 
much of every thing is what? 
190 Chn.: Bad. 
191 Tr. : Bad. So if we use too much fertiliser or anything. 
192 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
193 Tr. : Ah! Because you are hungry you are chewing polluting bag? 
194 Chn.: [laughing]. 
195 Tr. : If you use plenty chemical on, to spray your crops. It will affect 
the plant and if somebody eats it he will die. I hope you understand. 
196 Chn.: Yes Miss. 
197 Chd.: Please what do they use to do the poison? 
198 Tr. : What do they use to do poison? They use. Who can tell me? They 
use different chemicals. Yes 
199 Chn.: [Inaudible] 
200 Tr. : What did you say? 
201 Chn : I said that the fishermen don't know that people has come and put 
DDT into the river but they would use the net to catch all the fish 
202 Tr. : Now the moment you pour DDT in the water the fish will die 
because is poisonous. DDT is very poisonous. Eye poison paa se se wode SD 
nsuo no mu ko. Na kakra bi okraa kD aboa no anum a wD be wuo. Nti 
fisherman or whoever he is no wDba, wD hunu se wD to ani pe. He know 
somebody has done. Somebody has come to put poison in the river. Okay! 
So he would know. Nti saa, If such a -person sees it. He shouldn't bring the 
fish to market for us to buy at all. You understand? 
203 Chd. : Yes Madam 
204 Tr. : You understand? 
205 Chn. :Yes Miss 
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206 Tr. : The last question 
207 Chn. 
water? 
:If he put the poison in the water would the poison affect the 
208 Tr. :Yes. That's a very good question. He said, if you put the poison 
in the water will it affect the water? Won't it affect it? Ha! It will affect the 
water. And anybody who drinks such water too will also die. The same like 
the fish. Ha! I said the last question. Mum hum. 
209 Chn. : Please teacher if you put the poison in the water and you 
go and fetch it and boil, borrow 
210 Tr. : Boil 
211 Chn : Boil it will you die? 
212 Tr. : Now lets listen to this. The guy is asking a question. He says if 
somebody has pour, poured DDT in the water. You don't know. Then you 
fetch it. Then you boil it. And then you drink it. Would you die? And I would 
say why why you know there's. If you know there is DDT in it don't fetch it at 
all. Mum! Don't fetch it at all and boil it. Ha! Aha! Don't drink it at all. You 
understand? 
213 Chd.: Yes Miss 
214 Tr. : Yes. Go and fetch another one. You would see that there is DDT 
in the water. So if you see it don't. Don't do what? 
215 Chn.: And fetch it. 
216 Tr. : Right. Lets try and answer these questions. Give them their 
science exercise books. I didn't say textbooks. I said science exercise books 
217 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
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APPENDIX 5(3):Ghanaian language 
LESSON : THREE 
TEACHER: TA 
CLASS : THREE 
SCHOOL : ABORDFO SUKUU 
SUBJECT GHANAIAN LANGUAGE. 
TOPIC ME NANA BARIMA HO ASEM (MY GRANDFATHER) 
DATE 7TH FEBRUARY, 1996. 
1 Tr. Me pc ss ys twers assm bi sfa ys nana barima ho. SEdeE me dikan 
ka ys no wo nana barima wD ne hwan? Ys kass wo nana barimaa wD ne hwan? 
Ama K. 
2 Ama K. : Me nana barima din de 
3 Tr. : Ka no den 
4 Ama K. : Me nana barima din de Francis Achampong 
5 Tr. : WDse ne nana barima din de Francis Achanipong. cyc. Na nso 
me bisa SE wo nana barima wD ne hwan? Ys kass obi ys me nana barima, na 
skyers ss W yE wo dEn? WD ys wo dsn? Felicia Frimpong 
6 Felicia F : WD ys me nana. 
7 Tr. sys dsn na wDb& ys wo nana. Eys den na w-D bs ye wo nana? 
Abrafi. 
8 Abrafi. : efiri ss wD ye me maame papa. 
9 Tr. : Mmo wD ye wo maame papa. Nti ye ka nana barima a wD ys 
wo maame papa. WD no nkoa? Anaa se. Wo maame papa anaa sen? Judith. 
10 Judith. ys mepapa papa. 
11 Tr. : sbio 
12 Judith. W ys me_pjapapa. 
13 Tr. Wo papa papa nso ys wo nana den? 
14 Chn. Nana barima. 
15 Tr. Mmo. eno nti enne ys ps ss ye ka, ye twere ys -nana barima ho 
assm. ennora me ma mo kc fie kp ye homework. Me de ma mo kk fie st obia 
nk: bisa na wpn be ka ne ho asem nkyers me. Nea edikan me ps ss me bisa wo ss. 
Wo nana barima ye frs no sEn? Wo nana barima ye frs no sEn? Juliet F. 
16 Juliet F. : Me nana barima din de Kwame Boateng 
17 Tr. : ebio 
18 Juliet F. : Me nana barima din de Kwame Boateng 
19 Tr. : WDse ne nana barima din de sEn? 
20 Chn. Kwame Boateng. 
21 Tr. Me nana barima, me nana barima din de. Obia nko ne ne nana 
barima. Me boa anaa? &nno nti fa wo nana barima edin shy& hem. Wo nana barima 
no wo hwe a wa di nfie boye ssn? Wa di nfie sen? Me nana, wo nana barima wa di 
nfie sen? Ofori A 
22 Ofori A. : Me nanabarima_ade mfie aduasa. 
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23 Tr. . Ne yirafi. EkyerE s& wa any& ne home work. Aha wa di nfie sen? 
Boakye A wa di nfie sen? 
24 Boakye A: Me nana barima ade nfie aduanan nan. 
25 Tr. : Wpse wa di nfie aduanan sen? 
26 Chn. : Enan 
27 Tr. : Aduanan nan yE de k_D Bor-Dfo a yE bE ka no sEn? Aduanan nan 
ne borDfo yE ka no sEn? Gregory. 
28 Gregory.: Ninety nine 
29 Tr. : Ninety nine? Dabi. Anita 
30 Chn. Forty four. 
31 Tr. Mmo mo mo nsam ma no 
32 Chn. NsambD. 
33 Tr. Wa di nfie aduanan nan. Mmo wa yE adeE. Nti wop& SE wo twere 
a wo bE ka no sen? SEn na wo b& twers no? WobE twer& no stn? Gifty K. 
34 Gifty K : Wadi nfie aduasa. Wadi nfie aduasa. 
35 Tr. : Ka bio ma y&ntea 
36 Gifty K. : Wadi nfie aduasa! 
37 Tr. : Wadi nfie aduasa. Nti wo twerE ne din wei a, afei wo se Wadi 
nfie aduasa. Mede, ma sE k&tE wD ha. Se wahunu? Wo duru a na wa atwert 
asEm a ESE wo twerE ahy& LLD. Wo nana barima adi mfie aduasa. Mmo wa ayE 
adeE. He na wD tee? WD te he? Wo nana barima no wD te he? Veronica. 
38 Veronica: Me nana barima te Adum. 
39 Tr. Ka no den 
40 Veronica: Me nana barima te Adum! 
41 Tr. : Wpte Adum. Wpte Adum. Ne kurom ne he? WDfiri he. Wo nana 
barima no wD firi he? Ne kurom ne he? Ne kurom ne he? Asamoah 
42 Asamoah: Ne kurom ne. Ne kurom ne Dda. 
43 Tr. : Ne kurom ne Dda. Anaa se wobe turni aka no s&n? Wo mpE sE 
wo ka SE ne kurom ne Ada wobE ka stn? Yes Gyetua. 
44 Chn. Ne kurom ne Tepa. 
45 Tr. . Anaa se wobe sane aka no sEn bio? Me pe sE wo dane no kakra. 
Sakina 
46 Sakina. : Anaa st wp firi Yendi. 
47 Tr. : Dfiri Yendi. WobE turni aka st ne kurom ne Yendi anaa se Dfiri 
Yendi. Wo nana no wDte sen? WD ye tenten anaa se wD ye teatea? WDye 
kDk» anaa SE wDyE tumtum? Anaa ye fitaa! Wo nana no wDte sen? Wo 
nana no wDte s&n? R Amoah. Dye 
48 R Amoah: Dye tenten tumtum. 
49 Tr. : Dse ne nana no wD ye nipa tenten tumtum. Wa ye adeE. Mmo. 
Dye tenten tumtum. Mmo wa yE adeE. Na woso wo nana wDte sen? 
50 Chd. : WD ye nipa kDk» tenten. 
51 Tr. Ka no den. 
52 Chd WD ye nipa kDk» tenten. 
53 Tr. WD ye nipa kDk» tenten .Nti ye be twere s& y& tenten 
tumtum anaa se teatea k_Dk» anaa sE teatea tumtum. Se wahunu. Mino waye 
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ade&. Ya hunu des ys nana no ss des wDse tes awei yi. Wo nana no ww mma 
sen? Ne mma ys ssn? Wo nana barima no ne mma ys ssn? Ne mma ys sen? Ne 
mina sys ssn? Ne mma eys sen? Sandra. 
54 Sandra. : Ne mma ys 
55 Tr. : Sandra se nyirafi ne nana mma o! Ne mma y& s &n? Godwin 
56 Godwin : Ne mma ys nsia. 
57 Tr. Mmo. WD se ne mina ys nsia. Juliana woso wo nana barima ne 
mma ye sen? 
58 Juliana : Ne mma ys du. 
59 Tr. : Ne mma ye du. Mmo. Woso wo nana barima ne mma ye ssn? 
Prince. Wo nana barima ne mma ys sen? 
60 Prince. Me nana barima ne mina eye nson. 
61 Tr. Ka ebio. 
62 Prince. Me nana barima ne mma eye nson. 
63 Tr. Me nana barima ne mma eye nson. Nti ye be twere se. Yeb& 
twere sen? Ne mma, ne mma ye wo na wo nim wo na wonim wo nana barima ne 
mma dudoD. Afei ne mma ye, ya hunu ne mma aweie yi. Ne nana no mo ye sen? 
Ne nana nom nso, ne nana nom nso ye. Ne nana nom ye sen? Baah. Ne nana nom 
ye sen? 
64 Baah. : Ne nana nom ye du baako. 
65 Tr. Ne nana nom ye du baako. Alfred woso wo nana barima, ne nana 
nom ye sen? 
66 Alfred. Nnan 
67 Tr. Ka no den 
68 Chn. Nnan 
69 Tr. Nnan. WDse ne nana nom ye enan. Woso wo nana barima mma 
ye ssn? 
70 Chn. Me nana barima mma 
71 Tr. Ne nana nom. 
72 Chn. Me nana barima nana nom eye du mmeinu 
73 Tr. Du mmeinu. Me nana barima nana nom eye du mmeinu Mmo. 
WDye den aduma? Aduma ben na wo nana barima no wD ye? Eden aduma na 
wDye? Senkyire ye den aduma? 
74 Senkyire : Dye tyres aduma 
75 Tr. : DtDn tyre me boa? Woso wo nana barima no ye den aduma? 
Michelle. 
76 Michelle : Dye painter aduma 
77 Tr. : Dye, Dpainte dan ho. Anaa SE Dka dan ho. Mmo. Woso wo nana 
barima no ye den aduma? K Asare 
78 K Asare : WDyD farm, Dye nwiram aduma. 
79 Tr. : WDye nwiram aduma. Wope akyere ss wp ye kua ni me boa? 
WDye okua ni. Mmo. Nti wo be twere no ssn? WDys okua ni anaa ss Dokita anaa 
ss lawyer anaa se wDyc aduma wD sika kurabia. Ye ka sika kurabia se wo nim? 
80 Chn. : Yes Miss 
81 Tr. : ekyere ssn? 
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82 Chn. : Bank 
83 Tr. : Sika kurabia kyerE se bank. Nti bebia yE aduma Eden? Twers 
hyE hp. eden aduane paa na wo nana barima wPpe? Aduane ben paa na wp ps? 
Wo nana barima, aduane ben na wP pe? Dora Agyei. 
84 Dora Agyei: Aduane paa me nana barima pe ne fufuo ne abs nkwae. 
85 Tr. : WPse aduane ne nana barima ps paa ne fufuo ne abs nkwae. 
Michael woso aduane ben na wo nana barima pc paa? 
86 Michael : Aduane a wpps paa ne banku. 
87 Tr. : Banku nkoa? Hwee nkaho? 
88 Michael : Banku ne nkate nkwan. 
89 Tr. : WDse Dnana barima ps den? 
90 Chn. . Banku ne,nkaíe_nlowan 
91 Tr. : Mmo. Woso wo nana barima aduane ben na wP pc? Aboagye 
92 Aboagye : Me nana barima pE fufuo ne abs nkwan. 
93 Tr. : WP no nso nana barima pe fufuo ne abc nkwan. Mmo. Aduane a 
wp pe paa. Nti yebe twere sE_ Aduanen wppe paa ne. Ago= ben_paa na wo nana 
pe? Wonim se mpayinfop nso de agorP? Ss swPhP a na wpn yE hwee a ya na 
pE agorP bi adi. Den agorP? Abigail 
94 Abigail : Agorp a wppe ne ludu. 
95 Tr. : Agorp a wDps ne ludu 
96 Chd. : Agorp a wppE paa ne b»1 bP. 
97 Tr. : Ago= a vv_ppe paa ne bpp1 bp. Mino. Akuamoah 
98 Akuamoah.: Agorp paa wPpe ne oware. 
99 Tr. : Oware tup Mmo wa ye ade AgorP a wpps ne owarQ_ Afei 
eden aduane na wo nana barima pe? Aduane ben na wDpe? Aduane a wppe nso ne 
deen? Liticia. 
100 Liticia. : Aduane me nana barima pe paa ne dPkuno ne nkruma. 
101 Tr. : Mmo. Aduane a ne nana barima_ps paa ne dDkuno ne nkruma.. 
se Edward woso wo nana barima aduane ben na wD pe? 
102 Edward. : Aduane a wPT.E ne fufuo ne nkrakra. 
103 Tr. Aduane a wppe ne fufuo. Mo nim se fufuo ne nkrakra eye de 
paa? 
104 Chn. Yes Miss 
105 Tr. Mo ním saa? 
106 Chn. Yes yenim 
107 Tr. Aha aduane a wPpE ne fufuo enne den? 
108 Chn. Nkrakra. 
109 Tr. : Me so me be ka me nana barima ho asem akyere wo. Ansa na no 
me pe se me bisa asem a etwa towD. _SE wahunu. Wope wo nana barima asem paa? 
110 Chn. Anne 
111 Tr. ehe! .Phene wo pe wo nana barima asem? 
112 Chn. Anne 
113 Tr. Aha. eden nti na wope wo nana barima ho asem? Me pe na asem 
efiri se ya wp keka mani. Me boa? Aha. Me pc na asem efiri SE. Ka ma yentea. 
114 Chn. : Dpe ma asem. 
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115 Tr. : Wo, wo na me bisa wo ss. Me ps na assm sfiri ss. 
116 Dhene : sfiri ss WD no nso ps ma ssm. 
117 Tr. : Aha, aha ka ss: Me ps na ssm sfiri ss 
118 Chn. : Me pc na ssm sfiri SE 
119 Tr. Winifred. Wops wo nana barima ho assm paa? 
120 Chn. sfiri ss biribia me hia bia wDde ma me. 
121 Tr. : Mmo mo mmD mo nsam ma no 
122 Chn. : Nsambp 
123 Tr. Dse Dps ne nana barima ho assm sfiri ss biribia wDps bia wpde 
ma no. Afei me nso bska me nana barima ho assm. tea no yiye o! Wo wiee a woso 
wobs ka wodes. Obia bska ne nana barima ho assm. sfiri SE obia ne ne nana 
barima. Me boa anaa? obia ne ne nana barima. Me boa anaa? 
124 Chn. : Yes Miss 
125 Tr. : Me nana barima din de Owura Owusu. Wadi mfie aduowotwe 
num. Dte Kurofoforom. Ne krom ne Asaremankese. Dys nipa tenten kDk--)D. Ne 
mma ye sdu mmesnsa. Ne nana nom nso ys. Ne maa ys sdu mmesnsa, Ne nana 
nom nso sys aduasa. WDys aduma wD, wDys aduma wp Ghana Social . Dabi. 
Meps SE me ka no Twi. Mbs kano Twi. As obi ys secretary ys ka ne Twi ssn? 
WD ye Dtwerstwers ni. Ss wahunu? Aha! Nti ys ka ss ys Dtwerstwers ni wD. 
Sika Korabia. Sika Korabia skyers ss bank. Ha. WDys Dtwerstwers ni wD Sika 
Kurabia. Afei agorD a wDps paa ne oware. Naa aduane a wpps nso ne banku ne 
nkruma nkwan. Meps me nana barima assm sfiri ss wD no nso ps ma assm. Me 
nys ales? 
126 Chn. Wa ys ades. [NsambD] 
127 Tr. Yes Mo mmD mo nsam ma me. 
128 Chn. : NsambD 
129 Tr. Afei meps ss obi nso sore gyina hD. Na des ya twers agu board 
yi so, wp no nso de ndeD bs hys mu baako baako, baako. Me ps nipa nnan. Ys 
wo ka ys den? 
130 Chn. : Ka no den. 
131 Tr. : Mmo. Hwan na sbs ka ne des kane? Gifty A. 
132 Gifty A : Me nana barima din de Owura Robert Armor. Wa di nfie 
aduowotwe baako. WDte Kroforom. Ne krom ne Offinso. Dys nipa 
133 Tr. : Aee! To wobo. 
134 Gifty A Dys nipa kDk» 
135 Tr. : Ma anka ss nka no den. Ka no den , na smo to wo bo ase 
136 Gifty A Dys nipa kDk» tenten. Ne mma ys mmesnsa. Ne nana 
nom ys nson. 
137 Tr. : Wo ays ades mmo. Hwan nso biom? Hwan na sbs ka bi ama 
yen. Aha. 
138 Chd. : Me nana barima sdin de. 
139 Tr. : Ka no den 
140 Chd. : Me nana barima din de Mr. 
141 Tr. : Ka no den 
142 Chd. : Me nana barima din de Mr. Owusu KDkoo 
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143 Tr. : Mr ys ka ne Twi ssn? 
144 Chd. : Owura KDkoo 
145 Tr. : Aha 
146 Chd. : Owura Owusu Kokoo. Wa di nfie Eduasa num. WDte AbiripD 
Junction ne horn ne Ampatea. WDys nipa teatea tumtum. Ne mma ys nsia. Ne 
Nana nom nso ys nsia. 
147 Tr. : ys aduma w 
148 Chd. : WD ys aduma wD. 
149 Tr. : Anaa ys Okua ni, Dys Dokita. Ss wahunu. Aha. Dsn 
aduma na wD ys? 
150 Chn. Dys Okua ni. 
151 Tr. Mhum 
152 Chd. : WDys Okua ni. AgorD a wDps ne ludo. Aduane nso a wDps ne 
fufuo ne abs nkan. Me nana barima ps ma assm sfiri ss w-D no nso ps ma assm. 
153 Tr. : Aee! Wo nana barima ps wa assm sfiri ss wD no nso ps wa 
assm? Ah! Ka no yiye. Meps me nana barima assm sfiri ss 
154 Chd. : Meps me nana barima assm sfiri ss wD no nso ps ma assm. 
155 Tr. : Mmo wo ays ades. Hwan nso bio? Mmaa no me ps ss Dbaa 
baako bs kasa. Meps ss Dbaa baako bskasa ma mintea. Mmo nkasa? Felicia F 
156 Felicia F: Me nana barima din de Owura Okyere Darkwa. Wa di nfie 
nwDtwe. 
157 Tr. : Wa di nfie nwDtwe? 
158 Chn. [laughing] 
159 Tr. : Anaa wops ss wo kase wa di nfie aduowotwe? 
160 Felicia F: Wa di nfie aduowotwe? WDte, Dte Dekysmso. Ofiri Abofour. 
Dys, wDys aduma wD KMA. 
161 Tr. : WDys nipa, Dys nipa mum hum! 
162 Felicia F : WDys nipa teatea kDk». Dys aduma wD K1VIA. 
163 Tr. : Mhum. 
164 Felicia F: Ne mma ys sdu. Ne nana nom ys mmeinu. Dye 
165 Tr. : WDys 
166 Felicia F : Dye 
167 Tr. : He ne fa na wDys aduma? 
168 Felicia F : KMA 
169 Tr. : Aha nti fa ka assm 
170 Felicia F WDys aduma KMA. AgorD a wDps ne oware 
171 Tr. : Mmo. Adsn wops wo nana barima assm? 
172 Felicia F: Meps me nana barima assm sfiri ss wDto ananse sDm kyers me 
173 Tr. Mmo mo mmD mo nsam ma no 
174 Chn. Nsambp. 
175 Tr. WDse wDps ne nana barima assm sfiri ss sye a WD ys den? 
176 Chn. Dto ananse ssm kyers no. 
177 Tr. Mmo wo ays ades. Hwan nso bio? Hwan nso bio? Mmo a mo 
aka mo npsgya mon nsa. Nti smmaa swD dan mu ha WD he? Mmaa no mo nka bi 
ma ysntea. shs Shetu. 
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178 Shetu. : Me nana barima de Owura John Abeiku. Wadi rafie WP-te 
North Sun. WPte Barikesse. Ne krom ne Navrongo. Wp yE nipa lok» tenten. 
Ne mma yE nson. Ne nana nom yE mmeEnsa. pyE WpyE aduma. pys pkyerskyers 
179 Tr. : pkyerskyerE ni. Mmo. 
180 Shetu. : Ago= a wp pE_paa ne oware. me pE_me nana baria asEm Efiri sE 
me hia biribia wptp ma me. 
181 Tr. : Mmo nhwee mo nsam kesseE ma no. 
182 Chn. : Nsambp 
183 Tr. : Aka nipa wptwa twp. Yes AchamfoP. Ka no den o! 
184 Achamfop: Me nana barima din de. Me nana barima din de Owura Kofi 
Boateng. Wadi nfieado aduosia Ennan 
185 Tr. : Aduosia nan. Aha 
186 AchamfoD: WPte AhodwoNe krom ne Abomosu. WP ys 1pk» tentera. 
Ne mma yE Enum. Ne nana nom yE du baako. Dye , DyE Okua ni. AgorP a w-pE 
ne b»1bp. Aduane nso .a wppE ne fufuo ne abE nkwan. 
187 Tr. : Mhum 
188 Achamfop: Me nana barima assm. Mepe me nana barima assm Efiri sE w 
pE, WD no so pE ma asEm 
189 Tr. : Mmo wo ayE ade EyE. Afei dee yE nyinaa ye bE ka abom wo 
duru bsbia ya sE kEtE noa na wa yE dEn? 
190 Chn. : [Talking together] 
191 Tr. : Mfa wo dee nhyE hp. Gyae no saa. Ha? . Gyae no saa. Ha? hyE 
ases. Me de abaa no be sisiso. Na wo nso wa ye den? 
192 Chn. : Na ma kan 
193 Tr. : Ka ma yentea ye. Me Nana barima ho asem. 
194 Chn. : Me Nana barima ho asem. Me Nana barima ho asem Me Nana 
barima din di dash. 
195 Tr. : Nka dash. Aha 
196 Chn. Wadi nfie 
197 Tr. Wadi nfie, nfie dash A>Ihum! 
198 Chn. Wadi dash 
199 Tr. Ye hye ases Me nana barima ho asem. Mhum 
200 Chn. : Me nana barima ho asEm. Me Nana barima din di (lash. Wadi nfie 
dash Wpte dash. Ne krom ne dash. yE dash. Ne mma ye dash. Ne nana nom nso 
ye dash. Dye dash. Agorp a wPpE paa ne dash. Aduane WD _pe paa ne dash. 
Mepe me nana barima. [Talking together] 
201 Tr. : Me pe na asem Efiri se. 
202 Chn. : Me pe na asem Efiri ss dash 
203 Tr. : Mmo aye adee. Afei de wo book be ma wo. Wp kp fa aba . 
na wo atwere. Ha! WDde wo book ma wo a twere. Dee ya sE ketE bia na wa ye 
den? 
204 Tr+Chn: Na wode wodeE ahyE hp. 
205 Tr. : Dec EsEsE wode hyE hp na wode aye den? 
206 Chn. Wode ahyE 
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207 Tr. Start work. Start work. Nipa na agyeme see? 
208 Chn. [Working]. 
209 Tr. : He go and sit down and do the work. 
210 Chn. : [Working]. 
211 Tr. : Tack in your shirt. 
212 Chn. [Working]. 
213 Tr. Those who have finished should come and mark their work. 
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use or he use 
Now children we have maths. When it was Christmas I hope your 
mothers bou ht you either a dress, a shoe, a shirt, or a trousers_ Now 
mother or father bought the trousers or a shoe for you, what did she 
to measure you? Aha Joyce what did she use? 
2 Joyce. : [Inaudible] 
3 Tr. -Louder 
4 Joyce. She used a broom 






Right. What other thing did your mother use? Sammy. What did 
8 Chn. : My mother used a ruler. 
9 Tr. : A ruler? Thank you very much. To measure your length. Ri ht 
What did your father use or your mother use to measure you? 
10 Chn. She used a chalk. 
11 Tr. A chalk? Mhum. What other thing? Alfred. 
12 Chn. She used a box 
13 Tr. Again 
14 Chn. She used a box 
15 Tr. A box? To measure what? 
16 Chn. My foot 
17 Tr. Your foot? A box. Okay. Now we have so many things that we 
can use to measure things. Yes you 
18 Chn. She used. She used a paper and she cut my leg on it she go and 
buy me 
19 Tr. : He said, her mother, his mother eh, traced his foot on a sheet of 
paper and the cut it and took it to the market. Thank you very much. now, there 
are so many ways that we can measure things. There are so many ways that we can 
measure things. First we can use: What is this? 
20 Chn. A tape 
21 Tr. Again 
22 Clin. A tape measure. 
23 Tr. Don't say tape. When we say tape, it's the one we use at home. 
We use it to play music. Ha! ape recorder This is a tape measure. Say it 
24 Chn. : A tape measure. 
25 Tr. : Then you can also use a ruler. A what? 
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26 Chn. : A ruler. Then we have meter tape. When you go to the market, 
the one they use like this one. Is very long. Ha? It's longer than a ruler. That one 
they use to measure material. You understand. 
27 Tr. : Yes. We can also use ruler. What other things can you use to 
measure things. Harry 
28 Harry : A stick. 
29 Tr. A stick. That's what I said. The meter stick. Aha 
30 Chd. A dress. 
31 Tr. A dress. You can use a dress to measure things? 
32 Chd. [Inaudible] 
33 Tr. Your mother did what? 
34 Chd. My mother took my home dress to the shop 
35 Tr. Ah! So you used an old dress to buy you a new one. She used it 
at the market. Thank you very much. Right. We can also use our palm like this. 
Your hand. Mum! If I want to measure this boy's table. What I will have to do is to 
use my hand to measure it. One, two and then 
36 Chd. Half 
37 Tr. Half. So I can use my palm to do what? Measure. I can use my 
what? 
38 Chn. : Hand 
39 Tr. Right. We also have this. You can use your leg. Your feet like 
this, two, three, four, five, six, seven and so on and so forth. So there are so many 
ways that we can do what? 
40 Chn. Measure things 
41 Tr. So we can measure things in so many ways. We can use the 
what? 
42 Chn. The tape 
43 Tr. You can use what? 
44 Chn. A tape 
45 Tr. A tape measure. You can use eh, 
46 Chd. Ruler. 
47 Tr. A ruler, eh what other things? 
48 Chn. A stick. 
49 Tr. A stick. 
50 Chn. A chalk 
51 Tr. A broom 
52 Chn. A stick. 
53 Tr. A stick. Thank you. You can use, you can also use a watch, a 
string You know a string? Yes let me show you one. This is one. You can use a 
string Like the boys are doing in the book to measure things. Now I want us to use 
the tape measures we brought, the rulers and the sticks to measure our table . 
Measure it and tell me what you got. I will call you so that you tell me the number 
of inches. I want you to use the inches. The one written boldly. Like this aha! Use 
this one to measure. Measure it. Those using ruler should also measure, measure 
the length of the table. Like this. Ha! And tell me. 
54 Chn. : [Working]. 
55 Tr. When you finish raise up you hand I will call you. 
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56 Chn. : [Working] 
57 Tr. : Yes some pupils are using their palm to do it. Others are using 
their tape measures. Some also are using the eh, ruler. That is all good. Right. 
Those using tape measure. How many inches did you get? How many inches? 
Godwin 
58 Chd. I get fifty 
59 Tr. I got 
60 Chd. I got fifty three 
61 Tr. Fifty three what? 
62 Chd. Fifty three 
63 Tr. Inches. 
64 Chd. Inches. 
65 Tr. Thank you very much. What did you get? 
66 Chd. I got twenty inches 
67 Tr. Twenty inches. What did you get? 
68 Chd. I got thirty inches 
69 Tr. Thirty inches. Who else? Thank you very much. 
70 Chn. [Talking together]. 
71 Tr. Quiet. What did you get? Abrafi? 
72 Abrafi. I used my hands 
73 Tr. Louder 
74 Abrafi. I used my hands. I got two and half inches 
75 Tr. You used your span. You got two and half. Thank you very 
much. Now, it means the tables that we measured the are, they don't have the same 
what? Length. They are different length. I want this place to be quiet. Stop 
measuring. We have finished with that. Yes Right. So we can use our spans. Some 
people used span. others used tape and yet others used rulers to measure. Right 
now I want you to take your rulers, ha! Take your ruler. You see that we have 
centimetres then inches. When you look on your ruler. Those written boldly, ha! 
Are the cen eh, inches and those here are the centimetres. No w can you see that 
on your ruler? 
76 Chn. : Yes Miss 
77 Tr. : Right. So use your ruler to the table and tell me how many inches 
you get. 
78 Chn. : [Working] 
79 Tr. How many is that? How many inches? 
80 Chd. Twelve inches 
81 Tr. Aha. Yes, how many did you get? 
82 Chd. Eleven and half inches 
83 Tr. Eleven and half. Yes. 
84 Chd. : I got one and half inches 
85 Tr. : One and half. Then your table is too small. Thank you. All right. 
Now today we are going to measure the line segments that we have in the book. 
You see we have some line segments in the book. When you look at page 57 of 
your maths textbook. You see that they've written "Measuring Line segments." Ha! 
Measuring line what? 
86 Chn. : Segments. 
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87 Tr. And then you see a line drawn like this. And then they have 
written some letters 
88 Chn. "B and O.B. O. B. 
89 Tr. You can't say O. B. Say line OB 
90 Chn. Line OB 
91 Tr. No, no 
92 Chn. OB 
93 Tr. NO. NO. Say line segment OB. or Line OB You understand? 
Class so what name do you give to this line? 
94 Chn. : Line segment OB. 
95 Tr. : OB. Now I want you to take your ruler and measure line 
segment OP. 
96 Chn. Measuring. 
97 Tr. No you the centimetres. 
98 Chn. Measuring 
99 Tr. How many centimetres did you get? 
100 Chd. [Inaudible] 
101 Tr. How many is that? 
102 Chn. Five 
103 Tr. Five what? 
104 Chn. : Centi 
105 Tr. Five what 
106 Chn. Five 
107 Tr. : Five what 
108 Chn. Five Centi, centis 
109 Tr. Five what? 
110 Chn. Five centimetres. 
111 Tr. Five centimetre. Right. What did you get? 
112 Chn. Eleven centimetres. 
113 Tr. Then you didn't use it. No. That is not the centimetres. Use this 
part. Mum. This is inches and this is the centimetres. Ha! Centimetres is the same 
as centimetres. So use this place. Mum! You see, aha. 
114 Chn. . [Working]. 
115 Tr. Let me see. 
116 Chn. Eight centimetres. 
117 Tr. No. Line. Ah! You are measuring OP. 
118 Chn. Wei see 
119 Tr. Ah! Then is ten. Thank you. Okay 
120 Chn. [Working] 
121 Tr. Let me see yours. How many did you get? 
122 Chd. Ten centimetres 
123 Tr. . You also got ten centimetres. No don't use the tape measure use 
the rulers only. You understand. 
124 Chn. : Yes Miss 
125 Tr. : Use the ruler, ha Mum hum! Use the ruler. Measure line OP. Line 
OP. Yes. How many did you get? Edward. How many did you get? 
126 Edward : One twenty. 
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127 Tr. : One twenty what? Cedis 
128 Edward: One twenty metres. One twenty 
129 Tr. What are we using? What did I say you should use? 
130 Chd. Ruler 
131 Tr. Ruler and what? You should measure in what? 
132 Chn. Centi, Centimetres 
133 Tr. Centimetres. So don't say one thirty metre. Yes how many did 
you get? 
134 Chn. : Nine and half 
135 Tr. : Nine and half what? Don't say that I don't like that. Say nine and 
half. If it's cedis say cedis, if it's pesewas say pesewas. If it's centimetres say nine 
and half centimetres 
136 Chn. : Nine and half centimetres 
137 Tr. : Okay. Right. The correct, the correct one is ten centimetres. 
Those who got ten raise up your hands. 
138 Chn. : Show of hands 
139 Tr. : Very good. Very good. Now I want you to measure line GH. 
Line GH. Line segment GH. Measure it 
140 Chd. : G. G 
141 Tr. : Measure it. Measure it. This is GH. In centimetres Oh! 
142 Chn. : [Working]. 
143 Tr. : If you finish just raise up your hand. If you finish measuring raise 
up your hand. Line, line segment GH. How many did you get? 
144 Chn. . I get six 
145 Tr. I got 
146 Chn. I got six 
147 Tr. Six what? I just told you I don't like six, six. Then you stop 
148 Chn. . Six centimetres. 
149 Tr. Can't you speak louder? Yes. 
150 Chn. I got six centimetres. 
151 Tr. Six centimetres! Aha. Any different answer? 
152 Chn. Yes Madam 
153 Tr. : Any different answer? Somebody said he got six. What did you 
get? 
154 Chn. : I get 
155 Tr. Igot 
156 Chn. I got five centimetres 
157 Tr. : Five centimetres. What about you? Sandra. 
158 Sandra. I get 
159 Tr. : I got. Everybody say I got 
160 Chn. : I got 
161 Tr. : Mhum 
162 Sandra. Four and half centimetres 
163 Tr. : Somebody said she got four and half So we have got three 
answers now. Somebody said he got six, centimetres another one says he got five 
164 Chn. : Five centimetres is correct 
165 Tr. : And then five and half or five point five. 
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166 Chn. [Talking together] 
167 Tr. Aha 
168 Chn. Which of them is correct? 
169 Tr. Okay I am also going to measure mine. 
170 Chn. [Talking together] 
171 Tr. So those who got five, yes five. Five is correct. Is five 
centimetres 
172 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
173 Tr. : Okay. That is that. 
174 Chn. : [Talking together].. 
175 Tr. : We are on line, line. Oh keep quiet. Keep quiet. Keep quiet. 
Right. Measure line AB Line segment AB. Why didn't you bring ruler, pen. 
Where is your ruler? Ha? You don't have some. A school girl must have a ruler. 
176 Chn. : [Talking together] 
177 Tr. Measure line AB. Line segment AB. Did I say you should talk? 
178 Chn. No Miss 
179 Tr. I said you should measure. 
180 Chn. [Talking together]. 
181 Tr. Aha! Have you finished? 
182 Chn. Yes Miss 
183 Tr. Line segment, line segment AB. 
184 Chn. Teacher we should use the tape. 
185 Tr. No, no please I said use ruler. 
186 Chn. [Talking together]. 
187 Tr. : The same thing. Those who don't have ruler. You can use the 
tape measure. If you don't have ruler, use the tape measure. Is the same thing 
188 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
189 Tr. : No, no the room is too noisy. I hope you are not measuring with 
your mouths. Are you? 
190 Chn. No Miss. 
191 Tr. : Yes. So make sure you make the place a bit. You are still talking. 
192 Chn. [Talking together] 
193 Tr. : Hey! How many did you get? 
194 Chn. I got six, seven, seventeen measure 
195 Tr. Seventeen? 
196 Chn. Measure, 
197 Chd : Oh! 
198 Chd. : Measure, measure me! Measure 
199 Tr. Now I said you should measure in what? 
200 Chn. : Centimetres. 
201 Tr. . So you've got seventeen what? 
202 Chd. : Seventeen metres 
203 Tr. : Seventeen centimetres. Who else? Yes. 
204 Chd. : Seventeen centimetres. 
205 Tr. You too you got seventeen. What did you get? 
206 Chd. : Seventeen centimetres 
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207 Tr. : Seventeen centimetres. This is how it should be. That's why you 
are not getting the correct thing. This how it should be. Ha! You see, you see it? 
You see? How many is that. 
208 Chd. : Seventeen 
209 Tr. : Seventeen centimetres. Yes. If you don't measure it well you 
won't get the correct eh, this thing that you want. I want a different answer. Has 
anybody got a different answer? Prince. How many did you get? 
210 Prince. : 
211 Tr. : 
212 Prince. : 
213 Tr. : 









I got eighteen centimetres 
Eighteen centimetres. So we've got seventeen and eighteen. Wait 
measure mine. 
Seventeen, eighteen 
Okay you wait. Don't talk 
Don't talk 
Seventeen is correct 
Hey! 
It's okay. Those who got seventeen is correct. Now I said use 
tape. I want the answer in centimetres. So you have to use this one. Ha! Use this 







: Yes Miss. 
. Right. Who doesn't understand? 
A child raises his hand. 
You don't understand what we are doing? What's your problem? 
I don't understand because the G and H 
: The G and the H The G and the ah! Somebody oh! Somebody is 
asking a question. Listen. Somebody says he doesn't understand. I asked him why? 
And he said he doesn't understand the eh the G and the H. What do you think? 
What do you think? What can you say about that. The G and H. ghein Judd help 
her. 
226 Judd. : Centimetres 
227 Tr. : The G and the H is the centimetres 
228 Judd. : No 
229 Tr. : If your friend tell you "Ah I don't understand it" What will you 
say? Mhum 
230 Judd. : It's just a number 
231 Tr. : It's just a number? You nearly got it. What can you say? Kafuei 
232 Kafuei. : She was playing. 
233 Tr. : She was playing. Now the G and the H is the name of the line. 
That all. It doesn't mean anything. The name of the line. You understand? 
234 Chn. : Yes Miss 
235 Tr. : I can draw a line like this. I can draw a line and I can give it any 
name that I like. I can say its line segment AD. So the A and the D is the name of 
the what? 
236 Chn. : The line 
237 Tr. : The line segment. Ha! 
238 Chd. . Yes Miss 
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239 Tr. : The line starts from the A to the D. So that's why we've given it 
the name line segment A D 
240 Chn. : Line segment 
241 Tr. : Aha! A 
242 Chn. D 
243 Tr. : You see so this is not difficult. Don't tell me you don't understand. 
Ah! Now I want everybody to take his class exercise book. Take your ruler or tape 
measure and measure these exercises in centimetres. Okay! 
244 Chd. : Yes Miss 
245 Tr. : You measure number. Measure numbers three, four, five, six, and 
seven. Ah! 
246 Chn. : [Talking together] 
247 Tr. Measure line segment. Line segment. Ha? 
248 Chn. . [Talking together] 
249 Tr. Exercise, number, exercises numbers 
250 Chn. Number one 
251 Tr. No number one is not. We've done numbers one and two. So 
from number three, numbers, numbers three, four, five, six and seven And what? 
252 Chn. : Seven 
253 Tr. Seven. So you have five exercises. Take your take the textbook. 
254 Chd. [Inaudible] 
255 Tr. He says what? 
256 Chn. [Inaudible] 
257 Tr. Yes, it should be in centimetres. You see the exercises here. Line 
segment AB is dash centimetres. It means you are going to use the centimetres on 
the, your tape. Tape measure. Ha! To measure understand? 
258 Chn. . Yes please 
259 Tr. Do you understand? 
260 Chn. Yes please 
261 Tr. Right. So you do exercise three, to seven. When you are 
numbering it then you number it one, two, three, four, and five. Okay. 
262 Chn. : Yes please. 
263 Tr. : Take your class exercise books. I hope everybody has got one of 
the textbook. 
264 Chn. : Yes please. 
265 Tr. : Mhum. We turn to page 57 and then do that exercises in the 
book. You are not going to draw the line oh! Don't draw the line segment. You 
only measure and then write. Lets say number one. Line segment MN is dash 
centimetres. So you measure line segment MN. Like this. Where is Mn? shein this 
is it. You measure it like this and then this is 6 . 5 
266 Chd. : Go and sit down 
267 Tr. : Mum. Sometimes you see that on your rulers. Look here. On 
your rulers you have, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Then 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Ha! Ha! There is a short line 
between number one and two. Have you seen that? 
268 Chd. : Yes please 
269 Tr. : Mum. 
270 Chn. . Yes please. 
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271 Tr. : Let us say this is one and then, this is two. There is a line in the 
middle of one and two. Like this. This is point five. So if you measure and you 
come to this end, it should be line segment AD is equals to, lets say one point 
272 Chn. Five 
273 Tr. Five what? 
274 Chn. Centimetres. 
275 Tr. You understand 
276 Chn. Yes Please. 
277 Tr. It is not up to two so it is point five. Wote des me ka no ase? 
278 Chn. . Yes please 
279 Tr. Aha. Start work. Start work. Give them their exercise books. The 
maths exercise books. 
280 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
281 Tr. Don't talk please. 
282 Chn. [Working]. 
283 Tr. Where is your ruler? 
284 Chn. Shows teacher the ruler. 
286 Tr. This ruler? But this line let me see. This one is not good. Ynu 
don't have. What! Look at this. 
287 Chn [laughing]. 
288 Tr. You're laughing . How are you going to measure? 
289 Chn. . [Working]. 
290 Tr. Hs! sit straight. 
291 Chn. [Talking together]. 
292 Tr. Tofique would you keep _quiet. 
293 Chn. [Working] 
429 Tr. Remember I said you shouldn't draw the lines. 
295 Chn. Yes Miss 
296 Tr. Yes. You only have to measure. You are eh! Hurry up. 
297 Chn. [Working] 
298 Tr. Hs! Stop making noise with your ruler. Ah! 
299 Chn. [Working]. 
300 Tr. You have ten minutes to finish with this. 
301 Chn. [Working]. 
302 Tr. Hs! Judd, you can't talk and write at the same time. 
303 Chn. [Working]. 
304 Tr. [Inaudible] 
305 Chd. [Inaudible] 
306 Tr. If you can't speak louder go and sit down. 
307 Chn. . [Working]. 
308 Tr. Don't write [inaudible] write one [inaudible]. Haven't I told you 
not to do that again? Hum? Why? Don't you know it's your class exercise book? 
Woa look! 
309 Chn. : [Working] 
310 Tr. : Don't use this for this. Go, go, go, go and look for pen 
311 Chn. [Working] 
312 Tr. Where did I say you should start from? 
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313 Chn. Number three 
314 Tr. Look at what you have written here. 
315 Chn. [Working]. 
316 Tr. This time everybody has to be able to answer the question 
317 Chd. [Inaudible] 
318 Tr. You don't have pen. Why did you come to tell me? Ha! Speak 
louder 
319 Chn. [Inaudible] 
320 Tr. I can't here you. Why did you come me? Did you tell anybody? 
321 Chd. No 
322 Tr. : Ha! Did you send any message? 
323 Chn. : [Working]. 
324 Tr. Where's your pen? 
325 Chn. [Inaudible] 
326 Tr. Rapheal why is it that you always borrow pen from others? Ha! 
327 Chn. 
328 Tr. Don't you buy pen? 
329 Chn. [Working]. 
330 Tr. Go to the table and place the books in the middle 
331 Chn. [Working]. 
332 Tr. You don't have a book. Go and take mine 
333 Chn. [Talking together] 
334 Tr. Take mine. You are standing there. Where is my textbook? 
335 Chd. It's in the cupboard. 
336 Tr. ehein! Go for it! 
337 Chn. [Working and talking together]. 
338 Tr. Those who have finished can go and put their books down. Those 
who have not finished ten minutes more 
339 Chn. : [Working and talking together]. 
340 Tr. : Get ready to stop work. 
341 Chn. : [Working and talking together]. 
342 Tr. : Felicia A, Felicia A come. Come and look at this. You didn't 
measure it well. Number [inaudible] where is it? Line MN. Look at it oh! Is it up to 
seven? Hein seven is here. This is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. But you see the line ends here. So 
it's no up to seven. It's six point [Inaudible] Mum! So go and do you correction. 
Hanna Agei Boateng come 
343 Chn. : [Working]. 
344 Tr. : Hanna Agei Boateng come. You didn't measure it well. Look at 
this one. Line segment AB Look. It's how many centimetres? 
345 Hanna . : 18 
346 Tr. : No, it's not 18. Look at well. How many centimetres ? Ha How 
many centimetres Can't you see it? 
347 Chn. 18 
348 Tr. Is it 18? 
349 Chn. 17 









: Six centimetres? 
Eight centimetres. 
: You've written nine. I don't know how you did it. Even if you 
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APPENDIX 5(5) TB: Ghanaian Language 
LESSON : FIVE 
TEACHER : "TB" 
CLASS : FOUR 
SCHOOL : ABORDFO SUKUU 
SUBJECT : GHANAIAN LANGUAGE (GRAMMAR) 
TOPIC : DIN PA cNNE DIN HUNT] (COMMON & PROPER NOUNS) 
DATE 14TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr. : sdin, s& ys kass sdin a na Win &nne dEn? 
2 Chd. . Enipa din 
3 Tr. : Nipa din. Aane. Ebetumi ays nipa din? 
4 Chn. : Sir, sir. 
5 Tr. Obia cars me 
6 Chd. : Aboa din, aboa din. 
7 Tr. EbEtum aye aboa din. 
8 Chd. : Kro din. 
9 Tr. : EbEtumi nso aye kro din. 
10 Chd. : NneEma din. 
11 Tr. : Ebstumi ays nnesma din. 
12 Chd. : Dua din 
13 Tr. : EbEtumi aye dua din. 
14 Chd. : Trolley din 
15 Tr. : Ed &n nea? YEde yEdEn? 
16 Chn. : eye adee a ye de nnesma gu mu pia 
17 Tr. : Ss wahunu! YE yska Twi no, w no des wDka BorDfo o! 
skyers ss wp no des wDte BorDfo paa. Eh&, &din eye den? 
18 Chn. Nipa din. 
19 Tr. sbstumi ays nipa din. 
20 Chd. Kro din 
21 Tr. Ebstumi ays kro din. Ells. 
22 Chd. Aboa din 
23 Tr. sbstumi aye aboa din. Ebstumi aye 
24 Chd. snnesma din 
25 Tr. sbctumi ays snnesma din. Yes 
26 Chn. Nsuo bi din 
27 Tr. sbctumi ays nsuo bi din. Efa. 
28 Chn. Wan kasa 
29 Tr. : Yes snnec sdin EYE nssm bia ysde hyc snnesma bi agyinaec. 
sdin EyE nsEm bi a yEde hyE nnesma bi agyinaes. 
30 Chn. . WDn nyinaa skasa. 
31 Tr. Ss wahunu. Fa kD ma no bra. 
32 Chn. : WDn nyinaa skasa 
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33 Tr. . Esoso ys nyinaa agye atum ss nawptwe a Etess Enns yE kasE 
Edin Eys nscm bia yEde hys agyirae te sE sukuu, afuom, dua, Kofi, Kumasi 
Nkrae, Koforidua. Me yira afiri bi. Hwan na Ede kane akae me? Kae me bi. 
34 Chn. : Atadec 
35 Tr. : AtadeE 
36 Chn. : Wawa 
37 Tr. Wawa. Mmo nkae me bi 
38 Chn. Efie 
39 Tr. : Kae me bi. 
40 Chn. Book 
41 Tr. Kae me bi 
42 Chn. : nyame dua 
43 Tr. : Kae me bi. 
44 Chn. : Hyccte 
45 Tr. Kae me bi. Obi Eka biribi. Kae me wpse dcn nea? 
46 Chn. : Wpse book 
47 Tr. Book, wpse book 
48 Chn. Sir, sir. 
49 Tr. syE. Me twerE ne nyinaa agu board no so (Wp twers agu ade 
sua an no ho). 
50 Chn. . Wpn nyinaa Ekasa. 
51 Tr. :Edin cyc nssm bia ycde hys nnesma bi agyirae. SE Ebia sukuu kro, nipa 
52 Chn. : Atadec 
53 Tr. : Mmo 
54 Chn. : [Kasa] [Talking together]. 
55 Tr. :EyE, SE wo WD biribi a pagya wo nsa na mabP wo din. Peaceful 
56 Peaceful: Aspre 
57 Tr. Aspre. Mabel. 
58 Mabel : Sukuu 
59 Tr. : Sukuu. Ma twerc dada 
60 Chn. : Wawa. 
61 Tr. : Wawa. Mmo. Wawa, wawa. Beatrice 
62 Beatrice: Nyamedua 
63 Tr. :Nyamedua. Mmo. cnne des ckikakika ho no nyinaa. BEberee SE ye 
kasE yE ka nka ysbs ka bsberee. Ne nyinaa y dsn nea? sdin. cdin. Na EnnE nea 
ysba abc yp. YE bsyE Edin hunu.. Edin hunu. cdin hunu sne Edin pa Yee dec 
ysdes yc de kaekae yE ho kwa. Edin hunu Ene Edin pa. YE adikan ahunu sdin. 
SEdes sdin se tec. sdin syE nssm a yule hyc nnesma agyirae. Seesei SE ys ka SE 
sdin hunu a sdsbESn snna Eba wo tiri mu? Din hunu. sdin hunu. snno kora na. 
Tea des Atifa skakyerE ysn. Edin hunu. Atifa, sdin hunu ysdsn? 
64 Atifa : cdin hunu yE assm a yska sma yE nhunu adekoro pptii. 
65 Tr. : Mmo mmp mo nsam ma no. 
66 Chn. : [Nsam mmp] [clapping]. 
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67 Tr. . SE wahunu. YE adikan akass sdin aya nsam bi a yEde hyE 
nnesma bi nkrocnkora agyirae. anti Edin hunu EyE, wPse nsam bi a yskaa ya 
nhunu adea pDtii. Mmo mmp mo nsam bio ama no. 
68 Chn. : [Nsam mmp] 
69 Tr. : Ades bi wphp a wo ka a anipa baberee. Biribi tesa Kofi. 
KofifoD san na Ewp dan mu ha? Kofifop mpagya wPn nsa. Kofi SE wahunu? 
Nti obi ba dan mu ha na wP kasE Kofi sore a, Kofi hwan na abc sores? 
70 Tr.+Chn. : Wpm nyinaa 
71 Tr. :SE wahunu. Ehe ne fop na Ede Yaw wp dan mu ha? Obia 
nsore ngyina hp. Yawfop. SE wahunu! Yaw, Yaw, Yaw, Yaw, Yaw. SE 
wahunu. Obia ntenase. SE wahunu. Me kyerE SE wo ka dua, dua. Ndua des ya 
wp ndua baberee. Nti sa wo kasE dua a, obia chunu dua pPtii a woka. SE 
wahunu! Ama Kofi, Kwaku, kro, SE wahunu. Ne nyinaa ya dan nea a? aya adin 
hunu. Yes, cha! 
72 Chd. : Atadea 
73 Tr. : Atadea. Mmo. O! Atadea Ebi ana Ehya me yi. abi ana chyc me 
wei. Atadea ye` baberee. Nti mo nkeka Edin no bi ma me ntwerE ngu 
blackboard no so. ahE! 
74 Chd. : Aspre 
75 Tr. : Aspre. YE wp aspre, aspre ahodoP baberee. Hwan na 
Ebabubp bi ama ma tea? cha! 
76 Chd. : Church of Christ. 
77 Tr. . Church of Christ. FoforD 
78 Chn. . Pentecost 
79 Tr. : Pentecost. FoforD 
80 Chn. : Roman. 
81 Tr. : Roman. SE wahunu! 
82 Chn. Sir, sir, sir. 
83 Tr. : EyE, EyE SE wahunu aspre EyE baberee. Efa wo apagya wo 
nsa. Efa wopE SE wo ka asam ban? 
84 Efa : Kaa 
85 Tr. : Kaa, wa hunu sa kaa so dopso. Nti abi de san? 
86 Chn. : Dade 
87 Tr. : Hee! Pagya. flee! Hee!. Efa se kaae. Kaa no abi ne des EwD 
he? Osei. 
88 Chn. Mitshibusi 
89 Tr. Mitshibusi aya kai. 
90 Chn. Mobitel 
91 Tr. : Mobitel. Aee! 
92 Chn. [Laughing]. 
93 Chd. Akonnwa. 
94 Tr. Akonnwa. Wa hunu sa ya wD akonnwa baberee. Hwan na 
Ebatumi abp akonnwa no bi din ma matea? Akonnwa. Utuka. 
95 Utuka. : Asscsadwa. 
96 Tr. : Asscsadwa. mo mmD mo nsam Ema no. 
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97 Chn.. : Nsam mnD. 
98 Tr. : Asscscdwa. Wa hunu ss wpde biribi hys hu? AssssEdwa. Sc 
wahu Eye akonnwa. But Eye akonnwa bia cyc sonoko. chum! 
99 Chd.. : Mpabua 
100 Tr. : Mpabua. Wa hunu SE ye wp mpabua hodoD bcberee. Hwan 
na cbctumi abD mpabua no bi din ama matea? 
101 Chn. Sir, sir, me, sir, me sir. 
102 Tr. she! 
103 Chd. : Sandals 
104 Tr. : Sandals. Ehe! 
105 Chn. : Opanka. 
106 Tr. Opanka. EhE! 
107 Chn. Sir, sir, sir. 
108 Tr. : Opanka. O! DeE Edikan no, yshunu ss Edin Eye nscm bia ycde 
hys nnesma nkrcnkors bi den? Agyirae. Afei nso ya hunu ss sdin hunu Eye 
nscm bi a ycde hys nnecma nkosnkorc bi sfa ne fa. SE wahunu. Nti scyc kasc 
ebia kaa a, ye nhunu kaa korD. YE nim kaa korD. Ye kass kro a ye nim kro 
korD. YE WD nkro bcberee. Na me bcfrE nipa mmesnsa anna Ennan cma wpm 
abD nkro din. Pagya wo nsam na ye dii, na me be ba wohD. BD kro baako din 
ma me ntie 
109 Chd. Dormaa 
110 Tr. : BD kro baako din ma me ntie. 
111 Chd. Sunyani 
112 Tr. Sunyani. eye obia bE bD bi. BD kro baako din. 
113 Chd. Odumasi. 
114 Tr. Odumasi. BD kro baako din. 
115 Chd. : Scwia 
116 Tr. : SEwia 
117 Chd. : Jachie. 
118 Tr. : Jachie 
119 Chd. : Kumawu 
120 Tr. : Kumawu 
121 Chd. : Accra 
122 Tr. : Accra 
123 Chd. : Adum 
124 Tr. : Adum 
125 Chd. : Nyankyersasi 
126 Tr. : Nyankyercasi 
127 Chd. : Fankyenebra 
128 Tr. : Fankyenebra 
129 Chd. . Apatrapa 
130 Tr. Apatrapa 
131 Chd. : Effiduasi 
132 Tr. Effiduasi 
133 Chd. Konongo 
134 Tr. Konongo 
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135 Chd. : Kokofu 
136 Tr. : Kokofu. YE awei hp. Afei me bisa assm bio a Ekp wpm hP. 
Ebsba bEbia FoforD nsoso. SE wahunu wpm abp nkro bsberee din. SE 
wahunu nkro bEberee din Enna wpm abP ma yatea. Edin a wpm bp yE no 
nyinaa, EyE dsn nea? EyE nkro. Ss wa hunu. A cyc. Afei Edin hunu, yEka aboa 
nsoso a, aboa nso EyE dsn nea? Edin hunu. Nti me bE ma line wei fop nyinaa 
abD mboa din ama yatea. 
137 Chn. Appnkye. 
138 Tr. : Appnkye. 
139 Chn. : Dtwe 
140 Tr. Dtwe 
141 Chn. DwD 
142 Tr. : pwp 
143 Chn. Nantwie 
144 Tr. : Nantwie 
145 Chn. Kraman 
146 Tr. : Kraman 
147 Chn. : psono 
148 Tr. : psono 
149 Chn. : Adue 
150 Tr. : Adue 
151 Chn. pkptp 
152 Tr. DkDtp 
153 Chn. Akura 
154 Tr. Akura 
155 Chn. Fish 
156 Tr. : Fish 
157 Chn. : Asensa 
158 Tr. Asensa 
159 Chn. : Kusei 
160 Tr. : Kusei 
161 Chn. : pkra 
162 Tr. : pkra 
163 Chn. : Akura 
164 Tr. Akura 
165 Chn. Adanko 
166 Tr. Adanko 
167 Chn. Prcko 
168 Tr. Prsko. SE wahunu! 
169 Chn. [Laughing]. 
170 Tr. : Wei no mo nyinaa wPm yc dsn nea? WPm yE nboa. SE wahunu. 
Aha, wpm nyinaa wDm yE nboa. Afei decbcn bio na ysbE kaho assm? 
171 Chd. : Onipa din. 
172 Tr. : Onipa din? Ka bi ma me ntie 
173 Chd. : Ama. 
174 Tr. : Ama. 
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175 Chd. Kwesi 
176 Tr. Kwesi 
177 Chd. : Kwaku 
178 Tr. sdsn? 
179 Chd. Kwabena. 
180 Tr. Kwabena 
181 Chd. Afia 
182 Tr. Afia 
183 Chd. Yaw 
184 Tr. Yaw 
185 Chd. Owusu 
186 Tr. Owusu 
187 Chd. : Maame Adowa 
188 Tr. Maame Adowa. 
189 Chd. Akua 
190 Tr. Akua 
191 Chd. Yaa 
192 Tr. Yaa 
193 Chd. Akwesi 
194 Tr. Akwesi 
195 Chd. Kwabena 
196 Tr. : Kwabena 
197 Chd. Kwaku Mensah 
198 Tr. Kwaku Mensah 
199 Chd. : Yaw 
200 Tr. Yaw 
201 Chd. Abena 
202 Tr. Abena 
203 Chd. Owura Kofi 
204 Tr. Owura Kofi 
205 Chd. Afiriyie 
206 Tr. Afiriyie. Sc wahunu. 
207 Chn. WDm nyinaa ckasa 
208 Tr. . cyc seesei yabP nkro din. Yabp nkro hodoP bcberee. Yabp 
nboa bcberee nso din. Aka cdcn bio din na ye bp yc 
209 Chn. : Atadec, sir, atadess, sir. 
210 Tr. : cyc. 
211 Chn. : Atadec 
212 Tr. : Row one mo awei mo de. Row one mo awei mo dec. Row 
two mo nso awei mdec. Enna row three mo nsoso awei modeE. Aka row 
four. Nti ysbE ka nades din. 
213 Chn. Sir, sir. 
214 Tr. che. 
215 Chd. Hysda 
216 Tr. Hysda 
217 Chd. T-shirt 
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218 Tr. . T -shirt 
219 Chd. Coat 
220 Tr. Coat 
221 Chd. . Knickers 
222 Tr. Knickers 
223 Chd. Kaba 
224 Tr. : Kaba 
225 Chd. Pcmin 
226 Tr. Pcmin 
227 Chd. Silit 
228 Tr. Silit Ehc 
229 Chd. Leg 
230 Tr. : Leg 
231 Chd. : Up and down 
232 Tr. Up and down 
233 Chd. Legging 
234 Tr. Legging 
235 Chn. . Dede. snc nsam mmp. 
236 Tr. : Eye obia ntena na afa. Obia ntena na afa na wpn ye dii. 
237 Chd. : Stop talking. 
238 Tr. SE wahunu. Edin hunu Enna yabubp. Din hunu. Edin a ycde hyE 
nssm nkorEnkorE bi agyirae Efa ne fa. EkyerE sE woka Edin bia obi Ehunu adeE 
pptii a woka ho assm. Sc cbi n aboa. Sc mo hunu se mo bubp nboa bsberee 
din. Nboa no bi nso EwD din pptii. Nsoso SE yska wDm nyinaa a wpm gyina 
Ekuo baako. WDm nyinaa ysfrE wDm a ysbE kano ssn? Nboa. SD wahunu? 
Baakofop ye bska no scn? Aboa. Sc wpm dopso a ysbE kano sen? 
239 Tr.+Chn. : Nboa. 
240 Tr. : Nkro. YEbE ka nkro beberee Edin. Kumasi, Koforidua, Ebi 
kora se Accra. Accra ne Twi ycka no sen? 
241 Chd. Knickers 
242 Tr. Knickers 
243 Chd. . Kaba 
244 Tr. : Kaba 
245 Chd. : Nkrae 
246 Tr. : Nkrae. Nkrae. Wahunu. Aha. Afei ye, afe ye. Ye dii na tea. 
Afei yE kopso no. YEka nipa, YE nyinaa yeye den nea? 
247 Chn. : Nnipa 
248 Tr. : Nnipa SE wahunu. Ha? Pman, hwan na Ebstmi aka pman 
baako ma ma tea? pman. Mabel. 
249 Chd. : Ghana 
250 Tr. : Ghana ye pman. Eye. Mo mmp mo nsam ma no 
251 Chn. : Nsam mr= 
252 Tr. : pman 
253 Chd. : Kenya. 
254 Tr. : Kenya ye pman. Pman. 
255 Chd. : Benin. 
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256 Tr. : Benin ys Dman. 
257 Chd. Abrokyire 
258 Tr. : Yee! pse Abrokyire. 
259 Chn. . [Laughing] 
260 Tr. : Dman 
261 Chd. : Burkina Faso 
262 Tr. : Burkina Faso 
263 Chn. : Nigeria. 
264 Tr. Nigeria. 
265 Chn. : Algeria 
266 Tr. : Algeria. Mo mni mo nsam ma no. 
267 Chn. . Nsam mmp ens dede. 
268 Tr. Sc wahunu Eye 
269 Chn. : Sir, sir. 
270 Tr. : Eye. Obia cnfa ne nsa ntohD. eye. Sc wahunu. Nti se, nti SE wo 
ka pman nea, pman bsberee Enna EwD he? enna EwD swiase ha. Nti s wo ka 
Pman nea, obia stumi nhunu dee woka. Yoo Enna ye dua. SE wahunu? 
cime dee Ekeka ho. Afei ye tuaso. Afei ysbs ye Edin pa. 
271 Chn. : Kasa dede 
272 Tr. : Seesei deE, seesei ye ahunu sdin nkasa. YESe Win Eys nssm bia 
yede hyc nnesma bi den? Agyirae. Y ahunu Win hunu. Edin hunu so ysse eye 
nnecma bia, nssm bia ycde hyE nneema agyirae cfa ne den? Seesei ye EkP Edin 
pa. Nti edin pa kora, sdin pa bc yE den? Bofa. 
273 Bofa : ebp 
274 Tr.+Chn.: WDm Esiri 
275 Chn. Eha 
276 Tr. Bempa 
277 Chn. Bempa 
278 Tr. : Ama 
279 Chn. : Asiedu 
280 Tr. : Asiedu 
281 Chn. : Boatema 
282 Tr. : Boatema cyc 
283 Chn. Wpn nyinaa Ekasa 
284 Tr. : Eye. YE dii. Ys dii natea 
285 Chn. Dede kasa 
286 Chd. : Keep quiet 
287 Tr. : Hwan na Ede Kyei Nyarko? Kyei Nyarko! 
288 Chn. WD ni. 
289 Tr. : Wp no nkoa . Wahunu? cyc din pa. Wahunu se me bp ye Kyei 
Nyarko nkoa na asPreE 
290 Chn. : Nti din paa ye baakofop din? 
291 Tr. . Eye baako. Nti SE wo kasE Kyei Nyarko a, shp a na wa ysdsn? 
Na wa spre agyina obia Enihp bio. Eye din pa. Hwan na ysfrs no Asiedu?. 
292 Chn. : Wa gyae sukuu 
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293 Tr. :Sc wahunu sc ys se Asiedu agyae sukuu? Wp no nkoa o! Afei sys. 
Hwan na sbstumi abD nkro a sys din pa ma matea? YskD ha aha ys nkro. Aha 
ys nboa 
294 Chn. : Sir, sir, sir. 
295 Tr. : Aha ye, aha ye Oman 
296 Chn. : Sir, sir, sir. 
297 Tr. Aha ye nsuo. 
298 Chn. Kasa 
299 Chd.. Auofua. 
300 Tr. Asuofua. Ghana ha see ss wo Kass Asuofua, obia nim ss swD 
hene fa kwanso? Ye nyinaa yenka. swD he ne fa kwanso? Asuofua swp he ne 
fa kwanso? EWD Barikesse kwanso. 
301 Chn. swp Barikssse kwanso. 
302 Tr. Aha. 
303 Chn. : [ Kasa] 
304 Chd. Odumasi 
305 Tr. Ys dii 
306 Chd. : Aprade 
307 Tr. Aprade 
308 Chd. Akwapim. 
309 Tr. Akwapim 
310 Chn. Akura ase 
311 Tr. : Aei! Wpse akura ase o! 
312 Chd. Adum 
313 Tr. Adum. 
314 Chd. Abpdpm 
315 Tr. AbPdpm 
316 Chd. Kumawu. 
317 Tr. : Kumawu. 
318 Chd. : Mankessim. 
319 Tr. : Mankessim. 
320 Chd. Abrepp 
321 Tr. : Abrepp 
322 Chn. [Kasa] 
323 Tr. Afei yahunu SE sdin huu ye aboa. Nti afei obia ebska sdin pa a 
ysbs nya afiri nboa mu. she! 
324 Chd.. : Odwan. 
325 Tr. : Wahunu ss yska odwan a obia snim odwan, me boa? 
326 Chn. : Yes sir. 
327 Tr. : Seesei ya yskass mo nkP kye odwan mbraa, hwan na sbskp 
akP kye psebp? Obiara bekp akp kyere odwan. she! 
328 Chd. Appnkye. 
329 Tr. Appnkye 
330 Chn. Adue 
331 Tr. Adue 
332 Chd. Dsono 
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333 Tr. : psono. 
334 Chd. Nantwie 
335 Tr. Nantwie. 
336 Chd. Akastea. 
337 Tr. Aha! 
338 Chd. Gyata. 
339 Tr. : Gyata. 
340 Chd. : pkraman. 
341 Tr. : pkraman. 
342 Chd. : Kpntrofi. 
343 Tr. : Kpntrofi. Mmo mmP mo nsam ma no. 
344 Chn. Nsam mmp 
345 Tr. Kpntrofi. 
346 Chd. : Gyata 
347 Tr. gyata. 
348 Chd. Adue. 
349 Tr. Adue 
350 Chd. Abirekyie 
351 Tr. : Abirekyie 
352 Chn. Akyinkyina 
353 Tr. : Akyinkyina. 
354 Chn. Apstupere 
355 Tr. : shs! Apctupere. shs! 
356 Chn. : Bola bird 
357 Tr. : Bola bird 
358 Chn. : Dabudabu. 
359 Tr. : Dabudabu. Sc wahunu. 
360 Chn. Dede kasa. 
361 Tr. Obia, aboa bia swp ne din. Nti Sc WORE ss wobP aboa bi din a, 
na cwpse wobD ne din. DsebD, gyata, Dkraman, okra. Na ckyerc ss obia 
ahunu aboa kor: a wo ka na scm 
362 Chn. Dede kasa. 
363 Tr. cha! Na ysse ys ka dsn? 
364 Chd. Dman. 
365 Tr. shs! 
366 Chd. Gabon. 
367 Tr. Gabon. 
368 Chd. South Africa 
369 Tr. South Africa. 
370 Chd. Ethiopia 
371 Tr. : Ethiopia 
372 Chd. Britain 
374 Tr. Britain 
375 Chd. Kumasi 
376 Tr. WDse Kumasi 
377 Chd. WDm nyinaa csiri. 
378 Chd. Nkrae 
379 Tr. Hein! 
380 Chn. Nkrae 
381 Tr. : Nkrae! 
382 Chn. Australia. 
383 Tr. Australia 
384 Chn. USA 
385 Tr. USA 
386 Chn. Japan 
387 Tr. Japan 
388 Chn. Sweden 
389 Tr. Aha 
390 Chn. : Nkrae 
391 Tr. KD 
392 Chn. Algeria 
394 Tr. Algeria 
395 Chn. Uganda, Buganda 
396 Tr. Uganda 
397 Chn. Italy 
398 Tr. Italy 
399 Chn. : Nigeria 
400 Tr. Nigeria 
401 Chn. Namibia 
402 Tr. : Namibia. Se wahu, sa wahu? Wei nyinaa ya hunu sa aya krobia, 
anna Dman bia wo ba din a abi anne wiase babia. Na skyera sa aya dan nea? 
aya din pa. Nti ya duru nsuo so. Aha 
403 Chn. : River Tano. 
404 Tr. River Tano. Aha. 
405 Chn. Ak 
406 Tr. Yakc aba twene ho. Aha. 
407 Chn. : Lake Bosomtwe 
408 Tr. Lake Bosomtwe 
409 Chn. Akosombo 
410 Tr. : Akosombo 
411 Chn. Black Volta 
412 Tr. Black Volta. Ye kp aba dwene ho. Aha 
413 Chn. : Asase paynin 
414 Tr. Asase paynin. Aha. 
415 Chn. : apo 
416 Tr. apo 
417 Chn. : Lake Vic 
418 Tr. Aha 
419 Chn. Pra 
420 Tr. Pra 
421 Chn. : Aprapo 
422 Tr. Aprapo 
423 Chn. Labika 
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424 Tr. Labika 
425 Chn. stwe 
426 Tr. : Etwe. SE wahunu? Aha. 
427 Chn. Subini 
428 Tr. Subini 
429 Chn. Wpm nyinaa Esiri 
430 Tr. Aha. 
431 Chn. White Volta 
432 Tr. White Volta. SE ahunu. Ne nyinaa yes frE no ssn? Ne nyinaa 
yEbE frE no scn? 
433 Chn. Nsuo 
434 Tr. cbio! 
435 Chn. : Nsuo. 
436 Tr. Nsuo. Sc wahu s nsuo no, EE nsuo EyE deeben din? Nsuo sys 
desbsn din? EhE! 
437 Chn. Nsuo a yE nom. 
438 Tr. : Nsuo syE deben din? 
439 Chn. EyE din hunu. 
450 Tr. : cyc din hunu SE wo ka nsuo a EyE dsbsn nea? syE din hunu. 
451 Chn. Dede kasa 
452 Tr. . Stop that. Stop that. Leave her, leave her. Edin pa EyE nssm 
be a ycde hyE nnecma bi agyirae de kyerE ade koro pptii. Din pa dec woka yE 
a, na obia ahunu. Nanso Edin hunu dee obia Entumi Enhunu. Nhoma dahD na 
me kase fa nhoma no brE me a. Nhoma, fa nhoma no brE me. Eduben nhoma 
na wobEfa aba? Ahein. 
453 Chn. : Mbc fa nhoma no nyinaa. 
454 Tr. : Nhoma bia wobE fa biara EdEn nea? Eye nhoma. Na se obi ba ha 
na wP kasE fa geography book no ma me. Fa history book no ma me. Fa 
science book no ma me dee. Wobc fa den? Science book, geography book, 
Enna wobE fa Ede ayc dcn? Ede akp ma no. EnnE nnesma mmeinu Enna ya sua 
ya. Ya sua Edin hunu Enna ya sua dcn? 
455 Tr.+Chn.: Din pa. 
456 Tr. : E sua hunu s Edin hunu dee EyE nssmbi a ycde hyE nnema bi 
agyirae Efa ne fa. Ycka a wo ntumi Enhunu no yiye. YE kass sdin hunu a, Ema 
wo turni dwene bsbree. Kofi, Kofi yE bsbree EwD dan mu ha. Kro. nkro 
bsberee na EWD Ghana ha. Nti sys a wo hunu yie but sdin pa de Ey din ba 
yska skyers wo ades p»tii noa wo k= ysdsn? Wo kp yp. DwD, Dkraman, 
Dkra, Kumasi, Nkran. Ne nyinaa ys dsn nea? Eys din pa. Bring the Twi 
exercise books. Hwan na EwD assm bi bs bisa? ASE wo nte biribi ases 
457 Chn. : [Dede kasa] 
458 Tr. : Spri hp. Obia nhyc aseE fsfssfE 
459 Chn. [Dede kasa]. 
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE: (READING COMPREHENSION) 
THE TWINS 
14TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr. What's the meaning of twins? Yes Anthony. 
2 Anthony : A boy or girl which are born on the same mother and the same 
father. 
3 Tr. Anthony is telling us that twin simply means boy or girl who 
are born from the same mother. Who doesn't agree with Anthony? shein! 
4 Chd. Because they are one. 
5 Tr. Because they are one. Yes 
6 Chd. Because they are twins. 
7 Tr. Because they are twins. I want to know the meaning of twins. 
What does twins mean? Yes.. 
8 Chd. The same, the same people 
9 Tr. The same people. Yes. 
10 Chd. Both boys or girls. 
11 Tr. Both boys or girls. Philips. 
12 Chd. Which means their mother born them the day. 
13 Tr. Yes. 
14 Chd. sntaafoi. 
15 Tr. [Laughs]. WD se sntaafop. Yes. Clap for him. 
16 Chn. [Clapping]. 
17 Tr. It means either two girls or two boys born from the same 







your twin name? 






That's why we 
hear about Atta 




28 Barima : 
29 Tr. : 
Atta Kakra. Sir what's your twin name? 
Atta Panyin. 
Clap for them. 
[clapping]. 
You see they are born on the same day by the same mother. 
have kakra and panyin. So. If you are going to read you will 
Panyin and Atta Kakra. Now look at the picture on page 43. 
Open to page 43. 




Three people. You see three people. How many men and how 
many women do you see there? 
54 
30 Chn. [Bid to answer] 
31 Tr. : Tifu 
32 Tifu Two men one woman 
33 Tr. Two men and then one woman. I don't know why they are 
there. But as you begin to read you will know why they are there. 
34 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
35 Tr. Turn to page 44. Page 44. What do you see there again? Page 
44. Yes 
36 Chd. I see some children 
37 Tr. You see some children. How many of them? OD 
38 OD Two 
39 Tr. Two You see two children there. May be they are the twins 
you are going to read about. Yes. 
40 Chn. [Talking together] 
41 Tr. Now I want somebody to read. 
42 Chn. Raise hands to bid. 
43 Tr. He's just going to read small and then you will do some. Osei 
Barimah read. Listen very carefully. 
44 Osei B : A very long time ago there was a strong man. He married a 
beautiful woman. For a long time they had no children. The man and his wife 
went to a wise man's house. They said to the wise man. "We have no child. We 
want a child. Can you help us ?" The wise man said, "Yes I can help you ". He 
gave the woman some medicine. The medicine was very good. At. 
45 Tr. Thank you. Now listen. I want to ask a question 
46 Chn. [Talking together]. 
47 Tr. Who helped the man and his wife to have children? If you 
know just raise up your hand. I will come to you. You have not talked today. 
Talk. 
48 Chd. : The wise man helped the man and his wife to get a child. 
49 Tr. : The wise man helped the man and his wife to have children. 
Everybody. 
50 Chn. The wise man helped the man and his wife to have children 
51 Tr. : Yes I want somebody to continue. Let me go to Angela. 
Angela to continue for us. 
52 Angela : After ten months the woman had a set of twins. 
53 Tr. : Listen very carefully oh! because after she has read I will ask 
some questions. 
54 Angela : They were both boys. They were called Atta Panyin and Atta 
Kakra. The twins grew up. Atta Panyin was handsome than Atta Panyin. But 
Atta Panyin was stronger than Atta Kakra. 
55 Tr. : Thank you. after the man had given the woman and the man 
some medicine. The wise man. After how many months did the woman give 
birth? Let me go to Aboagye. 
56 Aboagye : Ten months. 
57 Tr. : After 
58 Aboagye : Ten months 




twins to two. 
62 Atefa : 
63 Tr. 
beautiful and 

















After ten months. And the woman gave twins to. She gave 
Who are they? Let me go to Atefa 
Atta Panyin and Atta Kakra. 
Atta Panyin and Atta Kakra. But when they were born one was 
the other was more beautiful. Who was more beautiful than the 
go to Shadrak. Shadrak. 
Atta Panyin was more beautiful than Atta Kakra 
He says Atta Panyin was more beautiful than Atta Kakra 
Sir, sir. 
You have not talked today. Talk 
Atta Kakra was more beautiful than Atta Panyin 
Atta Kakra was more beautiful than Atta Panyin 
Teacher, teacher 
Tr. No. Let us continue. Now listen very carefully. I am just going 
to read just a short passage. Listen very carefully. Their father liked Panyin 
more than he liked Kakra. Their mother liked Kakra more than she liked Panyin. 
kakra knew that his father liked him less than Panyin. Panyin also knew that his 
mother liked him less than Kakra. Now we have these two twins. We have 
Panyin and Kakra. The father liked which one? 
72 Chn. : [Bid to answer by raising hands]. 
73 Tr. I want somebody who has not talked today. Mabel. 
74 Mabel : Their father liked Panyin more than Kakra. 
75 Tr. : Their father liked what? Panyin more than Kakra. Which of 
them does the mother like? Barimah. 
76 Barimah : Their mother liked Kakra more than she liked Panyin. 
77 Tr. : Yes. Their mother liked Kakra more than she liked what? 
Panyin. Who can continue? Who can continue? 
78 Chn. : Sir, sir. 
79 Tr. Let me go to Liticia. Continue. Everybody will read because 
everybody's voice will be heard here. 
80 Liticia : One day they went to look for flowers. Both of them like 
flowers. They came to the, a junction. One of the roads went. 
81 Tr. : We will continue. He said one day they went out to look for 
flowers and they came to a junction. /j- u- n- c- t -i -o- n/. They said they came to a 
junction. What is a junction? Yaw. 
82 Yaw : Nkwanta 
83 Tr. + Chn. : Laughter 
84 Tr. Nkwanta Mmo, wa yE adec. What's a junction 
85 Chd. Station 
86 Tr. Station? Ehie! 
87 Chn. Sir, sir. 
88 Tr. What's a junction? Yes let me go to. What's a junction? 
89 Chn. BEbia kai gyina 
90 Tr. BEbia kai gyina? 
91 Chn. [Laughter and talking together]. 
92 Tr. What's a junction? 
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93 Chn. A place where cars park 
94 Tr. A place where cars park! BT 
95 BT Babia ya gyina fa kai. 
96 Tr. Yaw. 
97 Yaw Bus stop. 
98 Tr. Bus stop. Yes. You have all done well. Let me explain. Yes I 
am going to draw some diagram on the board and with the diagram you will be 
able to understand. Look on the blackboard everybody. 
99 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
100 Tr. : [Draws diagram on the board]. Now look on the board. Look 
on the board. This is the road. Accra to Kumasi road. Accra Kumasi. When 
you get here you branch to 
101 Chd. : Sunyani 
102 Tr. Sunyani. Thank you. Clap for him 
103 Chn. [Clapping] 
104 Tr. Sunyani and then you can branch also to another place. This 
also can branch to another place. So this place. What is the name of this place? 
Yes 
105 Chd. : The junction. 
106 Tr. : The junction. Clap for him 
107 Chn. : [Clapping] 
108 Tr. : There is also another road coming this way. There is also 
another road going that way. This. What's the name of this place? Yes Beatrice. 
109 Beatrice : Junction. 
110 Tr. : Junction. So junction is not a station. Junction is not a place 
where cars do what? Park. But junction is the meeting place of what? I want 
somebody to frame that sentence Junction is the meeting place of what? 
111 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
112 Tr. : Yes. 
113 Chd. : The meeting place of the road. 
114 Tr. : The meeting place of the road. Clap for him 
115 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
116 Tr. : So as they were walking they came to a junction. Continue. 
Who can continue? 
117 Chn. : Mea, mea. 
118 Tr. : Mercy continue. 
119 Mercy : Panyin said, "I will take the road to the right. Take the one on 
the left. We will meet here later. Let's see who will get more beautiful flowers ". 
Later the two brothers met again at the junction. Panyin's flowers was, were 
beautiful. But panyin, but Kakra's flowers were more beautiful than Panyin's 
flowers. 
120 Tr. Thank you. As, as they were going! As they were going one of 
them took one road and the other took another. They were going. What were 
they. What were they going to look for? All of us. 
121 Chn. : They were going to look for flowers. 
112 Tr. : Yes. They were going to look for flowers. But when they came 
to this junction Atta Panyin took the Kumasi -Accra road and Atta Panyin also 
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took what? The Sunyani road. So they went out and they searched all and they 
got flowers and then they came to meet where? This junction again. The 
passage is very long. We will not be able to finish reading all the passage. So I 
want us to read silently and then I write some questions on the board and then 
you answer them. So read silently from paragraph one." A very long time ago ". 
up to where they met at the junction. So from page 43 up to page 44." One day 
they went to look for flowers. Both of them like flowers. came to a 
junction. One of the roads went to the left and the other went to the right. I 
want us to read up to the side. Read silently. If you are not. If you are not able 
to pronounce any word just raise your hand and I will come there. So read 
silently as I write the questions on the board. 
123 Chn. [Read silently: more of whispering than silent reading]. 
124 Tr. [Writes on the board]. 
125 Chn. [Murmur undertone as they read.] 
126 Tr. You have five more minutes. After the five minutes then you 
will be allowed to answer the questions on the board. 
127 Chn. : [Continue reading in murmuring undertones] 
128 Tr. Now heads up. Heads up. Who can read the first question? I 
want somebody who has not talked today 
129 Chn. Sir, sir. 
130 Tr. Let me go to 
131 Chn. Raheal. 
132 Tr. You mention your name 
133 Raheal : My name is Raheal Kwesi Adomako. 
134 Tr. Raheal Kwesi hein! 
135 Raheal : Who helped a man and his wife to have children? 
136 Tr. Who helped a man and his wife to have children? We are not 
going to answer that. Let me go to Mabel. Read number two. Mabel. 
137 Mabel : What were the name s of the twins? 
138 Tr. : What were the names of the two children? 
139 Chn. Sir, sir. 
140 Tr. Let me go to Hearty 
141 Chn. Jessica. 
142 Tr. Jessica. 
143 Jessica Which of the boys was stronger? 
144 Tr. Which of the boys was stronger? The last question. 
145 Chn. Sir, sir. 
146 Tr. This girl has not talked today. 
147 Chn. [Talking together]. 
148 Chd. Who was singing? 
149 Tr. Who was singing? Now let us try to answer the fourth 
question. Who was singing? Let me go to Kyei Nyarko. Who was singing? 
150 Kyei : Kakra amid noise 
151 Chn. [Talking together]. 
152 Tr. You see Kyei Nyarko has just raised up the hand. When I went 
there she said Kakra. Who was singing? 
153 Chd. : Their grandmother was singing 
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154 Chn. : [Laughing.] 
155 Tr. : Quiet. Their grandmother was singing. Let me go to Amos. 
Amos has not talked today. Yes. 
156 Amos Atta Kakra was singing. 
157 Tr. Atta Kakra was singing. Yes 
158 Chd. Atta Kakra's bones 
159 Cha. : [Talking together] 
160 Tr. Was Atta Kakra singing? 
161 Cha. Yes, yes, No, no 
162 Tr. Yes. 
163 Chn. Atta Kakra's bones was singing 
164 Tr. Atta Kakra's bones was singing. Everybody. 
165 Chn. Atta Kakra's bones was singing. 
166 Tr. Again 
167 Chn. Atta Kakra's bones was singing. 
168 Tr. Atta Kakra's bones was singing. 
169 Chn. [Talking together] 
170 Tr. Who doesn't understand what we are going to do? 
171 Chn. [Talking together]. 
172 Tr. Hurry up. Is that the answer? Is that the answer? 














































ENGLISH LANGUAGE (READING COMPREHENSION). 
MRS APIA'S KITCHEN GARDEN 
12TH FEBRUARY, 1996. 
Tr. : Last week we read lesson eleven so today we want to read 
lesson twelve. Eh, that's Mrs Apeas' kitchen garden. So before then shall we 
go through, first the key words. So I'm reading the key words for you. So 
you listen to what I am reading to you. Okay, secondary school. 
Chn. : Sec. 
Tr. : Secondary school, kitchen garden, wooden box, germinated, 
piece of land, harvesting. So, read after me. Secondary school. 
Chn. : Secondary school. 
Tr. : Again. 
Chn. : Secondary school. 
Tr. : Kitchen garden. 
Chn. : Kitchen garden. 
Tr. : Again. 
Chn. : Kitchen garden. 
Tr. : Wooden box. 
Chn. : Wooden box. 
Tr. : Again. 
Chn. : Wooden box. 
Tr. : Germinated. 
Chn. : Germinated. 
Tr. : Again. 
Chn. : Germinated. 
Tr. : Piece of land. 
Chn. : Piece of land. 
Tr. : Again. 
Chn. : Piece of land. 
Tr. : Harvesting. 
Chn. : Harvesting. 
Tr. : Again. 
Chn. : Harvesting. 
Tr. : I want somebody to come to the board and read through the 
words. Chd.1 
Chd.1: Secondary school, kitchen garden, wooden box, germinated. 
piece of land, harvesting 
Tr. : Here is germinated say it. 
Chd.1: Germinated 
Tr. : Clap for her. 
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32 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
33 Tr. : Chd.59 Chd.2. 
34 Chd.2: Secondary school, garden. 
35 Tr. : Not chicken garden. It's kitchen garden. 
36 Chd.2. Chicken garden. 
37 Tr. : Again. 
38 Chd.2: Kitten garden. 
39 Tr. : Kitchen garden. 
40 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
41 Chd : Keep quiet. 
42 Chd.2: Kitten garden, wooden box, germinated, piece of land, 
harvested 
43 Tr. : You have done well. Sit down. 
44 Chn. : Clap for him 
45 Tr. : [Clapping]. 
46 Chn. : Yes Chd.3. 
47 Tr. : [Talking together]. 
48 Chd.3.: Kitchen garden, wooden box, piece of land, germinated , 
harvesting. 
49 Chn. : Sir, sir. 
50 Tr. : I want only two Chn to read. Then Eh, while they are reading 
you Eh, have to say after them. One boy one girl. 
51 Chn : Sir, sir, sir. 
52 Tr. : Chd.4. I do not want to hear sir, sir, sir. All of you want to 
read why? 
53 Chd.4: Secondary school. 
54 Cha : Secondary school. 
55 Chd.4: Kitchen garden. 
56 Chn. : Kitchen garden. 
57 Chd.4: Wooden box. 
58 Chn. : Wooden box. 
59 Chd.4: Germinated. 
60 Chn. : Germinated. 
61 Tr. : Piece of land. 
62 Chn. : Piece of land. 
63 Chd.4: Harvesting. 
64 CM : Harvesting. 
65 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
66 Tr. : HE! if somebody is reading you should not raise up your hand. 
It means one is reading. What do you want? Let that person finish. Chd.1 
67 Chd.1: Secondary school. 
68 Chn. : Secondary school. 
69 Chd.1: Kitchen garden. 
70 Chn. : Kitchen garden. 
71 Chd.I . : Wooden box. 
72 Cha. : Wooden box. 
73 Chd. 1. : Germinated. 
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74 Chn : Germinated. 
75 Chd.1: Piece of land. 
76 Chn. : Piece of land. 
77 Chd.l. : Harvesting. 
78 Chn : Harvesting. 
79 Tr. : Clap for her. 
80 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
81 Tr. : So I want to explain the whole thing on the board. So Eh, 
secondary school what does it mean? Yes Chd.4. 
82 Chd.4: It is a school. 
83 Tr. : You have said something. It is a school but primary school is 
also a school. But Eh, a training college is also a school. But the topic is 
secondary school. Yes Chd.5. 
84 Chd.5: It is a school when you are from primary school or JSS you 
went to secondary school. 
85 Tr. : Okay, Eh, she is saying that it's a school after finishing JSS you 
have to move to what? 
86 Tr +Chn. : Secondary school. 
87 Tr. : Okay, but nowadays we have Junior secondary school and 
senior secondary school. Junior secondary school is after finishing primary 
school you go to where? 
88 Chn. : JSS 
89 Tr. : JSS means. 
90 Chn. : Junior secondary school 
91 Tr. : Okay, Eh, I want somebody to use it in a sentence. 
92 Chd : When my brother finished JSS he went to secondary school 
93 Tr. : You said JSS. I want a full name for JSS. May be I don't know 
the full name for JSS. Say it again. Say the sentence you said again. 
94 Chd. : When my brother finished the Junior secondary school he went 
to the secondary school. 
95 Tr. : He went to. 
96 Chn. : Senior 
97 Chd. : Senior secondary school 
98 Tr. : Clap for her. 
99 Chn : [Clapping]. 
100 Tr. : Chd 37 Chd.6. 
101 Chd.6: My brother is in senior secondary school 
102 Tr. : Yes, say. Okay all of you have done very well. Kitchen garden, 
kitchen garden. What does it mean? Kitchen garden. Chd.7 
103 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
104 Tr. : Yes, what does it mean? 
105 Chd.7: May be you have done a farm in your house. cnoa nono. 
106 Tr. : Chd.7 you have done well. Is that. Yes Chd.21. 
107 Chn. : Kitchen garden is where we plant the things 
108 Tr. : Well you have done all you can. Chd.3. 
109 Chn. : Kitchen garden is where we plant vegetables 
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110 Tr. : Okay, you said where we plant vegetables. May be I have my 
farm at Kwadaso and I am also staying here. Then moving from this side up 
to Eh Asuyeboah. May be that place I have planted all types of vegetables. Is 
it kitchen garden? 
111 Chn : No sir. 
112 Tr. : Hg! So Eh, who can give us a clear meaning of kitchen garden? 
113 Chn. :' Is a garden which we plant at the back of our houses. 
114 Tr. : Okay is correct. Ehein! Chd.4 the last one. 
115 Chd.4: It means if you have a piece of land at the back of your house 
the things you grow there 
116 Tr. : You should speak louder 
117 Chd.4: It means if you have a piece of land. 
118 Chd. : Speak louder 
119 Tr. : Hay! Allow him to talk. 
120 Chd.4: If you have a piece of land at the back of your garden then you 
plant something there that is, that is a kitchen garden. 
121 Tr. : - Okay Eh, may be we have Eh. that is if Eh, this class is our 
farm. Then we have a piece of land like where we have planted what? The 
grass or the flowers. So for that place we can what? We can make a farm 
there. Growing what? All kinds of vegetables. So that one we can term as 
what? Kitchen garden. Okay yes, I want somebody to use it in a sentence. 
122 Chn. : 
123 Tr. : 
124 Chd.8: 
125 Tr. : 
[Talking together]. 
Chd.8 Kwarteng 
My mother's kitchen garden is behind her house. 
Good. Clap for her. 
126 Chn. : [Clapping] 
127 Tr. : Yes, always the girls. Apart from the girls it's Chd.4. But the 
rest of you what are you doing? Yes Chd.9 I want you to talk. 
128 Chd.9: My mother. 
129 Tr. : Speak louder. 
130 Chd.9: My mothers kitchen garden is very big. 
131 Tr. : . ,Mhum, your mother's kitchen garden is very big. Okay, clap 
for him. 
132 Chn : [Clapping]. 
133 Tr. : The next one, wooden box. All of you say it. 
134 Chn : Wooden box. 
135 Tr. : What does it mean? Chd.5 
136 Chd.5: It is a box made by wood or a box which we put young plants 
in. 
137 Tr. : I will take the first one or all of them will be correct. But the 
moment we say wooden box it means that Eh, a box made of what? 
138 Tr+Chn.: Wood. 
139 Tr. : We use it for what? Yes 
140 Chn : We use it for planting vegetables. 
141 Tr. : Okay for planting vegetables. That is seedlings, seedlings. Plant 
what? Seeds. Okay. Yes somebody should use it in sentence. Wooden box. 
Ann Chd.10. 
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142 Chd.1 O: I have a big wooden box. 
143 Tr. : At where? 
144 Chd.10: At Tema. 
145 Tr. : At Tema. (laughs) 
146 Chn : [Laughing]. 
147 Tr. : Hay! Don't laugh. What? [teacher laughs]. Yes it is correct. 
Why are.you laughing? Why are you laughing? 
148 Chn. : [Still laughing]. 
149 Tr. : Yes, Chd.11. 
150 Chd.11.: My father nests the little plants in the little wooden box. 
151 Tr. : Correct, clap for her. 
152 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
153 Tr. : Okay the next thing germinated. All of you say it. 
154 Chn. : Germinated. 
155 Tr. : Again. 
156 Chn. : Germinated. 
157 Tr. : What does it mean? Yes Chd.12. 
158 Chd.12: When you plant when you something here and you are 
germinating it to the other side. 
159 Tr. : lice! You are germinating it to the other side. Good. That is 
transplanting but not germinated. Yes somebody should tell me the meaning 
of what? Eh, germinated. 
160 Chn. : Sir. 
161 Tr. : Okay, Chd.4 you try. 
162 Chn. : The growth of a plant. 
163 Tr. : Okay, he said the growth of a plant. Okay. lets say if we are 
making a farm, then today we plant Eh, lets say maize. Within three or four 
days time you go and see that Eh there are something which is moving out 
from what? 
164 Chd. : Ground. 
165 Tr. : From the ground. So Eh, what's, what is coming from the 
maize upwards the ground is what? Germinate. You can say that the maize 
are what? Germinate. The verb is what? Germinate. Then Eh, germinated 
means Eh all the seeds are what? Coming up. Okay, then let us move on to 
piece of land, piece of land. All of you say it. 
166 Cha : Piece of land. 
167 Tr. . Again. 
168 Chn. : Piece of land. 
169 Tr. : What does it mean? Chd.8 Kwarteng. 
170 Chn : It means that if you have, if you have a 
171 Tr. : Okay you can say that in a sentence. 
172 Chd.8.: Like my mother has a piece of land, a piece of land at her home 
town. 
173 Tr. . Yes. Clap for her. 
174 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
175 Tr. : She is saying that her mother has what? A piece of land at her 
hometown. Yes any example? Chd.7. You should speak louder. 
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176 Chd.7: I have a small piece of land. 
177 Tr. : Mum. You have said something. At where? Yes at where? 
178 Chn : At where. 
179 Tr. : At.where. 
180 Chd.7: At Kwahu. 
181 Tr. : At Kwahu. Good. Clap for her. 
182 Chn : _ [Clapping]. 
183 Tr. : Okay then harvesting. All of you say it. 
184 Chn. : Harvesting. 
185 Tr. : Again. 
186 Chn. : Harvesting. 
187 Tr. : Yes, Chd.13 next time you will talk. 
188 Chn : [Talking together]. 
189 Chd.13: Harvesting 
190 Tr. : Yes 
191 Chd.13.:. I harvest the beans for five days. 
192 Tr. : I harvest the beans for five days! That harvest is what? That 
verb is what? Everyday but what you are saying it means that you have 
done it already. So say that in sentence again. What is the past tense of 
harvest? You don't know? Help her. 
193 Chd : Harvested. 
194 Tr. : Harvested. So use harvested to form the sentence. 
195 Chd.13.: They harvested the beans. 
196 Tr. : They have harvested the what? The beans. Yes Chd.19. 
197 Chn. : When the mango was ripe I harvested them. 
198 Tr. : I harvested them. Okay. You have done well. All of you have 
done well. So shall we go through the new words again. Points to the word 
twice on the bb. 
199 Chn : Secondary school. 
200 Tr. : [Points to a word on the bb]. 
201 Chn. : Secondary school. 
202 Tr. [Points to another word on the bb]. 
203 Chn : Kitchen garden. 
204 Tr. : [Points to the next word on the bb]. 
205 Chn. : Kitchen garden. 
206 Tr. : [Points to the word on the bb]. 
207 Chñ. : Wooden box. 
208 Tr. : [Points to the word on the bb]. 
209 Chn : Wooden box. 
210 Tr. : [Points to the next word on the bb]. 
211 Chn. : Germinated. 
212 Tr. [Points to the word on the bb]. 
213 Chn : Germinated. 
214 Tr. : [Points to the next word on the bb]. 
215 Chn. : Piece of land. 
216 Tr. : [Points to the word on the bb]. 
217 Chn : Piece of land. 
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218 Tr. : [Points to the next word on the bb]. 
219 Chn. : Harvested. 
220 Tr. : [Points to the word on the bb]. 
221 Chn : Harvested. 
222 Tr. : Okay, then take your English reading books. 
223 Chd. : Unit twelve, Mrs Apeas kitchen garden. Mr. Apea and his 
family live in Kumasi. Mr Apea teaches at the city secondary school. The 
Apea, Mr Apea. The Apeas 
224 Tr. : The Apeas live in a house at one end of the school compound. 
225 Chd. : There is a piece of land near the house. For a long time people 
were throwing rubbish on this piece of land. One day Mrs. Apea told her 
husband, `We must do something useful on this land. If we do it people will 
no longer throw rubbish on it. 
226 Tr. : Stop. 
227 Chd. : All family helped there, to prepare the 
228 Tr. : Not there. 
229 Chd : Mr. Apea said, `That will be good. I think we should make a 
garden on it We can grow vegetables in the garden'. When Mr. Apea came 
home the next day, he and his two sons cleared the land. They used machetes 
and hoes for the work. After 
230 Tr. : About 
231 Chd. : After about one week Mr. Apea burnt the weeds and the 
rubbish. Then the whole family helped to prepare the land. They turned the 
soil over and made many little beds. Mrs. Apea brought some vegetable 
seeds. She brought the seeds of tomatoes, pepper, okra, garden eggs and 
onions. Mr. Apea made little boxes from pieces of wood. He put some black 
soil into the boxes. Then Mrs. Apea nursed the seeds in the boxes. The 
children put water on the seeds in the boxes every morning and evening. 
232 Tr. : Stop. 
233 Chd : All these time Mr. and Mrs. Apea were working on the beds. In 
a few days the seeds in the boxes, and, had germinated. They became, they 
became little plants. Soon the pot was ready Mr. and Mrs. Apea planted the 
little plants on different beds. The children continued to put water on the 
little plants every morning and evening. Very soon the vegetables are 
growing well. 
234 Tr. : Stop. 
235 Chd. : One evening Adu the elders child told his parents `I think we 
should grow plantain cassava and cocoyam too. This soil is good and they 
will grow very well. We have not made any beds there. 
236 Tr. : Stop. 
237 Chd : Mr. and Miss. Apea. 
238 Tr. : Mr. and Mrs. 
239 Chd. : Mr. and Mrs. Apea liked what their son have, what their son 
said. They made the plot ready for planting the crops. They got ten suckers 
of plantain, some cassava sticks and cocoyam /rizooms/ (rhizome). 
240 Tr. : Rhizome /raizooms/ 
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241 Chd : Rhizome from a farmer. They dug some holes and put one 
plantain sucker into each. The children cut the cassava sticks. They put one 
stick into a hole. Then they cut each cocoyam rhizome into three or four 
pieces. They put .one piece into a mound and covered it with soil. 
242 Tr. : Stop. 
243 Chd : Mrs Apea worked in the garden when her husband and the 
children ,_were away at school. She weeded the land with either a hoe or a 
machete. When her husband and the children came from school they helped 
her. Each person was given some vegetable beds to look after. Chd. l 8ua 
245 Tr. : To look after. 
246 Chd : Looks after. Chd.18ua the youngest child looked after the two 
seed beds of pepper. Chd.l l had two beds of okra. Ohene was given four 
beds of tomatoes. Adu looked after the onions. Mrs Apea looked after the 
garden eggs and Mr Apea looked after the other crops. 
247 Tr. : Stop. 
248 Chd : After some time the vegetables were ready for harvesting. 
Every one harvested the vegetables on his or her beds. There were plenty of 
fresh vegetables. Mrs Apea and her daughter used some of the vegetables for 
food. They sold some of the vegetables and gave some to their chit, their 
friends too. Mr Apea and his family were very happy that they had grown 
their own vegetables in their own kitchen garden. They were proud of their 
vege, they were proud of their garden. They continued to work on the land 
and grow more vegetables, plantain, cocoyam, cassava and fruits. 
249 Tr. : Okay all of you have done well so this time I want each of you 
to read silent, to read or silent in his or his mind. After that I will ask you 
some questions. So silent reading. We just learn meanings and how to 
pronounce the words too. So read silent in your heads. Silent reading. 
250 Chn : [Talking together] 
251 Tr. : [Inaudible]. 
252 Chd : Stop talking. 
253 Tr. : Chd.14. 
254 Chd.14: Mr Apea teaches at the city secondary school. 
256 Tr. : You are correct clap for her. 
257 Chn : [Clapping]. 
258 Tr. . Who was the oldest son? Chd.15. 
259 Chd .15: Adu was the oldest son. 
260 Tr.' : Correct. Clap for him. 
261 Chn : [Clapping]. 
262 Tr. : We use cocoyam seeds to plant. True or false. Chd.9 
263 Chd.9: False. 
264 Tr. : Correct. Clap for him. 
265 Chn : [Clapping]. 
266 Tr. : What we use to grow cocoyam. Chd.16 
267 Chd.16: Rhizomes. 
268 Tr. : Correct. Clap for her. 
269 Chn : [Clapping]. 
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270 Tr. : Give the name of Mr. and Mrs. Apeas' children. They were 
how many? Patient, Chd.17. 
271 Chd.17: Four. 
272 Tr. : Is it true? 
273 Chn : Yes/No, Yes/No. Yes. 
274 Tr. : Hey okay. Lets know them. Yes. Eh Chd. 18. name one of 
them. Chd.18 Yes. 
275 Chd.18 : Chd.11 
276 Tr. : Chd.11 
277 Chd : Teacher sir. 
280 Tr. : Yes. 
281 Chd : Adu. 
282 Tr. : Adu, yes. 
283 Chd : Ohene. 
284 Tr. : Ohene, then who again? 
285 Chd : Finish. 
286 Tr. : So this means that they were what? 
287 Chn : Four. 
288 Tr. . Okay, they should grow plantain, cassava, and cocoyam. Who 
said it? Chd.19. 
289 Chd.19: Adu said they should grow plantain, cassava and cocoyam. 
290 Tr. : Adu said. Correct. Clap for her. 
291 Chn : [Clapping]. 
292 Tr. : What did the Apeas find on the land near their house? 
293 Chn : [Talking together]. 
294 Tr. : You are looking at my face. I am saying that what did the 
Apeas find on the land near their house? 
295 Chd : They found rubbish on the land. 
296 Tr. : You should speak louder. You know, as if there is something 
wrong with you. You should speak louder. Yes Chd.20. 
297 Chd.20: They found a piece of land near their house. 
298 Tr. : They found it. There was something on the land. What thing? 
299 Chd.20: They were throwing rubbish there. 
300 Tr. : They found rubbish there. Okay. Eh, what did Mrs. Apea and 
the girls do with the vegetables from their garden? Chd.21. 
301 Chd.21: They removed the vegetables from the garden. 
302 Tr. : Is it true? Yes Chd.5. 
303 Chd.5: They sold some of the vegetables. Eat some and give some to 
their friends. 
304 Tr. : Correct. Clap for her. 
305 Chn : [Clapping]. 
306 Tr. : Give the name of vegetables the grew on beds. Chd.22. 
307 Chd.22: Peppers. 
308 Tr. : Is it only pepper? Yes. 
309 Chd : No. 
310 Chd : Okra. 
311 Tr. : Have I asked you anything? 
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312 Chd : Sir. 
313 Tr. : Yes Chd.23. 
314 Chd.23: Garden eggs. 
315 Tr. : Garden eggs. Chd.14. 
316 Chd : Tomatoes. 
317 Tr. : Yes. 
318 Chd : Onions. 
319 Tr. : Is it all? 
320 Chn : No 
321 Tr. . Then others. Okay. Eh so I want somebody to say on his or her 
own words in a short sentence or sentences on what we have read. Yes all 
you have read is talking about what? Yes Chd.5. 
322 Chd.5: All what we have read is talking about how to make a farm. 
323 Tr. : She has said something. How to make a farm. She has said it. 
Yes any contribution? 
324 Chd : How Mr. and Mrs. Apea deal with their piece of land. 
325 Tr. : You are correct. Yes Chd.7. 
326 Chd : We have learnt how to plant vegetables. 
327 Tr. : Yes again. 
328 Chd : We have known what we use to grow cocoyam. 
329 Tr. : Okay. what we use to grow what? Farm crops like vegetables 
or plantain and so on and so forth? Okay so shall we read again for us to do 
the exercises? 
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Appendix 5 (8) TC: Science 
LESSON : EIGHT 
TEACHER: "TC" 
SCHOOL : ABORDFO SUKUU. 
CLASS : FIVE 
SUBJECT: ELEMENTARY SCIENCE. 
TOPIC : LIQUIDS THAT MIX 
DATE : 8TH FEBRUARY, 1996. 
1 Tr. : We have different kinds of liquids as you have learnt. So I want 
you to give me some examples of the liquids. Chd.26. 
2 Chd.26: Kerosene. 
3 Tr. : Kerosene. Kerosene is one. Any more example? Chd.24? 
4 Chd.24.: Water. 
5 Tr. : Correct. Chd 27. 
6 Chd 27 : Fanta. 
7 Tr. : Fanta. Okay I do not want to hear sir, sir, sir. Chd 27 
8 Chd 27: Palm oil 
9 Tr. : Palm oil. Okay, all what you have said is true. So they are all 
what? 
10 Chn. : Liquids. 
11 Tr. : Kinds of what? 
12 Tr +Chn.: Liquids 
13 Tr. : Eh, are all the liquids the same? 
14 Chd. : No. 
15 Tr. : Have I asked you anything? I am asking all of you. So if you 
know the answer you raise up your hand. All the liquids are the same. True 
or false? Yes Chd.25. 
16 Chd.25 : False. 
17 Tr. : Correct. All the liquids are not the same. There are different 
types of what? Liquids. Eh, some have colours. Others are not what? 
18 Chn. : Coloured. 
19 Tr. : Coloured. or they are colourless. Then others too have smell 
either pleasant or eh bad smell. Okay I want you to give me examples of 
liquids which have, eh which has colours. Yes what are some of the liquids? 
Chd.11. 
20 Chd.11.: Fanta. 
21 Tr. : Fanta. Yes 
22 Chd. : Milk. 
23 Tr. : Milk. Yes. 
24 Chn. : Coke. 
25 Tr. : Then etceteras. The others. What are some of the liquids 
which, which are colourless? Yes Chd 29. 
26 Chd 29: Petrol. 
27 Tr. : Petrol. I think petrol is not colourless. Yes I think it has 
colours in it. Yes Chd 38. 
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28 Chd 38: Palm oil. 
29 Tr. : Palm oil. Eh, No. Yes. 
30 Chd. : Oil. 
31 Tr. : What kind of oil? There are so many types of oil Yes. Chd 31. 
32 Chd 31.: Water. 
33 Tr. : Water. Yes. Then what again? 
34 Chn. - Kerosene 
35 Tr. : Kerosene. Okay These are some of the liquid which you, eh 
which are colourless. Okay, so we have seen the different types of what? 
Liquids. Then we can also talk about eh, characteristics of eh, liquids. That is 
what the liquids, eh behaves. How the liquids are. All of you here have what? 
Different characters. So as it is for liquids. They also have what? 
Characteristics. Who can tell me no of the characteristics of liquids? I want 
the liquid behave. Yes Chd.5 speak louder. 
36 Chn. : = For petrol, petrol you don't drink it has bad smell. 
37 Tr. : Mum, you have said bad smell. That's okay I am giving you 
one exarriple. That is liquids flow. All liquids what? 
38 Chn. : ' Flow. 
39 Tr. : Yes, all liquids flow. There is also they take the shape of their 
containers. So lets say if we have water in this beaker. Then if you put it in 
another container. It will take the shape of that what? That container. Okay. 
Then we are also saying that eh, it became or it become light when heated. 
For example, eh palm oil when you put it to the fire, it becomes what? Light. 
Okay, so, I know that this is what we know. First eh, that's the kind of 
liquid. So I want today, we want to move to eh, mixing liquids. We know 
that some of the liquids mix. This is the, our main topic for today. So we 
have revised what we know about the liquids. That is we have seen kinds of 
liquids. What the liquids look like. That is characteristics of what? Liquids. 
So today we are moving on to see what liquids do mix. And then what? 
Liquids which do not mix. Okay. So bring all the liquids you brought in front 
of the class. You do it in groups. 
40 Chn. : . [Send their liquids to the teacher's table.] 
41 Tr. : But look at what you have brought. Is just a few. If all of you 
brought one then we have what? To be in groups so that each of the groups 
will know what we are going over. Since they are few I have to do the 
activity and you will what? Watch me. At times I will invite some of you to 
cothe and do some of what? Some of the activity. Okay, So let's mention the 
liquids we have here. Don't mention any liquid which is not here. Because 
we cannot what? Do the experiment. We want to find eh, I want you to 
mention only the liquids here. Chd.42 
42 Ama : Oil. 
43 Tr. : What kind of oil? Eh Chd 32. 
44 Chd 32: Dinnor 
45 Tr. : But what type of oil is this Dinnor? Okay lets take it because 
nobody brought palm oil or palm kernel oil so lets take as cooking oil. But 
apart from this, we have, What is this? I think this one, both of them are the 
same. What about this one? 
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46 Chn. : Frytol oil 
47 Tr. : Frytol oil [shows another container up] 
48 Chn. : Dinnor. 
49 Tr. : Okay, so eh, we shall do dating. What about this? Is the same 
oil? 
50 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
51 Tr. : Okay, so lets take cooking oil. 
52 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
53 Tr. : But what again. Chd.21 
54 Chn. : Squash 
55 Tr. : [Searches for the squash on his table] 
56 Chn. : The red one. The red one. 
57 Tr. : This one. 
58 Chn. : Yes 
59 Tr. : Okay, squash. So we shall put it here. What about this? 
50 Chn. : Refresh. 
61 Tr. : What about this? 
62 Chn. : Kerosene 
63 Tr. : Then this one. 
64 Chn. : Kerosene, oil, oil. 
65 Tr. : Okay. Chd.14 what is this? 
66 Chn. : Oil. 
67 Tr. : Then this one. I think all of you know it. Malt 
68 Chn. : Malt. 
69 Tr. : Then this one. 
70 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
71 Tr. : Then we have, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 then water. We have only six what? 
Liquids. There are so many types of liquids but you have only brought this 
ones. 
72 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
73 Tr. : Yes you have to bring one but 
74 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
75 Tr. : You have seen the liquids you brought. So we want to see 
which of them do mix. And which of them do not mix. So, hey, fortunate we 
shall use this sign for those who do mix. Okay, we know that water and 
water they are all what? The same. So shall we start with water and cooking 
oil? Who will come and perform that activity for us? Okay I am doing one 
for you. We have water here then the cooking oil. 
76 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
77 Tr. : I am going round, so you check it. After that I will ask you 
questions on it. 
78 Chn. : [Calling each other] Serwah Nkrumah. 
79 Tr. : What do you observe from this activity. Yes Chd 32. 
80 Chd 32.: It does not mix. 
81 Tr. : It does not mix. So since eh, since eh, water and cooking oil do 
not mix we shall mark here as what? 
82 Chn. : Do not. 
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83 Tr. : Okay, so I want somebody to come and do the activity of 
water and refresh. 
84 Chn. : [Raise hands to bid]. 
85 Tr. : Chd.5 come and try. 
86 Chn. : Joy, Joy. 
87 Chd.5. : [Goes to teacher's table]. 
88 Chn : [Talking together] 
89 Tr. : Yi firi mu. That you should bring them for what? Activity, but 
nobody wants us to use his or hers. 
90 Chd.5. [Pours water into a container of refresh] 
91 Chn : Sir, sir, sir. 
92 Tr. : HE! Okay who wants to use, eh who wants us to use his or 
hers. 
93 Chn. : Wo tiri mu wp den paa [amid talking together]. 
94 Tr. : [Inaudible]. 
95 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
96 Tr. : Eh Austin wo aye ades paa. Eh what is yours? 
97 Chn. : Sir, sir, sir and [Talking together]. 
98 Tr. : No. no. I want the refresh. 
99 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
100 Tr. : Eh, Jacquelyn. 
101 Jacquelyn: Sir. 
102 Tr. : Shall we use yours? 
103 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
104 Tr. : Okay bring it. 
105 Jacquelyn: [Takes refresh to teacher's table]. 
106 Tr. : He put it here. 
107 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
108 Chd.5: [Shows mixture of water and refresh to teacher] 
109 Tr. : Are they mixed or not? 
110 Chn. : Not mixed, mixed, mixed, mixed. 
111 Tr. : Am say that if am not ask you told, tell me anything. Yes 
Chd.27. 
112 Chd.27: According to mixture. 
113 Chn : [Laughing]. 
114 Tr. : Okay, eh, since they are both liquids we can say. They have 
what? Mixed. 
115 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
116 Tr. : So, those who mix we use what? 
117 Chn. : Three. 
118 Tr. : Three. 
119 Chn. : Oh sir, oh sir. 
120 Tr. : Okay, carry on because some of the liquids if they mix 
together. 
121 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
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122 Tr. : Hey! If they mix together and you drink it you will be in 
trouble. So don't make an attempt to drink liquids, some of the liquids when 
mixed together. 
123 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
124 Tr. : Okay, no, no. 
125 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
126 Tr. : Sit down, sit down. 
127 Chn. : Sir, sir. 
128 Tr. : Eh lets clear ourselves from this activity 
129 Chn. : Sir, sir 
130 Tr. : Yes, Chd.7. 
131 Chd.7.: They do mix. 
132 Tr. : They do mix. They do mix. Water? 
133 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
134 Tr. Then kerosene and water. 
135 Chn. : Sir, sir, sir. 
136 Tr. : Kerosene and water. You sit down. Wo des fato hD. I hate 
sir, sir. You "sit down 
137 Chn. : Sir, sir [Talking together] 
138 Tr. : Water and kerosene. 
139 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
140 Tr. : Chd 36 
141 Chn : [Talking together]. 
142 Tr. : Eh, you, eh you all know that eh when you bring it you are 
coming to give it to me to drink. But you are coming to use what? for the 
activity. You have brought Fanta but you are telling me that your mother eh 
your mother say that you have to what? 
143 Chn. : Bring it back 
144 Tr. : No because we have to do the activity. cnka se wo yirs firic. 
No not at all. Okay, so they do not mix. Water and kerosene do not what? 
Mix 
145 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
146 Tr. : Okay Chd.21 
147 Chd.21: Sir 
148 Tr. : Come and perform this activity for us. 
149 Chn. : Oh! Noise. 
150 Tr.'' : Squash and water 
151 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
152 Tr. : You watch her. Ko Asare what do you see? 
153 Chn. : They have mixed 
154 Tr. : They do mix. They do mix 
155 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
156 Tr. : EmChd.2eh, Chd 30. Water and cooking oil 
157 Chd 30: [Pours the two into the same container and observes] 
158 Tr. : They do not mix. So have water and cooking oil des. You 
know that what? They do not mix. Lets see the we eh, the cooking oil and 
cooking oil. They are all the same. Okay lets see cooking oil and refresh 
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159 Chn. : Sir, sir. 
160 Tr. : Cooking oil and refresh 
161 Chn. : Sir, sir. 
162 Tr. : Come and do the activity for us. 
163 Chn. : Sir, sir. sir. Chd.11 Chd 35 oh! 
164 Tr. : Yes what do you observe from water and eh 
165 Chn. [Talking together] 
166 Tr. : Eh cooking oil and what? And refresh. Yes Chd.8, what do you 
see? 
167 Chn. : [Talking together] 
168 Tr. : From this. 
169 Chn. : Not mix 
170 Tr. : They do not what? 
171 Chn. : Mix 
172 Tr. : - So if they do no mix then cooking oil and Malta Guinness 
173 Chn. : Sir, sir 
174 Tr. : You sit down. 
175 Chn. : '' [Talking together] 
176 Tr. : I think this group. 
177 Chn. : [Talking together] 
178 Tr. : You have done it. 
179 Chn. : Sir, sir, sir. 
180 Tr. : What have you observed from this? Yes Serwah Chd 36 
181 Chd 36: Not mixed 
182 Tr. : They do not mix 
183 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
184 Tr. : The next thing is cooking oil and kerosene 
185 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
186 Tr. : Go and sit at your place. 
187 Chn. : Sir, sir, Teacher I have not done it 
188 Tr. . Kerosene and cooking oil. 
189 Chn. : Sir me nfa wei ?. 
190 Tr. . Take the kerosene, yes. 
191 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
192 Tr. . Okay we have kerosene and cooking oil. Yes 
193 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
194 Tr:. : Yes. 
195 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
196 Tr. : Yes. 
197 Clue. : It is mixed.. 
198 Tr. : No they do not mix. 
199 Chn, : [Talking together]. 
200 Tr. . Then coke and cooking oil. 
201 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
202 Tr. : Hey! They do not mix. They do not mix. 
203 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
204 Tr. : Chd 38. Hs! Chd 38 
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205 Chd 38: They do not mix. 
206 Tr. : Correct. Refresh and what? Water. You can have refresh and 
water. What? 
207 Chn. : They mix. 
208 Tr. : They mix, Okay so if they mix you use the sign. Then we have 
cooking oil and refresh. They do not what? Mix. Then you have refresh and 
refresh .do not make anything. go and sit down, Sit down. Then you have 
Malta Guinness and what? Refresh. Yes I want somebody. 
209 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
210 Tr. : Do the refresh and Malta Guinness Then. 
211 Chn. : Sir, sir, sir. sir, Sir. 
212 Tr. : Kerosene, refresh and kerosene. 
213 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
214 Tr. : So lets observe it. 
215 Chn. : Oh sir! 
216 Tr. : - Wote dan mu na wo didi.? 
217 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
218 Tr. : What do you observe from this activity? 
219 Chn. : They do, they 
220 Tr. : Chd 38. 
221 Chd 38: They mix. 
222 Tr. : They mix or they do mix. Okay if they do mix, we use what? 
The correct sign. Malta Guinness and refresh. Lets hear what? Refresh and 
kerosene. 
223 Chd. : Sir. 
224 Tr. : What is it? 
225 Chn. : They don't mix. 
226 Tr. : So I am passing here this time. Chd 39 
227 Chd 39: They do not mix. 
228 Tr. : They do not mix. Go and throw it away 
229 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
230 Tr. Then we have squash and refresh 
231 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
232 Tr. : Yes what is the result? Chd 40 
234 Chd 40: They have mixed 
235 Tr. : They do mix. 
236 Chin. : [Talking together]. 
237 Tr. : Hey! You go. Then we have Malta Guinness and water. Water 
and Malta Guinness. What? They mix. Then the cooking oil and the Malta 
Guinness. They mix. The Malta Guinness and Malta Guinness. They do no. 
Eh we have Malta Guinness and kerosene 
238 Chn. : 
239 Tr. : 
240 Chn. : 
241 Tr. : 
242 Chd.22: 
[Talking together]. 
Then Malta Guinness and squash. 
Sir, sir, sir. sir. 
Yes Chd.22 
[Inaudible amid talking together]. 
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243 Tr. : Okay, lets see. This is what? Chd 41. What do you do? They 
make what liquid? Kerosene and what? 
244 Chd 41.: Kerosene and Malta 
245 Tr. : Okay, Malta Guinness and kerosene. Is what? They do what? 
246 Chn. : Mix. 
247 Tr. : Then we have squash. Hey! 
248 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
249 Tr. : We have Malta Guinness and squash. They do what? Mix 
250 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
251 Tr. : Okay since the bell has gone for break we have so many noise. 
We shall end here and continue after break. 
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SCHOOL ABORFO SUKUU. 
SUBJECT GHANAIAN LANGUAGE (READING). 
TOPIC ANUANOM BAANU (TWO BROTHERS) 
DATE 6TH FEBRUARY, 1996. 
1 Tr. : Saa nscm yi a sgu so nyinaa tiri krataa yi a ysbs kan yi. sys 
Nimdes Nkwankyers. Seesei ya duru krataa fa a stpso nkono. shp na saa 
mmrs yi ysbs kan. Ysbs sua nssm a smu yc duru kakra sw-D saa akinkan yi 
mu. Obia nhwcso na ycn kan. Nea sdinkan no me bc bubp words no nyinaa. 
Me bububp nscm no nyinaa din akyerc mo. Nti akyire no na ya kan no 
baakobaáko baako. Ansa na ya sane de sbia nso aka assm akyers mo. 
Anuanom. 
2 Chn. : Anuanom. 
3 Tr. : Dabi. Anuanom, baanu, Bomdwere, akuraa. merehunu, 
mmssra, nnansa, hysste, apiripiriagorp, abpnten, fituo, summis 
mereboaboa, Memene, Yaa ahenewa, amannes, akwaaba, mfikyikwan, 
abpn ten kwan 
4 Chn. : Anuanom. 
5 Tr. : Anuanom 
6 Chn. : Anuanom 
7 Tr. : Baanu. 
8 Chn. : Baanu. 
9 Tr. : Baanu. 
0 Chn. : Baanu. 
11 Tr. : Bomdwere. 
12 Chn. : Bomdwere. 
13 Tr. : Bomdwere. 
14 Chn. : Bomdwere. 
15 Tr. : Akuraa. 
16 Chn. : Akuraa. 
17 Tr. : Akuraa. 
18 Chn. : Akuraa. 
19 Tr. : Merehunu. 
20 Chn. Merehunu. 
21 Tr. : Merehunu. 
22 Chn. : Merehunu. 
23 Tr. : Mmssra. 
24 Chn. : Mmssra. 
25 Tr. : Mmssra. 
26 Chn. : Mmssra. 































































































74 Chn. : Mfikyikwan. 
75 Tr. : Abpntenkwan. 
76 Chn. : Abpntenkwan. 
77 Tr. : Abpntenkwan. 
78 Chn. : Abpntenkwan. 
79 Tr. : Saa mmrs yi me min kabi. Mmo nkowa mo be kan ne nyinaa 
akyerc me. Baako bia ewD SE mmo bD din mmeinu. Okee mmo nhyc asec. 
80 Chn. : Anuanom, anuanom, baanu, baanu, Bomdwere, 
Bomdwere akuraa, akuraa, merehunu, merehunu, mmesra, mmesra, 
nnansa, nnansa, hysete, h_ysste, apiripiriagorp, apiripiriagorp, 
abpnten, abonten, fituo, fituo. 
81 Tr. : Ilse! Me kan no seden? fi tuo? Mese sen? 
82 Chn. : Fituo. 
83 Tr. : Mmo nka ma me ntea. 
84 Chn. : Fituo, fituo, summie, summie, mere boaboa, mere boaboa. 
85 Tr. : Hws ma dinkan akyere mo se re wei wpha ye nka no se mere 
boaboa. yeka no sen? 
86 Chn. : /Meboaboa/ merebaboa, merebaboa, Memene, Memene, 
Yaa ahenewa, Yaa ahenewa, amannes, amannes, akwaaba, akwaaba 
mfikyikwan, mfikyikwan, abpntenkwan, abpntenkwan. 
87 Tr. : eye mmo aye adec. Saa mere yi meps obia wp no nkoa betumi 
abobp ne nyinaa dini ama ye nyinaa yatea. Wei wP kan ne a obia ngyeso. 
Yepe obia pbetumi a kan ne nyinaa Chd.18. Chd.24. 
8 Ama : Anuanom. 
89 Chn. : Anuanom. 
90 Tr. : [Signals for no response]. 
91 Ama : Baanu, Bomdwere, akuraa. merehunu, mmesra, nnansa, 
hysete, apiripiriagorp, abpnten, fituo, summie mereboaboa, Memene, 























Mmo m= mo nsam ma no. 
[Clapping] 
Hwan bio nso na eba abc kan ne? Pbaa baako aba a, me hyia 
. Nyc mbaa nkoa na cbc kan ne. se Appiaku. 
Anuanom, baanu, bomdwene, akura. minhunu, mmcsra 
Minhunu eye den? Merehunu /mehunu/ 
Merehunu, mmesra, nnansa, hyccte, apiripiriagorp, 
fituo, summic mereboaboa, Mcmene. 
enye Memene, Memene. Ka bio ma me ntea. 
Memene 
Aha kp so 
Yaa ahenewa, amannec, akwaaba, mfikyikwan, 
abpntenkwan 
102 Tr. : Mmo mnP mo nsam ma no. 
103 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
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104 Tr. : 
105 Chd.15: 
Hwan bio? Chd.15 
Anuanom, baanu, Bomdwere, akura, merehunu, mmssra, 
nnansa, hysste, apiripiriagor, abpnten, fituo, summis mereboaboa, 
Memene, Yaa ahenewa, amannes, akwaaba, mfikyikwan, abpntenkwan 
106 Tr. : Mmo mmp mo nsam ma no. 
107 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
108 Tr. : Seesei bEberee atumi a kan. EE word a mede be siso anaa SE 
asem bia mede be siso bia na aye den? ma frc wo na wa bp din. Me nfrE woa 
nkasa. me mps sir, sir bia. Wei yE bP din sen? Bobbi 
109 Bobbi: Yaa ahenewa 
110 Tr. : Mmo imp mo nsam ma no. 
111 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
112 Tr. : Wei ye bp din sen? Chd.22 
114 Chd.22: Apiripiriagor-D. 
115 Tr. : Mmo mo nsam ma no. 
116 Chn. : [Clapping] . 
117 Tr. : Wei ye bp din sen? 
118 Chd. : Mereboaboa 
119 Tr. : Mmo m= mo nsam ma no. 
120 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
121 Tr. : Eye seesei ysde cbia ysbs kyerE cbia emu. Seesei ysbE kyere bia 
ase se be ye a obia be te asee. Na se nea ye be si a yebe kyerE asee no. Me pe 
se ye de kan nsem. cfiri SE, sE ye de ka nssm a cnno na Eba ma yate aseE yiye. 
Ye ka no baakobaako a Ebia na ne nteases no an nye yiye papa. Na yede ka 
nssm deE a ebs ma nssm no ayE de yiye Na afei yE bctumi Na 
des edikan, anuanom. Hwan na wpde anuanom beka ascm ma yatea? 
Chd.23. 
122 Chd.23: Anuanom baanu Enam. 
123 Tr. : Mmo mmP mo nsam ma no. 
124 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
125 Tr. : Hwan bio na Edeanuanom ebe sane aka assm ama yatea? Atta 
Kwarteng. 
126 Kwarteng: Anuanom no rekp dwom. 
127 Tr. : Anuanom rekp dwom. Aa! Ma dikan aka kyerE mo SE re re no 
ye twerew na ye ka a ye nka. Se wo ahunu. enti es wo bc yi re no afi hP, na 
wo aka asem foforp cmaa yatea. Ka ma ys ntea. YEtea. 
128 Kwarteng: Anuanom skp dwom. 
129 Tr. : Anuanom skp dwom. Mmo, eye. Hwan nso bio. Dec Etwa nip 
koraa. Darko. 
130 Darko: YE ye Enuanom mmesnsa na Ete fie. 
131 Tr. : Mmo mo mmP mo nsam ma no. 
132 Chn : [Clapping]. 
133 Tr. : Aha. enti ye atumi de anuanom aka asem a obi, SE wote 
anuanom, wonim sedee Esi, ssdeE ye si de aka asem no, ama aye Eden? Ne 
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nteasec aba paa yiye. Nti banuu obi nso de bcka assm ama yatea. Baanu. 
Douglas. 
134 Douglas: Ys yE baanu na ycdi yE. 
135 Tr. : YE yc mmeinu na yEdi ye. SE wo ka ascm a, SE ade koro a mo 
di ye, sE aduane o! Anaa anima o! Anaa SE biribi a Ete saa no, wobe turni de 
saa ade koro noa mo di ye no atuaso ama na ye yiye. SE ebia ys ye baanu na 
yskD afuom. Anaa se yE ye baanu na ye di fufuo no. Hwan nso bio na wode 
baanu be sane aka asEm ama yatea? 
136 Chd. : Yen baanu na yEkD nsuo. 
137 Tr.. : Mmo. Yen baanu na yEkD nsuo. Wa ye adee. Chd.4 
138 Chd 4: Yen baanu na yskp sukuu. 
139 Chn. : Yen baanu na yekD sukuu. Nea EtDsoD mine Bomdwere. SE 
yE hwe krattaa no mmu a Bomdwere Eyedsn? Chd.24 
140 Tr. : 




Eye kuro. eye kuro. Na hwan na Ede saa Bomdwere beka asem 
ma yatea. Chd.5. 
143 Chd.5: 
144 Tr. : 
145 Chd. : 
146 Tr.. : 
147 Chd.19: 
148 Tr. : 
149 Chd 32: 
150 Tr. : 
Denis. 
151 Denis : 
152 Tr. : 
153 Chd. : 
154 Tr. : 
Bomdwere ye kuro kesee. 
Mmo. Bomdwere yE kuro kesee. Hwan nso bio? 
Bomdwere ys kuro a me firi. 
Me firi Bomdwere. Yes Chd.19 
Me firi Bomdwere. YE nnwene ntoma wD Bomdwere. 
Woso ka bi. YE nkD des etpsop, akura, akura. Chd 32. 
Maame Atta Eriri akura. 
Maame Atta sriri akura. Mmo wo aye ade. Hwan nso bio? 
Papa no wD akura no ase. 
Mmo wo aye adee. Woso fa akura ka asem ma yentea. 
M'adamfo bi te akuraa. 
M'adamfo bi te akuraa. Eye. Merehunu, merehunu. Obi nnso 
nfa nka asem ma yentea. Chd.3. 
155 Chd.3 : Me papa Enne hp na merehunu amarines sei. 
156 Tr.. : Mmo wo aye adee. Hwan nso bio? Chd.45. 
157 Chd.45: Me wpfa nnehD na merehunu amannee sei. 
158 Tr. : Aye se asem koro. Anka na me pe SE asem no ne nyinaa Ennkp 
fako. Wei ka wei wpha na wei nsoo aka wei wpha, na anka ama asem no 
aye den? Na yate asee yiye. SE ye nyinaa reka baako saa ema deee me pe SE 
yete ases no EkD yiye papa. Nti Chd.1, woso ka bi ma me ntea 
159 Chd.1: Merehunu kaa no. 
160 Tr. : Me nhunu kaa no. Anaa SE merehunu kaa no. Eye. YE nhwE dee 
EtoasoD. Mmesra. Chd.22 
161 Chd.22: Me mmesra m'adamfo. 
162 Tr. : Me mmesra m'adamfo. Wo so ka asem ma ye ntea 
163 Chd. : emmesra me bio. 
164 Tr. : emmesra me bio. Yes Douglas. 
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165 Douglas: Me mmcsra wo bio. 
166 Tr.. : EE EyE. Mese obi aka EyE. Wei aka wei aka Eys, ya nya 
nsosonea kakra EwD ntamu. Nti nea EtpsoP yE nnansa. Nnansa. Chd 29 ka 
ma yE ntea. 
167 Chd 29: Mekp, merekp me kurom akpdi nnansa. 
168 Tr. : Mekp, merekp me kurom akpdi nnansa. [points to a child] 
169 Chd. : Merekp me maame hD akpdi nnansa 
170 Tr. : Ade korp. Ade korp. Chd.25. 
171 Chd.25: MbE di nnansa wp ne nkysn. 
172 Tr. : MbE di nnansa wp ne nkyen. EE nansa no eye. SE wo hwE 
sedes krataa no mu wpsi ka nnansa noa. Sebi wp kyere biribi SE EE nnansa 
yi. SE wahunu? Wpn kyerc Enna mmesnsa pe, na emo aye te SE bsyg ss nna 
kakra ni. Se wahunu? Enna no akye kakra ss ana ayeden? pmaame anba 
mmesra no. Eye ye ntoaso. HyeEte. Wei dee anka swp 9E nipa beberee eka bi 
Enso mme yi nipa mmeinu pe. 
173 Chn. : O! 
174 Tr. : Nipa mmeinu pc Enna me ma wPm kasa. Me pe nipa ye nkasa 
ye. Sorigate 
175 Sorigate: Me wp hyeete 
176 Chn : Sir, sir, sir. 
177 Tr. : Me w= hyeete. Yes Okyere. 
178 Okyere Me maame atp hyeete abre me. 
179 Tr : Me maame atp hyeete abre me. Me hyeete no nyinaa atete. 
Eye. Nea Etbsop Eye apiripiriagorp, apiripiriagorp. 
180Chn: 
181 Tr. : 
182 Chd. : 
183 Tr. : 
184 Chn. : 
185 Tr.. : 
Sir, sir. 
Mese me mpe sir, sir ebia ewDha. [points to a child]. 
ennora mede apiripiriagorD. 
ennora mede apiripiriagorD. Yes 
ennora me kDdee apiripiriagorD ma me maame hwii me. 
aya ade korD. Wo kasa, kasa den se Enys saa wo a wo kasa 
smba no ye npene wo. 
186 Chd : Nkwadaa taa di apiripiriagorp. 
187 Tr. : Mmo wo aye adeE. eye des stpso, abpnten. 
188 Chn : Sir, sir. 
189 Tr. : AbDnten David. 
190 David: Wp didi wp abpnten. 
191 Tr. : WP didi abpnten. Chd.14. 
192 Chd.14: Me gyina abpnten. 
193 Tr. : Me gyina abpnten. Agnes. 
194 Agnes: Me wpfa kp abpnten. 
195 Tr. : Yoo! eye. Ea fituo. Hwan nna Ede beka asem ma yatea? Fituo. 
Yes. 
196 Chd : Papa no reto akwadaa no fituo. 
197 Tr. : Saa fituo no a ewD krataa no mu no enyE eno na wo ka. Nso 
wo aka biribi afa ho dec. Chd.4. 
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198 Chd.4: Me papa reto me fo. 
199 Tr. : Saa afituo wei no mye se ysto foP. EnyE SE afutuo. Me pe deE 
w bEtumi aka asEm no mma yate asee sEdeE krataa no kyerE no. Mame. 
200 Mame: Me nkoa na mete saa fituo yi mu. 
201 Tr. : Mmo mo mmp mo nsam ma no. 
202 Chn : [Clapping]. 
203 Tr. : AyE sE ya gyae wo nkoa EwP fituo mu obia Ene hp, wo nkoa 
ya gyae wo WD fie, na wo papa ne wo maame obia kp Edwuma. Aka wo 
nkoa wphp. 
204 Chn : 
205 Tr. : 
206 Chd 37: 
207 Tr. : 
208 Chd.16: 
209 Tr. : 
210 Chd 29 
211 Tr. : 
Nkansa 
212 Nkansa: 
213 Tr. : 
214 Chn : 
215 Tr. : 
216 Chd 6.: 
217 Tr. : 
Wose me yEdEn? Aka me nkoa wp he ne? Fituo mu. SumiiE. 
Sir, sir. 
Chd37 
Ennora me daa sumiiE so. 
Mmo. Wo aka bi. Chd.16. 
Me nsa da sumiis no so. 
Me nsa da sumiic no so. Chd 29. 
Me sumiic no atete. 
EyE. Nea stpsop. Mereboaboa, mereboaboa, mereboaboa. 
Mereboaboa me nnepma ano. 
Wo nkasa EnnE. Kasa ma ysntea. 
Mereboaboa me nnepma no mal= me kurom. 
Chd.6. 
Mereboaboa me nnepma no mal= akura. 
Wahunu SE assm a mo ka yi ne nyinaa yE ade korp. Me pc SE 
Esesasesa. Chd.14. 
218 Chd.14: 
219 Tr. : 
Me wpfa reboaboa neEma ano. 
Enno dec EyE a na mme pE atea. Chd.14 ka mereboaboa 
nnesma ano .YEn hwE Memene, Memene. Chd.52 wo nkasa Enne. 
220 Chd.52: 
221 Tr. : 
222 Chd : 
223 Tr. : 
Enne Memene MME kD afuom. 
EnnE Memene MME kD afuom. Yes. 
YEE wo me Memeneda. 
Yes wo ayc adeE. Yaa ahenewa. Yen fa nka assm ma ysntea. 
Chd.11 ahenewa. 
224 Chd : Me kyia wo o! Yaa ahenewa. 
225 Tr. : EkyerE SE Yaa ahenewa nno aysdsn? EyE nkyia. Sc obi kyia wo 
a, EyE ngyesop a woyE dsn? YE gyeE. Ene den? Yaa ahenewa. Enono. 
226 Chn : Yaa akorpntp. 
227 Tr. : YEn hwE amanneE. Seth. 
228 Seth : Amannec ne sEn? 
229 Tr. : W'amannec ne sEn? EyE. Ene se obia wotu kwan na wo k.P soc 
bsbia, ye bisa wo den/ 
230 Tr +Chn: 
231 Tr. : 
232 Alfred: 
233 Tr. : 
AmanneE 
Akwaaba, akwaaba. Alfred. 
Owura akwaaba. 
Owura akwaaba Ansere. 
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234 Ansere: ennora me maame ka kyere me se me nkp nkp kyia maame no 
ma no sE Pmano akwaaba. 
235 Tr.: Wo ayE adeE. Saa akwaaba no ne nkyers mu tiawa ne sE bsbi 
na wo Ekyia. SE wo akp kyia no. Na ays dEn? Na wp no nso abE ma 
akwaaba. Nea Etoaso. Eye enfikyikwan. Yes Seth. 
236 Seth : Nfikyikwan bi da fie no akyi. 
237 Tr.: EyE kakra. Yes. 
238 Chn : Dabia me fa nfikyikwan Ena Ekp ma afuom. 
239 Tr.: Wo aka bi. 
240 Chn : Akosua taa fa nfikyikwan no so. 
241 Tr. : Yoo nfikyikwan aye te se, Efie bi wphp a, wobE hwe na Eys 
mu. SE wahunu na abpnten kwan no des, Enno dee cda abpnten. Na 
nfikyikwan nodes Eda hene? Enoso da nfikyirie. Saa na nfikyikwan cnno nso 
nono. Eys me se maka abpntenkwan no akaho pirsko. Nti obi nfa nka asEm 
baako pe. na ysn kp so. Esther. 
242 Esther: . Akosua gyina abpntenkwan no so. 
243 Tr. : Akosua gyina abpntenkwan no so. EyE, Eye me SE seesei no ya 
kasa ama asem fa= no a ys sua ye no yahunu ne nyinaa nteaseE. Nti ysbE 
sane abubpbp ne nyinaa Edin cbio. Nti ysnhwE asee. 
244 Chn : Anuanom, baanu, Bomdwere, akuraa, merehunu. 
245 Tr. : /Mehunu/ Me (re) hunu. 
246 Chn : Merehunu, mmESra, nnansa, hyEete, apiripiriagorP, abpnten, 
fituo, summiE mereboaboa, Memene, Yaa ahenewa, amanneE, akwaaba, 
mfikyikwan, abpntenkwan. 
247 Tr. : Yoo eye! Seesei nscm a Ewomu a EyE den no nyinaa yahunu. 
Nti seesei aduni SE ysbE kan ye nhoma no. Obia Efa ne reading book. 
248 Chd : Twi. 
249 Tr. : Obia mfa ne Twi. Krataa fa eduonu mmeensa nkoa. Em SE ebe 
ye a yebe nya nipa beberee Ema wPn atumi a kan. Obia nhwe mu na me 
enkan ekyere mo. Me kan ne akyereew nti ye dii na tea. 
Anuanom baanu bi. Bomdwere akuraa bi ase. Akuraa no ase aye dii. 
Nkokp nkoa ena ema wo hunu se nipa thep. Dankwa aspre. Wpde ne 
ntoma afa ne kpneho. Wp gyina hp dwene biribi ho. Me papa Enehp 
na merehunu amannee sei. Mea me nua na wp npe se wphwe me yiye 
kora saa. Nnansa yi nso enam me Nana yadeye nti maame nso Emba ha 
mmesra yen kora na wahunu deE Ekpso. Eden kora na me nyp? EsesE 
mekD me maame hp. Wate dee Dankwa cka no nyinaa. Dankwa Eden 
asem na woka yi? Aden na EsssE me hunu amannee saa? Eha mete ye yi 
mete ha kwa. 
Eden na wope se me ye mawo? Me mawo aduane endi anaa? Wo ekp 
sukuu so a me ma wo sika? Me ntua wo sukuu ho ka? Afei me nyc den 
bio? Me hyeete atete yi wo atp bi ama me? Me nim des nti a me ntp bi 
ema wop. Wode hyeete no kp di apiripiriagorp na etetee. Hyeete a 
ehye wop yi se Eye mmono kora. Se wodi apiripiriagorp a Ete saa, wo 
tete wo ntadeE a enkyede se mbstp foforp ama wo. Dabia me nka saa 
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ascm yi nkyerc wo? Nanso won te. ESESE wo sua scdec ychwE adec so 
yiye. Afei daa wokp abpnten na wo agye me hp na me nkoa na mete 
fituo mu. Sc woba kora na me nso me se mekp di agorp a wose dabi. 
Aha yia na ycbcka asee. Enti me ma mu siima cnum. Obia nfa nhwc mu 
na wpn kan. Na me wei a, siima cnum no so a, mmE ma obia a kan. Nti 
me bp wo din a na wo a kan. Nti dec wo kan no kan no wp wotiri mu. 
250 Chn : 
251 Tr. : 
YE kan wp yc tiri mu. 
Sc obia a kan ne aweic? Mmo nhwE mu na me bp bisabisa mo 
nscm. Mmcma mmeinu bcn na wDm papa gya wpn hp? Chd.22. 
252 Chd.22: 
253 Tr. : 
254 Mavies: 
255 Tr. : 
Dankwa ne pkyere. 
Dankwa ne pkyere. DEn kora na na cha Dankwa? Mavies. 
cfiri sc na ne sukuu atadec atete. 
Na ne sukuu atadec atete. Na, na ne sukuu atadec no nkoa na 
na atete anaa? 
256 Chn : Dabi. 
257 Tr. . . Afei den bio na na cha no ckaho? Chd.13 
258 Chd.13: Na ne fie atadec nso atete. 
259 Tr. : Na atete no, na onua panyin no ahunu anaa SE pnhunu yc? 
Sylvester. 
260 Sylvester: Na wahunu. 
261 Tr. : Na wahunu. na dcn nkoa nti na na ne nua panyin no mpc Sc 
wptp atadec no bi mano no? Patrick. 
262 Patrick: cfiri SE wDtD ma no a wp de kp di mpiripiriagorp. 
263 Tr. : Wptp ma no a na wpde al= di apiripiriagorp. Na sen na, 
ascm bcn na cc, pkyere kakyerc Dankwa SE, SE wD gyae des a Enna wpbs 
tP bi ama no no? Na SE wan gyae des a wpntp bi cma no. Dcn ascm a? 
Douglas. 
264 Douglas: WD ka kyerc no Sc, 'Sc wo gyae apiripiriagorp no des a' 
wpbc tp bi amano. 
265 Tr. : Afei ato sc yc bc kan. Ycbc hia nipa baanu. Baako bc yc 
Dankwa na baako nso ayc pkyere, na wPm a kan ma yatea. Chd.24 wobc yc 
Dankwa. Gyina hp na kan. Na Chd.11 wo be yc Pkyere. 
266 Chn : Aka baako. 
267 Tr. : Aka dec wp no so bc kan ne des ckaho no ama ycn Chd 8 
Asamoah woso wobc kan nea ckaho no. Nti Chd.8 hyc ases kan ma ycnhwc. 
268 Chd.B: Bomdwere akuraa bi ase. Akura no ase ayyc dü. Nkokp kwa, 
nko kwa cne ara cna cma wo hunu sc nnipa tehp. Dankwa aspre cde ne 
ntoma asen ne kpmu. pgyina redwene biribi ho. 
269 Tr.: Chd.8 woka rere no wopc no paa. Ma aka akyerc wo sc cnno no sfa 
mba. Enna ara nso no ycn ka mo saa. YE ka no sc a. Nkokp ara kwan nea na 
ckwan. Dankwa wobc kan ma yatea. 
270 Chd.24 : Me papa cne hp nna merehunu amannec sei yei. Mea me 
nua na wp npc sc wphwc me yiye kora saa. Nnansa yi nso cnam me 
Nana yadeyc nti, maame nso mma ha mmcsra yen naa wahunu dec 
ckpsop. cdcn kora na me nyc? Mepc sc me kp me maame hp. 
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271 Chd.11: Dankwa Eden asem na wore ka no? 
272 Chd.24: Aden na esese me tina ha na me hunu amannec saa? Aha 
me tee yi wo nhwe me yiye. Nti se me te ha me te ha kwa. 
273 Chd.11: eden na me ye ma wo? Me ma wo aduane anaa? Wore ka 
sukuu nso a me ma wo sika? Me ntua wo sukuu ho ka? Afei me nyc den 
bio? 
274 Chd.24: Me hyeete atete yi wo ata bi ama me? 
275 Chd.11: Me nim dee 
276 Tr. : Me nim dee 
277 Chd.11: Me nim des nti a me nta bi Emma wo no. Wode hyeete no 
Ica di apiripiriagora ena etete ye. Hyeete a ehye wo yi enye mono 
kora? Sc wode agora a cte saa ma etete wo atadec a edwene se mmsta 
f 
278 Tr. : Mmetp fofora 
279 Chd.11: Mmeta fofora ama wo. Debia me nka saa asem yi nkyerec 
wo? Nso wonte. esse wo sua sedes yshwe adec so yiye. 
280 Chd.24: Afei daa wo kp abpnten a na wo agyae me hp na me nkoa me 
















AVERAGES (THE NUMBER PLANE) 
7TH FEBRUARY, 1996. 
1 Tr. : Eh last time we learnt about averages, averages then we moved 
on to the number plane. Then we are still on it. As we all know the number 
plane is as the same as average, but the number plane we are talking about, it 
shows us about the picture. How we can use the number we have in average 
to draw'a graph. That's what we are talking about. Before we move on what 
is an average? Who can explain the word average to us? Yes anybody should 
try averäge._ 
2 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
3 Tr. : Nobody? Oh! Yes Chd.24 you will try. What's an average? 
4 Chn : Silent 
5 Tr. : You don't talk? you see oh! Yes Bridgett. What's an average? 
You should talk. 
6 Finding, finding some sums of peoples. 
7 Yes you have said something. Yes. 
8 An average is said a sum of a total divided by the number. 
9 You have done well. You have done well. Clap for her 
10 [Clapping]. 
11 You are all sitting down looking at my faces. He has already 
done it. Is said an average is the sum total of the items divided by number of 
what? The items. That's the average. Okay, then the graph. We have so 
many types of graphs. 
12 Chn. : . [Talking together]. 
13 Tr. : Eh, last time we learnt about the bar graph. Hein? Bar graph is 
where we use some numbers, we draw and the graph should stay apart. 
Hein? 
14 Clin : [Talking together]. 
15 Tr. : Draws on the board. That is the bar graph. So we move on to 
talk about the picture graph. Picture graph, we can represent any eh, thing to 
stand for a picture. For example, lets take a town. There are so many peoples 
in a town. Then lets take state experimental town. Then what else should we 
use again? State experimental town. Yes Chd.7! 
16 Chd. 7: Darkwa dwom town. 
17 Tr. : Darkwa dwom. 
18 Chn. : [Talking together] 
19 Tr. : Darkwa dwom. Yes Oti 
20 Oti : Nhyiaso. 








22 Chd : Ahodwo. 
23 Tr. : Ahodwo. Some one said TUC. Okay, lets find this. Then we 
are saying that 
24 Chn. : [Laughing] 
25 Tr. : You are laughing I am drawing something on the board but 
you are laughing. Can you try to. Who can draw a nice person like what I am 
trying to draw it on the board 
26 Chn : [Talking together] 
27 Tr. : Okay, so I am saying that 
28 Chn : [Talking together] 
29 Tr. : One person. This, this stands for one million 
30 Chn. : [Talking together] 
31 Tr. : So how many Chn in Aborpfo sukuu? Yes Chd.7 
32 Chd.7: Four million 
33 Tr. : Four million. How many people living at Darkwa dwom? Yes 
Catherine 
34 Catherine: [Inaudible]. 
35 Tr. : Is it correct? 
36 Chn. : No sir. 
37 Tr. : Yes Chd.5 
38 Chn : Two, point five million 
39 Tr. : Two, point five million. How many people living at Darkwa 
dwom? Eh Nhyiaso. Yes. 
40 Chn : Five million. 
41 Tr. : Five million. Then lets say TUC, TUC Yes Chd.8. 
42 Chn. : [Inaudible]. 
43 Tr. : One point five million. How many people living at Ahodwo? 
.Yes. 
44 Chn : [Talking together]. 
45 Tr. : Is it five million? 
46 Chd : Sir 
47 Tr. : Yes. Chd 35. How many people living at Ahodwo? 
48 Chd 35 No response. 
49 Tr. : You don't know? 
50 Chd : Sir. Sir. 
51 Tr. : Yes Emanuel 
52 Emanuel: Five hundred thousand. 
53 Tr. : Five hundred thousand. Yes so we use this to represent what? 
That's what/ This what, we call pictorial graph. Pictorial graph. We use 
pictures to represent what? Things. Okay, so lets turn back to the book. 
54 Chn : [Talking together] 
55 Tr. : Ghana Mathematics Series page 79. 
56 Chn : [Talking together] 
57 Tr. : Yes exercise two. Reading and Interpretation of picture graphs 
and circle graph. We are talking about the picture graph first. So you study 
the picture graphs there. 
58 Chn. : [Talking together] 
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59 Tr. : Then after a certain period I will ask you some questions. So 
you study the picture there. 
60 Chn : [Talking together] 
61 Tr. - Have you finished? Then how many ships were unloaded at 
Takoradi? How many ships were unloaded? Yes. 
62 Chd. : Two. 
63 Tr. Two. Is it only two? 
64 Chn : No sir. 
65 Tr. : Two what? Only one ship stands for what? Lets find it. 
66 Chn : [Talking together]. 
67 Tr. : One ship stands for what? Yes. One ship stands for what? 
68 Chn. : One, one million 
69 Tr. : One million tons. So if it is two it should be what? Esther. 
70 Esther : Two million 
71 Tr. :2 Two million. You have done well. Eh Buchana how many 
people eh, how many tons where unloaded at Buchana? Yes. 
72 Chn. : Nine million. 
73 Tr. : Is it nine million? 
74 Chn : No sir. 
75 Tr. : Yes Chd.59 
76 Chd.59 Eight point five million 
77 Tr. : Eight point five million. Monrovia, Monrovia, Monrovia Ann 
Chd.10. 
78 Ann : Thirteen million 
79 Tr. : Thirteen million. Tema, Yes Chd.24. 
80 Chd.24 Eight point five million 
81 Tr. : Is it true? 
82 ,Chn. : Yes sir 
83 Tr. : Okay. Eight point five million 
84 Chn : Sir, sir Buchana is not eight point five million is eleven point 
five 
85 Tr. : So the one who said thirteen you are wrong. so Buchana how 
many? Chd.4 
86 Chn : Eleven point five million 
87 Tr. : Eleven point five million. Is it correct? 
88 Chn. : Yes sir. 
89 Ti`: : So with this we know that we are using the picture of ship to 
stand for some things. Okay? 
90 Chn : Yes sir. 
91 Tr. : Then how many tons of cargo were unloaded in each port in 
1970? With this how are we going to do it? 
92 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
93 Tr. : Who can tell me? It is said that how many tons of cargo were 
unloaded in each port in 1970? If the question is asked you like this. How are 
you going to solve it? Yes Chd.7? 
94 Chd? : You write the towns and then you write the number of the 
millions. 
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95 Tr. Yes you are correct. Clap for her. 
96 Chn : [Clapping] 
97 Tr. : A, (a) It says that you write the town and the number of 
cargoes they were unloaded. So you start. Lets say, Takoradi two million. 
Tema, eight point five million. Buchana, eleven point five million. Monrovia, 
thirteen million. Then that's the answer. Someone should read question 
number two. Chd60. 
98 Chd.60 : How many tons of cargo, all together were unloaded in 
the four ports in 1970? 
99 Tr. : Is correct. He's saying that how many tons of cargo, all 
together were unloaded in the four ports in 1970? How are we going to do 
it? Yes Chd.5? 
100 Chd.5: We would add all the thousands which were imported in 1970 
and you write the answer. 
101 Tr. : Yes with this you are going to add the whole thing. Hein? 
Number one is saying that you just leave them. Then the second one means 
that you have to add the whole thing. Yes, I saw, you want to ask a question. 
I saw your hand up. What's your problem? 
102 Chd.5.: I thought you said that how much. I thought that you said that, 
you said I should say the number again. 
103 Tr. : No you are not going, I am not going to ask you, you will do it 
in your book. So for that one no problem. Some one should read question 
number three. Question number three. This time Chd.11 
104 Chd.11: About how many more cargoes was unloaded in Monrovia than 
in Takoradi? 
105 Tr. : Yes how are you going to do this? Yoo! Yes Chd.5. 
106 Chd.5: You are going to subtract what, the imported in Monrovia 
minus Takoradi. 
107 Tr. : She has said something. Yes Chd.24 is it true or do you have 
any different answer? Yes 
108 Chd. : You are going to subtract the number of Takoradi's cargo by 
Monrovia. 
109 Tr. : Okay. Yes all what you have said is correct. You have to 
subtract the number of cargo from eh, Monrovia to what? Takoradi, eh 
Tema 
110 Chn : cyc Takoradi 
111 Tr. : cyc Takoradi? Yes then you find the difference. Then there is 
slight something there. Here what you have said is correct but in the book 
lets find something different. If the question is saying that about how much, 
about how many. About how many more cargo was unloaded in Monrovia 
than in Takoradi? Is just what you have said. But here the question is that 
about how many times. This time I am going to concern, concern myself to 
the times. All what you have said is correct but we have left with the times. 
Hein? 
112 Chn : Yes sir. 
113 Tr. : This time I should add to make the times in. So if the times is 
in, how are you going to solve the problem? Yes 
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114 Chn : [Talking together]. 
115 Tr. : About how many times? We will find the difference whereby 
the times is no, not there. If it's said about how many more cargo was 
unloaded in Monrovia than in Takoradi. All what you said is what? Correct. 
116 Chn : [Talking together]. 
117 Tr. : If you subtract you will get about eleven million. Is accepted. 
But here the question is saying that about how many times. How many 
times. The times there. I want to be specific. Are we to throw the times off 
or to put it in the question. If we are putting it in the question, what does this 
times mean? Yes. Janet will you try? Yes you should speak. Tell me 
something. You can't? As if teacher is talking all the time. So this time if you 
don't talk. I'm not going too talk . All, all of us are going to sit down. 
Because I do not want to talk too much. All the, all what I have said are 
finished. I don't have anything to say it again. So you are going to talk this 
time. Alright I will talk only about this. So about how many times? So, eh 
Yes Chd.7. 
118 Chd.7: It goes into it thirteen times and Takoradi two times. 
119 Tr. : No. It's said it means something. When you multiply it you will 
get the result. So this time I am going to. Eh, I want the multiplication or 
division aspect. This means that the times there, it means we have to divide 
the number of what? Yes, eh, Monrovia over what? Takoradi. So Monrovia 
were how many cargo unloaded? Chd.5. 
120 Chd.5 : Thirteen million. 
121 Tr. : Thirteen million. What's the next town? Yes Chd 28. The next 
town. 
122 Chd 28: Two million. 
123 Tr. : Two million. Is it the name of a town? 
124, Chn : Aei! Takoradi 
125 Tr. : Takoradi. Then how many? Chd.9. 
126 Chd.9: Two million. 
127 Tr. : Two million. Over two million. So you should divide. When 
you divide what should be the answer? Chd.21. 
128 Chd.21: No response. 
129 Tr. : Akyem. This eh, Chd 38.Yes. 
130 Chd 38: Eleven million. 
131 Tr. : I am not talking about subtraction. All the time you should 
divide. So if I divide what should be the answer? Yes Chd.59 
132 Chd.59 : I 
133 Tr. : I'm talking about the divide. When I divide thirteen million by 
two million what do I get? Yes all of you take your jotters then you try. You 
divide thirteen million over two million. 
134 Chd : You will get seven million. 
135 Chd : Thirteen point five million 
136 Tr. : I say take your jotters then you try I am coming round. 
137 Chd : Wpbs ba abs to me o! 
138 Tr. : I am coming round. Who has finished? 
139 Chn : [Talking together]. 
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140 Tr. : Who has finished. 
141 Chd : Six point seven 
142 Tr. : You got what? 
143 Chd : Four, four million. 
144 Tr. : Why do you get twelve million? 
145 Chd : Because I divide two and three. 
146 Tr. Okay, two and thirteen is it twelve? Yes if you divide thirteen 
by two will you get twelve? 
147 Chn : No please. 
148 Tr. : So you are totally wrong. What do you get? 
149 Chd : I got sixty six million 
150 Tr. . Sixty six million, Why do you get sixty six million'? 
151 Chd : I divided two by thirteen. I got six. 
152 Tr. : Mhum 
153 Chd :j And I multiplied two by six. I got twelve and I subtract it. I got 
one. I got ones 
154 Tr. : Mhum, one then why do you get sixty six? Mum? Yes. What 
do you get 
155 Chd : I got twenty six. 
156 Tr. . Then why do you get twenty six? 
157 Chd : I multiplied two by one and I got two and I multiplied two by 
three then I got six. 
158 Tr. : Hum ?. If you multiply, ah you multiply this by this but it is 
division. But you are talking about multiplication. Chd.8 will you say 
something? 
159 Chd : 
160 Tr. : 
161,Chd.8: 
162 Tr. : 
163 Chd.8: 
164 Tr. : 
165 Chd.8: 
166 Tr. : 
I got six 
You got what? Six. you explain to me why do you get six. 
I multiplied by, I divided two by one it could n' t go so I added 
Speak louder Chd.8! 
I divided two by thirteen and I get six. 
Six. Then six times two is what? 
Six, two is twelve. 
Twelve. Then thirteen and twelve what do you do with the 
rest? You throw it away. Yes Chd.62. 
167 Chd.62: No response 
168 Tr. : I saw your hand up. Yes. 
169 Clid.62: I got six point five. 
170 Tr. : Why do you get six point five? 
171 Chd.62: Because two divided by thirteen. You will get six, six the 
remainder one, two divided by one everybody will get half. 
172 Tr. : So you want six and half or six point five? 
173 Chd.62 Six point five. 
174 Tr. : Okay. Yes Chd 33. 
175 Chd 33: I got six remainder one. I divide two million by thirteen million. 
176 Tr. : Then you got eh twelve, you get six remainder one. Yes, 
Chd.5. 
177 Chd.5.: I got six million remainder one 
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178 Tr. : Why do you get that? 
179 Chd.5.: Because I divided two, two into thirteen and I got six million 
remainder one. 
180 Tr. And you have some. Yes Chd.59 I am here again. Yes Chd.63 
you will talk Chd.1 get ready because it's almost your turn. Yes you won't 
talk. Chd.1. 
181 Chd.63: Six point five. 
182 Tr. . How do you get six point five? 
183 Chn : [Talking together] 
184 Tr. : Yes. 
185 Chn : Sir, sir, 
186 Tr. : Yes Chd.21. 
187 Chd.21: I got six sixty one 
188 Tr. : Six remainder one. 
189 Chd.21: Sixty one. 
190 Tr. Why do you get it? 
191 Chd.21 I divided two by thirteen then I get six. Two times six is twelve 
and I got oîie and I put the one here. 
192 Tr. : Yes 
193 Chd.21 : I got six. 
194 Tr. : Yes why do you get six? 
195 Chd.21 : Because two goes into thirteen is six and remainder one. 
196 Tr. : So the remainder one you can't do anything with the remainder 
you have to throw it away. Hein? So you are going to throw one million 
away. Fine. Yes Chd.24. 
197 Chd.24: I got six point five 
198 Tr. : How did you get six point five? 
199, Chd.24: I divided two million by thirteen million and I got two, I got 
six, seven, I got seven million and I shared, I shared the one million to the 
two of them and I got six point five. 
200 Tr. : Okay. Most of you have done well. Others are not. So we are 
going to divide to get the how many times. Here, one, two, three, four, five, 
six. One, two, three, four, five, six. All the zero are gone. Thirteen by two. 
Two goes into thirteen how many times? 
201 Chn : Six. 
202 Tr. : Six times two. 
203 T%+Chn: Twelve. 
204 Tr. : Remainder one. One you add what? Zero and get ten. So five. 
205 Chn : [Talking together]. 
206 Tr. : So either six point five or six and half. 
207 Chn : [Talking together]. 
208 Tr.. : This means that about how many times. So Monrovia were 
unloaded six and half times than what? Tema eh, Takoradi. Okay that's all 
we have for the 
209 Chn : Keep quiet 
210 Tr. : Picture graph. Any question on it? 
211 Chn : No sir, 
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212 Tr. : Then lets talk about the circle graph. Circle graph. We can say 
is the same as pie chart. 
213 Chn : [Talking together]. 
214 Tr. - About the level. So lets say. 
215 Chn : [Talking together]. 
216 Tr. : I am drawing some thing on the board. Here I will choose eh, 
this is the-orange. 
217 Chn : [Talking together]. 
218 Tr. : Who has taken orange before? Felix haven't you ate orange 
before? Okay so 
219 Chn : [Talking together]. 
220 Tr. : We said that it eh this morning when you were coming to 
school you saw a kind man then you were moving with your friends. She eh 
the man gave you one orange because the orange the oranges the man was 
holding were two. So he gave you one. You were four. Then you said that 
eh, lets. say eh Chd.24, Chd 24, eh Chd.66 and Chd.63 They were moving 
togetheí then Chd.24 said, I asked it from the man so let me have this. So 
Chd.24 got this. Yes then Chd.66 said okay if Chd.24 has, I also convinced 
the man, so I will also take this. 
221 Chn : [Talking together]. 
222 Tr. : Then they said okay no problem. So if you have, the moment 
they entered the class they saw their best friend Chd.3. he is also here. Then 
they said if that is the case, Chd.63 take this one. Then lets give this one to 
Chd.3. 
223 Chn : [Talking together]. 
224 Tr So I am asking you what part was given to Chd.3? what part 
was given to Chd.3? Yes. 
225. Chd.3 : One part 
226 Tr. : One part? Is it one part? Yes. 
227 Chd. : One over eight. 
228 Tr. : One eighth. One eighth. One eighth was given to Chd.3. What 
part was taken by Chd.24? Yes. 
229 Chd.24.: Three. 
230 Tr. : Three. What part was taken by Chd.63? Yes, yes. 
231 Chd.44: Seven 
232 Tr. : What of seven. Your mind is not here. Your mind is far from 
the class. Is at home. Hein? 
233 Chn. : Sir, sir 
234 Tr. : Oh, Albert is at home waiting for the fresh meal. Your madam 
or your mother was preparing when you were coming. Hein? So you should 
bring your mind here. Yes what part was taken by Chd.63 
235 Chd. : Two. 
236 Tr. : Two over what? 
237 Chd : Eight. 
238 Tr. . Two over eight. Okay. Then lets take the whole thing is 
money. The whole thing is money. Then the sum up of the money. Lets say 
eight thousand. Then I say how much was taken by Chd.24? How much? 
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How much? Yes. The moment I say how much, I want to see what? The 
physical value, physical value. What part or how much was taken by Chd.24? 
Yes? 
239 Puipl.24: Three thousand 
240 Tr. : Three thousand. Good. Clap for him. 
241 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
242 Tr. Why you are saying that Chd.24 took three thousand? Yes 
Chd.24 would you try? Try 
243 Chd.24.: Because I got the biggest. 
244 Tr. : This means that you have to divide the whole thing by what 
you took then multiply by the money. So here 
245 Int. : Mpa wo kye &w glass nketenkete des y& de bi may& no &bi 
mbaa mo dan mu ha? 
246 Tr.: Koraa 
247 Int. : Y &de& no nyinaa nkwadaa no awiya ne nyinaa. 
248 Tr. : I see. [Inaudible] So you have to divide three over eight by 
what? Eight thousand. Here you divide this by eight thousand. You get 
what? Thousand. When you multiply this by this you get what? Three 
thousand. So Chd.24 took what? 
249 Tr +Chn.: Three thousand. 
250 Tr. : So lets look through the book. Then find the circle graph. I 
have given you two minutes you study 
251 Chn. : Studying the circle graphs 
252 Tr. : Chd.26 your mind is not here is at home. You and Davies. Hs! 
Chd.44.What part? What part? 
253 Chn. : Is cocoa 
254 Tr. : Is cocoa? Yes. What part of the main export was cocoa? What 
part of the main expert is cocoa? Yes Chd.7. 
255 Chd.7: One over twelve. 
256 Tr. : One over twelve. Good. Clap for her. 
257 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
258 Tr. : You won't say it. When you say clap for the person who is 
contributing you are not [Clapping]. What's wrong with you? What part of 
the main export was rubber? Yes rubber. 
259 Chn. : 
260 Tr. : 
Chd.59. 
261 Chd.59: 
262 Tr. : 
One part. 
One part. One part. Show me rubber. Is this one part? Yes 
Three over twelve. 
Three over twelve. Yes. What part of the main export was 
diamond? Diamond. Yes Chd. 1. 
263 Chd.1: Six over twelve 
264 Tr. : Is it six over twelve? Chd.63 Chd. 63 diamond 
265 Chd.63: Two over twelve. 
266 Tr. : Two over twelve. 
267 Chn. : Noise. 
268 Tr. : Coffee 
269 Chn. : Sir, sir 
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270 Tr. : Okay I am coming. Yes. 
271 Chd. : One over twelve 
272 Tr. : One over twelve Okay, then I will ask you what part of the 
main export was iron? Chd 32. 
273 Chd 32: Five over twelve 
274 Tr. : Five over twelve. Okay. I am asking you about how much was 
the value- of the iron exported? Here is what? About how much? The 
moment you see how much what does it mean? How much what does it 
mean? Chd.9. 
275 Chd.9: It means that the total of the things are bought. 
276 Tr. : How much is the total? Yes Chd.59 
277 Chd.59 Five thousand. 
278 Tr. : Five thousand. Who told us is five thousand? Yes, 
279 Chn. : Five million, ai! 
280 Tr. Yes. 
281 Chn. :. Five million 
282 Tr. You are wrong. 
328 Chn. : ' [Talking together] 
284 Tr. : Okay if there, Yes Chd 29 
285 Chd 29.: How much means the total of the 
286 Tr. : It deals with the physical amount. What's the, how much? The 
amount the person got. So the whole thing is what? The whole thing, The 
total is what? 
287 Chd 29: Twenty thousand. 
288 Tr. : Is it twenty thousand or twenty million? 
289 Chn. : Twenty million. 
290 Tr. : Twenty million. That's the total. Twenty million. That's the 
, total. Hein? Is under it total is twenty million. 
291 Chn. : Yes, yes, yes. 
292 Tr. : Then what part was iron? Five over what? 
293 Chn. : Twelve 
294 Tr. : : Twelve. So multiply five over twelve by what? Twenty million. 
So you do it. Do it! Yes Chd.65 
295 Chd.65.: You say that we have to multiply it. 
296 Tr. : Yes. 
297 Chn. : Working. 
298 Ti. : Who has finished? 
299 InT. : So eh, what are you going to do? I think the strings, violin, 
guitar 
300Int. : Guitar? 
301 InT. : Guitar? 
302 Int.. : You said guitar 
303 Chn. : Guitar. Then the blast instruments. 
304 Int. : Beats 
305 InT. : Trumpets and other things 
306 Int. So how to bend it. How to use it in music. How to use the 
tool. And how to add these to the musical instrument. 
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307 InT. : I think that's all 
308 Int.: So that's all. 
309 InT. : Yes. So you make [Inaudible] 
310 Int. As for the guitar I have one oh! 
311 InT. : Hein. [Inaudible] I can make it but 
312 Int. : You can bring one. I thought you have a small one. Buy one. I 
will pay. You buy it. 
313 InT. : Okay I will ask the price 
314 Int. : Where? From town 
315 InT. : From town I think Nankani and Hagan and Brothers. They 
have all these things there. But all the instruments if they want the pictures. 
They can't find, they can find all in P4 reading book. All the instruments are 
there. The flute the others. 
316 Int. : Then I will show them the place 
317 InT. Okay, No problem. Emifa. How is life? 
318 Chn. Talking and working 
319 Tr. Yes. Who has finished? 
320 Chn. : [Talking together] 
321 Tr. : Chd 27 
322 Chd 27 I got five million because I times two 
323 Tr. : I Multiplied 
324 Chn. : I multiplied two by two and I got two remainder one and I 
multiplied three by one and I got five. I times, I multiplied one of these and I 
got five. 
325 Tr. : So you are beating the bush. Don't you think that I shall lost. 
Yes 
326 Chd. : I got two because five over twelve multiplied by thirteen 
, million. five goes into five is one, five goes into thirty is four. Five cannot 
goes into twelve. So the four I used two to cancel the four and two to cancel 
the six. so I got six multiplied by two which is twelve million. 
327. Tr. : Yes Chd.24. Tell me what you got? 
328 Chd.24.:. , . Sir I have no idea. 
329 Tr. : Oh! Five over twelve multiplied by twenty. No idea 
330 Chd.24: Yes 
331 Tr. : Of course. Yes, yes Chd 42 
332 Chd 42.: Twelve million 
333 Tf. : How did you get twelve million? 
334 Chn. : I multiplied by twelve then I got [Inaudible] 
335 Chn : [Talking together] 
336 Chd. : Keep quiet 
337 Tr. : Yes. Chd.59 explain. Yes 
338 Chd.59.: I got ten million 
339 Tr. : You got what? 
340 Chd.59: Ten million 
341 Tr. : Hey! Chd.59. You got what? 
342 Chn. : Oh ho! 
343 Tr. : You got what? 
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344 Chn. : [Laughing]. 
345 Chd.59: Ten million. 
346 Tr. : Ten million? 
347 Chn. Yei! 
348 Tr. . Yes. 
349 Chd. : I got four million. 
350 Tr j Four million. The whole class you are all wrong. 
351 Chn. : Sir, sir. 
352 Tr. : Yes 
353 Chn. : Sir seven million. 
354 Tr. : You got what? 
355 Chn. : Eight point two million. 
356 Tr. : Eight point two million. 
355 Chn. : [Inaudible] 
358 Tr. You are insulting him. Chd.5. 
359 Chn I got twenty five million 
360 Tr. You are wrong 
361 Chn. : Sir, sir 
362 Tr. : Chd.9 
363 Chd.9.: I got thirty million 
364 Tr. . Thirty million. Hum. 
365 Chd. : Sir one million 
366 Chd : What do you got? 
367 Tr. : Yes 
368 Chn. : Me nya twelve million 
369 Tr. : Yes 
370 Chn. : Sir, sir. 
371 Tr. : Yes 
372 Chn. : One thirty million 
373 Tr. : Yes 
374 Chd. : Thirty million 
375 Tr. : Yes Chd 38 
376 Chd.38.. Twenty four million 
377 Tr. : Yes Chd.52 
378 Chd.52: Twelve million 
379 Tr. : Yes 
380 din : Fifteen million 
381 Tr. : Yes 
382 Chn. : Two million 
383 Tr. : Yes 
384 Chn. : Ten 
385 Tr., : Yes 
386 Chn. : Four million. Five million 
387 Tr. : He! Chd.66. 
388 Chd.66: eye eleven million 
399 Tr. : Yes Chd.66 
400 Chd.66.. [Talking together] 
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401 Tr. : Yes. Yes! 
402 Chn. : Five million 
403 Tr. : Yes 
404 Chn. : Thirty million 
405 Tr. : Yes 
406 Chn. : Ae! Twenty four million 
407 Tr. Yes 
408 Chn : Sixteen million. Twenty eight million, twenty four million. 
409 Tr. : Chd.67. 
410 Chd.67.: Seven and eighteen 
411 Tr. : Chd.7 eh Chd.22. 
412 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
413 Chd : Yes Chd 32 
414 Chd 32: Five million 
415 Tr. : Chd.63 
416 Chd. : Three million 
417 Tr. . Yes Chd.45 
418 Chd.45: Four million 
419 Tr : Yes 
420 Chd. : Twelve million 
421 Tr. : Yes 
422 Chd. : Thirty million 
423 Tr. : Yes 
424 Chd. : Five million 
425 Tr. : Yes 
426 Chd. : Three million 
427 Tr. : Yes 
428 Chd : Seventeen million 
429 Tr : Yes 
430 Chd. Five million 
431 Tr. : Yes 
432 Chn Sixteen million 
433 Tr. : Yes 
434 Chd : Ten , five million 
435 Tr. : Yes 
436 Chd. : Two million 
437 Tr. : Yes 
438 Chd : Sir, teacher forty million 
439 Tr : Yes 
440 Chd. : Four million 
441 Tr. : Yes 
442 Chd. : Five million 
443 Tr. Yes 
444 Chd. : Twenty five million 
445 Tr. Yes Borrfo nkatea Yes 
446 Chd. : Fifteen 
447 Tr. : Yes 
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448 Chd : Nine million 
449 Tr. : Yes 
450 Chd. : Two point five million 
451 Tr. : Yes ( Lost control of the lesson) What follows is chaos and 
disorder. 
452 Chd. . Three million 
453 Chd : Two hundred cedis 
454 Chd. : One twenty million 
455 Chd : Three million 
456 Chd : Thirteen million 
457 Chd : Si obia eka bi 
458 Chd : Twenty five million 
459 Chd : Ten million 
460 Chn. : Six million 
461 Tr. : I thought you will think about it 
462 Chd. Six million 
463 Chd : Three point five million 
464 Chn. : [Laughing] 
465 Chd : Four million 
466 Chd. : Six million 
467 Chn : [Talking together] 
468 Chn : Sir obia cntumi wpha 
469 Tr. : Hey! 
470 Chn. : Chd.24 se wp bctumi? 
471 Tr. We have said what you can so I do not want any body. I am 
not I do not want to see anybody standing up because all of you have talked. 
First what we are going to do is that lets divide. Here, twelve and twenty. 
What number can divide twelve and twenty? Chd.24 
472 Chd.24.: You divide 
473 Tr. : Yes 
474 Chd.24.: Two 
475 Tr. : Two, too small. Okay we shall take two. Two goes in six. Two 
goes in here ten. What number again? Yes 
476 Chn. : Four 
477 Tr. : No Four cannot go into six. Yes 
478 Chn : Two 
479 Tr. : Two. At first I liked four. Two here three five. So five times 
five million is what? Twenty five million. So twenty five million over what? 
480 Chn. : Three 
481 Tr. : Okay. Then lets divide this three by twenty five. Three goes 
into twenty five how many times? Yes 
482 Chn. : Eight 
483 Tr. : Eight. Eight times three is what? 
484 Tr +Chn.: Twenty four 
485 Tr. : Twenty four minus, twenty five minus twenty four is what? 
Chd.24. 
486 Chn. : One 
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487 Tr. : One. Then you bring this, it becomes ten. Three goes into it 
how many times? 
488 Chd.24: Three 
489 Tr. : Three, times three. Nine Bring this zero. three, three, three. So 
is eight three, three, three. So that is the answer. So is three recurring. Eight 
point three reoccurring. Is eight three, three, three, three, three recurring. 
490 Chn. Three, three, three, three 
491 Tr. : Yes three, three, three recurring. That is the answer. Yes if you 
have any question you can ask me. 
492 Chn. : Ae! 
493 Tr. : No question? 
494 Chn. : No sir. 
495 Tr. : Chd 32, Chd 37 bring the Maths books. Today we are not 
going to do the mental because this is the beginning of the topic. So 
tomorrow we shall do the 
496 Chn. : Mental 
497 Tr. Mental. So bring the Maths books. 
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APPENDIX 5(11) TD English 
SCHOOL : MAKARANTA BORDFO 
CLASS - _ P3 
TEACHER "TD" 
SUBJECT ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
TOPIC- _- MR BOAMAH'S SHOP 
DATE 29TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr. What class is this? 
2 Chn. : P3 
3 Tr. : Em, we are now on unit 6, English reading. Reading. 
Okay. Before we start with the reading, we have to go through some 
of the new words which are in unit six. So what we have to do is. We 
have to read through the new words. Know the meanings of the new 
words. Then know how to use them in sentences before we start with 
the reading. Okay, number one. The new word. What is this called? 
4 Chd: : Shopkeeper. 
5 Tr. Shopkeeper all of you.. 
6 Chn. : Shopkeeper. 
7 Tr. : Okay, shopkeeper, eh, Emma was quiet good, She has 
been able to tell us shopkeeper. What's this word? Ruth. 
8 Ruth. : Shop. 
9 . Tr. Shop all of you. 
10 Chn. Shop. 
11 Tr. Shop. 
12 Chn. Shop. 
13 Tr. Shop. 
14 Chn. Shop. 
15 Tr. Shop. 
16 Chn. : Shop. 
17 Tr. , Okay, eh, what about this word? It's eh, the name of a 
town. Sokode, all of you. 
18 Chn. : Sokode. 
19 Tr. Sokode. 
20 Chn. . Sokode. 
21 Tr. Is a name of a town. Okay. Then what's this word? Eh, 
Adu 
22 Adu. Rest. 
23 Tr. : No, s- e- 1 -1 -s, s- e- 1 -1 -s, yes Sekyere 
24 Sekyere: Sells 
25 Tr. : Sells all of you. 
26 Chn. Sells 
27 Tr. : Clap for him 
28 Chn. [Clapping ] 
29 Tr. Sells, sells, sells, all of you. 
30 Chn. Sells 
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31 Tr. : Sells 
32 Chn. : Sells 
33 Tr. What's this word? Eh Adu Grace.. 
34 Grace. : Soap. 
35 Tr. : Soap all of you. 
37 Chn. : Soap 
38 Tr. : Soap 
39 Chn. : Soap 
40 Tr. : Soap 
41 Chn. : Soap 
42 Tr. : What about this word? Eh Lydia. 
43 Lydia. : Lice 
44 Tr. : Again 
45 Lydia. : Lice 
46 Tr. : Rice 
47 Chn. : Rice 
48 Tr. : Rice 
49 Chn. : Lice. 
50 Tr. : No, no, no. It is /r/ /r/ rice. It is not Ill /1/ /U lice. 
51 Chn. : Rice /lice [simultaneous production: one group saying 
rice and the other lice] followed by Chn. talking together. 
52 Tr. Keep quiet. It is not lice. 
53 Chn. Talking together. 
54 Tr. : It is /rh /rh/ rice, r,r, rice, rice. All of you. 
55 Chn. Rice. 
56 Tr. Rice. 
68 Chn. Rice. 
59 Tr. Rice. 
60 Chn. Rice. 
61 Tr. Rice. 
62 Chn. Rice. 
63 Tr. Rice. 
64 Chn. Rice. 
65 Tr. Rice. 
66 Chn. Rice. 
67 Tr. : So, whenever you are pronouncing rice do make /1:/ 
like. No, no, no. It's r, r, r, rice, rice, right okay. What about this one? 
You have rice, rice, and then right. These are 
68 Chn. : Wo me BoroDfo? (amid talking together) 
69 Tr. : Okay, eh, Hanna do you want to tell us that word. HE! 
Okay Emma. 
70 Emma.: Tin. 
71 Tr. Tin. Tin. All of you. 
72 Chn. Tin. 
73 Tr. Tin. 
74 Chn. : Tin. 
75 Tr. Tin. Tin. Tin. Okay, eh, what about this one? 
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76 Chn. : Sir, sir. 
77 Tr. Eh, Osafowaa, Sarfowaa Margaret. Yes. 
78 Margaret: Lack. 
79 Tr. Hs! 
80 Margaret: Lack. 
81 Tr. : No, no, no . This one. This one hs! 
82 ; -Margaret: Lack. 
83 Tr. No. [Points to another child] 
84 Chd. : Milk 
85 Tr. : Milk 
86 Chn. Milk 
87 Tr. Milk 
88 Chn Milk 
89 Tr. Milk 
90 ehn. : Milk 
91 Tr. : Milk 
92 Chn Milk 
93 Tr. r : What about this word? Em, Lydia. 
94 Chn. : Packet. 
95 Tr. Packet all of you. 
96 Chn. : Packet 
97 Tr. : Packet 
98 Chn. . Packet 
99 Tr. And who can tell us this one. 
100 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
101 Tr. If this is packet. Yes this one. Yes. 
102 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
103 Tr. : Eh, Mhum. 
104 Chn. [Inaudible] 
105 Tr. No. Who can tell us? Yes Adu, Adu, Yes that word is 
what? 
106 Chn, . Four 
107 Tr. No, eh, yes. 

























Okay, nobody, Okay. You want to try come here. 
wants to try . Let's hear him if he will be able to get it 
Can. 




Can! What's this? /d/, /d/, /d/. 
Can 
Can Yes Sekyere come and try. 
Candle 
Candle, Candle all of you. 
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120 Chn. : Candle 
121 Tr. : Clap for him. Clap for him 
122 Chn. : ([Clapping ]). 
123 Tr. _ Okay, candle. You know candle. If you go to church. 
Roman, Roman Catholic church, you see that, they light what? 
Praying. Okay. 
124 _Chn. : [Talking together]. 
125 Tr. : Ma. This word, I wanted to call the word for you but I 
want somebody who can try. Who can try that word? That word. I 
nearly said it. [Teacher laughs] You see this one, Adu. 
126 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
127 Tr. che! Yes come, come, come and call it. Yes if you will 
get it. Let's hear him. 
128 Adu. Market. 
129 Tr. eh! 
130 Adu. Market 
131 Tr. Ma, ma, ma, ma 
132 Chn. Ma, ma 
134 Adu Matches 
135 Tr. Matches, matches, matches, matches. Very good. 
136 Chn. [Talking together] 
137 Tr. Clap for him, clap for him. 
138 Chn. [Clapping ] 
139 Tr. Matches fine. Now the. As for this word if you are able 
to say it I will put you at my back. Yes this one. This one yes. she! 
140 Chd. : Pen. 
141 Tr. That thing that you put letters inside. The thing you put 
letters inside. 
142 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
143 Tr. : Many don't know. Listen, listen. Okay, you put your 
letter inside before you post. They sell it in shops. che! 
144 Chd. : [Inaudible :Chn. talking together] 
145 Tr. No, no, no. Listen, listen, okay nobody. Eh, Foster you 
want to try. Come and try. Yes, yes, yes this one. 
146 Chn. : [Talking together] 
147 Tr. Yes, who wants to try? 
148 Chd. [Inaudible Chn. talking together] 
149 Tr. Eh, no, no, no. 
150 Chn. [Talking together] 
151 Tr. Yes Hanna come, come. Come and try if you can get it. 
Okay, let's hear Hanna. Hanna says she is going to get it. Okay. 
152 Hanna. : Lastic[elastic] 
153 Tr. : Oh! Say it loud. say it loud. 
154 Hanna. : Lastic[elastic] 
155 Tr. : No, no. Okay. She has tried. Yes who can try? Adu, 
Lydia can't you? This one. Okay let me, let, let 
156 Chd. : Meka [amid noise] 
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157 Tr. . okay, keep quiet. Let me call it for you to hear. 
`Envelope'. Envelope all of you. 
158 Chn. : Envelope 
159 Tr. Envelope 
160 Chn. Envelope 
161 Tr. Envelope 
162 Chn. : Envelope 
163 Tr. : When you write. When you want to write a letter, you 
go to the shop and buy an envelope or at the post office. If you go to 
the post office they sell all these things there. So you buy your 
envelope and put your letter inside before you address the person's 
name. Then post it. 
164 Chn. : [Talking together] 
165 Tr. : Envelope., all of you! 
166 Chn. : Envelope. 
167 Tr. Now what word is this? 
168 Chn. : [Talking together] 
169 Tr. - : This one, this one. 
170 Chd. : Back 




















you. Eh, Mary Mensah says she is going to tell us 
190 Chn. : [Talking together] 
191 Tr. : Keep quiet. Mary Mensah. This is for Mary Mensah. 
192 Chn. : Woboa eh! Woboa! [Amid noise] 
193 Tr. : Mary Mensah tell us. 
194 Mary. : Book 
195 Tr. : she! 
196 Mary. : Book 
Chd. : Book 
Tr. No, no, no. This one. No, no, no.. 
Chn. . [Talking together] 
Tr. This one, this one. This one is here. 
Chn. . (Talking together) 
Tr. You see! 
Chd. Hwan na stovers ye? 
Tr. : You see! 
Chn. [Talking together] 
Tr. Aha, Yes. 
Chn. : Exercise 
Tr. : Exercise. Exercise all of you. 
Chn. : Exercise 
Tr. : Exercise 
Chn. : Exercise 
Tr. : You see. Oh very nice, very nice. Eh 
Chn. : [Talking together] 
Tr. : And the last one. I hear that . Is alright. I just heard 
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197 Tr. : Yes, yes 
198 Chn. : [Talking together] 
199 Tr. : Book. All of you. 
200 Chn. : Book 
201 Tr. : Book 
202 Chn. Book 
203 Tr. Book 
204 Chn. : Book 
205 Tr. : Book 
206 Chn. : Book 
207 Tr. Book 
208 Chn. : Book 
209 Tr. : Okay let's go over 
210 Chn Book [and talking together] 
211 Tr. 
shopkeeper] 
Let's go over, let's go over. Keep quiet. [Points to 
212 Chn. : Shopkeeper 
213 Tr. Shopkeeper 
214 Chn. : Shopkeeper 
115 Tr. : Shop 
116 Chn. : Shop 
117 Tr. : Sokode 
218 Chn. : Sokode 
219 Tr. Sells 
220 Chn. : Sells 
221 Tr. : Soap 
221 Chn. : Soap 
213 Tr. : Rice 
224 Chn. : Rice 
225 Tr. Tin 
226 Chn. : Tin 
227 Tr.: , : Milk 
228 Chn. : Milk 
229 Tr. : Packet 
230 Chn. : Packet 
231 Tr. : Packet 
232 Chn. : Packet 
233 Tr. Candle 
234 Chn. : Candle 
235 Tr. : Candle 
236 Chn. : Candle 
237. Tr. : Matches. 
238 Chn. : Matches 
239 Tr. : Envelope. 
240 Chn. : Envelope 
241 Tr. : Exercise. 
242 Chn. : Exercise. 
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243 Tr. Book. 
244 Chn. Book. 
245 Tr. Book. 
246 Chn. Book. 
247 Tr. Shopkeeper. 
248 Chn. Shopkeeper 
249 Tr. Matches. 
250 Chn. Matches 
251 Tr. : Shop 
252 Chn. : Shop 
253 Tr. : Envelope. 
254 Chn. : Envelope 
255 Tr. : Sokode 
256 Chn. : Sokode 
257 Tr. : Exercise 
258 Chn. : Exercise 
259 Tr. : Book 
260 Chn. : Book 
261 Tr. Soap 
262 Chn. . Soap 
263 Tr. : Sells 
264 Chn. Sells 
265 Tr. Tin 
266 Chn. Tin 
267 Tr. Rice 
268 Chn. Rice 
269 Tr. : Milk 
270 Chn. : Milk 
271 Tr. Packet. 
272 Chn. Packet 
273 Tr. Candle. 
274 Chn. Candle 
275 Tr. : Now I am going to put the pointing stick on the new 
word If you know it you raise up your hand and then say it. Don't be 
shouting eh! 
278 Chn. : Yes sir 
279 Tr. : Okay, em what is this word? Yes I want to see more 
hands. More hands. This one, this one. Martha come and tell us. Come, 
come, come or Salomey you want to try? Come Sally! Come. 
280 Chn. : [Talking together] 
281 Tr. : Come 
282 Salomey: Sokode 
283 Tr. : No, no. Portia. 
284 Chn. : [Whispering: Sokode, Sokode] 
285 Tr. : Come 
286 Portia : Milk 










[Laughing and talking together] 
Eh, Sekyebea wants to tell us. Come. Sekyebea 
Soap 
Soap all of you. 
293 Chn. Soap 
294 Tr. Soap 
295 _Clin. : Soap 
296 Tr. Okay 
297 Chn. : [Talking together] 
298 Tr. What about this word Ben 
299 Chn. Sir, sir [Talking together)] 
300 Ben Carpet 
301 Tr. Say it again 
302 Chn. : Packet 
303 Tr. No is not carpet. 
304 Chn. . Sir, sir [Talking together)] 
305 Tr. Yaw Boadu 
306 Chri. : Packet 
307 Tr. : Packet all of you 
308 Chn. : Packet 
309 Tr. : Packet 
310 Chn. : Packet 
311 Tr. : Packet 
312 Chn. . Packet and [Talking together] 
313 Tr. Adashie do you want to try this one? 
314 Chn. : [Laughter and talking together] 
315 Tr. Okay. Kojo Frank wants to tell us. Kojo come. 
346 Chn. . [Talking together] 
317 Tr. What word is it? 
318 Kojo. : Candle 
319 Tr.: Candle. All of you. 
320 Chn.. : Candle 
321 Tr. : Candle 
322 Chn. : Candle 
323 Tr. : Candle 
324 Chn. : Candle 
325 Tr. : Okay 
326 Chn. : Sir, sir, sir [Talking together] 
327 Tr. : Ebeneza 
328 Ebeneza: Matches 
329 Tr. No! Oh! He is correct! He is correct. Clap for him 
330 Chn. [Clapping ] 
331 Tr. Matches all of you. 
332 Chn. . Matches 
334 Tr. Matches 
335 Chn. : Matches 
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336 Tr. : Okay. Eh, Portia tell us this one. Come and tell us. 
Portia yes 
337 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
338 Tr. Yes 
339 Chn. Shopkeeper. 
340 Tr. : Shopkeeper all of you 
341 Chn. : Shopkeeper 
342 Tr. : Shopkeeper 
343 Chn. : Shopkeeper 
344 Tr. : Okay, now we are going over it again and then we are 
going to learn the meanings of these words. Let's go over it once. 
345 Tr. Shopkeeper 
346 Chn. Shopkeeper 
347 Tr. Shop 
348 Chn. Shop 
349 Tr. : Sokode 
350 Chn. Sokode 
351 Tr. Sells 
352 Chn. : Sells 
354 Tr. Soap 
356 Chn. Soap 
357 Tr. Rice 
356 Chn. Rice 
357 Tr. Tin 
358 Chn. : Tin 
359 Tr. Milk 
360 Chn. : Milk 
361 Tr. . Packet 
362 Chn. - Packet 
363 Tr. Packet 
364 Chn. Packet 
365 Tr. Candle 
366 Chn. Candle 
367 Tr. Matches. 
368 Chn. : Matches 
369 Tr. Envelope. 
370 Chn. Envelope 
371 Tr. Exercise. 
372 Chn. - Exercise. 
373 Tr. Book. 
374 Chn. - Book. 
375 Tr. : Now we are going to go over it. Em shopkeeper. 
What's the m 
376 Chn. : 
377 Tr. : 
shop is called 
378 Chn. : 
eaning of shopkeeper? 
[Talking together]. 
Somebody who keeps a shop. Somebody who keeps a 
what? A shopkeeper. 
[Talking together]. 
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379 Tr. : Mr Boamah is a shopkeeper. He has a . So when you 
talk of shopkeeper, shopkeeper is somebody who keeps a shop. who is 
keeping a shop at Mbsase here? A shop. Who has got a shop? Who 
sells sugar gari eh, who has got it? What's the name? 
380 Chd. : Mr Boadi. 
381 Tr. : Mr Boadi 
382 Chn. : Mr Boadi 
383 Tr. : He has got a shop here. So he sells many things. That 
man is a shopkeeper. Shopkeeper, somebody who keeps a shop. 
Okay! Then number two 
384 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
3 85 Tr. : Where we, where we keep rice and other items and we 
sell to other people is called shop. Shop. We sell . We keep so many 
things like rice, like milk, like candle and many things and so on and 
then we sell to people. That is, that room where we keep all these 
things is shop. We call shop. 
386 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
387 Tr. ? : Somebody may have a kiosk. All these things may be in 
it. That one too is a shop. Okay! 
388 Chn. : Silent 
389 Tr. : Then Sokode. I told you that is a name of a town. Is 
the name of a town like Mbsaase. Mbsaase is a name of a place. Here. 
And then we have Sekondi. We have Goaso and the rest. They are al 
names of towns in Ghana. So Sokode is also a town in Ghana. Sell, 
sell, sell. When you buy something from someone he is selling it to you 
390 Chd. : Saa! 
391 Tr. : Mhum. When you buy something from somebody, let's 
say I want to buy this pen now. If Gyamfua is keeping this one. She has 
it and gives it to me, collect money which means Gyamfua has sold this 
one to me and I have paid for it. Sell, selling something. You sell 
okay. Then we move to soap. We use it to wash our body and then, I 
said -we use it wash our clothes eh! 
392 Chn. . Yes si 
393 Tr. Okay, name me one soap you know. Name me. What 
soap do you know? Give me example of soap. Example of soap 
394`. Cha. . [Talking together]. 
395 Tr. she! 
396 Chd. . Key soap 
397 Tr. : Key soap. chs! 
398 Chd. : Key soap 
399 Tr. Key soap Key soap. We use it to wash our clothes. she! 
That's key soap. Okay. Now. Then we have what? Rice. And everyday 
you have been chopping rice, so you know rice. 
400 Tr. : Yes sir. 
401 Chn. : And then tin, tin, all of you. 
402 Cha. : Tin 
403 Tr. : Tin 
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404 Chn. : Tin 
405 Tr. This is a tin. This one made of metal is a tin and you 
know that we have milk which are in tins. Milk are in tins. So we have 
tins of What? Milk. Tins if milk. 
406 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
407 Tr. Then packet. 
408 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
409 Tr. : We have packets of what? Candle and then packets of 
what? Milk, packets of sugar The box in which all these are kept are 
what? Packet, packets eh! 
410 Chn. : Silent 
411 Tr. : We have candle, candles are used by eh, priest. Priest of 
the Roman Catholic Church, and then Anglican. And then at the same 
time in the night if you don't have lamp, and then you don't have 
kerosene, you buy what? Candle and the lie, you light it in the night so 
that it will let you see things. That's candle. Then we have what? 
412 Chn. : Matches. 
414 Tr. : You know matches. Hs! 
413 Clue. : Yes sir. 
414 Tr. Ya, and then envelope, envelope too we keep letters in 
it and then post it to people in Ghana and then outside Ghana. Then 
exercise. We have exercise book. Exercise book like the one that I 
showed it to you. Exercise book, This one. You see that is written at 
the back 
415 Chn. : Yes sir. 
416 Tr. Is written at the back `exercise book' In which you do 
the what? Exercise. We give you and then you do it inside. So this one 
is what? Exercise book. You do the exercise here. The same thing, the 
same story isn't it? 
418 Chn. : Yes sir. 
419 Tr.- : Eh, we are going to use them to form sentences and see 
if you can do it.. My father is a shopkeeper . My father is a 
shopkeeper.. I saw Mr. Boadi the shopkeeper at Mbsase. I saw Mr. 
Boadi the shopkeeper at Mbsase. Who can use shop, shopkeeper to 
form one sentence? Emma can you try it for us? You can, try it, try it. 
420 Emma.: Mr. 
421 Tr. : Mr. 
422 Chn. : Mr Daddy 
423 Tr. : Mr, eh, hein? Yes Mr! 
424 Chn. : Mr Dada 
421 Tr. Is. 
422 Emma.: Shopkeeper 
423 Tr. : Is a shopkeeper. 
424 Emma.: Is a shopkeeper 
425 Tr. Mr Dada is a shopkeeper Yes Hanna wants to try. 
Hanna wants to try. Shopkeeper. Yes.. 
426 Hanna.: Mr. My first sister is shop 
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427 Tr. Is a 
428 Chn. Is a shopkeeper 
429 Tr. Shopkeeper 
430 Chn. . Shopkeeper 
431 Tr. Shopkeeper all of you. 
432 Chn. Shopkeeper 
433 Tr. Shop 
434 Chn. Shop 
435 Tr. Shopkeeper 
436 Chn. Shopkeeper 
437 Tr. Shopkeeper 
438 Chn. Shopkeeper [followed by chn. talking together] 
439 Tr. Yes tell us, tell us. Ehein! 
441 Chd. Uncle is a shopkeeper 
442 Tr. My uncle is a shopkeeper. 
443 Chd. : My uncle is a shopkeeper 
444 Tr. : Good. She says her uncle is a shopkeeper. Who can try 
again? Who can give us another one? Shopkeeper, yes. 
445 Chd. : Mr. Boateng is a shopkeeper 
446 Tr. Mr. Boateng is a shopkeeper. Okay. We thank you. 
Then shop, shop. Yes who can use shop. Let me try one. I saw Mr 
Boamah in the shop I saw Mr Boamah in the shop. Yes who can try 
and give us one? Yes tell us Gyamfua 
447 Gyamfua: Mr Boamah is a shopkeeper 
448 Tr. : That is number one. Mr Boamah is a shopkeeper We 
thank you very much. Shop, shop, inside the shop. I saw many things 
inside the shop. I saw many things inside the shop. Yes who can try? 
Yes Grace, Oh Lydia. Yes. Shop, try, try, try and let's hear you. Try. 
449 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
450 Tr. I saw Mr Koranteng in the shop. I saw Mr Franklin in 
the shop. Yes Adu, Adu wants to try. Yes. 
451 Chn.. Mr Thomas is a shopkeeper 
452 Tr. Mr Thomas is a shopkeeper. The same thing that you 
have said. That's number one, but we want to use shop. The shop 
alone. Yes 
453 Chn. : Mr, Mr Dekyi is a shop. 
454 Tr. : Is in the shop 
465 Chn. . Is in the shop 
466 Tr. : Mr Dekyi is in the shop. There are there are books in 
the shop. There are books in the shop. Yes you want to tell us 
something. 
467 Chd. : Mr. Kofi is a shopkeeper. 
468 Tr. That is number one. We don't want to use the 
shopkeeper again. We don't want to use the shopkeeper again We 
have understood shopkeeper. We are using shop, shop, shop. Mr., Mr 
Boateng is in the shop. There are many books in the shop. I bought 
rice in the shop. 
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469 Chn. : Ye nyinaa ye nnim [amid talking together and 
laughter]. 
470 Tr. : Listen, I bought rice in the shop. Yes. 
471 Chd. : Ma me nka 
472 Tr. : Akua come. Yes. 
473 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
474 Tr. : Let her try. She is trying. She is here to try. Yes 
475 Akua. : My sister 
476 Chn. : [Laughing] 
477 Tr. : My sister. Mhum! 
478 Akua. : My sister is Adowa 
479 Tr. : My sister is in the 
480 Akua. : My sister is in the adwo 
481 Tr. : Oh no. In the shop 
482 Akua : In the shop. 
483 Tr. : Eh, try again. chic! 
484 Akua. : My 
485 Tr. : Sister. 
486 Chn. : My sister is in the shop. 
487 Tr. Say it loud. 
488 Chn. My. my sister is in the shop! 
489 Tr. Good. My sister is in the shop. Okay. She says her 
sister is in the shop. I want somebody to try. Yes, who? Who will help 
us? Yes Dekyi. 
490 Dekyi. : My mother is in the shop. 
491 Tr. : My mother is in the shop. My mother is in the shop. 
Adusei Grace do you want to try? Yes. 
492 Grace. : My brother is in the shop. 
493 Tr. : So she says her brother is in the shop. Now we have 
got shop. Then we return to Sokode. I went to Sokode last week. My 
father is staying at Sokode. My mother is working at Sokode. Sokode 
Yes. Lydia tell us, tell us. 
494 Lydia. : My mother is Sokode. 
495 Tr. : My mother is in, My mother is at Sokode 
496 Lydia. : My mother is at 
497 Tr. At 
498 Lydia. : At 
499 Tr. : My mother is at Sokode. 
500 Lydia. : My mother at Sokode. 
501 Tr. My mother is 
502 Chn. My mother is at Sokode 
503 Tr. : Good that means your mother is there. Your mother is 
there. Yes, yes. 
504 Chd. : My father is in, in at Sokode 
506 Tr. : Don't say in at 
507 Chd. : Is at 
508 Tr. : Is at 
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509 Chn. : My father is at Sokode. 
510 Tr. : Okay. We come to you. Yes you too 
511 Chd. : My brother is at Sokode. 
512 Tr. If not your brother it will be your sister, your mother. 
Okay Ben. Sells, sells 
513 Ben. : Sells 
514 Tr. : My sister sells brooms. My sister sells brooms at 
Kumasi Kejetia. My mother is selling. My mother is selling eh, sugar at 
Kumasi 
515 Chd. My mother sells 
516 Tr. My brother sells milk at Mbcase 
517 Chn. [Talking together]. 
518 Tr. : Yes who can try? Sells, sells, sells. My father sells at 
Mbcase 
519 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
520 Tr. My uncle sells at Sekondi 
521 Chn. [Talking together]. 
522 Tr. chs! She sells milk at Mbsaase. Adwowa sells brooms 
at Kejetia 
523 Chd. : Oduro yare... 
524 Tr. : Yes who can give us one? Just one sentence 
525 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
526 Tr. : sells. My father sells at Mampong 
527 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
528 Tr. : She sells many things at Kumasi. She sells many things 
at Kejetia. Emma won't you try? Come, come, come. Yes try. Mhum? 
529 Emma. : His brother sells is Kumasi 
530 Tr. : My brother sells at Kumasi. 
531 Emma.: My brother sells at Kumasi 
532 Tr. : Okay he sells at Kumasi 
533 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
534 Tr. Adu Grace sells milk. Adu Grace sells milk at Mbcase. 
Adu Grace sells milk at Mbcase. Yes. 
535 Chd. : Adu Grace sells milk at tomatoes. 
536 Tr. : No, no, no. Adu Grace sells tomatoes at Mbcase 
537 Chd. : Adu Grace sells 
538 Tr +Chn.: Tomato 
539 Chd. : Tomato 
540 Tr. At Mbsase 
541 Chd. At Mbsase 
542 Chn. [Talking together]. 
543 Tr. She says Adu Grace sells tomatoes at Mbcase 
544 Chn. [Talking together]. 
546 Tr. : Yes Emma come. 
547 Chn. [Talking together]. 
548 Emma : Akua sells at garden eggs 
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549 Tr. At 
550 Emma. : Akua sells at garden eggs 
551 Tr. Akua sells garden eggs 
552 Emma. : Akua sells garden eggs 
553 Tr. : Akua sells garden eggs. Okay then let's go to soap. I 
wash my clothes with key soap. I wash my clothes with key soap 
554 Chn. : I wash my clothes. 
555 Tr. : I wash my clothes with key soap and I wash my body. I 
clean my body with, with alata soap. Eh, listen. I use alata soap to 
wash my body. Yes soap. Mr. Boamah sells soap at his shop. 
556 Chn. : [Talking together] 
557 Tr. : Mr. Boamah sells soap at his shop. 
558 Chn. : Mr. Boamah soap, Mr. Boamah soap 
559 Tr. : I know Mr. Boamah is a shopkeeper but what does he 
sell? He sells soap in his shop. He sells soap in his shop. Kofi sells soap 
at Kejetia. Okay, eh, Mary rice chein? 
560 Mary. : My mother rice cook. My mother cook rice at Besease 
561 Tr. : My mother cook rice at Besease 
562 Mary. : My mother cook rice is 
563 Tr. : At 
564 Mary. : At Besease 
565 Tr. : My mother cook rice at Besease. She says her mother 
cook rice at Besease. Yes are you not going to try? chein? 
567 Chd. : Me kaikai 
568 Chn. [Laughter] 
569 Tr. Yes 
570 Chd My mother is 
571 Chn. [Laughter] 
572 Chd My, my 
573 Chn. : [Talking together] 
574 Tr. Sells 
575 Chd: . My mother sells 
576 Tr. : My mother sells 
577 Chd. : My mother sells 
578 Tr. Rice 
579 Chd. : Rice 
580 Tr. Again my mother sells rice. She sells rice. She says the 
mother sells rice. chc. The food I like best is rice. The food I like best 
is rice. Yes Adu do you want to try? 
581 Adu. Yes 
582 Tr. Mhum, yes. 
583 Adu. [(Inaudible] 
584 Tr. chcin? 
585 Chn. The food is small. 
586 Tr. . The food is small. So you want to take big food? Mm. 
Yes nobody 
587 Chn. : [Talking together] 
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588 Tr. : Mhum! 
589 Chd. : My mother is cook rice. 
590 Tr. : My mother cooks rice. My mothers cook rice 
591 Chd. . My mother cook rice 
492 Tr. Yes. Your mother cooks rice. Okay I have something 
of milk. I have tins of milk. Geisha is always found in tins. Geisha , 
geisha is found in tins. Mackerel is found in tins 
593 Chn. : [Talking together] 
594 Tr. I have some tins of what? Milk 
595 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
596 Tr. sit down I have some tins of what? Milk. We use milk 
to prepare beverage. Eh, what is beverage? Tea, ovaltine, coffee and so 
on. So we use Milo. We use milk to prepare Milo or we use milk to 
prepare tea, or my food. my food contains some milk. It contains some 
milk. Yes who wants to use milk for a sentence. Now yes you want to 
try. Come you want to try. That's well. That's what you have to do. 























































packets of mat 
candles. Okay, 
My mother, my mother is sell, sell milk 
My mother sells milk in her shop 
My mother 
My mother sells 
Sells. My mother sells 
Milk 
In her shop 
In her shop 
My mother sells milk in her shop 
[Talking together[ 





My mother is in 
Mhum! My mother is in, Mhum! 
My mother is 
My mother is she! 
My mother 






My mother is selling packets of matches. Yes she sells 
ches Packets of candles, packets of matches, packets of 
envelope, envelope. I wrote a letter and put it in an 
envelope 
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624 Chd. My uncle 
625 Tr. My uncle sells envelope. 
626 Chd. My uncle sells envelope 
627 Tr. My uncle sells envelope. Yes 
628 Chd. My father sells envelope 
629 Tr. : My father sells envelope 
630 Chd. My mother sells envelope 
631 Tr. : My mother sells envelope Yes 
632 Chn. . [Talking together] 
633 Tr. . I put my letter in an envelope. shs! My? skin? 
634 Chd. My sister sells envelope 
635 Tr. 
book 
My sister sells envelope. Yes, exercise book, exercise 
636 Chd. : My sister is exercise book. 
637 Tr. Dekyi sister has 
638 Chd. Exercise book 
639 Tr. . Dekyi sister has 
640 Chd. Exercise 
641 Tr. Five exercise books 
642 Chn. : Dekyi has five exercise books 
643 Tr. : Good 
644 Chd. : Adutwumwaa has six exercise books 
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APPENDIX 5 (12) TD: Mathematics 
LESSON : TWELVE 
SCHOOL : MAKARANTA BORDFO 
CLASS : P3 
TEACHER : "TD" 
SUBJECT : MATHEMATICS 
TOPIC : MULTIPLICATION- SOLVING FOR THE UNKNOWN 
DATE : 29TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr. : We have multiplication. Multiplication all of you. 
2 Chn. : Multiplication 
3 Tr. : And we are going to solve some sentences. 
4 Chn. : Solve sentences. 
5 Tr. : Okay. Here, eh, multiplication can also be done at the same 
'time with what? Division. Multiplication is a brother to division. 
And addition is a sister to minus. Okay, now let's say you are given Y 
times five is equal to twenty five. When you are given something like 
this, what you have to do is, you've got to solve for Y. You are going 
to have the answer for Y and here Y is equals to twenty five divided by 
five. When twenty five is divided by five what will be the answer? 
6 Chn. [Noise: pupils busy counting their counters]. 
7 Tr. Yes who is ready? 
8 Chn. [Still counting] 
9 Tr. Yes who is ready? Who can tell me the answer? Mhum. 
10 Chn. Five 
11 Tr. Five , Five. Now let's see if she is correct. Five by five 
is equals to twenty five. A certain number if you multiply it by five you 
get twenty five What is the number? Now you see that Y will be 
twenty five divided by five and she is telling us the answer is that! 
12 Chn. +Tr: Five 
13 Tr. : Let's see if five is a factor of twenty five. Five times 
five what does that result? 
14 Chn. : Twenty five 
15 Tr. : Eh, let's see five times five? 
16 Chn. : Twenty five 
17 Tr. Okay, five times five is twenty five. Now here the five is 
a factor of what? Twenty five and this five is also a factor of what? 
Twenty five. Here five can divide twenty five exactly without a 
remainder. And five too can divide this one exactly without a 
remainder. So here if you multiply five by five you get what? 
18 Chn. Twenty five 
19 Tr. So the five and five are factors of what? 
20 Chn. Twenty five 
21 Tr. Okay, let's try another one and see. 
22 Chn. : [Noise: All talking together]. 
23 Tr. Four times Y is equal to twenty four. What is the value 
of Y? 
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24 Chn. : [Noise: All talking together] 
25 Tr. : Ti yee! Four times Y equals twenty four. Therefore Y 
is equal to twenty four. I'm coming. twenty four, times, divided by 
four, eh, Lydia. 
26 Lydia. : Six. 
27 Tr. : What number is that? 
28 Lydia. : Six. 
29 Tr. : Six, clap for her. 
30 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
31 Tr. : She says Y is what? Six. Let's see if she is correct. 
Let's have the factors of twenty four. If four times six will give us the 
number . Let's see four times six is what? Eh. Adu Grace four times 
six. 
32 Adu. : Twenty four. 
33 Tr. Say it again 
34 Chn. : Twenty four. 
35 -Tr. Twenty four . Four times six is twenty four. Atta , 
now you are going to solve this question for us. If there is, listen. 
Where is your counters? What is the answer for Y? 
36 Atta. : [Shows counters] 
37 Tr. Okay. 
38 Chn. [Talking together] 
39 Tr. Three times Y is eighteen . Three times Y is eighteen. 
40 Chn. [Counting their counters] 
41 Tr. What will be the answer for Y? Bernice. What is the 
answer for Y? she! 
42 Chn. [Talking together]. 
43 Tr. Three times Y is eighteen What is the answer for Y? 
44 Chn Sir, sir, sir. 
45 Tr. Lydia 
46 Lydia. : Six 
47 Tr. : Six 
48 Chn. . [Talking together ] 
49 Tr. Now you see that if you divide eighteen by three you 
get what? Six. And let's see, if we multiply three by six if we can get 
eighteen. Write three and then six. So the answer is what? Three times 
six? 
50 Lydia. : 
51 Tr. . 
52 Chn. : 
53 Tr. : 
six Twelve 
54 Chn. : 
55 Tr. : 
56 Chn. : 
57 Tr. . 
58 Chn. . 
Eighteen 
Eighteen. So she is correct. Let's work this one again. 
[Talking together ] 
Twelve times Y is thirty six. Twelve times Y is thirty 
times Y is thirty six. 
[Counting their counters] 
Twelve times Y is thirty six. So what is the value of Y? 
[Still counting their counters] 
Yes count, count thirty six and then divide it by three 
[counting] 
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59 Tr. : Emma what is the value of Y? 
60 Emma. : Three 
61 Tr. : Three, three, Y is three. Check it and see is she is 
correct. Thirty six. Check it and see. the Ruth 
62 Ruth. : [Counting her counters] 
63 Chn. : [Laughing and talking together]. 
64 Tr. Ruth what is the answer? 
65 Ruth. : Three. 
66 Tr. : Three. She is correct. Let's see so you have thirty six. 
Thirty six is right. Freda isn't it? 
67 Freda. : Yes sir. 
68 Tr. And then you divide it by what? 
69 Freda +Tr.: Twelve 
70 Tr. : Which is a factor? So when you divide thirty six by 
"twelve you get three. So here three is a factor of what? Thirty six. So 
three times twelve is what? Thirty six. The answer here, the thirty six is 
"known as what? 
71 Chñ. : [Talking together]. 
72 Tr. What name do you call thirty six? Thirty six is what? 
What's the name? 
73 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
74 Tr. : Three is a factor, twelve is a factor. Thirty six is what? 
75 Freda. : Product 
76 Tr. Product. Product all of you. 
77 Chn. : Product 
78 Tr. : Product 
79 Chn. : Product 
80 Tr. : So three is a factor, twelve is a factor and then thirty six 
is what? Product. So twelve can divide thirty six exactly without a 
remainder and then three can divide thirty six exactly without a 
remainder. Okay, now let's try another one and see. [Writes 6 x y = 42 
on The bb.] 
81 Chn. . [Counting their counters] 
82 Tr. Six times Y is forty two. Six times Y is thirty, eh, forty 
two. Six times Y is forty two. What is the value of Y? 
83 Chn. : [Still counting their counters] 
84 Tr. : Ben you are going to tell us the answer. Six times Y is 
forty two. You count forty two and then you divide it by what? by six. 
You count forty two and then you divide it by six and let's see the 
value of Y. Okyere are you not working? Ha! 
85 Chd. : WDse w-D mano cnfa bi 
86 Tr. Yes Ben what's the answer? 
87 Chn. : Six [whispering to Ben] 
88 Ben Five. 
89 Tr. No. It's not five. Eh Lydia. 
90 Lydia. : [No response] 
91 Tr. : Yes Adu 
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92 Adu. Three [amid chn's. noise] 
93 Tr. Hein! 
94 Chn. : Three! 
95 Tr. _ : No. It's not three. Six times Y is forty two. What is the 
value of Y? Yes Sarfowaa 
96 Sarfowaa.: Six 
97 Tr. : Hein! 
98 Sarfowaa: Six 
99 Tr. : Six, no. Adu Grace 
100 Adu. Seven 
101 Tr. Again 
102 Chn. Seven 
1033 Tr. Seven. Clap for her. 
104 Chn, [Clapping] 
105 'Tr. Seven. 
106 Chn. [Talking together: noise] 
107 Tr. Y is seven. Let's see if she is correct. Six times seven? 
Six times seven is what? 
108 Chd. : Forty two. 
109 Tr. : Forty two. Clap for her. 
110 Chn. : [Clapping] 
111 Tr. Adu [pointing to a child] this one is for you. Banaba 
what is the message? 
112 Banaba : Me ka ye nanso wangye 
113 Chn. : [Laughing and talking together] 
114 Tr. : Seven times Y is thirty five. Seven times Y is thirty five 
What is the value of Y? Count. 
.115 Chn. : [Still counting their counters] 
116 Tr. : Seven times Y is thirty five 
117 Chn. : [Counting their counters] 
118 Tr. Adu Twum we are waiting for you. 
119 Cho. . [Still counting their counters] 
120 Tr. : Yes Boadu. Do you want to tell us the answer? 
121 Boadu.: [Nods)] 
122 Tr. : Yaw Boadu what's the answer? 
123 Boadu : Seven. 
124 Chn. : [Talking together] 
125 Tr. : Is he correct? 
126 Chn +Tr. : No 
127 Tr. : You are not correct. Count well. Adu Twum yes! 
128 Chn. : [Talking together] 
129. Tr. : Yes 
130 Twum.: Five 
131 Tr. : Five! Clap for him. 
132 Chn. : [Clapping and talking together] 
133 Tr. : Nana what was your answer? 
134 Twum.: Five. 
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135 Tr. : Five 
136 Chn. : [Talking together] 
137 Tr. : So Y is. 
138 Twum. : Five. 
139 Chn. [Talking together] 
140 Tr. Y is five. Let's see. Seven times five? Seven times five? 
Burger. 
141 Burger : Thirty five. 
142 Tr. : Thirty five. Seven times five is what? Thirty five. Okay. 
Seven times five is thirty five 
143 Chd. : Sir. Hws me answer no ma me. 
144 Tr. : sh. Mhum. We are going to solve two others so that 
you stop work. 
145 Chn. [Talking together] 
146 'Tr. : Yes 
147 Chn. [Talking together] 
148 Tr. Eight times Y is forty. Eight times Y is forty. 
149 Chi. Noise. 
150 Tr. : Aboagye DaCoster are you not working? Eight times Y 
is forty. Ntim tell us the answer. 
151 Chn. : [Counting their counters and talking together]. 
152 Tr. : Y, eight times Y is forty. Eight times Y is forty. So 
what will be the value of Y? 
153 Chn. : [Still counting their counters and talking together]. 
154 Tr. : Eight times Y is forty. What is the value of Y? 
155 Chn. : [Still counting their counters] 
156 Tr. : Eh Lydia, oh no. Amankwa want to tell us the answer. 
Tweneboa, Tweneboa yes. 
157 Tweneboa. : Six. 
158 Tr. No, no. Yes 
159 Chn. : [Still counting their counters] 
160 Tr. : You have to count forty and then divide it by what? 
Eight. 
161 Chn. : [Still counting their counters] 
162 Tr. : No. Count forty. This is more than forty. Count forty 
[addressed to an individual child] 
163 Chd. : (Counts) 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
164 Tr. : Yes Bruce! 
165 Chn. : Five. 
166 Tr. : Five, eh, do you want to call me another answer? 
Another answer? What did you get? 
167 Chd. : Five. 
168 Tr. Five, okay five. Alice did you get the same thing? What 
did you get? 
169 Alice. : Five 
170 Tr. : Five 
171 Chn. : [Talking together] 
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172 Tr. The answer is what? 
173 Chn. . Five 
174 Tr. Let's see if the answer is correct. Let's see. 
175 Chn. [Talking together and laughter] 
176 Tr. Eh, forty 
177 Chn. . [Talking together] 
178 Tr. : Keep quiet! I asked you to count forty. Then you divide 
it by what? Eight. The answer was what? Five. Let's see if. if she was 
correct. Eight times five? Eight times five is what? Gladys 
Chd : Forty. 
Tr. : I have not called you. Gladys 
Gladys.: Forty. 
Tr. : Forty. 
Chn. : [Talking together and laughter] 
Chd : Thirty. 
Tr. It's not thirty. Forty. Say it. 




















Seven times Y 
192 Chn. : 




196 Ntim. : 
197 Tr. 
198 Chn. 
199 Tr. : 
you get? 
200 Chd. : 












And five is also a factor of what? Forty. So we have the 




Seven times Y is forty nine. Seven times Y is forty nine. 
is forty nine. What is the value of Y? 
[Counting their counters] 1,2,3,4, . 49. 
I want Ntim Peter to tell us the answer. Ntim what is 
[Still counting] 
You have no counters. Hein! What's the answer? 
Seven 
Seven Ntim says is seven Is he correct? 
No sir. 
Check it and let's see. Ntim says it is seven. What did 
Eight. 
No. Check it and let's see. 
Seven 




The answer is seven 
[Talking together]. 
Let's see seven times seven is what? Seven times what? 














Forty nine. Seven times seven is forty nine. 
Talking together 
Okay, okay. We are left with number five. 
[Counting their counters and talking together] 
: Nine times Y is twenty seven. Salomey tell us the 
answer. Nine times Y is twenty seven. What is the value of Y? 
218 [Counting their counters and talking together] 
219 John Dua. Wo nte? Count twenty seven 
220 : [Counting their counters] 
221 Twenty seven, twenty seven. 
222 [Counting their counters] 






































seven. Y times nine is twenty seven 
Chn. : 

































[Counting their counters] 
Y times nine is twenty seven. 
[Counting their counters] 
Eh, Portia 
Three. 




Okay, clap for Portia. 
[Clapping] 
Let' see Nine times three is what? 
Sir, sir 
Nyantakyiwaa. Nine times three. 
Twenty seven 
Twenty seven. Twenty seven. Yes Twenty seven. Nine 
is what? Eh ShaCross. Nine is what? 
Factor 
Factor. Eh, Adu, Adu Benaba. Three is what? 
Factor 
Say it again 
Factor. 
Factor and then twenty seven. Gyamfua. 
Product 
Product all of you. 
Product. 
Product. Okay. So here I am going to clean some of the 
Me twers answers no nyinaa. 
Then you are going to fill them yourself 
ebi ctwert answers no o! [amid Chn talking together] 
I am going to change some. Don't worry. 
Twee ne nyinaa wonte 
Medes firi meso kD. 
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256 Tr. : [Changes some answers and rubs off some figures] 
257 Chn. : [Talking together and copying worked examples] 
258 Tr. : Now you have number one to be four times Y is forty. 
So what is the value of Y? Then number two, seven times Y is forty 
two. What will be the value of Y? And then number three, six times Y 
is eighteen. What will be the value of Y? Number four. Nine times Y is 
forty five. What is the value of Y? And then three times Y is twenty 
seven. What's, what's the value of Y? Then number six. Seven times Y 
is thirty five. What is the value of Y? Open your books and then work. 
Open your books and work numbers one to six. Number one to six. 
259 Chn. : [Talking together] 
260 Tr. Three times Y is twenty seven . Number five. Then, 
then number two. Seven times Y is forty two. Then number three, six 
times Y is eighteen. Number six, seven times Y is thirty five. I don't 
want any dirty work. Your work should be very neat and you should 
not be erasing it 
261 -Chn. : [Some working and others talking] 
262 Tr: : I worked about seven examples for you so you should 
be able to get everything. 
263 Chn. : [Working] 
264 Tr. : Multiplication. You are solving all these sentences 
265 Chn. : [Some working and others talking] 
266 Tr. : Like I told you, multiplication and division they work 
together and you have the product and still you have the factor. You 
should be able to bring the factor. You should be able to bring the 
factor. So like number one, you have four to be a factor and then you, 
the factor for the other factor for the forty.. Four times Y is forty. So 
forty divided by four will give you the value of Y. So you find the 
factors for forty. Four times certain number will give you forty. What is 
the number? You put that number, it is the factor. Then seven times Y 
is forty two. What will be the value of seven? Oh Y, Y! Seven becomes 
a factor and then you find a factor for, the other factor for forty two. If 
seven is a factor. Then number three. Six times Y is eighteen. What is 
the value of Y? So six is a factor and then the other number that you 
will get will be a factor of eighteen 
267 Chn. : [Some working and others talking] 
268 Tr. : Martha Yes, 
269 Chn. : [Some working and others talking] 
270 Tr. Finish with number one before you go to number two. 
Don't copy down just like that. You finish with number one. Then you 
get all the answers. Then go to number two. 
271 Chn. : [Some working and others talking]. 
272 Tr. : Mhum, Adu Okyere number one is correct, number 
273 
two, correct. Number two is correct. 
Chn. : [Talking together] 
274 Tr. : Mhum, Atta let me see. Mhum, one is correct, number 
two correct. Finish the number three before you come to the number 
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four. Finish with that You count eighteen then you divide it by six. 
Count eighteen. Ntim yes. What have you done? 
275 Chn. : [Some working and others talking]. 
276 Tr. : Mhum, then put this one here. This one, this one put it 
here. Put it here. This answer put it here. 
277 Chn. : [Some working and others talking] 
278 = Tr. : Mhum, then number two, you are wrong. It's not nine. 
Count it well. It is not seven. 
279 Chn. : [Working and talking together]. 
280 Tr. : Finish with number one before you do number two. 
Don't just copy it down. What's the value of Y for number one? Don't 
just jump to number two. Finish with it. The same thing that Atta is 
doing. All of you are copying it. Finish with number one, Get the 
answer before you go to number two. Where is the equal to? Where is 
the equal sign? Hs! You have written ten. Four times ten. Where is the 
equal to? This sign, this sign where is it? Place it here. she! 
281 T Chn. [Working and talking together] 
282 Tr. Don't be using the eraser to make the work dirty. If 
you make it dirty I will beat you 
283 Chn. : [Working and talking together] 
284 Tr. : shs, Sarfowaa is there any problem? shs, number one is 
correct. Number two, 
285 Chn. . [Talking and working] 
286 Tr. Number two is also correct 
287 Chn. [Talking and working]. 
288 Tr. Yes 
289 Chd. Wose ma ysn hyehys ngyae hp, naa ysn hyehys 
answer no ansa na yen so? 
290 Tr. Sekyere where is your number two before you come to 
number three 
291 Chn. : [Talking and working] 
192 `` Tr.' ' : Yes Yeboah, number one you are wrong. You are 
wrong. It say four times Y is forty. Y will give you! What's the value 
of Y? Forty divided by what? by four. You count forty. You divide it 
by four. So Y is not six. Four times four will not give you forty. Four 
times four will give you what? What will be the answer for four times 
four? Four times four is what? Yes who can tell us the answer? 
293 Chd. : Sixteen 
294 Tr. : Sixteen. Four time four. Yemeh. 
295 Yemeh : Sixteen 
296 Tr. : Sixteen. Not eh, four times four is not forty. You are 
wrong. Clean it, clean this and then this one 
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APPENDIX 5 (13) TD: Ghanaian language 
LESSON : THIRTEEN 
SCHOOL : MAKARANTA BORDFO 
CLASS P3 
TEACHER : "TD" 
SUBJECT : GHANAIAN LANGUAGE 
TOPIC : ME SUKUU 
DATE : 29TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr. : YEbs twerc. Na ades a ysbE twers no, ye wp ades bi a ysfrs 
no composition. composition, composition. YEbE ka ye sukuu ye ho 
asEm. `Me Sukuu'. Mo nyinaa. 
2 Chn. : Me Sukuu 
3 Tr. : Mama anka Borrfo mua anka yc bE ka no scn? 
4 Mama. : School 
5 s Tr. Borrfo mua anka yE bE ka sen? 
6 : CM. : My 
7 Tr. : My. Mhum! 
8 Chd. : My school. 
9 Tr. : Clap for him. 
10 Chn. [Nsam mmD] 
11 Tr. BorDfo mua anka ye be ka no sen? 
12 Chn +Tr.: My school. 
13 Tr. Ss wahu? Me sukuu. Mo nyinaa. 
14 Chn. Me Sukuu 
15 Tr. Okay ysbE ka ys sukuu yi ho assm. Se obia ba ha 
16 Chn. Yes sir 
X17 Tr. Enna obia nso nim ye sukuu yi ho assm, ssdeE Esi tes, 
me boa? 
18 Chn. : Yes sir. 
19 Tr.. Okay sE saa na EWE des a EnneE na ysbE dikan asua yE 
sukuu yi enneEma yshunu no wo mu. SE Eye fE, se snys fs. SedeE Esi 
tee. YEbE ka ho asem ama obi sE DWD Kumasi na wD mba sukuu mo 
ha sei a wDb* hunu se, ye sukuu sei na Etes. Es seme bisa wo 
question a, Enne sE wo yi ano. gye se me bisa wo ansa na wo ayi ano. 
Me sukuu. Wo sukuu, EE, Atta wo sukuu din de sen? 
20 Atta. Mkaranta Primary School. 
21 Tr. Wa twa? WDse Mkaranta Primary School. Watwa? 
22 Chn. No sir. 
23 Tr. WDn twa ys. Burger wo sukuu din de sen? 
24 Chn. Mkaranta BoroDfo 
25 Tr. Wo no nso wDn nya ntwa ye. WD ye atwa nso wa gye 
biribi mu. Es Lydia 
26 Lydia. : Mkaranta BoroDfo R/C Primary School 
27 Tr. Good. Mkaranta BoroDfo R/C Primary School 
28 Chn +Tr: R/C Primary 
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29 Tr. . Wo sane de sukuu no be twa so a, na aye mmeinu. Me 
sukuu din de: Mkaranta Boropfo R/C Primary School. SE wahunu SE 
wahunu sedec ye twers no? 
30 Chn. : Yes sir 
31 Tr. SE seesei obia ate ne sukuu no din. Me sukuu din de 
Mkaranta Boropfo R/C Primary School. Me sukuu din de (writes on 
the bb) Mkaranta BoroPfo R/C Primary School no asee kyere sen? Fa 
wo nan si fam. R/C no asee kyere ssn? R/C 
32 Chn. : R/C 
33 Tr. : Nea chyE mu hp no Des wei no kyerE R/C, R/C 
primary. Mo ahunu sc mo nkrataa akyiri no mo atweretwere Mkaranta 
Boropfo R/C Primary School R/C no aseE ne sen? ehein? Hwan na 
ebetumi aka R/C no akyere yen? Aha? Obia entumi nka nkyers yen? 
Eei! Na skyerE se mo twere gu mo nkrataa no akyire no mo snim ade 
koro? 
34 - Chd. : enye me na me twere. 
35 Tr: : Aha! eye a na ma twere agu akyire. R/C no ases ne sen? 
Roman Catholic. 
36 Chn+Tr: Roman Catholic: 
37 Tr. : Se wahunu. enyc RomanfoP sukuu a? 
38 Chn. : Yes sir 
39 Tr. : Roman Catholic. Catholicfop. Roman Catholic Primary 
40 Chn. Yei! 
41 Tr. : Se wahunu? RC, RC, R kyere sen? Roman and C no 
kyere sen? 
42 Chn+Tr.: Catholic 
43 Tr. : Nti ye sukuu no din nono. Nti RomanfoP na ehwe ye 
sukuu yi SOD. eye aban des nso Romanfop na chwesop, na wPm de 
akpma aban. Okay yahunu se ye sukuu no de 
44 Chn+Tr.: R/C Primary School 
45 Tr. : Dep ewp Mkaranta Boropfo R/C Primary School. 
Kuro ben na sukuu no wpsoP? 
46 Chd. : [Kasa] 
47 Tr. : [Writes on the bb]. efa he ne na yebe hunu wo sukuu 
no? Mo sukuu no efa he ne na yebe hunu no? Sekyere. 
48 Sekyere.: Mkaranta 
49 Tr. : Mkaranta, Mkaranta. YebE hunu , wo behunu me sukuu 
no wp Mkaranta, Mkaranta. 
50 Chn. : Mkaranta 
51 Tr. : efa he ne fa? Se ye Mkaranta no mmeinu. Ebi wp 
Konongo. Na ye ysdee yi wp hP he? Okyere. 
52 Okyere : Mangoase Mkaranta 
53 Tr. : Watwa nanso yen hye Mangoase ase. Ye hyE fa he? 
54 Chd. : Konongo 






No. snys BipDso, sus BipDso Mkaranta, ys hyE kuro 
57 Chd. : Aha. 
58 Tr. : Anha 
59 Chd. Kononu. 
60 Tr. . snys de Kononu, Kononu s ys ye syi sen? Ehein, Yes! 
61 - Chn. [Laughing] 
62 Tr. Kuro ben na eye a na ye kDsop? Yaa ye hys wDm ase 
63 Chd. : Kumasi 
64 Tr. snys Kumasi 
65 Chn. Nkran. 
66 Chd. Eei! 
67 Chn. : Konongo Makaranta. 
68 Tr. : Dabi Konongo Makaranta nko. Ye yendes yi yshys 
j kuro bi ase. Ya na yskp hDnom ekp ye slip na 
69 Chn. Sir, sir, sir, sir [Kasa] 
70 - Tr., . Mea wo ano, mea wo ano. Me nfre wo. 
71 Chd. : Mampong 
72 Chn. : Yei! 
73 Tr. . Yes 
74 Chd. : Mampong 
75 Tr. : Mampong 
76 Chn. : Mampong 
77 Tr. : Yes, moha adwene 
78 Chn. : Mampong Makaranta. Sir wDm de no k.D he? 
79 Tr. : Mampong 
80 Chd. : [Kasa] 
Tr. : Nti obi bisa wo se Makaranta a sben he? Mampong 
82 Chn. [Kasa] 
83 Tr. Keep quiet, keep quiet. 
84 Chn. : Sir, sir 
85 Tr. : Mampong. Mpabua no fa wo nan hye. Mampong. 
Mpabua no fa wo nan hye mu. eye shoe? Nti seesei yahunu ss 
86 Chn : [Kasa] 
87 Chd : Hs! 
88 Tr. . Me sukuu din de Mkaranta BoroDfo R/C Primary 
School. Na wobe hunu me sukuu no WD 
89 Chn+ Tr.: Mkaranta Mampong. 
90 Tr. : Okay 
91 Chn. : [Kasa] 
92 Tr. Me sukuu 
93 Chn. Desben na mo kyers yi? 
94 Tr. : Me sukuu panin din de sen? Wo sukuu panin, wo sukuu 
95 
panin , ne din de sen? 
Chn. : Sir, sir 
96 Tr. : Yes Victor Armor 
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97 Annor.: 
98 Tr. : 
99 Chn. : 
100 Tr. . 
panin din de 
101 Chn. . 
102 - Tr. : 
103 Chn. : 






110 '' Atta 1. 
111 Chn. 
112 Alla 1. 
113 Tr. 








Mr Boamah. Clap for him. 
(Nsam mmi) 
Me sukuu pa [turns and writes on the bb]. Me sukuu 
Mr Boamah. 
Me sukuu panin din de Me sukuu panin din de 
Mr Boamah. 
Me sukuu panin din de 
. Mr Boamah 
ss, ss ysba wo sukuu a, adan ssn na Ew h? 
Four, five , ten, six. 
snys mo na ye ka kyere mo se mo mua mo ano no? 




Na ysys. Yen ye Boropfo o! Nti sw ss wo ka no Twi 
Nkron. 
Tr. . Wose nkron. Okay ysbs kan ahws ss sys nkron a. Nti 
sys ssn ? Nsiah. 





Sir, sir, sir 
Adan ssn na cwD bD? Yes. 
. snson. 
: Okay mo nya abotare na yen kan. One, baako, mmienu 
mmesnsa, snan, snum, nsia, snson, nwptwé, nkron, cdu, dubaako 
121 Chn. : Dubaako 
122 Tr. . Adan swp hp sys dubaako, dubaako. Enti wo sukuu 

































Dubaako. Me sukuu adan ye 
Dubaako 
Me sukuu adan ye 
Dubaako 
cc wo dan a wote mu no, ya yE mu kama ana? Wo dan 
Sir, sir 
EE Sarfoa 
Ya ye mu kama nanso ye anyc awie. 
[Laughing] 
sanes na cmu cnyc kama. 
[Laughing] 
Salomey. 
Ya ye mu kama. Ya cementi mu. 
Ya cementi mu? ss 
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138 Chn. : Sir, sir 
139 Tr. : Prince. 
140 Prince. : Enya kama. 
141 Chn. - : Sir, sir 
142 Tr. : Yaw Boadu wo wp main fofro ka ma yente. Wo sukuu 
dan no Emu ye kama? 
143 Yaw. : No, sir. 
144 Tr. Ehh, wose Eye? 
145 Yaw No, sir. 
146 Tr. : ac na saa na eteE deE a, ye sukuu dan no mu no Emu 
Enye kama. 
147 Chn. . Abusia, mm abusiabusia 
148 Tr. ehc, abusiabusia. anno na adwiri a anka cfa eye atm 
famD ye. 
149 Chn. : [Kasa] 
150 1 Tr. : Dan no mu Enys 
151 - Chn. : enye. [Kasa] 
152 Chd : Aden na mope kasa sei! 
153 Tr. : Wo sukuu mo no wo gyina gyina pan sen? 
154 Chn. : [Kasa] 
155 Tr. Portia wogyina gyinapcn sen? 
156 Portia. : Class three 
157 Tr. : Kase me gyina gyinapen. Yes Mhum! 
158 Portia. : Me 
159 Chn. : Me, me sir 
160 Tr. : Yes [pointing to a chd.] 
,161 Chd. : Me gyina gyinapan mmeansa. 
162 Chn. : [Kasa] 
163 Tr. : Me gyina gyinapEn mmeensa. 
164 Chn. Na wo antumi anka, aa! 
165 Tr, . : Me gyina gyinapan mmeensa. (turns and writes on the 
bb) 
166 Chn. : [Kasa] 
167 Tr. : Me gyina gyinapEn mmeansa. (While writing on the bb) 
168 Chn. [Kasa] 
169 Tr. Me gyina gyinapan mmecnsa. 
170 Chn. [Kasa] 
171 Chd. HwE mo mua mo ano? 
172 Tr. Se yeto ye ani. Sc woto wani hwc wo sukuu mu a 
cdeban na EWD hp? cdcben na EwD hp? Edusei. 
173 Edusei.: Bankye 
174 Chn. : Eei! 
175 Tr. Bankye Ebi EwD fa he? 
176 Edusei.: Garden mu ha 
177 Tr. Ebi wD garden mu. Okay edan bio cnna EwD ha? 
178 Chd Trees. 
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179 Tr. : Nnua, anua 
180 Chn. Nnua 
181 Tr. Nnua 
182 Chn. : Sir, sir, mboba. 
183 Chn. Mo mua mo ano. 
184 Tr. : Mhum, edsben bio na ewD ha? ehein Emma. 
185 Emma. : Bordee 
186 Tr. : Bordes. ehein! 
187 Chd. : Flowers 
188 Tr. : Flowers, ehein! 
189 Chd. : Abe 
190 Tr. : Abe ehein! 
191 Chd. : Mango. 
192 i Tr. : Mango. Fine 
193 Chn. : Sir, sir teacher pineapple. Sir 
194 . Tr. : Yes. [ pointing to a chd.] 
195 > Chd. : Mmboba. 
196 Tr. Mmboba okay 
197 Chd. Sir 
198 Tr. Aka ennoDma mmienu bi. 
199 Chn. Sir, sir banana 
200 Tr. Eh, yes 
201 Chn. sban. 
202 Tr. Ya gye sban? 
203 Chn. Ane/Yes sir 
204 Tr. shein 
205 Chn. AboroDfo nkatec 
206 Tr. AboroDfo nkates 
207 Chd Banana. 
208 Chn. . Sir, sir 
209 Chd. : Bordes 
210 Tr. Bordee obi aka 
211 Chn. : Sir, sir, sir, sir aka baako [Kasa] 
212 Tr. : enti ye wD nnuaba beberee enna ye WD anua ya dua. 
Nnuaba 
2 t3 Chn. : Nnuaba 
214 Tr. : 
bb] 
Beberee WD me sukuu [turns round and writes on the 
215 Chn. . [Kasa] 
216 Tr. : Ades bi wDha ye nya mn D din 
217 Chn. : Sir, sir, ma me nka. 
218 Tr. 
hDnom 
Bsbia eba se wo yem ye wo ya a wotu mirika ss wops 
219 Chd. : Sir toilet 
220 Tr. : Toy yet! 
221 Chd. : Me na me ka ys. Ma me nka? 
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222 Tr. : EE wo! 
223 Chd. : Toilet. 
224 Tr. : Toilet 
225 Chn. -- : [Kara] 
226 Tr. : Naa, Enna yE sane wp 
227 Chd. : Banana 
228 -= Tr. : Obi aka. 
229 Chn. . DwonspdwareE 
230 Tr. : Dwonspdwares. Fine! 
231 Chn. : Tikya dee wo Ema bi Ekabi 
232 Tr. : Nti ye wp dwonspdwareE Enna yE sane wp toilet. 
233 Chn. : Enna yE sane wp 
234 Tr. : Enna yE sane WD dEn? 
235 Chn. : Atowa 
236 Tr. . SE atowa no y& duaba 
237 . Chn. . siri& 
238 Tr. . Se wahunu. Ya twer& ha sei sE: YE wp nnuaba b&beree 
wD me sukuu. Nti nuuaba no atowa kaho. Atowa kaho. E& mango 
kaho, ankaa kaho, kwadu kaho. Saa ayi nyinaa y&de&n? Eye nnuaba. SE 
wahunu? Enna Aborpfo nkateE. Ne nyinaa ye nnaba yEdie. Okay? 
239 Chn. : [Kasa] 
240 Tr. : Nti ss y&hwE a y&wp toilet. SEbi b&bia yE gya ye nan, 
agyanan. YEfrE no agyanan. Mmonka ma me ntie. 
241 Chn. : Agyanan 
242 Tr. : Enna y&wp b&bia ye dwonsp, dwonsdwareE. SE 
wahunu? 
, 243 Chn. : Yes sir. 
244 Tr. : Nti saa nneEma yi mmienu Enna &yE adeE paa Ehia wp 
sukuu ha. Efiri s& mo sore a mo y&d&n? 
245 Chn. : Y&kE dwonsp 
246 Tr. : Mmonkp gya Mmonan? SE wahunu, ye kp gyay&nan. 
Enna yc sore nso a, ye kp dwonsp. Wahu? Nti ye wp 
247 Chn. [Kasa] 
248 Tr. : Nti y&wp agyanan [says while writing on the bb] 
249 Chn. : Agyanan 
250 Tr. : Ne dwonspdware&. 
251 Chn. : [Kasa] 
252 Tr. : Fa chalk no bi bra 
253 Tr. : Fa chalk no bi bra na chalk no asa. 
254 Chn. : [Kasa] 
255 Chn. : Enti y&bp akyire, y&bD akyire kakra ahwE. YE kan dee 
ya twer& ye akyire kakra na ya hwE: Me sukuu din de Mkaranta 
256 Tr+Chn Boropfo R/C Primary. 
257 Tr. . Wobc hunu me sukuu no WD Mkaranta Mampong 
258 Chn. : Wobs hunu me sukuu no WD Mkaranta Mampong 
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259 Tr. . Me sukuu panin din de 
260 Chn+Tr.: Mr Boamah. Me sukuu adan ye dubaako. 
261 Tr. : Me sukuu dan EnyE kama. Me gyina gyinapEn 
262 Tr+Chn.: MmeEnsa 
263 Tr. : Nnuaba beberee wp me sukuu. Yew= agyanan ne 
dwonspdwareE wp me sukuu. Seesei assm kEse bsn na aka a EsEse ys 
ma obi hunu no sc Ebi w= ys sukuu mu. Naa cnsoso obi nya nte yE? 
EdsbEn nea? AdeEbi w= ha Ewpha mo nya nka yE? EE aka dsn? 
264 Chd. Park. 
265 Tr. Park. Mmo nclapu [clap] ma no 
266 Chn. [nsam mm ]. 
267 Tr. : SE wo ahunu park. BEbia yEdi ago=. SE wo ahunu 
bEbia yEdi ago=. Mo mmp din. aha! 
268 Chn. [Kasa] 
269 Chd. : EhE mo mua mo ano. 
270 Tr. YEwD agodibia. Mo nka ma me nte. 
271 Chn. Agodibia. 
272 Tr. Agodibia 
273 Chn. : Agodibia Agodibia, Agodibia Agodibia [repeating 
without being told to do so. Followed immediately by talking together] 
274 Tr . [Writes on the bb] 
275 Chn. Agodibia, agodibia [read word teacher wrote on the bb] 
276 Tr. YEwp agodibia wp me sukuu 
277 Chn. YEwD 
278 Tr. SE wahu 
279 Chd. : Yes. 
280 Tr. Enna asane aka adeE baako 
281 Chn. . [Kasa] Aka bebia yEt aduane Ediee! 
282 Tr. : SE bsbia ysdi ago= no ya hunu. Ya hunu bEbia yEk 
gyaycnan. Enna yE a sane ahunu bEbia yEkp dwonsp. Enna yahunu 
gyinapsn a ye gyina. Ys asane ahunu ys dan, yc dan mu. YE a hunu. 
Seesei aka ayi. 
283 Chn. Sir, sir [Then whispering to each other :bsbia yEk= k= 
didi] 
284 Tr. : Mhum? 
285 Chn. [Kasa] 
286 Tr. EE mpssE wo kasa kyerE yen. Kuffour EdEbEn bio Enna 
ys sane WD 
287 Chn. Edwom. 
288 Tr. HE! 
289 Chn. sdwom. 
290 Tr. Edwom. Bcbia yst ye aduane. Canteen 
291 Chn. Canteen 
292 Tr. Se yEwD canteen 
293 Chn. [Kasa] 






Chn. YswD canteen ana ss bsbia ystp aduane diee. 
Tr. : Mo nka ma me nte. 
Chn. YswD canteen ana SE bsbia ystp aduane diee. 
Tr. Okay, saa na ste yc des a, mo ma ycn sane nfa akyire 
na ysn hws. Na ysn sane nkaekae nnesma ya sua. Me! [points to the 
first sentence on the bb]. 
299 Chn. : Me sukuu din de Mkaranta Boropfo R/C Primary 
300 Tr. Wo. [points to the second sentence on the bb] 
301 Chn. Wobs hunu me sukuu no wo Makaranta Mampong. 
302 Tr. : Kan ne. 
303 Chn. : Me sukuu no pa 
304 Tr. : Panin 
305 Chn. : Di 
306 Tr. De 
307 Chn. De Mr Boamah. Me sukuu a 
308 Tr. : Adan 
309 Chn. Adan ys dubaako 
310 Tr. Me sukuu adan ye dubaako 
311 Chn. : Me sukuu adan ye dubaako. Me sukuu dan mu r 
312 Tr. snyc 
313 Chn. : snyc kama 
314 Tr. Me gyina 
315 Chn. Me gyina 
316 Tr. GyinapEn 
317 Chn. : Gyinapsn mmesnsa 
318 Tr. : Me gyina gyinapsn mmernsa. 
319 Chn. : Me gyina gyinapsn mmesnsa. 
320 Tr. : Nnuaba bsberee w me sukuu. 
321 Chn. Nnuaba bsberee wp me sukuu. 
322 Tr. YswD 
323 Chn. yrwp dwonsp 
324 Tr. Agyanan. 
325 Chn. Agyanan ne dwonspdwares wp me sukuu. Ye 
326 Tr. : Ys 
327 Chn. : YswD 
328 Tr. Ago=dibia 
329 Chn. Ago=dibia w me sukuu. Ys wp canteen 
330 Tr. Canteen 
331 Chn. Ana SE bsbia yr 
332 Tr. tp 
333 Chn. tp aduane diee 
334 Tr. YswD canteen ana sr bsbia ys tD aduane diee 
335 Chn. YswD canteen ana ss bsbia ys aduane diee 
336 Tr. Asa . Seesei aka nipa yswp no w-D sukuu ha. 
337 Chn. Eei! Weider! 
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338 Tr. : Wode wani fa mu a Enipa dodowp sEn na yE wD ha? 
339 Chd. Yeei deE yE dopso o! 
340 Chd. Tikya ye dan mu ha? 
341 Chn. : Hundred, seventy, seventy.[Talking together] 
342 Tr. YEN) hundred. 
343 Chn. One fifty two hundred. 
344 Tr. Yebo two hundred. 
345 Chn. Thousand. 
346 Tr. YEn duru thousand. Yen duru ayi koraa three 
hundred. YEbE ye two thirty. 
347 Chd. : Middle ka ho? 
348 Tr. Nhum. 
349 Chn. Yei, eei. Enipa doso. 
350 Tr. : Me nua no mo a yew sukuu ha beyE ahasa. Me nua no 
mo a yew sukuu ha bsyE ahasa 
351 Chn. : Me nua no mo a yewD sukuu ha baye ahasa. 
352 Tr+Chn.: Me nua no mo a yew sukuu ha bsyE ahasa. 
353 Tr. : Three hundred. 
354 Chd. : Tikya ye nduru o! 
355 Tr. YEbE duru 
356 Chn. [Kasa] 
357 Tr. YEbE yE three hundred. Nti wo hunu SE seesei no, 
seesei ya hunu se obi Enim yE sukuu ha, na Ekpba SE krataa yi. Ya 
twerE krataa yi SE me sukuu na yule atol= nom a, obia onim ha no, 
wDw Nkran koraa, pbetumi afa na wa kan na wa turni aba ha. Wo 
nya fa kai na woduru Mampong na wo kase me pe Makaranta a, wo 
be ba ha. Na wD ba nso a, Enneema wo aka afa wo sukuu no ho no, se 
wo school panin de Mr Boamah 
358 Chd. : Abaa na Eda hp no. 
359 Tr. : SE obiso ba EbE hunu SE saasukuu no sei na EteE: ye w 
adan nea Eye Enan ya Eyeden? Mpata. Mo nim mpata? 
360 Chn. : Yes sir 
361 Tr. . Wei ne apata. Wei ye mpata; shelter. SE wahunu? 
EnhyE da EnyE dan. SE wa hunu? Ya ka ne nyinaa na akaho Enna Eye 
sen?. Nti se yE te Enan no fini dubaako no mu a, adan papa a ye no 
eye sen? Nson. SE wa hunu? YE w adan papa nson. Okay seesei 
yahunu SE yE dan no mu EnyE den? enyE kama. Ewp SE nka ye 
cementi mu, me boa? 
362 Chn. Yes sir. 
363 Tr. Abosia na EwD mu. 
364 Chd. Sei na Eye 
365 Tr. Wose sen? 
366 Chd. Sei na Eye. 
367 Tr. Naa anka ayE wei bi a! 
368 Chn. Mm 
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369 Tr. . Nso yen ne bi. Sc obi ba na wDba Mampong, na ye 
kyers no Makaranta a, Dsi yE a, Dbehunu ss aha na sys sukuu. EE assm 
bisa ben na swDhp? Obi bstumi abisa assm bi. Anaa me, me bisa mo? 
370 Chn. : Yes sir. 
371 Tr. : se Tweneboa. Wo sukuu din de ssn? Wo sukuu din de 
ssn? Es Martha. 
372 Martha: Me sukuu din de Mkaranta BoroDfo R/C Primary 
School 
373 Tr. Mo . Me sukuu din de Mkaranta Boropfo R/C Primary 
School. Ys a, ma mo nfa sukuu no sntoa so bio. Wo de toaso a na akD 
ys mmienu. ss Wo be hunu wo sukuu no wo fa he? EE Ntim Wo sukuu 
no wobE hunu no wD fa he? 
374 Ntim. : Makaranta Mampong. 






















Me sukuu panin din de 
Din de? 
din de Mr Boamah. 
Me sukuu panin din de Mr Boamah. A dan sEn na Ewe 
Sekyere. Adan ssn? 
Dubaako 
Dubaako, ss Hanna. Wo sukuu dan mu te ssn? 
emu WD tan 
EMU WD tan. Wo sukuu mu woD tan. Wo sukuu 
dan mu w-D tan. EE Adu Grace wo gyina gyinapsn scn? 
385 Grace. : Me gyina gyinapen mmesnsa. 
386 Tr. : Me gyina gyinapsn mmeensa. Mo wD ayi, ades. 













WD ye sukuu. 
399 Chn. : [Kasa] 
Ennua 
ennua no sysden? snnua no Eysdsn? 
ennuaba 
snnuaba. EyE baako? 
No sir, no sir. 
sys ssn? 
syc bsberee. 
Eye bsberee. Na Lydia mo wp agyanan wp mo sukuu? 
Yes sir, yes sir. 
Ane 
Ane ys agyanan ys sukuu 
Ane agyanan wp yE sukuu. Ane ye wp agyanan 
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400 Tr. : Ee agorDdibia wp, ye wp agorDdibia. Eden agore na 
modi no ewD hp ?. eden agorD? ce Portia Eden agore na mo di no 
ewD? 
401 Portia. : Ye bD b »l 
402 Tr. : YE bD b »1. Enna mo sane ye den? 
403 Portia. : YE toto net ball 
404 Tr. : YE toto net ball. Enna mo sane ye den? 
405 Portia : YE bD ampe 
406 Tr. : Ampe. Mo sane 
407 Chn. : YebD skipping 
408 Tr. Skipping, okay. AgorD ben bio? Enna mo taa diee? 
Yes 
409 Chd. : Ye kDdi agore 
410 Tr. : edeben agorD? 
411 Chd. : YE bD b »l 
412 Tr. B »l obi aka 
413 Chd. : YE SD 
414 Tr. : YE SD mbaa no sp. Aha 
415 Chd. : YE di brobbey. 
416 Tr. : Ye di brobbey. Angyie wo pe se wo ka asem fofroD. 
hein? Den bio na mo diee? 
417 Angelina: Yedi kwakwa 
418 Tr. : Kwakwa 
419 Chn. : Sir, sir 
420 Tr. : Saa na Etee deE a, kD yi EE 
421 Chd. Twi 
422 Tr. Mo Twi no bra. Na yede nsem be hyehyc mu. 
423 Chn. Eei! Ma no enye mmre o! Tikya ma no nyc mmre o! 
Sir, Emma se eye a ma Makaranta mbra. 
424 Tr. : Ane ye hyehye Makaranta borDfo 
425 Chn. : Hey! wei deE yen ntumi 
426 Tr. : Se ha ya pipa Makaranta. Okay mbe pepa na wo de 
Mampong no ahye mu. Enna aha no yobs pipa Mr Boamah. Okay ye 
be pipa panin 
427 Chd. : Me des me ntumi o! 
428 Tr. . Mbe twere no wp asee ha 
429 Chn. Yes 
430 Tr. Yebe pipa mmeensa mmeensa, nnuaba, nnuaba. Afei 
des aka no, me gyae dee aka no wp hD. eye a na moa mo atwere. 
Makaranta BoroDfo. Me pc se wo be twere no kamakama 
431 Chn. : Anne saa dee ysbe turni 
432 Tr. : Makaranta Mampong, dubaako mmesnsa 
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APPENDIX 5 (14) TD :Science 
LESSON FOURTEEN 
SCHOOL MAKARANTA BORDFO 
CLASS P3 
TEACHER "TD" 
SUBJECT ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 
TOPIC LIQUIDS: FORMS OF WATER 
DATE 29TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr. : We are starting a new topic. That is liquids. What class 
is this? 
2 Chn. P3 
3 Tr. P3. Okay. We have liquids. Liquids all of you. 
4 Chn. Liquids 
5 Tr. : Liquids 
6 Chn. : Liquids 
7 Tr. Now we have so many types of liquids. So many types. 
Differences of liquids. Water is an example of liquid. I have given you 
one. Who can tell me another liquid? Another liquid. Yes. Give me 
another example of liquid. I have given you water. Water is a liquid. 
Aha! What again? Yes. 
8 Chd. : Sugar 
9 Chn : Eei! 
10 Tr.. : Oh no, no, no. Em I have told you that I have started 
new topic. That is liquids and I have given you an example of liquids. 
Water is a liquid. Em palm wine, do you know palm wine? 
11 Chn.. : Yes sir. 
12 Tr. : Nsa fufuo. Mo anom bi da? 
13 Chn. : Mm 
14 Tr. : Okay , Enno nso yE liquid. Palm wine. Yes give me 
example. Another example. Aha! 
15 Chd. Sugar. 
16 Tr. Adec bi a ayc sE nsuo nsuo a wo som a EnyE yiyc no 
yE fit no liquid. Se wahunu Ma ma water and ma ma palm wine se 
ne mmeinu ye Edcn? Liquids. Aha! 
17 Chd. : Anwa 
18 Tr. Anwa ne BorDfo ye ka no scn? 
19 Chd. Palm oil 
20 Tr. Ah? 
21 Chd. : Palm oil 
22 Tr. Oil, oil all of you 
23 Chn. Oil 
24 Tr. Vegetable oil 
25 Chn. . Vegetable oil 
26 Tr. Vegetable oil 
27 Chn. Vegetable oil 
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28 Tr. . And somebody said another one. Palm oil, palm oil 
29 Chd. : Engu 
30 Tr. : Engu ne wei ye anwa.wei yE nsa fufuo, palm wine. 










mu nso ya ny 
















Tell me another one 
Guinness. 
cha! Guinness ne nyinaa cyc den? Liquids. But nsa 
a coke, ya nya fanta, ya nya palm wine. Afei another 
we put in car? Car, what do we put inside so that it 
Petrol. 
Petrol, kerosene, petrol. 
Petrol 
Petrol. You put petrol in cars so that it can move. Yes! 
Kerosene 
Kerosene. Very good. Kerosene, yes, yes. Gas oil 
Ngu 
: Somebody has said palm oil and you come back to tell 
us ngu. Mum? Then we have gas oil 
48 Chd. : Adwe ngu. 
49 Tr. : Okay, palm kernel oil. You have what? Palm oil, adwe 
ngu Enne ngu. Ade koro nua. Palm oil nono, Aha! What other thing 
again? The hole topic of turpentine. All of you. 
50 Chn. Turpentine 
51 Tr. : Turpentine 
52 Chn. : Turpentine 
53 Tr. : se cyc liquid wo kp carpenterfoD hp a wDm ye 
adwuma ycdi Efra ayi adec noa wDm de polish nkonnwa no ho no. 
Mhum, ycde fra turpentine, turpentine. All of you. 
54 Chn. : Turpentine 
55 Tr. : Turpentine 
56 Chn. : Turpentine 
57 Tr. : We have water, palm wine, vegetable oil, palm oil, 
coke, fanta, petrol, kerosene, gas oil turpentine. These are all what? 
They are all what? Aha? What's here? They are all what? Emma they 
are al 1 what? 
58 Emma.: 
59 Tr. : 
60 Tr +Chn.: 
61 Tr. : 
Liquids 
They are all what? 
Liquids 
Liquids all of you. 
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62 Chn. : Liquids 
63 Tr. : Liquids 
64 Chn. : Liquids 
65 Tr. : Liquids. Now when we talk of liquids. A liquid takes 
the shape of the container. Ye ka liquids a, adeE bia wode gu Ebia 
tua mu na sewode gu adeE bia wode be gu mo no Efa adeE no 
shape no . eye Eden? 
66 Tr +Chn.: Liquid 
67 Tr. : Biribi to se keresin wode gu tua mu a, se enne tua 
no aye pe. 
68 Chn. : Yes sir. 
69 Tr. : Se wo hwee gu cup mu a, wo behunu se enne cup no 
ayeden? Na enne bucket no aye den? 
70 Tr +Chn.: PE 
71 Tr. . Aye pe but yede gu cup mu a, wok hunu sE na enne 
cup no aye den? eye 
72 Out : Pe. 
73 Tr. . Nti saa Enneema mu a Etumi be form adee no Enna 
yefre no se den? 
74 Tr +Chn.: Liquid 
75 Tr. . Now if you have known all these as liquids. Then we 
are going to treat what? Water. Se ye se yefre wei no mu nyinaa se 
liquids a, yeb6 yE nsuo Eho aduma. But before then put these in your 
heads. Water 
76 Chn. : Water 
77 Tr. : Water 
78 Chn. Water 
79 Tr. : Palm wine 
80 Chn. Palm wine 
81 Tr. Vegetable oil 
82 Chn. . Vegetable oil 
83 Tr. : Palm oil 
84 Chn. Palm oil. 
85 Tr. Coke 
86 Chn. Coke 
87 Tr. Fanta 
88 Chn. Fanta 
89 Tr. Petrol 
90 Chn. Petrol 
91 Tr. Kerosene 
92 Chn. Kerosene 
93 Tr. Gas oil 
94 Chn. Gas oil 
95 Tr. Turpentine 
96 Chn. Turpentine 
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97 Tr. . [Writes words on the bb]. Okay now we are going to 
treat water. Of liquids we know that we can use water in so many 
ways. Water is used for what? For! 
98 Chd. : Drinking 
99 Tr. : Drinking. Oh say it. Ruth water is used for what? 
100 Ruth. : Drinking 
101 Tr. : Drinking, drinking. We use water to drink. What again? 
For? what do we use water for? Yes. 
102 Chd. Washing 
103 Tr. Washing, washing clap for him. 
104 Chn. [Clapping] 
105 Tr. What again do we use water for? Yes. 
106 Chd. : Washing 
107 Tr. : We have said washing. So the same thing. Yes. Then 
for what? 
108 Chd. Washing. 
109 Tr. Washing what? 
110 Chd. The bathroom. 
111 Tr. : The bathroom okay 
112 Chn. . Bathing 
113 Tr. Very good. For bathing. And then what again? We use 
water to clean things. hein? 
114 Chn. : Yes sir 
115 Tr. : Okay, so we have so many ways of using water. And 
for what? Building what? Houses. We use water to build houses. Ycsi 
dan nea yen fa nsuo? 
116 Chn. : Yes sir. 
117 Tr. : Ycde nsuo na csi dan. Without water you cannot 
make the cement and then eh, mix the cement and then the sand to get 
what? Block. So is water that will help it to put together. And form 
what? A very solid block. So water is used in so many ways. Now, eh, 
water is seen in three phases. It's used for bathing, washing, building, 
cleaning and irrigation. Irrigation des mo me ases me boa anaa? 
118 Chn. : Yes sir 
119 Tr. : Okay, yctumi EyE dam. Ystwa tadec bi na yE de pipe a 
connecti na ycde kD nfuom. Nti ycbue, na yctu gu Ennecma no so. Sc 
wahunu? Yctu gu so ara, na ama nnecma no aye dsn? 
120 Chn. : Anyini 
121 Tr. : YE use no mmrE a nsuo EnyE dsn? 
122 Tr +Chn.: cntD 
123 Tr. : Dry season. Nti se cduru saa brE no a, EkyerE sE nsuo 
no yE bue a, na whee na yctu gu nnecma no so sa na ama Ennecma no 
ays yiye. Enno na ycfrE no Edcbcn? Irrigation. Enna nyankopn nso 
wDtb nsuo a, na agu Ennecma no so, na ama Ennecma no ayE dsn? 
Anyini. Nti SE nsuo Enne hDnom a, Ennecma no nso Entumi Enys den? 
Entumi EnyE yiye. Me boa? 
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124 Chn. : Yes sir. 
125 Tr. : Nti san nnesma yei na yede nsuo ye. Sit down. Saa 
nnesma yei na ysde nsuo sys. Now, wa hunu se, maka akyers wo ss 
nsuo yahunu no ewD nnesma mesnsa mu Yahunu nsuo ewD snnoDma 
mmeensa mu. ennopma mmeensa a, yahunu nsuo wom no sane des 
ehein? Fa eye no. Take that one. 
126 Chd. : enti eda he? 
127 Chd. : eda adee no mu 
128 Tr. : Okay water is in Yahunu nsuo ewD enneema 
mmeensa mu. Water is seen in three stage. The three stages are. 
Yahunu nsuo one. Yahunu no as what? Liquid, liquid. Yahunu nsuo 
CWD liquid. Liquid all of you. 
129 Chn. : Liquid 
130 j Tr. : Liquid 
131 Chn. : Liquid 
132 Tr. : Ss wahunu se me sa nsuo ye bia. wahunu SE eye den? 
Sa wahu. 
133 Chn. : Yes sir 
134 Tr. etumi firi me nsam kp. Nti enno yeden? It's liquid. 
Yahunu baako. enna yebe sane ahunu nsuo nsoso ya eye very block. se 
wahunu? Nsuo yahunu no wp block mu a yefre no sen? Nsuo a aye 
den no yefre no sen? Nsuo a eye den,eye den. 
135 Chn. : Block 
136 Tr. : Wei yefre no sen? 
137 Chn. : Block 
138 Tr. : [Gives solid refrigerated ice water to some Chn to 
handle] 
140 Chn. : see ye! 
141 Tr. enti yefre no se ice block. Se wahunu? eye ice block. 
Som hwe. Som. eye nsuo o! 
142 Chn. : eye nsuo 
143 Tr. eye nsuo erne yei. 
144 Chd. : Ne nwunu, wobe gya atohD. 
145 Tr. : Se wa hunu? Seesei ya hunu se nsuo, yahunu no wp 
liquid mu. cima ya sane ahunu no sen? Solid wei. Yefre no sen? Solid 
all of you. 
146 Chn. : Solid 
147 Tr. : Solid 
148 Chn. Solid 
149 Tr. eye den, me boa? 
150 Chn. . Yes sir. 
151 Tr. Ades a eye den na yefre no sen? 
152 Tr+Chn.: Solid 
153 Tr. : eboD, aye very solid, me boa? 
154 Chn. : Yes sir. 
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155 Tr. Nti ss ysps ss ystumi sde nsuo sys block a ysde hyE 
he? 
156 Chn. : Fridge mu. 
157 Tr. : Fridge [refrigerator] mu. yEde hyE fridge [refrigerator] 
mua, na a cool lu no na abEhyE dendenden. Afei yEtumi yi kuta. Nsuo 
SE EwD bucket mu a wo bctumi ayi akuta? 
158 Chn. : No sir. 
159 Tr. Wo bEtumi ayi nsuo no nawa kuta akc? 
160 Chn. No sir. 
161 Tr. Wo nduru no na ays den? 
162 Chn. Asa. 
163 Tr. . Ebsyc dsn na asa? 
164 Chn. Ebc nwunu. 
165 Tr. EbE nwunu sE wa hunu? EbE nwunu. Afei des ya hunu 
mmeinu nono. Yahunu liquid. Water in liquid form. Water in liquid 
form Enna water in what? Block form. Enno na yEfrc no sen? Ice 
water. Water in solid, solid form. The last one. Eh, Yahunu water in 
liquid form. Enna water in solid form. Aka baako. Nsuo se ysde si 
gya soa, cbs ys dsn asa . Na anhwei angua? 
166 Chn. Egya, ntutuo, ntutuo. 
167 Tr. : Vapour, vapour all of you. 
168 Chn. : Vapour. 
169 Tr. : Vapour 
170 Chn. : Vapour 
171 Tr. : Ntutuo aye ss steam ss wahunu? Wobs hunu ss na 
ntutuo no a Efiri mu. Na Efiri mu. Afei wobs hwE a, na nsuo no na ays 
dsn? 
172 Chn. Asa. 
173 Tr. Eye hyehyehye tuaso a, churu a na ays dsn? 
174 Chn. Na Ewia 
175 Tr: Na Ewia. Nti water in liquid form, solid form Enna 
water in gas form. Gas 
176 Chn. : Gas 
177 Tr. : Water vapour no a sba no. Nsuo no a ys nuwa seesei 
a ysbs hunu. wobs hunu ss na nsuo Eye den? Na Etu tutuo saa. Afei 
wobskD akD hws no na aye den? Na asa. 
178 Chn. : Na awi 
179 Tr. : Na awi. Ewi a, ne nyinaa fra mframa SE sfra nframa no 
mo a, mframa no a afr no no Edessn? 
180 Tr+Chn.: Gas 
181 Tr. Gas. SE wahunu? ays ntutuo ycn hunu bio! Ss wa 
hunu? Nti ys wD nsuo swD Ennopma mmeEnsa mu. YE WD liquid, 
solid and then 
182 Tr +Chn.: Gas. 
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183 Tr. Gas or vapour . Water in liquid form, water in solid 
form, water in gas or vapour form Liquid all of you 
184 Chn. Liquid. 
185 Tr. : Solid 
186 Chn. : Solid 
187 Tr. : Gas 
188 Chn. : Gas 
189 Tr. : Or vapour 
190 Chn. : Or vapour. 
191 Tr. : So water is seen in three stages. The stages are 
liquid, solid gas or vapour. Okay, ya anya ahunu nsuo wp liquid 
form yi. Ya hunu solid form yi. Yahunu gas form yi. YEbs ye 
experiment ahwc sE Eyc nokware a sE nsuo ychunu no wp Ennesma 
mmeensa mu. Ysbs ys na yahwc. We are going to do an experiment. 
We are going to use water to see if we can get, what? Vapour or 
gas and then we have water in block form. YEbE na ne no ahws SE 
EbEtumi abs ys nsuo a. Ss wahunu? seesei no block noa Edht no, ysbs 
nya Ennecma mmesnsa na afirim. Ysbs nya liquid. Seesei a ye wp 
block. Enna ycwp den? Liquid. Ysbs nane no. nane a, na abs ye 
den? Na absyc liquid. Sc wahunu? Na abc ye nsuo. SE ye heati no a, 
sbeyc den? ebsba abcys den? 
192 Chn. : the ye gas. 
193 Tr. : Gas se wahunu? Nti ya hunu nsuo swD enneema 
mmeEnsa mu: solid, liquid, and then 
194 Tr+Chn. Gas. 
195 Chn. : [Kasa] 
196 Tr. : SE ye ahu water in three stages, solid, liquid and 
then gas. se mebc hwei nsuo no asiso. Yshwe des EbE ye. Yehwe nsuo 
noa dec ebsyc. I have told you which this water that comes out 
when you boil or when you are cooking food that water is called 
what? 
197 Chn. : Gas 
198 Tr. : Gas or vapour. Okay and the water that you drink, 
the water that you drink is called 
199 Chd. Liquid 
200 Tr. Liquid all of you. 
201 Chn. Liquid 
202 Tr. Liquid. 
203 Chn. Liquid 
204 Tr. Enna the water that is found as stone, is found as 
solid, block is known as solid and then gas. Solid, liquid gas, so, SE 
wo ahwe a, saa liquid yi Enna ye sesano ema no bsyc den? Solid. 
Nsuo des ysnom no na ye de sgu frige [refrigerator] mu, me boa? 
205 Chn. : Yes sir. 
206 Tr. : Na aye very hard. Se Eye hard a, ysfrs no sen? 
207 Tr +Chn.: Solid 
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208 Tr. . Or ice block. Na ice block koro noa no, ss yc kase ys 
dane no a, Ebsba abs ys liquid. SE wahunu? cyc liquid hwei a, sbc 
sane asesa absys den? Gas ys heati noa. Okay, mo ma ysn noa block 
no nia ysn hws ma ycn hws snno na sbskD ntsm. Sc wahunu SE tutuo 
no sba. Mo mbra mbchws. 
209. Chn. : Me paa wo kyesw ysn hunu ys 
210 Tr. : Line wei, line wei 
211 Row 1.: Eei sba! 
212 Tr. Line wei mbra. Sit down 
213 Row 2. : Eei! 
214 Tr. : Come, come and see. Wahu bi? Okay, let's see what 
comes out 
215 Chn. : stu kD, stu kD 
216 Tr. : You see that after heating, when you continue 
something will be coming out of the water.. And that is what is 
called water vapour or gas. Water in gas form. Ss wahunu SE biribi 
efri mu cba? 
217 Chn. : Yes, sir 
218 Tr. : Enna biribi so wj wei sei soD 
219 Chn. : Yes, sir 
220 Tr. Aha fa wo nsa ka. Ycde nsuo gu ha? Nso fa wo nsa ka 
Sc wahu? Wahunu SE nsuo abs yswo nsam ?. 
221 Chn. : Yes, sir 
222 Tr. : Nsuo no a sweD yei mu no, Enna yskata so no abs ka 
ha. Des stuo no aba ne tiri no so. 
223 Chn. : Yes, sir, sir. 
224 Tr. : Wahunu ycfrs no ssn? WD 
225 Tr+Chn.: Gas 
226 Chn. : Water in gas form. Enti yc kataa so ara, sit down. 
227 Tr. : Ss ye noa nsuo na ss yc kataa so a, nsuo no a sbc tuo 
no; ya ycfrc no gas no. Ades ycde akata so no wobs hunu SE na ne 
nyinaa aba ades no so. Na ysfrs biribi condense. Condense all of you. 
228 Chn. : Condense. 
229 Tr. Condense. 
230 Chn. Condense. 
231 Tr. : Condense. 
232 Chn. Condense. 
233 Tr. Okay eh 
234 Chn. Talking together. 
235 Tr. Na Condense no 
236 Chn. : Talking together 
237 Tr Na condense no, ss ye kase condense a, keep quiet. 
Ys kass condense a, tutuo no, Enna biribi akyere no, SE wahunu? cgye 
noa, na nsuo no ays den? AkD kano. Na mframa be wei akyere no, cyc 
nwunu ss wahunu? Enna tutuo no so a Eba no cyc hye. Nti mframa no 
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Enam ss Eye nwunu no nti no se ebe ka wei a, na se tutuo no so a efiri 
ayi no mu eba SE eka no a, wobe hunu SE na aye den? Aye nsuo. SE 
yede ayi mua, sedee nsuo sitp ara, saa adeE no bi Enna Eye ema 
eye den? 
238 Tr+Chn.: etp 
239 Tr. : Awia bp ara, na asase so nsuo nyinaa ne nwira ne ndua 
nsuo EwDso no, na ntutuo efiri mo na el= soro. Se wahunu? Ekp 
soro a, ekorp no, enno Eye hye. eye hye se nsuo hye no. Wahu se 
ntutuo no Eba? Afei dee mo ahunu SE entutuo no, vapour, se mo 
ahunu? 
240 Chn. . Yes sir. 
241 Tr. : Wei na me se yefre no sen? 
242 Chn. Gas 
243 Tr. Gas. What in what form? 
244 Chn. Gas 
245 Tr. . Gas form. SE wahu. SE afei des mo ahu? 
246 Chn. Yes sir. 
247 Tr. Okay, nti se 
248 Chn. Wobe bue so a 
249 Tr. Me cka condense form no, hwc ye nfa nsuo egu wei 
sei so, eso wahu SE nsuo eba. SE wahunu? 
250 Chn. [Laughing] 
251 Tr. Wahunu Sc nsuo no etotp fam? 
252 Chn. [Laughing]. 
253 Tr. SE wahunu eye hye 
254 Chn. Eei! 
255 Tr. Sc wahu, ye anfa nsuo angu ha. Yede nso gu ha? 
256 Chn. : No sir. 
257 Tr. But ye bua so no, nsuo no Ebska ayi no, Enna mframa 
no so a Efa ekyire no Eye nwunu. Nti Ebeka no saa no Enna enna esane 
ye den? 
258 Chn. Nsuo 
259 Tr. Nsuo 
260 Chd. Nsuo, nsuo 
261 Tr. Saa na nsuo etP eye 
262 Chd. Yes sir. 
263 Tr. Nti wa hunu se awia no bp saa na ekP soro. SE El= 
soro wo be hunu se . Hws me pipa ha nyinaa. Fa wo nsa ka. Wahunu 
se nsuo nni hD? 
264 Chn. : Yes sir. 
265 Tr. Ma pipa, nsuo niki. YE sane Ede akata so 
266 Chn. : Nsuo beba so /nsuo Emba. [simultaneous production]. 
267 Tr. : Nsuo etD a, saa na Eye. Awia bD na asase no nsuo ewD 
so nyinaa na atu kD soro. Emframa noa EkD no, ya ede nsuo no koro 
no, Eye hye. 
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268 Chn. : Yes sir. 
269 Tr. : anno nti mframa Enam Ewiram ne Eweim akyirikyiri no 
nti SE EkD ka, akp hyia mframa no a Eye nwunu a, na aka atom, 
Ekabom saa na wobE hunu SE na ayE nwunwunwu. afei na abc te hp SE 
EbD, SE wahunu? Ayi, clouds. Wahu, anno nso bEtrE hp na ayE dEn? 
AyE tuum, me boa? 
270 Chn. : Yes sir. 
271 Tr. . Ewei mu EnyE tuum? 
272 Chn. : Yes sir. 
273 Tr. : EyE tuum a nsuo no afei na afra anne dee Ehyiaa no. 
Mframa hyehyec Enne mframa nwunwuno kD hyia ya no, na akD yE 
dan? akD yE condense. 
274 Chd. : Condense. 
275 Tr. : Nti na EwD se EYE dan? 
276 Tr+Chn.: EtD 
277 " - Tr. : Eba fam se Edcn? 
278 r Tr+Chn. : Nsuo no. 
279 Tr. : Saa bi na wei no Eye. Sc wahunu? Ss wahunu? SE 
wahunu sE ayc nsuo? 
280 Chn. : Eei! 
281 Tr. . SE afei des mo ate ases? 
282 Chn. : Yes sir. 
283 Tr. . anti nsuo a EwD solid form no yEfrE no ice block sir. 
Nsuo a ycnom no ycfrc no san? Liquid. Enna nsuo a Eye tutuo no yEfrE 
no san? 
284 Tr+Chn. : Gas. 
- 285 Tr. : Okay, saa na atea dee a, me bisa mo question. Me se 
nsuo a ycnom no me se ycfrc no san? 
286 Chn. : Drink /water [simultaneous production] 
287 Tr. No, no, no, Ehein 
288 Chn. Liquid. 
289 Tr. Atta. Clap for Atta. 
290 Chn. : [nsam mmD: clapping ] 
291 Tr. : Nsuo EWD solid form. cti se boa no so me se ycfrE no 
san? 
292 Chn. Liquid 
293 Tr. Nsuo awD....Ehein? 
294 Chn. : Ice block. 
295 Tr. : Mese yEfrE no sen? Ice block. Ne din baako mese ycfrc 
no san? 
296 Chn. : Gas 
297 Tr. : No, no. Aha? 
298 Chd. : Solid 
299 Tr. : Solid. 
300 Chn. : Solid. 
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301 Tr. Liquid 
302 Chn. Liquid 
303 Tr. Gas. 
304 Chn. : Gas. 
305 Tr. . Na nsuo a ctuo no, ctu cfiri ade hyehye mu no, ysfrc no 
scn? 
306 Chn. : Gas 
307 Tr. Gas all of you. 
308 Chn. Gas 
309 Tr. Or vapour. 
310 Chn. Or vapour. 
311 Tr. Gas 
312 Chn. Gas 
313 Tr. . Vapour 
314 Chn. Vapour. 
315 Tr. : Okay, solid 
316 Chn. Solid 
317 Tr. Solid. 
318 Chn. Solid. 
319 Tr. Liquid 
320 Chn. . Liquid. 
321 Tr. Okay, me bisa wo question foforD. Sc ye bua 
aduane a ye noa so a, na se ntutuo no a eba no, &sane sesa be ye 
den? Ntutuo no a efiri aduane no mu a eba no, se ye bua so a 
esesa be ye den? 
322 Chd. : ebe ye nsuo. 
323 Tr. : esesa be ye nsuo. Na me kyere mo no ne borDfo 
yefre no sen? Aha 
324 Chd. : Condense. 
325 Tr. Condense all of you. 
326 Chn. Condense 
327 Tr. . Condense 
328 Chn. : Condense 
329 Tr. . Again 
330 Chn. Condense 
331 Tr. Condense 
332 Chn. : Condense 
333 Tr. . Condense Water is found in how many stages? 
334 Chn. Three 
335 Tr. Three stages 
336 Chn. : Three stages 
337 Tr. : The first stage is known as what? What is the name of 
the first stage? Yes. 
338 Chn. : Liquid. 
339 Tr. : Liquid all of you. 











The second stage no me se ycfre no scn? The second 
344 Chn. Gas 
345 Tr. No, the second stage 
346 Chn. [Talking together]. 
347 Tr. Aha. 
348 Chd. : Solid 
349 Tr. Solid all of you. 
350 Chn. Solid 
351 Tr. Solid. 
352 Chn. Solid. 
353 Tr. Put it in your head. Solid 
354 Chn. Solid. 
355 Tr. Again. 
356 Chn. Solid. 
357 Tr. What other name do we give to the solid water? Edin 
foforD ben na yede ma nsuo a Eye solid no ? Edin ben a? 
358 Chd. : Gas 
359 Tr. . No. Edin ben na yEde ma nsuo a yatumi kuta no? 
YEtumi de kuta yen nsam mu no? 
360 Chn. Ice block. 
361 Tr. Ice block all of you. 
362 Chn. Ice block. 
363 Tr. Ice block. 
364 Chn. Ice block. 
365 Tr. Ice block. 
366 Chn. Ice block. 
367 Tr. Na, if we cook the water, what comes up like this one, 
is known as what? 
368 Chn. Gas. 
369 Tr. Gas all of you. 
370 Chn. Gas 
371 Tr. Gas 
372 Chn. Gas 
373 Tr. . Or vapour. 
374 Chn. Or vapour.. 
375 Tr. Gas or vapour. 
376 Chn. Gas or vapour. 
377 Tr. Okay, na yE kata soa, if we cover our food or our 
water, that is being heated the water that comes under the lid is done 
by what means? Ehein? By what means 
378 Chd. : Condense. 
379 Tr. : Condense all of you. 
380 Chn. : Condense. 
381 Tr. : Clap for Ruth 
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382 Chn. : [Clapping ] 
383 Tr. : Condense, condense, it condenses. So here we have the 
water to be in three stage. Liquid, solid gas. Gas solid liquid. cnti 
384 Chd. : Wpse condense. 
385 Chd. : cdcn nea? 
386 Tr. : Twa! Atua! [co- operation] cnti last week yc yp liquids 
[writes on the bb] Gas, the gas will become what? Liquid and then 
change to become what? Solid 
387 Chn. : [Talking together] 
388 Tr. : Sc ycyD ayi a. We have liquid solid and then 
389 Tr +Chn. : Gas 
390 Tr. : Sc yc nya nsuo no a, ordinary water noa, yc bctumi 
ama no abc yc sc cboD, sc wahu by freezing it. Okay, sc yc freeze 
wei a, ycbc turni asane abc yc 
391 Tr +Chn. : Gas. 
392 Tr. : Sc ycde ice block no bcto ha, ycbc hunu sc ntutuo cfiri 
mu 
393 Chn. [Talking together] 
394 Chd. . Wo nkD fa mba. Sc mframa fa so a, a nane. 
395 Chd. Eei Portia nono 
396 Tr. Sc wahu, cc, the same vapour no. Gye, gye. 
same vapour no a cfiri wei sei mu no cso cfiri wei sei mu korn? 
397 Chn. Yes sir 
398 Tr. Sc wahunu? 
399 Chn. Yes sir 
400 Tr. ckyire sa vapour no a cfiri ha sei no cnno na cfiri wei 
so ckD. Ycde adec kata so a, wobt hunu sc ne nyinaa bcba abcka adec 
no. cbctu abc ka no. Na ya sane anya dcn? Nsuo. Nti the gas will 
become what? 
401 Tr +Chn. Solid. 
402 Tr. : Sc wahuu 
403 Chd. Medec fa kp to hp 
404 Chd. Obia ntenase. 
405 Tr. : Okay, sit down. Okay, ycba abc try another 
experiment 
406 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
407 Tr. Scsei yc nyinaa ahunu sc, sc na adec bi worn. Ade ye 
aka ketewaa bi. Ycbc hwc sc ice block no yc nane no a cbc yc yiye a 
408 Chd. Yes cbc yc nwunu 
409 Chd. Mbc nom ice block 
410 Tr. : Wahunu sc nsuo bia cnim? 
411 Chn. : Yes sir. 
412 Tr. : There is no water. Okay ycde weisei ctum, ice block 
no. Ycde turn na yahwc 
413 Chd. : Tafire 
414 Tr. . Ychwc sc cbc dane nsuo a 
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415 Chn. : cbs dam. 
416 Tr. : Okay, look at it. Nsuo w so? 
417 Chn. : No sir. 
418 Tr. : There is no water. Let's see, eh come and see. Mo 
nhwc yiye na mo anka ayi no anto antwene. 
419 Chn. Talking together. 
420 Tr. : The vapour is coming 
421 Chn. [Talking together] 
422 Tr. eye, eye, syc. 
423 Chn. [Talking together]. 
424 Tr. Sit down, sit down, sit down. 
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APPENDIX 5 (15) TE: English 
SCHOOL MAKARANTA BORDFO 
CLASS P4 
TEACHER "TE" 
SUBJECT ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
TOPIC CLOCKS AND WATCHES 
DATE 28TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr. : We are in unit nine 
2 Chn. : [Talking together] 
3 Tr. : The topic is clocks and watches. All of you.. 
4 Chn. : Clocks and watches. [Followed by talking together] 
5 Tr. : [Writes on the board]. 
6 Chn : [Talking together] 
7 Tr. : Okay we are going to discuss the picture first. 
8 Chn. : [Talking together] 
9 Tr. : What is in the picture? 
10 Chd. : [Inaudible]. 
11 Tr. : Who? 
12 Chd : [Inaudible] 
13 Tr. : We are doing English so you have to put everything in 
English. Aha. Who do you sa, who do you see there? 
14 Chd : [No response] 
15 Tr. : I can see. Say I can see. One person, if you want to 
talk you raise up your hand and you start by saying I can see. Then you 
add what you see in the picture. 
16 Chd. : I can see a sun. 
17 Tr. : Eh Karikari says he can see the sun. Who else? I can 
see a man. The man is holding a spear. Spear all of you. 
18 Chn. : Spear 
19 Tr. : Again 
20 Chn : Spear 
21 Tr. : Aha what the man is holding is known as a spear. The 
man has put the left hand on the fourhead[forehead]. This place we call 
it fourhead (for forehead) 
22 Chn. : Fourhead [for forehead ]. 
23 Tr. : Fourhead [for forehead ]. Okay he has put the left hand 
on the fourhead [forehead] What does it mean? When he is looking up 
here 
24 Chd. : [Inaudible] 
25 Tr. : Somebody says he is looking at the time. What else? 
Who else has something to say. Okay the man is an ancient man. In the 
olden days our people were wearing animal skins as their clothes. Do 
you all see it? 
26 Chn : Yes Madam. 
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27 Tr. : It is the skin of the animal that the man has sewn into an 
attire. This man wants to know the time but at that time there was no 
watch or clock so this eh, wall clock, all of you. 
28 Chu: : A wall clock. 
29 Tr. Again. 
30 Chn. : A wall clock. 
31 Tr. This is a table clock. 
32 Chn A table clock. 
33 Tr. Again. 
34 Chn. A table clock. 
35 Tr. What name do you usually give to this thing that I am 
holding. Have you all seen it. 
36 Chn. : Yes Madam. 
37 Tr. What is the name? If you know the answer raise up 
your hand before you say it. Samuel. 
38 Samuel : A hand watch 
39 Tr. : Any contribution? Who else has something to say? We 
call it wrist watch. all of you. 
40 Chn. : Wrist watch. 
41 Tr. : [Writes on the board] So this is a wrist watch. You call 
it wrist watch because we use it at our wrist. This place is called wrist. 
All of you. 
42 Chn. : Wrist 
43 Tr. : Again 
44 Chn : Wrist 
45 Tr. : That is why we say it is a wrist watch. Okay I am going 
to tell you the history about the watch. In the olden days there was, 
there were no wrist watches or table clock. What our people use to tell 
the time was the sun. When they want to know the time they go to 
stand in front of the eh, eh, 
46 Chd. : House 
47 Tr. Eh, house or in the middle of the house and see their 
shadow. When they see that their shadows are just near their feet, it 
means the time is twelve o'clock . and when it is tall eh, they will say 
six. The time is six o'clock in the evening. They were telling the time 
with their shadow and at the same time with the sun. When the time, 
when they got up in the morning. You tell that the sun was there. But 
now see that it is coming near us. When it is twelve it will be here. 
When you raise up your head you see that you can't look at it. It is 
moving. They were using the sun as their watches. So the man that you 
see in the picture is using the sun as his watch. This is all that you see 
in the picture. Okay. The new words that we have here are strike.. 
48 Chn. : Strike 
49 Tr. : Strike 
50 Chn : Strike 
51 Tr. : Pocket watch 
52 Chn. . Pocket watch 
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53 Tr. Again 
54 Chn. : Pocket watch 
55 Tr. [Writes on the board] Here we have tick tack. Look 
here look on the board. Tick tack. 
56 Chn : Tick tack. 
57 Tr. : Again 
58 " Chn. : Tick tack. 
59 Tr. When you see this kind of watches the noise will be 
keks, tick tack, tick tack. Listen, do you hear it? 
60 Chn. : Yes Madam. 
61 Tr. Do you hear the noise? 
62 Chn : Yes Madam 
63 Tr. : You, also listen 
64 Chn. : Listen 
65 Tr. Do you hear? 
66 Chn. : Yes Madam. 
67 Tr. : The noise that it, the watch is making is called tick tack. 
68 Int. : Noise from next class. 
69 Tr. : Yes here the. When he has some clock. When it is 
twelve o'clock, you hear that it is making noise. This one is not 
making. When you go to Kumasi and it is twelve o'clock. You see the 
bell ringing. Don't you hear Roman cdon. Haven't you all heard of it? 
70 Chn. : Yes Madam. 
71 Tr. : At Roman Hill 
72 Chn. : Yes Madam. 
73 Tr. : Some people also have these same watches some wall 
clocks when they are in their room. They will, some of them will be eh, 
striking, you hear the noise, one, two, three. It means it is what? Three 
o'clock. When you hear `kain' for one time it means it is what? 
74 Chn : One o'clock. 
75 Tr. : That noise that it makes is called strike. It strikes bell. 
And pocket watches. We have some watches which are put into the 
pocket. You don't hold, you don't put it on the wrist but rather we put 
it in our pockets. And when you want to know the time, then you take 
it out from the pocket before you can look on it for the time. Okay, 
let's form sentences from these words. Who will help us with a 
sentence? With, with strike. A sentence with strike. Aha. The watch 
did what? I have a watch which strike bell. We have that type of watch 
and two, we have pocket watches. my father has a pocket watch. 
76 Chn. : [Talking together] 
77 Tr. The last one tick tack tick tack 
78 Chn. : Tick tack 
79 Tr. When you hear that the watch is making the noise tick 
tack, it means it is working. Anytime you hear tick tack, tick tack from 
a watch , it means it is working. So a watch, some watches eh, not all 
watches can make the noise tick tack., but a watch that has the tick 
tack noise. When you hear it means it is working. 
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80 Int. : What word is this? [The voice of the teacher next class] 
81 Tr. Okay, you are going to, you all are going to read after 
me. I have a watch. Say 
82 Chn. I have a watch 
83 Tr. Which strike bell. 
84 Chn. Which strike bell. 
85 Tr. I have a watch which strike bell. 
86 Chn I have a watch which strike bell. 
87 Tr. : Number two, My father has a pocket watch. 
89 Chn. : My father has a pocket watch. 
90 Tr. Number three, The tick tack is the sound. 
91 Chn : The tick tack is the sound 
92 Tr. Made by some watches. 
93 Chn. Made by some watches. 
94 Tr. To say that they are working. 
95 Chn. : To say that they are working. 
96 T Tr. Working 
97 Chn : Working 
98 Tr. : Okay let's spell these words. Strike. /s- t- r- i -k -e/ strike. 
99 Chn. : Strike, /s- t- r- i -k -e/ strike. 
100 Tr. Pocket watches 
101 Chn. : Pocket watches 
102 Tr. P 
103 Chn : Pocket /P- o- c- k -e -t/ Pocket. Watches, /w- a- t- c- h -e -s/ 
watches. Pocket. 
104 Tr. : Pocket watches 
105 Chn. : Pocket watches 
106 Tr. Tick tack 
107 Chn Tick tack, /t- i -c -k/ tick, tack, / t- o -c -k/ tack. 
108 Tr. Okay let's start reading. Unit nine. I am going to read 
to you. Clocks and Watches 
109 Chn. : Clocks and Watches 
110 Tr. Don't say it I am going to read to you so don't read 
after me. 
A very long time ago, there were no clocks or watches. People looked 
at the sun to tell the time. They also looked at their shadows ....on the 
ground. Sometimes they listened to the cries of some birds and animals 
to tell the time. Later they made clocks and watches from wood. 
Today clocks and watches are made of metal because metal is harder 
than wood. There are different kinds of clocks and watches. Some 
clocks strike bells to tell the time. We hear, we can hear the bells of 
very big clocks far away. They have wall, we have wall clocks and 
table clocks. Okay who can read the first paragraph? Somebody to 
read if you can. If you want to read raise up your hand. Yes Fuseina. 
111 Chn. : Clocks and Watches. A very long time ago, there were 
no clocks or watches. People lack 
112 Tr. : People looked 
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113 Fuseina: People looked at the sun to tell the time. They also 
looked at their shepherd 
114 Tr. Shadows 
115 Fuseina.: Shadows and the 
116 Tr. On the 
117 Fuseina: On the 
118 -` Tr. Take time 
119 Fuseina: They also looked at their shadows ....on the ground. 
Sometimes they listened to the help 
120 Tr. : 
121 Fuseina: Cry the 
122 Tr. Cry of 
123 Fuseina Cry of some 
124 Tr. : Cry of some birds 
125 Fuseina.: Cry of some birds and animals to tell the time. Letter 
they 
126 ` Tr. : Later 
127 Fuseina: Later they made clocks and watches from wood. Today 
clocks and watches are made from 
128 Tr. of 
129 Fuseina: of 
130 Tr+Fu : metal 
131 Fuseina: because metal is very 
132 Tr. : Harder 
133 Fuseina: Harder than wood. 
134 Tr. : Okay go to your sitting places. You are going to 
answer two questions 
135 Chn : [Talking together] 
136 Tr. : Bring all your books [ addressed to the cupboard boy] 
137 Chn. : [Talking together] 
138 Tr. : [Writes questions on the board]. Have you given their 
books to them? Ntwers yei yides, sbe ye dwei 
139 Chd : Madam wDm sko 
140 Tr. : Okay stop work. Number one, when they were no 
watches people tell the time by (a) looking at the sun (b) calling the 
bird. Number two, the first clock was made of (a)metal, (b) wood. 
Only the answer. You have two minutes. Aden, sden assm a? WDm 
sko? Who has finished? You have a minute more to finish. Don't write 
the question. You just write down the answer. Eh, Ernest is this /t/ or 
/1/ ? What is this? Tell me. What is this? I mean what is the name? This 
thing, how do you call it? It is /f/ . Say it is IF 
141 Ernest.: 
142 Tr. : He has been cancelling If/. Stop work. Bring your 
books. go out for break 
143 Chn. : Thank you madam. 
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APPENDIX 5 (16) TE: Science 
SCHOOL MAKARANTA BORIDFO 
CLASS P4 
TEACHER "TE" 
SUBJECT ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 
TOPIC KEEPING HEALTY- COOKING 
DATE 28TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr.: We learnt eating habits in Life skills. We are going to 
relate that to our topic today. I told you that when you get fruits you 
have to wash it before you eat. what will you do when you get food to 
eat? What will you do? Yes Boamah. Aha, what I am saying is this. In 
the morning when you came to school you went to the canteen to buy 
food. When you were going to eat the food from the bowl, what did 
you do first before eating? Yes. 
2 Chn. : I washing my hand. 
3 
1 
Tr. I washed my hands. All of you. 
4 Chn. : I washed my hands 
5 Tr. : Before you eat you have to wash your hands to eat. 
Don't eat with dirty hands. If you eat with dirty hands what will 
happen? What will you get? When you eat with your dirty hands? As 
my hands are dirty now, what will happen to the body? Mhum Samuel. 
6 Samuel: Wo nsi be pro. 
7 Chn. : [Laughing] 
8 Tr. : Boamah. 
9 Chn. : Wo be didi dee a wo hohoro 
10 Tr. : When we eat with dirty hands we get germs. We get 
germs in the body. And if germs enter our body what will happen to 
the body? 
11 Chn. : [No response] 
12 Tr. eh when germs enter our body we get disease. You get 
sick. So we must not eat with dirty hands. And we have to eat three 
times in a day. What is the first meal of the day? Fuseina. 
13 Fuseina: Breakfast. 
14 Tr. : The last meal of the day. Asantewaa 
15 Asantewaa: Supper. 
16 Tr. : Clap for them. 
17 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
18 Tr. Okay today our topic is cooking. So we are going to 
treat cooking. Why do you cook before we eat? Aden nti na ye noa 
aduane ansa na yedie? Yes. 
19 Chd. : Wo di a, wo ye funu be ye wo ya 
20 Chd : Wo ano mu be ye wo hene. 
21 Tr. : Agyeiwaa 
22 Agyeiwaa: Wo be yare. 
23 Tr. : Asantewaa 
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24 Asantewaa: Ss wo anoa wo ntumi ndi 
25 Tr. : Oppong 
26 Oppong: Wo yem bs ye wo ya. 
27 Tr. : Okay, number one, for instance when you have fish or 
meat, sh, the animal may be sick before we kill it and if you do not 
cook it, the disease that the animal was having will transfer to you, or, 
Eh, when sh, the animal was killed. when he, it was killed it is ch, 
market people will put it on their table. They don't cover it. They just 
put on the table, they don't cover it and flies from the toilet, from dust 
will come and sit on it. The flies will leave germs on the meat. So any 
time you get it you have to cook it before you eat. Cooking have, we 
have different methods of cooking. You can either roast. You can just 
sh put the food on fire for it to cook. We call it roast. Roast all of you. 
28 Chn. : Roast. 
29 Tr. Roast. 
30 Chn. : Roast. 
31 Tr. : So roast it. You can peel your either your cocoyam or 
plantain. Then you put it on the fire. Then fore sometime you turn it 
then another time you turn it the other time. within some few minutes 
you see that it is cooked. So we have different methods of cooking. 
Another method that we usually use in our homes is boiling method. 
Boiling, boiling is when you peel your yam, you cut it in small sizes. 
Then you put them in a very fine saucepan. Then you add a little water 
and salt to it. You cover it with a lid. Then you put it on fire to boil. 
That is the boiling method. So let's continue while we. cook. Okay, 
certain food when you cook they become very attractive. They look 
very nice. Some food look very nice when they are cooked. Give me 
an example of such food.. You know some of the food. Eh, of 
instance, cake. When you see cake is it not nice or you don't know 
cake? Do you all 
32 Chd. : Agyeiee! [ a child screams] 
33 Tr. : know it 
34 Chn. [laughing] 
35 Tr. Do you all know cake? 
- 36 Chn No 
37 Tr. : When you go to Kumasi and say you want to buy some 
cake. You. They are brown in colour. Very beautiful. When it was not 
cooked it wasn't nice so cooking make it very nice or to look 
colourful. 
[Writes on the bb]. 
This means the food looks very beautiful when you cook it and at the 
same time the colour that you have before the cooking will also 
change. When you cook kontomire, what colour will you get? 
38 Chd. : You get green. 
39 Tr. Green for cooked kontomire and when you cook 
plantain too what colour will you have? Owusu. 
40 Owusu : Yellow. 
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41 Tr. : So what you are saying is true. It looks colourful and 
attractive, attractive you will like to take the food, because of how it is 
prepared. But when you see our plantain just lying here, you won't like 
to eat it, because it is nothing like eating the raw one. Again cook food 
is easy to manage. If you have your food which is well cooked you can 
even chew it. You won't find it difficult to chew. And again it will 
_ make easy digestion. So cooked food gives you easy digestion. 
Digestion means when you take in the food, it starts from the mouth. 
You chew it and it breaks down into very small particles, very very 
small then we swallow it. After that it goes to the stomach. Then the 
lungs or we have lungs which this is in Twi we call it cnsono. This 
will break down the food particles that you have taken. The good part 
that the body wants will be kept in the body. It will change into energy 
some of the food that we taken part will change at eh, fat and oil and 
the protein part also will help us to grow. That same food that you eat, 
it is going to do some work in our body. So what we do is to cook our 
food well before we eat so that it can digest in our body. The 
unwanted ones. The part which the body do not want goes to toilet 
and it is dispose off. Who has a question to ask? You can either ask in 
Twi or English. If you don't understand anything ask. 
42 Chn. : [No response] 
43 Tr. : Okay, if you all understand then I have to continue. We 
have advantages. This is the good parts. It is good for us but there 
some parts which are not good for us. The cooking is also going to do 
some harm. If you are cooking and you don't take time and you leave 
it and you go and stand somewhere and chart, all what you will see is 
that the food is over cooked. If it is overcooked, it means you are not 
going to get anything from the food that you cooked. For instance you 
are cooking vegetables and you allow it to cook for a very long time, 
what you are going to get is this. All the green colour that was in the 
Kontomire will go to the water that you used in cooking the 
kontomire. After that some of us pour the water away. It means you 
have loss some of the nutrients in the food . Nutrients means the good 
part of the food that you eat. for instance if you eat kontomire you are 
going to get vitamins. As for vitamins I know you have heard of it. In 
the evening your mother will tell you Akua go to the drug store and 
buy me vit eh! `B'co'. Haven't you been buying them `B'co' and 
multivite. Don't you buy them for your parents? From the store, Hein? 
You get this same B'co, it is vitamin B complex. We have all these 
things in our food. When you take a little kontomire, a little eh, fruits, 
you are going to get eh, these vitamins from our fruits and our 
vegetables that you eat. Either cabbages or lettuce. Yes as for lettuce I 
have seen you buying them from the woman who sell rice. You call 
them, eh, how do you call them? Salad or is it not the name you give 
to it? You call it salad. The woman will cut it into small sizes, then she 
adds a little onion and a little salt plus tomatoes. When you buy your 
rice you buy it too. Then you add it and beans. Then you eat. You get 
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vitamins in what you have eaten. So when we are cooking we have to 
combine different food items so that we get the good that the body 
requires. The body needs some food but it doesn't need some food. 
For instance you go and buy abankye kakulo. So what I want to tell 
you is that don't over cook your food. The starchy foods, plantain, 
cocoyam and what, what else do we have? You put down some of the 
things that I mentioned. Continue, yes Boamah. 
44 Boamah: Cassava 
45 Tr.. : Aha what else? 
46 Chd. Plantain. 
47 Tr. : Aha Nkwantabisa. 
48 Nkwantabisa: Yam. 
49 Tr. : Mhum Kwarteng. 
50 Kwarteng: Cocoyam. 
51 Tr. : Mhum 
52 Chn. : Garden eggs 
53 Tr. : Garden eggs belongs to vegetables. 
54 Chn. . [Laughter]. 
55 Tr. Why are you laughing? Okay, so when we are 
mentioning starchy foods, don't mention vegetables. Garden eggs is a 
vegetable. So starchy food, those that we get from the ground. When 
you are cooking them wash them nicely before cooking. This is to get 
rid of the germs. You know that you picked it from the ground with 
the dirt in it. You to, on it, not in it. On it. So you have to wash it 
before you peel it and after peeling you wash it again so that the stones 
that will come to the food will get out. Any question? 
56 Chn. : No Madam. 
57 Tr. : Yes I am going to ask you questions if you don't have 
questions to ask. Why do you eat at all? Say it either in Twi or in 
English. Eden nti na ye didie 
58 Chn. : Yeps SE ye nya ahonden 
59 Tr. : For good health 
60 Chd : Madam, yepe se [inaudible] 
61 Tr. : To prevent ourselves from disease. Mhum. 
62 Chd. : Ysps SE ys nya apomuden 
63 Tr. : snno nti na ye didi. snno nti na ye noa aduane yi. 
Aduane nso ye noa wei a ye di . snno nti na ye ysdsn? We want to 
get good health and grow well. So if you want to grow you have to 
cook good food because good health depends on good food. If you 
don't eat good food you won't get good health. Yepe SE ye nya 
ahonden des a, chia se ys di aduane a ebs boa yen ama ya nya 
mpomuden. YE andi aduane pa yen nya ahonden. Okay who has 
a question? 
64 Chn : No question. 
65 Tr. : Then if you have no question to ask then we have to 
put something down. You have to write two questions into our, our 
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exercise books. We are going to answer two questions into our 
exercise books. (Writes questions on the bb). 
66 Chn : [Noise invades the class as pupils from classes one to 
three are now on break] 
67 Tr. : Again I was telling you that there are certain things 
which are not good in cooked food. Eh, The food that we have 
finished cooking. when it gets eh, when you cook food and it gets 
cold. For instance when you come to school in the morning your 
mother prepare fufu and she left some for you. By the time that you 
close from school and you go to your house, what will you see that he 
food has be? I am saying that if you go home and your mother has 
prepared either ampesi or fufu and leave some for you, how will it 
look like when you go home. YE noa fufu anaa ampesi na yE gya 
wo bi a, sgn na wo be kD fie na aye? 
68 Chd. : Na nwansena asisi so 
69 Chd. : [Inaudible] 
70 Tr. Sc mo ahunu aduane a ya noa na adwo. Ys noa 
aduane na cdow nso a Enyc akcno. Cold food are not attractive and 
some of them become, eh, becomes very hard. gbi so bE ys 
dendenden. So it becomes very hard. [Writes on the bb] 
71 Chn. : [Talk together and also take care of their food on fire. 
The food attracts other children from the junior classes who are on 
break. There is too much noise] 
72 Tr. : Adcn yE di dwa wp dan mu ha? Mo nka mo ho Efiri 
dan mu ha nom nkD. HE, Joahim wo nbu adeE, wahuu? Na he 
73 Chn : [Talking together and taking care of their food on fire]. 
74 Tr. : Eei Kojo! Ennc deg wo ansusu. Okay look on the 
board. Number one, Food is cooked to make it easy to (boil , digest). 
Number two, We cook food to make it (attractive, simple to eat). 
Number three, Food becomes hard when it gets (cold, cooked). 
Number four, Cooking (plant germs, kill germs). Start work. 
75 Chn. : [Working] 
76 Tr. : You have ten minutes to finish the work. 
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APPENDIX 5 (17) TE: Mathematics 




TOPFIC SOVLING FOR THE UNKNOWN 
DATE 28TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr. Yesterday we were learning something about the 
operation machine, how it operates. I dr., I drew the machine. I gave 
you some numbers and told you that where two numbers like this three 
and four, the answer. When you treat the machine with three or four , 
the answer that came out of the machine, the number that dropped 
out. The number that came down here was twelve. So I told you that 
when you do something of this nature it means that something had 
,happened to these two numbers, that is why you have got this answer. 
So what is the operation that we are using here? What was done to 
three and four to get twelve? I am explaining again. I am saying when 
you are given two numbers like three and four and you put it into our 
machine and wind it we shall see that the two numbers the two 
numbers that you put into the machine, three and four will not come 
out as three and four but it will come out as a different number and the 
number that came out of the machine was twelve. What was the 
operation that they were using here? Aha Boamah. I am coming nearer 
to you. 
2 Boamah: Division 
3 Tr. : Who else? 
4 Chd : Multiplication 
5 Tr. : Somebody says multiplication and another one says 
division. Boamah do you want me to take, do you want to tell me that 
if you divide four by three or three by four you are going to have 
what? Will you get what? When you divide three by four. Yes. 
Chd. : [Inaudible] 
Tr. Listen to me. I am saying if you have three and you 
divide it by four people. For instance you have four oranges and you 
divide it among the three people are you going to get twelve. Yes 
8 Chd. : Obia be nya one 
9 Tr. : Aha 
10 Cha : No madam. 
11 Tr. : So if you divide three by four you won't get twelve. So 
he is multiplying. The operation that he is using here is multiplication. 
He is not dividing. Okay, another example. These same three and four. 
Both three and four were put into the same machine and seven came 
out of the machine. What is the operation that the machine is using? 
Yes Fuseina. 
12 Chn. : Addition 
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13 Tr. Thank you. Clap for her. 
14 Chn. : [Clapping] 
15 Tr. : Okay, today too we are going to continue our work on 
operations. We are going to find the number that makes the sentence 
true again. We have been given three and four, three and four in a 
bracket. Now we are not using the machine again. We are not going 
to draw the operation machine, but it says, the three and four, a sign 
has been given here. It means three times four, three times four. So 
when you are given something of this nature, what you have to do is, 
here, he did not write anything here. So you have to bring three and 
four, three times four here three times four is what? Count, count. You 
are going to count so you count three for four times 
16 Chn : [Counting their counters]. 
17 Tr. : Amofa. 
18 Amofa: Twelve. 
19 - Tr. : Amofa says twelve, who else. 
20 Chd. . Twelve 
21 Tr. : If you know the answer raise up your hand and if you 
are called then you tell us the answer. Yes Daniel. 
22 Daniel : Thirteen. 
23 Tr. : Somebody says he's having thirteen. Who has another 
different answer? Yes Agyeiwaa 
24 Agyeiwaa: Twelve 
25 Tr. Okay, who has a different answer? What answer do you 
have? 
26 Chd. Twelve 
27 Tr. : Okay if he says thirteen and some of you are saying it is 
twelve. Let's find out whether the twelve or the thirteen is correct. 
Okay, help me to count three, four times. 
28 Tr+Chn: One, two, three, four, eei! One, two, three; One, two, 
three; One, two, three.. 
29 Tr. : I have put them together 
30 Chn : One 
31 Tr. : Let's 
_ 32 Tr+Chn: One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, 
eleven, twelve. 
'33 Tr. : Ernest do you agree with us that when you count three 
four times you will get twelve? Do you agree? 
34 Ernest : Yes madam. 
35 Tr. Okay, so when you multiply three by four you are going 
to get twelve. Eh, wei, Nti, Owusu stop what you are doing. Here it is 
in brackets. He has brought N here because the number is not known. 
He says eh, three times four then you get the answer here. You bring 
the twelve here, plus, this is the operation that you are using in 
addition to the N equals to seven. This is a mathematical sentence: (12 
+ N = 17) twelve plus N equals to seventeen. He says when he adds a 
certain number to ayi, a certain number to twelve, you are going to get 
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seventeen. What number will you add to twelve just to give you 
seventeen? Duodo. 
36 Duodo : Five 
37 Tr: : Who else. 
38 Chd : Five 
39 Tr. : Who has a different answer? Eh, if you have five don't 
raise up your hand. Okay, it means twelve plus five equals to 
seventeen. (12 + 5 = 17). So N is what? What is N? What number have 
you replaced with N? 
40 Chd. : Five 
41 Tr. Clap for him. 
42 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
43 Tr. Today Nkwantabisa is trying. (laughs) N is five because 
you put five here. N is here. N should have been here and if it is out it 
means N is five. Any question? 
44 Chn : No madam. 
45 l Tr. Another example. [writes on the black board]. Mhum, 
you have been given (10 - 6)ten minus six, and when these two 
numbers, when these two numbers minus two, will give us N. { (10 - 
6) -2} = N. So you subtract ten, six from ten. The answer that you get 
down here minus two will give you N. What is the number? 
46 Chn : Bid for opportunity to answer by a show of hands. 
47 Tr. : No you have to work first. You don't have to give the 
answer. Okay it becomes ten minus six(10 - 6). Okay take out your 
counters. Count ten. 
48 Chn. Counting their counters 
49 Chd. One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten. 
50 Tr. Take six out of the ten. Take six out of the ten 
51 Chd. : One, two, three, four, five, six. 
52 Tr. What is the remaining. 
53 Chd : Four. 
54 . Tr. When you take six out of ten you are going to get 
55 Chn. Four. 
56 Tr. So here, the answer four is here. So when you get this 
four you haven't finished. You have to bring this sign over here to this 
place because of the operation. She didn't bring it just here. The 
operation is outside the bracket. Then you bring the subtraction sign 
here. Then you bring the two down. Then you bring the equal sign and 
the N that you are to find. Okay count four. 
57 Chn. : One, two, three, four. 
58 Tr. Now what number are you going to take out of the 
four? Fuseina. 
59 Fuseina: Two 
60 Tr. Okay, take two from the four. 
61 Chn : One, two. 
62 Tr. Nkwantabisa your hand is up 
63 Nkwantabisa: Two 
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64 Tr. : 
65 Chn. : 
66 Tr. : 
understand? 
biribi ase a 
67 Chn : 
68 Tr. : 
board] 
Chn. : 





` Tr. : 
Owusu : 
Thank you. So N is what? 
Two. 
This is all what we are told to do. Who don't 
If you don't understand ask any question. Se obi nti 
wo nia no nbisa me. This means you all understand. 
Yes madam 
Okay, give out. Give them their books. [Writes on the 
69 Some children distribute pupils exercise books. The rest 
Talk together. 
70 Have you all got your books? 
71 Talk together. 
72 Have you all got your books? 
73 Yes madam 
74 Kwabena Owusu where is your 
75 [Inaudible]. 
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r jr. Number one. One, six and two, the operation is 
subtraction into another brackets. These two numbers they are 
dropping down. They are coming down into here. When they came 
here you got ten. We have ten here. So these two numbers when they 
come down what number will be here? Again we have six and two and 
they are put into the machine. They are coming down here. So this is 
the place that they should be. We have already given ten here. So the 
number that you get from eh, six and two when you subtract them, you 
put it here. The operation is subtraction. Then what you are to find is P 
to make the sentence true. You are to find P. Number two. Eight and 
two. The operation is division. You have put the eight and two into the 
machine and it is dropping. It, ...the answer that you get, you put it 
here. And you have two in the same bracket. Then after that the 
operation that you are going to use in this second operation is division. 
So there is division up and division up. You can get another one which 
is what? Division and multiplication. Here you have division up and 
down. So what you are to find is P. Start work. You have five minutes 
to finish the work. 
77 Chn. : [Working]. 
78 Tr. : [Goes round]. Write down today's date here. Leave 
two lines between the last work that you did. Write today's date here. 
Eh, some people don't leave lines between the old work that they 
have done. Agyeiwaa where is the topic? Write the topic. Write down 
the topic. Fuseina. Where is the topic? 
79 Chd. : [Points] 
80 Tr. : No. The topic is operation. Where is the number that 
makes the sentence true is not the topic. But it is not you want to 
do. What you are finding is what you have put down. Then it is the 
activity that you are doing. February is not double `B'. Cancel one `B'. 
Where is the date? Put down today's date here. Then operation. 
Operation here. Then you write here, eh, Find the number that makes 
book? 
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the sentence true before you start the day's work. Don't write the date 
and the topic on the same line. Okay? Bring your comma here. Where 
is Dodoo? 
81 Chd : WDkj abonten. 
82 Tr. : You are very slow. Be quick. Use your counters. Use 
them in counting. Mhum, what have you counted? Put what you have 
count, put it here. What is this? A! 
83 Chd. : `P' 
84 Tr. : So is this `P'? [Goes to the board, writes down "q" and 
says] He's writing this for `P'. Look at it. The stomach is facing, this 
way, Kumasi and Adibinsu. [laughs]. Listen here, here we are doing 
subtraction. Some pupil are doing addition. After they have counted 
six, then they count two again. No, you don't do it in that way. after 
counting six then you take two out of the six. You take two out of the 
six and not two from the other one you did not count. Let me see what 
you are doing. Open your book. Mm, you haven't done anything. BB 
why is it that you haven't started writing? Hay! You should be very 
careful. Do it quickly. Stop work. What you have to do is this. When 
you count six first and you take two from the six. The number that you 
get here is the number that you are going to write down here. Some 
pupils don't know what they are doing. Write the answer that you get 
here. Here. You bring it down here. And this operation that you are 
using here is subtraction and not addition. Continue. You have two 
minutes to finish. No don't lye on the book. Sit upright. Get up. When 
you get to this number, subtract it. Subtract this from this. Subtract 
this from this. The answer that you get, then you put down here. Do 
you understand what I am saying? 
85 Chn. : [Nods] 
86 Tr. : One minute more. get ready to stop work. Stop work. 
Pass your books forward. Pass it. give it to your friend. 
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APPENDIX 5 (18) TE: Ghanaian Language 
SCHOOL MAKARANTA BORDFO 
CLASS P4 
TEACHER "TE" 
SUBJECT GHANAIAN LANGUAGE 
TOPIC Twi KASA MMRA- KASAKOA ENNE ABE BUO 
DATE 28TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr. : Ye sua biribi fa Ghanafop ho se ye nyinaa ye nipaa 
baako. Nanso onipa biara ne ne kasaa. Enipa ben Elmo mu na me ka, 
me kyerskyerE mo bsbia wp smo tee? Nipa ben na mo de to mutiri 
mu? 
2 Chd : Tikya, tikya. 
3 Chd. : Konkomba. 
4 Tr. : Mo. 
5 Chd. : Dagomba. 
6 Tr. : Mhum! 
7 Chd. : Ewe 
8 Tr. : Mhum! 
9 Chd Bono! 
10 Tr. : Mhum, me kasE wpm no moa wp no mon Eka Twi , 
Twi no, wDm nom nyinaa ye w din baako Ede ma wm nom. Eden 
din Enna ycde ma saa nnipa WD no? 
11 Chn. : Tikya, madam [Talking together]. 
12 Tr. : Mese sE wo nim biribi a pagya wo nsa, na me frc wo a 
na wo aka 
13 Chd. : Akan 
14 Tr. : Mmo nyinaa mo mmp nsam sma no. 
15 Chn : [Clapping]. 
16 Tr. . Wa ye adeE. Enti EdE nso. YE ayi a ycba abc ye no . 
YEbE ka EE, kasakoa Enne abebuo cho assm. Nti ysye kasakoa enne 
abebuo 
17 Chn. Kasakoa Enne abebuo. 
18 Tr. Mmo ne mo nsem hu 
19 Chn [Talking together]. 
20 Tr. : Me kasE kasakoa yi, obi nso aye naso sei hey. Wo nim 
ade ko= a ekyere. Me be kyerekyere mu. Obia be te ases se edin no 
na eso, na Emom edwuma no a eyedes eswa. Obia nim ade koro a Eye. 
ebiribi wDhp a, na obi the na yen pe se wpte assem a ye ka. enti se 
mbe kasE cc, abDfra no akp tiefi. 
21 Chn : [Talking together]. 
22 Tr. : Wahunu se meka biribi te sei a enyc dc. Wahunu se obia 
ahunu ade kom a me pe se me ka no? 
23 Chn. : Yes Madam. 
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24 Tr. . snso skyera ss ma ano ate. Sc woka assm, na wo kaa 
ya na obia awDhD bia snim. Akwada ketewaa kora snim ases a, anno 
EkyerE Sc wano ate. Na smom Sc wotimi ka, na wode sba cfra mu, na 
wode kasakoa no bi cfra mua, na skyera sc obi wDhp a na wate sa o 
onipa asimasi na ano ate. Na ano ate kora no, EE, mrs bi wDhD a 
ysnka no saa plain. Yase na ano awo. afie mote sa mo maame no mo 
ka biribi saa? 
25 Chn : Yes madam 
26 Tr. : anti akwadaa no akp tiefi yan pc SE ys ka no saa, des 
ysbs ka e sa aboDfra no agye ne nan. 
27 Chn : [Laughing]. 
28 Tr. : anti ys nyinaa yska 
29 Chn. : AboDfra no agye ne nan. 
30 Tr. : sbio 
31 Chn : AboDfra no agye ne nan. 
32 Tr. : Mhum, sa ys ka biribi te sei a, akyera sa ya ka kasakoa. 
Ys anka no tu, ama akwadaa no ankasa a wD ye naa dea no ahu ade 
koro a wa ya. Nti ye kasa kasakoa a, ma huu sc obi de ne nsa cgyede 
SE ya kwa no sei. anys, ye aka na ya kwa no sei. Dabi na smom, asam a 
ya ka no, ys anka no tü ama obia anhu dea ys pc SE ya ka no. Na 
amom ycde biribi a hinta. Abcbuo. sbs, skwan ne bi wphD a anka 
ysbs ka no bDk» a obia bete asea. snam sa ysps SE yc te Asante kasa 
no yiye. Twi kasa yste ases. Ys kasa yska sma no yada. anno nti sna 
ye bu bs. Na maame bi wDhD a, ma me fa nfa tuhu wei sbra. Maame 
no k= afuom a, wp hunu Sc obi borDdea wp a, na wakD akp twa. 
Na wa awo ne ba, ne ba no so ba sukuu mu ha, na SE tikya de ne sika 
to ne bag mua, na wp no nso ayi. cnti dea ya taa ka fa saa ades noa 
wD ys no ne Sc, `DkDtD nwo annoma' 
33 Chn : [Talking together]. 
34 Tr. : Ys nyinaa ysn ka DkDtD nwo annoma 
35 Chn. : DkDtD nwo annoma. 
36 Tr. : EE. Na des yspa sa ys ka ne sc, snys pktp. mo gyede 
sc DkDtD batumi awo annoma? 
37 Chd : No madam. 
38 Tr. : Adsn nti na DkDtD snwo annoma? Mo nkyerpkyera 
mu wp se dea ycsi hunu nono. Ade koro a DkDtD no, biribi wei mo 
kyerc mo a, mo nkyerskyera mu sades DkDtD tes anne des annoma 
tes snneskwan nea wDba fa so awo no. ahein? 
39 Chd. : DkDtp da abpn mu. 
40 Tr. : Kyerskyera mu bio. Tuaso 
41 Chd. : DkDtD da sbDn mu. snno nti wp ntumi anwo annoma 
42 Tr. : Mhum, mo. 
43 Chd : DkDtD da abpn mu, wp no nso si dua so 
44 Tr. : Mhum, Nkwantabisa 
45 Chn : DkDtD nni ataban, annoma nso awD ataban 
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46 Tr. . 
snne bie? 
Mo, Hwan bio na wp sane WD asEm foforp Eka? Obia 
47 Chn. : [No response]. 
48 Tr. : Eye nokware, pkptp wpte ne Ebpn mu. Annoma te 
dua so. Wp tu kp. PkPtp wiyawiya fam. EbE yE dEn na watumi akp 
wo annoma? Wp wo noa EnyE yiye. Enti obiara dec wp yE no, Ennoa 
bi Enna wpwo ne ba nso a wpyE. Nti wo suban a wode te mu no, Eso 
Enna wDhwE ayE bie. Nti pkptp bE wo pkptp, annoma bE wo 
annoma. Enti obi kasE pkptp nwo annoma a, ne kyers a ne sc wo 
suban a we wo mu no, Eso a na wo mma a wobs WE yen wPn so bE fa. 
SE suban no bi Enna wDm nyinaa yE gyina mu. EwD mu SE WE nyE 
korpmfo> >nso wobe turni akp wo pkorpmfop. Ne tia Etwa mu ne 
sc, bia na akwada no wode neho kp b 
49 Tr+Chn.: Akorpmfop. 
50 Tr. : Ahaa Enoara ntira. Nti ysbE ps nhwssop Ebi aka ho. Me 
mabu cbc Enna mama kasakoa nso nhwssop. Nti mo nsoso mbs pc SE 
obi bE boa ysn swp kasakoa nhwssop no bi. 
51 Chd : [Talking together]. 
52 Tr. : Samuel. 
53 Samuel: SE obi wPhp a se wp kasa a na wa sane Ede akpfa 
bsbi foforp 
54 Tr. . Mhum, nhwssop. obi wphP a ne ho wp fs paa. O 
ababawa, ababawa wei d3E neho fE. YEka a, obi ba gyina hp a, 
me, me nka sE woho wp fc ma wo tiri mu ayE wo dE. DeE me bska ne 
Sc wei deg wp yE osowa. 
55 Chd. : Wei dec yE osowa. 
56 Tr. : Osowa mo nyinaa. 
57 Chn. : Osowa 
58 Tr. : Ases ne SE ababawa fcfccfc. 
59 Chn : [Talking together]. 
60 Tr. : Nti ababawa ne ho wP fs Enna ysfrE no sE 
61 Chn : Osowa 
62 Tr. : Nnesma pii wphp a, yE wp fie a yE maame no mo ka 
a, sys kasakoa. Nti mo nhwehws, mo nkaekae mo tiri mu nssm a Eys a 
wpm ka no. Na yen fa bi na ys nso ntoto ycdec. Wo yE a, wo ka yE, na 
yE, ys. Akwadaa bi wP te fie a opanin ska assm a, na wagye. Wobc 
hunu na wa yE ne ho npanin nssm. Kasa bsn na syE a, yE, yule ka ma 
no? biribia wobs hu, wp yE a, wp nyE no SE dec akwadaa yE no. wp 
yE no npanin mu. 
63 Chd. : YsbE kasE npaninfop Eka assm a na wo ano da mu. 
64 Tr. : Samuel. 
65 Samuel. : Wo yE npanin nssm. 
66 Tr. : YEka saa. Obi wphp a ysn mpE sc, wo kasc wo yE 
npanin nssm. Nso wpbs ka assm bi a EkyerE sc wo yE npanin nssm. 
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Efiri se ye ka sc wo ye npanin nscm preko saa kyerc woa na aye wo ya. 
enti ade korp noa wo ye no, phP a na wa gyae. Boamah 
67 Boamah : YE kass wo ye nyiyi ano. 
68 Tr. : Nkwantabisa 
69 Nkwantabisa: YEbE kass wo asee. 
70 Tr. : Aha yebe kase wafi. Eei akwadaa yei wafi! Yaa, ye nka 
saa nkyers mo? 
71 Chn. : Yes madam. 
72 Tr. : Wo yire woho na wo ye biribi, asem bi wphp a, anka 
enye se wo na wo ka, na wagye na wa ka. Enna me, enna me. 
73 Chn. : (Laughing). 
74 Tr. : Hwan na wp yp saa WD fie? 
75 Chd : [Laughing]. 
76 Tr. Saa adee wp no yen nka nkyere mo wp fie? 
77 Chn : Yes madam. 
78 Tr. : SE WD ka a, panin bi gyina hp a Wpn pe se WD ka ma 
ne ye wo ya. sfiri se wobE kase wa didi matem. Wp kasE wo ye npanin 
nsem a, ehe ye wo ya. Nti wp nka. Assm a, wpbe ka ne se, akwadaa 
wei deE wafi. Asee kyere se wo ye npanin nsem. 
79 Chn. : Wei dec ya te bi. 
80 Tr. : Yen nka nkyere mo? 
81 Chn. : Yeka kyere yen 
82 Tr. : Mo so mo nka dee ye ka kyerE mo no bi ma ye nyinaa 
yen tie. Mhum. etp dabia, ye ne yen npaninfop wphp a, na wppe SE 
wpkp duaso, wp ye a, wpse, wpse wPk dua so aba. Mo hwe a WE 
be turni aforo dua akp tena so? 
83 Chd : No madam. 
84 Tr. : Saa nsem no bi na mepe SE mo keka kyere yen. Ss wo 
Ekp he ne o, wo se me kp dua so. 
85 Chn : [Laughing]. 
86 Tr. Na asee kyere sen? 
87 Chd. : WPkp tiefi. 
88 Tr. Ahaa mo ahu kwanea a wpfa soa wp ka no? 
89 Chn. : Yes madam. 
90 Tr. Eye eni die kwanso a yede kasa. Se wahunu? Kasakoa 
ye enidie kwanso a yede kasa. Asem no pPte wphp nso wobe hwc na 
wode ne nam nkyen. WP nbp no adi plain. Nti mo so mo maame ahi 
ye? 
91 Chn : [No response]. 
92 Tr. : Obiara ene biribi Eka? 
93 Chn No Madam. 
94 Tr. Obi a, .. asem a yete fie a, yaka aka a akyere ye. enti mo 
enka? 
95 Chd. [A child raises hand)] 
96 Tr. : Wo wD biribi ka anaa? 
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97 Chd. : [Shakes head to signal no]. 
98 Tr. : SE wo nsa wp soro? 
99 Chd : [No response]. 
100 Tr. : cc, EwP hp a, Hwan na ate se phene bi awuo pen? 
101 Chn : [Show of hands]. 
102 Tr. . Ahein, kuro ben hene na mo ate SEE wa wuo? Mhum, 
wo pagya wo nsa na ma frE wo. Nkwantabisa. 
103 Nkwantabisa: Obuasi. 
104 Tr. : Aha SE wpm kasE phene bi awuo a, mprE pii no, phene 
wuo a, ycde sie kakra. YEn npc SE, wo ya na ya bp no amaneE, ya na 
ya bp nkrpfop amaneE. Yen ye no saa swp hp. Nti phene wuo a, 
huhuhuhu. Afei dec ys be te ne se, nana kp akura. 
105 Chn : Nana kp afuom [then talking together]. 
106 Tr. : Nana kp akura anaa nana kp na akura. Obi kasc nana 
kp na kuraa a, wobE kasc ssn? 





Dee ycpc se ye kaa ne sc Dhene no wa awuo. wa wuo. 
Enti na EkyerE SE nana no awuo. 
110 Chn. : Wa awuo, wa wuo. 
111 Tr. : Nti nana awuo a, yen pc sc ye ka. Na se wote fie hp, 
nkwadaa bpne, yska no SE nana awuo a, mo kp ysaa, na mo de kp 
preach i. 
112 Chd : Anka ye kP kano abpnten. 
113 Tr. : Aha, cnno nti Enna swD hP a, npaninfop cdi nkopmp 
a, na yule saa kasakoa no hyehyE, hyehyE mu no. Na wote hP a, na 
wa ahunu asem kor= ankp ka no wp abopnten. Mo maame no mu 
koraa, ye ka assm a, ys ka no sie. sfa abcbuo no so des, ebe ebE Eye 
me se eye aa mutaa bubu bi 
114 Chn : Yes madam. 
115 Tr. : Nti woa wobe bu be kane pagya wo nsa. Na me bisa 
woa na wo aka akyerc yen. Ss yE bu be no wei nso a, wobe sane 
akyere asee. Yes Sarfo. 
116 Sarfo. : eye, Egya kor= 
117 Tr. : Mo ntea yE. egya korp nko. Enno yEfrE no abopme. 
Mo nyinaa. 
118 Chn. : Abopme, abopme.(followed by noise). 
119 Tr. Abopme no, Borpfo mu nanka ye kano deE a, ysbE 
kase riddle, all of you. 
120 Chn. : Riddles. 
121 Tr. : Eye baako des a EyE riddle. Enna wei nso dec, ye wp 
proverb 
121 Chn : Proverb. 
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122 Tr. . Proverb. Kata wani te no nyinaa, Elmo na ysfrE no SE 
aboDme 
123 Chd. : [Laughing] 
124 Tr. : cnno nko. EbE wei sei deE, Eyc asem tenten. YE kas 
kata wani te, wo se me hunu den. Yen nda ye a, 
125 Chd. : YE nso daeE. 
126 Tr. Hwan bio? 
127 Chd. BorDfre a Eye dc, na aba da asec. 
128 Chn Yei! 
129 Tr. : Mmo, aha 
130 Chd Madam wDse borDfrE a, cycdc na abaa da asec 
131 Tr. Aha. 
132 Chd. : Ankaa a cycdE na nhohowa wpso. 
133 Chn Ankaa a eyed£ na 
134 Tr. Hwan bio? 
135 Chd. Bor-Dfrc a EycdE na akyem kDso awia. 
136 Tr. Sc mo ahunu Sc afei na mo hunu absbuo. Aba 
Nkwantabisa. 
137 Nkwantabisa: AboDfra wopc nkyene cnna Eye a wpfa nkyene 
burusoD. 
138 Chn. : [Prolonged laughter]***. 
139 Tr. : Okay me nso me ka bi. DkDtp cwia ne ba so Ewia, 
hwan na cbcgye bi tataa? 
140 Chn : Ne ba/Dmaame, ne ba/ ne maame, Dmaame. 
141 Tr. : sc mo ahunu? Me bckyerc mo asee. Mo dee a mo ka ye 
mo bc kyerc asec. Obiara bc kyerc ne des ase. Seesei me me yari, meba 
yari, hwan na wpkp hwE obi? 
142 Chn. : Obi nhwE obi. 
143 Tr. : Saa na ctieE. Nti wo so wo dee a wobu ye kyerc ases. 
Sarfo kyerE wobE no ase. 
144 Sarfo. : Me ntimi. 
145 Tr. : Escsc cbcbuo wDhp yi, abc bia wobc bu no wote asee 
na wo timi kyerc asec, scwahu? SE obi wp nte abcbuo no ase na se 
wobu a Enne ascm a wo ka no 
146 Tr+Chn: ckD 
147 Tr. : Aha Sarfo 
148 Sarfo : cgya EkorD. 
149 Chn. : A hoo! 
150 Sarfo : I forgotten. 
151 Tr. Hwan bio? Obi ycka ascm a, wDse abiriwa wDpc 
nkyiwiyc. Saa cbc no bi me npc bi. YE yE a, mo ma yen yc, cbi no mo 
cdi aye no SE agorD. cnyc agorD na ycdei. eye kwanea a ycbc faso na 
ycbc kasa ama ye kasa no cho atec. Na yc kasa a, obia ahunu sc ye ano 
awo. Nti mo ye a mo ndwene bc no ho, Enna mo abuo. Hwan bio? cfiri 
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ss ycba abc twers bi agu yc nhoma cmu. Me twers a na wode nspsop 
aspso. 
152 Chn.. : Eei! Eei! Madam wei des. 
153 Tr. : Nkwantabisa na wo nsa wp soro. cdcn adec a? 
155 Chn. : [Laughing] 
156 Nkwantabisa: cnyc bpne 
157 Chn. : cyc bPne. (in the amidst Laughing) 
158 Tr. : cc, yc sane aka. Pkptp didi a, pkptp didi a cdcn 
na ycde bc spso? 
159 Chd : Wp nnom nsuo. 
160 Chn. [Laughing] 
161 Tr. Mo ntea yc 
162 Chd. : [Laughing]. 
163 Tr. Pkptb didi a, mede chp cmuaec cbc hyehyc cnimo 
164 Chd. Eei! Eei! 
165 Tr. Mm 
166 Chn. [Talking together]. 
167 Tr. Writes on the board. ********* 
168 Chn [Talking together while the Tr. writes on the board] 
169 Tr. Mo nyc kom na mo ntea. Ma mamo cdwuma mmecnsa. 
Me pcsc mo yc gu mo nhoma yi mu. Des cdikan. pkptP didia na 
cyc (annoma, aponkyerc ne) ya. Mo be yi ascm no deg cnno no 
skorp na wa yi cdi ahyc snimu. Nssm mmeinu a me de ama mo yi cbia 
wobs yi baako pc. entwers ne mmeinu. 
170 Chn. : Yes madam. 
171 Tr. : Dec stpso mmeinu. Akwadaa tete fufuo a pte * 
cmuaec (kssis pii, des sbs kp na ano) 
172 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
173 Tr. : Mmecnsa. Nana aka nkyene agu. skyers SE nana (nana 
awuo, nana nkyene ahwie agu. Nti wo stwers ascm noa, na wo ayi 
muaes sfata no ahys snimu. 
174 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
175 Tr. : Mo nhys ases. 
176 Chn : [Talking together]. 
177 Tr. : Twerc cnns date. Wo wei a, ascm yei nhcnim ne 
kasakoa ne absbuo anaa mbsbuo. Nti wo wei a, na wode ahyc ases. 
snoa nono. 
178 Chn. : [Working] 
179 Tr. : Mo ngyae ntwers na me nkyers mo adec. Obi twers wei 
a, kasakoa noa na wagya, waka ne no abc kasakoa no ho. Na wode 
absbuo no nso aka chp, aka ho bi. Nti ne nyinaa aka bomu baako. Me 
npc no saa. Tete ntsmu. 
180 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
181 Tr. : Twerc date no ansa na wo atwerc nhys nimu no. 
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182 Chd. : Madam hws ma twers ne nyinaa [amidst talking 
together] 







Fa wo nan fa ases 
[Talking together]. 
Ma mamo sima snum Enna mode be yE saa adwuma yei. 
Madam [amid talking together]. 
Woa wo me biribi ase no bisa me. 
[Working and talking together]. 
Ehein, Sakodia wo atwerE ne nyinaa abom mu baako. 
Wei me nhunu. Tete ntcmu. Wo twerE akwadaa na te, na wo ate ntsmu 
kakra ansa na wo atwerc fufuo. Nti te yi, anka cnscsc Ebcne fufuo no. 
Ntsmu ha, akwadaa ne fufuo no ntsmu no cnscsc anka te yi cbcne no 
saa. Tete ntcmu. Dec wo twerE no twerE no ha sei. 
190 Chn. : [Working]. 
191 Tr. : Karikari wo krataa wD he ne? 
192 . Karikari : Me ne bi. 
193 Tr. : KD fie k= gye bi bra. 
194 Chn. : [Working]. 
195 Tr. : Sarfo wo krataa WD he ne? KD fie k= gye bi bra seesei 
a 
196 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
197 Tr. . Opoku pi yi yc ne kesic. ycte ntcmc. Hwc me des no. 
Ma anka abomu. Wei nko, wei nko. 
198 Chd. : [Talking together]. 
199 Tr. : Bcbia nsaho no cwD no, wo hunu nsaho bia wDh a, 
cnno kyerc SE cyc mmuaec baako. 
200 Chn. : 
201 Tr. : 
202 Chn. : 
203 Tr. : 
wa sani aseE. 
204 Chd. : 
205 Tr. : 
ahunu sc cbi 
no hyc ha. 
206 Chd. : 
207 Tr. : 
208 Chd. : 
209 Tr. : 
[Working and talking together]. 
Hwan na awei? 
[Talking together]. 
Ma hunu sc cbi nom csenscn ases. WD 
Wodec Insane asec. Mbc hunu wo ayE 
[Working]. 
Wei biribi hyc aponkyercni no akyi. Nti 
hyc akyire hD? Na Eyc ya. Wo agyae ya 
twerE wei a na 
fa hyc hp. Wo 
wom. Nti fa ya 
[Talking together]. 
cbinom awei o! 
[Talking together]. 
cnnec sima mum no a me de ma mo no aso. Nti obiara 
cfa ne nhoma obra. YE awei. 
210 Chd. : [Talking together]. 
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APPENDIX 5 (19)TF: Ghanaian Language 
SCHOOL MAKARANTA BORDFO 
CLASS P5 
TEACHER "TF" 
SUBJECT GHANAIAN LANGUAGE (READING) 
TOPIC MENIM 
DATE 19TH FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr. . Ysba abs yE Twi akinkan. Na nea sdinkan no, ysbE sua 
nssm korsnkors ya swp akinkan no mu, ya sbs ma aye den ama ysn 
Sc yE kan nea. Nti ye dikan abs sua Ermo. Menim. All of you. 
2 Chn. : Menim. 
3 Tr. : Menim. sbio! 
4 Chn. : Menim. 
5 Tr. : Dnim. 
6 Chn. : Dnim. 
7 Tr. : Dnim. 
8 Chn. : Dnim. 
9 Tr. : Ampssie. 
10 Chn. Ampssie. 
11 Tr. : Ampssie. 
12 Chn. : Ampssie. 
13 Tr. : AmpESie. 
14 Chn. Ampssie. 
15 Tr. [Writes on the board]. 
16 Chn. [Watches him as he writes]. 
17 Tr. Ammirika. 
18 Chn. Ammirika. 
19 Tr. Ammirika. 
20 Chn. Ammirika. 
21 Tr. [Writes on the board]. 
22 Chn. [Watches him as he writes]. 
23 Tr. Abaawa. 
24 Chn. Abaawa. 
25 Tr. Abaawa. 
26 Chn. Abaawa. 
27 Tr. : Hws ha. HwE nea mere EkyerE wo ye abaawa. 
28 Chn. Abaawa. [then laughing and talking together]. 
29 Tr. : Fidie. 
30 Chn. Fidie. 
31 Tr. Fidie. 
32 Chn. Fidie. 
33 Tr. Fidie. 
34 Chn. Fidie. 
35 Int. [Noise from neighbouring class] 
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36 Tr.. Menim 
37 Chn. Menim. 
38 Tr. Menim. 
39 Chn. Menim. 
40 Tr. Dnim. 
41 Chn. Dnim. 
42 Tr. Dnim. 
43 Chn. Dnim. 
44 Tr. Ampssie. 
45 Chn. Ampcsie. 
46 Tr. Ampssie. 
47 Chn. Ampssie. 
48 Tr. Ammirika. 
49 Chn. Ammirika. 
50 Tr. Ammirika. 
51 Chn. Ammirika. 
52 Tr. Abaawa. 
53 Chn. Abaawa. 
54 Tr. Abaawa. 
55 Chn. Abaawa. 
56 Tr. Fidie. 
57 Chn. Fidie. 
58 Tr. Fidie. 
59 Chn. Fidie. 
60 Tr. Dnim. 
59 Chn. Dnim. 
60 Tr. [Points to `menim' on the board]. 
61 Chn. Menim [amid talking together]. 
62 Tr. Is alright, menim 
63 Chn. Menim. 
64 Tr. Dnim. 
65 Chn. Dnim. 
66 Tr. Ampesie. 
67 Chn. Ampesie 
68 Tr. Ammirika. 
69 Chn. Ammirika. 
70 Tr. Abaawa. 
71 Chn. Abaawa. 
72 Tr. Fidie. 
73 Chn. Fidie. 
74 Tr. Obia nsore ngyina hp. 
75 Chn. [stand up] 
76 Tr. Afei me, me minka bi bio. Mede siso a na mo a kan. 
77 Chn. Yes sir. 
78 Tr. [Points]. 















84 Tr. [Points]. 
85 Chn. Ampesie. 
86 Tr. [Points]. 
87 Chn. Ampesie. 
88 Tr. [Points]. 
89 Chn. Ammirika. 
90 Tr. [Points]. 
91 Chn. Ammirika. 
92 Tr. [Points]. 
93 Chn. Abaawa. 
94 Tr. [Points]. 
95 Chn. : Abaawa. 
96 Tr. [Points]. 
97 Chn. Fidie. 
98 Tr. [Points]. 
99 Chn. : Fidie. 
100 Tr. [Points]. 
101 Chn. Menim 
102 Tr. [Points]. 
103 Chn. pnim 
104 Tr. [Points]. 
105 Chn. Armais, 
106 Tr. Bio 
107 Chn. Ampesie/ apssie. 
108 Tr. sbinom se apssie. 
109 Chn. Ampssie. 
110 Tr. snys apcsie. Wahunu SE /m/ hys hp? 
111 Int. Give the chalk to her. 
112 Tr.. Na sbi soso ska apcsie. Wahunu ss /m/ hys ha? 
113 Chn. Yes sir. 
114 Tr. Nti ys nfrs no apesie. sys ampssie. Ys nyinaa. 
115 Chn. Ampesie. 
116 Tr. sbio 
117 Chn. Ampesie. 
118 Tr. [Points]. Mhum. 
119 Chn. Ammirika 
120 Tr. sbio 
121 Chn. Ammirika 
122 Tr. [Points] 
123 Chn. Abaawa. 
124 Tr. [Points]. Mhum 








Nti mede sisoa 
[Points] 
Fidie. 
Seesei des mo ahunu se des sdidisop. Mede bs toto. 
na mo abp din. [Points]. 
129 Chn. Menim. 
130 Tr. : [Points] 
131= Chn. : Fidie 
132 Tr. . [Points] 
133 Chn. : Ampesie. 
134 Tr. : [Points] 
135 Chn. : Abaawa 
136 Tr. [Points]. 
137 Chn. . Ammirika. 
138 Tr. : [Points]. 
139r Chn. Dnim. 
140 .: Tr. : Nafop nkoa. [Points]. 
141 - .-Chn. . Dnim. 
142 Tr. : [Points]. 
143 Chn. : Ampesie. 
144 Tr. : [Points]. 
145 Chn. : Ammirika. 
146 Tr. : [Points]. 
147 Chn. : Abaawa. 
148 Tr. : [Points]. 
149 Chn. : Fidie. 
150 Tr. : [Points to second row]. 
151 Chn. . [Talking together]. 
152 Tr. . [Points] 
153 2G Dnim. 
154 Tr. [Points]. 
155 2G Ampesie. 
156 Tr. : [Points]. 
157 2G Ammirika. 
158 Tr. [Points]. 
159 2G. Abaawa. 
460 Tr. [Points]. 
161 2G. Fidie. 
162 Tr. : [Points to a third group]. Mo na mo aka. [Points]. 
163 Chd. : Menim. 
164 Tr. : Mo nyinaa 
165 3G. Yes sir. 
166 Tr. [Points]. 
167 3G. Menim. 
168 Tr. [Points]. 
169 3G. Dnim. 
170 Tr. [Points] 
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171 3G. Ampesie. 
172 Tr. [Points]. 
173 3G. Ammirika 
174 Tr. [Points]. 
175 3G. Abaawa. 
176 Tr. [Points]. 
177 3G. Fidie. 
178 Tr. . Yc fa ye nhoma na Eyde ogya ahye mu. Na yE kinkan 
no wD yc tiri mu 
179 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
180 Tr. : Mo ntenatena akuokuo no a me kyc ye no. Akuoakuoa 
me kyekyE ye no. group no a yc kyekyc yc no. (Move to the groups). 
181 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
182. Tr. : Now give them out. Osei Boatema [instructs 
distribution of pupils books] 
183 Chn. : [Sit in three groups and talk together]. 
184 Tr. : Afei obia cbue krataafa nwptwe. Lesson 8, page 26. 
Krataafa nwwtwe, Edisua, eei! Krataafa cduonusia. Edi sua EtDso 
nwptwe. 
185 Chn. : [Open books]. 
186 Tr. : Afei obia, group bia nkan ne dec b»1=. Group bia 
nkan ne dec b»1=. Me wei a mbc bisa mo nscroscm bi. Nti wo ankan 
nea mbc hunu sE wo ankan. 
187 Chn. : [Murmuring the words they read]. 
188 R. : [Group one's silent 
189 1G. . Menim abaawa bi. WDfrc no Asp. Dnim asuo kj. 
Dnim apra nso. Menim abaawa bi. WDfrc no AsD. Menim 
abarimaa bi. WDfrc no Efa. 
190 Tr. : Tina table wei so. Tina ha. 
191 1G. : Dnim b »l bp. Dnim ammirika tu. Menim 
abarimaa bi. WDfrc no Efa. Menim ppanin bi. WDfrc no Poku. 
Dnim fidie sum. pnim kooko te. 
192 Chn. : Noise(all groups reading aloud) 
193 R. : [Group two's silent reading. They mummer] 
194 2G : Menim Dpanin bi. WDfrc no Poku. jnim fidie sum 
195 Chn. : [Noise: all groups reading aloud] 
196 R [Group two's silent reading. They mummer] 
197 3G. Menim maame bi wDfrc no Attah 
198 Chn [Noise: all groups reading aloud] 
199 R. [Group two's silent reading. They mummer] 
200 1G. Menim Abaawa bi. WDfrc no Asp. pnim asuo kp. 
pnim apra nso. Menim Abaawa bi. WDfrc no Asp. 
201 Chn. : [Noise -all groups reading aloud] 
202 !G. : Menim jpanin bi. WDfrt no Poku. 
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203 Tr. . EE, SE wo kD hyia assm fuabi ya wo hwc a yan ankan. 
cmmo wo ntimi cbD din a, na wa pagya wo nsa na ysde cnno abcka 
ysn nscm fuafua no ho. Mo ate? 
204 Chn. : Yes sir. 
205 Tr. Mo nkD so 
206 Chn. : Menim abarimaa bi. pfrE no Efa. Dnim b»l bp. 
pnim ammirika tu Menim abarimaa bi wpfrE no Efa. Menim 
ppanin bi wpfrE no Poku. pnim fidie sum 
207 Chn. : [Noise-simultaneous recording of all three groups' 
reading] 
208 1G. : Menim ppanin bi . WpfrE no Poku. pnim fidie 
sum. pnim kooko te. Menim ppanin bi . Wpfre no Poku. 
209 3G. . Menim abaawa bi . Wpfre no AsD. 
210 2G. : Menim abarimaa bi. WpfrE no Asp. 
211 Chn. : [Noise -simultaneous recording of all three groups' 
reading] 
212 Tr. HwE mu bi na kan bi any saa wo nhunu. Hein? YE 
nyinaa na yEsua, wa te? WD nom EbD din no, na woso wo bD bi, wa 
te? Kan wei sei bi na sua ssdeE ye si bD assm fua no din 
213 Chd Menim panin bi. W»frE no Poku. pnim fidie sum. 
214 .Chn. [Noise] 
215 Tr Wahu. Is correct. Wo akp sukuu? 
216 2G WpfrE no 
217 Chd. [Nods]. 
218 Tr. . Ehein, EnneE waba ha ye a, EnyE sukuu no a wo kD no 
EnyE cbi ne yei? Anaa Dhp no na mo ne nkan Twi 
219 2G. WpfrE no Attah 
220 Tr. Mm 
221 2G. pnim fufuo WD. Menim maame bi. 
222 Chn. . [Noise-all groups reading simultaneously]. 
223 Tr. : EyE, EyE, EYE obia ngyae. Me bc bisa mo nssm bi. Seesei 
ya kan ne kakra. Wei yEbD din sEn? 
224 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
225 Tr. : Pagya wo nsa na ka kyerc me. Me npE sc mo nyinaa mo 
bEka. cwo mu SE yE nyinaa ya kan ye ahu nso EnyE yE nyinaa Enna cbia 
yetimi bD edin sEdeE wo, wo hunu yE. Enno nti me sane, sane abisa 
bisa yie. 
226 Chn. [Silent. ] 
227 Tr. Wei nso ye? 
228 Chn. pfrE. 
229 Tr. ebio. 
230 Chd. WpfrE. 
231 Tr. Ehein kane wo se Dfrc. YE bD din wDfrc. Mo nyinaa. 
232 Chn. WpfrE. 
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233 Tr. : Mo ahunu ss, des sdikan sE sys /P/ dea, snna nka ycbs 
bp din Dfrs. Na wei /wp/ wpfrs. Wei nso ys? Krakye hws so na ka 
bi. Bp ma me ntie. Yes ka no din. 
234 Chd. : Poku. 
235 Tr. : Ys nyinaa. 
236 Chn. : Poku. 
237 Tr. : sbio. 
238 Chn. : Poku. 
239 Tr. : Mhum. Nea nti a me bisa mo wei no, Asantefop ys wp 
saa sdin wei, sys a ystaa de /ou/ de kan. Yule /ou/ no ba ysbD din 
ssn? 
240 Chd. : Opoku. 
241 Tr. : Nti ss wo anhwe no yiye a, wo bskp akp kan no 
Opoku. Nso nea ya twers no nhoma no mu ys Poku. /ou/ snehp. Nti 
wo kan a na wo ahws no yiye. (writes on the bb. and then point to it). 
242 Chn. : [Watch teacher.] 
243 -Tr. : Bugatuga. 
244 Bugatuga: B»l. 
245 Tr. : sbio. 
246 Chn. B»1. 
247 Tr. B»1. B»1. Ye nyinaa. 
248 Chn. : B»I. 
249 Tr. : sbio. 
250 Chn. : B»1. 
251 Tr. : [Writes Efa on the bb.] 
252 Chn. . [Watch what teacher writes on bb] 
253 Tr. : Esther. 
254 Chn. : Ifa 
255 Tr. : sbio 
256 Chn. : Efa. /i:fa/ 
257 qr. : Yes. Efa (/ ei f a /). shein, wpse sen? 
258 Chn. : Efa /i:fa/ 
259 Tr. : snys /i:fa/. Wo ka no /i:f ei/ wa si ne tiri ase. / ei f a /. 
Ye nyinaa 
260 Chn. : Efa.( /ei f a /.) 
261 Tr. . sbio. 
262 Chn. : Efa. 
263 Tr. : sbio. 
264 Chn. : Efa. 
265 Tr. [Points to a word] Mhum. 
266 Chn. [Talking together]. 
267 Tr. Yes. 
268 Chn. Fufuo. 
269 Tr. : Fufuo. Ye nyinaa. 
270 Chn. . Fufuo. 
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271 Tr. Ebio 
272 Chn. Fufuo. 
273 Tr. . EyE, afei no nsane nk_Pso. Mo nhwe no kakraa 
274 Chn: Menim maame bi. Wpfrs no Atta. pnim ampesie bp. 
pnim fufuo WD. Menim maame bi. Wpfrs no Atta. Menim 
abaawa bi. WpfrE no Asp. pnim asuo pnim apra nso. Menim 
abaawa bi. WpfrE no Asp. Menim abarimaa bi. WpfrE no Efa. 
pnim b»l bp. pnim ammirika tu Menim abarimaa bi. WpfrE 
no Efa. Menim ppanin bi. WpfrE no Poku. pnim fidie sum. pnim 
kooko te. Menim ppanin bi. wpfrE no Poku. 
275 Tr. : Mo a ka awei. Wei dec Emu wp fo ma mo. Nti mo akye 
no ntem. Nawptewe baako no, des yE kenkan yE no. Wei ye bp din 
sen? 
276 Chd. : AnwummerE 
277 Tr. : AnwummerE, anwummerE. Mo aye adee. Wei des Emu 
wpfo. Seesei a wp nom aye no ayi. Mo nkpso 
278 Chn. : Menim maame bi. Wpfre no Atta. pnim ampesei 
bp. pnim fufuo Menim maame bi. WpfrE no Atta. Menim 
abaawa bi. WpfrE no Asp. pnim asuo kp. pnim apra nso. Menim 
abaawa bi. WpfrE no AsD. Menim abarimaa bi. WpfrE no Efa. 
pnim b»I bp. pnim ammirika tu. Menim abarimaa bi. WpfrE 
no Efa. 
279 Tr. eye, SE saa dec a yee be kan ne kakra ahwe. Wo nkoa 
kan ma yentie. 
280 Chd. : Menim maame bi. WpfrE no Atta. 
281 Tr. Pagya wo ne a kakra. 
282 Chd. Menim maame bi. Wpfre no Atta. 
283 Tr. Obia nhwe ne dee mu. 
284 Chd. pnim ampesie bp. 
285 Tr. : Dec wo tena no ye hu. 
286 Chd. : Dnim fufuo Menim maame bi. WpfrE no Atta. 
287 Tr. Obeng wo so kan ma yentie. Dec etDso mmeinu no. 
288 Chn. : Menim abarimaa bi. Menim abaawa bi. WpfrE no 
Asp. pnim asuo kp. pnim apra nso. 1Vlenim abaawa bi. WpfrE no 
Asp. 
289 Tr. eye, se wo akan nea, hwe nnee ewP hP no na wo abp 
din, SE wahunu? 
290 Chn. : Yes sir. 
291 Tr. : Hum, wa ye adec. Woso kan ma yEntie. Dec etoaso 
mmeensa no. 
292 Chn. Menim abarimaa bi. 
293 Tr. Obia nhwe ne dec mu. 
294 Chd. WpfrE no Efa. Dnim b»I bp. pnim ammirika tu. 
Menim abarimaa bi. WpfrE no Efa. 
295 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
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296 Tr. : Jonahs wo so kan des ctoaso Ema ycntie 
297 Jonahs : [No response]. 
298 Tr. : WodeE wo ankan ne bi? Nti wo ntimi nbp baako kora 
din? 
299 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
300 Tr. Okay, Yes Kan ma ycntie. Dec Etoaso Enan no. 
301 Chd. Menim panin bi. WpfrE no Poku. pnim fidie sum. 
pnim kooko te. Menim ppanin bi. WpfrE no Poku 
302 Tr. Mo. 
303 Chd. : ppanin wpka no panin. 
304 Tr. Ec, Mo nteic. EdEn na mo hunu nu wp Adorna akenkan 
no ho? 
305 Chn. Dpanin no wpka no panin. 
306 Tr. : Panin sc wahunu? asEm no bi nono. sys ppanin. /p/ yE 
nyinaa. 
307 - Chn. ppanin. 
308 Tr. YE nyinaa. 
309 Chn. ppanin. 
310 Tr. Ebio. 
311 Chn. ppanin. 
312 Tr. Ebio. 
313 Chn. ppanin. 
314 Tr. Kan ma yEntie. 
315 Chn. Menim maame bi wpfrc no Atta. pnim ampesie 
bp. pnim fufuo wp. Menim maame bi .Wpfrs no Atta. 
316 Tr. : cyc, cyc me se wei des mo afa no fo, cnti ama ycbrs 
kora bi aka. Nti ye be bisa mssm kakra wp ases no. 
317 Chn. . [Talking together]. 
318 Tr. cyc. snno dec na ste saa des a, mo ahunu sE nssm bisa 
bi wp ases hp. 
319 Chn. : Yes sir. 
320 Tr. : Ycbc bua. Saa na wptwe wei des ysde des cda ysnim 
no so bc ka ho. Wpse bua nscm yi. Dec cdikan maame bcn na menim 
no? Maame bcn na menim no? Yes. 
321 Chd. Attah. 
322 Tr. cbio. 
323 Chd. Attah. 
324 Tr. Dabi. cyc, na nka hwan na cbctumi aka no yiye paa? 
Wpse maame bcn na menim no? 
325 Chn. : Maame Attah. 
326 Tr. : Maame Attah, sc wo ahunu? NkD kase Attah. Attah 
wo ti pen nono? [laughs] Maame Attah. Eye obi nka de stoaso mmeinu 
no cma ysn. Vida. 
327 Vida. : Nnua 
328 Tr. : Kan no den 
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329 Chd. Nnuane *bcn a saa** maame yi* nim *noa pa ara. 
330 Tr. Mo nduane bcn na saa maame yi nim nua paa ara? 
Wpse nduane bcn? Yes. 
331 Chd. : Fufuo. 
332 Tr. : Maame Atta nim fufuo nua. Maame Atta nim fufuo 
nua. Eye, wpse nnuane o! 
333 Chn. Ampesie. 
334 Tr. Ampesie. cbi kaho bio? 
335 Chn. No sir. 
336 Tr. cnno dec na ckyerc sc Maame Atta nim fufuo enne 
dcbcn? 
337 Chn. Ampesie 
338 Tr. Ampesie nua papaapa. Nea ctPso mmesnsa obi ckan 
ma ycn hwc. Assmbisa ctpso mmecnsa no. 
339 Chd. : Hwan na 
340 Tr. HE to wobu. cyc a kan no den. 
341 Chd. Hwan na Pfrc, e! yi 
342 Tr. HwE no yiye na kan 
343 Chd. : pnim [another child whispers to the reader]. 
344 Chd. : Hwan na pnim asuo kp san* nim apra nso? 
345 Tr. cyc, wo ays adec nanso biribi cka mu hp kakra. Mo 
hunu yc? 
346 Chn. Yes sir. 
347 Tr. : chein, kan no yiye ma ycntie. 
348 Chd. Hwan na pnim asuo kp sane nim apra nso? 
349 Tr. Eheinc, sane nim apra nso. cyc hwan a? 
350 Chd. : Maame Asp. 
351 Tr. Yie! Dabi. Asp wp yc maame? 
352 Chd. AsD. 
353 Tr. : AsP dec wpte sc moa. Wo ayc adec mo. Obi nkan 
ássm bisa ctpso cnan no. Kan ma ycntie. 
354 Chd. : Efa nim b»I bp na pnim mmirika tu nso. 
355 Tr. : Kan no yie 
356 Chn. : Efa nim b»lbp na pnim mmirika tu nso. 
357 Tr. . Wahunu nea cwphp no? Hwan na wpte ases? Nea 
wpde ahyehyc anim hP no 
358 Chd. : Wpse Efa nim b»Ibp na pnim ammirika tu nso. 
Eye ampa ana cyc atorp? 
359 Tr. : Mo. Wahunu sc wpde ampa cima wa sane asan, wa yc 
abaa bi Enna wa ye atorp. Nea cyc a na ycyc bi true or false. cbi na 
wpde aba ha no. Na , na Asante, ne Twi nono. Wpse ampa ana atorp. 
Mhum, Bugatuga. 
360 Bugatuga : Ampa 
361 Tr. : Aha ka wo des. 
362 Chd : Ampa 
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363 Tr. : Nyame. 
364 Nyame: Ampa. 
365 Tr. : sys a mo nkasa den. Mhum. 
366 Chd : Ampa. 
367 Tr. : Ampa Efa Dnim b»1bp ssane nim mmirika tu. 
Aka ys assm bisa baako ps. 
368 Chn [Talking together]. 
369 Tr. : Okay kan ne ma ysn nea. 
370 Chd. Panin bsn. 
371 Tr. : Sc wo akan bi? 
372 Chn Wa kan bi. 
373 Tr. : Kan ma ysn (pointing to another child). 
374 Chn Dpanin ben na Dnim afidie sum sa ne sana. 
375 Tr. : Sane 
376 Chn Sane nim kooko te nso? 
377 Tr. Sane kan ne no bio na kan no yie. 
378 Chn 
te nso? 
Dpanin ben na Dnim fidie sum sane ne nim kooko 
379 Tr. : Dpanin ben na Dnim fidie sum sane nim kooko te 
nso? Dpanin bsn a? Ysps obia Dnkasa snns. shs, wo. Panin ban a? 
380 Chd. : Panin Poku. 
381 Tr. : Mo. Saa wo ys ades na wa ys kom saa no. Dpanin 
Poku. sys. 
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APPENDIX 5 (20) TF: English. 
SCHOOL : MAKARANTA BORDFO 
CLASS P5 
TEACHER "T F " 
SUBJECT ENGLISH LANGUAGE COMPOSITION 
TOPIC MY CLASS TEACHER (DESCRIPTION) 
DATE 27TH FEBURARY, 1996 
1 Tr. : We are coming to do composition and our topic today 
is about our teacher. So you are going to write as your heading the 
topic "About my Teacher" [Writes the topic on the bb] 
2 Chn : Watch. 
Tr. Now we have done, we have described ourselves isn't 
it? 
Chn Yes sir. 
Tr. : Yes, so we are going to depend on that to learn how to 
describe our teacher. 
6 Chn : [Talking together]. 
7 Tr. First, [writes on the bb] What's your name? Vida. 
8 Vida My name is Vida Achiaa. 
9 Tr. What's the name of your teacher? 
10 Vida My teacher is Miss. Amoako 
11 Tr. My teacher's name is Mr. Amoako, say that. 
12 Vida My teacher name 
13 Tr. My teacher's name 
14 Chn My teacher's name is Miss Amoako 
15 Tr. : Mr. 
16 Chn Mr. Amoako. 
17 Tr. Good, eh, here you said my name is Vida Achiaa. Since 
it is you, you said, my name is. But when you are talking about 
'somebody, my teacher, mm! My teacher's, my friend's, my mother's, 
my father's, hein! When you are not talking about yourself but 
somebody. Is that clear? 
18 Chn : Yes sir. 
.19 Tr. So what's the name of your teacher? Adu. 
20 Adu My teacher is Mr Amoako. 
21 Tr. No, I said when you are talking about somebody you 
say, `My teacher's', eh! You are not talking about yourself. So you 
cannot say my name. Hum! My teacher's name is Mr. Amoako. Is that 
clear? What is your teacher's name? 
22 Adu : My teacher's name is Mr. Amoako. 
23 Tr. Good, all of you. 
24 Chn My teacher's name is Mr. Amoako. 
25 Tr. Mhum 
26 Chn [Talking together]. 
27 Tr. So, where does he come from? 
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28 Chn : Turn round to look at each other and murmuring. 
29 Tr. : You don't know your teacher's hometown. So I am 
going to tell you your teacher's hometown. So you form a sentence 
with it. 
30 Chn [Murmuring]. 
31 Tr. I come from Cocoa -Mu. So I want somebody to form a 
sentence using where your teacher comes from. 
32 Chn : Quiet 
33 Tr. : Where does your teacher come from? 
34 Chn . Show of hands. 
35 Tr. Yes. [Points to a child] Where do you come from? 
36 Chd. . I come from Makaranta. 
37 Tr. : I come from Makaranta. Next time, where does your 
teacher comes from? My teacher, eh comes from * then you add the 
name of the town, isn't it? My teacher comes from Cocoa -Mu. All of 
you. 
38 Chn : My teacher comes from Cocoa -Mu. 
39 Tr. : My teacher comes from Cocoa -Mu. All of you. 
40 Chn My teacher comes from Cocoa -Mu. 
41 Tr. : Yes where does your teacher comes from? 
42 Chd : My teacher's. My teacher come from Cocoa -Mu. 
43 Tr. Again. 
44 Chn : My teacher come from Ku 
45 Tr. Comes 
46 Chn Comes from Cocoa -Mu. 
47 Tr. Good [writes on the board] 
48 Chn [Look on] 
49 Tr. : How old are you? Bugatuga. 
50 Bugatuga: [No response] 
51 Tr. : How old are you? Sumaila. 
52 Sumaila: [No response]. 
53 Tr. : Okay how old are you [points to another child] 
54 Chd I am eleven years old. 
55 Tr. I am eleven years old. How old are you? Peter. 
56 Peter I am eleven years old. 
57 Tr. Can't you speak? 
58 Chd : I am eleven years old. 
59 Tr. Good. How old are you? [points to another child] 
60 Chd : I am 
61 Chn : [Laughing] 
62 Tr. : You don't know your age. How old are you? [points to 
a child]. 
63 Chd : I am eleven years old. 
64 Tr. Okay how old is your teacher? 
65 Chn Quiet. 
66 Tr. Okay here you can if you are asked to write about your 
teacher whereby you don't know the age of your teacher. What will 
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you do? You will say something for him. But here we are now 
learning. Your teacher is about fifty two years old. 
67 Chn : Yee! 
68 Tr. So you say my teacher is fifty two years old. All of you. 
69 Chn My teacher is fifty two years old. 
70 Tr. Again 
71 Chn My teacher is fifty two years old. 
72 Tr. Yes, how old is your teacher? 
73 Chn : My teacher is fifty two years old. 
74 Tr. : Good. 
75 Chn [Talking together]. 
76 Tr. How does she look like? 
77 Chn Quiet. 
78 Tr. WDte sen? 
79 Chn : Quiet 
80 Tr. : Yes here you are going to talk about how your teacher 
looks like. What we did in 'Myself'. You start to describe yourself. I 
have a bushy hair. I have two big eyes. I have a pointed noise. I have a 
big mouth. I have a small mouth, ehein, and so on. So you are going to 
tell how your teacher looks like. 
81 Chn . [Watch the teacher]. 
82 Tr. : Yes let us start. Mhum, yes Bugatuga 
83 Bugatuga: [No response]. 
84 Tr. : My teacher has a round face. ehein. My teacher has a 
pointed nose. Yes. 
85 Bugatuga: Black. 
86 Tr. : My teacher is black. Okay lets take it. Yes can't you 
talk about your teacher? What attire your teacher likes best. What shirt 
does your teacher like? Yes. 
87 Chd. : Red 
88 Tr. : Red what? 
89 Chd. : Shirt. 
90 Tr. : Ah! But can't you say it? What trousers your teacher 
like using it. 
91 Chn [Raise hands up]. 
92 Tr. : [Points to a child]. 
93 Chd. Black. 
94 Tr. Black trousers. How many eyes has your teacher? How 
many eyes? Yes. 
95 Chd. : Two eyes. 
96 Tr. : My teacher has two eyes. How many ears has your 
teacher? Yes. 
97 Chd. : Two years. 
98 Tr. Two ears. You can say my teacher has two ears. Let us 
all say, `My teacher has'. 
99 Chn : [No response]. 
100 Tr. : My teacher has 
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101 Chn : My teacher has 
102 Tr. : Again. 
103 Chn My teacher has 
104 Tr. : Aha, so with this phrase, you can add something to 
make it a sentence. My teacher has a nose. My teacher has a mouth. 
My teacher has two ears. My teacher has two eyes. My teacher has 
two long hands. Eh! 
105 Chn : Yes sir 
106 Tr. : Mm 
107 Chn : Quiet. 
108 Tr. My teacher has ** Yes. How many legs has your 
teacher? Legs. Don't you know legs? How many legs has your 
teacher? 
109 Cha Two legs. 
116 Tr. I said use, `My teacher has' 
111 Chn My teacher has two legs. 
1121 Tr. Again 
113 Chn My teacher has two leg. 
114 Tr. Right, we are going to write the composition. We are 
going to write about our teacher. What, all what we have said about 
our teacher orally, we are going to write it down. Is that clear? [Writes 
on the board] 
115 Chn [Watch teacher] 
116 Tr. Number one read. Yes [points to a child]. 
117 Chd. The name of my teacher is 
118 Tr. Then you add the name hein! 
119 Chd. : Yes sir. 
120 Tr. Yes [points to a child and then to the next sentence on 
the board]. 
121 Chd. He comes from 
122 Tr. He comes from where? 
123 Chd. Cocoa -Mu 
124 Tr. Good. 
125 Chn Wei des ya batimi atwers. 
126 Tr. Hey! 
127 Chd. Wei, na wa te. 
128 Tr. Leave her. Sit down. Yes number three. [points to a 
child]. 
129 Chn : He is. He is years old 
130 Tr. He is how many years old? Sylvia. 
131 Sylvia : He is fifty two years old. 
132 Tr. Good. [Writes on the board]. 
133 Chn : Look on 
134 Tr. Yes [points to a child]. 
135 Clm He uses red and black trousers. 
136 Tr. Good. He uses red and black, * trousers. Red shirt and 
black trousers. Hein! Yes? 
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137 Chn : Yes sir. 
138 Tr. Say that, he uses red shirt and black trousers. 
139 Chd. He uses the * red shirt and black trousers. 
140 Tr. He uses red shirt and black trousers. All of you. 
141 Chn : He uses red shirt and black trousers. 
142 Tr. : Good. [writes on the board]. 
143 Chn : Look on as he writes. 
144 Tr. Yes [points to a child]. 
145 Chd. She is black in complexion 
146 Tr. She is black in * She said what? Colour? He is dark in 
colour or compression. Good. Now we are going to write. Take your 
exercise books and write. Put down your date write the topic, `About 
my teacher'. 
147 Chn : [Talking together] and a child distributes pupils exercise 
books. 
148 Tr. What is the talking for? 
149 Chd : Book no 
150 Tr. : What book? 
151 Chd : English 
152 Tr. He! Sit down she will bring it to you. Go and sit down 
153 Chn Writing. 
154 Tr. Shetu, write it nicely. 
155 Chn : [Working: copying and completing sentences on the 
board]. 
156 Tr. : [Goes round checking pupils' work]. 
157 Chn : [Working]. 
158 Tr. : Where is your exercise book? You are the new comer? 
Tell your father to buy exercise books for you. Hum? 
159 Chd : Yes sir. 
160 Tr. Hey! Are you not writing? where is your pen? 
161 Chd. snba. 
162 Tr. Hein? 
163 Chd. snba 
164 Tr. Hein? 
165 Chd. : Mese snba. 
166 Tr. I don't hear you. 
167 Chd. snba! 
168 Tr. Get this pen. 
169 Chn. [Talking while working]. 
170 Tr. : Have you finished? Have you finished? Mm? Have you 
finished? 
171 Chd. : No sir. 
172 Chn. [Working]. 
173 Tr. . [Goes round]. 
174 Chd. Dee ya twers agu hD no ska number four no ho? 
175 Tr. : Hum? 




Tr. . Yes 
Chd. : Teacher, me pa wo kyeaw des ya twera agu hp no 
chyc number three no so? 
179 Tr. : No, it is here. The red shirt and black trousers. 
180 Chn [Working]. 
181 Tr. : You are now coming to school! Why? 
1-8-2 Chd. : [No response] 
183 Chn WD baa yc akyc. 
184 Tr. : Go and sit down. 
185 Chn . [Working]. 
186 Tr. : Get ready to stop work. If you have finished put it on 
the table. Keep it on my table not your table 
187 Chd. : Teacher book wei sei no, des wDkyekye book no se 
aye English. 
188 Tr. : Let me see. No this is Ghanaian language. Can't you 
see? What is this? 
189- Chd. . Ghanaian language 
190 Tr. : Why did you give it to her to work with? 
191 Chd : cbi anim 
192 Tr. : How many of you have not finished? 
193 Chn : [Working]. 
194 Tr. Hurry up 
195 Chn [Working]. 
196 Tr. You stop work. 
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APPENDIX 5 (21) TF: Science 
SCHOOL MAKARANTA BORDFO 
CLASS P5 
TEACHER " IT " 
SUBJECT ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 
TOPIC MR EXERTS PRESSURE 
DATE 28TH. FEBRUARY, 1996 
1 Tr. Today we are going to learn science and we are going 
to continue the air exerts pressure. Air exerts pressure. All of you. 
2 Chn Air exerts pressure. 
3 Tr. Good, last week we got to know that everything 
occupies space and has weight too. And everything that has weight 
can occupy space, a space. Well today we are going to divide ourselves 
into two groups. This side will form one group and this side will also 
,. form another group. So come round. Come here. Don't bring your 
chair. You come. 
4 Chd : Wo gyina hp? 
5 Tr. Come. You also come here 
6 Chn Move to the front of the class. 
7 Tr. This is your bowl and you also your bowl. Today you 
are going to perform the activity for us to see. 
8 Chn Organising themselves in their groups. 
9 Tr. : You are going to perform the activity so point a leader. 
You also point a leader. Serwah do it for us as I did last week. 
10 Serwah: Atta panin w-p ha. 
11 Tr. : Hwan na aye mo leader? 
12 Chn Sir Georgina, Georgina. [and then talking together]. 
13 Tr. Fa no ntem, na obi nso nkDfa ne dea no bi. 
14 Chn : Mo mbra ha, mo bra 
15 Tr. : Stop talking 
16 Chn : [Talking together]. 
17 Chd. : Medea mo ya no ntam. 
18 Chn : [Talking together]. 
19 Tr. : Then you observe it. What will happen. 
20 Chd. : Fa to hp ya. 
21 Chd. : Gye ne muaa 
22 Tr. Na saa na mo ya no? 
23 Chn Glass no enya. Glass no ano [rest in audible]. 
24 Tr. : Ahaa, I see. 
25 Chd. KD kye me hankakye mame 
26 Chd. : Agyeei! Wa kum me! 
27 Chn. : Yei dea, yaba, ya bia nnya 
28 Tr. Is alright. is alright. 























Ya wie [group B] 
Yes 
WD no wo hunu dEn? 
All of you come here. 
Mo nyinaa mo mbra 
[Talking together]. 
Stand here. Now watch. What has stop the water 
coming? 
38 Chn. : Mframa, mframa. 
39 Tr. : Now watch again 
40 Chd.. : Mframa. 
41 Chd. : Mframa nnim 
42 Tr. : Yes, wo ahunu sE mframa no Entumi Eba. Eso kataa 
a mframa no Entumi mba. Nti no na EkyerE sE agyae. Me gyei mu 
a na mframa no pe sE Eba mu, na Epiya nsuo no na Enno so Eba 
43 Chn Eden ne yie! 
44 Tr. This shows that air has what? Air has what? Pressure. 
45 Chn . [Talking together]. 
46 Tr. Air exerts pressure. Wei kyerc yen scn? 
47 Chn : Emframa no 
48 Tr. : Mframa no WD 
49 Tr +Chn: Turni. 
50 Tr. . Ah! Etumi pia biribi. 
51 Chn Yes sir [ then Talking together]. 
52 Chd. . Mo ma ycntie 
53 Tr. Go for that glass. KD gye glass baako no bra. 
54 Chn : Akwesi [Talking together]. 
55 Tr. : Then you watch it. 
56 Chd Adum 
57 Tr. Why is the flame of the candle went oll? Why? EdEn 
nti na candle no ne gya dum yE? 
58 Chn Mframa Enna. 
59 Tr. : EkyerE sE mframa noa Ewomu no aysdEn? 
60 Chn Adum 
61 Tr. : Asa, nti nsuo no so ayE dEn? 
62 Chd Ewura mu. 
63 Chn Mframa no pssE Epia no. 
64 Tr. : Nti no EyE dEn? 
65 Chn Epia no kp/Ewura mu. 
66 Tr. Mo nkasa baako baako, Ehein. 
67 Chd. Epia no k_D mu. 
68 Tr. Epia nsuo no. 
69 Chd Ekom. 
70 Tr. Nti nsuo no nso pE bsbi afa. Nti na Ew SE EkD bsbia 
hp mframa no asa no. SE wahunu? 
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71 Chn Yes sir. 
72 Tr. : Ko fa roba no bra. 
73 Chd Mo nko fa roba no bra. 
74 Chd Wo dwane ko he? Ko fa yE dee bra. Wode ko he? 
75 Chd Fa bra. Monfa yEdeE mayE. Mo nfa ya deE ma ysn. 
76 Chd. Roba no wo he? 
77 Tr. EyE 
78 Chd. Firi ho mbE bo bi 
79 Tr. : EyE, saa wei no akyerE yen sE mframa 
80 Chn. EVID 
81 Tr. EwD turni yaa Emu WD duru. Yaa Etumi pia adec bi 
k:to bcbia Eho da ho kwa. Nti yaa, wie. Obia nko tena bcbia wo tec. 
Obia nk: tena bEbia wo teE. Go to your seats. Go back to your seats. 
82 Chn : [Talking together]. 
83 Tr. : Go back to your seats. Now we are coming to draw the 
two activities into our exercise books 
84 Chd. Yes sir. 
85 Tr. Bring the science exercise books. 
86 Chn [Talking together]. 
87 Tr. Stop talking , stop talking. Sit down. 
88 Chn [Talking together]. 
89 Tr. This is what we are going to draw. When the cup was 
not covered look at how the water was flowing and when the cup was 
covered it stopped showing that the air which was pressing the water 
had no strength to push again. So the water stop. And here when the 
cup was not covered, the water, the air got the chance to press the 
water. So the water came through the hole. You put down your date. 
90 Chd [Inaudible]. 
91 Tr. Yes go on. 
92 Chn [Working]. 
93 Tr. : [Goes round]. 
94 Chn [Working]. 
95 Tr. Fa firi hp ye. 
96 Chn [Working]. 
97 Tr. . Na wote hp yeden? Hein? 
98 Chd. Me nya pencil. 
99 Tr. : Eh, who has two pencils? 
100 Chn EwD he? 
101 Tr. Mo ne pc pencil tD koraa. Do you have pen? 
102 Chd [Nods] 
103 Tr. If you have pen you can use it. Twerc ye! Hwc, you 
can't see your pen? 
104 Chn : [Talking together]. 
105 Tr. HwE ye ne mmeinu nyinaa. Sc ne mmeinu na yc 
hunu ye. 
106 Chn : [Drawing.] 
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107 Tr. . Won't you do it? 
108 Chd : [Inaudible] 
109 Tr. . You have no pen. Hein? 
110 Chn No sir. 
111 Tr. : 
bs ysdsn? 
O! Mo nkrDfoD nt, O! Na yei deg, mo baa sukuu no 
112 Chn . [Working]. 
113 Tr. Very good Adomako. You have tried 
114 Chn . [Working]. 
115 Tr. : Now get ready to stop work 
116 Chn : [Working]. 
117 Tr. Stop work. 
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APPENDIX 5 (22) TF: Mathematics 
SCHOOL MAKARANTA BORDFO 
CLASS P5 
TEACHER " TF " 
SUBJECT MATHEMATICS 
TOPIC ADDITION OF LIKE FRACTIONS 
DATE 24TH JUNE, 1996 
1 Tr. . We are going to do mathematics and our topic today is 
in addition of fractions. We are going to do mental. Two times two. 
2 Chd : Four. 
3 Tr. : Five times two. 
4 Chd. : Ten. 
5 Tr. Ten divided by two. 
6 Chd. Five. 
7 Tr. : Now addition how do you understand it? What is 
addition? 
8 Chd. : Addition is putting two numbers or more numbers 
together. 
9 Tr. : Thank you. Clap for her. 
10 Chn : [Clapping]. 
11 Tr. : Now we say we are going to do addition of fractions. 
What is a fraction? Yes. 
12 Chn : A fraction is part of a whole number. 
13 Tr. : A fraction is part of a whole number. Thank you. Clap 
for her. 
14 Chn : [Clapping]. 
15 Tr. : This is a fraction. The number up has got a name and it 
is called numerator. All of you. 
16 Chn : Numerator. 
17 Tr. Again. 
18 Chn . Numerator 
19 Tr. The down one is also denominator. 
20 Chn : Denominator 
21 Tr. Again. 
22 Chn Denominator 
23 Tr. What name is given to this fraction? 
24 Chd. One out of two. 
25 Tr. . One out of two. Clap for him 
26 Chn [Clapping]. 
27 Tr. What name can we give to this fraction? 
28 Chn One out of three. 
29 Tr. One out of three. Good. Yes Bugatuga. 
30 Bugatuga: One out of four. 
31 Tr. : One out of four. Now we are going to add two 
fractions together. and somebody said, addition, you are to put two or 
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more numbers together. Here we are going to put these two fractions 
together. * ** Before you can put them together you have to get your 
LCM. L means what? Yes. 
32 - Chd. : Least. 
33 Tr. : Least. All of you. 
34 Chn Least. 
35 Tr. C. Yes 
36 Chn Common. 
37 Tr. Common and M 
38 Chn Multiple. 
39 Tr. Multiple. Now you have to find the multiples of the two 
denominators. When I say denominator you know it. 
40 Chn : Yes sir. 
41 Tr. It is the number down not the one up. So you have to 
find the multiples of the two denominators before you can get your 
least common ant then multiple. But here as the denominators are the 
same you have to choose only one to be your LCM 
42 Chd. : Yes sir. 
43 Tr. : So we are going to choose one of the denominators of 
the two fractions. Now our LCM is what? You. 
44 Chd. : Four. 
45 Tr. : Here we are going to divide the LCM by the 
denominator. So we take the first fraction. The denominator of the first 
fraction. We are going to use that. Divide the LCM by the denominator 
and you get what? Boateng. 
46 Boateng: One 
47 Tr. : That one we have got we are going to multiply the 
answer by the numerator of that fraction. You know we are dealing 
with the first fraction before the second fraction. So the first numerator 
is what you are going to multiply your answer by. One times one? 
Peter. 
48 Peter : One. 
49 Tr. Good our numerator will be one. So you put it down. 
When you put the answer down you bring your sign and what is our 
sign? 
50 Chn : Plus 
51 Tr. : Plus. After putting down your sign which is plus or 
addition, you come to the second fraction. You use the denominator to 
divide the LCM. So four goes into four how many times? Adorna, 
Adomako 
52 Adomako: One 
53 Tr. One, what will you do to that one you have got? Yes. 
54 Chd. : We shall multiply answer by the numerator. 
55 Tr. Very good. Clap for her. 
56 Chn [Clapping]. 
57 Tr. You are going to multiply your answer by the 
numerator as we did to the first one. Is that clear? 
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58 Chn. : Yes sir. 
59 Tr. : So our numerator is what? 
60 Chd. : One. 
61 Tr. : One. So we are going to multiply that one by the 
numerator which is one. One times one will give us what? 
62 Chd : One. 
63 Tr. : One. Then you put that one down. Here we have got 
eh, new numerators and you are going to add the two new numerators. 
They are what? Name them. Nyame. 
64 Nyame: Two. 
65 Tr. Name them first. What is this? 
66 Nyame: One. 
67 Tr. : One. [pointing to the second numerator] 
68 Nyame: One. 
69 Tr. One plus one? Do you see? Then you add the two 
numerators. One plus one ?. It will give what? 
70 Nyame: Two. 
71 Tr. Two. You bring equal sign. So that when you added 
the two numerators you got two. You underline two because it is 
what? It is what? 
72 Chn : Four. 
73 Tr. : No. why did you underline it? 
74 Chd. : LCM. 
75 Tr. : No, because it is a fraction and you know a fraction. As 
somebody said, something whole, then you divide it into any parts at 
all and you take one or two. So here it is going to be two out of 
76 Chn. : Four. 
77 Tr. : Four. Then you bring your LCM. Hum? You've 
finished. Is it understood now? 
78 Chn. : Yes sir. 
79 Tr. I want some body to come to the board to work this 
one for us to see * * * * Somebody should read it for us. Yes 
80 Chd. : One out of two plus two out of two. 
81 Tr. : Very good. Who can do it for us? Somebody should try 
.Portia come and try. Hurry. 
82 Portia : Denominator no eye ade korD, two and two. Nti 
mbsfa mu baako aye me LCM. Mede LCM no be kD akD kys first 
fraction denominator no. Mede two, mede LCM no skys 
83 Tr. : No you are rather going to divide the LCM by the 
denominator of the first fraction 
84 Portia : Mede L, mede denominator, first fraction denominator 
no bekD akD kyc LCM no. Mbs nya one. 
85 Tr. : No, when you get your answer what do you do again 
before. Okay, when eh, we got the answer what did we do? 
86 Portia : We shall multiply the answer by the numerator. 
87 Tr. : Yes we shall multiply the answer by the numerator of 
the fraction which we are dealing with. 
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88 Portia : Answer one no a me nya ys no mede bskp aki 
timesi numerator no, na ma nya one. Na mede addition ahys hp. Na 
maba second fraction. Mede L, denominator no cbek_D aka kyc 
LCM. Mbc nya one, na mede one no akc akc kys, na mede one no 
akD alp timesi numerator no. snno nso yc two. Mbs nya two. Na 
mede one no aka two no ho. Mbs nya three. Na mede LCM no ahys 
ase. Na ma wie. 
89 Tr. Good. Clap for her. 
90 Chn [Clapping]. 
91 Tr. Is it clear now? 
92 Chn Yes sir. 
93 Tr. Hein? 
94 Chn : Yes sir. 
95 Tr. : Okay, Then we are going to do eh 
96 Int. : Ma Dbaako kp ye baako. Example baako nso 
nkaho. 
97 Tr. : Okay, Eh, we want another example. This time we want 
a boy to do this example for us to see. 
98 Tr. [Talking together]. 
99 Chn : Somebody should try. Yes Gyapong do it for us. 
100 Tr. : [Talking together]. 
101 Gyapong: Na ys denominator no ys mmeinu. Nti mbs yi baako 
de aye LCM. Na mede first fraction no denominator no akp kyc 
LCM no na ma nya one. Na mede atimesi numerator no na ma nya 
one. plus sign ahys second 
Na mede ne second fraction denominator nso akD kyc LCM no. Na 
ma nya one. Na mede atimesi two, na ma nya two. Na maka one no 
ne two no abom na ma nya three. Na ma asane ases na mede LCM 
no akP hyc ases. Na ma wie. 
102 Tr. : Thank you clap for him. 
103 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
104 Tr. : We shall work the last one before we come to do it 
individually. [Writes on the bb] 
105 Chn : [Watch.] 
106 Tr. : Yes Dufie do it for us. 
107 Dufie : Denominator no yc ade koro nti mbs yi baako ays 
LCM. Na maba first fraction no. Na mafa denominator no akiD kyc 
LCM no. Na ma nya one. Na, 
108 Tr. The denominator is. What number is the denominator? 
109 Dufie : Four. 
110 Tr. : Four, you can mention that. Go on. 
111 Dufie : Na mede akp timesi LCM na ma nya one. Na mede 
ak_P kys LCM na ma nya one. Na mede one no akP timesi LCM na 
ma nya one. Na mede ahys hp. Na mede plus no aba. Na maba 
second fraction. Na ma bs fa denominator no aki kys LCM. Na 
manya 
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112 Tr. . Yaa eye sen? 
113 Dufie : Ya eye four. Na manya one. Na mede one no atimesi 
three, na ma nya three na mede ahye hp. Na maka one ne three no 
ábom. Na ma nya four. Na ma san asee. Na mede LCM no ahye 
asee 
114 Tr. Thank you . Is it now understood? 
115 Chn : Yes sir. 
116 Tr. : Then we are going to do some exercises in our exercise 
books. So you take your exercise books. Put down your date before 
you start the work. 
117 Chn : [Working] 
118 Tr. [Goes round]: Where is your date? 
119 Chd [Inaudible] 
120 Tr. You did not put down date. Put down date. 
121 Chn. [Working]. 
122 Tr. Why are you adding the top numbers? 
123 Chn I am adding the numerators together. 
124 Tr. You are adding the numerators together. Thank you. It 
is the numerators that you add. 
125 Chn. [Working]. 
126 Tr. Where is your book? Take your book and work. 
127 Chn [Working. Background noise from the next class]. 
128 Tr. Where is your addition sign? Bring it ,else you get your 
answer wrong. You may not know how to do it again. So whenever 
you write bring your addition sign before you go on. 
129 Chn Working [noise at the background from the next class] 
130 Tr. Where did you go? 
131 Chn [Inaudible]. 
132 Tr. You don't know where you went. 
133 Chn : [Inaudible]. 
134 Tr. : Can't you say that I was sent? 
135 Chn. [Working. noise at the background from the next class 
136 Tr. When you don't understand something ask. Hein? What 
did you do before putting down this answer? 
137 Chn : [Inaudible]. 
138 Tr. : You have to multiply the answer by the numerator 
before you put it down. Is that clear? 
139 Chn Yes sir. 
140 Tr. Hurry up. 
141 Int. [Another teacher's lesson at the background]. 
142 Tr. What do you say? 
143 Int. [Noise from children playing around the class] 
144 Tr. Number three is one out of twelve plus three out of 
three. enno na mo ntumi nye? 
145 Chn. : [Working]. 
146 Tr. : Any problem? 





















If you don't understand it you should ask me. 
[Working]. 
Is there any problem? 
No. 
You divide the LCM by the denominator. So ten into 
one. 
You divide ten by ten. Ss wo de sdu ki ky sdu a obia 
156 Chd. : Obia nya bi. 
157 Tr. 
ssn? 
Eei! Dnya bi? Nipa du skys ade du a obia bsnya 
158 Chn : Baako. 
19 Tr. : So I am asking you the question again. [inaudible] 
169 Chd. : Four. 
l6í Tr. : Four. Nti four times one cbyc ssn? One times four? 
162 Chd : Four. 
163 Tr. : Four. Na wo de abs hys ha. Fa hys hp 
164 Chn. : [Working and talking in whispers]. 
165 Tr. And it is almost time. So hurry. 
166 Chn : [Working] 
167 Tr. : Have you finished? 
168 Chd. Anne 
169 Tr. have you also finished? 
170 Chn : Yes sir 
171 Tr. 
table. 
If you have finished put your exercise book on the 
172 Chn [Working]. 
173 Tr. What about you. have you finished? Can you finish? 
174 Chn : [Working.] 
175 Int. [Noise from children playing outside the class.] 
176 Tr. . Sit down 
177 Chn . [Working]. 
178 Tr. . Time is gone. 
179 Chn [Talking together.] 
180 Tr. It's time. Get ready to stop work. 
181 Chn [Talking together.] 
182 Tr. Stop work. Bring your exercise books.. 
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Appendix 5(23) TG: Ghanaian Language 
LESSON : TWENTY THREE 
SCHOOL : ZONGO PRIMARY 
CLASS P3 
TEACHER : " TG " 
SUBJECT : GHANAIAN LANGUAGE (TWI GRAMMAR) 
TOPIC DODOD KABEA /KASA 
DATE 13TH MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. Fa hys wo table ase na tena ase yiye. 
2 Chn. [Talking together] 
3 Tr.. es ye sua Twi kasa bia ysfrs no se. DodoD kabea anaa se 
dodoD kasa. DodoD kasa anaa SE dodop kabea. Ss ascm a ycka, yeka cma 
snipa bcberee. Sc yeka dodoD kabea, dodoD pii Sc sfiri mmeinu skc. ckyerc 
se sdoPso. efiri mmeinu Sc, ss amango. Sc me kase dodop a, amango 
ldodoP yc bc kano scn? she? 
4 -Chn. : Bsberee 
5 Tr.: Aane, ye ka no bsberee. Na dodop kasa. Montwe mo ho, montwe hp 
nom. 
6 Chn. . [Talking together]. 
7 Tr. He! Dodop kasa, dodop kasa 
8 Chn. : [Talking together] 
9 Tr. : Sc ycka abar'unaa, abarimaa, a-ba-ri-ma, abarimaa, abarimaa. 
Sc yeka, ss sbia yska sa aberantec, se ycka aberantee. Ss yska saa a. 
10 Chn. : Yes sir. 
11 Tr. : Aberantec, nberantes, ss ycka aberantec a na cgyina hp ma san? 
12 Chd. : pbarima. 
13 Tr. : chen, yeka aberantee a na egyina 11._ ma ssn? 
14 Chd. : cbia adee a wate no foforD. 
15 Tr. : enye des watie. cc aberantec me serswo cc wo afa bankye ye a 
swDhp yi mbrec me? Aberantec yi me sers wo fa adec yi bers me. Ss ycka 
dodop a aberantec no ne dodop mu ye beka no san? 
16 Chn : [Talking together] 
17 Tr. : Ha! 
18 Chd. : Mberantec. 
19 Tr. : es, montie oo!, ye kasa no, ya kasa no. Sc nea ya si ka nono pnye 
saa na ye twers no. Ysse aberantec, obi, sc smberantee 
20 Chn. : [Talking together] 
21 Tr. : Obia nhws ha. Aberantee kyere san? Yeka aberantec a na skyers 
san? 
22 Chd. : Abarima. 
23Tr. : Abarima. Na aberantec kyere san? Ycka dodoD, dodoD kasa 
yenka baakofop kasa. Dodop kasa aberantes kyerc sen? 
24 Chd. : Mbarimaa beberee. 
25 Tr. : Aha aberantes, aberantes 
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26 Chd. : pbarima baako. 
27 Tr. : Kyere ss baako. Aberantes kyerc se baako. Aberantes kyers ss 
baako. Se yeka dodop a, mo beka sen? 
28 
. 
Chn: : Mberantes. 
29 Tr. : Woa wonim na wa pagya wo nsa. Ysbeka sen? 
30 Chn : [Talking together]. 
3f - Tr. : Yebska sen? 
32 Chd. : Mberantee. 
33 Tr. : Mberantec. Yebeka sen? 
34 Chn. : Mberantes 
35 Tr. : Mberantes 
36 Chn. : Mberantee 
37 Tr. : Mberantes 
38-; Chn. : Mberantes 
39 Tr. : Mberantee 
40` Tr. : Mberantee, mberantec, skyere se wpm dopso. Mberantee wpm 
doso. SE yeka onipa 
41 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
42 Tr. : Onipa enye, onipa enye, onipa enye. Ye ka dodop kasa yese onipa 
enys a, yeka sen? 
43 Chd. : Onipa snye 
44 Tr. : se montie o! Montie kasa no Ssdes ye kano, ye kasa no snys sa 
erma ye twers no. Mo tie? 
46 Chn. : Yes sir. 
47 Tr. : Ye kasa no ye kano sedes yska. Nso se ye twers a yen ntwere no 
cnipa nys. Se onipa, montie o. Se onipa, onipa nyc. Onipa gyina hp ma 
baako pc. enti se wpm dopso a yebska no ssn? 
48 Chd. : Onipa 
49 Tr. : cnipa, enipa ys, yen kasa a. Na nka me pess mo kano paa sc nka 
ye twers a, nka yebs twers no sen? 
50 Chn. : [Talking together] 
51 Tr. : Woa wonim, wp ka "snipa, enipa" syc. Nanso ss ys twers no 
agu ye krataa mu a, ysbe twers no sen? Sen na ysbs kano? Yes. 
52 Chd. : Onipa nye. 
53 Tr. : Sen? 
54 Chd. : Onipa nye. 
55 Tr. : Onipa nye. Nipa noa, na ya twers yi. Nanka wo ys aka. Na afei 
wo sane dane no, Ssn na ysbe ka? 
56 Chd. : Nnipa nys. 
57 Tr. : Ka bio ma me nte 
58 Chd. : Nnipa nys. 
59 Tr. : wose yeka no sen? 
60 Chd. : Nnipa nys. 
61 Tr. : Nnipa, nnipa nys. Nnipa. 
62 Chn. : [Talking together] 
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63 Tr. : Nnipa, nyE nnipa. KyerE sE bEberee nnipa, Etp dsbi ycka a yESe 
E nnipa cba o! YEkasE E nnipa sba oo! Na EkyerE ss wpm yE scn? 
64 Chn. : BEberee 
65 Tr. : Na wDm ye scn? 
66 Chn. : wpm dopso. 
67 Tr. : wpm dopso. HE hwE ma yEnhwE sE onipa bi Eba a. YEkasc 
onipa bi a na EkyerE sE baako pE. 
68 Chn. : [Talking together] 
69 Tr. : Onipa bi a. Na EkyerE sE baako pc. Na nnipa cba. Ebia me nfa no 
ss, yE nkwadaa dec yc akP wia amango. Na yshyc hp nom no, na yc 
gyede SE yen nkoa na cwPhD. Afei ycte kasa. Na yaka kyerE baako se : 
"Portia kp hwc ma ysn hwc SE nnipa cba a". Nnipa Eba a, c sane SE kasa 
yste yc no nti no. Mo gyede SE pbaakofop wp nam a na wp kasakasa? 
70 Chn. : No sir. 
71 Tr. : SE nipa baako nam na wp kasa, yc kasE wa yc dcn? 
72 Chn. : Wa bp dam. 
73 Chn. : [Talking together] 
74 Tr. : Wa bP dam. Nti ycbE kasE. KphwE SE nnipa Eba a. 
Kphwc sc nnipa Eba a. Na ycn no, nea yctaa kan ne sc: KphwE SE onipa 
sba a. Onipa, ycnka no SE "Enipa". YEka no "nnipa". Mese ycka no scn? 
75 Chn. : Nnipa 
76 Tr. : Ycka no scn? 
77 Chn. : Nnipa 
78 Tr. : cnea hwan na Ebctumi aka biribi a cdopso? 
79 Chn. : [Talking together] 
80 Tr. : Biribi a sdopso, hwan na cbctumi aka bi maa ya tie? Des 
cdopso, wobs ka des baakofoP kasa 
81 Chn. : [Talking together] 
82 Tr. : Baakofop kasa ka ne, ansa na yakp dodop no des no so. Dec 
sdikan me ka aberantes Enna ycka mberantec. 
83 Chn. : Seesei a kasa no bi wphp nom a, montie ycka, ys Asante kasa 
no, dodoD Eni baakofop kasa no EyE pc. Dodop cni baakofoP kasa no 
sys pc. Ycka SE aburoo, aburoo. cnnc mekP afuom makp twa ma aburoo. 
Mek= afuom makp twa ma aburoo. Me rekP afuom makP twa ma 
aburoo. Aburoo, aburoo ne dodoP kasa no, ycnka no `mburoo', anaa 
`sburoo'. Dodop kasa no yE sane ka no aburoo. 
64 Chn. : [Talking together] 
85 Tr. : YEE, Eno ys dodoP kasa, `Me WD akokP`. Me wP akokp. 
Dodop kasa ycbc ka ssn? 
86 Chn. : Me wp akokD 
87 Tr. : E cha, cha. Wonim a pagya wo nsa. Me wp akokp 
88 Chn. : [Whispering and murmuring.] `Me wP akok.P`. 
98 Tr. : Me wp akokp . Akokp dodop kasa no wobE kano scn? 
90 Chd. : Me wp akokp 
91 Tr. : [Points to a child]. Wo bs kano scn? 
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92 Chd. : Me wp ckokp 
93 Tr. : Me wp skok.P. Me wp Ekokp. Dodop wob kano scn? 
94 Chd. : Me wp akokp 
95 Tr. : Me maka sE: `Me wp akokp`, Na dodop kasa no wo bc ka no 
ssn? 
96 Chd. : Me wp nkokp. 
97 Tr. : Me wp nkokp, Me wp nkokp. Nkokp kyere sE cdoPso. 
98 Chn. : [Talking together] 
99 Tr. : Me wp nkokp, Me wp nkokp. Aeie! Akorpmfop abc kye me 
nkokp no nyinaa. Yen aka sE akorpmfop abc kye ma akokp no nyinaa. 
Wo kase ma akokp dec a, na ckyerE SE baako pc. Na akorpmfop abc 
kye me nkokp no nyinaa. Ec, Eden bio Enna ye bcka a, yc beka ne 
baakofop kasa na yE aka ne dodop kasa? Hwan na wpwp bi a wppc SE 
wpbcka ama ya tie? Baakofop kasa. 
100 Chn. : [Talking together] 
101 Tr. : Ehc, me tie! 
102 Chn. : [Talking together] 
103 Tr. : AkorpmfoP abc sesa ma akonnwa. Ne nyinaa. akorpmfop abc 
sesa ma akonnwa no nyinaa. Akonnwa, akorpmfop, akorpmfop, 
akorpmfoP abE sesa ma akonnwa. 
104 Chn. : [Talking together] 
105 Tr. : Akorpmfop abc sesa ma akonnwa no nyinaa. Ss yEka dodop 
kasa a akorpmfop, yEka no sen? 
106 Chd. : Akorpmfop abc sesa ma akonnwa no nyinaa. 
107 Tr. : Wose akorpmfop abc yE dcn? 
108 Chn. : Abc sesa nkonnwa no nyinaa. 
109 Tr. : Nkonnwa, nkonnwa no nyinaa. 
l 10 Chn. : Nkonnwa no nyinaa. 
111 Tr. : Sc ycka nkonnwa, nkonnwa, Ekyerc SE dodop, ne nyinaa. 
112 Tr. : Wie no cyc Akwapim. Akwapim no cno. 
113 Int. : Mm, Akwapim wahuu? 
114 Tr. : Eno nso yc Aburi Enna cbiso a, SE wahuu she*** 
115 Tr. : YEE, seesei a, obi nka adec a baakofop kasa na ycn hwc ne 
dodoP kasa na ycn hwc. 
116 Chd. : Akorpmfop abc sesa me gya no nyinaa. 
117 Tr. : Akorpmfop abc sesa me gya no nyinaa. NkorPmfop, 
nkorpmfop, eei! cnnc anadwo akorpmfop baaha oo! Montie, kasa no bi 
wphp a, yc ka ne dodop cnyc yie. Kasa no bi wPhP a, yc ka ne dodop 
cnyc yie. cnnc anadwo yi nkorpmfoP cbaa ha. Ycn ka no saa. cnnc 
anadwo yi ako=mfop baa ha. Ensoso sa akorpmfoD no a cbaa ha nom 
no Esane gyina hp ma dodop. Mo ahunu des meka? 
118 Chn. : Yes sir. 
119 Tr. : chs, YE kasa no bi wP hp a, ni ne dodoP kasa. YE wp 
baakofop kasa nso csane gyina hP ma dodoD kasa. EnnE mekp afuom 
mu na akorpmfop akp tu me bankye no nyinaa. Bankye, ycnka nbankye. 
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Ha! Ysnka nbankye. Yeka bankye. Bankye Egyina hp ma dodoP. Atades, 
yska atadec a, ne dodoP kasa no yebE ka sen? 
120 Chn. : [Talking together] 
120 Tr. : Wo a wonim no pagya wo nsa. Ycka atadeE a, ne dodop kasa 
no yEbE ka sen? 
121 Chd. : NtadeE 
122 Tr. : Ntadec, ntadeE. 
123 Chn. : Ntades. 
124 Tr. : NtadeE ahodoP. Eie! wpkp store paa, me se yEbs di Buronya 
yi. Ye wp ntadee ahodop bEberee. Ycka ntadee ahodoP a, na ekyere se wie 
nko, Ebi wphD nom a, EyE tumtum, ebi wDhp a EyE kpk», cbi wPhp a 
cyc fufuo, ycse ntades. Mo te asee? 
125 Chn. : Yes sir. 
126 Tr. : Hse, mpaboa yE? 
127 Chd. : Mpaboa. 
128 Tr. : Mohwc, hyste, dodop kasa no, dodoD kasa no, dodoP kasa no. 
DOdOp kasa no. Dodop kasa ss:"/m/p/a/b/o/a/" mpaboa. Mpaboa. Dodop 
cyc mpaboa. Enna baakofoD kasa nso eye mpaboa. Melo akDtD mpaboa. 
129 Chn. : [Talking together] 
130 Tr. : Mo nim des ntiara mpaboa no cni dodop Enna sni baakofop 
kasa no? ssane se mpaboa Enys baako. Mpaboa ys baako? 
131 Chn. : No sir. 
132 Tr. : mpaboa eye sen? 
133 Chn. : Mmeinu. 
134 Tr. : ewp hp na eye mmeinu? she. 
135 Chd. : Left and right. 
136 Tr. : Baako hyc bankum Enna baako hye nifa. Nti ye ka born a Eye 
sen? 
137 Tr. + Chn. : Mmeinu. 
138 Tr. Nti se ye kase mpaboa. Me wp mpaboa beberee. Me wP mpaboa 
bcberee. Beberee dee na ekyere se Edopso. Wie, seesei a me hye mpaboa. 
Eie, enne wp hye mpaboa mmienu. Ye kase enne WD hye mpaboa 
mmienu a na ekyerE sen? 
139 Chn. : cc, mpaboa no ye mmienu 
140 Tr. :enns me hye mpaboa mmienu, anaa Enne wDhye mpaboa mmienu, 
asee ne sen? 
141 Chd. : Wphye benkum sane hye nifa. 
142 Tr. : ee, wphyE benkum sane hyE nifa. Es WDhye mpaboa mmienu 
asee ne sen? 
143 Chd. : Wphye baako anDpa a, wDkD fie a na waworP anaa wa sane 
ahyc foforp. 
144 Tr. : WDhyE mpaboa mmienu, asee ne sen? 
145 Chn. : Mmienu hye benkum, mmienu hyE nifa. 
146 Tr. : Aba! wo betumi de mpaboa mmienu ahye benkum na wa sane de 
mmienu ahye nifa? se wDhys mpaboa mmienu asee ne sen? 
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147 Chn. : [Talking together] 
148 Tr. : NkDhwc obi anim. Wo des pagya wo nsa na ka wodeE ma ycn 
tie 
149 Chd. : Left and right 
150 Tr. : Mpaboa mmienu, asee ne sen? Ss obi hyc. Ss ye kase obi hys 
mpaboa mmienu a na ekyere se wDnhye mpaboa korD. Mahyc me 
mpaboa wie, ye fre no sen? 
151 Tr. + Chn. : Shoe 
152 Tr. : enna Portia dee yi so yefre no sen? 
153 Chn. : Mok Serwah. 
154 Tr. : Haa! 
155 Chn.. : Mok Serwah. 
156 Tr. : Mok Serwah. Na ekyere se mpaboa no hys me, alright hwan na 
jehye charlie wotie wp dan mu ha? 
157 Chd. : Attaa 
15$ Tr. : chaa! Attaa, fa wo charlie no sbra. Fa charlie no bra. 
159 Attaa : [Takes charlie to teacher] 
160 Tr. : Hwe, monhwe seesei a mo se me hye den? 
161 Chn. : Shoe. 
162 Tr. : Ss me hye shoe wie na se mede me nan wie hyc charlie wie mu 
a, Me nam a yebe kase me hys mpaboa sen? 
163 Tr. + Cha : Mmienu. 
164 Tr. : Mmienu. Wo hye mpaboa mmienu a Ekyere se wo hyc charlie- 
wotie ewp benkum enna wo hye shoe ewp nifa. enti yehunu se obi hyc sa 
mpaboa no a, yebe kase wa ye den? 
165 Chn. : [Talking together] 
166 Tr. : she! Yebe kase sa nipa no wayc den? 
167 Chn. : [Talking together] 
168 Tr. : enye nkwadaa kasa saa. Yebe kase 
169 Chn. : Wphye mmienu Wphye mmienu. 
170 Tr. : Wphys mmienu. Na yebe ka sen? 
171 Chn. : [Talking together] 
172 Tr. : WPhye benkum ne nifa. Yebee kase sen? 
173 Ch : Yebe kase wa bp dam 
174 Tr. : Yebe kase wa bp dam. Me, ss me kp hye shoe wie na me sane 
hye charlie-wotie na me ba a, ye be kase teacher aye den? 
175 Chn. : Wa bp dam. 
176 Tr. : enne dee tikya abp dam. Shoe na ehye no enna charlie-wotie 
nso hye no. Nti wo hye mpaboa mmienu. Na se me hye wie nkoa, enso yefrs 
no mpaboa. Mote ases 
177 Chn. : Yes sir 
178 Tr. : ehe! 
179 Chn. : Yes sir 
180 Tr. : Ye kasa no enys nyinaa na yetumi ka dodop kasa 
181 Chn. : [Talking together] 
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182 Tr. : mo ma yen hys foforD bio. MekD afuom, mekD afuom. 
MerekD afuom. Afuom dodop kabea anka ys be ka no sen? 
183 Chn. : MekD afuom 
184 Tr. : Nka yebc kano sen? 
185 Chd. : Nfuom. 
186 Tr. : Nfuom. WadD nfuom bEberee. Me yi wad» nfuom 
1 S7 " Chn. : [Talking together] 
188 Tr. : Nfuom. First, yeka no afuo, afuo, nfuo. Eie wodee wobc wuo. 
Me yi yese wad» nfuo bsberee. Wa ye den? 
189 Tr. + Chn : Wad» nfuo beberee. Eie, na wo, afe yi, na wo ye den? Me 
yi, na me des me ni ahDden. Nti me d» sen? Afuom baako. Me d» afuo 
baako. Na wosoc? Eie, medee afe yi me ye den? Me d» nfuom beberee Mo 
ahunu nsosoe a eda etamu? 
19jJ Chn. : Yes sir. 
191 Tr. : Nfuom kyere se dodoD. cnna afuom kyerc baako 
19-2 Chn. : [Talking together] 
193 Tr. : cc, na afe yi. Des yede kD nsuo no yefre no sen? Des yede k 
nsuo no yefre no sen? Mo ndwene ho paa. Des tete 1pnom yede kD nsuo no 
ycfrc no sen? Dec tete na yede kD nsuo yefre no sen? Yefre no sen? 
194 Chd. : Atam. 
195 Tr. : Atam. Yefre no sen? 
196 Chd. : Bucket 
197 Tr. : enye tete bucket. Yefrc no sen? 
198 Chd. : Bucket 
200 Tr. : Aha, aha. Yefre no sen? 
201 Chd. : shina. 
202 Tr. : china. Mo mmD mo nsam ma. no. 
203 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
203 Tr. : china. Hwan ne na enim china? 
204 Chn. : Yede kp nsuo 
.205 Tr. : eye. Yede den na eye ahina? 
206 Chn. : Yede clay 
207 Tr. : Yede den na eye? 
208 Chd. : Yede edDtee 
209 Tr. : Yede, na me nim se wse yede dDtee. Wse yede eden? 
210 Chn. : edptes 
211 Tr. : Yenka no saa. 
212 Chn. : Yenka no saa, yeka no se ndptes. 
213 Tr. : Yefre no dDtes. Mese yefre no sen? 
214 Chn. :Dptee 
215 Tr. :DDtee 
216 Chn. :DDtee 
217 Tr. :ehina no so yefre no sen? 
218 Chn. [Talking together] 
219 Tr. : Su-bina, su-hina, su-hina. 
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220 Chn. : Su-hina. 
221 Tr. : Su-bina. 
222 Chn. : Su-hina 
223 Tr. : Sc su-bina nono, Mante kasa no anka yebeka no sE:"nsuo ahina", 
Enna yatwa nsuo no afin hDnom. Se woka ye no, `nsuo ahina', na Ekyers se, 
aye te sE kasa noa wo woka no wonte aseE. 
224 Chn. : Mm 
225 Tr. : Wote asee? Nti ycse su-bina. Me su-bina baako pe nso Me 
su-hina baako pe nso abD. Mote ases? 
226 Chn. : Yes sir. 
227 Tr. : Nti dodop kabea no yeka su-bina anka wo bska no ssn? DodoD 
kabea. Su-hina anka wo beka no sen? Woa wonim no pagya wo nsa. 
228 Chn. : Nsu-hipa. 
229 Tr. : Nsu-hina. Nsu-hina, nsu-bina, nsu-hina, nsu-bina, nsu-hina, nsu- 
hina. Mo ahunu. Nsu-hina. Ekyers sE cdoDso. Nsu-hina Edopso. Su-hina 
syE baako. Su-bina eye baako. Nsu-hina Edopso. Me nsu-hina nyinaa 
abobp. Me nsu-bina nyinaa abobD. Se motee aseE? 
230 Chn. : Yes sir. 
231 Tr. : EkyerE sE nkwadaa no baye no, Ennopmaa wpnom mu nsuo 
nyinaa wpm abobD no. Dodop kasa nono. Na Eyi ye? Sc ysba fie a 
232 Chn. : [Talking together] 
233 Tr. : ksts, kste. Hwan na wDnim ksts? Ksts ysys no den? 
234 Chn. : [Talking together] 
235 Tr. : Ha! Kate ycyc no den? 
236 Chn. : Da so 
237 Tr. : YE da kete so. Ye da kstE so Sc ye nea yc w dan ne ha nyinaa, 
ysbE turni ada kete baako so? 
238 Chn : No Sir. 
239 Tr. : Yebe da kete ssn? 
240 Tr. + Chn. : Beberee. 
241 Tr. : Enea, na ketE no se ye lcDtp bcberee a, yE suuma obi sc wn ni= 
nkpt) kstE a yEbs kano ssn? 
242 Chn. : NkstE. 
243 Tr. : Ha? YEbe ka sen? 
244 Chn. : NketE. 
245 Tr. : nkstE, nkstE. Hum yiedec nketE na wa kp sesa abD wobu sie? Wo 
ntimi nka SE Ws na wa k= fa abD wobu sie. NketE 
246 Chn. : [Talking together] 
247 Tr. : NketE, na nketc no eye a na ye sane ka biribi ckaho. Hwan na 
Ebstumi ahunu ketE des eye a yeka ekaho? 
248 Chn. : [Counting] 
249 Tr. : Nkctc, eye a na ycka biribi ekaho. 
250 Chd. : Sumiie 
251 Tr. : ehe, nkete, nkete, ya ycdidi watem a, yeka nkete biribi kaho ema 
ne ye wo yaa. Yes. 
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252 Chd. : Dwonspkrobo. 
253 Tr. : Aha. Yes 
254 Chd. : [Inaudible]. 
255 Tr. : she, Ehe, Ehe 
256 Chd. : eno nso eye dwonsPkrobo? 
257 Tr. : EhE, dabi. EnyE ne saa ho. Me, meka a, mo a ewp motiri mu. enso 
mopc SE mobs pagya mo nsa mobE ka. Na mom SE me ka a, mo bEbp mo 
nsam ama me. 
258 Chn. : Yes sir. 
259 Tr. : EhE, ka ma me ntie 
260 Chd. : [Inaudible]. 
261 Tr. : cha 
262 Chn. : [Talking together] 
263 Tr. : Nketekyire 
264 Chn. : [Clapping] 
265 Tr. : NkEtekyire, anaa monte da? 
266 Chn. : Yate 
267 Tr. : Aden nti na Eye a na yska nkEtEkyire? 
268 Chn. : [Talking together] 
269 Tr. : Nketekyire ye den nea? EhE. Nketekyire ys den nea? Yes. 
270 Chd. : Aboa. 
271 Tr. : shE. Nye nkEtEkyire wPm hyehyE bpne mu. Ycka nketskyire, 
hum. SE, mm hum nkEtEkyire ye den? 
272 Chd. : ycka beberee 
273 Tr. : Ss mo dwonsp gugu nkete so na sE Etete a adekye 
dane mu na won hataa ye a wo maame kakyere wo sE,'KP yiyi wo 
nketekyire no na kp hata'. Kp yiyi wo nkEtEkyire no. Wo dec watwetwa 
kete nyinaa mu. nti SE We no stete a, ysfrE no ketEkyire. KP yiyi dwonsp 
nkrobo We no. Yese nkEtekyire, nkEtskyire. KetE nketE akyire, Ekyire nsE 
nkste papa no na akyi nea eye no ysfrE no nkstskyire. NkstE kyire. Mote 
aseF? 
274 Chn. : Yes sir 
275 Tr. : He es den bio Enna ne dodop kasa no EE yeka no baako? YEka 
kasa no baako. Dodop kasa no yska, enyE dodop kasa, yeka a, yska no 
baako pe. chg. 
276 Chd. : Mankani 
277 Tr. : Wose mankani? 
278 Chn. : [Talking together] 
279 Tr. : Mankani, mankani, mankani ne dodop ye kano sen? 
280 Chn. : [Talking together] 
281 Chd. : Nmankani 
282 Tr. :l-leen! 
283 Chd. : Nmankani 
284 Tr. : Mankani ne , cnoa nono. Ne dodop kasa noa ne mankani 
285 Chn. : [Talking together] 
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286 Tr. : Mankani ss sc yeka, kasa bi wphpnom a, kasa bi wphp a, a yeka 
ne dodop kasa no a, yede ades a ewo mu no Enna Eka. Me kp afuom mu no 
me tu mankani ksntsn mmienu. Me tu mankani nkentEn mmienu. Ss mo 
ahunu: " Mankani no, nksntsn, nkEntcn, nkstsn mmienu. BorpdeE Eduro 
mmienu. Yen nka nbordee. Yska bordes, borde Eduro mmienu. 
287 Chn. : YEn ka nbpdeE. 
288 Tr. : Borde EnyeE bDdeE 
289 Chn. : B»des 
290 Tr. : Dodop kasa no Ebi wDhpnom a, yen nka ndi kasa no anim yen 
nka ndi kasa no anim. Montie. Dodop kasa no Ebi wplpnom a, yen nka ndi 
kasa. Ebia ycka a na Ewp kasa no mfifini 
291 Chit : [Talking together] 
292 Tr. : ekyina, pkyina, pkyina mEkp Kumasi, Pkyina mekp Kumasi. 
; Me, me, me mekp Kumasi. Twi kasa yen twers no sie. pkyina me mskp 
Kumasi. enti se wo kase, pkyina wo bskp Kumasi a, dodop kasa no wobE 
"'kano sen? Dodop kasa no. 
293 hd. :lr akyire. Pkyina mmekp Kumasi 
294 Tr. : Mhum pkyina. 
295 Chd. : pkyina mmekp Kumasi. 
296 Chn. : [Laughter ] 
297 Tr. : Yes 
298 Chd. : pkyina mme kp Kumasi 
299 Tr. : Yes 
300 Chd. : pkyina yebe kp Kumasi 
301 Tr. : Kano yiye ma yenti 
302 Chd. : pkyina yebe kp Kumasi 
303 Tr. : Mo ahunu? Mo mmp mo nsam ma no 
304 Chn. : [Clapping] 
305 Tr. : Ekyina yEbekp. Ysbelcp, yEbEkp ye kyire se yen. Na yenka no, 
'yen be kp` Kumasi. pkyina ysbe kp Kumasi. Yen a ys wpha nyinaa bekp 
Kumasi. Mo ahunu Asante kasa? 
306 Chn. : Yes sir 
307 Tr. : YEbelcp Kumasi ankpdi kasa no anim eba mfifi. Dkyina yebek= 
Knmasi 
308 Chn : [Talking together] 
309 Tr. : Kwaku akum anomaa, Kwaku akum anomaa. dodop kasa nono. 
Mo ahunu dee Edikan no. pkyina melcp Kumasi. Ekyina eni dodop kasa. 
`Nkyina' yen nka `nkyina'. Enna Kumasi nsoso yene dodop kasa Kumasi [32 
Min 30 sec]. 
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1 Tr. : enano yE sua mmoa ho assm. Hwan na Ebstumi akyers me 






: [Talking together] 
: shs 
: Awo 
: AWOp. Wse sdsn? 
: AWOp. Yssua Ekwanea smmoa sfa won. Ycsua ckwanea 
Emmoa cfa Ychu sc mmoa a wpm nan yc man no, ssn na w= fa 
Enya nkwadaa nketewaa? Wm a wDm nan, wpm nan, wpm nan cnan no 
SOD. Ssn Enna wpm sfa EWOD? Anaa SE Ssn Enna wm fa snya nkwadaa 
nketewaa? Boakye 
7 Boakye : WDm to nkosua. 
8 Chn. : see! 
9 Tr. : WDm a wpm nam, wDm nan EyE Enan no wpm to nkosua? 
10 Chn. : [Laughing]. No sir 
11 Tr. : EyE. Wm ye den? 
12 Chd. : WD no mo nyem 
13 Tr. : WDm nyem, wpm nyem. WDm nyem fa he? 
14 Chd. : WDm ysm 
15 Tr. : Wpm nyem wDm ysm. Na EkyerE sE wDm a wpm nan Eye 
Enan no a Ebi ne cdwan no, anaa abirekyie anaa sc nipa no scn na wpm fa 
nya ketewaa? 
16 Chd. : Ewo 
17 Tr. : cwo. Enipa cwo. Odwan Ewo. Onipa w= cwo. Odwan 
nso cwo. kra cwo. Wm a wDm Enan syE Enan no nyinaa wDm Ewo. 
EnneE na aboa wDno wia des wp ye dsn? W ysdesn? 
18 Chd. : Wpto kosua. 
19 Tr. 







: Wpto kosua. Aboa wp wia Ebiara sto kosua. Akyekyedes 
: Wpto kosua. 
: Wto kosua. Dsnkysm nso ysdsn? 
: Wpto kosua. 
: Emmoa wDm to kosua no Ebi ne des wo he? 
: Koters. 






: Sir, sir, sir 
: [Points to child] 
: Onini 
: Onini. seesei a mmoa wpm wia Enna yska. YEn nka wpm a 
wDm wia bio. Aboa wpto kosua Ebi ne des EwD he? 
30 Chd. : Akokp. 
31 Tr. : Akokp. [Points to a child] 
32 Chd. : Odwan 
33 Tr. : Eie! Odwan to kosua! [Points to a child] 
34 Chd. : Koters 
35 Tr. : Aha yen ka koterE bio [Points to a child] 
36 Chd. : Akokohwedes 
37 Tr. : AkokohwedeE, EnneE na EkyerE ss mmoa wDm to kosua no 
no a wDm Enys mmoa wDm Enan syE man no yEfrs wpm ssn? 
38 Chd. : Anomaa. 
39 Tr. : Ennoma anaa Sc ssn? 
40 Chd. : Birds 
41 Tr. : Aha, birds yE des, nanso ssn? 
42 Chd. : Abuburo 
43 Tr. : snys abuburo. YEfrE wDm ntakraboa. Mese ysfrE wDm 
sEEn? 
44 Chn. : Ntakraboa 
45 Tr. : Ntakraboa bia to kosua. Aboa bia wpwp ntakra bia to 
kosua. Amampani Eni ntakra, nakwasE Eni ntakra Enna pha nanso wpm tu. 
Enti saa mmoa no nso wpm ysdsn? 
46 Chd. : WDm to kosua 
47 Tr. : WDm ysdsn? 
48 Chd. : WDm swo. 
49 Tr. : HwE! Yahunu smmoa wpm Ewo. Emmoa no bi wphpnom a 
wDm nsoso wDm nto kosua, wpm snante Enan Enan so. WPm nsoso cwo. 












: KDtD. Saa mmoa wie sie nom no, wDnom, wpm wia, nso 
wDm to kosua. EnneE na aponkyersne nsoso ysdsn? Aponkyersne yE den? 
56 Chd. : WP hurihuri. 
57 Tr. : Aponkyersne yE den? 
58 Chd. : Wpto kosua. 
59 Tr. : Wpto kosua. YEE, yahunu Emmoa wie sie nyinaa Enipa ewo, 
odwan Ewo wp nto kosua. Akokp to kosua, cc akyekyedeE to kosua. EnneE 
na mmoa nketekete nsoso wpm ysdsn? Mmoa nketekete no Ebi ne des EwD 
he? 
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60 Chd. : Nwansena 
61 Tr. : Nwansena wDm nso wPm yE cdecn? 
62 Chd. : cbi ne kakapu 
63 Tr. : Nwansena yEdsn? Nwansena ysdEn? 
64 Chd. : Kosua 
65 Tr. : Nwansena to Kosua. Nwansena to Kosua. EE, Nwansena no 
Kosua no a wPtop no cu, cho wp akyinnyeu kakra. Aboa bi tese 
nwansenpobire wp ye nwansena. cE, hwan na akP duaso ahunu 
nwansenpobire da? she 
66 Chd. : WD Ewo mmoa nketenkete. 
67 Tr. : cc, yoo, enti dee wo 
68Int. : [Inaudible] 
69 Tr. : Maame kp office na fa adeE kata so. Nwansenpobire Dye 
aboa a ne borpfo mu yEfrc no insect. Insects nyinaa Eye a wpm to kosua. 
Na nwansenpobire no ne kosua top no, te sE nea wie Ekano, SE wokP duaso 
. a wo hunu SE nwansenpobire bu siso a, na wato agu so. Ne top no, wpto gu 
so -a, wobu hunu se ne ba no wpm nam. Hwan na ahwu da? Mo ahunu. 
70 Chn. 
71 Tr. 
: Yes sir 
: ehE, eye adeE a eye nwanwa. Ekyire mbE kyere mo des ntia 
cte saa. usane SE, SE wokp duaso wo wura mu a, wodeE wobE hunu su, 
nwansenpobire ba hp nom a wobE hunu SE wato atoso. Woto to soa, na aboa 
no, SE EbE ye sE Edu na wPbE toa, php ara na wDm nam so tese EE 
akpkono nketenkete. Mo ahunu? 
72 Chn. : Yes sir 
73 Tr. :Wpm tese tiafi mo mmoa. Saa. Akyire yubu sua. ycbE hwu SE 
Eno ye nkosua anna se ne mma a wa awo wDm. cine dec ycpE SE ye dwene 
ho pa, ene bubia, saa unneuma a ya keka yi nyinaa, cmmoa no nyinaa bebia 
wpm tes. Bcbia wpm tes. M'fitiasee afiri adwene nom so. Adwene she na 
adwene tec? Wonim a pagya wo nsa. me pe sir, sir ebia. 
74 Chn. : Sir, sir 
75 Tr. : cha wo kasc sir a me ntie. Adwene wp te he? 
76 Chd. : Nsuom 
77 Tr. : Wpte nsuom, wpte nsuom. Dcnkyum te he? 
78 Chd. : Nsuom 
79 Tr. : Wose wPte nsuom. Denkycm wpte he? 
80 Chd. : Wpte kukoP so cte nsuom. 
81 Tr. : Wpte kukop mu cte nsuom. Wpse dcnkycm te fa he? 
82 Chn. : Kukop so te nsuom 
83 Tr. : Saa mmoa no a wpm te kukop so Esane cte nsuom mu no 
ne borpfo ycfrc no amphibians. Mese ye frc wPm sen? 
85 Chn. : Amphibians 
86 Tr. : Amphibians. cunee sE denkyem eye amphibian a, aboa ben 
bio cnna wp no nsoso eye amphibian? 
87 Chd. : Kptp 
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88 Tr. : KDtp, wose kDtp Eye amphibian. YEse wte nsuom Enna 
wpte kukop so, cnti lob wpte he? 
89 Chd. : Wpte sbDne mu 
90 Tr. : Wpte he? 
91 Chd. : Wpte aforp mu 
_92 Chn. : Wpte nsuom 
93 Tr. : Wpte nsuom. Ysse aboa wp ye amphibian na wte kukop 
mu na WD sane te nsuo mu. Yate se dsnkysm, na aboa ben bio? 
94 Chd. : Onini. 
95 Tr. : Onini! Onini des nti nsuom. Aboa ben bio? Aka aboa 
baako. she. 
96 Chd. : Adwene 
97 Tr. : Adwene. Aboa ben nea? 
9$ Chd. : Adwene 
99 Tr. : Aboa ben nea? Aboa ben? 
1'00 Chd. : Aponkyercne 
10-1 'Tr. : Aponkyercne. Mo mmp mo nsam smma no 
102 Chn. : [Clapping] 
103 Tr. : Aponkyersne nso ye amphibian. Wpte nsuo mu snna wp 
sane te kukop so. Anaa mo nhunu saa? 
104 Chn. : Ys ahunu saa 
105 Tr. : Hwan na ahunu aponkyerene a wpte nsuo mu da? 
106 Chn. : [Raise hands up] 
107 Tr. : Na hwan na ahunu aponkyersne a wpte kukop so da? 
108 Chn. : [Raise hands up] 
109 Tr. : skyirs Sc moa mo nsa soro noa kyers se aponkyersne te 
nsuo mu nso sane te kukop so, me boa? 
110 Chn. : Yes sir 
111 Tr. : Mo mfa mona ntohp. Yss mines na yahunu ss nsuo mu 
mmoa no nyinaa no wDm te nsuo mu. Adwene mo te nsuo mu, me boa? 
112 Chn. : : Yes sir 
113 Tr. : Wee, clines na afafantp no te he? 
114 Chd : Wpte wira mu 
115 Tr. : AfafantD wpte he? 
116 Chd. : Wpte nwira mu 
117 Tr. : Wpte wira mu. Yoo afafantp te he? 
118 Chd. : Wpte fie 
119 Chn. : [Laughter ] 
120 Tr. : Afafantp wpte he? 
121 Chd. : Wpte kukop so 
122 Tr. : Wpte kukop so. Dabi. Ss wo kass kukop so dee a se, se 
wonte wira mu a na wote fie. Wpte he? 
123 Chd. : Wpte wira mu. 
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124 Tr. : Wpte wira mu. EE, na EkyerE se mmoa, saa mmoa yEfrE 
wpm insects no nyinaa no wDm te wira mu, me boa? Alright. AkEtEkyire 
wpte fa he? Wpte he? 
125 CM. : Wpte bpne mu 
126 Tr. : Wpte bpne mu. Wose why he? 
127 Chd. : Ebpne mu 
128 Tr. : Ebpne mu. snnes na kptp nso ne fie ne he? 
129 Chd. : Ebpne mu 
130 Tr. : Kano kese ma obia ntie. wte he? 
131 Chd. : Ebpne mu. 
132 Tr. : sbpne mu wp fa he? 
133 Chd. : Aforp mu 
134 Tr. : Mom mu fa. he? 
135 Chd. : Nsuo mu 
136 Tr. : Nsuo mu. EE yahunu sa Emmoa no a wDm sdware nsuo no 
nyinaa wpm te nsuo mu. snnes na ntakraboa nsoso wPm fie ne he? 
137 - Chd. : Ewira mu 
138 Tr. : Nwira mu? 
139 Chd. : sdua so. 
140 Tr. : Wpse ntakraboa te he? 
141 Chn. : sdua so. 
142 Tr. : Yate dua so. Es ntakraboa nyinaa na ste dua so? 
143 Chn. : No sir. Sir, sir 
144 Tr. : EhE 
145 Chd. : Ebi te fie 
146 Tr. : WPm no a wDm te fie no sbi ne des swD he? 
147 Chd. : Akokp, dabodabo 
148 Tr. : Aden wopc SE wo ka san? 
149 Chn. : [Laughing] 
150 Tr. : EhE 
160 Chd. : Akokp 
161 Tr. : Kolo. Rebecca. 
162 Rebecca : Dabodabo. 
163 Tr. : Dabodabo. WEE sys, s ya wies Eno. Nso smmoa wDm to 
kosua no a wDm snan ys snan no a yEfrE wDm reptiles snnora me bP wpm 
din. Reptiles nosnso wDm nsoso Ehene na wpm tes? WobP ndin a, na wa 
kyers bsbia wptes. Wobp ndin a, na wa kyers bsbia wpteE. cha. 
164 Chd. : Pete 
165 Tr. : Ppste! PEts ya dean a? Pets ye dsn? 
166 Chn. : [Laughing] Sir, sir 
167 Tr. : Ehs 
168 Chd. : PEtE 
169 Tr. : EhE 
170 Chd. : Aboa 
171 Tr. : Psts ye clan? 
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172 Chd. : Ntakraboa 
173 Tr. : Pets yE den? 
174 Chd. : Ntakraboa 
175 Tr.-' : Pete ye den? 
176 Chd. : WD ye anene 
177 Tr. : Aee! pste ye anene. 
178 Chn. : [Laughing] 
179 Tr. : Pete ye deben? 
180 Chd. : Anomaa 
181 Tr. : WDys anomaa. Wpse psts ye ben? 
182 Chn. : Anomaa 
183 Tr. : Anomaa, na wie des yenka eno. Pete eye, ne nan ye enan? 
184 Chn. : No sir. 
1$5 Tr. : Pets ye deben? 
186 Chn. : WD tu. 
187 Tr. : WD tu. Na aboa ne nan ye enan wD tu? 
1g8 -Chn. : No sir. 
189 Tr. : Woboa, aboa bi ne nan ye enan wp tu. Aboa ben a? 
190 Chd. : AkokD 
200 Tr. : [Laughing] Akokp wp tu? 
201 Chd. : Akokp 
202 Chn. : [Laughing] 
203 Chd. : Ohuam. 
204 Tr. : Ohuam, ne nan ye man nso wD tu. EE saa emmoa wie nom 
sei a yska no, yese beebia wDtee. wobD ndin a wose aboa wie w» te ha. 
Wobp ndin a, na wa kyere bebia wptee. she aboa ben? 
205 Chd. : WDte wira mu 
206 Tr. : Aboa ben nea? enye nea wDte wira mu. Mese aboa ne nan ye 
enan a wDto kosua. she 
207 Chd. : Kotere 
208 Tr. : Wpte he? 
209 Chn. : WDte bpne mu 
210 Tr. : she aboa ben? 
211 Chd. : Akyekyedee 
212 Tr. : Kano kese 
213 Chd. : Akyekyedee 
214 Tr. : wDte he? 
215 Chd. : Nwiram 
216 Tr. : Nwiram fa he na akyekyedee tes? WDte he? 
217 Chd. : Nkwadu mu 
218 Tr. : Nkwadu mu ? [laughing] she ehe wpte he? 
219 Chd. : Abs ase. 
220 Tr. : Abe ase. ehe wDte he? 
221 Chd. : Kwaec mu. 
222 Tr. : Kwaee mu. Mepe ne fie a wDtee cc Yes. 
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223 Chd. : Dua ase. 
224 Tr. : Dua ase. dua ase fa he? EhE 
225 Chd. : Dua adukuro mu. 
226 Tr. : Dua adukuro mu. Obia bEbia wpte oo! Obia. Yahunu sE 
kptp wpte nsuo mu kora wote bpne mu. KPtP hyE nsuo mu a wpte 
bpne mu. Enna anomaa nsoso, wo no nsoso wpte dua so. Obia wp ne bEbia 
wpteE. Mo ahunu anaa? 
227 Chn. : Yes sir. 
228 Tr. : Enna aboa yEfrE no sE amphibian wpte nsuo mu Esane te 
kukop so. YE ka sE appnkyerEne yE amphibian. DEnkyEm EYE amphibian. 
Wpte nsuo mu wP sane te kukop so. Enna yahunu sE Emmoa wDm wia no 
nsoso no. cbi Ete cfa he? cima yahunu sE Ebi te bone mu. Ebi te bpne mu. 
Enna Ebi nsoso Ete mu. DeE wpte adukuro mu no Edin de sEn? 
229 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
230 Tr. : AkyekyedeE. EnneE yEba cmmoa wPm Enan yE Enan a wPm EWO 
'no nsoso, wDm Ewo. 
231 Chd. : Odwan 
232 Tr. : Odwan, odwan wpte he? 
233 Chn. : [Talking together] 
234 Tr. : Odwan te he? 
235 Chd. : Efie. 
236 Tr. : Odwan te he? 
237 Chd. : Ebuo mu. 
238 Tr. : Ebuo mu Ehe? 
239 Chn. : Wpte fie. 
240 Tr. : EE sc wpte fie koraa, wpte fie a, wpwP bcbia wpteE. EnneE na 
wDm aka no nsoso te he? 
241 Chd. : cbuo mu. 
242 Tr. : Dec ne nan yE Enan a wp Ewo no? Wpte bpne mu? Wpte bpne 
mu? DeE EwD he na Ete bpne mu? Dec ne nan yE Enan a WD Ewo no? Dec 
Ewp he Enna Ete bpne mu? 
243 Chd. : cbi te nwiram. 
244 Tr. : Aha, ysn wieec 
245 Chd. : Kraman wp da veranda mu. 
246 Tr. : Dabi, dabi. YESe dec ne nan yE Enan a wp Ewo no ycse Ebi te 
EbPne mu. Mese deE wpte Ebpne mu no, Ebi ne des EwD he? 
247 Chd. : AkyekyedeE. 
248 Tr. : Ebi ne deE EwD he? 
249 Chd. : Opuro. 
250 Tr. : EE wpse opuro. Ebi ne deE EWD he? 
251 Chd. : Nantwie. 
252 Tr. : Ah! nantwie cte bPne mu? 
253 Chd. : Kusie. 
254 Tr. : Kusie, kusie 
255 Chd. : kptD. 
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256 Chd. : Akura. 
257 Tr. : Akura. 
258 Chd. : Amokua. 
259 Tr:. : Amokua. 
260 Chd. : Akrantea. 
261 Tr. : AkranteE. 
262 Chn. : [Talking together] 
263 Tr. : Emmoa wpm unan ya cnan no a wpm cwo. Kusie ne nan ye 
anan, wp Ewo. Wpte bpne mu. WD nea, Enna ato ne dan. Sen na kusie si 
ne dan? San? 
264 Chd. : Wpde na ano na utu tokoro. 
265 Tr. : WD yadan? 
266 Chd. : Wpde ne mmpwerE twerutwerE fam. 
267 Tr. : cha 
268 Chd. : Wpde ne mmDweru na Etu bpne. 
269 Tr. : Wpde ne mmpwerE na wptu bpne. Wptu bpne a na wa 
ki da mu. unnea, Dyow nsoso. San na pyow nso fa si ne fie? pyow wp da 
he? 
270 Chd. : WPda bpne mu 
271 Tr. : pyow WD da he? 
272 Chd. : Wpda wira mu. 
273 Tr. : Ewira mu? Wira mu fa he? 
274 Chd. : cfie. 
275 Tr. : cfie? Wonim Pyow? 
276 Chd. Yes sir. 
277 Tr. : Dyow wpte san? 
278 Chd. : Wpso, wpyE tumtum Enna na apampam yE kplc». 
279 Tr. : SE wpyu tumtum Enna na apampam ya kplcDp a, SE na 
pampam mu ya kDlc» a. Sc wo Ekyera pyow akyerc obi a oni noa, wobE 
kasE wote san? 
280 Chd. : [Quiet] 
281 Tr. : Anka mba kasa pyow te sa abirekyie. pyow wte sa 
abirekyie, me boa? 
282 Chn. : Yes sir. 
283 Tr. : Na sa wpte SE abirekyie a, na san na yow w= fa si ne dan? 
Dyow san na wpfa si ne dan? 
284 Chd. : Wpda mfofo mu. 
285 Tr. : Wphya mfofo mu. annea na Ekyera sa sa mmoa no a wpm 
wp nwira mu nyinaa obia da adukuro mu. Mese obia da he? 
286 Chn. : Adukuro mu. ptwe Eda adukuro mu. Adowa Eda adukuro mu. 
pyow da adukuro mu. Wansane uda adukuro mu. Enna na hwan na Eda 
adukuro mu a wpnso wp ya aboa? 
287 Chd. : Esono 
288 Tr. : a Esono anda adukuro mu. Hwan ne a? 
289 Chd. : Akrantec. 
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290 Tr. : Hwan ne a? 
291 Chd. : Odwan 
292 Tr. : Hwan ne a? 
293 Chd. : Dkra. 
294 Tr. : Hwan ne a? 
295 Chd. : Gyata. 
296" Tr. : Ades yei de* woa wobs hu ysbE yE nsam ama wo. Hwan 
ne a? Hwan ne a? 
297 Chd. : Aduie 
298 Tr. : Hwan ne a? 
299 Chd. : Opuro. 
300 Tr. : Hwan ne a? 
301 Chd. : Akstia 
302 Tr. : Hwan ne a? 
363 Chd. : Ntontom 
3.04 Tr. : Hwan ne a? 
305 ..Chd. : WDwD 
306 Tr. Mese wD no dec wpnda adukuro *nso wD *wo 
307 Chn. : Tikya ka. 
308 Tr. : enne ss meka mo bE mo nsam ama me. 
309 Chn. : Yes sir. 
310 Tr. : sne onipa. 
311 Chn. : Aa! [Clapping]. 
312 Tr. : Onipa wD swo, wDnda adukuro mu. Onipa wda adukuro mu? 
313 Chn. : No sir. 
314 Tr. : WDda he? 
315 Chn. : sdan mu. 
316 Tr. : sdan mu. Se wahunu ssobia wD bEbia wD da. Obia wD 
b*bia WD da. snnipa sda dan mu. Odwan da buo mu. S* wahunu? 
317 Chn. : Yes sir. 
318 . Tr. : Odwan wp da buo mu Enna kusie, aéranteE, amokua, wDm 
nso da fa he? 
319 Tr + Chn : sbpn mu 
320 Tr. : Enna Dtwe, Dyow, wansene wDm nso da he? 
321 Chn. : sbuo mu/adukuro mu. 
322 Tr. : WDm nso da adukuro mu. WDm nso da adukuro mu. Obia 
WD b*bia wD da. Enna afafantp, akatekyire, absbs wDm nso da he? 
323 Chd. : Ntontom. 
324 Tr. : EhE, aha, me se wpm nso da he? 
325 Chn. : cbuo mu. 
326 Tr. : WDm da buo mu? 
327 Chd. : Nwira mu. 
328 Tr. : WDm da fa he? 
329 Chd. : Ndua so. 
330 Tr. : [Laughs] Wpse wDm da dua so. Me pc sE, wahunu ss nipa 
sei, y*se nipa cda *fie mu. WD da dan mu. Enna amokua nso da tokoro mu. 
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Enna Dyow nso da fa he? WD da adukuro mu. Saa EE, ntomtom, wansena, 
afafantD wpm nso Eda he? WD da he? 
331 Chd. : Afafantp wp da ayi, wp taretare ahahan so 
332 Tr. : Mo mrnD mo nsam Ema no. 
333 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
334 Tr. : EkyerE SE mo dec mo Ennam a mo nhwE adec. Wo Ennam a, 
wo Ennam na SE wo El= a, wo hunu sE fafanb anDpa wphyE, sE wura 
wDhD sei a, na wa k= tare ases. EhDnom na wpda. Wansena nsoso saa na 
won so da. Ntontom nso saa na wDda. Ntontom wpnda dan mu. wDda wira 
mu. 
335 Chn. : Ntontom wpn da dan ne mu? 
336 Tr. : HEE! 
337 Chn. : Wpda dan mua na waka wo. 
338 Tr. : Aane, tie. Montie, sE ye kase ntomtom da dan ne mu a, na 
EkyerE SE WD noa na wasiE. Ss mo ahunu? Nipa da dan mu a, hwan na Esi 
- dan no? 
339 "Chn. : Nnipa. 
340 Tr. : Enipa Enna Esi yE. Enipa Enna Esi yc. Enipa, man, man deE 
wpno cfie, house Enipa Ete fie. Onipa te fie. Man, number one, man Dte 
fie. Enna ysba number two fish, fish yE aboa bcn? WDyE aboa ben? 
341 Chd. : Adwene. 
342 Tr. : WD nso te cfa he? 
343 Chn. : Nsuo mu. 
344 Tr. : Nsuo mu. YE fa no sE river. Dte nsuo mu. WDte nsuo mu. 
Enna yska reptiles, cmmoa wDm Ewia wDm Enan Enan so no, a yEbD Ebi din 









Wptare dan ho. 
: Dketers wDte he? 
Dtari dan ho. 
Dforo dua. 
349 Tr. : WD foro dua. Dketers ste dua so. 
350 Chn. : [Talking together] 
351 Tr. : WDte dua so, tree top, ESO na koters tec. Mo ahuu saa. 
352 Chn. : Yahunu saa. 
353 Tr. : Mo ahunu SE koterc wpte dua so? 
354 Chn. : Yes sir. 
355 Tr. : Seesei a yEkp number four birds. Birds yc mmoa bsn a? 
356 Chn. : Nnomaa 
357 Tr. : Nnomaa nsoso wDm te he? 
358 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
359 Tr. : Dwene ho paa ansa na waka. Anomaa wpte he? 
360 Chn. : Wpte dua so. 
361 Tr. : WDte dua so. Anomaa nsoso cte dua so. Wic, anomaa te 
dua so? 






: Anomaa te deE mu? 
WDkD tu adeE na wa da mu Enwene. 
365 Tr. : che, anomaa te he? 
366 Chn. : Wpda buo mu. 
367 Tr. : WDda buo mu. YEfrE no nest, nest. Mese ycfrc no sen? 
368 Chn. : Nest. 
369 Tr. : Nest. 
370 Chn. : Nest. 
371 Tr. : Nest. 
372 Chn. : Nest. 
373 Tr. : Anomaa wDte sbuo mu. Hwan ne na wahunu anomaa buo 
da? 
374 Chn. : [Talking together] 
375 Tr. : E hwan Enna ahunu pstt buo da? 
376 Chn. : [Talking together] 
377 Tr. : Aane psts wDkD sesa ndua a, wpkp sesa ndua naa wDde 
abegugu hpnom. Na wa ye ne buo, na wDde bi agye ho sei. Na pct EmmrE 
a wDbE yc cbuo no na ases ne scn? Pctc ys buo a na asee ne stn? 
378 Chd. : Na wDbe swo. 
379 Tr. : Na wDbE two. Ya, na Emmoa yE Ennomaa yEnka se w 
swo. WD to. Mese sen? 
380 Chn. : WD to. 
381 Tr. : WD to. Sc wo hws a Ennomaa nyinaa no obia Ebuo a 
wDte mu. Nanso wo hwE a, aboa te sE akyenkyena she na wptes? Yes. 
382 Chd. : WD da dua mu. 
383 Tr. : Akyenkyena chc, wDte he? 
384 Chd. : WDte 
385 Tr. : Yes wDte he? 
386 Chd. : Ndua nkDmu. 
387 Tr. : Wpte dua so. Wo hunu st akyenkyena akD hyE Ebuo mu a, 
wDkD hyc tokoro mu a, na tkyerE ss wDbE yE den? 
388 Chd. : Wpbt to. 
389 Tr. : Na wDbE to. Sc mo ahunu scdec ssi tes. 
390 Chn.: Yes sir. 
391 Tr. : Hwan Ena ahunu apctupere da? 
392 Chn. : Meya, meya! 
23 Mins 30 secs 
393 Tr. : Sc wo hunu se apstupere da buo mu a na wa yE den? 
394 Chd. : Na wa to 
395 Tr. : SE wDn da prcbuo so a na wpwp fa he? 
396 Chd. : cwira mu. 
397 Tr. : chc, na chena na wDtes? 
398 Chd. : [Inaudible] 
399 Tr. : SE woka, kano kese. 
400 Chd. : Na wDte wira mu. 
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401 Tr. : E wira mu fa he? swira mu ssn? 
402 Chd. : Edua so. 
403 Tr. : Na wpte Edua so. Wpte dua so. Wpte dua so. Ysnkp deE 
stpso Enum insects. Insects afafantp ka ho, akatekyire kaho Eni ntstea 
kaho. 
404 Chn. : Wansena. 
405 Tr. : Wansena kaho, absbE 
406 Chn. : Ntontom. 
407 Tr. : Aane. Wpm nso she na wpm tee? 
408 Chd. : Park so. 
409 Chn. : [Laughter ] 
410 Tr. : E wpte park so. Ne fie ne park so? Fa hene na wPtes? 
411 Chd. : Fafantp tare dua ho. 
4j2 Tr. : Ehs, afafanb tare dua ho. Ehe. 
413 Chd. : Wpm te nfikyirefikyire. 
41-4 Tr. : shs wpte he? 
41-5 Chd. : WPte wiram. 
416 Tr. : WDm te nwiram. Wpm Ete wira mu. WDm stete Ehahaban 
so. Wpm tetare nhahaban so. YEE, seesei ara ya hunu nea obiara EteE. YE 
ahunu ss nipa wpno des wpte fie. YE ahunu ss EE, Dtwe, pyow, wansEne, 
wpm ste adukuro mu. sna yahunu ss nsuo mu snamm, adwene nom sni nsuo 
mu Enam wpm te nsuo mu. Ena yaba reptiles, Emmoa wDm Enan EyE Enan a 
wPm Ewia no te se koterE, mampam, 
417 Chd. : Apraa. 
418 Tr. : EhE, apra des wpn to kosua. 
419 Chd. : DenkyEm. 
420 Tr. : Denkysm des wpto kosua. Na saa mmoa no nso wpm sda 
Ebpne mu. WDm da bpne mu. Mo ahunu, wpm da Ebpne mu. snna yaba 
insects. Eno nso ya hunu sE wDm te wiram Seesei ara yEba na ya be draw. 
Obia be draw baako. SE wo draw nipa, wo draw me a, na wo a draw bsbia 
metes. e! wo draw snipa she na wptes? 
421 Chn. : Wpte sfie. 
422 Tr. Wpte fie. Alright shE. 
423 Chn. : [Talking together] 
í` 424 Tr. : Aane, na wa yE bsbia wptes. SE wo draw adwene a, na wo 
a draw bEbia wPteE. Adwene wpte he? 
425 Chn. : Nsuo mu. 
426 Tr. : Wo sntumi ndraw nsuo mu? 
427 Chn. : MbE turni. 
428 Tr. : SE wo draw kDkD a, na wa draw Efa he? 
429 Chn. : Ebpne mu. 
430 Tr. : Ebpne a WD da mu. Ss wo draw mampam a, 
431 Chd. : [Coughs] 
432 Tr. : Mampam a, wie no mom, wDm da Entokoro mu. SE 
mampam wo da tokoro mu woba smmoaa wDm da buo mu, woba afafantp, 
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insects no moa, wpm nso ctetare shahama Eso. Aboa ben na wo nim a wono 
deE ye an bp ne din? Hwane nkrPnp gu mu. [Tr. wakes a child snoring] EhE 
aboa bEn a? 
433 Chd. : AppnkyirEne. 
434 Tr. : AppnkyirEne appnkyirEne wp te he? YESe wp te he? 
435 Chd. : Nsuo mu. 
436 Tr. : Enna wp sane te he? 
437 Chn. : Kokop so. 
438 Tr. : Kokop so. Wpte nsuo mu Esane te kokop so. ApPnkyircne wpte 
nsuo mu Esane te kokop so. Enso appnkyirene ete kokop nsuo mu nso no 
nna no a ye sua Ekwan ne a wDm cfaso Ewo no ye nka no SE wpn des wo 
Ewo EWD kokop so o! WPto kosua wpn nto ngu kokop so. Wpno deE 
WD to ne nkosua gu hene? 
439 Tr. + Chn. : Nsuo mu. 
440 Tr. : enti mo ma yen hwc no yiye. Wpm a aka no des, se wp to 
a, tese reptile, koterc, mampam, akyekyedes onini Enom dec wpm cto egu 
he? ebDne mu. csane se wPm da bPne mu, wPm to Egu bpne mu. Enna 
anomaa nsoso Enam se wpda ebuo mu no, wpm nso eto gu he? 
441 Chn. : ebuo mu. 
442 Tr. : Nti obia bsbia wp to ne deE Egu. Kp na kp fa drawing 
exercise books no bra na ychwe. Obia bshwc baako a wPbc draw. Wo 
draw a, 
443 Chd. : Me des mbE draw, 
444 Chn. : [Talking together] 
445 Tr. : sha, nka des wobE draw ckyerc me, nka des wobc draw nkyerE 
me. 
446 Chn. : [Talking together] 
447 Tr. : she, wopE SE wo bisa biribi a bisa. SE wo ebisa, Ebia na aboa bi 
cwp hpnom a ya abp ne din naa, che aboa ben a? 
448 Chd. : KpkphwedeE. 
449 Tr. : Akpkphwedec wPte he? 
450 Chn. : [Talking together] 
451 Tr. : chc, akpkphwedec wpte he? 
452 Chd. : Edan nkycn ne mu. 
453 Tr. : c! 
454 Chd. : Wpte nwira mu. 
455 Tr. : Akpkphwedes te wira mu? Aane 
456 Chd. : Manse. 
467 Tr. : Wose ananse, manse wpte he? 
468 Chn. : cdan ne nkycn, wp dopgyedopgye [dodges]. 
469 Chd. : Ntintan mu. 
470 Tr. : YEE, montie, wpse ananse wpte ntintan mu. Ntintan AborPfo 
ycfrcs no web. Me se ycfrc no scn? 
471 Chn. : Web. 
472 Tr. : Web. 
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473 Chn. : Web. 
474 Tr. : /w/e/b/ Web. 
475 Chn. : /w/e/b/ Web. 
476 Tr. : Ntintan nono. Bcbia wpteE nono. Nti ss tsmbia [every time] wo 
nam na sc wo hwc bsbia ananse wptare a, wobE hunu SE waa nwene ne dan. 
Ways ne dan, titiru Ewiram. Edan mu seedec sys a wo ntaa nhunu papa. SE 
wok=. 
477 Chd. : Nsuo kwan ho. 
478 Chn. : [Talking together] 
479 Tr. : EyE, EyE. ntintan, ntintan 
480 Chn. : [Talking together] 
481 Tr. : Wie, wie na ysfrs no ntintan. Mo ahunu ananse ne dan nono. 
EtP dabi a sc mo kp mo cdan mu a, wobchwc na Entintan no bi wphp nom 
a na ananse wa awo na wp hyE mu. Mo ahunu. Na wa awuo. 
482 Chn. : BEbi wphp nom a na wphys,ptari pononu. 
483 Tr. : E wphyE fa he? 
484 Chn. : [Talking together] 
485 Tr. : cno des bcbia wphyE. Fa bia no ananse wp da ntintan mu. 
AkpkphwedeE nsoso wP no nso da dua so AkpkphwedeE wP da dua so. 
Odwan wp da Ebuo mu. Okra wp da fie. Odwan ys ayc buo Enna wp da 
mu. WD WD fie 
486 Chn. : [Talking together] 
487 Tr. : E wo tumi yE dsn? 
488 Chd. : Me turni draw pkra. 
489 Tr. : Wo draw pkra na wa draw bsbia wPtes. che na wptes? 
490 Chd. : Efie. 
491 Tr. : Sc wo draw 
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Appendix 5 (25) TG: Mathematics 
LESSON :TWENTY FIVE 
SCHOOL : ZONGO PRIMARY 
CLASS : P3 
TEACHER: TG 
SUBJECT : MATHEMATICS 
TOPIC : ADDITION OF MONEY 
DATE : 13TH MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : Obia Ema na adwene Ebra ha. ennora ye sua nkonta. Eden nkonta 





6 - Chd. 
. Cedi. 
: YE sua den? 
: Pesewas. 
: YE sua den? 
: Cedis and Pesewas. 
7 Tr. : Cedis and Pesewas. Cedis and Pesewas Cedis and Pesewas no 
yebD din sen? Me bisa se Eden nkonta Enna yE sua ye. Enna wose cedis and 
pesewas. Cedis and pesewas no mepe se yebD ne din pa. Eden nkonta? se 
obi kase cedis and pesewas a na Eye den? Woa wonim pagya wo nsa. Se ye 
ka se cedis and pesewas a na eye den? edin baako bi na ye de frE no. Eden din 
Enna yede frs cedis and pesewas? 
8 Chd. : eye sika. 
9 eye sika, sika nkonta. Nnora ye sua deben? 
10 Chn. : Sika nkonta. 
11 Tr. : Sika nkonta cedis and pesewas. Cedis eye yen ye sika yedie. 
Enna pesewas no me ka kyere mo se me be mmoden a se mhwwehwe 
pesewas no bi Ede aba abckyerE mo. Obi abD me anohoba se wpbe ma me 
pesewas no bi na me de aba abc kyere mo. Nti mede beba ebia Dkyena anna 
Efiada. Cedis dee me nim se moa mo nim. Mo mu beberee wpbi. Cedis gu 
ahodoD beberee. Weisei yebD din se two hundred cedis. Me si yebD din 
sen? 
12 Chn. : Two hundred cedis. 
13 Tr. : Saa two hundred cedis wei no, Ewp din bi a yefre no. Two 
hundred cedis eWD din bia ye frs no. Hwan na Enna ebetumi abD saa din no 
akyerE me? Yes. 
14 Chd. : PDn. 
15 Tr. : Eha. Yenka no saa pp pp no. empaninfoD Enna eka no saa. 
Yenka. Yefre no sen? 
16 Chd. : Two cedis. 
17 Tr. : Yenka two cedis. Saa wei a ekuta me no. yebD din sen? Yes. 
18 Chd. : Two hundred. 
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19 Tr. : YsbD din two hundred. Na me pE cdin pa yEde fre no. Enne eyE 
me sE mo nnim. yefre no cedi note. Cedi note. Note Enna yE cedi coin 
cedi coin. 
20 Chn. : [Laughter ]. 
21 Tr. : Cedi coin no Ebi ne, seesei a mo mu bEberee keta coins. 
Obia sfa ne coin ek= soro ma me hwE 
22 Chn. : [Show coins up but one shows cedi note]. 
23 Tr. : [Points to a child showing a note] Dabi wei ye cedi note. Note ne 
krataa. Mese note ne dEn? 
24 Chn. : Krataa. 
25 Tr. : Note ne den? 
26 Chn. : Krataa. 
27 Tr. : Coins nso ne deE he? 
28 Chn. : DadeE. 
29 Tr. : Dadee kinkran kinkran no Obia enwoso ne deE ma yEnhwE. 
30 Chn. : [Jangle their coins] 
31 Tr. : Alright, Eye, EyE. Cedi coin. Sc EdDso a ysfrE no coins. SE Eye 
baako a coin. Mese yefre no sen? 
33 Chn. : Coin. 
34 Tr. : Coin. 
35 Chn. : Coins. 
36 Tr. : Coins. 
37 Chn. :. 
38 Tr. : ekyere SE EdoDso. Alright. EE ye wD two hundred wDhD, two 
hundred cedi note wDhD Enna ye wD five hundred. Ycww hundred nso 
wDhD. YewD fifty nso wDhp. Enna yc thousand cedi note ewwhD. 
Hwan Enna wp wp thousand cedi note EwD ne botte mu? WDn fa nkyerE 
yen. Mo ye ahiafoD saa? Hwan na wp nhunu bi da. 
39 Chn. : Ya hunu da. 
40 Tr. : Alright, yahunu bi da. Ennee se yahunu bi da deE a, wei nso yebe 
fre no sen? 
41 Chn. : Two thousand cedi note. 
42 Tr. : Alright two thousand cedi note, two thousand cedis. Eye note. 
43 Chd. : Four thousand. 
44 Tr. : Wei, aha four thousand enihD. Dee ekDpim a yesen? 
45 Chn. : Five thousand. 
46 Tr. : Yese five thousand note. Enna coins no nsoso yewp yews ten 
pesewas EwDhD. Eno enne yen hunu. Yen fa nyE adwuma bio. Yews 
twenty pesewas wDhD, yewD fifty pesewas wDhD. YEwD hundred 
pesewas wDhD. Hundred pesewas no ema one cedi. Hundred pesewas no 
Ema wo sen? 
47 Chn. : One cedi. Ennora yesua chu SE hundred pesewas no Eye one cedi. 
SE hundred pesewas no ye one cedi a, hundred pesewas bia ye one cedi a, 
na wo gyede SE twenty cedis yei ebeye pesewas sen? Wei Eye sen? 
48 Chn. : Twenty. 
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49 Tr. : cnyc twenty pesewas ne oo! Wei ys twenty cedi coin. Twenty 
cedi coin. Mo ahunu? HE! Nti se hundred pesewas bia cyc one cedi. cirri wo 
gyede ss twenty cedis no ycbe nya pesewas sen? Wei des wo pagya wo nsa 
koraa wore nhu. Ebe bu afa wo adwene mu. Esane sE sdoDso paa. Cedi 
twenty. Cedi baako bia ye bE nya hundred. Cedi baako ne, cedi mmienu, 
mmecnsa, Enan, snum saa twenty. ckoro bia nso worn hundred pesewas. 
skyers SE sbc dopso aboromoso. Mo dec mo nduru hrnom SE ysbs kyerE 
mo saa. eso ma mo. enti dee ysde so a ne SE; 
50 Chn. : [Noise :Children talking together]. 
51 Tr. : Pesewas, pesewas, fifty pesewas, hundred pesewas. YEE, se 
yahunu ss note; krataa ysfrs no note. 
52 Chn. : Ane. 
53 Tr. : Krataa; paper no a ysde aduane die no, ysfrE no note. Mese 
ysfrs no sen? 
54 Chn. : Note. 
55 Tr. : Note. 
56 Chn. : Note. 
57 Tr. : Note. 
58 Chn. : Note. 
59 Tr. : Erma kinkran kinkran no nsoso dec ycde kys nkwadaa no. Wei 
nom na ysde kye nkwadaa oo! Mo nim saa? snso, wei ysfrm no borpfo din 
sen? 
60 Chn. : Coin 
61 Tr. : Yese ysfrs no sen? 
62 Chn. : Coin 
63 Tr. : Coin. Nti mo nhwc yiye. Na ss obi ka kyerc wo sc me pa wo kyew 
c, wo nsesa cbia me coins ye na wo sma me note. Obi wPhP nom a 
mpaninfoD dee wpm sane frs no paper money. Mese wPm frc no sen? 
64 Chn. : Paper money 
65 Tr.. : Paper money. Yaa, na yspapa no mo taa kano saa. WDse paper 
money; `Ycdee yadi paper money pen'. Enne dee mo sika koraa ahkndin 
Enim. paper money Se mo ahunu. Wei nom na wpm frs no paper money. 
Eye paper. 
66 Chn. : Yes sir. 
67 Tr. : Wei seesei a sE master de Egya tum seesei a Ebe hye. Nanso wei, 
coins ye, Ebe ys den? 
68 Chn. : snhye. 
69 Tr. : Aden ntiara 
70 Chn. : cyc dadec. 
71 Tr. : Eye dadec. Coins no Eye dadeEE Enna paper nso yc! 
72 Chn. : eye krataa. 
73 Tr. : Krataa. Mo ahunu nsosonea Eda ntsmu? 
74 Chn. : Yes sir. 
75 Tr. : ehe, nti mo nhwe no yiye. SE paper money cima coin, coin. Seesei 
a yahunu se, SE ysdi sika. Wode hundred pesewas a Ema wo one cedi no. Se 
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wode kc akDtÓ ades a, wode kp akptt adec a, ades no a wode bap no, 
se wode pesewas no ma no a wose cbia me tp kpk». Ya kyec hundred 
pesewas. Me tp smo, mo des smo pa na mops, hundred pesewas. Sc mo 
ahunú. Sc hundred pesewas no mese ycfrc no sell? Hundred pesewas no ne 
din de ssn? 
76 Chd. : One cedi. 
77 Tr. : Mese ne din de ssn? 
78 Chn. : One cedi. 
79 Tr. : One cedi [Writes on the board]. Wei dec ma twerc ye yEb din 
scn? Woa wonim pagya wo nsa. YsbD din scn? 
80 Chd. : Fifty pesewas. 
81 Tr. : WDse ycbD din scn? 
82 Chn. : Fifty pesewas. 
83 Tr. : Fifty pesewas. cnna sign wei a ma twerc ye ycbD din ssn? 
84 Chd. : Plus. 
85 Tr. : WDse ycbD din ssn? 
86 Chn. : Plus. 
87 Tr. : Plus nso asee ne scn? 
88 Chd. : Kabom. 
89 Tr. : Ka no kese ma obia me bi cnyc me nkoa na woka ma matie. 
90 Chd. : Kabom! 
91 Tr. : shs 
92 Chd. : Nkabom. 
93 Tr. : Nkabom. cyc a na akc ye kasa bi dodo. Nkabom. Yes. 
94 Chd. : Fakaho. 
95 Tr. : Fakaho, nkekaho, plus. [Again writes on the board] Wei nso ycbD 
din scn? Na mo line wei seiso des obi chu des ma twerc? Des ma twerc ycbD 
din ssn? YcbD din scn? Ss wote ha, wo hunu blackboard no so. YcbD din 
ssn? 
96 Chd. : [Inaudible.] 
97 Try : Ka no kcse. 
98 Chd. : Forty five. 
99 Tr. : WDse ycbD din ssn? 
100 Chn. : Forty five. 
101 Tr. : Wo nim forty five? Ee, cnnnec sc wonim forty five pesewas dec a 
cnnec wobc sane akD aha [pointing to class two]. des cdi stop paa no ycfrc 
no scn? 
102 Chd. : P2. 
103 Tr. : Wei nso ycbD din scn? M'adamfo ycbD din scn? 
104 Chd. : Thirty five pesewas. 
105 Tr. : Thirty five pesewas, thirty five pesewas Wei sei gyina hp nom 
ma ssn? 
106 Chd. : Plus. 
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107 Tr. : Plus ana sE fakaho. Ysnfa fifty pesewas Ebska forty five pesewas, 
na ysn sane nfa thirty five pesewas Efa nkaho. Seesei a ysys no mmeEnsa. 
YEnhwE seder ycsi yE no. YE, wei ye den nea? 
108 CM. : Zero. 
109 Tr. : zero wode ka five ho a Eye sen? 
110 Chn. : Five. 
111 Tr. : Enno deE maka akyerso ss yen mpe Makaranta sukuu. Zero 
wode five kaho a ysbE fit no sen? Wo wp adeE zero na wode adeE five 
kaho a Rebecca yefrm no sen? 
112 Rebecca : [No response] 
113 Chn. : [Noise :Children talking together..] 
114 Tr. : Oo! YEsua, yaka adeE seesei a. Sen. Five SE wode zero kaho a syE 
sen? 
i 15 Chn. : [Noise :Children talking together..] 
116 Tr. : Eye sen? Eye sen? he! 
117 Chn. : Sir, sir. 
118 ' Tr. : syE sen? 
119 Chd. : Five. 
120 Tr. : Kano ksse na me des me ntie. 
121 Chd. : Five. 
122 Tr. : Five, ee, enti zero wode Eka five ho a, wDm nyinaa kase ysfrE no 
sen? 
123 Rebecca : Fifty. 
124 Tr. : Hwan na Ese fifty? 
125 Chn. : [Noise :Children talking together..] 
126 Tr. : cha, Efa skp hye obi nkaho. Zero wode five kaho a mo nyinaa 
kass Eye five. Enna mese snys Makaranta sukuu. Enti ye sane abisa. Rebecca! 
enti zero paa class onefoD koraa kase hwee Enih-. Zero kyere se Enys 
biribia. Zero, zero kyers ss empty. Kenten wei EyE zero. Kenten wei ana 
bagi [bag] wei. Wei EnyE zero biribi worn. Mo ahunu se biribi wo mu? 
Ennopma Ewo mu ye susu se EbE yE nnopma ben a? Eden nea? 
127 Chn. : Kosua. 
128 Tr. : Kosua. Ennes, wei sei so ye? edeen Enna swo mu? 
129 Chn. : Hwee Enim. 
130 Tr. : HwE Enim. Enti wode adaka wei a hwe Enim na wode beka adaka 
wei sei ho a, EbE ye adeE dodoD sen na wobE nya afin mu? SEn? 
137 Chd. : Seven. 
138 Tr. : WDse Eye seven. One, two, three, four, five. six, seven. SE 
wahu. Wei hwee enim. Nti wode deE hwee Enim ye de beka wei sei ho a, ne 
mmeinu ys adaka mmeinu nanso ye nya seven sworn. Seven, Rebecca wote 
ases? 
139 Rebecca : [Nods]. 
140 Tr. :Alright, ye anya five. Five wode five kaho a Eye sen? 
141 Chn.: [Noise :Children talking together..] 
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142 Tr. : Five wode five kaho a Eyc sen? sbinom pagya pagya ysn nsa. Five 
paa wode five kaho a Sarfo Eye sen? 
143 Sarfo : [Inaudible.] 
144 Chn. : WDse forty five. 
145 Tr. : Oo! Mo mua mo ano. Five wode five kaho a wose eye forty five 
be gye twere ma yenhwe. Five wode five kaho a be gye twere ma yenhwe. 
enno nti na ma kakyere mo se eye a mo nfa counters no. Five wode five 
kaho a eye forty five twere forty five no ma ycnhwe. Five wode five kaho 
a, 
146 Chn. : [Noise: Children talking together] 
147 Chd. Mo mua mo ano na won twere na adee. 
148 Tr. : Five wode five kaho a, Oo! Mo des mon ngyae. Five wode five 
kaho. Fa ma me, mepaa wo kyew. Fa ma me. Fa ma me. Five wode five 
kaho a ene me boa wo aye adec. SE five wode five kaho a, se Sarfo wo 
counters wphene? Ha? Wo ne bi? Hena na ne counters wpha? 
149 Chn. : Ma anfa bi aba. 
150 Wo counters wpha? 
151 Chd. : Ane 
152 Tr. : Fa ma Sarfo. Five na wpnfa five nkaho ma ycnhwe. Sarfo befa. 
Obia nto ne book mu. Obia nto ne book mu. emano enye fi. Sarfo ye no 
ntem. To wo book no mu. Bra, fa counters no bra enim mu ha 
153 Chn. : [Noise: Children talking together] 
154 Tr. : Yese five wode five kaho a Eye sen? Kan ne wpha ma yenhwE. 
Five na fa five kaho ma yenhwe. Ye ntem. 
155 Sarfo : Ten. 
156 Tr. : Kano kese ma obia nte. Sen na wode kaho a wo nya ten? 
157 Sarfo : Five. 
158 Tr. : Kano kese ma me nte. 
159 Sarfo : Five. 
160 Tr. : Enna wo yeden? 
161 ' Sarfo : Mede kaho. 
162 Tr. : Wode ka deen ho? 
163 Sarfo : Five. 
165 Tr. : Five na wode five kaho enna wo nya sen? 
166 Tr. : Ten. 
167 Sarfo : Enna first no so wose five wode five kaho a wonya sen? 
168 Sarfo : Ten. 
169 Tr. : KD lcc twere ten no wp blackboard no so ma min hwe. 
170 Sarfo : [Goes to the blackboard.] 
171 Tr. : Fa ma me. Fa duster no ma me. Wie, mo nhwe. Yehunu se zero 
wode five kaho a eue five. Enna five nso wode five kaho a eye sen? 
172 Chn. : Ten. 
173 Tr. : Ten. Ten no eni. Ten no sen na yebe twere? Ten no yebe twere 
sen? Yebe twere sen? 
174 Chd. : Nine. 
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175 Tr. : Yiri woho paa. Ades yi sys ten Enna ye nya no wwha. Ys twers 
nine, asee ne sen? Aden na EscsE yE twerE nine? Adsn nti na sssss yE twers 
nine? Ysbs twerc sen? 
176 Chd. : Ysbs twers zero. 
177 Tr. : Ysbs twerc zero. WDse ysbs twers sen? 
178 Chn. : Zero. 
179 Tr. : Ysbs twerE zero ye ahyE ha. Zero des EwP nifa yi Enna ya twerc. 
Nti aka sEn? 
180 Chn. : One. 
181 Tr. : Nti ysbs yE no den? 
182 Chn. : Tikya; Tikya; Tikya; Tikya 
183 Tr. : Wo nim a pagya wo nsa. Ysbs ye no den? One no yebe ye no den? 
184 Chd. : Yede bska yei ho. 
185 Tr. : Yale bska dee he ho? 
186 Chd. : [Points to next number column.] 
187 Tr. : Aha? BD din, bp din. Yede bska yei ho? 
188 Chd. : Ysde beka five plus four no ho. 
189 Tr. : Ehe, wose ysde bska five plus four. Yede bska dee he ho? 
190 Chd. : Zero no ho. 
191 Tr. : Yede bska zero no ho? 
192 Chd. : Yede beka five no ho. 
193 Tr. : Ysde ka five no ho a ebe ye ssn? 
194 Chn. Six. 
185 Tr. : Ebs ye six. Ne yaba ha. Wode four kaho a eye sen? Veronica eye 
ssn? Six wode four kaho a eye sen? 
186 Vero. : Nine. 
187 Tr. : Six wode four kaho a eye sen? Six wode four kaho a eye ssn? 
188 Chn. : [Noise :Children talking together]. 
189 Tr. : Six wode four kaho a eye ssn? Six wode four kaho a Eye sen? 
190 Chn. : Hey!, Hey!, Yee! 
191 Tr. : Six wode four kaho a eye ssn? 
192 Chd. : [Inaudible]. 
193 Tr. : Ha! Six wode four kaho a eye ssn? Ades six wode four kaho a 
eye ssn? Six wode four kaho a eye sen? 
194 Chd. : [Inaudible]. 
195 Chn. : Ka yE 
196 Tr. : Ka no ksse na wore nka nkyerE me nko. Eye sen? 
197 Chd. : eye ten. 
198 Tr. : Wose eye ten. Wose Eye ten. Six wode four, eye ten. Yen 
hwE six koraa, one, two, three, four, five, six. Yen fa sen nkaho? 
199 Chn. : Four. 
200 Tr. : Four, one, two, three, four. Mo ma yen kan ne hwe. 
201 Chn. : One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten. 
202 Tr. : Woa wo kasE eye five no, aden ntiara? Kyere dee ntiara wo kase 
eye five. Ebia na Eye five ampa. eye ten. Ten wode three kaho a Eye ssn? 
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Amoako Kofi. Ten wode three kaho a cyc sEn? Wo wp ade6 ten na wode 
three aka ho a cyc sEn? Wo Eda anaa? 
203 Amoako : Dabi. 
204 Tr. : Ten wode three kaho a cyc scn? 
205 Chd. : Thirteen. 
206 Tr. : Wose Eye scn? 
207 Amoako : Thirteen. 
208 Tr. : Nti nka wodec wo nim sE tEn ysde three kaho a cyc thirteen. 
Alright, wise EyE sEn? 
209 Chn. : Thirteen. 
210 Tr. : Thirteen, one, two, three Ekabom a cyc thirteen. 
211 Chn. : Thirteen. 
212 Tr. : Wose cyc scn? 
213 Chn. : Thirteen. 
214 Tr. : Thirteen no sEn na yEbE twerE? : Thirteen no ysbE twere no ssn? 
215 Chd. : Three. 
216 Tr. : YEbe twers three? Ycbc twers scn? Yes. 
217 Chd. : YEbE twere three. 
218 Tr. : Ycbc twerc three ?. 
219 Chd. : Thirteen no nyinaa. 
220 Tr. : Ycbc twerE thirteen no nyinaa ahyE hp. Na cmom ycbc twerE 
three no ahyc saa three wei ase. Na yabc twerc one no ahyE ha. Wei EyE dEn 
nea? cyc den nea? 
221 Chn. : Pesewas. 
222 Tr. : Mo be twerE pesewas no wpha. Ya wiei? 
223 Chn. : Yes sir. 
224 Tr. : Ya wiei? 
225 Chd. : Yes sir. 
226 Tr. : Woa wo nim pagya wo nsa. Ya wiei? Oo! Woa wo nim pagya wo 
nsa. Se wode wo nsa kD fifa wotiri mu te sede£ wp kum ntomtom a, ya 
wiei? ehe. 
227 Chn. : Yes sir. 
228 Tr. : ehe 
229 Chn. : No sir. 
230 Tr. : ehe ysbE ye no den? 
231 Chd. : YEde bEk= cedis Ene pesewas 
232 Tr. : YEde bekD cedis Ene pesewas. WDse ysde bskD den? 
233 Chn. : Cedis ne pesewas. 
234 Tr. : cc SE ysde one hundred and thirty pesewas Ekp cedis ne 
pesewas a ysbE ye no den? YEbE yE no adsn? YEde one, ehe 
235 Chd. : YE kan ne mmeinu Efiri nifa 
236 Tr. : YEbE kan ne mmeinu Efiri nifa. Ye kan ne mmeinu Efiri nifa a ysbE 
ye no de? Yebe yE no de? 
237 Chd. : YEbe si point wDhD 
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238 Tr. : YEbE si point wphp. Enti mmeinu no, yskan ne afin nifa. Mo ma 
yEhwE yc. 
239 Chn. : One, two. 
240 Tr. : Na ya si point wp ha. 
241 Chn. : Yes sir. 
242 Tr. : Nti ss yE si point wp ha, Ennes na ysbE frE no ssn? Yes. 
`243 Chd. : Two decimal places. 
244 Tr. : Two decimal places. Mo huu sE two decimal places na ya si 
point no. Seesei a, sE ycbD din a ysbE bD din sEn? 
245 Chd. : Sika. 
246 Tr. : Sika. Na se ycbD din a yEbE bD din ssn? Wobe turni abD din? BP 
din ma me hwE 
247 Chd. : Thirty pesewas. 
248 Tr. : Hum ytbE bD din sen? YEbE bD din ssn? WobE pagya wo nsa a na 
wo a pagya wo nsa EnyE sei! YEbE bD din sEn? 
249 Chd. : Thirty pesewas and 
250 Tr. : YEbE bD din sEn? 
251 Chd. : One cedi thirty pesewas. 
252 Tr. : One cedi thirty pesewas. Mo mmp mo nsam ma no 
253 Cha. : [Clapping] 
254 Tr. : Aa! Wo Etiemo denden ama yate sE wo ka biribia. Na wo ye. Wei 
gyina hp ma sen? 
255 Chd. : One hundred. 
256 Tr. : Wei gyina hp ma ssn? 
257 Chd, : Hundred. 
258 Tr. : Wei gyina hp ma hundred Enna.wei nso sgyina hp ma ssn? 
259 Chd. : Thirty. 
260 Tr. : Thirty. Nti wei gyina hp ma one cedi, thirty pesewas. One cedi 
thirty pesewas. Me twerE foforD ma gu ha na ma hwE sE, sE wobE turni aye 
a. Woa wo yE Enono, wo kyers mu akyerE yEn sEdeE me ka ye. Enti sE wo 
k /ere mu akyerE yEn nea na mede afidie yi aba, na des wo ka akyerE yE 
nyinaa yEyE. Hwan na wD bDpE sE WD baba abE yD? 
261 Chn. : [All talking together] 
262 Tr. : Aha, sE me ntwerE yE kora, hwan na wDpE sE wD bEba? Mede 
slc fam. 
263 Chn. : [Noise: Children talking together..] 
264 Tr. : Mea wo ano. Woa wo bE turni aye no bra. Hwan na sba? MohwE, 
mo hwE. Me se yEfiti ases a, yEfiti fin fa he? 
265 Chn. : Nifa. 
266 Tr. : Wei yEbD din sEn? 
267 Chn. : Eight. 
268 Tr. : Eight. Wei yEbD din sEn? 
269 Chn. : Nine. 
270 Tr. : Plus, plus ssn? 
271 Chn. : Four. 
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272 Tr. : Four. Nti wei sei, sE wode five Ekaho a, wobs nya ssn? 
273 Chd. : Ten. 
274 Tr. : Eie! Wode five kaho a wobs nya ssn? 
275 Chd. : Thirteen. 
276 Tr. : Thirteen. Thirteen. Eight. One, two, three, four, five, six, 
seven, eight plus five, One, two, three, four, five. Wose ysbs nya sen? 
277 Tr. : Ye nkan hwc se ysbs nya thirteen a. 
278 Chn. : One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, 
twelve, thirteen. 
279 Tr. : Na ya sane de ssn akaho? 
280 Chn. : Four. 
281 Tr. : Four. One, two, three, four. Nti thirteen yede four kaho a ysbs 
nya ssn? yetis nya ssn? 
282 Chd. : Seventeen. 
283 Tr. : WDse ysbs nya ssn? 
284 Chn. : Seventeen. 
285 Tr. : Seventeen no ne yie. Seventeen no nea he na yEbE twerc no kane? 
Seventeen noa ye nya ye he ysbs twere des ehe ne kane? 
286 Chd. : Seven. 
287 Tr. : Yebs twere des she kane? Seven wei a Ewe nifa yi Enna ysbs 
twerc ne he? Na aka sen? Aha. Na aka sen? 
288 Chd. : One. 
289 Tr. : One no ysbs ye no den? One no yebE ys no den? One no ysbs ye 
no den? 
290 Chd. : Ysde bekp akp ka four wei ho. Na ysde four no aka three yi ho, 
na yede aka four yi ho. 
291 Tr. : Kan, kan, kan ma yehwe. 
292 Chd. : Inaudible. 
293 Tr. : eye sen? 
300 Chd. : Twelve. 
301 Tr. : Wose Eye twelve. Twelve yebE yE no den? 
302 Chd. : YEbE twerE ne nyinaa ahyEhp. 
303 Tr. : YEbe twerE ne nyinaa ahyehp. SEn na yebe si atwere no? Yes. 
304 Chd. : Wo twerE two no bye seven no ho a. 
305 Tr. : Me ntwerE two no nhye seven no ho ha? Me ntwerc nhyE he? 
306 Chd. : Wo twere two no bye one no ase na wa twerE one no ahyE plus no 
ase 
307 Tr. : Wo twere two no hyE one no ase na wa twers one no ahye plus no 
ase. Wie, Wei nyinaa yebp din sen? Nea ya twerE hDye yebebD din sen? wo 
ya wo nim pagya wo nsa. Wei des ya twerE ye nyinaa ysbs bD din sen? yebE 
by din sen? 
308 Chd. : One twenty seven pesewas. 
309 Tr. : WDse yebD din ssn? 
310 Chn. : One twenty seven pesewas. 
311 Tr. : One twenty seven pesewas. Ya wiei? 
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312 Chn. : No sir. 
313 Tr. : Ysbs ys no dEn? Wo ya wo nim pagya wo nsa. Yes. 
314 Chd. : YEde kskp cedis ne pesewas. 
315 Tr. : YEde kskp cedis ne pesewas. YEde cedis ne pesewas a scn na 
ysbs si ays no? WD noa koroP noa na wp be sane aka? YEde kp cedis ne 
pesewas a nipa baako pc na Eka? Ycbc ys no dcn? 
316 Chd. : Ysbs kan ne afiri nifa na ycde point no asi hp. 
317 Tr. : Ysbs kan ne afiri nifa he ne? 
318 Chd. : Nifa sei. 
319 Tr. : chs ssn na ysbs kan? 
320 Chd. : Ysbs kan two decimal places. 
321 Tr. : Ysbs kan two decimal places. One, two. Na ycde point no 
asi ha. YEde point no si hp nomoa, ysbs twers dsn? Ysbs twers dsn? 
322 Chd. : Cedis. 
323 Tr. : Ysbs twers cedis no ahyshP. snnes na answer no yc scn? 
324 Chd. : One cedi twenty seven pesewas. 
325 Tr. : One cedi twenty seven pesewas One cedi twenty seven pesewas 
Mo ate ases? 
326 Chn. : Yes sir. 
327 Tr. : Hwan na ste akyire naa wpde nsam agu ne tiri so no? Wo ate 
ases? 
328 Chd. : Yes sir. 
329 Tr. : Aa! 
330 Chd. : Yes sir. 
331 Tr. : Dec ysbs yE yi wo na wobs ys akyers ysn. Na wobc 
kyerskyers mu akyers yen. Wote ases? HE! Aa! Bra. YE. obia te des ya yc 
no ase? 
332 Chd. : Yes sir. 
333 Tr. : Amponscm wote asec? 
334 Amponscm : [Inaudible.] 
335 Ha? No sir anaa yes sir? 
336 Chd. : WDse no sir. 
337 Tr. : No sir, Kofi Amoako wote asec? Me, nti wose wonte asec. 
Ampem scn na wpse wonte asec? Ne scn ho na wose wonte ases? Sore, scn 
na wonte ases ?. Wei ckyerc ssn? 
338 Ampem : Plus. 
339 Tr. : Plus, asec ne ssn? Yese plus a asec ne ssn? 
340 Ampem : Fakaho 
341 Tr. : Fakaho. Fa nwwtwe cka cnum ho, na scn na sane fa snan kaho. 
Wose wonte ases, scn na wose wonte asec? 
342 Chn. : [All talking together Noise] 
343 Tr. : Sc wo wp adec nwptwe, ades nwptwe, wo afa counter a kan ne 
nwwtwe. Baako, mmeinu mmesnsa, cnan, snum, nsia, nson, nwptwe. Wei yc 
ssn? cnum. Wo asane a kan ne cnum Baako, mmeinu mmecnsa, snan, cnum. 
Wei ye scn? snan: cko, mmeinu, mmecnsa, snan. Wei nyinaa wo afa wo 
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counters, wo akan ne Enum agu hp, na wo a kan ne nwptwe agu hp. Wo 
kan ne nyinaa wiei a, na wo akabomu. Na wo afiti aseE a kan ne, kan ma ycn 
tie. 
344 Chn. : [Inaudible]. 
345 Tr. : Kan no kEse 
346 Ampem. : One, 
347 Tr. : Bra ha, bra ha. EyE me sE bsbia wo gyina no wo nhunu so. Ka 
woho. Kaho, ka woho. Kan ma yEn tie. 
348 Ampem. + Chn. :[Ampem does the action and the rest of the class do the 
counting]: One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, 
twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen. 
349 Tr. : Wo nya sen? 
350 Ampem : Seventeen. 
351 Tr. : TwerE seventeen ma me hwE. TwerE seventeen wp blackboard 
no so ma me hw8 
352 Ampem : [Writes on the blackboard]. 
353 ' Tr. : SEn nono? 
354 Ampem : Seventeen. 
355 Tr. : Seventeen. YEse seventeen no ssn na wo be Edikan atwerE 
wwha? Seventeen no sEn na wo bE dikan atwerE wpha? Kofi Amoako bra na 
bEboa wo papa. 
356 Chn. : Laughing 
357 Tr. : Seventeen yi, sEn na Kofi ysbE twerc EWD ha? 
358 Amoako :[ Points to under the four]. 
359 Tr. : Gye twere dec ysbE twerE ahye four no ase ma me hwE. 
360 Chn. : Yiee! Yiee! 
361 Tr. : Obia nmoa na ano na mo ngyae yiee, yiee no! TwerE ma yen hwe. 
Sen na wobE twerE hp? Boakye sen na ysbE twerE aha? Mo mon -gyina 
nkysn. ysbE twerE sen? 
362 Boakye : Me twere ha? 
363 Tr. : Ane, sen na ysbE twere hD? Kofi gyina ha, gyina ha, Georgina 
Donkor bra. 
364 Chn. : [All talking together]. 
365 Tr. : O! YE no ntsm. SEn na wobe twerE hp? Sen na wobE twere hp? 
Fa ma me ye. Woso ka wpm so ha. ce, O! Veronica bra. Gyina nkysn, gyina 
nkysn. Mo npene noha kakra. 
366 Veronica : [Writes] 
367 Tr. :SEn na wo twerE ye? 
368 Veronica : Seven. 
369 Tr. : Aden ntiara? KD. Wobe twerE? Bra be twere ye. 
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Appendix 5 (26) TG: English 
LESSON :TWENTY SIX 
SCHOOL : U2 
CLASS : P3 
TEACHER : TG 
SUBJECT : ENGLISH LANGUAGE (READING COMPREHENSION) 
TOPIC : HOW AMA AND DEDE SPEND SUNDAYS 
DATE : 14TH MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : Class stand. Look up here. `Get' 
2 Chn. : Get. 
3 Tr. : Get. 
4 Chn. : Get. 
5 Tr. : Housework. 
6 Chn. : Housework. 
7 Tx. : Housework. 
8 Chn. : Housework. 
9 Tr. : After. 
10 Chn. : After. 
11 Tr. : After. 
12 Chn. : After. 
13 Tr. : Breakfast. 
14 Chn. : Breakfast. 
15 Tr. : Breakfast. 
16 Chn. : Breakfast. 
17 Tr. : Early. 
18 Chn. : Early. 
19 Tr. : Early. 
20 Chn. : Early. 
21 Tr. : Quickly. 
22 Chh. : Quickly. 
23 Tr. : Quickly. 
24 Chn. : Quickly. 
25 Tr. : Bath. 
26 Chn. : Bath. 
27 Tr. : Bath. 
28 Chn. : Bath. 
29 Tr. : Sometime. 
30 Chn. : Sometime. 
31 Tr. : Sometime. 
32 Chn. : Sometime. 
33 Tr. : Get. 
34 Chn. : Get. 
35 Tr. : Get. 
36 Chn. : Get. 
37 Tr. : Housework. 
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38 Chn. : Housework. 
39 Tr. : Housework. 
40 Chn. : Housework. 
41 ̀ Tr. : After. 
42 Chn. : After. 
43 Tr. : After. 
-44 Chn. : After. 
45 Tr. : Breakfast. 
46 Chn. : Breakfast. 
47 Tr. : Breakfast. 
48 Chn. : Breakfast. 
49 Tr. : Early. 
50 Chn. : Early. 
51 Tr. : Early. 
S2 Chn. : Early. 
.53 Tr. : Quickly. 
54 Çhn. .: Quickly. 
55 Tr. : Quickly. 
56 Chn. : Quickly. 
57 Tr. : Bath. 
58 Chn. : Bath. 
59 Tr. : Bath. 
60 Chn. : Bath. 
61 Tr. : Sometime. 
62 Chn. : Sometime. 
63 Tr. : Sometime. 
64 Chn. : Sometime. 
65 Tr. : Alright if you know you put up your hand then you pronounce the 
word. Listen to me, listen to me :'get'. 
66 Chn. : Get. 
67 Tr. : Get. 
68 Chn. : Get. 
69 Tr. : Bath. 
70 Chn. : Bath. 
71 Tr. : Bath. 
72 Chn. : Bath. 
73 Tr. : Breakfast. 
74 Chn. : Breakfast. 
75 Tr. : Breakfast. 
76 Chn. : Breakfast. 
77 Tr. : Early. 
78 Chn. : Early. 
79 Tr. : Early. 
80 Chn. : Early. 
81 Tr. : After. 
82 Chn. : After. 
83 Tr. : After. 
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84 Chn. : After. 
85 Tr. : Sometime. 
86 Chn. : Sometime. 
87 Tr. : Sometime. 
88 Chn. : Sometime. 
89 Tr. : Housework. 
90 Chn. : Housework. 
92 Tr. : Housework. 
93 Chn. : Housework. 
94 Tr. : Quickly. 
95 Chn. : Quickly. 
96 Tr. : Quickly. 
97 Chn. : Quickly. 
98 Tr. : Alright if you know you put up your hand. Boakye. 
99 Boakye : After. 
100 Tr. : Again. 
101. Boakye: After. 
102 Tr. : Again. 
103 Boakye: After. 
104 Tr. : [Points to a new word on the board and also nominates another 
child.] 
105 Chd. : Sometime. 
106 Tr. : Again. 
107 Chd. : Sometime. 
108 Tr. : Again. 
109 Chd.: Sometime. 
110 Tr. : Sometime. 
111 Chd. : Sometime. 
112 Tr. : Sometime. 
113 Chd.: Sometime. 
114 Tr. : Get. 
115 Chn. : Get. 
116 Tr. : Get. 
117 Chn. : Get. 
118 Tr. : Points to a new word on the board and calls Dekye 
119 Dekye: Breakfast. 
120 Tr. : Again. 
121 Dckyc: Breakfast. 
122 Tr. : Again. 
123 Chn. : Breakfast. 
124 Tr. : Points to a new word on the board and calls Andrews. 
125 Andrews: Quickly. 
126 Tr. : Again. 
127 Andrews: Quickly. 
128 Tr. : Again. 
129 Andrews: Quickly. 
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130 Tr. : Alright, now I will call the word then you come and point at the 
word. I will call the word: After, after, after. Alright, you come. After. 
131 Chd. : [Goes to the board and points at the word after and says it as well 
as spells it.] After, a- f- t -e -r, after. 
132 Tr. : After. 
133 All Chn.: After. 
--`134 Tr. : After, alright, now the next word; bath, bath, bath. ([Points to a 
child]). 
135 Chd. : Bath. 
136 Tr. : No go and point at the word bath. 
137 Chd. : [Goes to the board and points at the word bath] 
138 Tr. : Yes. 
139 Chd. : [Says bath, spells it and says it again] Bath, b- a -t -h, bath. 
140 Tr. : All of you. 
141 Chn. : Bath, b- a -t -h, bath. 
142 Tr. : The next word: Breakfast, breakfast, breakfast, breakfast. If you 
low put up your hand. Breakfast, breakfast.(points to a child). 
143 Chd. : [Goes to the bb, points at the word, reads, spells and pronounces it 
again] : Breakfast, b- r- e- a- k- f- a -s -t, breakfast. 
144 Tr. : Breakfast. 
145 Chn. : Breakfast. 
146 Tr. : All of you spell. 
147 Chn. : Breakfast, b- r- e- a- k- f- a -s -t, breakfast. 
148 Tr. : Early. 
149. Chn. : Early. 
150 Tr. : Early, early. 
151. Chd. : Early. 
152. Chn. : Early. 
153 Chd. : e- a- r -1 -y, early. 
154 Chn.: Early, e- a- r -1 -y, early. 
155 Tr. : Quickly, quickly, quickly. The same line Quickly. 
156' Chd : Quickly. 
157 Chn. : Quickly. 
158 Chd. : Quickly, q- u- i- c- k -1 -y, quickly. 
159 Chn. : Quickly, q- u- i- c- k -1 -y, quickly. 
160 Tr. : Quickly. 
161 Chn. : Quickly. 
162 Tr. : Quickly. 
163 Chn. : Quickly. 
164 Tr. : Q. 
165 Chn. : Q. 
166 Tr. : u. 
167 Chn. : u. 
168 Tr. : i. 
169 Chn. : i. 
170 Tr. : c. 
171 Chn. : c. 
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172 Tr. : k. 
173 Chn. : k. 
174 Tr. : 1. 
175 Chn. : 1. 
176 Tr. : y. 
177 Chn. : y. 
178 Tr. : Quickly. 
179 Chn. : Quickly. 
180 Tr. : Quickly. 
181 Chn. : Quickly. 
182 Tr. : Get, get, get, get. 
183 Chn. : Get.. 
184 Tr. : Alright, what word is that? What word is this? What word is this? 
Yes you. 
195 Chd. : Sometime. 
186 Tr. : What did he say? 
187 Chd. : Sometime. 
188 Tr. : Again 
189 Chd. : Sometime. 
190 Tr. : Sometime. 
191 Chn. : Sometime. 
192 Tr. : Sometime. 
193 Chn. : Sometime. 
194 Tr. : Alright, I said this word. What is this word. [Points to a child] 
195 Chd. : Get 
196 Chn. : Get. 
197 Chd. : g -e -t. get. 
198 Chn. : Get. 
199 Tr. : Listen, when you spell, pronounce the word. First you pronounce 
the word. When you have finish spelling you pronounce again. Yes. 
200 Chd. : g -e. 
201 Tr. : Listen, get. 
203 Chn. : Get. 
204 Tr. : Say get. 
205 Chn. : Get. 
206 Tr. : Get. 
207 Chn. : Get. 
208 Tr. : Get, g -e -t, get. 
209 Chn. : Get, g -e -t, get. 
210 Tr. : Alright, now sit down. 
211 Chn. : Thank you sir. 
212 Tr. : We are going to read from the board. When you have finished 
reading We read from the book: Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. 
213 Chn. : Mensah 
214 Tr. : No, no, listen to me: Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. 
Then they do their housework quickly. After the housework. they have their 
bath. Then they have their breakfast. We are going to read line by line. We 
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are six lines. We have six lines. This line is going to read first. You will read 
first. You, alright come. When you finish reading you will take the reading 
book and read from it. 
2 15 [ 1st line] Chd.: Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. 
216 Chn. : Mensah 
217 Tr. : No 
218 Chd. : Then they do their housework quickly. After the housework, they 
have their bath. Then they have their breakfast. 
219 Tr. : Clap for him 
220 Chn. : [Clapping] 
221 Tr. : Alright you will take the reader and read. 
222. Chn. :[Talking together, not audible.] 
223 Tr. : Read and let us hear. Take the book up. 
224 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework they have their bath. Then they 
have their breakfast. 
225, Tr. : Alright, clap for him. 
226 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
227 Tr. : This line, this line, this line. Nobody can read! Second line. 
228) Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then.... they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework, they, they, they 
229 Tr. : Alright, who can help him with this word? Yes. 
230 Chd. : Have. 
231 Tr. : Yes. 
232 Chd. : Have 
233 Tr. : Yes. 
234 Chd. : Their, their 
235 Tr. : Alright, who can read this line? Who can read this line? Yes. 
236 Chd. : Sometimes they have their bath. 
237 Tr. : Yes. 
238 Chd. : Housework 
239 Tr. : No, no. He started from here: `housework', then. This is, `They', 
have, their bath. After the housework they have their bath. After the 
housework they have their bath. Read like that. 
240 Chd. : After the housework they bath their bath. 
241 Chn. : [Laughter ] 
242 Tr. : Yes, who will come and help him? Who will come and help him. 
Yes. Give it to him. 
243 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After, after the, after, after the housework, they have 
their bath. Then they have their breakfast. 
244 Tr. : Alright clap for him. 
245 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
246 Tr. : Come and take the reader. Take the book. Then read. 
247 Chd. : Mensah and 
248 Tr. : Here. Read from this side. Read from this side 
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249 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then, they do their 
housework quickly. After the, ...housework they do their bath. 
250 Tr. : Mm, mm no, no. Here, read from this side. 
251 Chd. : Then they have their bath. 
252 Tr. : Is that correct? Alright put it down. Look here, that is it. Yes? 
253 Chd. : They. 
254 Tr. : Points to another child. Yes read. 
255 Chd. : They, have, their bath. 
256 Tr. : It is in the book like that. Read from the book. Read again. 
257 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. They, they do their 
housework 
258. Tr. : Open your mouth and speak louder, read louder. 
259 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. They, then they do their 
housework quickly. After, the housework, af, after, after the housework 
they, they have their bath. Then they have their breakfast. 
260 Tr. : Alright clap for him. 
261,. Chn. [Clapping]. 
262 Tr. Yes, who will also try? Who will also try? Go. Who will come and 
read? Who will come? 
263 Chn. : [All talking together] 
264 Tr. : Yes. 
265 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework then they have their bath. Then 
they have their breakfast. 
266 Tr. : Alright clap for him. 
267 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
268 Tr. : Take and read? Read from this side. Take the book. 
269 Chd. : Mensah and Dede 
270 Tr. : Take the book. 
271 Chd. : WDse fa. 
272 Tr. : Keep quiet. Yes read. 
273 ' Chd.: Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do, then they 
do their housework quickly. After the housework then they they have their 
bath. They have their breakfast. 
274 Tr. : Mm hum dean nono. What is that word? 
275 Chd. : Then they have their breakfast. 
276 Tr. : Alright clap for him. 
277 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
278 Tr. : Yes who is coming? Who is coming? 
279 Chn. : Line weifoD a. 
280 Tr. : Not only this line. Anybody, anybody, anybody. Who will like to 
read? Come. 
281 Chn. : [All talking together]. 
282 Tr. : Keep quiet. Alright what of this line, who is coming? 
283 Chn.: [All talking together]. 
284 Tr. : Keep quiet. Look at the board. 
285 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. They do their 
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286 Tr. : Then! 
287 Chd. : Then they do their housework, quickly. Quickly after the 
housework, then they have their bath. They, they then they, have their 
breakfast. 
288 Tr. : Read again. Don't rush? Don't rush? Read. Yes. 
289 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework. Quickly, after the housework, after, after the housework they 
have their bath. They, then they have their breakfast. 
290 Tr. : Alright clap for him. 
291 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
292 Tr. : Alright everybody look up here say `then'. 
293. Chn. : Then. 
294 Tr. : Then. 
295 Chn. : Then. 
2296 Tr. : Then. 
297 Chn. : Then. 
298, Tr. They. 
299 Chn. : They. 
300 Tr. : They. 
301 Chn. : They. 
302 Tr. : Have. 
303 Chn. : Have. 
304 Tr. : Have. 
305 Chn. : Have. 
306 Tr. : They have their bath. 
307 Chn. : They have their bath. 
308 Tr. : Then they have their breakfast. 
309 Chn. : Then they have their breakfast. 
310 Tr. : Alright go and take the book. After that you will read. After him 
you will read. Yes, no, no. Open this side. 
311 Chd. : Yes sir. 
312 Tr. : Why did you do this ?....Peneha peneha, Yes, Mm hum! 
313 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. 
314 Tr. : Read from here. Yes. 
315 Chd. : Aha yi? 
316 Tr. : she. 
317 Chd. : Then they do their housework quickly. After the housework they 
have their bath, bath. Then they do, then, then they have their breakfast. 
318 Tr. : Alright clap for him. 
319 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
320 Tr. : Alright, Yaw Kysm 
321 Kyem: Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
322 Tr. : Keep quiet. Yes. 
323 Kysm: They, they do their bath. 
324 Tr. : Yes you come? Go back, Start. 
325 Chd : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then, then, then they, 
then they 
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326 Tr. : Yes, look go back. 
327 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework, they, eh! they have their bath. 
Then they have their breakfast. 
328 Tr. : Alright clap for her. 
329 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
-`330 Tr. : Read (pointing to a child). 
331 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework then they, then they 
332 Tr. : Eno no yeden? 
333 Chd. : [No response]. 
334 Tr. : Alright, come to the board again. Read again. 
335 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework, and, after the house 
336 Tr. : Where is after? Find us after, after, after, where is the after ?. 
337 Chn. : Sir, menee. 
338 Tr. - Alright, 
339 Chd. : Mo mua mo ano yc 
340 Tr. : Yes you. Everybody look at him. 
341 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework they have their bath. Then they 
have their breakfast. 
342 Tr. : Clap for him. 
343 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
344 Tr. : Alright, take the book. Have you read before? 
345 Chn. : Sir wa be kan bi. 
346 Tr. : Oh! That is that Alright who is coming? Who is coming? Yes. 
347 Chd. : Sir! 
348 Tr. : Yes. 
349 Chd. : Nnora wp no Yaw Boateng kan bi. 
350 Tr. : After Yaw Boateng you will come. After Yaw Boateng you will 
cóme and read. 
351 Yaw : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
breakfast. Ee! syi 
352 Chn. : [Laughter ] 
353 Yaw : Housework 
354 Tr. : Keep quiet. 
355 Yaw : Quickly. 
356 Tr. : What is this word? How do you pronounce this word? 
357 Chd.: Have, eh! after. 
358 Tr. : [Points to another child] 
359 Chd. : After. 
360 Chd. : Then. 
361 Tr. : Who said then? 
362 Chd. : Me 
363 Tr. : [Points to housework] 
364 Chd. : Housework. 
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365 Chn. :[ All calling] sir, sir, teacher. 
366 Tr. : We will only take pupil by the row. Yes. 
367 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework,... they,.. they,.. then 
368 Tr. : Keep quiet. Yes someone. Yes. 
369 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework they have their bath. Then they 
have their breakfast. 
370 Chd. : Hai! Aden nti na mo ps kasa saa? 
371 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework they have their bath. Then they 
have their breakfast. 
372 Tr. : Alright clap for him. 
373 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
374 Tr. : So you only like to clap for somebody you don't want somebody 
to clap for you. Mo des sc mobs by mo nsam ama obi na mops. Sc obi 
bcbD ne nsam ama mo des mo npc. You will read? Alright keep quiet. 
375 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework. 
376 Tr. : After the housework. After the housework 
377 Chd. : After the housework. 
378 Tr. : Ah! where is after? 
379 Chd. : Mensah and Dede, Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. 
Then they do their housework quickly. After the housework then they do 
their bath. 
380 Tr. : Alright, thank you. Yes (pointing to another child) 
381 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. After the housework they, they have their bath. They, 
then they have their breakfast. 
382 Tr. : Alright, listen, listen everybody. Listen, alright stand up. Look up 
here: Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly. Then they do their housework quickly. After the 
housework, they have their bath. Then they have their breakfast. Look up 
here everybody. Look here there is no comma or full stop here, so here you 
don't read like this: `Then they do their housework. Quickly'. No. "Then 
they do their housework quickly". After the housework, they have their bath. 
Then they have their breakfast. It's continuous. We don't stop. Only where 
you see this. This we call it full stop. It means when you reach there rest. 
When you come to this side: comma. When you reach there, rest a little. Sc 
wo hunu wei yi a, `full stop' skyers se, sc wo duru hp nom a, gye wo 
ahorne. Wo hunu wie ye a, ycfrc no `comma', wo duru hp nom a gye 
wo home kakra. Mo hwc scdec me si twano no. Bsbia yei no sei wDno 
na magye me home. Bsbia wei no wpno na magye me home kakra. 
Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Have you seen it? So you have to 
rest here. Then they do their housework quickly. After the housework, they 
have their bath. Then they have their breakfast. Where there is a full stop, full 
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stop you have to rest. Where there is a comma, you have to rest a little. 
Alright, last person. I want only one person. Yes 
383 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework. Quickly. After the housework then have 
384 Tr. : What is this word? This word is what? 
385 Chd. : They. They have their bath. Then they have their breakfast 
:386 Tr. : Everybody say: `Have' 
387 Chn. : Have. 
388 Tr. : Have. 
389 Um. : Have. 
390 Tr. : Have. 
391. Chn. : Have. 
392 Tr. : They. 
393 Chn. : They. 
'394 Tr. : They. 
.395 Chn. : They. 
396 Tr. : They. 
397 Chn. : They. 
398 Tr. : Then. 
399 Chn. : Then. 
400 Tr. : Then. 
401 Chn. : Then. 
402 Tr. : Alright who will come and try? Portia come. Go back, go back. 
403 Portia : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. They 
404 Tr. : What is this word? [pointing to a child.] 
405 Chd. : Then. 
406 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework quickly After the housework, they have their breakfast. 
407 Chn. : cnoa no no? 
408 Tr. : What is this word? 
409 Chn. : Aha! 
410' ` 'Tr. : Keep quiet 
411 Tr. : What is this word? What is that word? 
412 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. 
413 Chn.: [Whisper to the reader] `then' 
414 Chd. : Then they do their housework quickly After the housework, they 
have their bath 
415 Chd. : Sir. 
416 Tr. : Yes 
417 Chd. : [Moves towards the blackboard] 
418 Tr. : No, no, call the word for her. 
419 Chd. : Then 
420 Chd. : Then. Then the 
421 Chn. : Do. 
422 Chd. : Hai! 
423 Tr. : Yes Sam 
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424 Chd. : Mensah and Dede get up early on Sunday. Then they do their 
housework 
425 Tr. : Speak louder. 
426 Chd. : Ka no ksse 
427 Chd. : Then they do their house work quickly. After the housework. 
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Appendix 5 (27) TH: English 
LESSON : TWENTY SEVEN 
SCHOOL ZONGO PRIMARY 
CLASS P 4. 
TEACHER 
SUBJECT ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ASPECT READING COMPREHENSION 
TOPIC CLEANINESS 
DATE 11TH MARCH 1996 
1 Tr. : cm. Writes lesson heading and lists key words on the 
bb. Turns round, ch. 
2 Chn. : Talking together 
3 Tr. : Right cm. Stand up. 
4 Chn. : Pupils stand 
- 5 Tr. : Sit down. 
6 Chn : Pupils sit 
7 Tr. : Up. 
8 Chn. : Pupils stand 
9 Tr. : Down. 
10 Chn : Pupils sit. 
11 Chn. : Talking together. 
12 Tr. : Now you repeat after me: "Food, ". All of you. 
13 Chn. : Food. 
14 Tr. : Food. 
15 Chn. : Food. 
16 Tr. : Clean. 
17 Chn. : Clean. 
18 Tr. : Room. 
19 Chn. : Room. 
26' Chn. : Water. 
21 Chn. : Water. 
22 Tr. : Water. 
23 Chn. : Water. 
24 Chn. : [Noise]. 
25 Tr. : Some of you are saying /D:tô /. No. It is water. 
26 Chn. : Water. 
27 Tr. : Again. 
28 Chn. : Water. 
29 Tr. : Drink. 
30 Chn. : Drink. 
31 Tr. : Drink. 
32 Chn. : Drink. 
33 Tr. : Foolish man. Window. 
34 Chn. : Window. 
35 Tr. : Window. 
.. 
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36 Chn. : Window. 
37 Tr. : Window. 
38 Chn. : Window 
39 Tr. : Now lets start again. 
40 Chn. : Food 
41 Tr. : Again. 
42 Chn. : Food. 
43 Tr. : Points to "food" on bb. 
44 Chn. : Food. 
45 Tr. : Points to "drink" 
46 Chn. : Drink 
47 Tr. : Points again to "drink" 
48 Chn. : Drink 
49 Tr. : Points to "room" 
50 Chn. : Room 
51 Tr. : Points to "water ". 
52 Chn. : Water 
53 Tr. : [Points again to "water ".] 
54 Chn. : Water. 
55 Tr. : [Points to "drink "]. 
56 Chn. : Drink. 
57 Tr. : [Points to `window "] 
58 Chn. : Drink /window [Simultaneous production ] 
59 Tr. : Again. 
60 Chn. : Window 
61 Tr. : [Points again to "window"] 
62 Chn. : Window 
63 Tr. : [Points to "room "] 
64 Chn. : Room 
65 Tr. : [Points to "drink "]. 
66 Chn. : Drink 
67' Tr. : [Points again to "room ".] 
68 Chn. : Room 
69 Tr. : [Still points to "room "]. 
70 Chn. : Room. 
71 Tr. : [Points to "clean" ] 
72 Chn. : Clean 
73 Tr. : [Points again to "window "] 
74 Chn. : Window /clean(simultaneous production) 
75 Tr. : Look at the board. Yes. 
76 Chn. : Window 
77 Tr. : [Points to "room "] 
78 Chn. : Room 
79 Tr. :[ Points again to "room "]. 
80 Chn. : Room 
81 Tr. : [ Points again to "water "] 
82 Chn. : Water. 
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83 Tr. : [Still points to `water" on bb.] 
84 Clan. : Water. 
85 Tr. : [Points to "drink" ] 
86 Chn. : Drink 
87 Tr. : [Again to "water "] 
88 Chn. : Water 
89 Tr. : Mm, Okay. Now we all eat every day. We all eat 
everyday and we eat food. So, cm we all. Kwaku eats everyday. 
Now, what is he eating? You see he is eating some food. He is eating 
some food. Now when you go to home. When you close in the 
afternoon, when you go home, by all means our mothers give us 
some food and this food will help us to grow. So when we talk of 
food we mean something we eat into our stomach. Now on. 
90 Chn. : [Noise] 
91 Tr. : When we also see that our room is dirty, the room. 
You clean our room. To clean. When we see that our house is dirty 
or our compound is dirty we can clean the compound and then room. 
We are in our room. [Points to the word "room "]. This is, which 
class is this? P4 classroom. This is classroom, [pointing to "room "]. 
[Points to Water] Now water. You always drink water. This morning 
some of you have drank water so we drink water everyday. we drink 
water everyday or I drink water everyday. [Points to "drink "] And 
then drink. I am drinking. I am drinking. [Points to `window "] 
Now window. Gyimah close our window lets see. Close the window. 
92 Gyimah : [Closes window]. 
93 Tr. : What is he doing? He is. He is closing the window or 
he is shutting the window. Alright. open it. 
94 Gyimah. : [Opens the window]. 
95 Tr. : That is window, window. 
96 Chn. : [Noise] 
97 Tr. : Now open page on 
98'' Chn. : [Noise] 
99 Tr. : We are on between and then from. 
100 Chn. : [Noise] 
101 Tr. : Bue ha. Page six, page six. 
102 Chn. : [Noise] 
103 Tr. : Unit two. Page six. Unit two. Lets take two minutes 
to read silently. Kan no wp wo tiri mu. 
104 Chn. : Reading silently 
105 Tr. : Right stop. Now when you look at the pictures you 
see two houses. One is a very clean house and the other one is a very 
dirty Eh village. We have a house and a village. 
106 Chn. : [Noise] 
107 Tr. : Now, unit two. Be clean and strong.. Lets read. Mary 
can you help us? Read from the first paragraph . Look into your 
books as she reads. Read. Lets hear you. 
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108 Mary : Mr and. Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. Their 
children are Kofi and Afi. Mrs Fosu and Afi sweep the house 
everyday. Kofi sweeps the rooms. Mrs Fosu covers the rubbish. She 
also covers all their food and water. Mr Fosu opens all the windows 
and fresh air comes in. 
109 Tr. : Right, is alright. Now she was reading about some 
people. Now what name did you hear? Mary was reading. Just now 
she was reading. She has mentioned whose names? What name did 
you hear? Gyimah. 
110 Gyimah : Mr. Kofi and 
111 Tr. : I want only the name So we have heard of Mr. Kofi 
and what other name did you hear? What other name? sdin foforD 
ben na Mary by ye ? We have heard Mr Kofi and what other name 
did you hear? (points to a child) 
112 Chd. : Afi 
r 113 Tr. : Kofi and Afi. She mentioned a certain woman's name. 
114 Chd. : Mrs. Fosu 
115 Tr. : Mrs. Fosu. So we are reading about Mr. and Mrs 
Fosu. Now Atta Adu read. Lets hear you. Begin from 
116 Chn. : [Noise] 
117 Tr. : Keep quiet. Listen to Atta Adu. 
118 Atta : Mr. and Mrs Fosu 
119 Tr. : Look into your books as he reads. Go on 
120 Atta : Mr. and Mrs Fosu works ... 
121 Tr. : Now who can pronounce that word? 1- i -v -e. Oppong. 
122 Oppong : Leaving. 
123 Tr. : No, no, no. Who can pronounce it better? Yes? 
124 Chd. : Live 
125 Tr. : Live. All of you. 
126 Cha. : Live 
127 Tr. : Live 
128 Chn. : Live 
129 Tr. : Again 
130 Chn. : Live 
131 Tr. : So Atta Adu begin again 
132 Atta : Mr. 
133 Tr. : Louder. louder. Ka no kcse 
134 Atta :MrandMrsFosuliveina 
135 Tr. : c- 1- a -a -n, c-l-e-a-n, c-l-e-a-n. Now look at the board. 
It is the same word. Now Danso pronounce it. 
136 Danso : Clean 
137 Tr. : Again 
138 Danso : Clean 
139 Tr. : All of you. 
140 Chn. : Clean 
141 Tr. : Clean 
142 Chn. : Clean 
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143 Tr. : Okay, Atta Adu go on. 
144 Atta : Clean clean house 
145 Tr. : Louder, louder. 
146 Atta : Louder. 
147 Tr. : Atta ka no kEse 
148 Chn. : Ka no kcse 
149 Atta : Clean house! There.. 
150 Tr. : Gyae. Oppong Comfort read. Start afresh. 
151 Oppong :MrandMrsFosulivein 
152 Tr. : Clean. 
153 Oppong : In a clean house. Their children are Kofi and Afi. 
154 Tr. : Right stop. Lets all join and read. All of you join and 
read. Go! 
155 Chn. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house 
156 Tr. : Their 
157 Chn. : Their children are Kofi and Afi. 
158 Tr. : Stop there . Now Gyimah read. 
159 Gyimah : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. 
160 Tr. : Start again. 
161 Gyimah : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. Their children 
are Kofi and Afi. 
162 Tr. : Good. Who else can read up to that point? 
163 Chn. : [Noise] 
164 Tr. : Mhum. Deborah read. 
165 Deborah : Mr and Mrs Fosu /laifs /(for lives) 
166 Chn. : (Laughter) 
167 Tr. : Stop. The word is live. Mr and Mrs Fosu live. Go on 
168 Deborah :MrandMrsFosuliveina.. 
169 Tr. : sm. Now let me come to you. Now read Gyamfi. Mr 
and Mrs Fosu. Go! 
170 Gyamfi : Mr and Mrs 
171 Tr. : Louder, ka no ksse. Mr and Mrs, Fosu, live. 
172 Chn. : [Noise]. 
173 Tr. : Hai! Mary read. Listen to Mary again. 
174 Mary : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. Their children 
are Kofi and Afi. Mrs Fosu and Afi live, ah! Mrs Fosu and Afi sweep 
the house everyday. Kofi sweeps the rooms. Mrs Fosu covers the 
rubbish. She also covers all their food and water. Mr Fosu opens all 
the windows for fresh air to come in. They keep their bodies clean, 
they clean their, clean their teeth and have their bodies, body 
everyday 
175 Tr. : Wait, wait. They clean their teeth and have their bath 
everyday. Read that portion again. They clean their teeth 
176 Mary : [lost] 
177 Chd. : Aha, aha. 
178 Tr. : They 
179 Chn. : Aha, aha 
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180 Tr. : Read from there. Mary read. 
181 Mary : They clean their teeth and have 
182 Mary+Tr. : Their bath everyday. 
183 Tr. : Let us all read up to where sh Mary have reached. Mr 
and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. Their children are Kofi and Afi. 
Mrs Fosu and Afi sweep the house everyday. Kofi sweeps the rooms. 
Mrs Fosu covers the rubbish. She also covers all their food and 
water. Mr Fosu opens all the windows and fresh air comes in. Lets 
start and come to this end. Mr and Mrs Fosu .Go! 
184 Chn. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. Their children 
are Kofi and Afi. Mrs Fosu and Afi sweep the house everyday. Kofi 
sweeps the rooms. 
185 Tr. : The rubbish full stop. Mrs Fosu covers the rubbish. 
Go. Read again. 
186 Chn. : Mrs Fosu covers the rubbish 
187 Tr. : She also 
188 Chn. : She also covers all their food and water. Mr Fosu 
opens all the windows and fresh air comes in. 
189 Tr. : Lets stop here. Now eh mm. You see we are talking 
of cleanliness. That is when we are clean, eh, we shall not grow sick. 
but when you are dirty you all the time be sick. So, eh, this unit is 
telling us to be clean all the time because if you are dirty even your 
friends will not like to walk with you. Even your father will not like 
you. Your mother will also not like you. So, so all the time you have 
to be clean. It means you are going to be strong all the time. Now let 
us look at the first house. You see many things there. What are the 
things? What are some of the things which you see there? Hwe cfie 
kamakama no. Ys hunu nnopma bcberee cwD WD. chi ne nea 
shD hin ara na ychunu WD hD? Tell us some of the things you 
see. Try a little English. cc hen Mary. What do you see there? 
190 Mary : Flowers 
191 Tr. : Flowers. Good. You see flowers. What other things 
do you see in the house? Nkrumah. 
192 Nkrumah : Trees. 
193 Tr. : Yes, you see trees also there. Good. What other 
things do you see? Bio. 
194 Bio. : water 
195 Tr. : Good. You see water also in the house. Any other 
thing you see in the house? Boateng. 
196 Boateng : Ankors 
197 Chn. : Laughter amid shouts of ankorc ankors ! 
198 Tr. : Ankors . Okay! We also call it barrel. All of you say 
it. 
199 Chn. : Barrel 
200 Tr. : Barrel b- a- r- r -e -l. Alright. Spell it. 
201 Chn. : b- a- r- r -e -1. 
202 Tr. : N. 
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203 Chn. : 
204 Tr. : Right. Any other thing do you see in the house? Eh, 
Atta Adu. Any other thing you see in the house? 
205 Atta : Window 
206 Tr. : Window. Good. Gyimah. 
207 Gyimah : Door. 
208 Tr. : Door. You see a door, doors, windows, any other 
thing? Any other thing do we see in the house. 
209 Chn. : [Noise] 
210 Tr. : Mhum Nkrumah. 
211 Chn. : Veranda 
212 Tr. : Veranda. Very good. Veranda. All of you say it. 
213 Chn. : Veranda 
214 Tr. : Veranda 
215 Chn. : Veranda 
216 Tr. : Alright this is the Veranda Nkrumah has been talking 
about. We all know veranda. Any other thing? Yes Danso. 
217 Danso : Wall 
218 Tr. : Wall, all of you. 
219 Chn. : Wall 
220 Tr. : Wall 
221 Chn. : Wall 
222 Tr. : Right. Who can spell wall? Well, it begins with "w" 
Mary. 
223 Mary : W- a -1 -1. 
224 Tr. : W- a -1 -1, or who can spell it? Don't say Eh the double 
but lets spell it right and see. She is correct but you can spell it 
another way. Wall. Prempeh. 
225 Prempeh : W -a- a- 
226 Tr. : No, Yes Atta 
227 Atta.: W -al -1. 
228 Tr. : Very good, w- a -1 -1. Wall. Any other thing do we see, 
Do we see in the house? 
229 Chn. : [Noise] 
230 Tr. : Ah Gyimah would want to tell us something. Good. 
231 Gyimah. : Bucket. 
232 Tr. : Bucket. All of you 
233 Chn. : Bucket 
234 Tr. : Again 
235 Chn. : Bucket 
236 Tr. :You all Know bucket because when we Eh in the 
morning you go to the river side to fetch water, you usually go there 
with buckets. 
237 Chn. : [Noise] 
238 Tr. : Now lets go to the dirty village. The dirty village. You 
didn't mention people. There are also people in the house. Now lets 
go to the dirty village. What do we see there? In the dirty village. EE 
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skuro nu a cgu fa ha no shD wD fi. cdsn na y6 hunu chD? Atta 
Adu. 
239 Adu. : AkokD. 
240 Tr. : Now who can tell us the English name for akokD. All 
of you say it 
241 Chn. : Fowl/cock/hen. (simultaneous production) 
242 Tr. : One by one. If you know it raise up your hand. Yaw 
Boateng 
243 Chd. : Yaw Boateng teacher sfrs WD no wonte? 
244 Tr. : Esther Boateng. English word for akokD 
245 Esther : Hawk 
246 Tr. : No. Hawk. What is the Twi name for Hawk? Who 
can tell me hawk? EE hs 
) 247 Chd. : Akokc bsmba 
248 Tr. : No, no, no 
249 Chn. : Teacher, Sir, sir, teacher. 
250 Tr. : Wait. Don't call me. Hawk is a certain bird in the air 
which always catches sh hen and their children. We want the Twi 
name for it se 
251 Chd :Akroma. 
252 Tr. : Akroma is hawk. Me ps akokD borjfo. AkokD 
baa. 
253 Cha : [Noise] 
254 Tr : Right 
255 Chd : Hen. 
256 Tr. : Hen, all of you. 
257 Chn. : Hen! 
258 Tr. : Is too much. Hen again. 
259 Chn : Hen 
260 Tr : What about akokD nisi? 
261 Chn : [Noise] 
262 Tr. Nti 
263 Nti. : Hawk 
264 Tr. No. Hawk is akroma. Yes Oppong 
265 Oppong : Cock 
266 Tr : Cock. all of you. 
267 Clm : Cock. 
268 Tr. : Again. Who can spell it for us? Who can spell it for 
us? sm 
269 Chn : [Noise]. 
270 Tr : Wo ara mbc hu woD mbc bu. Who can spell it for 
us? sm Gyimah. 
271 Gyimah : B -b-a -k 
272 Chn. : [Noise] and laughter. 
273 Tr. : No 
274 Cha. : Laughter. 
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275 Tr. : Anybody can try again? Anybody? Yes Oppong. 
276 Oppong : C -o -k 
277 Tr. : Mary 
278 Mary : C -a -o -k 
279 Tr. : No 
280 Chn. : [Noise] 
281 Tr. : Right lets go to the village again. Lets go to the 
village. What other things do you see in the village? 
282 Chn. : [Noise] 
283 Tr. : Mhum 
284 Chd. : Pipe 
285 Tr. : I mean the dirty village. Do you see pipe there? Lets 
see. Yes there is pipe. There is pipe. Any other? 
286 Chd. : Window. 
287 Tr. : Window, window is also there. 
288 Chn. : [Noise] 
289 Chd. : Door 
290 Tr. : Door, door sh Karikari? 
291 Karikari : /goutô /. 
292 Tr. : Say it louder. 
293 Karikari : /goutô/ 
294 Tr. : That is /gntô /, /gntô /. All of you. /gntô /,. 
295 Chn. : /gntô /, 
296 Tr. : Now when we go to Kumasi. Listen, when we go to 
Kumasi. At time when you are crossing from a street to the other 
end you have to jump because there is a gutter there. If you are not 
careful and you fall in either your, sh, going to hurt yourself or you 
will be sent to hospital. Any other thing? 
297 Chd. : Two boys. 
298 Tr. : Say it again 
299 Chd. : Two boys 
306 Chn. : [Laughter] 
301 Tr. : Who heard it 
302 Chd. : Two boys! 
303 Tr. : Two boys? Yes there are two boys also in the village. Right, 
so let us read the ch paragraph again. Let us be free with the reading. 
Let us all join again to read. Mr and Mrs Fosu. Right, all of you read 
304 Chn. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. 
305 Tr. : Right, group one read. Group one. Mr and Mrs Fosu 
live in a clean house 
306 Group 1. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house 
307 Tr. : I will read it again. I read again. Mr and Mrs Fosu. 
Go!. 
308 Group 1. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. 
309 Tr. : Group two. 
310 Group 2. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. 
311 Tr. : Group three. 
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312 Group 3. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. 
313 Tr. : Again 
314 Group 3. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. 
315 Tr. : Again 
316 Group 3. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. 
317 Tr. : That's right. 
318 Chn. : [Laughter] 
319 Tr. : Group four. 
320 Group 4. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. 
321 Tr. : Again 
322 Group 4. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. 
323 Tr. : Good. Group five. 
324 Group 5. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live in a clean house. 
325 Tr. : HE again. Group five. 
326 Group 5. : Mr and Mrs Fosu live. 
327 Tr. : In a clean house. 
328 Groups. : Ina clean house. 
329 Tr. : Right, close your books. Let us do a little dictation. 
close your books. Let us do a little dictation. Now spell "in ". If you 
know it raise up your hand. "in ". Monica, yes. 
330 Monica : I -n, in 
331 Tr. : I -n, in. That's correct. Eight spell house, house, your 
own house that you live in. Spell it. House. Mary. 
332 Mary : H- o- u -s -e, house. 
333 Tr. : Fine. All of you lets spell it. Go! 
334 Chn. : H- o- u -s -e. 
335 Tr. : Pronounce it first. 
336 Tr+Chn. : House 
337 Chn. : H- o- u -s -e. 
338 Tr+Chn. : House 
339 Tr. : Right. And, and, and, and, and. It begins with /a/ and. 
Ofori Francisca 
340 Ofori: /a/ 
341 Tr. : Louder 
342 Ofori : /an/ a -n, /an/. 
343 Tr. : No. /and/. Oppong. 
344 Oppong : /end/, a -n -d /end/. 
345 Tr. : All of you. 
346 Chn. : /end/ a -n -d. /end! /. 
347 Tr. : Is too much. Right. Lets go to another one. The, the. 
The word "The ". Bio. 
348 Bio. : T -h -e. The. 
349 Tr. : First pronounce the word. Spell it. After, then you 
pronounce it again. "The ". T -h -e, the. Right let us go to another one. 
"Day, day. It begins with /d/. Day, day. Yes Robert. 
350 Robert : /d/ 
351 Tr. : Pronounce it first 
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352 Robert : Day, d -a -y. Day. 
353 Tr. : Right. All of you. "day". 
354 Chn : Day, d -a -y. Day. 
355 Tr. : Good. That is day. Now look at the board and tell me 
this word. Now m- r -o -o. I have spelt it wrongly. Somebody should 
spell it correctly and at the same time me the word. Monica, yes. 
356 Monica : Room, r- o -o -m, room. 
357 Tr. : Room, all of you spell it. 
358 Tr+ Chn : Room. 
359 Chn. : R- o -o -m, room. 
360 Tr. : Look at another one.(Teacher writes: `hind' on the 
board. Yes I have this one also k- r- i -n -d. It is wrong. Let us correct 
it. cm Abigail. 
361 Abigail : Drink 
362 Tr. : Again 
363 Abigail : Drink 
364 Tr. : Is she correct? 
365 Chn. : Yes. 
366 Tr. : Yes Let us spell it. 
367 Abigail : d- r- i -n -k. 
368 Tr. : Spell it again. 
369 Abigail : /d/ 
3 70 Tr. : Pronounce it first. 
371 Abigail : Drink, d- r- i -n -k, drink. 
372 Tr. : All of you, drink. 
373 Chn. : Drink d- r- i -n -k, drink. 
374 Tr. : Another one, another one, another one. w-s-e-e-p, w- 
s-e-e-p. Always Mary, Mary, Mary. Yes Agyei! 
375 Agyei : Sleep. 
376 Tr. : Again. 
377 Agyei : Sleep. 
378 Tr. : Louder 
379 Agyei : Sleep. 
380 Tr. : You are coming, yes. 
381 Agyei : Sleep. 
382 Tr. : No. no, no. ch, Comfort. 
383 Comfort : Sweep. 
384 Tr. : All of you. 
385 Chn. : Sweep. 
386 Tr. : Alright, spell it all of you. Sweep. 
387 Chn. :Sweep, s-w-e-e-p, sweep. 
388 Tr. : This is the correct spelling. Alright last one. Right, 
hwe seesei des cyc din kakra ba b- b- i- r- u -s -h. Now when you 
come to the classroom. Let me give you an idea. When you come to 
your classroom and you sweep the room, sweep the room, you, you, 
you collect certain things from the room and then throw it 
somewhere. When your room is dirty and you sweep you by all 
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means you will get something and that something you usually throw 
it away. Oppong can you try? Lets see. 
389 Oppong : Rubbish. 
390 Tr. : Good. Clap for her. 
391 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
392 Tr. : That is rubbish all of you. 
393 Chn. : Rubbish 
394 Tr. : Again. 
395 Chn. : Rubbish 
396 Tr. : SE yc pra ye dan mu a, yc dan mu aye fi. Na ya 
pra no, wohunu sE sya ye sisa,ysboaboa wura no ano. na ye kD 
to guo! 
397 Chn. : Yes sir. 
398 Tr. shs. That is rubbish. 
she wohu, that is rubbish. Let spell it. Rubbish. All of us let us spell 
it and see. 
399 Chn. : R- u- b- b- i -s -h. 
400 Tr. : Again 
401 Tr+Chn : Rubbish 
















TELLING THE TIME 
11TH MARCH 1996 
1. Tr. : Eh, who can tell me today's date? Today's date. 
2 Chd. : 10th, 10th Today's date is 10th March, 1996. 
3 Tr. : No, Yes. 
4 Chd : Monday 11th March,1996. 
5 Tr. : Very good. Today's date is 11th March, 1996 and it is 
Monday 
6 Chn. : [Noise]. 
7 Tr. : Class stand, sit down, stand up, sit down. How many hands 
has a clock? A wall clock or any other watch. How many hands has 
it got? 
Chd : Three hands. 
Tr. : All of you. How many hands? 
Chn. : Three hands. 
Tr. : Yes, let us try to name them. The first one is... 








Tr. : Minute? 
Chd. : Minute hand 
15 Tr. : Good. Yes, a minute hand. Another one. Ofori 
16 Ofori : Hour hand. 
17 Tr. : Hour hand. And then the last one, Mhum. 
18 Chd. : Second hand 
19 Tr. : Second hand. Very good. These are the three hands we have. 
The last Friday I also said when the second hand also goes round the 
clock, how many seconds does it make. 
20 Chd. : Sixty. 
21 Tr. : Sixty what? 
22 Chd. : Sixty seconds 
23 Tr. : Sixty seconds. Very good. Now when the minute hand also 
goes round the clock how many minutes has it done? 
24 Chd. : Hour 
25 Tr. : No. The minute hand when goes round the clock how many 
minutes, eh, minutes has it done? 
26 Chd. : One minute. One minute. 
27 Chd : One hour. 
28 Tr. : One hour. Nkrumah was correct but I wanted somebody to 
prove it. When it goes round the clock it has done one hour. Then 
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when we get our one hour, lets move on. Now how many hours do 
you think will give us one day? Last week we came up to an hour. 
We are now moving to a day. How many hours will give us one day? 
29 Chd. : Sixty hours 
30 Tr. : No 
31 Chd. : Twenty four hours. 
32 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
33 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
34 Tr. : Twenty four hours give us one day. Twenty four hours give 
us one day. Now, how many days will give us one week? How many 
days will give us one week? 
35 Chd. : Seven weeks 
36 Tr. : No. I'm talking of days. 
37 Chd. : Seven days. 
38 Tr. : Seven days. All of you; seven days. 
39 Chn. : Seven days 
40 Tr. : That is one week. Now how many weeks should give us one 
month? 
41 Chd. : Four weeks. 
42 Tr. : Say it louder 
43 Chd. : Four weeks! 
44 Tr. : Four weeks make one month. Four weeks make one month. 
Then how many months give us one year? How many months will 
give us one year? Now, all we need, eh months. We have, if we 
count from one, two, we have a certain months that will give us one 
year. How many months? 
45 Chd. : Twelve months 
46 Tr. : Twelve months give us one year. Alright name one of the 
months. Name one of the months. Currently we are in March. What 
other month do you know? We have twelve months. One of them is 
called March. What's the name of other months? For example, I 
know of October. Any other month you know? Always when you 
shout January, February so, so and so tell us one of them. 
47 Chd. :October. 
48 Tr. : I've said it. Say another one. Any other month? Alright, let 
us recite January, February....go! 
49 Chn. : January, February, March, April, May 
50 Tr. : Stop. Name one of them 
51 Chd. June 
52 Tr. : Say it louder 
53 Chd. : June! 
54 Tr. : June. Any other month? Any other month? From June where 
do we go? From June where do we go? Yes. 
55 Chd. : July. 
56 Tr. : Say it louder. 
57 Chd. : July! 
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Tr. : July. Alright jump from July and count two. Jump from July, miss the 
one after July. Then leave after 
58 Chd. : August 
59 Chd. : September 
60 Tr. : Very good. The last month of the year tell me the name. The 
last month of the year. The last month of the year. Yes 
61 Chd. : December 
62 Tr. : December, very good. December. Now we can go on with 
our work. Last week we were dealing with how to change seconds 
to minute. Is that correct? 
63 Chn. : Yes sir. 
64 Tr. : Seconds to minutes and seconds. Today we are going to 
change the minutes also to seconds. We are going to change minutes 
to seconds. For example, I have one minute twenty five seconds I 
want to change of them to seconds. Now eh, how many seconds do I 
get from one minute? How many seconds? 
65 Chd. : 60 seconds 
66 Tr. : 60 seconds. Now if I have 1 min. 25secs. How many 
seconds in all? If I have 1 min. 25 secs. Mary just told us that 60 
secs. will give us 1 min. So if I have 1 min. 25 secs. How many sec in 
all? 60 seconds is 1 min. then I have 25 also 
67 Chd. : 80 sec. 
68 Tr. : No. 60 secs + 25secs, 60secs +25secs. Yes. 
69 Chd. : 85 secs. 
70 Tr. : 85 secs. 85 secs. Let's start with this..lmin 25secs. when 
you change all to secs. We shall get 85 secs. Now let's try this: I 
have 2 min. 0 secs. How many seconds in all? I have 2 min. 0 secs. 
How many secs in all? 
71 Chd. : 120 secs. 
72 Tr. : 120 secs. Another example, 1 min. 50 secs. Change all to 
secs. 1 min. 50 secs. Let's change all to secs. Esther Boateng. 
73 Esther. : 110 secs. 
74 Tr. : 110 secs. Is it correct? 
75 Chd. : Yes. 
76 Tr. : 110 secs. Now somebody should write the 110 secs for us to 
see. Hundred and ten, come and write it for us to see. Mary. 
77 Mary : [Writes 110 on the board]. 
78 Tr. : Very good. Clap for her. 
79 Chn. : [Clapping] 
80 Tr. : Then we shall try example in our exercise books to see. (Tr. 
writes on board) 
81 Chn. : [Noise] 
82 Tr. : Changing to seconds* *[writes on board. Now I have 1 min. 
15 secs. We are going to change all to seconds. Then you will write 
your answer at the space I have provided you. 
83 Chn. : [Noise] 
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84 Tr. : Now let us try and do number one for us. Let us try number 
one and, and, we and take it as an example. Number one who can 
read the sentence? Mhum. Read the sentence on the board. Hwc 
cwT board no so. Mese cyc den? Na hwe ma nim ha. Number 
one, wpse dcn na yp? 
85 Chd. : 70 
86 Tr. : No 
87 Chd. : 1 min. 15 secs. 
88 Chd. : 70 secs. 
89 Tr. : You are wrong. Comfort. 
90 Comfort : 1 min., 1 min. 15 secs, 75 secs. 
91 Tr. : Anyway, it is correct but it is this: 1 min. 15 secs = 75 secs. 
Look at it again. 1 min. 15 secs is equals 75 secs.. Right. We shall try 
and do it. I want to see the first person. Put down your book as you 
normally do and then you will write your name and you start work. 
Number one is done for you so you have four to tackle 
92 Tr. + Chd. : [distribute pupils exercise books]:Juma Robert, Juma 
Robert, Atta Manu, Esther Boakye, Afrakoma, John Willy, Veronica 
Frimpong, Boakye, Oppong Comfort, Patricia, Osei, Regina, 
Konadu 
93 Tr. : Now if you get it, put down your date, your name and then 
start work. Write changing to seconds before you start the rest. 
94 Chd. : [proceeds with distribution of exercise books] :Agyei 
Daniel, Florence, Prempeh... 
95 Tr. : Sit down, sit down 
96 Chd. : [distribution continues]:Charles Donkor, Kwame Danso, 
Owusuaa 
97 Chd. : snyc me des. 
98 Chd. : [Continues distribution]: Afra, Tawia, Agyei Bawuah, 
Esther Nkrumah. 
98 Tr. : Don't be silly. Sit down. 
99 Chd. : Wagye me pen, wDn kD fa mbra wPn bua me. 
100 Tr. : Sit down 
101 Chd. : (Proceeds with distribution)Agyei Daniel, Opoku Ankrah, 
Emanuel, James, Nti... 
102 Tr. : Aha na wa be tinase? 
103 Chd. : [distribution]:Ophelia, Elizabeth Konadu, 
104 Tr. : Always your date should come on your right Felicia Dapaah. 
On your right hand side of the sheet and then your name under it. Who 
has finished one? Piniha, piniha. Hwc se adec yi be piniha. Fa kD 
nifa ha. Ntcm, wa twers awiei? Ye ka assm kyerc mo a mo me a 
da. Ades no cwD SE yede ba nifa. Seesel ys SE wosD sikan yi a, 
wosD sikan yi mu a, hwe, cscsc sba wonsam nifa so ha. 
105 Tr. :Who has finished two? 
106 Chn. : [Working] 
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107 Tr. : Who has finished two or one? Space them up. Te ntamu naa 
enye fcfccfs. Nka mbom na ye no tantan tan 
108 Chn. :[Working] 
109 Tr. :Hurry up. 
110 Chn. : [Working] 
111 Tr. : Who has finished three? 
If you finish three call my attention. 
112 Chn. : [Working] 
113 Tr. :HE, one minute yc 60 secs a, Enti 2 min. wei sys 62 secs. One 
minute kora wose Eye 60 secs. Na wowD 2 min a wose syc 62 secs 
114 Chn. : [Working] 
115 Tr. : Somebody has finished. Get ready to stop work. WowD One 
minute kora wose cyc 60 secs.. Na wow 2 minutes wose Eye 35. 
Wo date Kora wo ntumi mmD wo date. If you have finished bring 
them. Those of you who has finish bring them. 
116: Chn. [Working] 
117 Tr. : Date yi wD ma no hwc ha. Aha yi a Escsc wobD date no. 
Aha dahD kwa. Aha yi a Escsc wobD date yi. HE! YE ka ascm 
kyers mo a, mo aso Enti kasa da 
118 Chd. : Teacher ma wieie 
119 Tr. : Wo des mebc buo. Let me see by hand those of you who 
have finished. 
120 Chn. : [Working]. 
121 Tr. : Stop work. Sit down, sit down. now let us go over and see if.. 
Now when you go to number two. Look at the board, we have 2 Mins. 
10 secs. 2 min. How many secs do we have? One minute is 60 secs. so 
if I have 2 min. how many secs? 
122 Chd. : 120 secs. 
123 Tr. : 120 secs. Very good, and then I have 10 secs., put the two 
together. how many secs do we have? 
124 Chd. : 130 secs. 
125 Tr. : 130 secs. Now, number three 1 min. 35 secs.. How many secs 
in all? Tell me the answer. Me, me gyina ha a me kasa no wo ntie, 
mmoade na woreyE. Ma kasc bercbia mo bchu me anim ha no, na 
Ekyerc se me be ye den? Mere be kyerc biribi. Enti EscsE deg 
woreyE biara woyc den? Wo gyae, na wo tie. Regina. 
126 Regina : 95 secs. 
127 Tr. : 95 secs. Is it correct? 
128 Chd. : Yes 
129 Tr. : Number four, 3 Mins. 20 secs. How many secs. in all? You. 
130 Chd. : 200 secs. 
131 Tr. : 200 secs., 200 secs. My friend write the two hundred secs. 
Hurry up, hurry up. Write 200. Take away the pen from your mouth. 
132 Chd. : Goes to the board and writes 
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133 Tr. : Is correct anyway but... The last one 2 Mins 33 secs. How 
many? To get the secs and you then add the 33. Osei Bonsu, how 
many secs in all? 2 Mins 33 secs. Atta John tell us. 
135 Atta : 150 secs. 
136 Tr. : 150 secs. No, no. Who can correct it? Deborah 
137 Deborah : 156 secs. 
138 Tr. : No, Boakye. 
139 Boakye : 153 secs. 
140 Tr. : 153 secs. clap for him, for her! 
141 Chn. : [Clapping] 
142 Tr. : It is correct. Write the 153 secs for us. 
143 Chd. : Writes on the board.(150 3). 
144 Chn. : [Laughing]. 
145 Tr. : 150 and 3. Is it correct? 
146 Chn. : No 
147 Tr. : Who can correct it for us? Regina. Give her the chalk. Sit 
down. 
148 Regina : Goes to the board and writes. 
149 Tr. : Good. That is 153. Now who got all correct? raise up your 
hands. Please raise up your hands those of you who got all correct. All 
the five. Right. So we shall continue tomorrow. 
150 Tr. : Now you can...Veronica Frimpong start your corrections at 






































AIR OCCUPIES SPACE 
12TH MARCH 1996. 
Tr. : Sit. Stand. Right. Let us breathe in, breathe in, out. Im Out. 
sit down. cc, Eden na ye twe kD ye mu no? Atta Oppong. 
Atta : Mframa 
Tr. : Again. 
Atta : Mframa. 
Tr. : Dse mframa. Right, how shall we call it in English? 
Robert. 
Robert: Air 
Tr. : Air, all of you. 
Chn. : Air. 
Tr. : Again. 
Chn. : Air. 
Tr. : Let us spell it. Who can help us? Mary. 
Mary : A -i -r. 
Tr. : Good. a -i -r. 
Tr. : All of us let us spell it. 
Tr+Chn.: A -i -r. air. 
Tr. : Good. This is what we are going to talk about today. 








Let us wind our hand to see. 
[swing hands]. 
Very fast, stop, stop, stop. 
[stop swinging hands]. 
eden na na ychunu? Ycto ye nsam saa no. Na biribi 
ekDso. sfa ycho. eh, Lucy. 
23 Lucy : Mframa. 
24 Tr. : Mframa. Alright sit down. EC epre pii se ye wD ye dan mu na 
ycto mpoma mu a biribia EwD SE ye nya no, eye na aka akyire Emba. 
Na ye bue mpoma no a wo behunu SE adeebi refa mpoma no mu. Na 
ekD na eba. Saa adee no eye! Boakye? 
25 Boakye : Mframa. 
26 Tr. : Mframa. Good. E, mframa ye adebia chia ye. Titiriu, 
Dnipa dasani bia. We all need air. Ys nyinaa ye hia den? Ychia 
mframa. Se ye wD ye dan mu a, ye tutu mu a, mframa enba. Na emo 
nea Esese yehunu ne se, bebia ye wD bia, a tokoro daa dee, 
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mframa EwD hp. Na ys wei a ye bs prove na ya hu. Bsbia tokoro 
sda des mframa swP hp. Na seesei ys ps se ys hunu skwan hodop a 
ysbs namso a ys be nya mframa. EE, sbi ne SE mede mirika mekorp. 
Wo bs hunu ss mframa. EE biribi foforp wo hp a sbs turni ama ys 
anya mframa? sbi ne ssn? Boateng. 
27 Boateng : Wode ntoma kata wo ho a na wo tu mirika a na 
mframa no refa. 
28 Tr. : Good. es, ys wp nkwadaa agorp bi, ysde ntoma no b wasene, na yede akita, na ysde mirika, wo bshunu se ays 
hurukutu wP wakyire. sdebsn na swo mu? 
29 Chn. : Mframa. 
30 Tr. : Very good. Afei skwan ben so na ye bstumi 
anya mframa? s, Osei Bons-u. 
31 Osei . Wobuei wo mpoma na mframa aba mu. 
32 Tr. : sno des ya dikan aka. Seesei mo ahunu se 
mpoma no mu ato. Eden ades Enna stu mu saa no? 
33 Chn. Mframa 
34 Tr. Mframa. Wonim a me se ysdsn? 
35 Chn. Pagya wo nsam. 
36 Tr. : Pagya wo nsam. Mframa. skwan bsn so bio? 
Ye huwgya ys nsam sei a. We shall get air. Afrakoma. 
37 Afrakoma : Wote dua asi a ema wo mframa. 
38 Tr. s ys tina dua ase a ye nya mframa, Mhum. 
39 Chd. Woke mirika nso a wonya mframa 
40 Tr. : Ye10 mirika nso a ye nya mframa. Afei ma me nkae 
mo baakos. E eye a yskc park no so, ysde aderbi to so na ysde ys 
nan ebD. Saa adee no. Den a? 
41 Chd. : B »l. 
42 Tr. : B »1. Eden na EwD mu? 
43 Chd. : Mframa. 
44 Tr. : Mframa. Right. next time let us try to say air. Okay? 
45 Chn. : Yes. 
46 Tr. : Let us try and say air. Now when we see a bicycle, 
eh, that is we have a bicycle and then the bicycle has got tyres 
and inside the tyres, that inside the tube, there is something in 
it. Ss kai ana sakri, ne tyres no a sk= no, ne tyres. Ne tyre, Eye a na 
biribi bi ewom. Nsuo ana edeln ade Enna yede agu mu saa no? Yes. 
47 Chd. : Mframa 
48 Tr. : In English, EhE. Say it in English. 
49 Chd. : Air. 
50 Tr. : Air. Very good, air. se, Buronya nso si a, eye a na ya 
tett adee bi asinsen ye dam mu Eni ayi. YebD din sen? Yes Prempeh. 
Prempeh: baloo[balloon]. 
51 Tr. : Balloon, balloon. Alright, all of you. 
52 Chn. : Balloon. 
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53 Tr. : Balloon. 
54 Chn. : Balloon. 
55 Tr. : EnyE baloo, baloo[balloon]. Enys sE nnys yska no, no, 
Eye a, yeka tin. It's balloon. 
56 Chn. : Balloon. 
57 Tr. : Right, Edsn na syE a yEdE gu mu ma ayE kess 
kakrakaa no? 
58 Chd. : Mframa. 
59 Tr. : Mframa. Very good or. 
60 Chd. : Air. 
61 Tr. : Very good, or air. ss meka kyere wose, bsbia tokoro 
da bia no sye a na mframa ewp hp. Na yebe hwE adeE, ss des meka 
no Eye nokware a. Tua no? Wo nsuo yi des yebe see no na akyire 
yebe nya bi office ama wo. 
62 Chn : [Noise]. 
63 Tr. : Pagya bra. KP pagya nsuo no bra. sm Nimo come 
ysbE filli ye tua yi. Mese bsbia Etokoro da hp bia, Eden na Ewp hp? 
64 Tr+Chn. : Air. 
65 Tr. : Good, Nimo be fili tua yi. sma ya yp, yatei. Bu nsuo no. Ma 
ne nkom. EE, sE ysbEn neha a, yEbs tese Eys dede bi. sdeben na sys 
saa no? Aye ma? Atta Manu. 
66 Atta : Air. 
67 Tr. : Air, good. Es adsn ntiara? Eys saa no, wose air, naa 
ekwan ben so na enam a enti Eye saa? Danso. 
68 Danso : emframa no wp ades no mu. 
69 Tr. : emframa no wp adee no mu. Na Ewp mu na eye saa 
no, seesei na mframa no Eye den? Mary. 
70 Mary : ekp tua no mu. 
71 Tr. : Mframa no ekp tua no mu? 
72 Chn. : [Noise]. 
73 Tr. : Meka se wonim a pagya wo nsam. Bawuah. 
74 Bawuah : Apuei. 
75 Tr. : Mframa no eye den? Apuei elo abpntin. efiri se 
bebia mframa no wp bia no na se nsuo ye tua no ma pc, mframa 
noa na ewP hp no ewD se syi ne ho. enya kwan entina bP bio. Ewp 
se Eye den? epuei abpntene. do! Se ye, ye, ye balloon no, ye 
ppnpi no kakrakaa na yepe se ye dwo noa, na Elm be ye sedee na etie 
no a, mframa a Ewp mu no aye den? 
76 Chd. : ekp! 
77 Tr. : Ekp! Na se balloon no ye tiri a nyE yiye na epai "too!" 
smframa a ewo mu no aye den? 
78 Tr+Chn : Ekp! 
79 Tr. : Mframa yahunu bi da? Hwan na ahunu mframa da? 
80 Tr+Chn : Wore nhunu 
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81 Tr. : Na mom yate nka sE mframa. ckwan ban so na 
yatumi te nka sa mframa crefa. akwan ban so na yetumi tea? Nhum. 
82 Chd. : edua bi ewD wo fie na crefa wote sa mframa no yi ya 
da. 
83 Tr. cyc a dua no yaden? 
84 Chd. : nya a, naaba no wosowoso. 
85 Tr. : Anaa sc na aya dan bio? 
86 Chd. : Naa n'ahaban no akyeakyea. 
87 Tr. : Naa cdankyedankye saa. Na ama watumi ahu sc 
mframa cyeden? 
88 Chn. : afa. 
89 Tr. : Afei nso ckwan ahodop bio a yaba fa so na ya hunu 
mframa. Obi de dua aya example sc, se afa, yatumi huu SE na 
adankyedankye. akwa ban so bio na ye beti nka? Anaa se yabc huu se 
yeti mframa? che. 
" 90 Chd. : ebia na wote hp mframa no fa na wose a mframa no 
naa arefa yi. 
91 Tr. : Mframa no na erefa yi anti mframa no aye den? Ano ate sen? 
92 Chd. : Ano enwunu 
93 Tr. : Mo enno na yeba turni ahunu se seesei yi ara mframa a 
erefa yi ano yaden? 
94 Chd : enwunu. 
95 Tr. : enwunu akyerc se mframa no etp dabia na ano no 
enwunu, at= dabi nsoa naa ano chye. Mframa et) dabia na arefa a, 
anti eda a mframa be ye hye no, na ye tiri ye ana eden na ababa? 
abasie? cm 
96 Chd. : Na yareye wDmu. 
97 Tr. : Anaa se... 
98 Chd. : Yebe wuwuo. 
99 Tr. : Woboa. 
100 Chn. : [Laughing]. 
101 Tr. : Manu. 
102 Manu : Ahuhuro aba. 
103 Tr. : Ahuhuro aba. Na ahuhuro cba nso a sdsn na cba? cfiri 
soro baba. Rebecca. 
104 Rebecca : Mframa. 
105 Tr. : Dabi. 
106 Chd. : Atemmuda. 
107 A' Chd. : Nsuo. 
108 Tr. : Nsuo na ebetp nsuo betp nsuo. 
109 Chn. : [Noise]. 
110 Tr. : Miawano. Quiet! cc ye adikan aka se babiara a akwan biara 
da hp no mframa aye den? Mframa seesei ye bu nsuo egu ye tua yi 
mu no mframa no aye den? ekD ce ychwc yen science book no mu a 
ce Mary kpyi baako no bra. enye wei yi mo, awD baako no mu, ka 
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woho. Wp hwehwa aba no, afei ysloso. Mese mframa, ss yaps se 
yshunu anaa ss yete nka a, da biara no, ne fa no na sma ystumi hunu 
ss mframa yi snwunu, ade anaa se, ss yaps ss yate nka ss mframa no 
sfa a asese ysn adan no ys buebue yen mpoma anaa yen apono. anti 
smmrs pii no mframa ya adea a shia nnipa dua biara. Right, class 
stand. Let us hold our breathe for sometime. Close your mouths, 
hold your lips tight. 
111 Chn. : [Noise] 
112 Tr. : Leave it. 
113 Chd. : Hss! 
114 Chn. : [Noise]. 
115 Tr. : eye den? sdsn na ssiis? 
116 Chd. : Na mehome te. 
117 Tr. : Na mehome te a, den ntiara? Obi se na ne home te. 
Adan ntiara? Atta. 
: 118 Atta : Na m'atua me hwene. 
119 Tr. : w'atua wo hwene na wohome te, adEn nti na na 
wohome tes? 
120 Chd. : Me nya mframa nkp me mu. 
121 Tr. : Wonya kwan sntwe mframa ankp. Nti seesei ya hunu 
ss mframa sys den? sho hia yiye. Ss mframa no pa ysn ho bsys 
minute koro ps naa wawu. Saa nti na onipa biara. Ss owu a, Pbswu 
a, na akoma no na ekp. Fa wonsam to w'akoma. Wahunu se skp 
kim, kim, kim, kim, kim. Na daa sbstwa koraa no mframa nya kwan 
nkp mu no na ays dsn? Na wokp. Sit down. EE ys twe mframa na 
ysde yp mu, na des ysde pue abpnten nso, nsoso sys mframa. 
Ne mmienu wo dwene ss des awp hen na ays? Ys turni twe mframa 
skD ysmu, ys sane de sbi nso pue abpnten. Ne mmienu des swP he 
na eys ma nnipa dua? 
122 Chd. : Des ye twe yemu. 
123 Tr. : Des ye twe kp ye she? Ysmu no eye. Na des ye twe 
kP abDnten no ysse eye den? enye. Adsn ntiara? Ya twe mframa de 
akp ye mu a, afei ys sane de apue. Ys se snyc. Aden ntiara? 
Karikari. 
124 Karikari : Ays hye 
125 Tr. : Obi se ays hye. Mhum, se deban bio na ays? Obi se 
aye hye. 
126 Chn. : Wonya mframa skp wo mu, afei asane a puei, 
mframa no ewD womu nu a sane apue. 
127 Chd. : Ano ays nwunu. 
128 Tr. : Ano aye nwunu, sm Boateng. Wo betumi aboa ysn? 
129 Boateng : Aye, aye hye m'betumi ahwie agu akPtD foforp? 
130 Tr. : enye wo na wobe hwie agu enoa shwie aba fam, na ye 
se snys. 
131 Chd. : Akys. 
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132 Tr. : AkyE wp woho nam mu nti cwp se EbE sene. DeE Enti 
a Eba saa no. EkyerE sE mframa no a yEhumi gu mu a na sdwuma pa 
a EsESE Eye no wp yE mu no ayc awie. Enti Ewp sE Eye dsn? sbE 
sene, titiru dec Efa ye ase no, Eye a na EnyE koraa. Me boa? 
133 Chn. : No sir. 
134 Tr. : Se wo ne wo nua te hp a wobE hunu sE wa yE sei. 
Aden ntiara? Emframa Ede aba no 
135 Tr+Chn. : EnyE. 
136 Tr. : Na wa ye sei. Enti mframa ye adeE chia ys nyinaa. EnyE 
nnipa titiru bia. Mary sit down. sE afei ycre, ys bskan, ye wie pc 
mskyere wo adeE bi. Buroni frc no kite. Yei na ycde ahoma sp so 
Ede kp sorosoro na Pyp a wo dwene SE hwan Enna Ekita mu wp 
soro hp? Mansa. 
137 Mansa : Mframa. 
138 Tr. : In English 
' 139 Mansa : Air. 
1'40 Tr. : Air. Very good. EE YEbE yE bi akyire na yE nea ya 
kptp ahoma Ede as-iso na ya yp. Ys science book baako no mu, 
Eno na anka me ps, mede akyerc ye nyinaa. 
141 Chd. : YE book baako no nso Ebi worn. 
142 Tr. : Ebi wo mu? Afei ss Enno paho a, Enoso paho a, ma 
dikan aka akyerc wo sc, ye b»1 a ys yi, balloon a ye, ys huei yi, 
EE, afei so, bicycle ana bri [lorry] tyres no snno nso no mframa wo 
mu. Saa, afei titiru yEte kai mu a, sdsn na ye hunu? YEte kai mu na 
kai no tu mirika kEse paa, EkD speed no. 
143 Chd. : Mframa 
144 Tr. : Mframa. Afei nso no se kai no si hp na ys nya mfro ye 
a, eye a, na aye den paa? Kaa no. 
145 Tr+Chn. : Ahuhuro, ahuhuro. 
146 Tr. :Na Emom se kai no tu, kaa no tu, wo bchunu ss obiara ho 
aye no frnn, aden ntiara? Eden na aba, cima ama ys ho aye ye fpm? 
che. 
147 Chd. : Air. 
148 Tr. : Air aba mu, aba ka no mu, me boa? 
149 Chn. : DEbi. 
150 Tr. : Air aba kai no mu. enno nti esess ys ho eb yen. enti 
mframa yc ades a chia berebia. Yen fa no sc, yc WD b»1 Enna ma 
twe mframa na ma be ye no mma. Mframa abc ye ma. es kwan ben 
so na me nya mframa no EdE ko mu? Kwan bcnso na me nya mframa 
no Ede k:D b»1 no mu ema ckp ye kakrakaa? 
151 Chd. : Wo ppm pü ye 
152 Tr. : wpse me ye Eden? Me ppm pü ye? Me ppm pü. ce, 
kwan ben so na me nam a me nya ye? Yaw. 
153 Yaw : Des Efiri wo yam mu eba no na wode gu b»1 no mu. 
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154 Tr. : EyE, Comfort se me ppm pi ye. Gyimah nsoso se de£ 
Eflri me yam mu Eba no Enna mede chuc. Enti SE ye bD ya afunu Epp 
sei yp a, ye saa ma me hwE. Mhum, Ekyerc sE, sc woyc saa pc 
mframa abc ye wa fono mu mma. Enti wo bcbD mmrden ara se wo 
de huua, titiru balloon. enna ye timi Ede ye ano Ede yE dsn? chuaa. 
Enna afei nso b »1 des ycde pump, pump. Pump yahunu bi da? 
155 Chn. : Yes sir. 
156 Tr. : Ebi si office, ys wei a mbc kp akpfa na mede akyerE 
wo. Master bicycle no kora wwwcbi Ewe mu. Yale bs kyerE wo. 
che, EE afei madwo no, madwo no! Afei mframa no aye dsn? 
157 Chn. : Ekp 
158 Tr. : Ekp! ckp he ne? Fa prays no to hp. ckP he ne? 
159 Chd. : Apue. 
160 Tr. : cmframa no apue. Saa nti no ye nim bsbia mframa no 
aka. Na Emom, ye no, yahunu se apue ckp Efiri se b »1 no ayc 
Eden? Adwo! cnti Emframa no , Edwo a, na bsbia EwD SE Ekp bsbia 
Ek:. Na Emom dcbia no yshia mframa. Onyame nso no, wa boa ysn. 
cda a mframa no be cease da koro koraa, ye nyinaa ycbc ye Eden? 
161 Tr + Chn. :YEbE wuo. 
162 Tr. : cnti Onyame wa mays nkwa . Dcbia mframa cfa. Ya 
da o! Ya nyani o! Eden ne o! smframa no cfa. SE yE kp mpo ano, 
Epo ano, cpo, ye hunu SE mframa no cfa berebia. EE Eda ye draw 
Ghana map no me kyerc wo se tumtum bia cgyina hp ma den? Blue 
stands for? Yes Mary. 
163 Mary : Sea. 
164 Tr. : Stands for the sea. Enti SE ye cpo no ano a 
mframa firi akyirikyiri na Eba, na abcduru Epo no ano: "pawou ", na 
sane kD pawou! Mframa EVIL spo no so no cso yiye. cnti mframa 
EwD Epo no so no, ctD dabia Etumi ma yen nsuo: nsuo tDyc. Saa 
berc yi mframa cwp Epo no so no Ema ye nsuo tbyc. Eba, aka kakra 
bi na yasi nsuo tDyc bers. cue Epo so nkoa. SE ctD da bi a, wote Sc 
aeroplane su. Ya hunu aeroplane da? 
165 Chn. : Eden na cma no tu kD soro? 
166 Chd. : Air. 
167 Tr. : Air. Eno na cboa aeroplane ma Etu kD soro .Nti Sc 
air no cfaili no kwan mu a, cscsc WD ycdEn? wpbs si hp. Eboa yen 
paa. engine no ne air no boa Ema ctu soro. YE wo mu a, mframa 
sfa ycho no Eso yiye. 
168 Chn. : [Noise]. 
169 Tr. : [Writes on the board]. YE wiei a, ysbE twerc wie nso 
agu ye note book mu. Nea cdikan, me kase mframa cwD bcbia a 
kwan wp bia. A mframa nso, yctwe kD ye mu. We should have 
used this word breathe. We breathe in air and then breathe out 
air. We say we take in air. Mframa no El= ye mu. Now we take 
out air. Right. Em, ya nya de mframa no akD ysmu, asane de apue. 
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Mframa no syE den? cdi akp nea aba. skp na aba, ekp na aba Ma ka 
akyers woss da etc cease da koro no, cnno des ogogurogo. sfiri 
Enns yeda dan mu a, ycn poma Esess ye bue. Na smo akorpmfo 
nti, akommfop nti, wo ahwE yiye, pde wo nnoDma nyinaa a ycdEn? 
170 Tr+Chn. :Ekp 
171 Tr. : Okay, wpde kp koraa. Kakyerc wo papa se teacher 
se Eyc a, wpn buebue mpoma no ma mframa nya kwan nfa mu. Na 
mom ma yc yira mfi sngye mpoma no hp. Es, yEn fie nsoso ys turni 
buebue yen mpoma ssdes Ebc ya mframa bE nya kwan aba na ya yi. 
Nti ss ye tua, ys mina. Me ba tua yi so bio. cyE mma, mframa swo 
mu nu, mese a yeden? Abs sene kp. Na Emom ycka nsuo no nyinaa 
tu gu. 
172 Chn. : [Noise]. 
173 Tr. : E sane ye dede no bio. sfiri ss mframa no a swomu no 
eye den? Abc sene. Seesei mframa a yEdsn wD tua no mu bio? 
Kwame. 
174 Kwame : Aba mu. 
175 Tr. : Wpse mframa no ays den? 
176 Tr+Chn. :Aba mu. Na yshunu? Ychunu sc mframa no 
ewp yei mu? 
177 Chn. : No sir. 
178 Tr. : Na mom ckwan ne a ycbE fa so ahunu ss mframa aba 
mu na a sane akp abpnten ne sen? Ene sc ysds nsuo bs gu mu. Na 
ycbu nsuo Egu mo a, dede no a ebc yp no Enna Ekyerc sE mframa. na 
Eye den? esene alo. enti animuanimu a mebc hwic nsuo no agu, 
sma me tua no mo ada hp no, mframa no aycdcn? Ays mma. Wate 
asec? Sc mebu nsuo yi tua yi mma, me hwie tu gu na mframa absye 
tua no mina. Me sane bu nsuo no gu mo mma cbs ye mma, mframa 
no aycdcn? skP. Ne mmienu me pe se wote asee. Aye se ye nipa yi. 
Ys home mframa no ckp ye mu. Na akyire ye sane hume pue 
abonten. Saa na ya fa no se tua yi Etie. Wubu nsuo egu mo ema ne 
ye mma, mframa no ekp. Wo sane hwie nsuo no egu a mframa no 
aba mu. Right, enye tua nkoa. egrauwa keseo! gyesuo! ankorco! 
eden! SE yede nsuo hye mma pc mframa ewD mu bia no abc sene 
k.D. Na emom ye hwie tugu a, na enno nsoso aye den? Aba mu. Afei 
me be bisa wo asem bi, mmienu bi. Wose wate asee. ce mframa, air. 
Yese yen hunu bi da, me boa? Okay. Na me bisa wo first, obi se Eye 
a, na woho aye wo hye. Naa kwan ben so Enna ye fa etumi hu se 
mframa ano no eye din anaa ano eye hye? etp mmrebi mframa fa, 
esce nnepma. Aden ntiara? Mframa no ano te sen? Nnanse yi yese 
obi edan so pace. Wahuu se mframa no, na ano, na Etc sen enti na 
etumi Etna no baa saa no? Sarfowaa. 
179 Sarfowaa :Na ano no eye din 
180 Tr. :Ano eye den? 
181 Chn. :Din 
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182 Tr. :sty dabi nso a mframa, yshuu se Ebi EyE sei. Eno adEn 
ntiara? ctwa ne ho saa. 
183 Chd. : Emmotia mframa 
184 Tr. : Ycse ycfrs no smmotia mframa. Ss mmotia na sbD 
saa mframa no dee, anno des me nim. EE, Ss awia bD pii a, mframa 
no ne so no ate san? Sc awia abD pii no, Eys a na mframa no aye 
den? Amoah. 
185 Amoah : eye hye 
186 Tr : aye hye. Mframa no na aye hyehye hye. Na ekyere se 
nyame boa yen a na nsuo. ebe ye den? ebs tp. eye. Na tie ha bio. 
Mese mframa se ye de gu b »1 mu ana balloon mu a skwan ben so 
Enna yede gu mu o! Ma bisa wo. Obi dikan a kase yede ya ano, obi 
so se baloo[balloon]. ekwan ben nso bio? Wo betumi akyere ekwan 
foforD a ye betumi Eda mframa awura b »1 mu? Baloo[balloon] ya 
ano ana pump. ekwan ben bio? Mhum. Yepe SE ye b »1 no be ye 
mma. Ycde ya ano ene pump ato nkyen. ekwan ben bio enna yebe 
turni a pumpi ma no aye mma? 
186 Chd. : Wobe huu pen mu kc pim se ebe ye mma. 
187 Tr. : Kyere mu yiye, kyere mu yiye 
188 Chd. : Wode pen tua ano no na wa hu musa, 
189 Tr. : Pen? 
190 Chn. : Yes sir 
191 Tr. : eye. Yebe turni a nya kwan wie soso. Pen no tiri, ne 
mbuasoD no. Yebe tu ato atwene na ye agyae ne konko. EE na 
yahunu agu b »1 no mu. sbs ba. YE wie a yebe try a hweo! 
192 Chn. : Yes sir. 
193 Tr. : Obi ama ye kwan baako. Me kora anka me nim. wpse 
ye nya pen konko no a. Hu. Yen huu a ebe ye b »1 no mma. Kwan 
ben so bio? mo mum mo nsam ma no. Wa kyerc ye nyansa baako. 
194 Chn. : [Clapping]] 
195 Tr. :Hum, obi ama yen baako o! efiri Enne korD se ye anya 
pump a, yede ne style no, pen konko no betumi ayD. Afei Ekwan 
ben so bio? Mhum. Atta soso se wDba try. 
196 Atta : eye a wpm de ayibi nom nsa. Obi nom na wp to 
twene a wobs turni afa na wode ahu b »1. 
197 Tr. : se edeben na eye a yede nom nsa? 
198 Chd. : Des eye a wDm de twe nsa nom no. 
199 Tr. : Deeben? 
200 Chn. : eye rubber tia. 
201 Tr. : cc rubber bi wDhu eye tia, tokoro da mu eye a yede 
tDn nsa. Tokoro da tire ne tire nyinaa. Wie se yede hye b »l no ano 
a yebe turni ahuu a ma b »1 no aba dendenden. Me kase wDka 
durubin. Duruba nso, mo nim no? 
202 Chn. : Yes sir. 
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203 Tr. :Des ye papa Emom ye a, ysde twa abs no. sys a na 
yEde ahys abs ase no. Saa duroba wDm nso ysbs turni sds ahys ys 
b»1 no ano na ya yedsn? Na ya hu, sma ya nya ysn mframa. sdsben 
bio? Ye anya Enan. pump, ys ano, des Djubeng ka ye yi 
204 Chd. : Pen. 
205 Tr. : Pen tontora. cuna duroba. sys, ya nya bi paa. Ysn kan 
ne baako pe koro pe na ys awiee. Yes Gyimah. Wo nso be kyers ys 
nyansa baako o! yes fa baako bra. 
206 Gyimah : Ss wo ka twa mpampuro na wo tumu a, wode tua 
b»1 no ano a, wohu mu a, b»1 no turni ba. 
207 Tr. :Pampuro nso ewaha. Nketewaa no bi. se ys fa, na yE 
twa stire ne tire, ys fa no to twene a ys bstumi sde atua ano na ys a 
aye no dcn? Hu na ycnso ya nya ye b»1. Wo anya b»1. Aha 
sdsn? Yen wiee ys. BEberee wa hp. Baako nso bs ka baako akyers 
ysn. 
ï 208 Çhd. : Borafrs ahahan ss wo twa tire ne tire a wode tua a 
wobs turni de a pumpi. 
209 Tr. : Ss wo nim borafrE? 
210 Chn. : Yes sir. 
211 Tr. : Ne dua no wo twa stire ne tire a anno nso ya YE 
wa adec bi. Afafa. Wo nim no? 
212 Chn. : No sir. 
213 Tr. : sys a na shyehyc dan a apuepue nkysn no. sys white, yctwa 
borafrs no ano a na ysde atare ha. sys a cde den.dwuma ma yen? 
215 Chd. : Ss wo huu mframa gu mo a na Eye tetstetc. 
214 Tr. : Aha wo anya absn: Na yEde ndwom ana ysde b 
abcn. cnno nso boa yen. Mframa mfasop baako nono. Mframa ema 
yen nnecma bsberee. Seesei no borafre ene afafa cka bomu a ysbE 
nya aben Ewp ha. YE tiri aye yiye. Aben nso a ye yi eys mframa 
Enna eboa ysn Ema ysba. eseremfop wpm wa agora bi. YEse biribi 
de godzi. WDm WD aben bi , sE kampuro na wam de ysyso! Ss den 
neo! Ye nim. Na se yc goro a, na eno nso dam. Aye te SE ye 
Asantifop ye goro dawuro. edwom no, wDm nso dwom Eye de 
papaapa. Wireless so ye taa te ana Sc, se yeka Kumasi ana se agora 
bi si. pman biara sgoro a, na wDm so des no yede goro. ycde 
nantwie absben no Enna ayE. SE wahunu saa adee no. Nti ne nyinaa 
no, ne bp no, Eden na Eboa yen ma sbp? 
215 Chd. : Mframa. 
216 Tr. : Mframa na cboa yen ma yctumi bP ma no ye fefeefe. Nti 
mframa de dwuma ahodoD bsberee. cds dwuma ahodoD beberee. 
EE, ycbc fa ye home work exercise book no. 
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Appendix 5 (30) TH: Ghanaian Language 
LESSON : THIRTY. 
TEACHER "TH" 
SCHOOL : ZONGO PRIMARY 
CLASS P4 
SUBJECT GHANAIAN LANGUAE -TWI (L1) 
TOPIC "FAME TU, FAME TU" 
DATE 4TH. MARCH, 1996. 
1 Tr. : Bue aduosia nwptwe. That is sixty-eight. SE wa bue 
hp dada syc. 
2 Chn. : [Noise] [opening of pages]. 
3 Tr. : Na neat ye bc ye yato din sc "Fame tu". "Fame tu". 
cc, fame tu yi, wabD snomaa bi din ewom. Mo ma ycn pe enomaa 
Hwan ne na yc dikan bp ne din? Wo kasa kasa din. Anomaa 
ben? 
4 Chd. : Akyem. 
5 Tr. : Akyem. Anomaa ben bio? 
6 Chd. : Arlene 
7 Tr. : Mo, aka bio. 
8 Chd. : Asee. 
9 Tr. : Asee. Afei aka baako. 
10 Chd. : Aserewa. 
11 Tr : Aserewa, mo. cnomaa cnan cna yabp wpn din 
ewp,te, de yt be sua yimu. Na wato din: Fa me tu. Me boa? 
12 Chn : Yes sir. 
13 Tr. : Fa me tu. ee, wpse wpn fano enkD ehe? Dec edinkan 
no, wpka asem bi. Wpse wpn fa no enkp. Yenim fako krp. ehe ne 
fa? Bio. 
14 Bio. : pmaame hp. 
15 Tr. : pse pnfa no nk> >maame 1p? cc, he! Dec edinkan 
no, Wpse Dnfa no ek> >maame Hwan na efa no ek> >maame 
hp? 
16 Chn. : Sir, sir, teacher. 
17 Tr. : enfre me. 
18 Chn. : Wpse akyem efa no ekp maame hP. 
19 Tr. : Akyem efa no ekp ne maame hp. Nea etpso mmienu 
nso wp hwan? Aba anomaa ben na wPka ne ho asem no? anomaa 
ben ara? 
20 Chd. : Arlene. 
21 Tr. : Anene. Wpse anene ena wpn ye den? 
22 Chn. : Wpn fa no ek> ]papa 
23 Tr. : Afei nea etp so mmeensa nso, anomaa ben a? Saa 
anomaa no, cye,ye nkwadaa no ye taa ck_P nbankye emua ye hunu 
wpn paa. 
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24 Chd. : Aserewa 
25 Tr. : Aserewa sesa nsuo. cc, ndwom bi wp cyE a na 
yEde aserewa cna EtoP .Hwan na snim saa ndwom no stow? YE 
nyinaa yenim tow? 
26 Chn. : Yes sir! 
27 Tr. : Ycn ntow ma yEntie. Ready go! 
28 Chn. : Aserewa bcmma, adide didi. Spre spre dwene 
bsmma. Aboa adEnde di bsmma. 
29 Tr. : To bio, ayE dc papa. 
30 Chn. : Aserewa bemma, adide didü. 
Spre sPre dwene bEmma. Aboa adEnde di bEmma 
31 Tr. : Mo, Edwom yi cyE de o! Me awie ara me so mmskyrc 
baako bi akaho. EC, afei anomaa bi nso wp hp. WE no soso borpferE 
paa! Ne din? 
32 Chd. : Asee. 
33 Tr. : Saa anomaa no, Eyc a na ntiriho ayE den? 
34 Tr+Chn : A pa. 
35 Chn : [Noise] 
36 Tr. : Eyc. Afei ycba dea ycbc kan yi so. WPse: fa me tu. cc, 
wpm yE dede wPhp paa. 
37 Tr. : pyc. EE, me dikan ma kan nec Edikan no: 
"Akyem a worekorp no ei! Fa me tu. Fa me tu kp me maame 
hp. Fa me tu kp me maame hp. Na me hunu me maame akyc". 
Obi nkan ma mintei! Wonim a pagya wo nsam. cc, Gyimah 
bckan des cdinkan no ama yatei! Hwc mu na kan ma mintei 
38 Gyimah : Akyem a worekorp no ei! Fa me tu. Fa me tu k 
me maame hp. Fa me tu kp me maame hp. Na me hunu me 
maame akyE. 
39 Tr. : Mo, BD wonsam ma no. 
40 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
41 Tr. : Akyem a worekorp no ei! Fa me tu. Fa me tu kp me 
maame hp. Fa me tu kp me maame hp. Na me hunu me 
maame akyc". Afei yc kp dec ctpso mmienu no. cno nso wpse, 
cc, anene. Kan ma minteic. Me pc sc wo bchwc nhoma no mu, me 
npc sc wode wotirim bc kan. Hwc nhoma no mu scdec ya si atwerc 
no. Saa na wo kan no. cc, Nkrumah Esther. Hwe mu na kan ma 
mintei. cyc a hwc mu yiye. cyc a kan no kese o! 
42 Nkrumah : Anene a worekorp no ei! Fa me tu. Fa me tu liD 
me papa hp. Fa me tu kp me papa hp. Na me hunu akyc". 
43 Tr. : se, bcbi akyea kakra bi. Dec ctwa EtoP no. Tene hp ma me 
hwc. 
44 Nkrumah : Fa me tu kp me papa hp. Na me hunu akyc. 
45 Chn. : [Noise] 
46 Tr. : Atta Adu tene no ma me hwc. 
47 Atta Adu : Me nkan ne nyinaa? 
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48 Chn : [Noise] 
49 Atta Adu : Na me hunu me papa abc. 
50 Tr. : Na me hunu me papa abc. Afei ye kp mmeensa. Aboa 
bsn a? 
51 Chn : Aserewa. 
52 Tr. : Atta Adu kan ma minteic. Fa nhoma no na hwe so na kan. 
53 Atta Adu : Aserewa worekorp kp no ei! Fa me tu kp me nua 
hp. Na me hunu abc. 
54 Tr :Mo. Me hunu akyc. Afei ye nea Etwa top no. cna 
anomaa ben a? 
55 Chn. : Asee 
56 Tr. : Regina Antwi kan ma me hwc. 
57 Regina : Asee a worekp. 
58 Tr. : Kano ksse. 
59 Regina : Asee a worekp no ei! 
Fa me tu. Fa me tu kp madamfo hp. 
Fa me tu kp madamfo hp. 
Na me hunuu m'adamfo abc. 
60 Tr. : Mmo. BD wonsam ma no. 
61 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
62 Tr. : sys. YE hunu yE nnomaa Enna ne yi asem akan. chi se 
ye fa no Entu El= ne papa hp. sbi se ye nfa no ntu nkp ne maame 
hp. cbi se madamfo hp. chi se ne nua . cyc. Tum yc na nscm bi 
wPhp mbE bisa wo. Turn, na mbisa woa wonim a ye den? 
63 Tr+Chn. : Pagya wo nsam. 
64 Tr. : Nfrs me sir, sir. Dabi. ese dee cdikan no. Eden na obi 
pc Sc akyem ye ma no? Dcn na obi pc SE akyem ys ma no? Obi. Fa 
no SE me, me ye obi. Ena me pc Sc akyem yE biribi ma me. Decn na 
me se akyem wpn ye ma me? 
65 Chd. : Na wP pc ss wo de no tuo. 
66' Tr. : Pps se wp de no tuo. Na wp tuo a wp de no tuo, wp se 
wpn fa no sntuo El= hene? 
67 Chd. : WDse wp fa no cntu El= ne maame hp. 
68 Tr. : Wpse wD fa no Entu El= ne maame hp. Mo. Afei des stPso 
mmeinu. Hwan hp na obi pc SE anene cdino korp? Hwan hp na na 
wp pc se anene wDde no korD? Aboa a, Twi no no. Ye, yc taa ka 
adcne. Na wei ys Akwapim. Twi wp se anene. Nti ne nyinaa ade ku 
dec. WD se hwan hwan? 
69 Chd. : WPse ne papa. 
70 Tr. : Ne papa. Eye nekore saa? 
71 Chn. : Yes sir 
72 Tr. : Wpse wpn fa no nkp ne papa hp. Adeen ntiara? Adecn nti 
na wDn fa no nkp ne papa hP? Sc me gyina hp ara na ma ba. Me se 
fa me kc me papa hp. Wo gye ss des ben ntiara? Nhum. 
73 Chd. : WD hunuu akyE. 
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74 Tr. : hunuu akys Eno nti na wpse wpn ys no den? Wpn fa no 
nkp ne papa Afei deE Etpso mmecnsa. cdecn nti na obi pc SE 
aserewa de no kp ne nua hp? Decn ntiara? Se me te hp ara na me se 
fame kp me nua hp.decn ntiara? Opoku. 
75 Opoku : WD hunuu akys. 
76 Tr. : WD hunuu onua no aye den? 
77 Tr+Chn. : Akyc. 
78 Tr. : Akyc. Afei Enan. chene na obi pc SE asee de no ko=? Asee, 
Ehene na obi pc SE asee de no korD? 
79 Chd. : Nadamfo hp. WD hunuu akyc 
80 Tr. : Nadamfo hp. Asee, na wa ba wp se fa me kp madamfo hp. 
cbia ye kasE nadamfo ne apctupirei. Nti na wpse tu. Fa me kc 
madamfo apctupirei hp num Na wDm ani akpgye kama. Afei. Des 
DtwercE saa anwonscm yi de sen? Me bE bubD din bi akyerc wo. 
Na saa din no Emu baako,EE Ena Etweres saa anwonswEm yi seesei 
ye kan ye. Tei Edin no o! Des sdinkan wa to din. Dec wD twercE yE 
no din o! Wpse ye frE no akyem. Des Etpso mmeinu, "maame". 
Nec coso mmecnsa, "m'adamfo cna des ctpso man wPse yc frc no 
Gyekye-Aboagye. Wo gyede sE hwan na Etwercc yc? 
81 Chd. : Gyekye-Aboagye. 
82 Tr. : Gyekye-Aboagye. Gyekye-Aboagye.EE des yc keka mmecnsa 
no nyinaa no Es cnyc cnoa, cfiri sE, nea sdinkan sei, wDse akyem. 
Akyem sys nipa na wa turni atwers nwoma? "maame" so cwD mu 
bcberee. cnyc wpm nyinaa na cbctumi atwerc Ennoma. sna 
m'adamfo nso, wokara, cnyc din na atwers Ennoma.cnti cdin a, ana 
nipa ctwerc saa nnoma yi ycfrE no Gyekye-Aboagye. cyc Kan des 
Egusop yi ma ycnhwc. Mary. 
83 Mary : Fa me tu kp me maame hp 
84 Tr. : cbio. 
85 Mary :Fametu lip memaamehp 
86 Tr. : Mo, cc, wpse fa me tu kp me maame BE san maame ase 
ma me hwc. Seesei ycde ye tiri na asua agu yc tirim. Me pc sc yc 
sensan ases na yc hunuu des ys ypyc. Sensan maame ase ma me 
hwc, maame, maame. 
87 Chd. : [Underlines "maame" on the board]. 
88 Tr. : Mo. Mmp wonsam ma no. 
89 Chn. : [Clapping] 
90 Tr. : Afei hwc so Woe. Tu tu tu cberc bi na ycyc Twi 
me ma mode saa nscmfua mmienu yi Eka ascm . "tu kp". John Willy 
kp san ase ma me hwc 
91 John : [Underlines the wrong word]. 
92 Tr. : Tina ase, tina ase. Watwa ana watin? 
93 Chn. : Watin. 
94 Tr. : Obi mbs tene no ma me hwc. Man ka sc bckasa. Me se sc 
wonim a ycdecn? 
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95 Chn. : Pagya wo nsam. 
96 Tr. : Tu kp. Danso. 
97 Danso : [Underlines the correct expression] 
98 Chn. : cnowaa nono 
99 Tr. : Mo, mmp wo nsam ma no ye. 
100 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
101 Tr. : Tu lo. Afei me bs sesa. Me be ma woa nso atwers ahwc. Fa 
kD, fa kc, fa kc. Bio. 
102 Bio. : [Writes Fa kc on the board]. 
103 Tr. : Mmo, snoa no no.cs "a" no, wo twerss a, hws no yiye. Ss 
n' abaa no wari kakra bia, akp ye ssn? 
104 Chn. : Nine. 
105 Tr. : cc Enna no me ka kyerco. Nhum, EWD sc sys tia. Wei no mo 
nyinaa sys des. Afei maame hp. Maame hp. Maame hp. Take it. 
Maame hp. 
106 Chd. : [Takes the chalk from the teacher and goes to the 
board.] 
107 Tr. : Maame hp. Wa awieic? 
108 Chn. : No sir. 
109 Tr. : Mese wpn twerc Edesn? 
110 Chn. : Maame hp 
111 Tr. : No, noa nono, maame hp. Afei sane buei wa ayi no. Edussa, 
krataa fa cduasa E,aduosia nwptwe bD, buei*. 
112 Chn. : [Noise] 
113 Tr. : YEhwc des stpso mmeinu noa wpse :Anene a worekorr no 
ei! Fa me kp me papa hp. 
114 Chn. : [Noise]. 
Tr. : Dabiara SE yE hunu sE ya twers biribi te sei, naa ysde ya sane abaa bi 
saa, na ysde adec bi asi asea a. EE des adinkan no, ma kyera wo sa 
wei Eye dean? Dawda. 
115 Dawda : Question mark. 
116 Tr. : Dabi ya ka ya kurom kasa. Mese aya dean? Danso se Dba boa 
yan. Ah Eye dean 
117 Danso : Question mark. 
118 Tr. : Woboa, hws aya dean? 
119 Chd. : Asam bisa. 
120 Tr. : Mmo mmp mo nsam ma no. 
121 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
122 Tr. : aye asam bisa. Nti saa ara na yei nsoa Buroni aye no nso. Eno 
nso aka biribi. Obi batumi akyerc yandec akyerc? Obi batumi akyera 
yandec akyera? Juma, anka wo pagya wo nsam. Danso ka biribi ma 
yantei. 
123 Danso : Question mark 
124 Tr. : Dabi. Ycka Twi. Mese Twi nkoa ara na ya kano Enna. us, ma 
me nkyerc wo mu. cc! sya, ash. Twi mu no ycfrs no "ntecm dan ". 
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Ntecm den. Enti wo hunuu sc obi refrE obia, abers biara no yetaa 
teem. Anomaa worekorp no ei! Wahunu SE ma tesmu ha. Enti 
dabiara wo bEhunu saa mark wei no, na cyE ntecmu den. Ana se 
wei a me de si ha yi. no nso ys gyina. SE wahunu? Des yasua, 
krataa biara a ye twere no des yEde kekakeka ho no a naa dec Edi 
akyerei biara no, cwp Ebiara reka. Na snnc dec ycka no ne nyinaa bi 
WD Ntecm mu den cwp hp. Nti biribia wo bchunu no, hyc no 
nso. cc, cc wo hunu saa mark yi a cyc ntecmu dcn. Afei kan ne 
nyinaa ma me nteic. 
125 Chd. : [Inaudible] 
126 Tr. : Dabi, me nfrc wo. Wa pagya wo nsam a, na me frE wop. 
Ofori. 
127 Ofori : Anene a worekorp yi. Anene a worekorp .yi 
128 Tr. : Woboa, cntene, tene no. Wo kan ne ye antene, aka 
kakra. Mary. 
- 129 Mary. : Anene a worekorp ei. Anene a worekorp no ei! 
130 Tr. : Akyea kakra pc. Tene no yie. 
131 Mary : Anene a worekorp ei! 
132 Tr. : A sane akyea. Nhum. 
134 Chd. : Anene a worekom ei! Fa me tu. 
135 Tr. : Dabi. Oppong bE tene no. 
136 Oppong : Anene a worekorp no ei! Anene a worekom no ei! 
137 Tr. : Ah. Anene a worekom no ei! but cc ma ka akyerc wosc yc 
Twi kasa no, sedes ycse twerc no no, cne ne kan no Eye a na a sesa 
kakra. Fa no sc yc twercc no, cyc "worekorc" wórekorc but yc kan 
no wc ani mu a,cyE "wpkorp" wpkorP. Anene a worekorp ei! Wei 
yc no, eine anene a worekorp no ei. Na ntecm den mark no asi wp 
akyire hp. Anene a worekorp no ei"! Anene a worekom no ei! 
Wei ckyerc se, awei cpc cyp. cc,yc bE ye. Yctumi a kenkan no yei. 
Ycbc twerc kakra na ya hunuu sE ampaa yate asee yei anaa. Afei 
ycbc yc dictation. ME bubp na wa twerc. Na me nso mahunu. 
138 Chn. : [Noise]. 
139 Tr. : cc wei ye EtwerE. Mary be kys nkrataa noma wDm. Me kasE 
twers baako, mmeinu, mmecnsa, cnan, enum. 
140 Mary : Sir, yebc yc five? Gyimah Robert. [distributing pupils 
exercise books] 
141 Tr. : Afei to wo nwoma nu mu. Na me hunu Sc 
142 Mary : Oppong Sylvester. 
143 Tr. : Wo nsa kaa, cnnc cdecn? Na twers wo din. 
144 Mary : Ofori Daniel 
145 Chn. : [Noise] 
146 Tr. : Kasa 
147 Mary : Evelyn Konadu, Braidu, Atta George, Kwame Danso, 
Ernest Dapaah, Opoku, Esther. 
148 Tr. : Owusuaa [Tr. joins Mary in the distribution] 
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149 Mary : Esther Boateng 
150 Tr. : Dane wo ho. Frimpong, Afrakuma, Nimo, Sandra. 
151 Mary : Akua Tawia 
152 Tr. : Mawuko, Kwame Danso. Wei sys writing. 
153 Chn. : [Noise] 
154 Tr. : Hwan na snya ne des? 
-155 Chn. : [Noise]. 
156 Tr. : Hws na pipa. Ne nyinaa atu afra mu ws ha. Agyei Regina a 
nya bi? Fa paper. To nwoma no mu. 
157 Chn. : [Noise] 
158 Tr. : Tenasi Agyei Bawuah. Tenase. 
159 Chn. : [Noise]. 
160 Tr. : Number one ana ss des sdinkan 
161 Chn. : [Noise]. 
162 Tr. : Wa Kysre ho. Kp tena wo dabers. Kp tena wo dabers. Tena 
hp a. Eric tena hp a. Wa wei a pagya wo nsam. 
163 . Chn. : [Noise] 
164 Tr. : Wa wei! 
165 Chn. : Yes sir. 
166 Tr. : Afei tenase ys. 
167 Chn. : Ycn weis 
168 Tr. : Oo! 
169 Chn. : [Noise] 
170 Tr. : Twers one, des cdikan twers: Fa me tu. 
171 Chn. : [Noise]. 
172 Tr. : Wa weis? 
173 Chn. : [Noise]. [Chn. Writing]. 
174 Tr. : Mmeinu:tu kp, tu kp. 
175 Chn. : [Noise]. (Chn. Writing) 
176 Tr. : Mmecnsa :Papa hD, papa hp. 
177 Chn. : [Noise]. [Chn. Writing] 
178 Tr. : snan, snan: Mehuu me papa akys. Mehuu me papa akys. 
Mehuu me papa akys. Mehuu me papa akyc. 
179 Chn. : [Writing] 
180 Tr. :Mehuu me papa akyc. Des stpsop snum: worekorp no ei. 
worekorp no ei. worekorp no ei. 
181 Chn. : [Writing.] 
182 Tr. :Nea sbs ma no ayc nwptwe. Ysk nsia, nsia: Fa me tu 
10 me nua hp. Fa me tu, fa me tu 
183 Chn. : [Writing] 
184 Tr. :LP me nua hp. Fa me tu me nua 
185 Chn. : [Writing] 
186 Tr. : snson: asee, asee. cnson, asee. asee.c nwptwe, 
nwptwe: 
187 Chn. : [Writing] 
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188 Tr. :Maame hp. Fa me tu kp maame hp but me pc se wo 
twers maame hp nkowa. Maame hp, maame hp. Wo aweis? Gyae 
atwers, fa wo pen to hp. tu wo krataa no mu. Fa bra. 
189 Chn. : [Noise]. 
190 Tr. : Wode aba, kp na kp tenasi. 
191 Chn. : [Noise]. 
'192 Tr. : HE 
193 Chn. : [Noise] 
194 Tr. : Tenasi. Afei ye sane kp akyire bios. Na wo ahunu ss ya te 
ases ana. Buei krataa fa aduosia nwptwe hp bio. 
195 Chn. : [Noise]. 
196 Tr. : dede no adpso. 
197 Chn. : [Noise]. 
198 Tr. : Buei ade no mu. Buei mu. Fato des swD no so. Ps bEbi 
tena.. Wo des no na svvD hD no. Afei ys bs sane a kan. Na ya kp ya 
kyire bio akD hws se des ye kan ne ys no yate ases a ana ss ys 
betumi a kan. Akyem, dee stDsop, anene, des stDsoD aserewa des 
stPsoP asee .Ne nyinaa no "a" na sdikan mboa snan no nyinaa ana 
snnomaa snan no nyinaa no "a" na edikan. Des edikan ys aboa been? 
199 Chn. : [Noise]. 
200 Tr. : Nimo. 
201 Nimo : Akyem. 
202 Tr. : Ka no ksse wo wp fie a wo kasa. 
203 Nimo : Akyem. 
204 Tr. : Akyem aboa ben bio. Anomaa ben bio na sbso? Mhum. 
205 Chd. : Anene 
206 Tr. : Arlene. Frimpong. 
207 Frimpong : Aserewa. 
208 Tr. : Aserewa, sna afei. 
209 Chd. : Asee 
2.10 Tr. : Asee smo. N'nyinaa ye kan ne, des ysn fa wpm stu nkp, cho 
assm. Nti ss wo ahunu obi akys a. Ss me wD ha yi, mehunu 
madamfo akys. snoa ne se me k= gyina station hp na ma pc kai na 
ma ysdesn? Na me kp. Na anomaa nso des, snoa ne se wa bp na 
tabanmu papaapa, na wa ys dsn? Na wa tu kp. Enns dec yc nyinaa 
yadane snnomaa. Ys ppne a, obiara skp fie a, Pnyc saa, wpbs huu 
SE wa tu na WD kD fie 
211 Tr+Chn. : [Laughter]. 
212 Tr. : Ys ppne a, wo ys saa na wo akD fie us, ss kan des, kan 
asee no ma me tie. Woa wa ys ready no pagya wo nsam. Ofori 
Francisca kan ma me tie. 
213 Ofori : Anene 
214 Tr. : Dabi. Hws nnhoma no mu. 
215 Ofori : Asee. 
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216 Tr. : Gyae. Sc wo sore SE wo bc kan ne a ESESE wo fa Enhoma no 

















LOST IN THE FOREST 
12TH MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : Sit down. We are going to continue with our English 
comprehension: "Lost in the Forest ". Okay before we continue, I will like 
to ask you a few questions. What is the name,....what are the names of the 
three friends? The name, yes Serwah mention one. 
j2 Serwah : Nsia 
-3 Tr. : Nsia, John Boakye. 
4 John : Dapaah 
5 Tr. : Dapaah, Ruth. 
6 Ruth : Agyei. 
7 Tr. : Agyei. Very good, very good. What is the name of the village? 
the village where Dapaah, Nsia and eh where they come from? Eunuch. 
8 Eunuch : Domeabra. 
9 Tr. : Domeabra. Very good, very good. We are going to continue. 
And before we continue we have to find the meanings of the new words 
or the key words. These are our key words. So we are going to find the 
meanings of the key words and see whether we can form sentences with 
the new words after we have explained the meanings of the key words. 
Okay. All of you : "Forest ". 
10 Chn. : Forest. 
11 Tr. : Forest. 
12 Chn. : Forest. 
13 Tr. : Forest. 
14 Chn. : Snails. 
15 Tr. : Snails. 
16 Chn. : snails. 
17 Tr. : Snails. 
18 Chn. : Hunter. 
19 Tr. : Hunter. 
20 Chn. : Night. 
21 Tr. : Night. 
22 Tr. : Domeabra. 
23 Chn. : Domeabra. 
24 Tr. : Domeabra. 
25 Chn. : Domeabra. 
26 Tr. : Forest. 
27 Cha. : Forest. 
28 Tr. : Snails. 
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29 Chn. : Snails. 
30 Tr. : Hunter. 
31 Chn. : Hunter. 
31 Tr. : Hunter. 
33 Chn. : Hunter. 
34 Tr. : Night. 
35 Chn. : Night. 
36 Tr. : Night. 
37 Chn. : Night. 
38 Tr. : Domeabra. 
39 Chn. : Domeabra. 
40 Tr. : Domeabra. 
41 Chn. : Domeabra. 
42 Tr. : We are going to find the meanings of these words. Forest, forest, 
what is a forest at all? Forest, forest. Gilbert Debrah. 
43 Gilbert : Kwaes mu ee 
44 Tr. : Kwaee mu, Kwaee mu, forest, forest. Okay how does a forest 
look like? WD no se Kwaes mu. Na Kwaes mu no kora eti sen? eti 
sen? Constance. 
45 Constance: emu ye sum. 
46 Tr. : edeben na ewD hD a ama hDnom no aye tum no? Den na 
ewD hp a ama hDnom no aye tum no? Mhum. 
47 Chd. : ewira 
48 Tr. : Nwura. Mhum. 
49 Chd. : Ndua. 
50 Tr. : Ndua. Nti baabi a ndua wp beberee no DhP aye turn no yese 
eye deben? 
51 Tr +Chn. : eye forest. 
52 Tr. : Okay, I want someone to form a sentence with forest. Form a 
sentence with forest. Forest, form a sentence with forest. I am going to 
the forest. I am going to the forest. I am going to the forest. Yes. 
53 Chd. : Kofi is going to forest 
53 Tr. : Kofi is going to the forest. Mhum. Yes someone to try. You 
have tried. 
54 Chd. : Nsia going to forest. 
55 Tr. : Nsia is going to forest. Repeat that. 
56 Chd : Nsia is going to forest. 
57 Tr. : Yes I want a last person to form a sentence with forest. Yes 
Amoah. 
58 Amoah : Dapaah is going to forest. 
59 Tr. : Dapaah is going to forest. Okay, very good. Snail, snail, snail. 
What is a snail? Snail. Rapheal. Mhum. 
60 Rapheal : [no response]. 
61 Tr. : Snail, what is it? Yes Collins. 
62 Collins : swa 
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63 Tr. : ewa. So what is it? ewa no Eye a? eye nipa ana se eye dua 
anna se eye den a? What is it? Clement. 
64 Clement : Aboa 
65 Tr. : Yoo. Snail, okay, I want someone to form a sentence with snail. 
Snail. So snail is an animal. Yes a sentence with snail. Patricia Boateng 
66 Patricia : [no response] 
66 Tr. : Prince Agyei Kwarteng form a sentence with snail 
67 Prince : Agyei is going to snail 
68 Tr. : No please. Yes Charlotte. Form a sentence with snail. 
69 Charlotte: Nsia is going to a snail. 
70 Tr. : No please. Yes. 
71 Chd. : Agyei is going to take. Agyei is going to take snail. 
72 Tr. : Mm. You have tried. Sit 
73 Chd. : I am going to pick snail. 
74 Tr. : Very good. I am going to pick snail.. Okay, lets move to hunter, 
hunter. The meaning of hunter, hunter Yes Alfred. 
75.. Alfred : DbDfoD 
76 Tr. : Yoo. DbDfoD, DbDfoD, DbDfoD ne sen? ekyere sen? 
77 Alfred : Obi a wp kc wiram pe nam. 
78 Tr : Okay, so a hunter is a person who looks for animals to catch 
them in the forest. DbDfoD ana se hunter no, obi a wp ye den? Obi a 
:kD wuram ekD pe den? AD pe nam. Night, night. Okay form a 
sentence with hunter. Form a sentence with hunter. Yes Anita. 
79 Anita : Who is a hunter. 
80 Tr. : No please. Hunter. Yes, ka biribi Patricia form a sentence with 
hunter. Hunter Mhum. 
81 Patricia : My father is hunter 
82 Tr. : Say my father is a hunter. Say that. 
83 Patricia : My father is a hunter 
84 Tr. : Very good, very good. Aha 
85 Chd. : I am a hunter. 
86 Tr. : I am a hunter. Very good. I am a hunter. Yes, the last sentence 
with hunter. I am a hunter. Gilbert. Mhum. 
87 Gilbert : Kofi is a hunter. 
88 Tr. : Kofi is a hunter. Okay, night, night. What is the meaning of night. 
Night, night. Prince Agyei. 
89 Prince : Kofi is going 
90 Tr. : The meaning of night. What is the meaning of night? Charlotte. 
91 Charlotte: Anadwo. 
92 Tr. : Anadwo, anadwo. Ye wp anDpa, awia, anadwo. Anadwo na 
obia kD da. Yes a sentence with night, night. I want someone to form a 
sentence with night. Yesterday I came very late in the night. Yesterday I 
came very night, late in the night. I saw my father in the night. I saw my 
father in the night. Yes. You too form a sentence with night. Yes 
93 Chd. : I talked to my father.. 
94 Tr. : Use night to form a sentence. Serwah 
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95 Serwah : I saw my mother in the night. 
96 Tr. : I saw my mother in the night. Yes Christi 
97 Christi : I saw my father in the night. 
98 Tr. : I saw my father in the night. Domeabra, Domeabra. What is it? 
Domeabra. Yeboah. 
99 Yeboah : Kuro. 
100 Tr. : Kuro. That is, it is the name of a town. Domeabra is a name of a 
town. Now I want someone to form a sentence with Domeabra. Mansa 
Comfort. Yes form a sentence with Domeabra. 
101 Comfort. : Kuro din. 
102 Tr. : Fa ka asem. Form sentence. 
103 Comfort : Kofi is Domeabra. 
104 Chm : Laughter. 
105 Tr. : Domeabra! Don' laugh at her. Wa try. Dee wD betumi aka na 
wa ka. Dee ben hein? Yes Rapheal form a sentence with Domeabra. 
106 Rapheal : [No response] 
107 Tr: : Boateng ye ka biribi a na wote hp. Domeabra Gilbert. 
108Gilbert : Agyei is... Agyei is.. 
109 Tr. : Emanuel Opoku Boakye form a sentence with Domeabra. 
Mhum. 
110 Emanuel : Agyei is a hunter. 
111 Chn. : [Laughter]. 
112 Tr. : Form a sentence with Domeabra. Yes. 
113 Chd : Agyei is going to Domeabra. 
114 Tr. : Agyei is going to Domeabra. The last sentence. The last sentence. 
The last sentence. Domeabra. The last sentence. Afro. Me nps going bia 
bio. Mhum 
115 Afro : [No response] 
116 Tr. : Georgina Berna. 
117 Berna : [No response]. 
118 Tr. : Rita Edusei. 
119 Rita : This Domeabra is road. 
120 Tr. : No please. You have tried but, it is not all that good. Yes 
Domeabra the last sentence. 
121 Chd. : Kofi is 
122 Tr. : Me npe Kofi is bio o! Eunuch Domeabra 
123 Eunuch : This is Domeabra road. 
124 Tr. : This is Domeabra road. Very good , clap for him. 
125 Chn : [Clapping]. 
126 Tr. : Okay, now that we have understood the meanings of these new 
words. We are coming back to our passage, but before we read, I want to 
summarise the whole thing before we start reading: The hunter went near 
them and asked, `what do you want in this forest at this time of the night ?' 
They did not speak. `Don't you know that you mustn't be here at this 
time ?' 
Dapaah said, `sir, we came to look for snails but we lost our way. Please 
help us.' The hunter asked them, `where do you come from ?' Dapaah 
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answered, `Domeabra Sir.' The hunter asked them to follow him. Soon 
they came to a road. He pointed to the left and said, `This is the road to 
Domeabra'. The boys thanked him and went home. 
Now, the other time we read and saw that the three boys could not find 
their way home. YE kan ne y& no, ys hunu s&, afei y& lip duruu baabi 
no na mmsmma mmecnsa no aye des bgn? Na wp nom ayera. 
WDnom cnhu kwan. Nti DhD a Enna hwan. 
127 Chd. : DbDfoD 
128 Tr. : DbDfoD, a hunter came. Nti wpn k> DbDfoD yi hp. Enna 
wDm ka kyerc no s& den? Dkyers wDm kwan na wDm be p& nwa, 
Enna wPm ys dsn? WDm ayera. Nti DbDfop no, the hunter, so he 
asked the three boys to follow him. He showed them the way leading to 
Domeabra. Ne nyinaa nono. Mo ate? Asi. Nti seesei no, ye bE kan ha 
na ya bisabisa y& ho nscm a &wom. Nti I am going to read once more 
again. The hunter went near them and asked, `what do you want in this 
forest at this time of the night ?' They did not speak. `Don't you know that 
you mustn't be here at this time ?' 
Dapaah said, `sir, we came to look for snails but we lost our way. Please 
help us.' The hunter asked them, `where do you come from ?' Dapaah 
answered, `Domeabra Sir.' The hunter asked them to follow him. Soon 
they came to a road. He pointed to the left and said, `This is the road to 
Domeabra'. The boys thanked him and went home. Okay, we are going to 
read it, line by line and find the meaning of the sentence before I ask you 
questions. The hunter went near them and asked. What is the meaning of 
the first line? The hunter went near them and asked. The hunter went near 
them and asked. Ekyer& scn? Mhum. Yes, talk, talk, talk, talk, talk. 
Wode& seder wote asee fa biara no. &ti saa, ycbc fa. Enti saa soso a na 
ya hwehwc bi. Yes Mhum. The hunter went near them and asked. Elvis 
try. 
129 Elvis : DbDfoD no pinky& ne wDm na wP bisa wDm. 
130 Tr. : Clap for him. 
131 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
132 Tr. : The hunter went near them and asked. `what do you want in this 
forest at this time of the night ?' What do you want at this time ?' Yes who 
will try? Serwah. 
133 Serwah :DbDfoD no bisa wDm s& &d &n na mo pc no anadwo berg yi. 
134 Tr. : EwD he ne fa? 
135 Serwah : cwD forest no mu. 
136 Tr. : Very good, very good. The hunter asked them. `what do you 
want at this time in this forest'. S& wahunu. &berg a DbDfoD no ben 
nkwadaa no WD bisa wDm s& dcn? 'Mu na mo pc no anadwo yi mu 
cwD forest yi mu ?' Tie no yiye o! Na me bisa wo question a wo a tumi 
a answer. They did not speak. They did not speak. By the way according 
to the pronoun that we learnt "they" gyina hp ma hwan no mo? 
Comfort, Constance. 
137 Constance: N'damfop mmecnsa no 
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138 Tr. : Very good. Okay. They did not speak. They did not speak. Berra 
Prince. 
139 Prince : WDm ayera wp forest no mu 
140 Tr. : Dabi. They did not speak. Mhum. 
141 Chd. : WDm an kasa. 
142 Tr. : WDm an kasa. Very good. WDm an kasa. `Don't you know 
that you mustn't be here at this time ?' `Don't you know that you mustn't 
be here at this time ?' `Don't you know that you mustn't be here at this 
time ?' Emanuel Boakye. Yes, Mhum. `Don't you know that you mustn't 
be here at this time ?' Serwah. 
143 Serwah :WD bisa wDm se, "wDm Enim sE yEn baha sa berg yi? 
144 Tr. :Yoo, DbDfoj no bisa se, Mo nim sE, Enne sE mo baha nom 
scscbere yi anaa, ana sE saa time no mu ". SE wahunu? Nti saa na 
DbDfoD no bisa wDm. Dapaah said, `sir, we came to look for snails but 
we lost our way. Please help us.' Dapaah said, `sir, we came to look for 
snails but we lost our way. Please help us.' Yes me se de& wa dwene, 
scdec wote asec fa biara, yE den? Bue wa ano na ka. EnyE se wote hp 
saa da bi a Serwah, EnyE wo no nkowa Enna EwD classroom ha. Yes. 
145 Chd. : Dapaah ka sE wDm be hwehwE nwa Enna wDm ayera. 
146 Tr. : Very good Dapaah ka se wDm be hwehws nwa, Enna wDm a 
yE den? Enna wDm ayera. Please help us, please help us. Yes Anita. 
147 Anita : Dka se ba.. 
148 Tr. : Dka 
149 Anita : Dka se Dkyere no kwan. 
150 Tr. : Mhum ana se sen? 
151 Chd. : Dka se WD nboa wDm. 
152 Tr. : Very good, wD kase Dboa wDm, wpn boa wDm. The hunter 
asked them, `where do you come from ?' The hunter asked them, `where 
do you come from ?' Yes. 
153 Chd. : DbDfoD no bisa wDm se wDm firi he. The hunter asked them, 
`where do you come from ?' WD bisa wDm se Dmo firi he ne fa. 
Dapaah answered, `Domeabra', Dapaah answered, `Domeabra sir'. Mansa 
Comfort wodec teb», wote hp. Mhum! 
154 comfort : Dapaah ka se wDm firi Domeabra. 
155 Tr. : Very good. Dapaah kase wDm firi Domeabra. The hunter 
asked them to follow him. The hunter asked them to follow him. The 
hunter asked them to follow him. Pay attention because I am going to ask 
you questions. The hunter asked them to follow him. Yes Rapheal. 
156 Rapheal : [No response] 
157 Tr. : Adec a ye yP wo wadwene kora Enne ha, abonten na wo 
hwE. Patricia Boateng. Mhum 
158 Patricia : [No response] 
159 Tr. : Wo be kase Enn& wan didi na wD baa sukuu. Yes. The hunter 
asked them to follow him. Amoah Philip. The hunter asked them to follow 
him. Yes. 
160 Amoah : WD de wDm klD fie. 
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161 Chn. : Eei! 
162 Tr. : Dabi. Yes 
163 Chd. : AbDfra no bisa wa nom no, wo ka kyerE wDm kwan. 
164 Tr. : Mhum Eric. The hunter asked them to follow him 
165 Eric : DbDfoD no ka kyerE wDm se wDm ndi nakyi. 
166 Tr. : DbDfoD no kase, wDm ndi nakyi. Soon they came to a road. 
he pointed to the left and said. soon they came to a road. Ades a wade 
wDm akyi no, EE, wDm di DbDfoD no akyi no, ankyc kora na wDm 
beduru deg Ekwan wa. Na wa dane Ekyert wDm &kwan bi, na EwD 
bcnkum so. Enna wa ka kyers wDm SE dea ben? Domeabra kwan no 
Enna Eda hp nom no. The boys thanked him and went home. WDm da 
DbDfoD no ase Enna wDm yE decn? wDm fie. So this is the whole 
story or the passage. Now I am going to ask you questions. Ya 
kyerskyerE ne nyinaa ase awie. Nti obiara yE bisa wo question a, EsEsc 
wo turni yi ano. Who said, "we came to look for snails and lost our 
way!" Who said this? Who said this, " We came to look for snails but we 
have lost our way ". Who said this? Rita Edusei hwan na 6ka wei? 
167 Rita. : Agyei. 
168 Tr. : Yes. 
169 Chd. : Twum. 
170 Tr, : Yes 
171 Chd. : Dapaah 
172 Tr. : Very good, Dapaah said that. What did the boys went to the 
forest to do? What did the boys went to the forest to do? Alfred Yes. 
173 Alfred : To look for snails. 
174 Tr. : The boys went to the forest to look for snails. Who showed the 
boys their way home? Who showed the boys their way home? Gilbert 
Debra. Mhum. 
175 Gilbert : Hunter. 
176 Tr. : The hunter, the hunter, the hunter. Very good. Who said this 
"What do you want in this forest at this time ?" What do you want in this 
forest at this time? Who said that? Christi. 
177 Christi : The hunter. 
178 Tr. : the hunter. Very good. Where do you come from? where do you 
come from? Who said, who answered this question? Where do you come 
from? Who answered this question? Rapheal 
179 Rapheal : Domeabra. 
180 Tr. : Wo! 
181 Chd. : Dapaah. 
182 Tr. : Dapaah, Dapaah, Dapaah, Dapaah, Dapaah. Where did the hunter 
pointed to? To the right or to the left when he was directing them. Where 
did the hunter pointed to? To the left or to the right. To the left or to the 
right. Georgina Berna. Mm 
183 Georgina : Left. 
184 Tr. : Left. Thank you. Very good. He pointed to the left. He pointed to 
the left. Very good. Okay. Now that we have, we have summarised the 
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passage, We have answered few questions based on what we have read. 
You are now going to read it. You are going to read the whole thing. And 
then you answer few questions in your exercise books for marking. 
The hunter went near them and asked. 
185 Chn. : The hunter went near them and asked. 
186 Tr. : The hunter went near them and asked. 
187 Chn. : The hunter went near them and asked. 
188 Tr. : What do you want in this forest? 
189 Chn. : What do you want in this forest? 
190 Tr. : At this time of the night. 
191 Chn. : At this time of the night. 
192 Tr. : The hunter went near them and asked. 
193 Chn. : The hunter went near them and asked. 
194 Tr. : What do you want in this forest? 
195Chn. : What do you want in this forest? 
196 Tr. : At this time of the night. 
197 Chn. : At this time of the night. 
198 Tr. : They did not speak. 
199 Chn. : They did not speak. 
200 Tr. : Don't you know that you mustn't be here at this time? 
201 Chn. : Don't you know that you mustn't be here at this time? 
202 Tr. : Dapaah said. 
203 Chn. : Dapaah said. 
204 Tr. : Read aloud. Sir we came to look for snails 
205 Chn. : We came to look for snails. 
206 Tr. : But we lost our way. 
207 Chn. : But we lost our way. 
208 Tr. : Please help us. 
209 Chn. : Please help us. 
210 Tr. : The hunter asked them, "Where do you come from ?" 
211 Chn : The hunter asked them, "Where do you come from ?" 
212 Tr. : Dapaah answered. 
213 Chn. : Dapaah answered. 
214 Tr. : Domeabra Sir. 
215 Chn. : Domeabra Sir. 
216 Tr. : The hunter asked them to follow him. 
217 Chn. : The hunter asked them to follow him. 
218 Tr. : Soon they came to a road. 
219 Chn. : Soon they came to a road. 
220 Tr. : He pointed to the left and said. 
221 Chn. : He pointed to the left and said. 
222 Tr. : This is the road to Domeabra. 
223 Chn. : This is the road to Domeabra. 
224 Tr. : The boys thanked him and went home. 
225 Clan. : The boys thanked him and went home. 
226 Tr. : Once again. The hunter went near them. 
227 Chn. : The hunter went near them. 
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228 Tr. : And asked. 
229 Chn. : And asked, the 
230 Tr. : What do you want in this forest at this time of the night? 
231 Chn. : What do you want... in... this... forest.. ...at... this time of the 
night.? 
232 Tr. : Some of you are not reading. They did not speak 
233 Chn. : They did not speak 
234 Tr. : Don't you know that you mustn't be here at this time? 
235 Chn. : Don't you know that you mustn't be here at this time? 
236 Tr. : Dapaah said. 
237 Chn. : Dapaah said. 
237 Tr. : Sir we came to look for snails but we lost our way. 
238 Chn. : Sir we came to look for snails but we lost our way. 
239 Tr. : Please help us. 
240 Chn. : Please help us. 
241 Tr. : The hunter asked them. 
242 Clin : The hunter asked them, 
243 Tr. : Where do you come from? 
244 Chn. : Where do you come from? 
245 Tr. : Dapaah answered. 
246 Chn. : Dapaah answered. 
247 Tr. : Domeabra Sir. 
248 Chn. : Domeabra Sir. 
249 Tr. : The hunter asked them to follow him. 
250 Chn. : The hunter asked them to follow him. 
251 Tr. : Soon they came to a road. 
252 Chn. : Soon they came to a road. 
253 Tr. : He pointed to the left and said. 
256 Chn. : He pointed to the left and said. 
257 Tr. : This is the road to Domeabra. 
258 Chn. : This is the road to Domeabra. 
259. Tr. : The boys thanked him and went home. 
260 Chn. : The boys thanked him and went home. 
261 Tr. : And who can read alone? I want somebody to try. Try, yes 
Eunuch try. 
262 Eunuch : The hunter went near them and asked , "What do you want in 
this forest at this time of the night? They did not speak. No. Don't you 
know that you mu.. 
263 Tr. : Mustn't 
264 Eunuch : Mustn't be he.. 
265 Tr, : Here. 
266 Eunuch : Here at this time? 
Dapaah said, Sir we came to look for snails but we lost our way. Please help us. 
The hunter asked them: where do you came from? 
267 Tr. : Come from. 
268 Eunuch : Come from? Dapaah answered, Domeabra Sir. The hunter 
asked them to follow him. soon they come 
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269 Tr. : Came. 
270 Eunuch : Soon they came to a road. He pointed to the left and said, 
"This is the road to Domeabra. The boy thanked him and went home. 
271 Tr. : Very good. Yes who else can try? You want to try? Who else can 
try? Mhum Elvis. 
272 Chd. : Twe woho. 
273 Tr. : Wodec nhwc ha na kan 
274 Elvis : The hunter went 
275 Tr. : Look on the board as he reads 
276 Elvis : The hunter went 
277 Tr. : Near. 
278 Elvis : Near them and axe, axe what do you want in this forest at this, 








279 : Don't 
280 : Don't know that 
281 : Don't you 
282 : Don't you know that you mustn't the 
283 : Be 
284 : You mustn't be here at this time? 
285 : Very good. Yes someone to continue. 
continue. Someone to continue. Amoah Philip continue. cdsn na cdikan? 
Sore. Yes Mhum. Ades no na cgu board no so no. Yes continue. 
286 Amoah : The hunter 
287 Tr. : Tuaso bcbia wD durues. Na wDn hwc so ana? 
were not looking on the board. Grace continue. 
288 Grace : Dapaah said, Dapaah said.. 
289 Tr. : Bue wa ano na kasa.. 
290 Grace : Dapaah said, Sir, 
291 Tr. : Hwc board no so na 
292 Grace : Dapaah said 
293 Tr. : We 
294 Grace : We came 
snails but we lost 
295 Tr. :Our 
296 Grace : Our we 
297 Tr. : Our way 
298 Grace : Our way 
299 Tr. : Please 
300 Grace : Please 
301 Tr. : YE kan no, 
continue. 
302 Collins : Dapaah said, 
303 Tr. : We 
304 Collins : We came to 
place 
305 Tr. : Please 
Tr. I want someone to 
kan. 
Mhum. You 
to look for snakes. We came, we came to look for 
na wo nhws. Na wo 





si hp. Na 
snails but we 
wo si hp. Collins 
lost our way, way, 
306 Collins : Please 
307 Tr. : Mhum, Help us 
308 Collins : Help us. The hunter 
309 -Tr. : Read aloud read aloud, read aloud. 
310 Collins : The hunter axe them who 
311 Tr. : Where. 
312 Collins : Where are you come from 
313 Tr. : Where do you come from? 
314 Collins : Where do you come from? Dapaah answered, Dapaah answered, 
Domeabra, Sir. The hunter axe them...to ..follow him. 
315 Tr : Serwah continue. 
316 Serwah : Dapaah. Me nfiti he ne? 
317 Tr. : Bebia wp read duru ye no. 
318 Serwah : The they, the they 
319 Tr. : Okyerewaa continue. 
320 Okyerewaa: Soon they came to a road. she pointed to the 
321 Tr. : He pointed. 
322 Okyerewaa: He 
324 Tr. : Pointed 
325 Okyerewaa: Pointed to the left and sir 
326 Tr. : Said 
327 Okyerewaa: Said. This is the road to Domeabra. The boys thank, thank 
328 Tr. : Thanked 
329 Okyerewaa: Thanked him and went home 
330 Tr. : Wo aye ades. Now we are going to take your exercise books and 
then answer some questions in your books. 
331 Chn. :[two children distribute the exercise books] 
332 Chd. : Madam me huu me booku[u= possessive marker] 
333 Tr. : Ys gu ha. Take your English books and answer the questions. 
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Appendix 5 (32) TI: Mathematics. 
LESSON THIRTY TWO 
SCHOOL ZONGO PRIMARY 
CLASS P5 
TEACHER : "TI " 
SUBJECT MATHEMATICS 
TOPIC INTEGERS 
DATE 13TH MARCH, 1996 
NOTE TO LISTENER OF TAPE RECORDING 
There is noise at the background. It comes from the class next to the one 
recorded on this cassette. In spite of repeated appeals the teacher in the next 
class failed to control his voice and that of his pupils. The lesson recorded here 
is a mathematics lesson involving a female teacher. Please ignore the male voice 
and any English lesson responses inter -fused with the mathematics lesson. 
1 Tr. : The other time we treated integers. We treated integers. That is 
positive and negative numbers. And we are continuing by showing 
integers with arrows. But before we start with showing integers with 
arrows. I want to go back to the positive and negative numbers. I want 
someone to come to the board and write negative five. Negative five, 
negative five. Eunuch. 
2 Eunuch : [Goes to the board. Draws number line] 
3 Tr. Hurry up, Negative five. No, just write negative five. I don't want you 
to use the number line. Write negative five. 
4 Eunuch : [Writes] 
5 Tr. : Very good, negative ten. 
6 Chd. : [Goes to the board]. 
7 Tr. : Is that how to write negative ten? Collins. Yes come and try. 
8 Collins [Goes to the board]. 
9 Tr. : Twenty, hurry up. 
10 Collins : [Writes on board] 
11 Tr. : Is that twenty, positive twenty? Betty Hagan. 
12 Betty : [Goes to the board]. 
13 Tr. : Very good, very good. Now someone should come and write 
negative four on the number line. Negative four on the number line. Yes 
Negative four on the number line. 
14 Chd. : [Goes to the board, draws the positive side of the number line 
and writes ( -4)] 
15 Tr. : Is that where to write negative four on the number line? 
16 Chn. : No Sir. 
17 Tr. : Rita Edusei. Negative four ( -4). Hurry up. 
18 Rita : [Draws number line and writes ( -4)] 
19 Tr. : Very good, very good. Today we are going to continue with our 
integers, but this time we are going to show integers with arrows. Integers 
with arrows. [Teacher draws number line on bb]. 
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20 Chn. : [Noise]. 
21 Tr. : And we are very much aware that on the number line, numbers on 
our left hand are what? Negative numbers and those on our right hand 
are what? Positive numbers. Okay. [Draws number lines on bb]. 
This is our arrow. I have taught you before in social studies that where 
this arrow is showing would tell you where? The direction of something, 
isn't it? so this is our arrow. We are going to use it to show numbers on 
the number line. [Draws a number of number lines on the bb.] 
Chn. : [Watch teacher and talk] 
22 Tr. : We are going to use arrows this time to show numbers on the 
number line. We are going to use the arrow. Watch here. We have "A" is 
what? Negative three( -3). `B" is what? three (3) or positive 3. "C" is 
what? Negative 2.( -2) So we are going to use this arrow. [Tr completes 
drawing the number line by adding numbers to the lines drawn]. 
`A' is, `A' is negative three ( -3). Serwah sit up. Negative three. We know 
that this is our zero. So the arrow is saying that we should start with 
negative three. The negative three should that go this way or on my left 
side? 
23 Chn. : Left side. 
24 Tr. :So you indicate the arrow. Start counting. 
25 Chn. : 1,2,3. 
26 Tr. : So when we use our arrow this is what? Negative three. We are 
showing integers with arrows. This is our negative three and then `B' is 
saying what? Three or positive three. [Tr. draws arrows]. This is our 
arrow. This is our arrow. So start counting. 
27 Chn : 1,2,3,4,5. 
28 Tr. : Count again 
29 Chn. :1,2,3. 
30 Tr. :'B' is what? Negative two. Have you seen that? From here to 
here. Lets count and see. 
31 Chn. : 1,2. 
32 Tr. : So `C' is what? Negative two. [Tr. draws other number lines on 
the bb]. Let's do two more examples [draws more number lines on the 
bb]. Look at this arrow. We have what? `A' and what? `B'. we are going 
to use this arrow to indicate the correct answer on the number line. We 
have `O' and then `C'. This is the point. The two points dividing the 
arrow. So we are going to find where this arrow ends on the number line. 
So let's start counting. Mhum 
33 Chn. :1, 2, 1. 
34 Tr. : Some of you are saying two. Some of you are saying one. Which 
one is the correct one? 
35 Chn. : One. 
36 Tr. : Okay start. 
37 Chn. : 1, 2, 3. 
38 Tr. : Have you seen it? It is vertical to what? Which number? 
38 Chn. : Negative three. 
40 Tr. : Negative three so `A' is what? 
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41 Chn. : Negative three. Now let's find `C'. Start counting. 
42 Chn. : 1, 2, 3, 4. 
43 Tr. : And `C' is what? 
44 Chn. : Some saying positive four and other negative four. 
45 Tr. : Ha! 
56 Chn. : Positive four. 
47 Tr. : Mhum. Okay. [Interruption; A child crying +Lesson in next class] 
This time watch the arrows :where the point is directing. The two arrows. 
you are going to find the answer for `K' and then what? `D'. Now who 
can come to the board and count for us to see? Who can come and count 
so that we get the answer for `K'. Who can come and try? Yes Eunuch. 
48 Eunuch : [Goes to the board] 1, 2, 3. 
49 Tr. : Mhum. 
50 Eunuch : So 
51 Tr. : `K' is what? 
52 Eunuch :4 
53 Tr. : `K' is what? 
54 Eunuch : Negative 4 
55 Tr. : Negative 4; so `K' is what? 
56 Chn. : Negative 4 
57 Tr. : I don' understand why he didn't start from zero. Why? why is it 
that Eunuch started from this place? Adcn nti na wp hys asee fini aha 
sei na wp an hys asee afiri zero no so. Mhum. Me nti asec sys dcn na 
WD no ahys asec afiri zero no so? Na wp hys ases fill bsbia saa point 
no WD no? Mhum, Antwiwaa. Antwiwaa : sfiri sec wo afa point no 
AD si zero no so, wode kPsii one no so 
58 Tr. : Very good. sfiri ses point no, aha sei, cnna na ewp. cnti 
bsbia cwD no chp sna abcys dcbcn? cne number line no sys eyi, 
vertical no. shD nom na wPbs ys dsn? Wpbs hys asee afiri. Nti WD 
hys asee no 1, 2, 3. cbc sii ssn? 
59 Chn. : 4 
60 Tr. : Negative 4. Nti `K' is equal to what? 
61 Chn. : Negative 4. 
62 Tr. : Negative 4. Okay `B'. I want someone to come and find `B' 
using arrows. Mhum. someone to come and find `B' using arrows. Mhum. 
[knocks on table] Alfred come and try. Alfred hurry up. Mhum. 
63 Alfred : 1, 2, 3. 
64 Tr. : Gyina hp, Eunuch, WD hys asec no wP start to sfiri he? 
65 Alfred. : [Points to place] 
66 Tr. : Na sys den na wo des wode wo des no afiri ha? 
67 Alfred : [Continues] 
68 Tr. : Ye no ntgm. Mhum. 
69 Alfred : 1, 2, 
70 Tr. :1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Eei! `B' ye ssn? `B' ys ssn? Yes who can come 
and try? Eric. Eunuch sys no WD start -te WD he? 
71 Eric. : Wode firi ha. 
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72 Tr. : enea start-te firi bebia wDhye asec no. 
73 Eric : 1, 2 
74 Tr. : Kan no din 
75 Eric : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 
76 Tr. : Nti `B' yE sen? 
77 Eric : PD Eye pp...pD 
78 Tr. : Mhum, wodee ka number no. `B' ys sen? Enka positive no. `B' 
yE sen? 
79 Eric :5 
80 Tr. : Very good clap for her 
81 Chn. : [Clapping] 
82 Tr. : Nti `B' nso yE sE ssn? 5. Ye use sii arrow no, ye ahunu Sc, on 
the number line no, bebi a clip si ye no , `B' EyE 5. [Tr. draws a number 
of number lines on the bb] I want someone to come to the board to come 
and use arrows to show negative 3 on the number line. Use arrow. Come 
and draw out to show negative 3 on the number line. Mhum, Clement. 
Yes hurry up. Negative 3. Use arrows to indicate. 
83 Clement : Goes to the bb and starts work. 
84 Tr. : Use arrow. 
85 Chn. : Noise 
86 Tr. : Mo deE mon gyae no, ma ne yE. Mhum. 
87 Clement : Ma wiee 
88 Tr. : Wo awiee. Yoo, wo aye adec. Obi nso nbc try. Use arrows 
Evelyn 
89 Evelyn : [Goes to the board]. 
90 Tr. : Very good. Three. I want somebody to come and use arrow to 
indicate three. Constance. 
91 Constance : [Goes to the board]. 
92 Tr. : Okay, very good. Yes who doesn't understand? Hwan na ente 
deE ya ye? BEbi a ys aye asi, hwan na wDn to aseE? Me tuaso. [Tr. 
writes on the bb]. Let's try to solve those questions. Which integers does 
the arrow show if it goes from `A' negative 3 to 7; `B' 3 to 7? [Tr. writes 
on the bb]. Which integers does the arrow show if it goes from -3 to 7; -3 
to 7? Wa ma yen question bi se yen yD: (a) wDse negative three to 
seven; (b) Negative Eei! three to seven. Nti ye be hye ases a kan ne 
afiri negative three to sen? 
93 Chn. : Seven. 
94 Tr. : To 7. Nti no yE bE hyE asee a kan. This is our negative 3. Start 
counting 
95 Chn. : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,9, 10. 
96 Tr. :Enti se ye use arrow noa. This is our arrow; negative 3 to sen? 
Negative 3 to 7 Ennie! Nti se yE kan a, ye kan ne yE no. Se ye jumpua, 
yE be hwe ee, jumping dodoDa ye bEkD akDsi. sen? Positive 7 no so. 
Nti count again 
97 Chn. : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,9, 10. 




Chn. : Seven. 
Tr. : Dabi, sE yE jump pi no. YE huri Efiri `B' EkoroD no yE kan 
ne how many times? 
101 Chn. : Ten times 
102 Tr. : Nti' A' yE sEn? 
103 Chn. : Ten 
t04 Tr. : Ten, `B', 3 to 7. Nti ycde arrow no Eke firi 3 akD si sEn? 
105 Chn. : Seven 
106 Tr. : Seven so. sni. nti yen hyc asec. Count 
107 Chn. : 1, 2, 3, 4. 
108 Tr, : `B' nso ye scn? 
109 Chn. : 4 
110 Tr. : `B' nso ys 4, Okay. [Writes on the bb] I want someone to 
come and try (a) -5 to 3. Which integer does the arrow show if it goes 
from negative 5 to 3. Yes I want someone to come and try it on the 
board. To use the arrow -5 to 3. negative 5 to three. First, first when you 
are coming to work, you first draw the arrow. you draw the arrow 
negative five to three. Then before, after you have drawn the arrow then 
you count. Mhum Eunuch. First indicate the arrow negative five to three. 
Mhum negative five to three. 
111 Eunuch : [Goes to the bb]. 
112 Tr. : Negative five to three. Mm, now start counting. 
113 Eunuch : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 
114 Tr. : So `A' is what? 
115 Chd, : [Inaudible] 
116 Tr. : Very good. Go and sit down. Yes someone should come and 
try `B'. Six to negative one, six to negative one. Mansa Comfort. You 
first indicate the arrow six to negative one 
117 Mansa : [Goes to the board] 
118 Tr. : Mhum, where? Six is where on the number line? Six swj 
hene fa? Number line no so. Six, Mhum. To draw your arrows from six 
to negative one 
119 Chn. : Madam, madam! 
120 Tr. : Gilbert. 
121 Gilbert :[Goes to the board] Six. 
122 Tr. : Mhum, so this is the arrow 6 to what? Negative one. Now 
count and let's see 
123 Chn. : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 
124 Tr. : So `B' is what? 
125 Tr + Chn. : 7 
126 Tr. : Na `B' is what? 
127 Chd. : 7 
128 Tr. : Very good. [writes on the board] Let's try this question too 
and see 
129 Chn. [Noise + whispering and male teacher's voice from the adjacent 
classroom]. 
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130 Tr. : Keep quiet, Now let's try this question. Draw a number line, 
draw a number line. Draw 4 arrows each showing the integers 5, 5. Let 
the arrows begin the following points: Negative one, negative two, two 
and three. Draw a number line. Draw a number line. This is our number 
line then draw 4 arrows, each showing the integers five. Let the arrows 
begin at the following points: Negative one, negative two, two and three. 
Ye number line no cnee. cnna ycse yen draw arrows, na arrows no chye 
asee cfiri saa numbers yi so. Ne nyinaa ckD nkD si five. Positive five 
so. cnti ycbc draw arrows na arrows no afa akD si positive five. cnti 
numbers no, negative one, two, two and three. Negative one. This is our 
negative one. The first one is what? Negative one. Negative one to sen? 
131 Chn. : Five. 
132 Tr. : Dee wobe hyc ases bia no cscsc cbc wie wD he ne fa? 
134 Chn. : Five. 
135 Tr : Five. Nti negative two to five no mepcse obi ba board no so 
na wD be yc ma me hwc. Negative two to five. Ma yc first one no. I 
have done the first one. Negative one to five, I want someone to come 
and work . Use the arrow to indicate negative two. Mhum ee! Tibua. Use 
a different arrow; negative two. Mhum 
136 Tibua : [Goes to the board] and indicates the position of negative 
two. 
137 Tr. : Very good. Two, two. Antwiwaa. 
138 Antwiwaa : [Goes to the board]. 
139 Tr. : Fa LED soro. 
140 Antwiwaa : Eei! 
141 Tr. : KD soro kakra. Very good. Three. Constance. 
142 Constance: [Goes to the board]. 
143 Tr. : KD soro kakra. Is she correct? 
144 Chn. : No 
145 Tr. : Why? Amoah to tell us come and try 
146 Amoah : [Works]. 
147 Tr. : Thank you. Go and sit down. So this is our number line and 
then we have five here. We are using arrows to start the. We have the 
numbers negative one, two and three. We are using arrows so we start 
from negative two and ends at 5 or positive five. Then we have negative 
two. It starts from negative two and ends at what? Negative five. Two, 
positive two. Starting from 2 and ends at what? Positive five. Now who 
doesn't understand what I have done? Hwan na cnti asec? Yes! look at 
this question again. Draw a number line Draw 4 arrows, draw 4 arrows 
each showing the integers 8. Let the arrow begin at the following points: 
negative three, two, negative 4 and 4. We are to.... 
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Appendix 5 (33) TI: Ghanaian Language. 
LESSON THIRTY THREE 
SCHOOL ZONGO PRIMARY 
CLASS P5 
TEACHER " TI " 
SUBJECT GHANAIAN LANGUAGE (READING) 
TOPIC AKUAFO ATAMFO 
DATE 4TH MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. :Enns des ye be sua no, wato no din sc:"Akua.fo Atamfo ne 
n'aboafoD". Akuafo Atamfo ne n'aboafop, Akuafo Atamfo ne n'aboafo. 
Na me pc sc me bisa mo sc Okuani kora wD ne hwan? Okuani kora wp 
ne hwan? Okuani ye kasc Okuani a wp ne hwan? Catherine. 
2 Catherine: Obia wpdp afuo. 
r 3 Tr. : Obia wpdp afuo. Wose obia wpdD afuo. Woso wo adwene 
yc wo scn? SE yE kase okuafop a. 
4 Chd. : Obia wpdp afuo wpdua aduane, aduane ma yEdie. 
5 Tr. : Obia wDdD afuo ana wpdua aduane na ycdie. Prince Agyei 
Kwarteng. Okuafop, yc kase okuafop a, cni dEn? 
6 Prince : [No response]. 
7 Tr. : Collins 
8 Collins : Obia wpdD ma aduane ba 
9 Tr. : Yoo, me dawasi. Obia wDdD bia ma aduane cba, ana SE obia 
odua, Dyc ma aduane ba, na ye nya bi die. Dno ne akuafoD. Na ennesma 
ben Ella okuafop no Dtaa dua? snnecma bcn sna okuafop no Dtaa dua? 
Samuel. 
10 Samuel : Dtaa dua bankye 
11 Tr. : Bankye, Eden bio? 
12 Chd. : Abc 
13 Tr. : Abc 
14 Chd : Mankani. 
15 Tr. : Hagan. 
16 Hagan : Ntosi 
17 Tr. : Ntosi, cdcn bio? 
18 Chd : Bankye 
19 Tr. : Bankye 
20 Chd. : Kooko 
21 Tr. : Kooko 
22 Chd. : BorDdec 
23 Tr. : BorDdec Sa nnoDma yi nyinaa, akuafoD na cdua cma no ba, 
na YESO EYE den? cnya bi die. Me boa? Yoo, afei ysse, ye passage no mu , 
yato no din sE akuafo atamfo sne n'aboafop. YDbc dikan abisa akuafop 
EnnoDma ycse Egyina hpnom cma no ye no SE na atamfo. Nea Edikan no, 
me pc sE me bisa sec, cnnopma ben saa cna sha Okuani swD na akwan 
mu? cnnoDma bcn saa? 
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24 Chd. : Madam yes 
25 Tr. :annopma ban saa? 
26 Chd. : A fifideE 
27 Tr. : Mhum 
28 Chd. : Egya. 
29 Tr. : Egya 
3'0 Chd. : YareE 
31 Tr. : Mhum Catharine 
32 Catharine : Nwura. 
33 Tr. : Nwura. 
34 Chd. : Emframa. 
25 Tr. : Emframa. Mhum. 
36 Chd. : Ennomaa 
; 37 Tr. : annomaa. EhE! 
38 Chd. : Nsuo 
39 Chd. : Akorpmfop 
40- Chd. : Anene 
41 Tr. : Arlene, Yoo. Ennopma a mo akeka nyinaa ampa. Wie ne mu 
nyinaa cha akuafop Ewp na akwan mu, a Eno nti EnyE dan? Emboa no 
ama ne nneama no nkpso. Na me pa sa me bisa mo sa, EdEn nti ana mose 
akorpmfop EyE aknafop atamfo? Charlotte. 
42 Charlotte: Owia na afuom nnopma. 
43 Tr. :Dwia na afuom nnopma, Pwia na afuom nnopma. Wan bio? 
44 Chd. : Pdp na afuom no a, wpn tu, na obi nso afin nakyiri akp tu. 
45 Tr. : Yoo. Nti pkorpmfop aye okuafop átamfo. Obi nso ka 
mframa. Aden nti na mframa nso ya okuafop atamfo? Adan nti na mframa 
wp yi wpyE okuafop atamfo? 
46 Chd. : Mframa ye adeE anyE. aka aduane a ye adua a, na antumi nbP 
kaseE. 
47 Tr. : Mpa wo kyaw anti saa. Dan nti na mframa ya akuafop 
atamfo? 
48 Chd. : afa kasea a na Ebubu Embankye no. 
49 Tr. : BD wo nsam ma no 
50 Chn. : [Clapping] 
51 Tr. : wpse nea ntiara mframa EyE akuafoD atamfo baako ne sa, sE 
mframa no bp, na sa afa kaseE a, ctumi ka nduane gu hPnom. Ebia na 
borDdec yi afei na ahane Enyini. Na anno, na mframa kasec na abu no 
ahwa. anti no Entumi ama borDdea no Entim Enyini sedes akuafoD no pe 
nono. ano nti no, akwan biso no, Etimi ma ne bp ka. Obi nso sa Egya. 
Aden nti na Egya Eye okuafop atamfo? Samuel Oppong 
52 Samuel : [No response] 
53 Tr. : Constance. 
54 Constance: Obi hye afeo na Egye firi nsam kakra a, abakp akp sse ne 
nnopma no. 
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Tr. : Wose san? 
55 Constance: Obi hye afuom na sE nipa kore agye fini ne nsam, na ss 
EkDtD obi afuom, cbs turni asce nipa kore afuom na akptp ne des no 
mu. 
56 Tr. : Yoo. Wose se obi ha ne des ana se obi hye na asase, na ss obi 
nso aye na afuom swphp nom a, Egya no turni kP tom. Na anno, obi 
nnmbaec anaa se obi afuo a wa ya no, na ehye no, na ays den? Akp, akp 
hye afra nneema no nyinaa. anno nti no, anno nso turni asee 6E, okuafoD 
ne nfudes ana sE ne nnesma wp ycyE. Yoo, afei obi. Yoo, afei obi soso se 
mmoa. Na mmoa no kwan ne ban so Enna ammoa timi gyina hp sa 
akuafoD atamfo? Ekwan ben so? Ekwan ban so? Enna Emmoa timi gyina 
hp ss akuafoD atamfo? Stephen Oduro. 
57 Stephen : Ebi timi keka ahaban no so, na bankye aye basaa. 
58 Tr. : ammo. Wose Emmoa no bi stimi keka ahaban no so. Na afuo 
no ayc den? Nnrbaes aye den? Aye basaa. EdEn bio? 
-59 Chd. : Emmoa no bi so k= hys bankye no mu na Eyi, wa wi. 
60" Tr. : Emmoa no bi so Etumi dweridweri asase no na kakra noa abD 
no na ways dEn? Na wa wi. Na EdEbEn bio? Christi. 
Christi : Mmoa no bi nso sturai tutu asase no kp asiec kc sEe bankye no. 
61 Tr. : Mmoa no bi nso sturai tutu asase no kD asiec kc sae bankye 
no. cdcn bio? 
62 Chd. : Mmoa no bi nso turni ba... wpm didi di bankye no asi a, na 
wpm aboniboni mu tokoro na wDm asce no. 
63 Tr. : Yoo, Eye . Me daa ase. anti wie nyinaa: Egya, nsuo, cmmoa, 
akorDmfoD. wie nyinaa ye den? Okuafo atamfo. hDnom 
ssdeE Ebs yE a okuafoD nnesma ana se na dwuma wpyp no, anyE den? 
EnlosoD. Yahunu na tamfo no cnnecma no bia cha no. Me pa sa mo keka 
mbaakobaako okuafop atamfo no bi na me ntie Mhum. 
64 Chd. : Nsuo 
65 Tr. : Nsuo 
66 Chd. :Ea, mframa 
67 Tr. : mframa. Collins 
68 Collins : Emmoa 
69 Tr. : ammoa. Constance. 
70 Constance: agya 
71 Tr. : cgya. Anita. 
72 Anita : Yares 
73 Tr. : Yaree. Yoo. Wie no nyinaa gyina sedan? OkuafoD atamfo. 
Yen bra na aboafoD so Na aboafoD Ye kase okuafoD aboafoD a, ana 
anno kora no se, akyerE san? 
74 Chn. : [Noise ] 
75 Tr. : Ekyera san? YE kasa akuafoD aboafoD a, ckyers san? Gilbert. 
76 Gilbert : sboa no ma nafuo YD ba 
77 Tr. : Hwan na Eboa no? YE Use aknafoD aboafoD a, Enne den? 
Saa na mepE akyera. Mhum. 
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78 Chd. : anno aboafoD no kyere sE, cboa na afeo no na nafuo no ye 
yie. 
79 Tr. : Isaac wo so wa adwene kyere wo seden? Se ye kase akuafoD 
aboafoD a, ases kyere sen? 
80 Isaac : Se nneema akuafop ye afuo a etumi boa no. ebi ne awia 
81 Tr. : ebi ne awia. WDse ennopma sboa akuafoD ama ne nnopma 
ekDsoD ebi ne awia. Charlotte ebi nso ne den? 
82 Charlotte: Sekan 
83 Tr. : Sekan. Yoo 
84 Chd. : Nsuo. 
85 Tr. : Me npe wo din. Agyei Prince 
86 Agyei : Nsuo 
87 Tr. : Nsuo. Gladys, ebi nso ne den? 
88 Gladys :emframa 
89 Tr. :emframa. Clement. 
90 Clement : [No response] 
91- Chn. : Madam, madam... 
92 Tr. : Amoah Felix 
93 Felix : es 
94 Tr. : Emanuel. 
95 Emanuel: ebi nso ne as 
96 Tr. : Betty Hagan. Ye kase akuafoD aboafoD a, ennesma ben Enna 
etimi boa akuafoD, Mhum 
97 Betty : eye a eke hyc nnmtee 
98 Tr. : ennopma ben? Collins 
99 Collins : Bankye 
100 Chd : H&c! 
101 Tr. : Mansa Comfort. 
102 Comfort : Nsuo. 
103 Tr. : Nsuo Samuel Oppong den bio? 
104 Oppong : Mframa 
105 Tr. : Mframa obi aka. Collins 
106 Collins : Ddb afuo no ase nso a 
107 Tr : xdb afuo no ase nso a! Mhum, Eden bio? Christi. 
108 Christi : Awia 
109 Tr. : Awia. Yoo, enneema no a mo akeka no nyinaa eye nokware. 
Na obi si mframa. Ye dikan bubD no, ye ka na atamfo no. Obi kase 
mframa ye akuafoD atamfoD. Na seesei so ye ka na aboafoD no obi soso 
se mframa koro yi ara esane ye okuafoD aboafoD. Mo gyede se den nti 
Enna mframa eye akuafoD aboafoD ema ne afuo yD mu a? Eden ntiara? 
Eden ntiara? 
110 Chn. : Madam, madam... 
111 Tr. : Amoah Felix. 
112 Amoah : Mframa no fa na afuo no ase ma na afuo no ye yiye 
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113 Tr. :WDse Mframa no fa EE, ases no mu. Na EkyerE se aboa 
=bats ayE deben? Aye yiye. Edebcn bio? Enna obi soso ka awia. Ec, 
Aden nti Ensna awia sys oknafo aboafoD? Eboa no wp ne nnecma mu, ne 
íinmbaec mu. Adsn ntiara? Betty Hagan. 
114 Betty : Efiri ss, Es, me yers afin. 
115 Chn. : [Laughter]. 
116 Tr. : Alfred. 
117 Chn. : Madam, madam. 
118 Tr. : Christi. 
119 Christi : EbD a cma ne bankye no nyini. 
120 Tr. : Mese den nti na awia yE akuafop aboafoD, sa na me bisa. Des 
me bisa ye no enyc crux) answer nono! 
121 Chn. : Madam, madam. 
.; 122 Tr :Yeboah 
123 Yeboah : EbD, cbD ne nnopma no ho ma ne nnopma no ys yiye. 
Tr. : Eric 
124 Eric : SE nsuo no tÓ kese ma asase no mu ys mmrc a, awia bD a 
stimi ma asase no yE kama. Ema nnopma no fifi. 
125 Tr. : Wa kyers na adwene. Obi nso nkyerc na adwene. Mese dEn 
ntiara na awia stimi boa akuafoD ana Eye akuafoD boafoD? Adu Twum. 
126 Twum : Awia no bD a, Ema na aduane no nyini ntEm. 
127 Tr. : Mhum 
128 Chd. : SE WO dD wa afuo a, Etimi boa ma ne wo, Ema no hye. 
129 Tr. : Kakra me so mede bekaho ne se awia no Eboa Ema 
nnmbaeE. Awia boa cma =bone Eye deEbEn? EyE yiye. Enno nti Enna 
EnnDbaeE no wpm hia awia no. SE. awia no kaho bi ema wpm de ys 
deEbcn? WDm de ye wpm aduane a wpm diee. Obi nso ka nsuo. Aden 
nti na nsuo Eye akuafoD aboafoD? Aden nti na nsuo Eye akuafoD 
aboafop? Rita Edusei. 
130 Rita : Eye nsuo no Enna eta gu so ema aduane no ye yiye. 
131 Tr. : WDse nsuo no, Enno na Eta gu ne nfudec no so, ema no ye 
den? Eye yiye edeben bio? Enna nsuo no ebetumi aye ama akuafoD? Anna 
Sc ye kase nsuo ye akuafop aboafoD a, Eden ntiara? Prince Agyei 
132 Prince : Nsuo no boa akuafoD ma. SE nsuo no tt a, asase no turni ye 
mmre ma ne turni tu na aduane na yade bi. WDse nea ntiara, nsuo ye 
akuafoD aboafoD ne se, se, ce, nsuo no b a, na aba se ne nfudec no a 
nyini a, eboa ma akuafoD no timi ye deben? Etimi tu aduane no. SE Ebia 
bankye wDhD yi, se fam Eye din a, ne tuo no, Eye ana Eye din. Nanso se 
nsuo no tD des a, wp tu a Eye mmre. Afei nsoso me te se obi kase EE, 
ewura. Den ntiara na nwura Eye akuafoD na aboafoD. Ne sen ho? 
Constance. 
133 Constance: Efifi a wxdb ho a, etimi ye kama 
134 Tr. : Mese obi kase nwura. Den ntiara na nwura etimi yE oknafoD 
na aboafop? she den ntiara? 
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135 Chd. : stimi ma asase no nyini. Na mo dua aduane no wo so a Eys 
yie 
136 Tr. : Ne sEn ho? KyerEkyerc mu yiye. 
137 Chd. : Sir, sma asase no nyini paa. Nti wo dua aduaba no a seesei a, 
na a nyini. 
138 Tr. : snys. Mese Eden nti, na mo sE nwura stimi gyina SE 
akuafoD aboafop? ckwan bEn so? Alfred. 
139 Alfred : SE wo tugu bankye no ase a Eprop a, Eka asase no ma 
bankye no bD kama 
140 Tr. : BD wo nsam ma no. 
141 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
142 Tr. : Wpse sE nwura no, sE sc, a, sfu, Efuo no ase fu, na sE wo dD 
a, nwura no, wode gu asase no so a,EproD a, Eka asase no ma asase no ys 
desbcn? cyc papa. Eno nti wo dua nneema wo so a, na ayE dsn? Na EyE 
yie. Yoo Edcbcn bio? Saa snnecma yi a mo akeka yi nyinaa cyc nnoDma 
cboa akuafoD EwD ne nfudes mu anna ss sboa no wo ne na adwuma yD 
mu. Eno nti no yahunu akuafop snnopma Eboa no wp nfudes mu. 
Yakeka ne nyinaa awie. Afei na ycba abc kan passage no. Na yE ahunu 
cc, akuafop nnecma sha no cns nnoDma Eycdcn? cboa no wp ne nfudec 
mu anna sc ne nkua yc mu. Nti yc nyinaa bc yc dii na ya tie cc, passage 
no, ahws scdeE ste yE: 
OKUAFOD ATAMFO NE NABOAFOD. 
Mmoa bi te se akua tenten turni see afifidi ne nnuaso aba nyinaa. 
Nnipam so bi wohD a wDdi nnuaba. Saa ara nso na anene ne 
nnomaa bi nso see nnuaba ne afifidec nketewaa. Apuro, akusie, 
nkura, kDtpkp ne kDkpte nso sec nfudeE saa ara. Nfudec a wp see 
no bi ne kookoo, koko, amango, abc, aborDbc ne asase nduane. 
Ndwan, nppnkye ne anantwie a, wDni hwcsofop pa bi nso sce 
nfudec. Me sane asi so bio. Nti fa wo aso bra ha. Mmoa bi te se akua 
tenten turni sce afifidi ne nnuaso aba nyinaa. Nnipam so bi wohD a 
wpdi nnuaba. Saa ara nso na anene ne nnomaa bi nso sce nnuaba ne 
afifidec nketewaa. Apuro, akusie, nkura, kDtDkp ne kDkDte nso sce 
nfudec saa ara. Nfudec a wp sce no bi ne kookoo, koko, amango, 
abc, abor-Dbc ne asase nduane. Ndwan, nppnkye ne anantwie a, 
wDni hwcsofop pa bi nso sce nfudeE. Afei me kan ne a, na wo akan 
adi makyire. Ma ano si a, na ma bisa mu nscm. Na wa bua nscm no 
ano. Mmoa bi tc SE akua tenten turni SEC afifidi. 
143 Chn. : Mmoa bi te SE akua tenten turni sce afifidi. 
144 Tr : Nnuaso aba nyinaa. 
145 Chn : Nnuaso aba nyinaa. 
146 Tr. : Nnipam so bi wohp a wDdi nnuaba. 
147 Chn. : Nnipam so bi wohD a wDdi nnuaba. 
Tr. : Saa ara nso na anene ne nnomaa bi nso sce nnuaba ne afifidec 
n ketewaa. 
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148 Chn. : Saa ara nso na amene ne nnomaa bi nso sE_ nnuaba ne 
afifidec nketewaa. 
149 Tr. : Apuro, akusie, nkura. 
150 Chn. : Apuro, akusie, nkura, kDtDkD 
151 Tr. : KDtpkp ne kjkjte nso see nfudec saa ara. 
152 Chn. : KDtjkj ne kpkpte nso see nfudec saa ara. 
153 Tr. : Nfudee a wp see no bi ne kookoo, koko, amango. 
154 Chn. : Nfudee a wj see no bi ne kookoo, koko, amango. 
155 Tr. : Abe, aborrbe ne asase nduane. 
156 Chn. : Abe, aborjbe ne asase nduane. 
157 Tr. : Ndwan, npDnkye ne anantwie a, wDni hwesofoD pa bi nso 
see nfudec. 
158 Chn. : Ndwan, npjnkye ne anantwic a, wpni hweso pa bi 
nso see nfudec. 
159 Tr. : Mmoa ben Enna yese wDm nso turni see, EE, fifides no? Mmoa 
ben Ernia yese wDm Etinmi see, nfifidee no? nfifidec no mmoa ben a? 
Alfred. 
160 Alfred : Akua, akua. akua 
161 Tr. : Yese akua turni SE nfifidec. Yese akua turni SE nfifidee. YE sane 
ka mmoa ben bio? Sc wo hwe passage no mu a Eboa ben bio? Enna wDm 
turni see nfifidec? Charlotte. 
162 Charlotte: Nnipam 
163 Tr. : Nnipam, nnipam no EdEn paa na yese turni sce no no? 
Nnipam no. Rita. 
164 Rita : Abs. 
165 Tr. : Woboa, Enye saa. Mhum 
166 Chd : Nnuaba 
167 Tr. : Yese nnipam no turni see nnuaba paa. Na ekyere se Ekwan ben 
so na nnipam no turni see nnuaba no? ekwan ben so na nnipam no turni 
see nnuaba no? Nnuaba no gu fie a, na wDm aba fie abc see no anna sen? 
Prince Agyei. 
168 Prince : Yedi nnuaba 
169 Tr. : Mese kwan ben so na nnipam no fa so see nnuaba no. Nnuaba 
no gu fie hp a warn ba fie lo na wDm be fa see no'? Mhum 
170 Chd. : ewp afuom a, eso a, ria wa be te alo di. 
171 Tr. : SE EWD afuom na eso, na wDbE te kD di a na ekyerc SE wa see 
nnuaba no? Kate. 
172 Kate : Se cwp afuom a, eso a na wa kD keka ho asce no. 
173 Tr. : Kwan ben so na nnipam no efa so see nnuaba no. ekwan ben 
so? WDse nnipam bi nso see nnuaba. eiulec, kwan ben so Enna wDm turni 
see nnuaba no? Christi. 
174 Christi : SE eso na se, se EWD afuom na SE eso na epuro hunu a na 
wPm alo di. 
175 Tr. : Na adee apuru agu no, na wD kD fa adi no na ekyere wa see 
no? Kwan ben so cima nnipam no turni see nnuaba no? Stephen Oduro. 
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176 Stephen: Wa dua no foforp no na wpm akp akp yiyi. 
177 Tr. : Bp wo nsam ma no. 
178 Chn : [Clapping]. 
179 -- Tr. : Bere a wa dua aduaba no, se wo dua aburo a, na. wpm Eye 
deben? Wa k= tutu na wa yi aduaba no afifiri hp nom. Enno nti no ma 
adeE no a wopE sE wo dua no, EnyE den? EnyE yiye. Saa Enna etee. YEse 
mmoa no bi sane wphp a wpm turni sEe nfifideE. EdEn mmoa nono. Eden 
mmoa? Collins. 
180 Collins: Nnomaa. 
181 Tr. : Nnomaa ben? Nnomaa bEn? Alfred. 
182 Alfred : Apuro 
183 Chn. : Madam, madam. 
184 Chd. : Arlene 
185 Tr. : Arlene, anene nso turni sEe nfudeE nketewaa no. Na mmboa ben 
na SE wpm Eni he a, Emmoa bEn a? Mmoa bEn Enna SE wDm Etti 
nhwESOD papa bi a, wDm nso turni kp sEe nnuaba no?. Anita. 
186 Anita : Nppnkye. 
187 Tr. : Charlotte. 
188 Charlotte: Ndwan 
189 Tr. : Rita. 
190 Rita : Nnantwie 
191 Tr. : Yoo, wie no mo nyinaa etnmi yEden? Etumi lo see nfudee. Na 
Enno no me pe se me bisa sE, na npopnkye ne ndwan no a Ekp see nfudes 
no, see afuo no, des Eya wDm turni lcp see nono, Eya na Eben anna EwD 
akyirikyiri? Saa nfuo no a npopnkye ne ndwan turni see nono Eye a 
na Eben anna se eWD akyirikyiri? Catherine. 
192 Catherine: Eye a na ewp nfikyirie. 
193 Tr. : Yoo, wpse Eye a na EwD nfikyirie. Nti na wDm turni kD 
hDnom ekp kp see mm,EE eyi, nfuo no. Nti afuo ben a, ekwan ben so 
Enna yebE turni asi sa npopnkye ne ndwan a wDm Etti nhwesofop yi afiri 
sedes EbeyE a SE wPm ntumi nkp see afeo no? Kwan ben so Enna yebe 
turni abP ho ban? SEdeE Ebe ye a wDm ntumi n10 see nfudeE no. se 
Constance. 
Constance: WDbE gye ho ban. 
194 Tr. : WpSe wobe gye afeo no ho ban, sedee wobE ye a, npopnkye 
ne ndwan a wpm Eni nhwesofop no wPm Etunú enyE den? ek= see nfuo 
no. ekwan ben SE bio? Enna yebe turni ayen mmoa yi sedee ebe ye a wpm 
Etumi Ekp see afuo no? Adu Twum. 
195 Adu : YebE ka wpm agu Ebuo mu na ya tu punu mu. 
196 Tr. : BD wo nsam ma no. 
197 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
198 Tr. : Wpse npopnkye ne ndwan a wDtn Em nhwESOÍoD no ESESE 
yeka kyerEE wpm wura no mo na wDde wDm gu dan mu, na ye tu wDm 
IIlu sedee de ye a WDm nkD see EE efuo a, anna SE nkoroDfoD afuo a ye 
deben'? AyE. Yoo Eno nso ye. 
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199 Chn : [Noise] 
200 Tr. : Na EnneEma bEn na apuro Eni akusie no mo yEse wpm taa sEe 
no? Ennecma ben saa? Enneema bEn saa? Sarpong, 
201 Sarpong : Kookoo. 
202 Tr. : Kookoo. Eden bio? Betty Hagan 
203 Betty : AbE.. abE abE. 
= 204 Tr. : Rita 
205 Rita : Amango 
206 Tr. : Amango, Constance. 
207 Constance: AborDbE 
208 Tr. : AborpbE. Saa mmoa yi turni yeden? Turni EsEe EnneEma yi 
nyinaa. Mo gye de sEdEn nti na wDm pE abe ne kookoo ne nneEma no? 
Aden ntiara? Akusie ne nkura ne kptpkp no, aden nti Enna wpm pe aloe 
Enne amango`? Aden ntiara? Christi. 
209 Christi : Ya, na kpm de wpm. Wpm kp a na wpm akp di. 
210 Tr. :Betty Hagan. 
2H Betty : eye wPm aduane. 
212 Chn. : Noise. 
213 Tr. : Yes. 
214 Chd.. : Efiri SE wpm di a wpm nya ahopndin. 
215 Tr. : Aden ntiara? Mhum Gilbert. Gilbert. Mese aden nti na apuro 
ene nkura Ene nkusie no wPm pe aloe ene aborDb ene amango see ye no? 
Aden ntiara? Eric 
216 Eric : efiri se wpm entumi ntutu bankye asi nkp wi. Nti na wpm pe 
saa nnuaba no. 
217 Tr. : Yoo, nea nti a wDm pc abE ne amango no ebere bia Eye a na 
aberee. Amango no sei aberee nti IND nya bebi tina. Na wa ye deben? Na 
wadi. enti Enna ema no ye saa no. YE debe si ha sei, na obia akan na 
mabisa mo asem. Ekyere SE mo abu ya nsem no ano. 
Lesson duration: 21 .dins 30 secs. 
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Appendix 5 (34) Ti: Science. 
LESSON THIRTY FOUR 
SCHOOL ZONGO PRIMARY 
CLASS PS 
TEACHER "T I" 
SUBJECT ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 
TOPIC USES & IMPORTANCE OF WATER 
DATE 13TH MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : The other time we treated water. Water. We treated water 
and talked a lot about water. Now, today, okay, let me ask you. When 
you are very thirsty, when you are very thirsty. What do you take in? Se 
nsuo kpm de wo paa, Eden na wo ye? 
2 Chd. : Me num nsuo 
3 Tr. : Yes 
4 .. . Chd. : You drink water 
5 Tr. : You drink water, okay you drink water. When you want to 
wash some of your things. When your school uniform is dirty. What are 
some of the things which you use to make the washing? Mhum Elvis. 
6 Elvis : Water 
7 Tr. : Mhum. What else? What else again? If your school uniform is 
dirty and you want to make it, dirty. What are some of the things that you 
need. Somebody is saying water. What else again? Se wo sukuu atadee 
ye fi na se wo pe se wo be yi fi no a fu i hp a, ennoDma ben na wo be 
hia na wo de besi atadee no? Enna obi se water. What else? 
8 Chd. : Samina 
9 Tr. : Samina, sen na wo be ka no borrfo mu? 
10 Chd. : Soap 
11 Tr. : Okay soap. I am interested in the water. What about if let's 
say that our classroom is very dirty You want to clean up this room. What 
can we use? 
12 Chd. : Use 
13 Tr. : Mhum 
14 Chd. : Water. 
15 Tr. : Okay. Today we are going to see the importance of water or 
the uses of water. ennopma yebe timi edi nsuo aye. Anaa se yebe 
hwe nsuo ne ho paa nfasuD. Importance of water and uses of water. All 
of you. Uses of water 
16 Chn. : Uses of water. 
17 Tr. : Again 
18 Chn. : Uses of water. 
19 Tr. : Okay, eden kora na nsuo yebe turni de ayD ?. What are 
some of the uses of water? Mhum. Yes what are some of the uses of 
water? Yes. 
20 Chd. : We use, we use for drink 
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21 Tr. : Yes, we can drink some of the water. Yes what else9 Mhum, 
for drinking. What else? Yes Antwiwaa. 
22 Antwiwaa : For washing. 
23 Tr. : For washing we use water for washing. What else again? 
24 Chd. : For bath. 
25 Tr. :Yoo for bathing. We use water for bathing. What else? Eric. 
26 Eric : For cooking. 
27 Tr. : For cooking. Yes what else again? We use water for bathing, 
drinking, cooking. Yes what else again? Mhum yes. 
28 Chd. : For washing my back. For wash my house 
29 Tr. : Yoo, for cleaning the house. What else again? He said we can 
use water to clean our house. Sc yc fie yc, fi a, ystumi de nsuo no bi ye 
den? epepapepa hD nom, sma hD nom nyinaa ye kama. sdsn bio? 
What else? Mhum. sdsn bio snna ysbs timi Ede nsuo aye? Rita Edusei, 
Mhum 
30 Rita : [No response] 
31. Tr. : Daniel Oppong sdsbsn bio snna ysbs turni de nsuo ays? 
Lands hD, me nim sc nnipa bcberee akp hp nom. Mo kp hp nom a, 
Dmo nsuo ays adcbi wp hp. Eden adee na wDm de ays hp nom saa no? 
Wpm a, Etaa kp hp no, wo k= hp a, mahunu se wpm de nsuo ayE 
adesbi. Eden adee na wPm ayc no hp nom saa? Elvis. 
32 Elvis : We use to plant cassava. 
33 Tr. : Yoo, me nim se ycdc nsuo no bi agugu se ndbbas so na ayE 
den? Atimi, anyini. Na me se land hp, Crop Research hp, moa mo aka 
hp da no. Ma hunu se wPm de nsuo no bi aye biribi wD hp. Eden na 
wDm de ayc hp saa no? Boakye. 
34 Boakye : Pipe. 
35 Tr. : EnyE pipe no na me ka. Pipe des ma hunu. Eden bio na Ewp 
hp? Nsuo no wpm de ats bi sma ne taes bsbi. Na taec a ctaahD no wpm 
de ys den? Mo ahuu bcbia nsuo no wp no? Moa mo akp hp no. Mm, 
nsuo no bi taahp nom. Na nsuo no wDm de ycdcn? Nsuo nfasoD baako 
ne, ne SE, cduru bers bi a, na wp hwE Sc ycbE si Dpe bers mu, na bebi 
wDhD a, na nsuo no ho wo den nea? Enno nti no, wp timi ye adee bi na 
Etaa mu. Na ekyere ss bebi a waye afuom no, se wphwe na ss llDnom 
no nsuo no ntumi ntD lhnom a, nsuo ho wp den nea, WD ye adee bi 
na nsuo no taa mu. Afei wpde eyi,...ye wp pipe roba bi wp hp nom. 
WD de to saa nsuo no mu a, na etwee nsuo no, na afei wD de petipeti ww 
nnoDma a wa dua no so. Se wahunu. ekyerE se nsuo wDhD nom yi, esane 
boa plant sma no ye deben? Eyini. Nsuo EnihD kora noa, plant no ebe ye 
den? SE Ebe tirai awuo. Se wahunu? Nti se wo kD Crop Research 
hDnom a, wpm de nsuo no bi ataac bebi a there bi a SE eba dry season 
mu noa, wpm nya nsuo, Ede ye den? Ede gugu Ennopma no a wDm adua 
no so. Nti nsuo ho nfasoD baako nso nono. Afei soso ennipa wDhD ye, 
ye hia nsuo yiye papaapa. Dec nti a me kass ye hia nsuo no, se yeba fie a, 
nsuo yi bi na ye de ye scrubbing, washing, cleaning, cooking, se 
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wahunu? Enoa bi so na yede yE, yEde Edware, de si nnopma, de yE 
nnopma bEberee EWD fie. Saa nso na yE k EE, yE, ye aduuma mu a, 
DhD nyinaa ye nom nsuo yi bi, ye de bi ye ya dwuma ne anecmaneEma 
-beberee wphp. se, Akosombo. me nim se obia skp htnom da. Den asem 
na wate Efa Akosombo ho? Mhum. Yes Eunuch. 
36 Eunuch : Me te ss yese Etna light 
37 Tr. : Eden ades na ema light no? 
38 Eunuch : EE nsuo no 
39 Tr. : Nti ya hunu one importance ana another uses of water. 
Nsuo no Es, ayi, dam no a Evvp Akosombo no, se nsuo no na 6generati 
[generate] electricity a e6 supply the whole Ghana, se wahunu? Nti nsuo 
no another importance ana se uses of water no mono. Saa nsuo no a 
ewDhD nom no, Enam so na ya nya dcben? YE nya electricity EvvD aha 
nom. EE, yE nya electricity EWD Aman Ghana nyinaa. Afei nsoso, EE, se 
ye hwe ndwumandwuma mu a, bebi wp lip te se edwuma akese, akese, 
akese se factory ene mines adeadec a ehp mo nyinaa wDm useu [uses] 
nsuo Ede ye adwuma beberee. Wpm de bi hohoro ennopma mu. Na 
wpm de bi ye chemicals ne adeade. Saa nso na ye kc hospiti[hospital] 
nso a, DhD nso wDm useu [uses] nsuo yibi. enoa bi na wpm de ye nduro. 
Woke bebia wpm ye nduro no a, wpm de nsuo no bi ye nduro no. Na 
wpm de nsuo no bi soso a, ce, esi nnopma. WDm a wDm da hp nom 
nyinaa, wpm be dware o, wpm besi nnopma o, wpm be tweetwee 
hospital hr o, ne nyinaa Eye nsuo ye a bi Enna yede ye. enti ye to ye ni a, 
yetumi hunu se, nsuo ye adee bi a eho hia papaapa yie. Nsuo ye adee bi a 
cho hia. Efiri se ennopma beberee a ye yp a nsuo Enna ye yeden? Yede 
yD. SE nsu kpm de wo a, EYE ya paa kyene SE Ekcm de wD. Nsu kcm de 
wo a, Eye ya paa Bene SE ekDM be de efiri SE ekDm de wo a, na wo 
nya kakraa fa wo mene mu a, na woho atD wo. Nti nsuo dee, ekwan bia, 
ekwan hodoD pii no water is very very important. Nsuo, se dee yese 
aka no mbe sane ahyc asee. Na mabisa se, deg ya discussi [discusses] 
seesei ya no. Nea wo me asee no, ana se wo wp biribi wD hD nom a, 
nsuo ho nfasoD WD hp nom a, wo betumi aka. Wo WD asem bisa so a wo 
betumi abisa. Mhum Mansa Comfort. Mhum. WowD asem bisa bi ww 
hp a, bisa ana SE wo WD nsuo ho nfasoD eka a, ka kyerE yen, Mhum. 
Yoo, Enulo des SE obi wp asem bisa wp mbisa, ansa na ya twere clef: 
yakeka no nyinaa agu so. Na afei ye answer questions. Yes, Mhum. Rita 
Edusei 
40 Rita : [No response] 
41 Tr. : Okay, arasa na yebe, ce, twere some of the uses of water no, 
come around and let us practice some of these activities 
42 Chn : [Move to teachers table]. 
43 Tr. : Go back, go back, go back. 
44 Chn. : [Murmuring]. 
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45 Tr. : This is our basin. We have water in it. And as we have 
discussed already, we said we can use water for washing. So right now I 
want someone to wash this napkin for me. 
46 Chd. : [Washing a napkin]. 
47 Tr. : What is she doing with the water? 
48 Chn. : She is washing 
49 Tr. : Washing what? 
50 Clin. : The napkin. 
51 Tr. : She is washing the napkin. This is one activity of what we can 
use water to do. She is washing the napkin, Okay. What am I doing? 
52 Chn. : You? 
53 Tr. : What am I doing? 
54 Chn. : You are drinking 
55 Tr. : Drinking what? 
56 Chn. : Water. 
57 Tr. :Okay. I have got rice in this saucepan. What am I doing? 
58 Chn. : You are cooking. 
59 Tr. : Am cooking what? 
60 Chn. : Water 
61 Tr. : Mm 
62 Chn. : Rice 
63 Tr. : Yes I am cooking my rice with water. Without the water I 
cannot cook the water rice. So I am cooking my rice with water. Go back, 
go back. 
64 Chd. : Eei! Dada 
65 Tr. : What am I doing with the water? 
66 Chn. : You are... 
67 Tr. : If you know it raise up your hand. What am I doing with the 
water? Yes Eunuch. 
68 Eunuch. : You are sweeping the classroom. 
69 Tr. : I am using water to do scrubbing. I am scrubbing the floor. 
So right now we have used water to scrub the classroom. We have used 
water to cook some food. We have used water to wash some clothes. So 
we see that water is very very important. Any questions? Obi ewp asem 
bisa? Mhum, Mhum. If you don't have any question go and sit down. 
70 Chn. : [Take their seats]. 
71 Tr. : [Writes on the board]. These are some of the uses of water. 
Number one we use water for bathing. What is the meaning of we use 
water for bathing? Mhum ckyerc scn? We use water for bathing. Collins. 
72 Collins : Yede nsuo no bi dware 
73 Tr. : Yede nsuo no bi dware. We use water for cooking. For 
cooking. Sowah 
74 Sowah : Ys nom nsuo no bi 
75 Tr. : We use water for cooking. Akwaboa 
76 Akwaboa : Yede nsuo no bi nua aduane. 
77 Tr. : Very good. We use water for bathing, for bathing, for bathing. 
78 Chn. : [Noise] 
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79 Tr. : We use water for bathing. Yes Patricia 
80 Patricia : Ycde bi ssi nnoDma. 
81 Tr. : Mhum 
82 Patricia : Ysde bi Esi nnoma. 
83 Tr. : For bathing . We use water for bathing. Mhum ckyerc Sc... 
84 Chd. : Yctumi de bi dware 
85 Tr. : Ycde bi dware. We use water for washing. For washing 
86 Chd. : WDse 
87 Tr. : Mhum. 
88 Chd. : WD si nnopma 
89 Tr. : Rita Edusei. 
90 Rita : Ycde nnoDma, Ycde nsuo no bi si nnopma 
91 Tr : We use water for irrigation purpose Mhum, irrigation. cnno me 
kyerc mo sen? Irrigation no? Yes Eric try. 
92 Eric : Ycde bi gu ys dDbaec so 
93 Tr. : Yoo, Sc wo sa nsuo wp bcbi na wo de gu wo nnoDma so. 
We use water for scrabble. scrabble, scrubbing. Constance. 
94 Constance: Yule bi hohoro yc fie. 
95 Tr. : Yoo ysde bi hohoro na ycde bi etweetwee ys veranda cne 
yc dan mu. We use water in our factories. Mhum. Yes John Boakye try. 
96 Boakye : WDm a wDm WD, fa no se dokita[doctor] no, wDm 
debi cdware ayarefoD no bi, Ede bi si wDm nnoDma. 
97 Tr. : Factories no, bcbi te SE mines, ne bcbia ycyc fanta, ne Milo 
ne coke ne adecade no, OD nom nyinaa wDm, yc sane bcbia wDm 
yE fish EwD mpowano Ene bcbia wDm ye tinapa nee sardine a sgu 
konko mu no. Saa hpno mo ne factories nyinaa wDm useu [uses] 
nsuo no bi. Okay plants and animals also use water. Mhum, Mhum, 
Constance. 
98 Constance : cmmoa cne ndua nyinaa chia nsuo. 
99 Tr. : Very good. WDm nyinaa hia nsuo. So from this point we 
have seen some of the importance of water. Nsuo ho hia papaapa yie. 
Nnecma bcberee Enna ysde nsuo ye. Any question? Mhum, Mhum. 
Clement wo WD question bi wDhD 
100 Chn. : Noise. [Tr. organises her teaching aids] 
101 Tr. : Come around again, come around. 
102 Chn. : [Move to teacher's table]. 
103 Tr. : Keep quiet. What do you see? Go back. What do you see? 
Mhum. Eden na mo hunu? 
104 Chd. : YE hunu se 
105 Tr. : Mhum 
106 Chd. : Yshunu se nsuo no afa paper no. 
107 Tr. : Eden bio? 
108 Chd. : Ye ahunu se paper no afE. 
109 Tr. : enno na obi aka no. eden bio? AIE nkoa na wo ahunu? Yes. 
110 Chd. : Mahunu se paper no te nsuo no ani. 
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111 Tr. : Very good! Wise sEn? WDse wa hunu se paper no tE nsuo 
no ayE dcn? Ete nsuo no ani. Yoo, hwc yiye. Enno nso yE? Wo nim a 
pagya wo nsam. 
112 Chd. : Ma hunu SE paper, ee, chalk no cda asec. 
113 Tr. : Very good. Ya hunu sc paper no cyc dcn? etc nsuo no ani 
Ina chalk no dec ayc decbcn? Al= ak=tD ayi cc 
114 Chd. : Asec 
115 Tr. : Nsuo no ase. Okay wie kyerc se object, cc adec bia wode be 
to nsuo mu a, cntumi nk= asec no, saa adec no yE cyi: floating object. 
Enna dec wode bctum a, ctumi nsuo no ase no cyc sinking object. Nti 
mo nkp tena ase na ycn suasua ho ascm kakra. 
116 Chn. :[ Move back to their seats]. 
117 Tr. : Nti yahunu sc, yahunu sc EE. Why is it that the paper didn't 
sink? AdEn nti na paper no al= nsuo no ase? Ycde paper no tuum no 
adcn nti na al= asec? Patricia Boateng. 
118 Patricia : Paper no mu w= hcri 
119 Tr. : Mhum, because the paper is what? Very light. Emu WD 
duru? Emu wp herc. cnti na aye dcn? Al= asec no. Why is it that the 
chalk sink? why? Mhum. 
120 Chd. : Chalk no mu w- duru. 
121 Tr. : Yoo, chalk no mu duru. cnti no yc ahunu SE light 
object they float in water. cnnoma Emu w= hcrc no nyinaa wode to 
nsuo mu a, cyc dcbcn? 
122 Chd. : Na ctc nsuo no ani 
123 Tr. : Heavy objects nso soso they sink when you put them in 
water. cnnopma Emu duru no cnno nso wode to nsuo mu a, na ayc 
dcn? Na al= nsuo no ase. Okay you are going to mention some objects 
which when you put in water they float in the water. Ennoma wode 
to nsuo mu a nsuo no, cc, cbc ye, Entimi nkp asec. Na Emu bE yc dcbcn? 
Ebctc ani. You are going to mention some of these objects you know. 
Stop writing. 
124 Chn. : [Noise]. 
125 Tr. : Okay, what are some of the objects which you think will 
float when you put them in water? Mhum. EnnoDma bcn saa, na mo 
gyede sc ycde to nsuo, seesei a nsuo csi ha yi, yE, ycde turn a, cbc k=, EE. 
cbc tetc nsuo no ani. Edikan no yE hyc asec bisa yc no, yc hunu Sc, ycde 
paper no tumu no, akp asec, na ctetcc ani. Nti paper is a floating 
object. Mhum Antwiwaa. 
126 Antwiwaa: Ahaban. 
127 Tr. : Brobie. 
128 Brobie : Broom. 
129 Tr. : Broom Yes? 
130 Adutwum : Leaf 
131 Tr. : Very good. Leaf. Rapheal 
132 Rapheal : Rubber 
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133 Tr. : Yoo, what else again? Mhum Amoah Felix 
134 Felix : Pen. 
135 Tr. : Pen! Will pen float? Okay come and try and see. Bring your 
pen and come. No, sit down. Amoah Felix come put your water in the pen 
and see whether it will float or sink. Put it in the water. So it is what? It is 
a floating object? Yes, what else again? Albert. 
136 Albert : Pencil 
137 Tr. : Pencil 
138 Chn. : [Noise] 
139 Tr. : Mhum. 
140 Chd. : Lula [ruler] 
141 'Fr. : Ruler, say that. 
142 Chd. : Ruler. 
143 'l'r. :Yes give me more examples about floating objects. Yes. 
144 Chd. : Silver. 
145 'l'r. : What type of silver? Yes Mhum 
146 Chd. : Rubber 
147 'l'r. : Rubber, Mhum, what else. 1 want ten objects. Mhum 
148 Chd. : Sharpener 
149 Tr. : Sharpener? Okay Yes. 
150 Chd. : Eraser. 
151 Tr. : Eraser? Mhum, what else? 
152 Chd. : Pepper. 
153 Tr. : Pepper? Mhum 
154 Chd. : Tube 
155 Tr. : What's that? 
156 Chd. : Eh! the one in [points to a bicycle] 
157 'l'r. : Okay, what else? Prince. 
158 Prince : [Inaudible] 
159 '1'r. : So all what you have said are floating objects. Now we are 
going to see objects which when you put in water will sink. We have 
already tried chalk. We realised that when we put the chalk in the basin 
full of water the chalk did not float but rather it sink. So what are some of 
the objects you think when we put in the water will sink. Mhum Grace 
talk. Mhum. 
160 Grace : Knife. 
161 Tr. Knife, Mhum 
162 Chd. : Stone. 
163 Tr. : Very good. Mhum. What else? Floating objects, sinking 
objects, sinking objects. 
164 Chd. : Table 
165 Chd. : Shoe 
166 Tr. : Mliu=n 
167 Chd. : Door.. 
168 Tr. : Mm? 
169 Chd : Door! 
170 Tr. : Do you think if you put a ball in water the ball will sink? 
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171 Chn. : No. 
172 Tr. : Mhum 
173 Chd. : Watch. 
174 Tr. : Mhum, what else ? 
175 Chd. : Cassava. 
176 'Tr. : Cassava, Mhum What else again? 
177 Chd. : Plantain. 
178 Tr. : Plantain Mhum 
179 Chd. : Cocoyam. 
180 Tr. : Mhum. 
181 Chd. : Sugarcane 
182 Tr. : Mhum. 
183 Chd : Table 
184 Tr. : Mhum. 
185 Chd. : Yam 
186 Tr. : Mhum. 
187 Chd. : Palm nut 
188 Tr. : Mhum. 
189 Chd. : Stick 
190 'fr. : Mhum. What else again? Okay, now we have known the 
difference between a sinking object and a floating object. cnnopma a 
ycse wode to nsuo mu a cntumi nkptD nsuo no ase ara cte ani no 
nyinaa no. skyerc se sen? cyc floating objects. Enna des wode tumu a 
wo nhunu bio. Dec wo be hunu ne se na swD nsuo no ase no, anno 
nso no ye sinking objects. Any question? Aha! Mo des (labia no 
question. Then take your books and then..., Floating objects no, we have 
written about eight examples, add two to make it ten and then sinking 
objects you write ten of them. First, write the uses of water in your books. 
Atter that you come and write this. You add two of these to make ten. 
Then you write ten of the objects which are sinking objects. Take your 
books and then do the exercises. 
191 Chn. : [Working] 
192 Tr. : Okay, what is a floating object? What is a floating object? 
What is a floating object? Mhum What is a floating object? Aha, Mhum. 
Eric. 
193 Eric : Paper. 
194 'Tr. : That is an example of a floating object. Yes. 
195 Chd. : Ades a wode to adec ani a na ate ani 
196 Tr. : sdeebcn ani? 
197 Chd : Nsuo. 
198 Tr. : Yoo. And then what is a sinking object? 
199 Chd. : Ades bia wode to nsuo mu a ctp ases. 
200 Tr. : sip asee dip ases. Okay. Do the exercises. 
201 Chn. : [Writing]. 
202 Tr. : John Boakye sit down and do the work. 
203 Chn. : [Working] 
204 Tr. : Charlotte Sarpong what are you doing? 
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205 Charlotte: [Inaudible]. 
206 Tr. : Mm, wose sen? 
207 Charlotte:[Inaudible]. 
208 Tr. : Obi hwan na afa wo pen? 
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APPENDIX 5 (35) TJ: Ghanaian Language 
LESSON : THIRTY FIVE 
SCHOOL : WA PARA- MILITARY PRIMARY 
CLASS : P3 
SUBJECT : GHANAIAN LANGUAGE (READING) 
TOPIC : AGYA POKU AKWANTUO 
TEACHER : " TJ " 
DATE : 22ND MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : Nnamfo 
2 Chn.: Nnamfo 
3 Tr. : Nnamfo 
4 Chn.: Nnamfo 
5 Tr. : Merekphwehws 
6 Chn : Merek_phwehws 
7 . Tr. : Merekphwehws 
8 Chn : Merekphwehws 
9 Tr. : Amannes 
10 Chn.: Amannes 
11 Tr. : B»s 
12 Chn.: B»s 
13 Tr. : Efa 
14 Chn.: Efa 
15 Tr. : Asp 
16 Chn: Asp 
17 Tr. : psram 
18 Chn : Dsram 
19 Tr. : A pae 
20 Chn.: A pae 
21 Tr. : Bsbiara 
22 Chn.: Bgbiara 
23 Tr. : Yes 
24 Chn.: Huntahunta, Papa Poku, Maame Atta, nnamfo, 
merekphwehws, amannes, amannes, b»s, Efa, Asp, Adue 
25 Tr. : psram 
26 Chn : Dsram psram psram psram/ A pae, a pae, baabiara. 
27 Tr. : Pine ha, pine ha, pine ha. Moa aka no mo npi ne moa akye. 
Pine wakyi, pine wakyi. Yes ko so. 
28 Chd : Huntahunta, Papa Poku, Maame Atta, nnamfo, 
merekphwehws, amannes, amannes, b»s, Efa, Asp, psane 
29 Chd : Dsram 
30 Chd.: psram, apae, baabiara 
31 Tr. : Yes 
32 Chd.: Huntahunta, Papa Poku,* Maame Atta,** 
33 Chd : Nnamfo 
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34 Chd. : Nnamfo 
35 Chn.: Merekphwehwst 
36 Chd : Merekphwehws, 
37 Chn : Amannes 
38 Chd.: Amannes 
39 Chd: Mo mmD mo nsam ma no. 
40 Chn.: B»s, Efa, Asp, psa/psram, apae, babiara 
41 Tr. : Hwan na sbstumi? 
42 Chd.: Mea 
43 Tr. : Yes Amos 
44 Amos.: Huntahunta, Maame Atta 
45 Chn : Nnamfo 
46 Amos: Nnamfo, merekp/merekphwehws* 
47 6thChd: Amannes 
48 Amos: Amannec 
49 6thChd: B»s 
50 Amos: B»s 
51 Chd.: Mo mua mo ano. 
52 Amos.: Efa, Asp ** psanaa 
53 Chn.: psram. 
54 Amos.: psram. 
55 Chn : Apae. 
56 Amos: Apae, baabiara. 
57 Chn. .: [Talking together]. 
58 Tr. : Hee! Huntahunta. 
59 Chn : Huntahunta. 
60 Tr. : Papa Poku.. 
61 Chn.: Papa Poku 
62 Tr. : Maame Atta 
63 Chn.: Maame Atta 
64 Tr. : Nnamfo. 
65 Chn : Nnamfo 
66 Tr. : Merekphwehws 
67 Chn : Merekphwehws 
68 Tr. : Amannes 
69 Chn.: Amannec 
70 Tr. : B»s 
71 Chn.: B»s 
72 Tr. : Efa 
73 Chn.: Efa 
74 Tr. : As 
75 Chn : Asp 
76 Tr. : psram 
77 Chn : psram 
78 Tr. : Apae 
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79 Chn.: Apae 
80 Tr. : Baabiara 
81 Chn.: Baabiara 
82 Tr. : Hu.., pine wakyi. Huntahunta 
83 Chn.: Hunta 
84 Tr. : Yei a yaka Eye den? 
85 Chn : [Talking together]. 
86 Tr. : He, wo ma wo nsa soa na wo aka. Huntahunta Eye den? 
87 Chd : Kuro. 
88 Tr. : Kuro. Papa Poku deE mo nim no. Papa Poku des pyE nipa. 
Maame Atta nso yE nipa. EyE. Hwan na wo bEtumi Ede Papa Poku aka 
ascm? Papa Poku wo de be ka asem. Papa. Mhum .Hwan na ebe turni de 
aka asem? Ka na me ntie. Mhum. 
89 Chd.: Papa Poku ne yere ne Maame Atta. 
90 Tr. : Mmo, mo mn1D mo nsam ma no. 
91 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
92 Tr. : Papa Poku ne yere ne Maame Atta. Maame Atta hwan na ebe 
turni de aka asem? Hee! One by one. Yes ka. 
93 Chd.: Maame Atta ne kunu ne Papa Poku. 
94 Tr. : Kp so. 
95 Chd : Maame Atta ne kunu ne Papa Poku. 
96 Tr. : Mmo. Pine wakyi. Nnamfo fa ka asem ma yen tie. 
97 Chd.: Me nnamfo ne me nua nomo. 
98 Tr. : Wo nka hwee. 
99 Chd.: Mbe turni. 
100 Tr. : Wo. 
101 Chd.: Ne nnamfo ne AsD. 
102 Tr. : Hwan nnamfo ne Asp? Wo nka huu. Hwan nnamfo ne Asp? 
103 Chd.: Efa ne nnamfo ne WD mo. 
104 Tr. : Ka. 
105 Chd.: Efa ne nnamfo ne wp mo. 
106 Tr. : Mmo, mo min mo nsam ma no. 
107 Chn : [Clapping]. 
108 Tr. : MerekphwehwE, merek.phwehwe, Mhum, ka ma me ntie. 
109 Chd.: MerekphwehwE b»1 no. 
110 Tr. : Ka. 
111 Chd.: Merekphwehwe b»1 no. 
112 Tr. : Merelohwehwe b»l no, wo anka no kese a ye nte. 
Amannec, amannee 
113 Chn.: Sir, sir, sir, sir 
114 Tr. : Mutala 
115 Chn : [Talking together] 
116 Tr. : Hee! Mutala! 
117 Mutala: [No response]. 
118 Tr. : No 
119 Chd.: Me kDbp amannee. [Not nominated] 
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120 Tr. : [Points to a child ]. 
121 Chd.: Me 1pbD amannec. 
122 Tr. : Me kjbD amannes. Kj wakyi. 
123 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
124 Tr. : B »s, b »s, b »s, aha Bee. 
125 Bee : Kaa 
126 Tr. : Dabi, b »s no. Mhum 
127 Chn: B»snowjhene? 
128 Tr : Mmo. 
129 Chd.: B »s no wp he ne? [Not invited to talk]. 
130 Chn.: [Laughing ]. 
131 Tr. : Efa, Asp, 
132 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
133 Tr. : Dsram. Mhum. 
134 Chd.: Me kD sra. 
135 Tr. : Dabi, Dsram 
136 Chn.: [Talking together] 
137 Tr. : Mhum. 
138 Chd : Dsram apae 
139 Tr. : psram apae baabiara. Mhum 
140 Chd : Dse baabiara 
141 Chn.: [Talking together] 
142 Chd.: Baabiara mbc kom. 
143 Tr. : Mmo, to wakyi. 
144 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
145 Tr. : `A' fog nkoa na cbc ka. `A' fog. Yes kp so. 
146 Group A: Huntahunta, Papa Poku, Maame Atta, nnamfo /baabiara, 
amannes 
147 Chn : [Talking together] 
148 Group A: B »l, Efa, Asp, Dsram, apae baabiara. 
149 Tr. : B 
150 Group B: Huntahunta, Papa Poku. 
151 Tr. : Hee! Tenase 
152 Group B: Maame Atta. nnamfo /merekDhwehwc [In the midst of 
noise] amannes, b »s, Efa, Asp, Dsram /apae, baabiara. 
153 Tr. : Sit down, sit down, sit down. B sit down. Ye kom 
154 Chn : [Talking together]. 
155 Tr. : Wo anyc kom a, me mawo mba ha bi, alright 
156 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
157 Tr. : Ades a ycbc kan no ycbc yc Twi rhyme no ansa. Ycbc yc Twi 
rhyme no ansa na ya kan. cgyire me paa na me be kan. Mo ayi no yc baako 
pc. Ansa na ycbc kan no, ycbc yc Twi rhyme. Twi rhyme. 
158 Chn : Twi rhyme. 
159 Tr. : cyc. Alright, `A' mo nsore ngyina h 
160 Group A: [Stands up] 
161 Tr. : Yes `A' Twi rhyme. Yes 
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162 Group A: Paa ne Krofo 
163 Tr. : Eyc, hwan na EbE turni aka? 
164 Chn.: Sir, sir. 
165 Tr. : Bra, Helena. Hee! 
166 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
167 Tr. : `A' Helena Anokye 
168 Helena: Sir. 
169 Tr. : Ki so 
170 Chn.: [Talking together] 
171 Helena: Kwame Duro kp twaa kwadu de k» ma tikya Duro. T. T. T. 
T. Tikya Tinkorang te Takoradi tDn tawa torpto=. Atta foro pata kpfaa 
Eta baa ma yE kaa ntafoD nkwan. Ni, na ma te se Atta awu da Tafo 
nkwanta. DentE ee! Dente, wahunu sE DentE ne Dentaa redi agora na 
Dente afro Dente abp Dentaa dua sE, sE Dentaa kc Dente soa Dente nnya 
no. 
172 Tr. : Mmo, mo mo nsam ma Anokye. 
173 Chn.: [Clapping] 
174 Tr. : Good, Bee, Ta, hee! 
175 Chn : [Talking together]. 
176 Tr. : Korankye bra. Toaso 
177 Chn : [Talking together] 
178 Tr. : Toaso. Mhum. 
179 Korankye: Agya Kwapam kp apam lcD hunu mampam, gyae apam Ekp 
pam mampam ma mampam foro pam ma ppam kasec w» no ma wp de 
kD dpkita pam yE. 
180 Tr. : DnwieE, Yaw Ansah 
181 Korankye.: Yaw Ansah somaa ne ba Ansah ss pnkp nkkb nsa. Ansa na 
Ansah nduru hp no na nsa no asa. 
182 Tr. : Aka baako. 
183 Chn.: Me. me, me 
184 Tr. : [Signals Korankye to continue]. 
185 Korankye: Agya Kwaku Tia, fa sikan teaa twaa tonto teaa bE nwonoo 
nsoa teaa, de kctoo asuo teaa mu, Eyii adwene teaa, Dde lomaa Dhene 
teaa, ma Dhene teaa, teaa mpaboa teateawa mu bEdaa nase teawa. 
186 Tr. : Mmo. Mo mmp mo nsam ma no 
187 Chn : [Clapping] 
188 Tr. : Tena ase. Afei ya wie Twi rhymes no aka. 
189 Clin.: Sir, sir, sir 
190 Tr. : Twi EbE. 
191 Chn.: Sir, sir, sir 
192 Tr. : Mhum ka EbE. 
193 Chd.: Twe ma metwe na Ema 
194 Tr. : Ka EbE. Ka abc. Mhum 
195 Chd : Twe ma metwe na Etna akwadaa bD wa. 
196 Chn : Sir, sir, sir 
197 Tr. : abc kD so [Points to a child] 
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198 Chd : cbc. BorDfers a EyE dc na abaa da aseE.Twe ma metwe na Ema 
koraa Ahoma tenten na cte akok bin. Borferc a Eyg ds na abaa 
da ases. Borferc a cyc dg na akyem so ayie 
199 Tr. : gyE, afei tena ase. Ycbc toaso. 
200 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
201 Tr. : Afei kwantunii page seven. Hee! Me kan ne nyinaa na wo tie. 
Me wie a, mms bisa mo ho asEm. Ys kom. Page 7. Lesson 2. Tie no yiye. 
Dabi anopa, Papa Poku frsMaame Atta Enono dii nkDmp bi. 
Papa Poku : Me pc se me tu kwan gk_D nkuro kess a EwD Asante ne 
Bono Ahafo Amantam no mu no 
Maame Atta : Saa amantam no mu deg wo nnamfo bgn na MD 
hD? 
Papa Poku : Me nkD me nnamfo . Mere nkD me nnamfo biara hD. 
Mere hwehwg hD kwa. Ag me, SE me te hD yi, na me nim bg biara 
ka me kurom ha ho ara ho. Saa asgm yi ha me. Enti mbE 
Dakorobi anona. Dakorobi wp boa ne ho Ds b»s vs. Odi nna pii 
ansa na wD sane aba Huntahunta. DbE duruu yE no, Maame Atta ani 
gyee ye. Efa ne As ne wm nnamfo so nvinaa ani gvee yg. WD dii 
amanneg kakra. pg nsuo ma no dware yg. Odware wieg no wD didi 
vs. Da no na Dsram apae nti Maame Atta ne nemma no nyinaa kp 
tena Papa Poku hu. Maame Atta ka kyers Papa Poku SE DmmD wDm 
na akwam tuo no ho amanneg ana sE nsFm.. 
syc vE de be si ha. Afei deg me bg bisa wo vi, hwE krataa no mu na vi 
ano ma me nhwE. EE Papa Poku ghene fa na Dfiri ee? Wo nim a na wo 
ama wo nsa so. Yes, na wa aba abc ka. Bra ha. Mhum. Dfiri? Ka. 
202 Chd.: Dfiri Huntahunta. 
203 Tr. : Huntahunta. Mo -rno nunD-mo nsam ma no 
204 Chn : [Clapping]. 
205 Tr. : Dfiri Huntahunta Papa Poku ne yere ne hwan? Hee1 One by 
one. 
206 Chd.: Maame Atta 
207 Tr. : Maame Atta Maame Atta ne mma yc ssn? Hee, wa kabi. Yes 
Maame Atta ne mma yc scn? 
208 Chd.: Mmeinu. 
209 Tr. : Mmeinu. Maame Atta ba bcmaa no de sgn? 
210 Chd.: Efa. 
211 Tr. : Efa. Dbaa no de sgn? 
212 Chd.: Aso. 
213 Tr. : AsD. 
214 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
215 Tr. : Nkuro bcn? Nkuro mmeinu na Papa Poku pc sg kD 
hwehwg. Nkuro mmeinu bcn na na Dpc se Dk hws so? Nkuro mmeinu 
ben? Mhum wo nim a bra ha. Nkuro mmeinu ben na na Dpe SE Dk hwe 
SOD? Mhum. 
216 Chd.: Nkuroso 
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217 Tr. : Dabi. Nkuro mmeinu ben na na pc sc DkD hw soi? 
218 Chd.: Bono Ahafo 
219 Tr. : Enne 
220 Chd.: Kumasi 
221 Tr. : Mo mmD mo nsam ma no 
222 Chd.: [Clapping]. 
223 Tr. : Bono Ahafo. WD tu kwan no, wtu kwan no sc wi tena fidie 
bi mu. Saa fidie no koraa me nhunu bi da. Saa fidie no yE frE saa fidie no 
sen? Wo nim a be ka. Efidie no yE frE no sen? Efidie a wD tena mu no. Efidie 
a w-D tena mu no yefrE no sen? 
224 Chd.: Sir 
225 Tr. : Hee! 
226 Chd.: B »s 
227 Tr. : B »s, b »s. EE, B »s wwh yi ne kDba ye sen? Baako ana 
mmeensa? B »s ne loba Eye a EyE sen? 
228 Chn.: Sir, sir 
229' Chd.: Enan. 
230 Tr. : Enan. 
231 Chn. : [Talking together] 
232 Tr. : YEse b »s ne kDba yE Enan. Ekyere sE, Enan Eye ampa? 
233 Chd.: Yes sir. 
234 Tr. : B »s loba ye Enan, Eanes, bins loba ye Enan Ennee taxi 
loba ye sen? Yes 
235 Chd.: Enan 
236 Tr. : Enan, taxi loba Eye enan? 
237 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
238 Tr. : eye. Taxi ne b »s nea Ehe na Eso? 
239 Chn.: Sir, sir, sir 
240 Chd.: Taxi 
241 Tr. : Taxi na eso? 
242 Chd.: Sir, sir, sir, sir, sir. 
243 Tr. : ennee win hunu taxi da Enna wDn hunu b »s da. Eye. 
244 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
245 Tr. : Papa Poku tuu kwan no, Papa Poku tuu kwan no wD dii nna 
kakra. Wo aim SE WD dii nna be ye sen? 
246 Chn.: Sir, sir, Enna enan. 
247 Tr. : Enna enan. 
248 Chd.: [Talking together]. 
249 Tr. : YEse wD be duru fie no, wbE duru fie no yese wD ye biribi 
ansa na wD didie. Eden na wD yEyE? 
250 Chd.: WD fa kyine. 
251 Tr. : Dabi 
252 Chd.: WD dware ye 
253 Tr. : WD dware ye. Eye. Tena ase. ce Yese Efa ne ani gyee ye. WD 
no nko waa? 
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254 Chn.: No sir. 
255 Tr. : WD ne hwan? 
256 Chn.: Kwapa/nnamfo [Talking together]. 
257 Tr. : Dabi wj ne hwan? 
258 Chd.: Ne nnamfo 
259 Chn : [Talking together]. 
260 Tr. : Tena ase, tena ase 
261 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
262 Tr. : Tena ase 
263 Chd.: [Talking together] 
264 Tr. : Eda noa Papa Poku dii amannec no, na awia aye den? Na 
Dsram aye den? Daa Papa Poku dii amanneE no na Dsram aye den? 
265 Chn : Na apae, na apae, na apae. 
266 Tr. : Na apae, Eye tena ase 
267 Chd.: Keep quiet. 
268 Tr. : Hee! Gabriel break. 
269. Chd.: [Talking together] 
270 Int. : [Loud sounds of talking drums][used as bell]. 
271 Tr. : Eye, EE Maame Atta, EmmrE a Papa Poku Edi na amanneE no 
Ehene fa na na wDtee? Papa Poku na dii na amannee no ** HE! Go 
away! 
272 Chn.: Sir, sir, sir. 
273 Tr. : Maame Atta, bre a na dii amannec no na wDte fa he? 
274 Chn.: Sir, sir, sir. and [Talking together]. 
275 Tr. : Mese obia ntena ase. Tena deg wo tee, tena dec wo tee. £here 
na wote? 
276 Chn.: 
277 Tr. : 
[Noise. Too much talking] 
Woa wobE sore, mbE yi wo section foi nyinaa afin mu. Tena 
ase. Papa Poku, Emmrc a na wodii amanneE no na Maame Atta wD he ne? 
Wo nim a ma wo nsa so. Yes na wD wD he ne? Ka ma yen tie. 
278 Chd.: Na wDwD Huntahunta. 
279 Tr. : Dabi 
280 Chd.: Sir, sir, sir, sir. 
281 Tr. : Yes odi amannec no, na ehe ne na na wDwD? Dne no di 
amanneE no 
282 Chn.: Sir, sir, sir. 
283 Chd. :Na wjwj Huntahunta 
284 Tr. : Enyc wD no na wD ka ye no? Yes. 
285 Chd.: Na wTte akonnwa so. 
286 Chn : Sir, sir, sir. 
287 Chd : Na wDte akonnwa so. 
288 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
289 Tr. : dii amanneE wie ye no, yese wDyE biribi ansa na wi didie. 
290 Chn.: Sir, sir, sir odware ye. 
291 Tr. : Yes. 
292 Chd.: [Talking together]. 
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293 Tr. : Yes. 
294 Chd.: Odware ye. 
295 Tr. : Odware ys. 
296 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
297 Tr. : Hws book no mu. Hwe book no mu. 
298 Chn : [Talking together]. 
299 Tr. : Afei Sam Tawia kP so kan ma me ntie. 
300 Tawia: Dabi anDpa 
301 Tr. : Tena ase. 
302 Tawia: Dabi anDpa Papa Poku frs Maame Atta. 
303 Tr. : Kp so. Kan no den. Firi asee 
304 Tawia: Dabi anDpa Papa Poku fre Maame Atta ne no kp dii 
nkDmD bi 
Papa Poku: Me pc se me tu kwan ekD Es, Bono, Bono Ahafo 
Enne nkuro aksse yi mu. Akesee yi bi so. 
305 Tr. : Wate dee wpka? WD se. Yaa kan ne hP. wpse, wpse wPpe 
se wPtu kwan sBono ne nkuro aksse no mu SOD. Wo nim se wpkp h akP ys den? Wo nim ss edeen na wPkp hp ys no hp? 
306 Chn : Sir, sir, sir, sir. 
307 Tr. WD kD ye den? Mmo ntie. 
308 Chd.. pkp hwehws.-ahenkure_ Plo hwehws nkuro. 
309 Tr. : Ysse snno nti woso wo te Abenase ha no, se wo pe se wokP 
bsbia, wope ss wokp wahunu? Yei yi aha yia na wPte wpn bsbia daa 
kyene da. Da kyene biara no swp se wokP hwehws bsbi. 
310 Chn : [Talking together]. 
311 Tr. : Maame Atta bisa, Pbisa no se, adsn nti koraa na ppe se DkD 
hwehwe 
312 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
313 Tr. : Maame Atta se adsn na Pps ss, Pbisa Dkunu. Yes eden nti na 
Ppe ss pkp hwehwe hp. 
314 Chd.: Pps ss pkp ys biribi wp hp. 
315 Tr. : Dabi wa anka saa. 
316 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
317 Tr. : Mhum, wa anka saa. Hee! Yaa. 
318 Yaa.: Dpe se DkD hwe hD Iowa. 
319 Tr. : Dse Ppe se pkp hwe kwa, na wp hunu sedee PhP tee. 
320 Chd.: [Talking together]. 
321 Tr. : Huntahunta, Huntahunta no nipa bi ewD hD. Nipa ben enna 
ewD hD? Time a Papa Poku baa ye, nipa ben nana ewD hD? Time a Papa 
Poku ebaa ye. 
322 Chd.: Sir, sir, sir. 
323 Tr. : Yes 
324 Chn.: Sir, sir, sir, sir.[then, talking together]). 
325 Tr. : Mhum 
326 Chd.: Efa ne Adae 
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327 Chd.: Efa ne Adae 
328 Tr. : Efa ne Adae 
329 Chn : [Talking together]. 
330 Tr. : Hum, snnes 
331 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
332 Int. : Ye wie a yobs h? 
333 Tr : Wo bstumi akD aba ansa na ma k= hin. Gye ss break over. 
Gye ss break over 
334 Int. : Break over time ben 
335 Tr. : Ansa na ma k= hp. Break over wDm bsk= a wDm nk= no 
ntsm 
336 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
337 Tr. : Tena ase. 
338 Chd.: [Talking together] 
339 Tr. : [Inaudible ] 
340 Chn.: Papa Poku 
341 Tr. : Na Maame Atta mma ys ssn? 
342 Chn.: Mmeinu. 
343 Tr. : Dpanin. 
344 Chn.: Efa. 
345 Tr. : Adsn nti na Papa Poku tuu kwan? Adsn nti? 
346 Chn.: DI= hwehws nkuro [then Talking together]. 
347 Chd.: Ys nk= break? 
348 Chd.: [Talking together]. 
349 Tr. : [Distributes pupils exercise books]. 
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APPENDIX 5 (36) TJ: Mathematics 
LESSON : THIRTY -SIX 
SCHOOL : WA PARA- MILITARY PRIMARY 
CLASS : P3 
SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 
TOPIC : TELLING THE TIME 
TEACHER: "TJ " 
DATE : 27TH MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : All of you. 
2 Chn.: Mathematics 
3 Tr. : Again 
4 Chn.: Mathematics. 
5 Tr. : This one? Yes This one, yes 
6 Chn.: Read the clock 
7 Tr. : AAgain 
8 Chn.: Reading the clock. 
9 Tr. : All of you again. 
10 Chn.: Reading the clock 
11 Tr. : Again 
12 Chn.: Reading the clock 
13 Int. : Yes I have seen it 
14 Tr. : Again 
15 Chn.: Reading the clock 
Tr. : Yes the lesson is on mathematics. Reading the clock. Reading 
the clock. Today we are going to read the clock. We are going to know 
what the clock is 
17 Int.. : The car [addressed to an outsider to stop the car] 
18 Tr. : Leaving the clock. [a kind of excuse to the pupils]. * * * * What 
do you see here? These are what? Drawing yi ye den? Wei, wei a ma 
drawdraw [draws] agu hp yi EyEdEn? Yes. 
19 Chd.: Circle. 
20 Tr. : Circle, Eye circle. Mo TIMID mu nsam Ema no. 
21 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
22 Tr. : This is circle and I am going to change this circle into clock. I 
am going to change these circles into clocks. These are circles. Circle one, 
circle two, circle three I am going to change the face of the circle into 
clock. And this is how it looks like. f draws clock face from circles on bb.] 
23 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
24 Tr. : I have change the circle into clock. Into the face of a clock. I 
have not finished. In every clock we have two hands. In every clock we 
have two hands. Do you know? Yes in every clock we have two hands. The 
hands are two. We, long hand and short hand. Long hand and short hand. 
[Draws the hour and minute hands of the clock]. 
25 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
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26 Tr. : The long hand is called what? The long hand is called what? 
Dapaah Doris 
27 Dapaah: Minute 
28 Tr. : Say minute hand. 
29 Dapaah.: Minute hand. 
30 Tr. : Again. 
31 Dapaah.: Minute hand. 
32 Tr. : Again. 
33 Dapaah.: Minute hand. 
34 Tr. : Minute hand. The long hand is called minute hand Minute 
hand. Clap for him. 
35 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
36 Tr. : The short hand. Fa to table no so. The short hand. Yes Alante 
Emilia. 
37 Emilia.: Hour hand 
38 Tr. : All of you. 
39 Chn.: Hour hand. 
40 Tr. : Clap for her. 
41 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
42 Tr. : Hour hand. After seeing the minute hand and the hour hand. 
Then we are going to work with the clock.. After knowing the minute and 
the hour hand then we are going to work with the clock. We have clock 
one, clock two, clock three. Look at the board and when I finish you will 
tell me the time. You see? 
43 Chn.: Yes sir. 
44 Tr. : Good. [Manipulates clock hands to read new time] 
45 Chn.: Talk together and watch teacher. 
46 Tr. : Alright we have ** Yes, I have seen the hands up. Clock one, 
clock two, clock three. Alright clock one, what's the time? Clock one. 
Serwah Collins what's the time? 
47 Serwah.: Five o'clock. 
48 Tr. : Serwah Collins what's the time? 
49 Serwah.: Five o'clock! 
50 Tr. : Yes it's five o'clock. Clap for her. 
51 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
52 Tr. : The time is five o'clock. Five o'clock. Clock two. Edith if you 
won't sit down I will not call you. You just put up your hand and I will call 
you. Clock two. Abrafi Margaret. Abrafi. 
53 Abrafi.: One o'clock. 
54 Tr. : Osei Prince. Yes. 
55 Chn.: [No response]. 
56 Tr. : Yes Odame Daniel. Odame Daniel! Odame Daniel! 
57 Odame.: [No response]. 
58 Tr. : Bawuah Doris. 
59 Doris.: Twelve forty five 
60 Tr. : Bawuah Doris 
61 Doris.: Twelve forty five 
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62 Tr. : Clap for her. 
63 Chn.: [Clapping] 
64 Tr. : Now the last clock. The last one. Dapaah Doris. The last one. 
The last one, the last one. Yes Amos, Amos. 
65 Amos.: Eleven thirty. 
66 Tr. : Eleven thirty. Clap for her. 
67 Chn.: [Clapping] 
68 Tr. : And so these are the clocks. Clock one is five o'clock, five 
o'clock. Clock two, twelve forty five. Clock three, eleven thirty. Alright. 
These are the clocks. Then you see the clocks on the table. Then we are 
going to work practical. You are going to tell me the time. When I call you 
and say set the clock to two o'clock, then you set it and let me see. They 
have, one, three clocks. Three different clocks on the table_ Three different 
clocks on the table. This is clock one, clock two, clock three. Alright clock 
one. This is the setting hand. This is the setting hand. Alright Odame Daniel 
set the clock, any of the watches to six o'clock.. Six o'clock. Six o'clock. 
Yes it is to six o'clock 
69 Odame.: Walks to teacher's table and picks clock one 
70 Tr. : Six o'clock. They are three you can change it. Six o'clock. Yes 
you. Six o'clock. 
71 Chn.: [Laughing ]. 
72 Tr. : Yes come and help. Juliana come and help 
73 Chd.: Salomey 
74 Tr. : Give it to Juliana. Sit down. 
75 Odame.: [Goes to take his seat]. 
76 Tr. : Six o'clock 
77 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
78 Juliana.: [Goes to the board ] 
79 Tr. : Yankyera, six o'clock 
80 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
81 Tr. : Yes come and help 
82 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
83 Tr. : Six o'clock. 
84 Int. : Me pa wo kyecw, madam si wo anya hohoD. 
85 Tr. : WD ntenase, meba seesei a. * * * * * * ** Six o'clock. No. 
[draws six o'clock on the bb] You see. [Sets one of the clocks to six 
o'clock] This is six o'clock. These are Roman numerals. So when you are 
counting I stands for one. I as you are saying is a Roman numeral. More 
over you can indicate. There is no space here. enti enno waa ne se cbs ys 
a na wode ko. Na saa. 
86 Chn.: [Laughing ]. 
87 Tr. : Alright ysbs kDso ahws. Four o'clock. Four o'clock. Yes 
Vivian four o'clock. Maso. Yes four o'clock. 
88 Vivian: Sets the clock and shows it to teacher. 
89 Tr. : Ka kyere won. Se enno waa nono. Is it four o'clock? Wo 
gyede se enno waa nono? Yes Amos. Soho na wo nyc nkyers wo. 
Four o'clock. Oh! [Leaves class to meet a police officer relation on a visit]. 
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90 Chn.: [Talking together] * * * * * * * * ** 
91 Tr. : [Comes back] Four o'clock. 
92 Chn.: Teacher wode lip ha sei na wode aba. 
93 Tr. : Four o'clock. 
94 Clue.: Wode lip ha sei na wo asane aba. 
95 Tr. : Alright, wo ati. Alright, we go on. One o'clock. 
96 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
97 Tr. : Dapaah, one o'clock. one. 
98 Chn.: [Talking together] 
99 Dapaah.: Sets the clock to one o'clock. 
100 Tr. : Clap for her. 
101 Chn : [Clapping]. 
102 Tr. : Very good. The last one, nine o'clock. Bawuah, nine o'clock 
103 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
104 Tr. : Nine o'clock, nine o'clock 
105 Chn.: Sets the clock to nine o'clock. 
106 Tr. : Clap for her. 
107 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
108 Tr. : Very good. Alright then we come. Look at our time. Page sixty 
three Page sixty three. Our time. Yes. alright, we have four watches 
109 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
110 Tr. : Watch one, two, three four. Alright what time is it? Your 
answer will be: It is. Your answer will be: It is three 
111 Chn.: O'clock 
112 Tr. : It is That's all. Alright clock one. Vivian what time is it. 
113 Vivian.: Three o'clock 
114 Chn.: Sir, sir, sir. 
115 Vivian.: It is three o'clock. 
116 Tr. : Again 
117 Vivian It is three o'clock. 
118 Tr. : It is three o'clock. Yes. Then number two. What time is it? 
Osei Kojo. 
119 Osei.: It is two o'clock. Two o'clock. 
120 Chn : [Laughing ]. 
121 Tr. : Yes [Points to another child]. 
122 Chd.: It is one o'clock. 
123 Tr. : It is one o'clock. 
124 Chn.: Clap. 
125 Tr. : Clock three. What is the time? Florence. 
126 Florence: It is twelve forty five. 
127 Tr. : It is twelve forty five. Number four. What is the time? 
128 Chn.: It is nine thirty. 
129 Tr. : It is nine thirty. Alright then I am going to change the dialogue 
of the figures again. 
130 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
131 Tr. : I want every one to know how to read the clock. We have. 
This is twelve. Look at the board. This is twelve. Hwc board no so. cfiri 
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ha eba no nyinaa ye sixty minutes, sixty seconds. Sixty seconds make one 
minute. 
132 Chn.: Sixty seconds make one minute. Sixty seconds make one 
minute. [self initiated action]. 
133 Tr. : Sixty minute one hour. We have sixty seconds, kc, ks, kcs 
sixty. one minute and sixty minutes one hour. So we small, small, small 
dots, one, two, three, four, five! They give us five minutes. And when you 
have five times twelve is sixty. enti dill ha yi a na ekD be to ha eye one 
hour. One hour no worn sixty minutes. Sixty minutes no, wokys mu 
mmeinu a. Sixty wokys mu mmeinu a eye sen? Sixty wokys mu 
mmeinu efa ye sen? 
134 Chn.: eye thirty. 
135 Tr. : Thirty. enno nti ne mmeinu ma wo sen? Half, half, one. Half 
past ten, half past four. Tie no yiye. Wahunu wD npe se wD ka se the 
time is eleven thirty. The time is twelve thirty. He says half past eleven, half 
past eleven. Me se den? 
136 Chn.: Half past eleven. 
137 Tr. : Again. 
138 Chn.: Half past eleven. 
139 Tr. : Again 
140 Chn.: Half past eleven. 
141 Tr. : Half past eleven. Again. 
142 Chn.: Half past eleven. 
143 Tr. : A minute half past eleven. Half past eleven. Na ckyerc se abD 
sen? . Half past eleven. Na ekyere se abD sen? Watch no abD sen? Yes, 
yes. 
144 Chn.: Eleven thirty. 
145 Tr. : Mo mmD mu nsam ema no. 
146 Chn.: [Clapping] 
147 Tr. : Half past eleven. Na ekyere se abD eleven thirty. enti w 
ntimi nkase eleven thirty wose half past eleven. wp ka pc na wo a hunu 
se eye eleven thirty. Alright, enno nti yede wei ato nkyen. Afei ebio, WD 
ye a, wobe hunu se. ebe turni aba se aka sixty nso, aduosia wo kye mu 
enan a, hwan na ebetumi akyc mu? Sixty wo kye mu enan a, answer ye 
sen? Yes Ansa Gladys 
148 Gladys.: Twenty 
149 Tr. : Sixty wo kye mu enan a. Yes. 
150 Chd.: Sir, ten. 
151 Tr. : Sixty wo kye mu enan a. Dabi. Atta. 
152 Chn.: Fifteen. 
153 Tr. : Fifteen, ye mo mmD mu nsam mano. Ye mo ahunu se 
akwadaa ketewaa mpo atimi aka. Akwadaa ketewaa paa watimi aka 
fifteen. Fifteen no nso ye nkase fifteen minutes to, fifteen minutes . Ye ka 
se quarter to. Quarter past. Quarter to. Mo nyinaa mo nka. 
154 Chn.: Quarter past/ Quarter to [simultaneous production]. 
155 Tr. : Again 
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156 Chn.: Quarter to 
157 Tr. : Again 
158 Chn.: Quarter to/ Quarter past 
159 Tr. : Again 
160 Chn.: Quarter past 
161 Tr. : Quarter to. Quarter past. Again. 
162 Chn.: Quarter to. Quarter past 
163 Tr. : Again 
164 Chn.: Quarter to. Quarter past 
165 Tr. : Again 
166 Chn.: Quarter to. Quarter past 
167 Tr. : Again 
168 Chn.: Quarter to. Quarter past 
169 Tr. : Nti yc kasc quarter to nba Ekyerc sun? Quarter to na aka 
sen? Na aka scn na abD. Aka scn? Quarter to na aka ssn? 
170 Chn.: Fifteen minutes. 
171 Tr. : Mo MUD mo nsam ma no 
172 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
173 Tr. Amos, quarter to, na aka ssn? 
174 Amos.: Fifteen minutes. 
175 Tr. : Fifteen minutes Na aka fifteen minutes ansa na abD. Quarter 
past. Quarter past eight. Na Ekyerc SE abD scn? Quarter past eight kyerE 
se abD ssn? Yes Quarter past eight. Yes 
176 Chn.: [Inaudible I. 
177 Tr. : Quarter past eight. Yes. ss quarter past eight na abD scn? Yes 
Quarter past eight na abD sun? Yes. 
178 Chn.: Eight fifteen. 
179 Tr. : Eight fifteen Eight fifteen. Hwg no yiye o! Nea me kyert wo 
nyinaa no sc wo sua no yiye a wobc kp JSS Enoa na wo bE sua. Enoa 
na wode bckD SSS. cnoa na wobc sua wp SSS wode bskP university. 
Nti SE wo sua no yie a! When you build a good foundation noa, then you 
are gone 
180 Chn.: [Laughing ]. 
181 Tr. : So that is quarter to, quarter past. Afei aka adec baako. Tie 
no yiye. Wig! Ma ka se half past, quarter to, half past, quarter to. Hwc 
ufiri cdunum Ede ba ha nom no. YE ukase fifteen minutes to twelve. 
Fifteen minutes to one. Fifteen minutes a, quarter to one, quarter to four. 
Quarter to five. Dcbia dee npaninfop ka nono. Wo kD kD hwc watch 
mu na se aka minti dunum, ana sc aka minti [minute] du. Efiri minti 
du ckD kp si du no, ana five minutes to ana minti unson na abp Edopn 
no. YE kasc Ennoa ne quarter to, twenty to ten to. Ebi ne quarter to one, 
quarter to one, aka fifteen minutes, ten minutes a, ten to one, five minutes 
to one, two minute to one. Afei ycbc hwc nea wa sua no so. Page sixty 
three, page sixty three hp. No, watch one. Wo nim a me se ma wo nsa 
so. Me mpc SE wo bE kasa. Wo ma wo nsa soa, mbuba hp. Watch one. 
Me so me hwc me dec no. 
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182 Chn.: 
183 Tr. : 
esoro ana efam? 
efam , efam. Wo ehunu se worn a number aka si eight. 
Watch one. Watch one no me pe se wo be kan no borpfo mu akyere me. 
Kan no borpfo se deg me kyerew board no so no. Sedee me twerew 
board no so no. Yes watch one, Kan me tea. 
184 Chn.: [Inaudible 1. 
185 Tr. : No watch one. Emilia 
186 Emilia.: It is one thirty. 
187 Tr. : It is one thirty Is it one thirty? Watch one. No it is not one 
thirty. Is not one thirty. Yes 
188 Chd.: Eight thirty 
189 Tr. : Yes watch oue. Yes. 
190 Chn.: Twelve thirty. 
191 Tr. : It is. 
192 Chn.: It is twelve thirty. 
193 Tr. : It is twelve thirty. It is twelve thirty. It is twelve thirty. Twelve 
thirty no yebe sane aka no borpfo mu se sen? Ma kyere mo. Me npe se 
wo ka no twelve thirty. Me pe se wo kano borpfo noa me kyere wo no. 
Wobe ka no sen? Twelve thirty yebe ka no borpfo mu sen? Yes Osei 
Kojo. 
194 Osei.: Thirty minutes to twelve. 
195 Tr. : Yes thirty minutes to twelve. Saa? Twelve thirty no? Dee me 
twerew WD board sown no. Half past no wo yira fi! Nti eye sen? Yes. 
196 Chd.: Half past twelve 
197 Tr. : Yes 
198 Chn.: Half past twelve. 
199 Tr. : Half past twelve. BD wo nsam ma no 
190 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
201 Tr. : Half past twelve. Number two. Number two. Yankyera Fosua 
202 Fosua.: Half past nine. 
203 Tr. : Number two. Yes 
204 Chd.: Half past nine o'clock.. 
205 Chd.: It, it, it 
206 Chd : It is 
207 Tr. : It is 
208 Chn.: It is nine o'clock. 
209 Tr. : It is nine o'clock. 
210 Chn.: [Clapping][Not instructed] 
211 Tr. : It is nine o'clock. Number three, number three. Odame, Odame 
210 Odame: It is two fifteen. 
211 Tr. : Again. 
212 Odame.: It is two fifteen 
213 Tr. : It is two fifteen. Number four. Yes Hagar 
214 Hagar.: It is seven o'clock. 
215 Tr. : It is seven o'clock. It is seven o'clock. Alright, I want 
somebody to put the minute and hour hand on this. Mese me pe se obi be 
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draw sc abD eight ma ycnhwc. Eight, eight o'clock. Yes Dapaah. Eight 
o'clock. centre. Ye ma ysnhwc sc abD eight o'clock. 
216 Dapaah.: [Goes to the board, but unable to reach the circle to use] 
217 Tr. : Ma me yc no fam. Ma me yc no fam ma wo. 
218 Chn.: [Talking together] 
219 Tr. : Quiet. Ye se abD npn wDtwe. Ma me nhws. Eight o'clock. 
220 Chd.: [Goes to insert hands to let it read eight o'clock] 
221 Tr. : It is 
222 Chn.: Eight o'clock. 
223 Tr. : Again. 
224 Chn.: Eight o'clock. 
225 Tr. : No 
226 Chn.: It is eight o'clock. 
237 Tr. : It is eight o'clock.. Alright. Five o'clock. Odame. Five o'clock. 
Wo, wo noa wobe abs ye bi sc wa mua wo ano a, wobe yc bi. Five 
o'clock. 
228 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
229 Tr. : Twers ma yen kan Yes. It 
230 Odame: It is five o'clock. 
231 Tr. : Four thirty, Four thirty. Emilia. Four thirty. Four thirty. 
232 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
233 Emilia.: [Goes to the board ]. 
234 Tr. : It is. 
235 Emilia.: It is four thirty .. 
236 Tr. : It is four thirty. Six o'clock. Six o'clock. Six o'clock. [Points 
to a child ]. 
237 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
238 Tr. : Wei snyc den. 
239 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
240 Tr. : It 
241 Chn.: It is six o'clock. 
242 Tr. It is six o'clock. So the whole thing is when you know where 
the hour hand is. When you know where the minute hand is. Then you 
finish. 
243 Int. : Should I send my questionnaire? 
244 Tr. : When you know where the hour hand is. When you know 
where the minute hand is Then you finished. That is that. Twelve o'clock, 
six o'clock. That is that. 
245 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
246 Tr. : So you draw quarter to eight. A quarter to eight or fifteen 
minutes to eight. A quarter to eight. A quarter to eight, quarter to eight. 
247 Chn.: [Working and Talking together] 
248 Tr. : [Points to a child ]. 
249 Chn..: [Goes to the board and draws] 
250 Tr. : Are you sure quarter to eight. Who said no? Quarter to eight. 
Yes Emilia. Quarter to eight. Quarter to eight. 
251 Int. : [Noise from another class ] 
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252 Tr. : Are you sure? Look at that. No. Quarter to eight. Now I know 
quarter to eight. Yes Yankyera. Quarter to 'eight. 
253 Yankyera: [Draws] 
254 Tr. : No. Quarter to eight Yes. Quarter to eight. 
255 Chd : [Draws] 
256 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him 
257 Chd : [Clapping] 
258 Tr. : Quarter to eight. Alright. 
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APPENDIX 5 (37) TJ: English 
LESSON : THIRTY SEVEN 
SCHOOL : WA PARA- MILITARY PRIMARY 
CLASS : P3 
SUBJECT: ENGLISH (READING COMPREHENTION) 
TOPIC : FINDING LOST ARTICLES 
TEACHER: "TJ " 
DATE : 22ND MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : Under. 
2 Chn.: Under. 
3 Tr. : Under. 
4 Chn.: Under. 
5 Tr. : Under. 
6 Chn.: Under. 
7 Tr. : Under. 
8 - Chn.: Under. 
9 Tr. : Behind. 
10 Chn.: Behind. 
11 Tr. : Behind. 
12 Chn.: Behind. 
13 Tr. : Lake. 
14 Chn.: Lake. 
15 Tr. : Lake. 
16 Chn.: Lake. 
17 Tr. : Mine. 
18 Chd.: Mine. 
19 Tr. : Mine. 
20 Chn.: Mine. 
21 Tr. : Hurry. 
22 Chn.: Hurry. 
23 Tr. : Hurry. 
24 Chn : Hurry. 
25 Tr. : Find. 
26 Chn.: Find. 
27 Tr. : Find. 
28 Chn.: Find. 
29 Tr. : Cupboard. 
30 Chn.: Cupboard. 
31 Tr. : Cupboard. 
32 Chn.: Cupboard. 
33 Tr. : Cupboard. 
34 Chn.: Found. 
35 Tr. : Found. 
36 Chn.: Found. 
37 Chn.: Found. 
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38 Tr. : Dear. 
39 Chn.: Dear. 
40 Tr. : Dear. 
41 -Chn.: Dear. 
42 Tr. : Pillow. 
43 Chn.: Pillow. 
44 Tr. : Pillow. 
45 Chn.: Pillow. 
46 Tr. : Alright, go! 
47 Chn.: Under, behind, late, hurry, cupboard, found, dear, pillow. 
48 Tr. : Dapaah Doris come here. Come here. Quickly. Come here. 
Yes. 
49 Dapaah: Under behind, late, hurry, cupboard, found. dry 
50 Tr. : Dear 
51 Dapaah: Dear, pillow. 
52 Tr. : Alright who can pronounce it? Gyimah Richard. Gyimah 
Richard. Yes. 
53, Gyimah: Under, behind, late, mine, hurry, cupboard, found, dear, pillow. 
54 Tr. : Clap for him. Very good. 
55 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
56 Tr. : Who can try again? Yes Emilia 
57 Emilia: Under, behind, late, man, hurry, cupboard, cupboard ,found, 
dear, pillow. 
58 Tr. : Clap for her. 
59 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
60 Tr. : Alright, last one. Last one. Yes last one. What's your name? 
61 Chd.: Rose Asantewaa. 
62 Tr. : Rose Asantewaa Yes. 
63 Rose: Under, behind, late, mine, hurry, cupboard, found., 
64 Chd.: Dear 
65 Rose: Dear, pillow. 
66 Tr. : Clap for her. 
67 Chn.: [Clapping] 
68 Tr. : Very good. Yes a darling thing. Under. When we say under, 
under, under. Alright. My book . The book is under the table. The book is 
under the table. The chalk is under the table. Under. The duster is under the 
table. You see, under. Under, alright Dapaah Doris Yes. Mhum under. Use 
in a sentence. 
69 Dapaah: The duster is under the table. 
70 Tr. : Come and do it. Do it before you say it. Dapaah Doris. Yes. 
71 Dapaah: [Puts the duster under the table and says]:The duster is under 
the table. 
72 Tr. : Yes, the duster is under the table. Clap for her. 
73 Chn.: [Clapping] 
74 Tr. : Yes under. Yes come. Mhum. Quickly. Under 
75 Chd.: Under the table 
76 Tr. : Yes. 
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77 Chn.: [Puts the book under the table and says]:The book is under the 
table. 
78 Tr. : Osei Kojo Again. 
79 Chn.: The book is under the table. 
80 Tr. : Yes, the book is under the table. Clap for him. 
81 Chn.: [Clapping] 
82 Tr. : Yes under. Last one. Yes last one. Yes Odame Daniel 
83 Odame.: [Puts the chalk under the table and says]:The chalk is under the 
table. 
84 Tr. : The chalk is under the table. The chalk is under the table. 
Alright we go on. Behind, behind, behind, behind, behind.. I am standing 
behind the cupboard. I am standing behind the cupboard. I am standing 
behind the wall. I am standing behind the wall. I am standing behind the 
table. Behind. Yes Emilia. 
85 Emilia.: [Stands behind a table and says]: I am standing behind the table 
86 Tr. : Clap for her. She is standing behind the table. 
87 Chn.: [Clapping] 
88 Tr. : Yes Vivian 
89 Vivian.: [Stands behind a chair and says]: I am standing behind the 
chair. 
90 Tr. : Yes you are standing behind the chair. Yes your name. 
91 Chd.: Grace Agyapong. 
92 Tr. : Grace Agyapong. Yes behind. 
93 Grace.: [No response]. 
94 Tr. : Behind, Charles Opoku. Yes. 
Opoku.: Behind the wall. 
97 Tr. : I am 
98 Opoku.: [Stands behind a wall and says]: I am behind the wall. 
99 Tr. : I am. Yes Akoto, Akoto! 
100 Akoto.: [Stands behind a wall and says]: I am standing behind the ball. 
101 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
102 Tr. : You are standing behind the ball. Thank you. Alright. Late, 
late, late. I am late for school. The children are late for school. Kojo is late 
for school. My teacher is late for school. Yes late. Yes, yes, Vivian. 
103 Chn.: My late for school today. 
104 Tr. : I am late for school today. 
105 Chn.: I am late for school today. 
106 Tr. : Yes I'm late for school today. Odame Helena. Yes. 
107 Helena: Teacher ni no ay& late. 
108 Chn.: [Laughing ]. 
109 Tr. : Yes? [Points to another child]. 
110 Chd.: The children are late. 
111 Tr. : The children are late. Clap for her. The children are late. 
Alright, mine, mine. This is mine book. This is mine book. This is mime 
pen. This is mine pen. This is mine stick. This is my stick. Yes Mutala. 
112 Mutala.: This is * mine book. 
113 Tr. : Try again. Mutala. Yes, yes 
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114 Mutala.:. This is mine book. 
115 Tr. : Yes, this is mine book. Now he is showing the book. Yes your 
name? 
116 -Chn.: Dora Serwah 
117 Tr. : Yes Dora Serwah. 
118 Dora.: This is my pen. 
119 Tr. : Yes this is my pen. Yes Dapaah Doris 
120 Doris.: This is my bag. 
121 Tr. : This is my bag. This is my bag. Alright, hurry, hurry, hurry 
means quickly. Hurry the children are hurry. Hurry to school. Kofi is hurry 
to school. Ama is hurry to church. Kojo is hurry to church. Yes hurry. Yes 
Serwah Juliana. Yes hurry yes. Be attentive. Yes Dapaah Doris. 
122 Chn.: Hurry up. 
123 Tr. : Hurry up. Hurry up. Clap for her. 
124 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
125 Tr. : Hurry up. Hurry up. Hurry up. Then find, find. I find my pen. I 
find my pen. I find the stick. I find the stick. Find, Helena. 
126 Helena.: I find mine pen. 
127 Tr. : I find mine pen. Clap for her. 
128 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
129 Tr. : Akoto, find 
130 Akoto.: I find my book 
131 Tr. : I find mine book. Yes Afram 
132 Afram.: I find my dress. 
133 Tr. : I find mine dress. Cupboard, cupboard, cupboard, cupboard, 
cupboard. This is a cupboard. The books are in the cupboard. The chalk is 
in the cupboard. The bag is in the cupboard. Juliana Serwah cupboard. 
134 Helena.: The cane is in the cupboard. 
135 Tr. : The cane is in the cupboard. When you see your cane. This is a 
stick. The cane is in the cupboard. Yes Helena Anoky; cupboard, 
cupboard 
136. Anokye: The pen in the cupboard. 
137 Tr. : The pen is in the cupboard. 
138 Anokye.: The pen is in the cupboard. 
139 Tr. : The pen is in the cupboard. Yes. 
140 Chd.: The book is in the cupboard. 
141 Tr. : The book is in the cupboard. Alright found. Found my book. 
Kojo has found his book. Dear, dear me. Pillow, pillow, pillow. This is 
what? 
142 Chn.: Pillow. 
143 Tr. : Pillow. This is a pillow. The pillow is on the 
144 Chn.: Table. 
145 Tr. : The pillow is on the table. The chalk is on the 
146 Chn.: Pillow 
147 Tr. : Pillow. The book is on the 
148 Chn.: Pillow. 
149 Tr. : Alright, pillow. Yes Florence. Yes Mhum. 
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150 Florence : My pillow is sleeping. 
151 Tr. : Pillow, pillow. Yes. 
152 Chd.: My pillow is the table. 
153 Tr. : My pillow is on the table. 
154 Chd.: My pillow is on the table. 
155 Tr. : My pillow is on the table. Yes. 
156 Chn.: My bag is on the table. 
157 Tr. : Pillow 
158 Chn.: My pen is on the table. 
159 Tr. : No, no pillow, pillow. Yes Vivian. 
160 Chn.: My pen is on the pillow. 
161 Tr. : My pen is on the pillow. That is you put the pen on the pillow. 
Alright. It's alright. What's that? Sit down. Alright then we are going to 
read. Unit seven. Open to unit seven. Unit seven. Alright, open there. 
Ramatu, stand up. Read unit seven, unit seven. 
162 Ramatu.: Aha EnyE Enno wa. 
163 Tr. : Yes louder. 
164 Ramatu.: Unit seven. Page twenty one. I can't find it. Maame Mansah: 
Sasu, isn't it time for school? It's now twenty past eight. Sasu: Yes it is 
Mummy. I am late for school today. Maame Mansah: Hurry up. Put on 
your shirt and go to school. 
165 Tr. : Yes sit down. Put on your shirt and go to school. Continue. 
Put on your shirt and shorts and go to school. Yes Emilia continue. Yes sit 
down. Mhum 
166 Emilia.: Sasu: Mummy please 
: Look at this. Yes. 
168 Chn.: Sasu: Mummy please, have you seen my pen? I can't find it. 
Maame Mansah: Where did you put it yesterday? I put it on the table but it 
isn't there now. Maame Mansah: Look for it again. Sasu: I am very late 
mummy. I must go please. Maame Mansah: Wait a little. Yes I will 
mummy. Mummy Mansah goes to the children's room and comes back 
169 Tr. : Yes. Maame Mansah goes to the children's room and comes 
back. Alright, what you have read. It says it is talking about " I can't find 
it ". You can't find what? My pen. Alright in the passage we have Maame 
Mansah, Sasu and they are conversing. They are talking. Alright. 
170 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
171 Tr. : Turn to page twenty two, page twenty two. Yes. We continue 
reading. Maame Mansah here it is. I found it under your pillow. Yes 
Dapaah Doris. 
172 Dapaah.: Maame Mansah here it is. I found it under your pillow. Sasu: 
Thank you very much Mummy. Now I can go to school. Good bye. 
Mammy Mansah: Goodbye Sasu. Four days later Sasu's sister too could 
not find her book. Ofosua: I can't find my book, Sasu have you seen it? 
Sasu: No I haven't. Where did you put it yesterday? Ofosua: On the 
cupboard. But I can't find it. Is in the. Is in your bag? 
173 Tr. : Is it in your bag? 
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174 Dapaah.: Is it in your bag? Sasu: No, it isn't. Looks for it in the 
cupboard. Ofosua looks in the cupboard. Sasu: Yes, is there? 
175 Tr. : Is it there? 
176 Dapaah.: Is it there? Ofosua: NO, it isn't. Oh dear what shall I do? 
177 Tr. : Very good. Sit down. Oh dear! What shall I do? Alright, what 
you have read you are going to answer these questions. You are going to 
answer these questions. Alright turn to page twenty four. Page twenty four, 
page twenty four. Yes. Question (a) : What did Maame Mansah say to 
Sasu? Answers. (a) She said, `Isn't it time for school ?' (b) She said, `Isn't it 
time for breakfast ?' (c) She said, `Isn't it time for play ?' Yes. Anokye 
Helena, She said. 
178 Helena.: She said, `Isn't it time for school ?' 
179 Tr. : Very good. Clap for her. 
180 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
181 Tr. : She said, `Isn't it time for school ?' Yes, Maame Mansah was 
telling Sasu, " Sasu , isn't' it time for school ?" "Isn't' it time for 
breakfast ?" "Isn't it time for play ?" Then Maame Mansah said, "isn't it 
time for school ?" Number two. What did Sasu put on? What did he put on. 
(a) His belt and hat. (b) His socks and shoes. (c) His shirt and shorts. 
Gyimah Richard 
182 Gyimah: His shirt and shorts. 
183 Tr. : Clap for him. 
184 Chn.: [Clapping] 
185 Tr. : His shirt and shorts. Sasu put on his shirt and shorts. Question 
three. What did Ofosua say to her brother? Answer (a) She said, `I can't 
find my dress' (b) She said, ` I can't find my book.' (c) She said, ` I can't 
find my shoes.' Bawuah Doris. 
186 Bawuah.: She said ` I can't find my book.' 
187 Tr. : Clap for her she is correct. 
188 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
189 Tr. : She said ` I can't find my book.' It seems you have got all you 
studied. Yes that is very good. The last one question four. What did Fosua 
found under her table? (a) An old book. (b) A yellow book. (c) A new 
book. What did Fosua found under * Yes 
190 Chd.: New book 
191 Tr. : Your name, your name. 
192 Chn.: Dora Serwah 
193 Tr. : Dora Serwah, yes. 
194 Serwah.: A new book 
195 Tr. : A new book. She found a new book. The last question. Where 
were the children going? Where? Where were the children going? Where 
were they going? (a) To church. (b) To school. (c) To hospital. Juliana 
Serwah. 
196 Juliana.: To school. 
197 Tr. : To school . The children were going to school. This shows you 
really understood what you had been reading. Alright, alright. 
198 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
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199 Tr. : Last reading. Page twenty three. Yes Gyimah. Sasu page 
twenty three. Yes. 
200 Gyimah.: Sasu: Look round the sitting room. Did you bring it home 
yesterday? Ofosua: Yes I did. Now, now, now. 
201 Tr. : Let's. 
202 Gyimah.: Let's look under the table. Ofosua: Looks under the table. 
Ofosua: Eh! 
203 Tr. : Ah! 
204 Gyimah.: Ah! Here is my book! She looks at it. Oh no! It isn't. ** 
205 Tr. : Sasu 
206 Gyimah: Sasu 
207 Tr. : Why? 
208 Gyimah: Why? 
209 Tr. : Why? 
210 Gyimah.: Why? Why? 
211 Tr. : Let me see it 
212 Gyimah.: Why, let me see it. Ofosua looks at the book. It's book three. 
Ofosua: Yes it's book three but my is new. Is it eh, Sasu look under the 
cupboard and 
213 Tr. : Sees 
214 Gyimah.: Sees a book. 
215 Tr. : Alright, Sasu looks under the cupboard and see a book. Last 
reading, last reading. Joyce. Sasu. Stand up. Put the book. Put the book. 
Yes Sasu Mhum. 
216 Joyce.: Sasu: Ofosua look 
217 Tr. : At that 
218 Joyce.: At that. It, it, it book three and it new. It's your book. Ofosua 
219 Tr. : Takes 
220 Joyce.: Takes the book and look 
221 Tr. : At it 
222 Joyce: At it 
223 Tr. : Ofosua 
224 Joyce.: Ofosua: Yes it's mine 
225 Tr. : Thank you. 
226 Joyce.: Thank you very much. 
227 Tr. : Sasu. 
228 Joyce: Sasu. 
229 Tr. : Not. 
230 Joyce: Sasu not at all Ofosua come. 
231 Tr. : Come along. 
232 Joyce Come along. 
233 Tr. : Let's. 
234 Chn.: Let's Let us go to school. We are late. 
235 Tr. : Thank you. Alright. Those who did not have the opportunity to 
read I hope next time you will also read. Those who will not get the chance 
to read , next time you will also read, loud to our hearing 
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236 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
237 Tr. : Alright, what we are going to do is. We are going to make 
sentences as you have been doing with the words. I will do it. The pen is 
under my table. Eh, the pen is under the this thing. We are going to make 
sentences, put them on the paper. We are going to write. You are going to 
write it. Example [Writes on the board] 
238 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
239 Tr. : The pen is under the table. Say the word under. The pen is 
under the table. Yes who can make another sentence. Yes mine is a pen. 
Don't use the pen. sfa pen no sba. Ka wode&. The pen is under the table. 
Yes Serwah 
240 Serwah: The book is under the table. 
241 Tr. : The book is under the table. The book . So here you write the 
book. 
242 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
243 Tr. : Under the table. Yes, under. Yankyera. 
244 Yankyera: The chalk is under the table. 
245 Tr. : The chalk is under the table. Chalk. Yes Dodoo Kwame. 
246 Dodoo.: The ball is under the table 
247 Tr. : The ball, the ball [Writes on the board] The ball is under the 
table. Ball last one. Amos, Amos. 
248 Amos.: The pencil is under the table. 
249 Tr. : The pencil is under the table. The pencil. This week you 
understand the word under. This week you know the word under. He is 
under the table. Under the table. Under. Behind, behind, behind. I am 
250 Tr +Chn.: The table 
251 Tr. : I am standing behind the table. I am standing behind the 
blackboard. I am standing behind the wall. Boateng Collins come up. 
Boateng Isaac. Yes. Behind come. Yes Angelina behind 
252 Angelina: I am standing behind the chair. 
253 Tr. : Again. 
254 Angelina: I am standing behind the chair 
255 Tr. : Yeah, you are standing behind the chair. She is behind it. 
Behind the chair. Amos. 
256 Amos.: I am standing behind the cupboard. 
257 Tr. : Again. 
258 Amos.: I am standing behind the cupboard. 
259 Tr. : I am standing behind the cupboard. Odame. 
260 Odame: I have stand behind the chalk. 
261 Tr. : No you can stand behind the chalk. &nys correct Yes Vivian. 
262 Vivian: I am standing behind the bad boy. 
263 Tr. : Again. 
264 Chn.: I am standing behind the bell boy. 
265 Tr. : Yes, that's all . Alright that is that. Thank you. There, we are 
going to write the words. Fa Ingrishi [English] no bra. English 
266 Chn.: Ya kyeky& ama yc. 
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267 Tr. : 
no ntEm. 
Ya kyekyE ama mo? Ka wo ho ye wei ntEm. Obia ntwerE 
268 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
269 Chd : ebi ne yei? 
270 Tr.. : 
again. 
[Distributes children's books]. Tenase. Tell her you won't do 
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APPENDIX 5 (38) TJ: Science 
LESSON THIRTY EIGHT 
SCHOOL- WA PARA- MILITARY PRIMARY 
CLASS P3 
SUBJECT ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 
TOPIC KINDS OF ANIMALS 
TEACHER " TJ " 
DATE 28TH MARCH,1996 
1 Tr. Look at the board. Read this one. Yes. 
2 Chn. Erementary science. 
3 Tr. Not ermentary but elementary science 
4 Chn. Elemen.. tary science. 
5 ' Tr. Again. 
6 Chn. Elementary science. 
7 - Tr. : Under the elementary science we have what? Yes. 
8 Chd. Animal. 
9 Tr. Animal. Yes say it. 
10 Chn. Animal 
11 Tr. Animal 
12 Chn. Animal 
13 Tr. : Very good. Sit down. Right. Now on the book with you open 
at page 5, page 5. page 5, page 5. 
14 Chn. : Open to page 5. 
15 Tr. : Page 5. Olivia don't be silly. Page 5. Animal alright. 
16 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
17 Tr. : Under the heading we have animals. Then we are going to 
kinds of animals or classes, kinds 
18 Chia. : [Talking together]. 
19 Tr. : We have kinds or classes of animals. Classes. Kinds, classes of 
animals. Ye ka kinds a 
20 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
21 Tr. : Kinds anaa classes. Hwc nfoni no. Page 5 
22 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
23 Tr. : Ye bsbubi smmoa noa 6WD mu no din. Wo tumi bi no 
borDfo wo tumi by no Twi. smmoa no, ysbD din. 
24 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
25 Tr. : Yes Vivian Boateng by bi din. 
26 Vivian.: Bird, bird. 
27 Tr. : Boateng Vivian! 
28 Vivian.: Bird! 
29 Tr. : Bird, bird ,bird sys aboa bsn? Bird. Yes Abrafi 
30 Abrafi.: Annoma. 
31 Tr. : Birds, by bi din. 
32 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
33 Tr. : Bird, annoma. Yankyera Akosua. 
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34 Akosua.: Odwan. 
35 Tr. : Odwan, odwan. Yaa ne borDfo mu yc ka no sen? Odwan 
ne borpfo yc ka no scn? 
36 Chd. : Abirekyie 
37 Tr. : Odwan ne borpfo yc ka no scn? 
38 Chn. Sheep. 
39 Tr. : Sheep, sheep. 
40 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
41 Tr. : Hwc mu o! Hwc nfoni no mu. Yes Bawuah George. 
42 George.: Monkey. 
43 Tr. : Monkey, monkey, monkey. Yes Akoto Hanna. cdcn na wo 
hunu wo mu? 
44 Hanna.: Snake. 
45 Tr. Snake, snake, snake, snake. Yes hwc mu bio Dapaah Doris. 
46 Chn. Lizard. 
47 Tr. Lizard. Lizard. Lizard. 
48 Chn. [Talking together]. 
49 Tr. : Saa cmmoa yi a ya bP din no, cscsc wo hunu ne Twi. Sc 
mo nim? 
50 Chn. : Yes sir. 
51 Tr. : Lizard, cnsaa yc. Rebecca 
52 Rebecca: Enephant. 
53 Chd : Elephant. 
54 Rebecca: Elephant. 
55 Tr. : Elephant, elephant, elephant, elephant, elephant. Yes cnsaa 
yc. Emilia. 
56 Emilia. : Torkey 
57 Tr. : Turkey, turkey ,turkey, turkey. Asa? 
58 Chn. No sir. 
59 Tr. Very good. Yes, your name? 
60 Chn. Rita Gyimah 
61 Tr. Rita Gyimah, Yes. 
62 Chn. : Snail. 
63 Tr. . Snail, snail, snail, snail. Yes snail. There is snail there. Ziraffe, 
ziraffe, ziraffe, ziraffe, the ziraffe. Pig, pig and the rest. Is alright. These are 
the look on the board. These are the animals so far in the book. But you, more 
animals. We crow, crow, starling. We have blue bird, we have donkey. We 
have hippopotamus. We have antelope. We have rat. In our home we have a 
cat. We have a dog. We have a hen or cock. These are animals in the house. 
All these animals. They are found in the forest. Saa cmmoa yi nyinaa yc 
hunu bi wiram. Ychunu bi fie. Afei ye by mmoa, ycbe bP mmoa wDm 
wp ye fie. cfie ychunu wDm fie bi din. Felicia ka wo ho by baako din. 
Felicia, Felicia! cmmoa ychunu wDm fie. 
64 Chn. : AkokD. 
65 Tr. : Akokj. WD se AkokD ychunu fie. Ampa. Ychunu fie. cc, 
Atta, by cmmoa ychunu nono fie no bi din. 
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66 Chn. : okraman 
67 Tr. : Dkraman, okraman, Dkraman. Mese wo ma wo nsa soa, na wo 
him mea me nfi b wo. Wo an hws me kora na me ps a mbs frs wo. Agartha 
Mhum. 
68 Agartha.: okra. 
69 Tr. : okra. Obi nhws me, mbs frs no. okra. Ruth. smmoa ychunu 
wDm wo fie. 
70 Ruth. : Odwan 
71 Tr. : Odwan, Odwan 
72 Chn. Sir 
73 Tr. . Emmoa yshunu womfie. Saa smmoa ys hunu wpm swD fie. 
Afei yshws ys. smmoa wDm ne... Wom ne smmoa. These are the animals. 
Yshunu wDm mo. Afei smmoa yi ysbs hws ssdes wom se tes. sbi woho a na 
wowo ntakra sbi woho a nhwi. cbi woho a, na wDwD hunam. Ys bshws 
smmoa wom snhwi, snhwi, Enhwi. 
74 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
75 Tr. : Fur animal family. Wom a, smmoa snhwi na swD wDm ho. 
/Fur f-u-r/. Fur animal family. Ys bshws smmoa wDm w- snhwi. snipa 
nhwi, odwan wo nhwi. Nipa nhwi no des ys ka no hair. Aboa nhwi ys ka 
no fur. sys Afram, smmoa swD nhwi no bi ne des swD he? 
76 Afram. : okra. 
77 Tr. : okra, cat, cat, okra cat. Ramatu. 
78 Ramatu.: Monkey. 
79 Tr. : Monkey, monkey, monkey.. Osei Kojo Prince 
80 Osei. . Cow 
81 Tr. : Cow. Yaw Opoku obi fra wo. Cow. Yankyera. 
82 Yankyera: okraman. 
83 Tr. : okraman. Ys ka ne borofo ssn? 
84 Chn. : Dog 
85 Tr. : Dog, dog. Nboa no bi hyehys nwiram. Ysn lo nwiram so. Ysn 
ko smmoa swD wiram no a swD nhwi. smmoa swD wiram no bi. Yes 
Serwah Bonsu, smmoa swo wiram no. 
86 Chn. : Sir, sir 
87 Serwah.: Adowa. 
88 Tr. : Adowa, Adowa, Adowa. Antelope. Yes smmoa swo wiram 
no. 
89 Chd. Kusie 
90 Tr. Kusie ya ka ne borofo sen? Kusie ysfis no san? Rat mo 
nyinaa. 
91 Chn. : Rat 
92 Tr. Rat 
93 Chn. Rat 
94 Tr. Again 
95 Chn. Rat 
96 Tr. Rat 
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97 Chn. : Rat 
98 Tr. : Aboa bi to SE kusie wDwD nhwi. Aboa bi to SE kusie wDwD 
nhwi. Aboa bi wD di sen? Rebecca. 
99 Rebecca: Amokua. 
100 Tr. : Amokua. Squid!. squirrel. squirrel Amokua. Enys wp no nko. 
011 Chn. Sir, sir. 
102 Chd. : Opuro. 
103 Tr. Opuro nyinaa family. Squirrel. Adowa, Enno akyire. 
Afei ysba Emmoa wDm ntakra. Feather animals 
104 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
105 Tr. : Emmoa ys ntakra. Emmoa yE w-D ntakra. Yes Yankyera 
106 Yankyera: Akok. 
107 Tr. : Akok, akok_, hen. Dapaah. 
108 Dapaah. : Kwakwadesbi. 
109 Tr. : Kwakwadesbi, crow, crow, crow, crow. Yes Abrafi. 
110 Chn : Dabodabo. 
111 Tr. Dabodabo, duck, duck, starling, aseserewa 
112 Chd. : Ntomtom. 
113 Tr. : Obi se ntomtom, Ntomtom ntakra? 
114 Chn. : No sir. 
115 Chd. : Yes sir. 
116 Chn. : [Laughing J. 
117 Chd. : Enne yie. 
118 Tr. : Ntomtom des no yE ntakra anaa ataban? 
119 Chn. Ataban 
120 Tr.. : cimo snys ntakra. Hen crow, crow, duck, duck, stallion, 
sparrow. 
121 Chd. Ako. 
122 Tr. Ako. 
123 Chn. Parrot. 
124 Tr. Parrot. 
125 Chn. [Talking together]. 
126 Tr. Bluebird 
127 Chn. [Talking together]. 
128 Tr. : Afei yskD Emmoa wDm des no Enys nhwi, Enys ntakra na Emo 
cys dsn? 
129 Chn. shono 
130 Tr. shono, scale, scale 
131 Chd. Snake. 
132 Tr. : Obi se snake. Mo. Scales, Yes Yankyera. 
133 Yankyera: snwa 
134 Tr. : snwa, snail 
135 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
136 Tr. : Akoto. 
137 Akoto.: Akyekyedes. 
138 Tr. Akyekyedes. Tortoise. Rebecca 
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139 Rebecca: Giraffe 
140 Tr. : Gyimah 
141 Gyimah.: Koten. 
142 Tr. Koters, lizard, lizard, lizard. Yaw Eric bra. Yaw Eric wo nka 
bi. 
143 Eric. DWD 
144 Tr. DWD. Mhum, sys fa snno to hp. Afei na meba. Afei na ysbs 
sua ales no paa. Ya hunu saa nnesma yi. smmoa wPm nhwi, Emmoa 
wDm w ntakra, smmoa wDm wi hono. Wei ne saa smmoa ye. Wei ys 
practice. Afei na ys bskp sdsn, ssdes wDm si nantes. Saa smmoa, sbi nante, 
sbi so ysdsn? 
145 Chn. sbi wiawia. 
146 Tr. sbi wia, sbi ysden? 
147 Chn. sbi hurihuri. 
148 Tr. : sbi so hurihuri. smo. Ye hurihuri. Afei mebP ss aboa ben na 
shun na wo ama wo nsa so. Aboa ben na ww huris? Na wo ama wo nsa so. 
'sys. 
149 Chn. [Talking together]. 
150 Tr. smmoa sys a wDm nante ana se wp hurihuri ys. Dodoo 
Kwame, Dodoo Kwame. 
151 Dodoo.: Odwan 
152 Tr. : Odwan, odwan Phurihuri anaa se wP nante? Odwan, goat. 
Vivian aboa ben snna wpm wia ana SE Dhuric? 
153 Vivian.: Aponkyersne. 
154 Tr. : Aponkyersne tumi huri, cane frog. Aboa kesee a wp turni 
huri ana se ww turni nantes. 
155 Chd. : Nantwie. 
156 Tr. : Nantwie, cow, cow, cow. Rebecca. 
157 Rebecca: Dsono. 
158 Tr. Dsono. Elephant. He mo nsore hp. Mo nkc. Mo nsore nfiri 
hp. 
159 Chn. [Talking together] 
160 Tr. Elephant. Yes Felicia. 
161 Chn. Nwa. 
162 Tr. Yes 
163 Chn. : Dtwe. 
164 Tr. Dtwe, antelope, antelope 
165 Chn. Sir, sir, sir. 
166 Tr. snna saa smmoa bsberee ka ho. Ysde be si ha. snye snno nko 
na yetis ys. 
167 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
168 Tr. Crawling. Worn a ye wia, ye wia. Crawling animal. smmoa 
so a ye wia. Yeboah. 
169 Yeboah.: enwa. 
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170 Tr. : snwa, enwa wi wia anaa ss tene? Snail, tortoise. 
Akyekyedes 
171 Chn. Crab. 
172 Tr. Kankabi, kankabi, millipede. 
173 Chn. [Talking together]. 
174 Chd. Nyanyankyers. 
175 Tr. Snake, scorpion, lizard. 
176 Chd. Centipede. 
177 Chd. Gyae kasa. 
178 Tr. Centipede. Mo, sakasaka. 
179 Chn. Gyae kasa. 
180 Tr. Crab.. 
181 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
182 Tr. : Dodoo. emmoa yc wiawia no. Dodoo Ebi ne des swD he? 
183 Dodoo.: DWD 
184 Tr. : DWD. Ramatu emmoa ys wiawia no sbi ne des swD he? 
185 Ramatu.: Sonsono. 
186 Tr. : Sonsono, earthworm, earthworm. Afei ye nhws. smmoa 
wDm tuo. Flying animal. Ys tuo. Boateng Vivian. 
187 Vivian. : Bird. 
188 Tr. : Bird. bird, bird. Akoto. Yes. 
189 Akoto. : Dabodabo. 
190 Tr. : Dabodabo, duck Dabodabo tu? Duck. Rebecca bs ka bi 
ma ysn tie. Ka woho. Rebecca. 
191 Rebecca: AkokD 
192 Tr. Akokk, cock w-p nso wD tu pa, pa, pa na wD 
193 Chn. [Talking together]. 
194 Tr. Okyere Darko, Yes Mhum. 
195 Chn. - Ka ye. Ka. 
196 Tr. : Elizabeth. 
197 Okyere : Anka me bska. 
198 Tr. : Anokye. 
199 Anokye: Ntomtom. 
200 Chn. : Sir, sir, sir. 
201 Tr. : Yes. 
202 Chn. Kwakwadsbi. 
203 Tr. Kwakwadsbi. Crow, crow, crow. 
204 Chn. . Sir, sir, sir. 
205 Tr. : Obi aka ntomtom. Mate nso me nfa. Mate obi aka ntomtom. 
Me nfa. Tie, fa wo nsa to hD. Obi ka ntomtom, me nfa. Ntomtom no wD tu 
nso ys den? 
206 Chn. : WD ka. 
207 Tr. Seesei sdcn ho assm na ys ka ye? 
208 Chn. emmoa wpm we ntakra. 
209 Tr. snunoa cho assm na ys ka ye. Ntomtom no ww tu nso ys nfa 
nkaho. efa bi no wD ys aboa. Ys wD animal kingdom cnna ye w-D insects 
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kingdom. WD no w= ys aboa ysde no fra insects sntaban boa mu. sys. Afei 
ysbs tboa, swimming, swimming. Asee ne ssn? 
210 Chn. Wo sdware nsuo. 
211 Tr. l : smmoa sdware nsuo mu. Swimming animals na yspe emmoa 
sdware na ysps. Agartha. 
212 Agartha.: Duck. 
213 Tr. : Duck, duck, dabodabo odware duck. Ramatu 
214 Ramatu.: Animal 
215 Tr. : Ramatu! 
216 Ramatu.: Animal 
217 Tr. : Ramatu, Bonsu. 
218 Bonsu. : Fish 
219 Tr. : Fish ,fish, fish. 
220 Chn. [Talking together]. 
221 Tr. Fish, Yeboah 
222 Chn. Aponkyersne. 
223 Tr. AponkyerEne, frog. Mmo. Frog, frog. Yes 
224 Chd. ApatrE 
225 Tr. Apatrs, ne nyinaa ye fish. Ys wD fish locust. Abrafi. 
226 Abrafi. : Nsonsono. 
227 Tr. Nsonsono. 
228 Chd. . Nkonkon. 
229 Tr. Nkonkon, sys. stb mmrs bi a DWD WD turni dware. 
230 Chn. [Talking together]. 
231 Tr. etD brsbia, crocodile, crocodile 
232 Chd. Onini. 
233 Tr. Onini, python, python, python. Mino. 
234 Chn. [Talking together]. 
235 Tr. sys. Mei creeping, creeping, se wo ye den? Creeping ases ne 
sen? Creeping. Ya wo ys den? 
236 Chn. : [Inaudible ] 
237 Tr. : Dabi. The child, the child. The little child creeps. The baby 
is creeping. Baby. Yes. 
238 Chn. : Nipa WD hys yefum. 
239 Tr. Dabi. Baby ye den? 
240 Chn. . Akwadaa. 
241 Tr. Akwadaa be ye sen? 
242 Chn. Akwadaa ketewaa. 
243 Tr. : The baby is creeping on the ground. Na ekyere sen? 
244 Chn. Dwiawia. 
245 Tr. Mmo! )(cps nboa ye wia, smmoa ye wia. Dwiawia. smmoa no 
bi ne des swD he? Abrafi. 
246 Abrafi. : Dwia. 
247 Tr. : Dwia, Dwia, Dwia ne din de Dwia nanso Dnwiawia. WT no 
des wD tu. Me pe smmoa ye wiawia. Yes Agartha. 
248 Agartha.: enwa. 
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249 Tr. : Nwa, nwa, snail 
250 Chd. : KDtD. 
251 Tr. : KDtD. Crab. 
252 Chn. [Talking together]. 
253 Tr. . Mhum. 
254 Chn. Tortoise. 
245 Tr. Tortoise 
256 Chn. Snake 
257 Tr. Yes Ramatu. 
258 Chn. Snake 
259 Tr. : Snake, snake 
260 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
261 Tr. sys, nnsma no doDso. Ys ys no kakrakakra. syE. YEn wies. 
Dec Edikan ya hunu smmoa no . Ya hunu smmoa bia wDm EwD nhwi, wDm 
swD ntakra, wDm EwD shono. Afei yaba Emmoa wDm hurihuriE, w-Dm a ye 
nantet, wDm a wDm wiawia, wDm a wDm tuo, wDm a wrn dware. Afei 
. ysbe sE smmoa no, saa mmoa no Ebi wDh a yE woD. Ebi w-hD a ycn 
two. Wo bE bD bi din akyerc me. Animals that lay eggs. Animals that 
produce young ones. YEbE ka nmmoa, Emmoa, hwt board no so, wo be hwt 
manim. Naa wa ka nmmoa yaa, wDm deE ys wowoD a, kwan ben na w=-1 
faso wowoD. EN ne tese akokD. Hwan na Enim akokD? Mmo, akok=. Eye. 
akokD ys den na wa awo? 
262 Chd. : Wto kosua. 
263 Tr. : Hee! Mete sE wo kasa, mbe pam wo a$ri ha. Akok w 
yedsn na w EwoD? Yankyera. 
264 Yankyera: Wo ma no nkosua na wa butu so. 
265 Tr. : Akokp enti saa. Akok= yeden na w-D Ewop? Ramatu. 
266 Ramatu.: WDto 
267 Tr. : Eden? 
268 Ramatu.: WDto kosua na wa hwane. 
299 Tr. : WDto kosua. Mmo. WD to kosua. Na akok no baa no. 
wDbe yedsn ansa na wa to kosua? Yes Dbe yeden ansa na wa to kosua no? 
Agartha? 
270 Agartha.: Mmsmaa foro no 
271 Tr. : BEmaa be foro no. Bemaa bE foro no ansa na wa to kosua no. 
BEmaa foro noa, na wa to kosua no. Obi bebisa se, master, teacher, bsmaa 
foro noa, Ebsye den na wa to kosua no? BEmaa foro noa DvvD biribi a ysfi E 
no se sperm, sperm mu nyinaa mo nka. 
272 Chn. : Sperm. 
273 Tr. Sperm 
274 Chn. Sperm 
275 Tr. Saa sperm no, Ebe k> Dbaa no ho, ansa na wa nya kosua no. 
Saa sperm no, ye nipa nso ye bi. Onipa so w-D bi. Onipa biara wDwD 
nkwa bi. Aboa bia WD bi. Saa na wDm nso eforo Dbaa, wbe ma no 
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sperms. Saa sperms no na Ebs ys saa nnoPma no. snti akokP bsmaa bs foro 
Dbaa no na wa nya sperms. Na wa ysdEn? 
276 Tr+Chn.: Na wa to kosua. 
277 Tr: : Wa to kosua. eE, emmoa ye bubDbubD wDm din yi, meps ss 
wo bp Emmoa bia, akokp nkaho, wDm a woto kosua ansa na wDm awoP. 
emmoa bsn na staa to kosua? Ss wo yi akokP firi hP a. Yes. 
278 Chd. Koters. 
279 Tr. KoterE. Mo mm= mo nsam ma no 
280 Chn. [Clapping]. 
281 Tr. : Koters to kosua. es Yeboah Emanuel, aboa bsn saa? 
282 Yeboah.: Aponkyerene. 
283 Tr. : Aponkyerene. Mo mmp mo nsam ma no. 
284 Chn. : [Clapping]. 
285 Tr. : Frog, frog wP to kosua. se, wpn wies. Me turni kass me 
mmuae koraa. Me, me kp. Aboa bsn na sto kosua bio? Yes.. 
286 Chn. Akonfsm. 
287 Tr. Akonfem. Mo mmp mo nsam ma no. 
288 Clin. . [Clapping]. 
289 Tr. Aboa bEn na sto kosua bio? Yes. 
290 Chn. : Akokphwedee. 
291 Tr. : Akokphwedes. Mo mmp mo nsam ma no. 
292 Chn. [Clapping]. 
293 Tr. . sbi wphp obi nbp yE. Aboa bi ne ho wp hono nso wpto 
kosua. Ne ho wp hono. Me nps sir. 
294 Chd. : Sir. 
295 Tr. : Emilia aboa bEn nea? 
296 Emilia : Denkyem. 
297 Tr. Denkysm. Mmo! DenkyEm. Nti 
298 Chn. [Talking together]. 
299 Tr. Aboa, aka aboa baako shein. 
300 Chd. : Dabodabo. 
301 Tr. Dabodabo, ne nyinaa ys aboa. Aka baako Yes Sefa 
302 Chn. Dpranimire. 
303 Tr. DwD, snake 
304 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
305 Tr. : Eye saa mmoa yi 
306 Chn. [Talking together]. 
307 Tr. Saa mmoa yi nyinaa to kosua. Na wP to kosua na ays dsn? 
308 Chn. Na ahwane 
309 Tr. Na ahwane, ansa na wa nya mma. Enno des mo ma ys nhws, EE 
310 Chn. [Talking together]. 
311 Tr. . WPm soa, smmoa wDm des wDm snto kosua nanso wDm 
ewowo. Mo be bP bi din ma matie. WPm ys nto kosua nanso wo be hwe na 
wa awo. WPn des wP nto kosua wo bs hws na wa awo. Ramatu sbi ne des 
swD he? 
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312 Ramatu. : Adanko. 
313 Tr. : Adanko. Hare, hare. 
314 Chd. : Rabbit. 
315 Tr: : Rabbit, rabbit, cat. Yes, adanko. Bawuah. 
316 Bawuah.: Aduwii. 
317 Tr. : Aduwii, Osei Bonsu. 
318 Bonsu. : Fish. 
319 Tr. : Fish. BD wDm a ewo fie bi din. Osei Kojo. 
320 Chn. okra. 
321 Tr. okra, Emanuel. 
322 Chn. okraman. 
323 Tr. Dkraman. Sc emmoa yi 
324 Chn. [Talking together]. 
325 Tr. : Cat, cow, saa mmoa, saa mmoa yi, tie ha. Saa mmoa yi kwan 
ben so na wpm fa. so Ewowp? Wo nim a ma wo nsa so. Saa mmoa yi wonim a 
pagya wo nsam. Adanko, okra, okraman, sc. ye ka asem a tie. okra, kusie, 
mo ntie, saa mmoa ye wpm yE den na wDm ewowo? 
326 Chn. Sir, sir, teacher, sir. 
327 Tr. : Yes, bE ka kyere me. Wom ye dun na wDm EwowD? 
328 Chn. BEmaa foro wom. 
329 Tr. Bemaa foro wom. Worn bemaa no eforo no, na wa awoo? Na 
me bisa mo se enti, EE Dkraman, SE wa hunu Dkraman da? 
330 Chn. Yes sir. 
331 Tr. okraman baa, sE nantwie foro noa wo be ewo? 
332 Chn. No sir. 
333 Tr. : HE tie! He nantwie bemaa, nantwie bemaa o! Enna okraman 
Dbaa. Nti nantwie bemaa no foro pkraman Dbaa noa wo ne ewo? 
334 Chn. Wo ne ewo/wobe ewo [simultaneous production] 
335 Tr. Tie no yiye o! 
336 Chn. WD ne ewo/wobe swo WD ne ewo/wobe ewo. 
337 Int. Obi frs wo. 
338 InT. enne hwan? 
339 Int. . Me papa 
340 InT. Wo dee kp 
341 Tr. Tie, se bemaa foro noa, wo be ewo anaa se wo ne ewo? 
342 Chn. Wobe ewo/Wo ne ewo. 
343 Tr. ebi se wobe zwo. Emilia adn -nti na wo ne Ewoo? 
344 Emilia. Nantwie no mu wo duru sine Dkraman no. 
345 Tr. Nantwie no mu wo duru sine okraman no. eye. 
346 Chn. Wobe ewo/Wo ne ewo. 
347 Tr. Yeboah adEn zrti na -11ezwoD? 
348 Yeboah.: Ne mu wo duru sine okraman no. 
349 Tr. : enye enno na wa kano? 
350 Chn. Sir, sir, sir. WDbe ewo/Wo ne ewo. 
351 Tr. Aden nti na w ne ewoo? 
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352 Chd. : Wp foro noa wP be wuo 
353 Tr. : Hee ka nyansa s&m ma y&n tie. &b& y& ds&n nti na wp ne 
ewoD? 
354 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
355 Tr. : &hein, b& ka ma y&n tie. Sore bra b& ka kyer& me. Sore. Mhum. 
356 Chd. : sny& ne ho aboa bi nono. 
357 Tr. : Mmo! &nye ne family nono. Tenase. Wp ne nono Efiri abusia 
baako. 
358 Chn. : [Talking together]. 
359 Tr. : Wp ne nono nyinaa efiri abusia baako, anno nti wp ne &wo. 
360 Chn. : &ny& ne ho nipa bi nono 
361 Tr. : enye abòa nono. anno nti nantwie Entumi &nkp foro pkraman. 
Na DkramanDkraman etumi &k= foro koter&, &sass, koter& yed6n? aforo 
koters, nantwie aforo nantwie, odwan &foro odwan, Dkraman aforo pkraman 
ansa na wa y& dan? 
362 Tr+Chn.: Wa awo. 
363 - Chn. : [Talking together]. 
364 Tr. : Mmo, afei mo ahunu sedes wpm se tes no. 
365 Chn. : Yes sir. 
366 Tr. : Afei de& etwa top na ye lcp yi o! Des etwa top. Ye wies a na 
asa. Food aye den? 
367 Chn. : Fufuo. 
368 Tr. : Eei! 
369 Chn. [Talking together]. 
370 Tr. Aduane a saa emmoa yi yedie. Yede bs fiti ha. Aduane a 
pkraman &die. Bp ma me ntie. Pkraman. 
371 Yeboah.: Abete&. 
372 Tr. Abates. mo mnD mo nsam sma no 
373 Chn. [Clapping]. 
374 Tr. : Boakye Eric. pkra aduane a wD die. Ka woho. 
375 Eric. : Fufuo. 
376 Chn : [Talking together] 
377 Tr. Hee! WD di fufuo. WD di fufuo. Odwan, Osei Bonsu. Odwan 
&den na wodie? 
378 Bonsu : Dwi bankye hono 
379 Tr.. : Pwi bankye hono. Nantwie, Akoto. &duane a wodie. 
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APPENDIX 5 (39)TK: English 
LESSON : THIRTY -NINE 
SCHOOL : WA PARA- MILITARY PRIMARY 
CLASS : P4 
TEACHER : " TK " 
SUBJECT : ENGLISH LANGUAGE (READING COMPREHENSION) 
TOPIC : MAAME ASABEA'S STALL 
DATE 15TH MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : We are going to read Maame Asabea's Stall. All of you. 
2 Chn.: Maame Asabea's Stall 
3 Tr. : Again. 
4 Chn.: Maame Asabea's Stall 
5 Tr. : Well these are the words in the passage. These are the words in 
the passage. I have written it on the board. Now we are going to read it. If 
you can, put up your hand and I will call you. Do you understand? 
6 Chn.: Yes Madam. 
7 Tr. : Okay. Well, who can tell me the first word? Yes Daniel. 
8 Daniel: Maame 
9 Tr. : All of you. 
10 Chn.: Maame 
11 Tr. : Again. 
12 Chn.: Maame 
13 Tr. : This one. Mary. 
14 Mary: Daughter 
15 Tr. : Again. 
16 Mary: Daughter 
17 Tr. : Daughter. All of you. 
18 Chn.: Daughter. 
19 Tr. : Again. 
20 Chn.: Daughter. 
21 Tr. : This one Ernestina. 
22 Ernestina: Dui . 
23 Tr. : Speak louder. 
24 Ernestina: y. 
25 Tr. : Again. 
26 Ernestina: Buy 
27 Tr. : All of you. 
28 Chn.: Buy. 
29 Tr. : Again. 
30 Chn.:. 
31 Tr. : This one. Gloria. 
32 Gloria: Plantain 
33 Tr. : If you speak , speak louder, hein? 
34 Gloria: Plantain 
35 Tr. : Plantain, all of you. 
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36 Chn.: Plantain 
37 Tr. : Again. 
38 Chn : Plantain 
39 Tr. : This one 
40 Chn.: Fingers. 
41 Tr. : All of you. 
42 Chn.: Fingers. 
43 Tr. : Again 
44 Chn.: Fingers. 
45 Tr. : This one Florence. 
46 Florence: Fish 
47 Tr. : Fish, all of you. 
48 Chn.: Fish. 
49 Tr. : Again. 
50 Chn.: Fish. 
51 Tr. : This one Mary. 
52 Mary: There. 
53 Tr. : Again. 
54 Mary: There. 
55 Tr. : All of you. 
56 Chn.: There. 
57 Tr. : This one, yes. 
58 Chn.: Bottle. 
59 Tr. : This one. Naomi. 
60 Naomi: Cooking oil. 
61 Tr. : All of you 
62 Chn.: Cooking oil. 
63 Tr. : Again. 
64 Chn.: Cooking oil. 
65 Tr. : And the last word. Naomi. 
66 Naomi: Chalk. 
67 Tr. : No 
68 Chn.: Madam, madam, madam. 
69 Tr. : Yes Abena. 
70 Abena: Salt. 
71 Tr. : Again. 
72 Abena: Salt. 
73 Tr. : Salt, all of you. 
74 Chn.: Salt. 
75 Tr. : Again. 
76 Chn.: Salt. 
77 Tr. : Now when you say morning what are you doing? Morning, if 
somebody greets you in the morning what are you to do? Don't say 
madam, madam. If you can say it put up your hand so that I will call you. 
Yes Kantinka. 
78 Kantinka: Dkyea. 
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79 Tr. : Nipa korn no Dkyea ana sE anepa, Eh, anDpa daughter, 
daughter. Yes, Catherine. 
80 Catherine: [No response] 
81 Tr. : You, daughter. Atta. 
82 Chn.: Awia. 
83 Tr. : No. 
84 Chn.: Oh! 
85 Tr. : Daughter. Yes if you can put up your hand. Yes Agyeman. 
86 Agyeman: Dbaa. 
87 Tr. : Dbaa.. No. If your parents give a birth to eh, a female. 
88 Chn.: Yes madam. 
89 Tr. : Then she is her daughter. Wo Maame ne ba baa. Buy, buy. I 
am going to buy a pen. Now what does buy mean? Ernestina. 
90 Ernestina: TD. 
91 Tr. : TD, aye Sc wo tD biribi. Plantain, plantain. Yes Florence. 
92 Chn.: BorDdec 
93 Tr. : Borjdee. Fingers. Yes three fingers of plantain. Yes Odame. 
94 Odame: Nsa. 
95 Tr. : No three fingers of plantain. We are doing it. ch. We are 
looking at it in the book. Yes. 
96 Chd.: Nsa. 
97 Tr. : No, Daniel. 
98 Daniel: Nsa.. 
99 Tr. : No, we have three fingers of plantain, eh, four fingers of 
plantain, ten fingers of plantain. What does the fingers stand for? Atta 
Agyeman. 
100 Agyeman: Ten 
101 Tr. : No 
102 Chn.: Nineteen 
103 Tr. : No, if you want to buy plantain, you may see that they have 
group them according to eh, fingers, hein? You have three fingers, four 
fingers. May be what? ten, edu, or fifty cedis. NborDdec nbaako, baako a 
cda so no hc! 
104 Chn.: Yes madam. 
105 Tr. : Fish, fish, yes 
106 Chn.: enam 
107 Tr. : No, if you speak, speak louder. Mavies. 
108 Chn.: Adwene. 
109 Tr. : Fresh, fresh. These tomatoes are fresh. What does that mean? 
Abena. 
110 Abena.: Adec a cyc fc. 
111 Tr. : Adec a cyc fc. Bottle, bottle. Yes Asamoah. 
112 Asamoah: ctoa 
113 Tr. : etoa cooking oil, cooking oil. Adu Hanna. 
114 Hanna: Ingo 
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115 Tr. : Okay we use it for cooking. Is a type of oil for cooking. But 
we use palm oil too. Then what about salt? Theresa 
116 Theresa: Enkyene 
117 Tr. : Now we are going to read from the passage. Some body 
should read Fosua and another person should read em, Maame Asabea. So 
I want two people who are going to read this. Odame you are going to read 
Fosua and Atta Agyeman Maame Asabea. When you reach a certain place 
I will call another person to read. So you start. 
118 Odame: Fosua, Good morning 
119 Tr. : Speak louder 
120 Odame.: Fosua. Good morning Maame Asabea. 
121 Atta: Maame Asabea. Good morning my daughter. Can I 
122 Tr. : Can I help you 
123 Atta: Can I help you 
124 Tr. : Fosua 
125 Odame: Fosua. Good morning Maame Asabea. 
126 Tr. : No, continue. 
127 Odame: Fosua. Good morn 
128 Tr. : No, continue. We have finished that place. Continue from here. 
We are continuing 
129 Odame: Fosua, Yes I want to buy some plantain 
130 Atta. : Maame Asabea. How many do you come to buy? 
131 Tr. : The word is want 
132 Atta: Maame Asabea. How many do you, you want to buy? 
133 Tr. : Maame Asabea. How many do you want to buy? Okay, Fosua. 
134 Odame: Fosua. But how many are these please? 
135 Tr. : Read it again. 
136 Odame: Fosua. But how many are these please? 
137 Tr. : How much are they? 
138 Odame: How much are they please? 
139 Tr. : Maame Asabea. 
140 Atta: Maame Asabea. Three fingers for forty cedis. 
141 Odame: Fosua. They are very dear Mama. 
142 Tr. : They are very dear Maame. Yes Fosua. 
143 Atta: Maame Asabea. My plantains are big and fresh. Go round the 
village you will see that my plantains are not dear. They are cheap. 
144 Tr. : Okay, Fosua. 
145 Odame: Fosua. I'm buy ten 
146 Tr. : I'm 
147 Odame: I'm buy eight. Can I take 
148 Tr. : If you read, I say that if you read and there is full stop you 
must stop and rest before you continue. 
149 Odame: Fosua. I'm buy eight. Can I play ten cedis for one fingers 
please? 
150 Tr. : Say one finger, one finger. Okay. We are going to continue. All 
that place. Okay. Daniel.. You must speak louder. Read 
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151 Tr. : Fosua I `11. eight finger. Can I pray, pray ten cedis my one, for 
one finger please? 
152 Atta.: Maame Asabea. I am afraid not. 
153 Tr. : Read that again. 
154 Atta : Maame Asabea I' afraid not 
155 Tr. : Fosua. 
156 Daniel: Fosua. We buy them 
157 Tr. : Well 
158 Daniel.: We well buy, buy. 
159 Tr. : Well 
160 Daniel: Fosua, well and we buy 
161 Tr. : Well who can read better? Yes 
162 Chd.: We shall buy. 
163 Tr. : Fosua. 
164 Chd.: Fosua well buy, well buy you. 
165 Tr. : Mabel. 
166 Mabel: Fosua. We'll buy them 
167 Tr. : Fosua. Well I'll buy them, well I'll buy them Maame Asabea. 
168 Atta: Maame Asabea there you. There you are. Seven fingers for 
eighty cedis. You see, you see I have. 
169 Tr. : Continue 
170 Atta : Sir 
171 Tr. : Added. 
172 Atta.: You see I've added one finger 
173 Tr. : Fosua 
174 Chn.: Fosua. Thank you Maame. Here a 
175 Atta.: Maame Asabea. Thank you my daughter. Do you want 
176 Tr. : Anything. 
177 Atta.: Anything. 
178 Tr. : Do you want anything else? 
179 Atta : Do you, do you want anything else? 
180 Tr. : Okay, turn to page 33. Now I hope you are all following the 
passage. Okay, when we finish we are going to continue it in Twi so that 
you all understand. Do you understand? 
181 Clin.: Yes madam. 
182 Chn.: Okay, Fosua. 
183 Chd.: Fosua, Osei Agyeman 
184 Osei.: Fosua 
185 Tr. : If you read take your time 
186 Osei.: Fosua. yes I want some salt and a bottle of cooking oil. How 
much. How much is eh a kilo of salt? 
187 Tr. : Maame Asabea. 
188 Chd.: Ten cedis. 
189 Osei: And the oil? 
190 Chd.: Maame Asabea. One hundred and. 
191 Tr. : Read. 
192 Chd.: Maame Asabea. One hundred and this. 
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193 Tr. : Thirty cedis. 
194 Chd.: Thirty, thirty cedis a bottle. 
195 Osei: Fosua. I am, I'm em. I'm afraid this is dear. Last, last eh. 
196 Tr. : I'm afraid this is dear. 
197 Osei: I'm afraid this is dear. 
198 Tr. : Last week. 
199 Osei: Last week I bottle. 
200 Tr. : 1 bought. 
201 Osei: I bottle. 
202 Tr. : I bought. 
203 Osei.: One bottle of one hundred and thirty cedis. 
204 Chd.: Maame Asabea. This can be 
205 Tr. : This can't be true 
206 Chd.: This can't be true my daughter. Mine is 
207 Tr. : Rather 
208 Chd.: Rather cheap and this is very good too. 
209 Osei: Fosua. Well, well buy it. 
210 Tr. : Read that again. 
211 Osei: Fosua. Well. 
212 Tr. : Well I'll buy it. 
213 Tr. : Well 1'll buy it. I need. 
214 Tr.. : Must. 
215 Osei: I must give you one hundred and forty cedis, fifty cedis for this 
oil and ten cedis of the salt. 
216 Tr. : For the salt. 
217 Osei.: For the salt. 
218 Tr. : That 
219 Osei. That is one hundred and fifty cedis. There you are. 
220 Tr. : Here 
221 Osei: There you are. 
222 Tr. : Here. 
223 Osei: There you are. 
224 Tr. Here you are. Wo si dcn? Wa gyimi dodo. 
225 Chd : Thank you very much my daughter 
226 Osei.: Fosua. There not 
227 Tr. : Not 
228 Osei.: Not at all 
229 Chd.: Thank you da, Thank you bye 
230 Tr. : Goodbye 
231 Osei.: Thank you and goodbye 
232 Tr. : Thank you 
233 Chd : Goodbye 
234 Tr. : Afei read it. Fosua last sentence 
235 Chd : Fosua. Not at all. Goodbye Not at all. Goodbye 
236 Tr. : Now let's all turn to page 32. Turn to page 32. Okay, we have 
finished the passage. We are going to continue in Twi so that you all 
understand it. Now let's all turn to page 32. Turn to page 32. What Fosua 
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read, hwan na cbc turni ade akD Twi ama yE? Des Fosua dikan kan yE 
no. Good morning Maame Asabea. Mhum. Yes mmo nyE dii na yEntie 
ascm 
237 Chd.: Maame Asabea, Makye. 
23 8 Tr. : Maame Asabea Good morning my daughter. Can I help you? 
Hwan na EkyerE aseE aka Twi? Yes. 
239 Chd.: Maame Asabea, makye oo! 
240 Tr. : Yes obi hwan? 
241 Chd.: Maame Asabea, makye oo! Maame Asabea, makye oo! 
Maame Asabea, makye oo! Me dD, Eye, me ba baa. Wott dcn? 
242 Tr. : Can I help you? Kofi Osei. 
243 Kofi.: Yes 
244 Tr. : Ycka Twi 
245 Kofi.: Twi? 
246 Chd.: Maame Asabea. Makye me ba baa, mbc turni aboa wo? 
247 Chd.: Fosua. Yes I want to buy some plantain. 
248 Chd.: Annie, makye, mepc sc me tD borDdec. 
249 Chd.: Maame Asabea. How many do you want to buy? 
250 Chd.: Maame Asabea wo se wott scn? 
251 Tr. : Maame Asabea. How many do you want to buy? 
252 Chd.: Maame Asabea wo se wotD scn? 
253 2Chd: Fosua. But how much are they please? 
254 Tr. : Mmo to hp mo nka bi. AdEn? YE ka a mo me ases? Hein? 
255 Chd.: Eye scn, scn me pa kyecw? 
256 Tr. : Maame Asabea. Three fingers for forty cedis. Three fingers for 
forty cedis 
257 Chd.: WDse ne boa yc cedi Dha 
258 Chd.: WDse ne boa yc forty cedi. 
259 Tr. : Speak louder. 
260 Chd.: WDse ne boa yc forty cedi. 
261 Tr. : Forty cedis yc ka ne Twi scn? 
262 Chn.: Forty cedis. 
263 Tr. : YE ka ne Twi san! English na ye ka no forty cedis. Wode kD 
Twi a ya ka no sari? Yes 
264 Chd.: Cedi Eduanan. 
265 Tr. : Okay. Fosua. 
266 2Chd.: They are very dear Maame 
267 Tr. : Beatrice 
268 Beatrice: Maame mpa wo kyew mbE turni atD bi? 
269 Tr. : Yes[Points to another child]. 
270 Chd.: Neboa wp den. 
271 Tr. : Speak louder. 
272 Chn.: Neboa WD den. 
273 Tr. : Maame Asabea. My plantains are big and fresh. Abigail. 
274 Abigail.: Maame Asabea. BorDdec no ay& fc. 
275 Tr. : [Points to another child]. 
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276 Chn.: WDse borDdee no Esoso nso eye I's 
277 Tr. : Go round the village. Go round the village. Go round the 
village. 
278 Chd.: Wpse kp kyine kurom ha hwc 
279 Tr. : You will see that my plantains are not dear. They are cheap. 
This row. 
280 Chd.: WDse ne borDdee no neboa cnyc den. 
281 Tr. : They are cheap. 
282 Chd.: WDse ne borDdee no cnyc den. 
283 Tr. : Na mom den? 
284 Chd.: Na mom ne boa wD fo. 
285 Tr. : Fosua. I'm buying eight fingers. Can I pay ten cedis for one 
finger? 
286 Chd.: WDse baako bia yc ten cedis 
287 Chd : WPse borDdee no baako ten cedis. 
288 Tr. : Maame Asabea I'm afraid not. Maame Asabea I'm afraid not. 
Yes. 
289 Chd.: WDse wD suro dabi. 
290 Tr. : Fosua. Well I'll buy them. Well I'll buy them. Hee! 
291 Chd.: WDse okay, wD be tom. 
292 Chn.: WDse okay, wD be tD. 
293 Tr. : Maame Asabea: Here you are. Here you are. Seven fingers for 
eighty cedis. Yes. 
294 Chd.: Dse seven bia cyc eighty cedis. 
295 Chd.: WDse sen na wDpe 
296 Chd.: WDse maame meda wo ase. eye aduakron, aduDwitwe 
nie. 
297 Chd.: WD ka se me dase, pDne, aduDwDtwe no nie. 
298 Tr. : Maame Asabea. Thank you my daughter. Do you want 
anything else? Thank you my daughter. Do you want anything else? HE! 
Wo na wo kasa no? 
299 Chd.: WDse me da wase se wode ama me. 
300 Tr. : Adee a ye kyere asee ye me ye. Mmo dee mo se mo agyimi. 
Mmo ass pas. Kwaseasem nkoa na nipa to ho. Mefa ho ben. Se mmo 
na yede mo kc. 
301 Chd.: WDse wDwD biribi tD bio ana 
302 Tr. : Afei page 33. Fosua. Yes. I want some salt and a bottle of 
cooking oil. How much is a kilo of salt? WDse sen? Maame Panin. 
303 Panin.: WPse wpn tD biribia bio. 
304 Tr. : Yes. I want some salt and a bottle of cooking oil. 
305 Chd.: WDse me tt nkyene cane amiwa 
306 Chd.: How much is a kilo of salt? 
307 Chd.: Ten cedis. 
308 Chd.: Wpse nkyene no yc ten cedis 
309 Tr. : How much is a kilo of salt? 
310 Chd.: WDse nkyene no yc sen 
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311 Chd. : Maame Asabea. Ten cedis, ten cedis. 
312 Tr. : Ten cedis yE ka no scn wD Twi? 
313 Chd.: PDn Enum 
314 Chd.: Fosua. And the oil ? 
315 Chd.: WDse ngo no so yE? 
316 Tr. : Maame Asabea. One hundred and fifty cedis a bottle, one 
hundred and fifty cedis a bottle. One hundred and fifty ycbc ka ne Twi 
sen? Boatemaa. 
317 Boatemaa: Cedi Dha aduonum. 
318 Tr. : I'm afraid this is dear. I'm afraid this is dear 
319 Chd.: WDse weidec neboa WD den. 
320 Tr. : Last week I bought a bottle for one hundred and thirty cedis, 
one hundred and thirty cedis. Last week I bought a bottle for one hundred 
and thirty cedis. One hundred and thirty no yc bEka ne Twi scn? 
321 Chd.: Cedi Dha sere, cedi Dha sere dunum 
322 Tr. : This can't be true my daughter. My is rather cheap. 
323 Chd.: WDse me ba wobua wei des. 
324 Tr. : And is very good too. 
325 Chd.: WDse neboa nyc den Enso cyc soso 
326 Tr. : Fosua. Well I'll but it. I must give you one hundred and fifty 
cedis for the oil and ten cedis for the salt 
327 Chd.: Sir 
328 Tr. : Ehein. 
329 Chd.: Mb& ma wo 
330 Chd.: Mb& ma wo cedi Dha aduonum. 
331 Tr. : And ten cedis for the salt 
332 Chn.: Mmom nkyene no de& mcma wo pDn num. 
333 Tr. : That is one hundred and fifty cedis. Here you are. Enti yE ka 
ne nyinaa bomu no ne ka kc si one hundred and sixty cedis. Afei, 
Maame Asabea. Thank you very much my daughter. Oweic no Ddaa na 
ase, Ddaa na ase. Fosua. Not at all. Goodbye. WDse nka saa. Bye -bye. 
Enna wDm dii nkra. So that's the meaning of the passage. Na de& EkD si 
yE nono. We have some questions. Five questions. We are going to answer 
them. If you can you put your hands up so that I call you. Question one. 
How much did Fosua pay for the plantains? 
334 Chd.: Eighty cedis 
335 Tr. : Question two. What did Fosua say about the plantains? 
336 Chd.: They are very dear. 
337 Tr. : Question three. What did Maame Asabea say about her 
plantains? 
338 Chd.: My, my plantains are cheap. 
339 Tr. : How much did Fosua pay for the salt? 
340 Chn.: Ten cedis. 
341 Tr. : What other thing did Fosua buy? Ernestina. 
342 Chn.: Cooking oil. * * * * * * * ** 
343 Tr. : Pass your books forward. 
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APPENDIX 5 (40) TK: Ghanaian Language 
LESSON : FORTY 
SCHOOL : WA PARA- MILITARY PRIMARY 
CLASS : P4 
TEACHER: "TK " 
SUBJECT: GHANAIAN LANGUAGE (READING COMPREHENSION) 
TOPIC : HWAN NA Yss ADEs? 
DATE : 28TH MARCH, 1996. 
1 Tr. : mines yssan ahyiam bio. ysre beys Twi. Twi no a ycrebsys no 
sys reading. Ysrebs kenkan book. Book no a ysrebs kenkan no ysbs kan 
afin page 22, page 22. Mo abue hD? 
2 Chn.: Yes madam. 
3 Tr. : Enns na ayi no. assm a ysreka afa ho no hwan na obstumi aka 
akyers yen? Assur a ysrebska afa saa page lr no, hwan na Dbs ka akyers 
yen? cwD hp yule pen kPk» n'atwers. M'asan atwers agu board no so. 
Yes Daniel. 
4 Daniel : Hwan na sys ades 
5 Tr. : No. snys hwan na sys ades. Is what? What is this word? 
Wei ycbska no sen? 
6 Chn. : [Talking together] 
7 Tr. : Wonim a pagya wo nsa. Yes Odame. 
8 Odame: Dyes 
9 Tr. : Pyss. Mo mmp mo nsam ma no. 
10 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
11 Tr. : Okay, cnnes Daniel kan, kan. Hwe no yie. 
12 Daniel: Hwan na Dyss ades? 
13 Tr. : Hwan na Dyss ades? mines me yiyi words no bi afin saa 
passage yi mu. Words bi w-D mu a sys a sden kakra. Nti me yiyi bi afin mu 
na ysbobu din ansa na yskan book no, mmo ate des mereka no? 
14 Chn : Yes madam. [followed by Talking together]. 
15 Tr. : Afei obiara nhws book no mu na Dnhws words no a m'atwers 
agu EE blackboard no so na Dnhws book no mu. Words no wD book no 
mu. snti hws book no mu na hws des sgu blackboard no so no sE wo hws 
mu na kan. YE rebs kenkan. 
16 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
17 Tr. : Afei ye rebs kenkan words anaa ss ntwers ys m'atwers agu 
board no so no. Ysrebskenkan no mmaako, mmaako. Dec sdikan no ycbp 
din sen? Yes Daniel. 
18 Daniel: Anwummerc. 
19 Tr. : AnwummerE. Mo mm-) mo nsam mma no. 
20 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
21 Tr. : Anwummerc mo nyinaa nka. 
22 Chn: Anwummerc. 
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23 Tr. : tbio. 
24 Clin.: Anwummert. 
25 Tr. : Wei nsocc! Wo a wo bstumi abp din pagya wo nsa. Odame. 
26 Odame: Nkpmp 
27 Tr. : NkDmD. Mo mmD mo nsam mma no. 
28 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
29 Tr. : NkDmD. Mmo nyinaa. 
30 Chn.: 
31 Tr. : NkDmD. 
32 Chn.: 
33 Tr. : Wei nsott? Yes Collins. 
34 Collins: Kente. 
35 Tr. : No. Musa. 
36 Musa.: KumasifoD. 
37 Tr. : Mo mm= mo nsam mma no. 
38 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
39 Tr. : Afei mo nyinaa nka. 
40 Chn.: KumasifoD. 
41 Tr. : Dec ttD so nsoe? Okay, det etD so nso ysbsbP din 
akyinnyet. Mo nyinaa akyinnyes. 
42 Chn.: Akyinnyet. 
43 Tr. : Na wei nsnF? Os nu. 
44 Osumanu: MmDfra 
45 Tr. : Dabi ysn duru hp. Yeka akyinnyec. Dec ctoa akyinnyes so no 
yebp din stn? Appiah. 
46 Appiah : Odwan. 
47 Tr. : Odwan na egu SOD no? Odame. 
48 Odame: Ada tam. 
49 Tr. : Ka biom. 
50 Odame: Ada tam. 
51 Tr. : Adantam. Mmo nyinaa. 
52 Chn : Adantam. 
53 Tr. : ebiom. 
54 Chn.: Adantam. 
55 Tr. : Wei yi nsoc? Yes Olivia. 
56 Olivia: MmDfra. 
57 Tr. : Speak louder. 
58 Olivia: MmDfra. 
59 Tr. : MmDfra. Mmo nyinaa. 
60 Chn.: MmDfra. 
61 Tr. : Wei yi nsoc? Isaac 
62 Isaac: B»lo 
63 Tr. : Dabi enys b»lo. Oduro. 
64 Oduro.: B»lo bp. 
65 Tr. : Mmo mmD mo nsam mma no. 
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66 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
67 Tr. : Mo nyinaa nka. 
68 Chn : B»lo 
69 _ Tr. : Wei yi nsoE? snnE wontumi nkasa koraa. adsntiara? Daniel. 
70 Daniel.: Nnamfop. 
71 Tr. : Nnamfop. Mino mnD mo nsam mma no. 
72 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
73 Tr. : Mo nyinaa mmonka. 
74 Chn. : Nnamfop. 
75 Tr. : sbiom. 
76 Chn.: Nnamfop. 
77 Tr. : Wei yi nsoE? Benin. 
78 Benin: Ppnkp 
79 Tr. : PpnkD. Mmo nyinaa. 
80 Chn.: PDnkD. 
: 81 Tr. : Na des Etp so nsoE? Gloria 
82 Ernestina: Nnopma. 
83 Tr. : Nnopma. Mmo nyinaa. 
84 Chn.: Nnopma. 
85 Tr. : Wei yi nsoE? Yes Duku Olivia 
86 Olivia: Mmilika 
87 Tr. : San ka bio. 
88 Olivia: Mmilika 
89 Tr. : Hwan na sbska no yiye? Maxwell. 
90 Chn.: Mmirika. 
91 Tr. : Mmirika. Mmo nyinaa. 
92 Chn.: Mmirika. 
93 Tr. : sbiom 
94 Chn.: Mmirika. 
95 Tr. : Odum. 
96 Chn.: Odum. 
97 Tr. : Odum. 
98 Chn.: Odum. 
99 Tr. : Wei yi nsos? Asamoah. 
100 Asamoah: Moaboa. 
101 Tr. : Hs, dabi snys mpaboa. Yes Musa. 
102 Musa.: Mpaninfop. 
103 Tr. : Mmo mmD mo nsam mma no. 
104 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
105 Tr. : Mmo nyinaa mmo nka. 
106 Chn.: Mpaninfop. 
107 Tr. : sbio. 
108 Chn.: Mpaninfop. 
109 Tr. : Des stp so nsoE? Wei yi. Tokuro. Mmo nyinaa. 
110 Chn.: Tokuro. 
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111 Tr. : Ebio. 
122 Chn.: Tokuro. 
123 Tr. : Wei nsoc? Daniel 
124 Daniel: Frankaa. 
125 Tr. : Na deE Etowatowaso nosoc? Odame. 
126 Odame: Moden. 
127 Tr. : Dabi. Florence 
128 Florence: Mmonden. 
129 Tr. : ckaa kakra bi. Hwan na Ebska no yiye? Prince. 
130 Chn.: MmDden. 
131 Tr. : Mmo nunD mo nsan mina no 
132 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
133 Tr. : Mmo nyinaa nka. 
134 Chn.: MmDden. 
135 Tr. : cbio 
136 Chn.: Mmoden. 
137 Tr. : Okay. Word bia ysrebskyerE ases. DeE Edikan no, yskasE 
anwummerE a Enne Edesn? anwummerE Enne Edesn? Doris. 
138 Doris: SE adesasa. 
139 Tr. : Adesasa. Ss adesasa Ebi h= a na adesasa pii nso yEka no 
anwummers? sh! Efiri Eb bsys nn_n mmesnsa korD no yska no 
anwummerE. Ys kyea no anwummerc. Na nk=mmD nsoE? Ss mmo nyinaa 
nso nim nkDmi=. 
140 Chn.: Anne. 
141 Tr. : SE nipa mmeinu ka ascm. KumasifoD. YEkasE Kumasifop na 
skyerE scn? If you know, wonima pagya wo nsa. Maxwell 
142 Maxwell: Wpn a wpte Kumasi. 
143 Tr. : Wn a wpte Kumasi. Na yska ss akyinnyes nsoE? AkyinnyeE. 
Yes Doris. 
144 Doris: Sc wore gye obi akyinnyeE 
145 Tr. : Wanka no yiye. Antwi. HEE! Ye Twi nti morebskasa? 
Mese, wonim a pagya wo nsa na memfrE wo. Wo kasaa msbo wo. Antwi. 
146 Antwi: Sc obi reka assm na wo gye no akyinnyeE. 
147 Tr. : Sc wo ne obi reka assm, ass wonte asee wahunu ahaa na wore 
gye no akyinnyeE. Adantam nsoE? Adantam. Sc obi, wo na se wo 
mmecnsa, dec odi kan no ycka no sen? 
148 Chn.: Dec wpdi akyire. 
149 Tr. : He. Mese wonim a pagya wo nsa. Me kaeE wante? Osei 
Agyeman. 
150 Osei.: Piesie 
151 Tr. : Sen? Collins. 
152 Collins: Meba panyin. 
153 Tr. : Anaass panyin. EnyE meba panyin. Panyin Piesie anaa 
panyin.? Des Etpso mmeinu ysbE ka no sen? Yes Hanna. 
154 Hanna: Kumah. 
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155 Tr. : Dabi. 
156 Chn.: [Laughing]. 
157 Tr. : Appiah. 
158 Appiah: Kakyire. 
159 Tr. : Dabi mese nkwadaa no ys mmesnsa. des dikan no ys 
panyin anaass piesie. des wodi so no ys? Daniel. 
160 Daniel: Ada ntsmu 
161 Tr. : Hum. Ada ntsmu snno na yska no adantam.shi Anaa in fact 
WD no na wDhys nnfinfii. sima des stwa toD so ysfrs no ssn? 
162 Chd.: Kumah. 
163 Tr. : Na st yskass mi=fra nsos? Ss mo a mo mim mmDfra? Eha, 
mua mu dan mu ha mmo yE b»lo nsos? sys agor a ys 
die. sha! Na nnamfo nsos? Okay, ss wo ne obi nam, na dabia monam, 
des mo bsk= bia. Bsbia mobEk=. bia na mo mmeinu na sl=. anno na yska 
no nnamfop. Ppnk= nsos? Ades sys pDnkD ys aboa. Enna ysys no dsn? 
164 Chn.: YE tena ne so. 
165 Tr. : Afei ys toaso. NnoDma, nnoDma. Mmo nim nnopma sh? 
166 Chn.: Yes madam. 
167 Tr. : Mmirika, mmirika nso saa. Odum, odum ys den? 
168 Chn : [Talking together]. 
169 Tr. : WodeE me bsbu. Esther. 
170 Esther: sdua. 
171 Tr. : sdua. Mpanyinfo, mpanyinfoD. Yew munDfra Enna ye w 
mpanyinfop Eh? 
172 Chn.: Yes madam. 
173 Tr. : Tokoro nsoE? Yeka se tokoro a, ades a skwan eye den? 
sdamu Ehe. Frankaa, frankaa. Prince. 
174 Prince: Ghana flag. 
175 Tr. : Dabi yEyE Twi. 
176 Chd : Enno na nka mebs ka 
177 Chn : [Talking together]. 
178 Tr. : Esther 
179 Esther: Ankaa 
180 Chn.: [Laughing]. 
181 Tr. : Dabi, Ghana flag,EhE. Ghana flag. Ne Twi na yska no frankaa. 
Se snys Ghana flag nkoa. AdeE bi wo hD ye timi yE den? Yshim biribi eh. 
Ss wonim biribi. SE book yi mbetumi ahimhim no. shaa! mina mr=den, 
mmDden. Yeka se obi mmDden a EkyerE sen? Afia saa 
182 Afia.: Ss obia ys adec. 
183 Tr. : Obia ys adeE. Okay, afei, afei yahunu saa nnoDma yi 
nnyinaa no na ysbe kenkan book no? 
184 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
185 Tr. : Hwan na Dbstumi a kan des sdikan no. Okay, Odame kan. 
Hys ases kan. 
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186 Odame: Dabi anwummerc. Dabi anwummer&. Ades kP hyia Efa 
ne AsD 
187 Tr. : WDhyia. 
188 Odame: WDhyia saa. 
189 Tr. : WDhvia saa no. 
190 Odame: WDhyia saa no. Wphyia saa no Ddi sukuu 
191 Tr. : WDdii 
192 Odame: WPdii sukuu mu nk.DmmD ma wDm ani gyee. Nkpmmp 
a na 
193 Tr. : sys wDn. 
194 Odame: cyc wPn dc. 
195 Tr. : Koraa. 
196 Odame: Koraa ne b»I bi. 
197 Tr. : A. 
198 Odame: WD ne Kumasefo. 
199 Tr. : Kumasefop. 
200 Odame: KumasefoP. Kumasefop bp 
201 Tr. : BDes 
202 Odame: Bec no ho, bPe& no ho nkpmmD. Efa mo. Efa no, Efa na 
DkDfa saa b»l no ho ascm ba 
203 Tr. : Baec. 
204 Odame: Bae&. 
205 Tr. : Okay, ways ades. mmo mnrnD mo nsam mma no 
206 Chn.: [Clapping] 
207 Tr. : Okay, Hwan na cbc kan Efa? Efa. Daniel 
208 Daniel.: Efa, Efa. Daa ye ne KumasifoD bP b»l no des, m, m, 
me ara, me hunuu saa 
209 Tr. : Sc 
210 Daniel.: Ss me bp b»1 paa 
211 Tr. : Pa ara 
212 Daniel.: Pa 
213 Tr. : Pa ara 
214 Daniel.: Pa ara. SukuufoP no n 
215 Tr. : Nyinaa 
216 Daniel.: Sukuufop, SukuufoD, Sukuufop no nyinaa ka sc mav& 
adec. 
217 Tr. : Mmo mnD mo nsam mma no 
218 Daniel: [Clapping]. 
219 Tr. : Hwan na sbe kan ad&&? Ads& oo! Okay, obi nkan ads&. Odame 
220 Odame: Adcc, Ades. Na mes? Me, na me nsos. Me, me nso me b» 
b»I papaapa.. 
221 Chd : Efa. 
222 Tr. : Daniel 
223 Daniel: Efa. Obi , obiara kaa s& me ycc adec sene wDm a wp b» 
b»l no nyinaa. Wo hunu se ti, ti 
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224 Tr. : HE, wo a kan aduru sene b» b»1 no nyinaa. EyE full 
stop. HwE sE wobE humi ansa na wa toaso. snys hunu, wo ahunu SE. 
225 Daniel: Wo ahunu sE tikya mpo kakyerE, bE kyea me nsam maa 
me mmo, maa me mmo. 
226 Tr. : Wo anhunu se tikya mpo bEkyea me nsam maa me amo 
hum! chein, EwD SE wo kan no saa. Efa. 
227 Daniel.: Madam, EyE AdEE, na aduru ne so 
228 Tr. : AdEE 
229 Odame: AdEE AdEE me nso, me nso me nipa. 
230 Tr. : Me nipa 
231 Odame: Me nso nipa. 
232 Tr. : YE se ase ha ve. Me nso nipa. 
233 Odame: Me nso nipa bEberee ka se. 
234 Tr. : Me yEE. 
235 Odame: Me vEE adeE na. 
236 Tr. : Ebla. 
237 Odame: Ebia wpnte. 
238 Tr. : Wo ante. 
239 Odame: Wo ante. 
240 Tr. : Efa 
241 Daniel.: Efa. Nanso tikya ankyia wo nsam. AsD 
242 Tr. : Wei deE pbaa oo! Hwan na EbE kan Asp? Okay, 
AsD. Me nso ampe a ysbD vE no, nipa pii se meyEE adeE.SE yshwE 
mua, na meysE adeE sene mmo baanu. 
Saa yi danee akyinneE wp Efie hp. Wpgu so regve akvinnec 
saa no na Papa Poku baa hp. Wpbisa wDm des nti wPregye wDm ho 
akyinneE saa. Me wie. SE mekan duru bebia mbe bisa mo deE maduro 
na mmo de mu nsa asisi so. Na wo a wo anhunu no. Na afei na asem 
no yE no sere kwa. Obiara Dg se Papa Poku ka bi ma no. Papa Poku 
mere be ka avEsEm bi akyere mo. Na se motumi kyere me deE WD 
b» mmpden vvp saa asEm yi mu a, me nso mEkyerE mo mmo mu 
deE Db» mmpden agorp ahodop a mmo kPdii ve no mu. AyssEm 
no nie. 
Yese ppanyin bi tena ase. Na DwD mma barima baasa. Na opanin no 
de Opoku. Adantam no de Owusu, Enna akumaa no de Gyasi. Na ne 
maa no nvinaa vE mmpfra pa. Na wDm nyinaa nso nim_pPnkP so 
tena. Na wDm mu biara nso WD ne ppnkp. Dabi ppanyin no ka 
kvere ne mma no SE, PpE se Pkye ne nnopma ma wDm. 
Na mese ppanyin no yefrE no sen? Serwah Adowa. 
243 Serwah: Papa Poku. 
244 Tr. : Papa Poku. Okay. Na ne mma no panyin no de sen? Na 
panyin no de sen? Adjei Doris, 
245 Adj ei.: Opoku 
246 Tr. : Opoku. Mmo mmD mo nsam mma no 
247 Chn. : [Clapping] 
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248 Tr. : snna kumaa no nso de scn? Na kumaa no de sen? Daniel. 
249 Daniel. : Owusu 
250 Tr. : Dabi snys Owusu. Collins 
251 Collins: Gyasi 
252 Chn. : Okay me toaso. Dabi ppanyin no ka kyers ne mma no ss 
pps sc Dkys ne nnopma ma wDm. Nanso Dnhunu des sssss Dde 
nnopma no mu fa ksses nia no. enti ne nnamfo bi ne ne mma no 
nyinaa skD hyia yc. Pka kyers ne mma no ss, pc ss Dhunu wDm mu 
des Dbstumi ays ade keses a cso bi mmaa da. snno nti ,snno nti na 
wafrc ne nnamfo nyinaa aba hP no. pfrss wDm, Dfrss wDm SE wDm 
mbs hws na wpn nkyers ne mma no mu des Dbstumi aye adec na 
Dde ne nnopma mu fa ksses ama no. 
253 Chn.: [Talking together] 
254 Tr. : Dkyerss SE ne mma no mu biara ntena ne ppnkp no so. 
Dyerss wDm odum kcsec bi a csi n'afikyire baabi. Dtoaso ss 
prefhwehws wDm mu des Dbctumi de ne pDnkp no atu mmirika 
ahuri dua no, dua no mu. Opoku huri tena ne pPnkp so. Dde ne 
ppnk_D no nante nkakra, nkakra k» akyire. Afeipde pPnk_D no tuu 
mmirika a smu ys den. Drew aduru odum, Dreys aduru odum no ho 
no, Dde ne peaa w» odum no mu maa Etwaa tokoro ksses bi pues 
akyire. cnti Opoku ne DppnkD no nyinaa wuraa tokoro no mu kpsii 
dua no akyi. Hwan na sbs kan? Odame kan. 
255 Odame : Papa wa ayescm ys des 
256 Tr. : Yi des 
257 Odame: Yi des sys huu paa. 
258 Tr. : Wo kan a sys a kan no ksse. Papa Poku. anti ppanyin no ne 
nnamfo yi bP gyee so, vim!. Afei Owusu nso hurl tenaa ne pDnkp so. 
Dno nso de Dppnkp no tuu mmirika dendenden, aka kakra na 
waduru odum no ho no Dde ppDnlP no huri faa dua no nkpmu bcsii 
fam. shP ara na mpaninyinfop yi sane bP gyee so yiee! ASD. Saa Aye 
scm yi des sys nwanwa pa ara. Ys huri fa odum nkpnmu scn? Papa 
Poku. Adantsm no wiee ne des no. Afei na aka Gyasi. Na Gyasi so ne 
okumaa. Gyasi huri tenaa ne ppnkp so. Dde ne pDnk no tuu mmirika 
kidi, kidi. kidi. Dee wo hunu ys ara ne sc Dde pDnkD no atutu odum 
dua no nyinaa ase na skuta no a Pre him no sc frankaa. Nina no 
nyinaa gyee bum dwane ye, kpsii sc Dde dua no kD too ne papa ne ne 
mpanyinfop anim. Dhimhim odum dua no kptoo ne papa ne ne 
mpanyinfoD anim na Dsers kwan ys. Mpanyinfop yi cb gyee so 
cma hp no nso. 
Opoku tenaa ne pDnk_D so de ne pea b» tokoro sma soues akyire. 
Owusu, Opoku tenaa ne ppnkD so de pea b» mu puee akyire, sma 
WD ne ne ppnkD no nyinaa wuraa mu kD puee akyire. Owusu nso 
tenaa ne ppnk no so cde huri faa odum nkpnmu bssii fam snna Gyasi 
so huri tenaa ne pDnk so de pDnkD no tutuu odum no ase him no sc 
afrankaa de kDtoo ne pavane ne ne mpanyinfop no anim. Papa Poku 
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ano sii IT no, mmofra no bi se Gyasi na Db» mmoden. gbinom se 
Opoku na Db» mmden, gnaa afoforo nso se Owusu na Db» 
mmoden. Na mmo nso WD mu hwan na mmo zyide sE Dmmmden WD 
azoro no mu? 
Okay, ayi no ase, nsEm no asi. Me be bisa mo nsem afin saa nsem yi a me 
kan yE ho. Mmo ntie no yiye. gdikan, abDfra bEn na wDkD sraa Efa ne 
Aso? Abofra ben na woko sraa Efa ne Aso? Abofra no vgfrgE no 
sen? Osei Azveman. 
259 Osei : AdEe 
260 Tr. : AdEE, mmo mmD mo nsam ma no. 
261 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
262 Tr. : Na mese Papa no ne maa ye sen? Na Papa no maa vE sEn? 
Mary. 
267 Mary .: Mmegnsa. 
268 Tr. : Mmecnsa. Mmo m= mo nsam ma no. 
269 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
270 Tr. : Na, gm, Gvasi no wo ne deg Ehe? Gvasi no wo ne deE 
Ehe? Boakye. 
271 Boakye: Kakyire no 
272 Tr. : Anaa se sgn? 
273 Boakye: Kumaa no 
274 Tr. : Anaa SC kumaa. Okay, na Owusu nsoc? Na Owusu nso ne 
des Ehe? Frank 
275 Frank.: Aten ntamu 
276 Tr. : YE nka no aten ntamu. Yekaa sen? Prince 
277 Prince.: Adantemu 
278 Tr. : Ne maa mmeensa no obi nbD emu mmeinu din. emu mmeinu 
din. Na ne maa noye mmeensa, emu mmeinu din. Eshun. 
279 Eshun: Efa 
280 Tr. : Dabi Enye Efa 
281 Chn.: ([Laughing and [Talking together]). 
282 Tr. : Serwah 
283 Serwah.: Poku. 
284 Tr. : enna hwan? 
285 Serwah: Gyasi. 
286 Tr. : Opoku enna Gyasi. Mmo MID mo nsam ma no 
287 Chn.: _[Clapping]. 
288 Tr. : Afei buku no ama ye nsem enum SE yen yi ano. e, nscm enum 
a ese ye yi ano, yebe yi ano seesei a. Asem a edikan. Admit nti na opavin 
no maa ne mma tenatena won aponko so? Adeen nti na Dpayin no 
Eka se ne mma no tenatena wa pDnk_o so? Eden na gbaa ye a enti WD 
ka saa kyerE won? Appiah. 
289 Appiah: Na WD nim dee wade nnooma no kesee be ma no. 
290 Tr. : Na onim dee wode nnooma no mu keseE be ma no Enno 
nti na WD ka saa kverE won. Okay des etDso mmeinu. Eden na Opoku 
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de ne pnk no yys? . Eden na Opoku de ne pDnk no yyE? W 
no mu mmesnsa sbiya EwD skwan a wpfaa so de ppnkp no yEyD. 
Opoku des no ne des s he? Daniel. 
291 Daniel: Wpde no wuraa tokoro mu 
292 Tr.. : WDde no wuraa, wD ne pDnkD no nyinaa wuraa dsbsn? 
Odum, odum no mu Enna syE den? Ayishatu. 
293 Ayishatu: spuee akyire. 
294 Tr. : Enna wnom puee dua no akyire. Afei deE Etpso 
mmesnsa, nipa bsn na panyin no frsfrE win kaa ne mma no ho? 
Onipa ben -na panyin no frE wn kaa ne mma no ho? Maxwell. 
295 Maxwell: Kumasifop. 
296 Tr. : Dabi Antwi 
297 Antwi.: Nadamfo 
298 Chn.: Wo se nadamfo a na skyerE sE baako. 
299 Chn.: Madam, madam. 
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APPENDIX 5 (41) TK: Mathematics 
LESSON : FORTY -ONE 
SCHOOL : WA PARA- MILITARY PRIMARY 
CLASS : P4 
TEACHER: "TK " 
SUBJECT: MATHEMATHETICS 
TOPIC : ADDITION OF LIKE FRACTIONS 
DATE : 27TH MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : Okay, we are going to start the lesson. And we have 
mathematics. The topic is addition of like fractions. All ofyou. 
2 Chn.: Addition of like fractions. 
3 Tr. : Last week we did fractions. Hein. We did fractions. Part of a 
whole. Now today we are going, we have the same fractions but this one is 
like fractions. When you say like fractions what does it mean? Who can 
give me an example of like fractions? 
Chn.: (Talking together]. 
5 Tr. : Okay, for example I have one over two, plus, we have 
addition, so this sign stands for addition. Do you understand? 
6 Chn.: Yes madam. 
7 Tr. : Okay, we have one over two plus one over two. This is like 
fractions. hein? When we have the same number here, the same number. 
Now this one is, eh, numerator and this is denominator. When we have the 
same denominator is like fractions. Now, this one. How are you going to 
do it? How are you going to do it? yes, try. Okay is a new thing. Now eh, 
we are going to add this and this. In order toget the answer you must bring 
your eh, line like this. Hum? 
8 Chn. Yes madam 
9 Tr. : Now you write one of this. We have the same number as 
what? Osei Kwame. The same number as what? What is this number? 
Solomon. 
10 Solomon: Two 
11 Tr. : Two. Very good. So you write one of the two here. When you 
finish you bring the one. Okay? Sorry when you finish you divide this by 
this and get what? Two divided by two is what? Oduro. 
12 Oduro: One 
13 Tr. : One. Now one times one is what? Multiply one by this one. 
Osei Agyeman 
14 Osei.: One 
15 Tr. : One. So you write one here. When you finish you bring your 
plus, eh! You bring your plus sign. You bring your plus sign. Now you are 
going to do the same thing to this one. So you divide two by two and get 
what number? two divided by two is what? Akua Owusuaa. 
16 Akua: Two. 
17 Tr. : Musa. 
18 Musa: One. 
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19 Tr. : One. Now one times one is what? Osei Agyeman. 
20 Osei.: One. 
21 Tr. : One. Very good. So you write one. When you finish you bring 
your equal sign. Now you are going to add this one, one plus one? eh. Now 
one plus one will give you what? Gloria. 
22 Gloria.: Two. 
23 Tr. : Two. So you write two over what? Over the number which is 
what? Odame. 
24 Odame: Two 
25 Tr. : Two. So you get two over two. This is your answer. Hum? 
26 Chn. : Yes madam. 
27 Tr. : So this is how you are going to do it. Now if you can, you just 
write the denominators, the two numbers. This one. You write one plus one 
instead of dividing this and then multiplying by this. Hum? Okay, now have 
another example here. You have two over six plus what? Osei Manu. 
28 Manu: Three 
29 Tr. : Two over six plus what? What fraction? Georgina. 
30 Georgina: One over six. 
31 Tr. : One over six. Now what are you going to do. Mhum. Look at 
this one and answer the question. When I give you this what are you going 
to do? Now when I write this what is the next step I will do? Yes Maxwell. 
32 Maxwell: Times 
33 Tr. No. Oduro. 
34 Chn.: Line 
35 Tr. : Line. You draw your line like this. Now what is the next step? 
After brining the line. Yes Daniel. 
36 Daniel: Six. 
37 Tr. : You write six. One of this. Very good. You write six under the 
line. Aha, the next step is what? Yes Doris 
38 Doris: One. 
39 Tr. : What one? 
40 Doris.: Two 
41 Tr. : Okay, you write two. This one. You write the numerator first. 
First number you write two and hen you bring your plus. Now what about 
this one? What number are you going to write? Yes Asiedu. 
42 Asiedu: One. 
43 Tr. : One. Very good. You bring your equal sign. What will be your 
answer? Patrick. 
44 Patrick: Three. 
45 Tr. : This is fraction. Three what? Yes Appiah. 
46 Appiah: Six 
47 Tr. : No. Your answer is what? When you reach here your answer 
is what? 
48 Chd.: Three over six . 
49 Tr. : If you know put up your hand. Gloria. 
50 Gloria: Three over six 
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51 Tr. : Three over six. Very good. Three over six. This is your 
answer. This one I divided this answer by this number. Eh. This one you 
can divide it. You can divide this number by this number and you get what? 
Osei Agyeman. 
52 Osei.: One. 
53 Tr. : One, now one times two is what? yes Hanna. 
54 Chn.: Two. 
55 Tr. : Two. So you get the number. That's why I write this number 
here. Now you can get the same one as this one. Who is to come and do 
this? Come and try. Yes Oduro. Hurry up. 
56 Oduro: [Goes to the bb] Wode wei bcka wei ho. 
57 Tr. : cfiri he? Write the number here. Mhum. Aha, cdcn na 
wohyehyc no hP? Is he correct? 
58 Chn.: Yes 
59 Tr. : Clap for him 
60 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
61 Tr. : Now he wrote the five. Eh, You have the same number as five, 
so you write five here. After bringing your line you write five and then you 
write this one. That's the denominator and then you bring your plus and 
bring this three. When you finish you bring this equal sign. Now one plus 
three is what? 
62 Chn.: Four 
63 Tr. : One plus three is what? If you know it put up your hand. Osei 
Kwame 
64 Kwame: Four 
65 Tr. : That's why he had this four. Hum? 
66 Chn.: Yes madam. 
67 Tr. : When you write the four you bring a line and then you write 
what? Asamoah. 
68 Asamoah: Five. 
69 Tr. : Five, so you get four over five. That's the correct answer. 
Solomon stand up. What's the first step? Okay, I have drawn the line. 
Stand there and talk. 
70 Solomon: The first number is six . And the second one is. Is two. And the 
doing it? Two plus two. 
71 Tr. : No that's not. Okay, Appiah 
72 Appiah: The first number is seven. 
73 Tr. : Where are you going to write the seven? Go and write it. 
74 Appiah: Goes to the bb and writes. 
75 Tr. : Clap for him. 
76 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
77 Tr. : okay, he has write the seven. Now what's the next one? The 
next step is what? Yes Odame. Stand there and speak 
78 Odame: Three. 
79 Tr. : Where did you get the three? Yes where did you get the three? 
Go and show me. Show me the three. Okay, now apart from this, which 
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way can you get to get the three? Which step are you going to use to get 
the three? This three Osei Agyeman. 
80 Osei: Seven divided by seven. One. One times three, three. 
81 Tr. : Clap for her. 
82 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
83 Tr. : Very good. Seven divided by seven is one, and one times three 
is what? Three. Okay, come and write the three. Come and write the three. 
Sit down. Yes Eshun go and write the three. 
84 Eshun: [Writes three]. 
85 Tr. : Okay very good. This is the three. Now what is the next step? 
Yes Patrick. 
86 Patrick: Two. 
87 Tr. What two? Why two? No that's not the next step. Yes Hanna. 
88 Hanna: Plus two. 
89 Tr. : Plus two. How did you get the two? Where do you get the 
two? She said plus two. Okay I will write the plus but, where do you get 
the two? Why do you get the two? He said plus two. Okay I have write the 
plus. But where do you get the two? Tell me. Okay Doris. 
90 Doris: Seven divided by seven, seven. 
91 Chn.: [Laughing] 
92 Tr. : Hey!, don't laugh. You said seven divided by seven. Hein? 
93 Doris: Seven divided by seven, one, plus, times two, two. 
94 Tr. : Very good. Clap for her. 
95 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
96 Tr. : Seven divided by seven is one and one times two is what? 
Yes. 
97 Chd.: [Writes the two]. 
98 Tr. : Okay, very good. Now what will be your answer? What answer 
do you get? Yes Frank 
99 Frank: Five over seven 
100 Tr. : Five over seven. Clap for him. 
101 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
102 Tr. : Go and write it. 
103 Frank: [Writes it on the bb]. 
104 Tr. : Okay, now I want somebody to come and write an example. 
Come and write an example so that we can do it. Okay, go and try 
105 Chd.: [Goes to the bb] 
106 Tr. : Hurry up and sit down. 
107 Chd.: [Writes on the bb] 
108 Tr. : No you are wrong. We are doing like fractions. You write 
here eight and you write here two. Does not the correct. 
109 Chn.: Madam, madam. 
110 Tr. : cdwom? Nimo you must rub the questions. Okay, Agartha. 
111 Agartha: Madam, madam 
112 Tr. : No. rub all of them and write yours. 
113 Agartha: [Writes a question on the bb]. 
114 Tr. : Okay, Mhum. Okay, clap for her. 
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115 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
116 Tr. : What's the first step? Yes Hanna. 
117 Hanna.: Four. 
118 Tr. : Four? No. Is not four. Yes Oduro. 
119 Oduro: The first step is three. 
120 Tr. : Go and write it. 
121 Chn.: [Goes to the bb and writes]. 
122 Tr. : Clap for him. 
123 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
124 Tr. : The first number is three. You write one of these. Hum? 
That's three. Now what again? After writing the three? Always the same 
persons' hands. Yes Gloria. I am coming. 
125 Gloria: Three divided by three, one, one times four, four. 
126 Tr. : Clap for her. 
127 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
128 Tr. : Write the four. 
129 Gloria: [Writes it at the wrong place]. 
130 Tr. : You were not here, okay. 
131 Chn.: Madam, madam. 
132 Tr. : Write the four 
133 Chd.: [Writes on the bb]. 
134 Tr. : Hey! Is that how you write four? 
135 Chn.: [Laughing]. 
136 Tr. : You will write four twenty times when you see the letters. 
Okay you have write the four. Now what again? Bee come and write the 
next 
137 Beatrice: [Goes to the board and writes four] 
138 Tr. : How do you get four? Yes tell me. How do you get this four? 
You can't? Georgina how do you get the four? 
139 Georgina: Three divided by three, one. One divided by four, four 
140 Tr. : How do you get four? Yes Osei Agyeman. 
141 Osei : Three divided by three, one. One times four, four 
142 Tr. : Clap for her. 
143 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
144 Tr. : Three divided by three. This number by this number. Hein? 
You get one, one times four gives you four. You get the four. Do you 
understand? 
145 Chn.: Yes madam. 
146 Tr. : Now what will be your answer? Adu Doris. 
147 Adu : [Writes the answer] 
148 Tr. : Okay is eight divided by three. This is bigger than this number 
but, we are dealing with like fractions so is correct.. Okay, another person 
should come and write the question for us. A question. Osei Agyeman 
149 Osei: [Goes to the bb and sets a question]. 
150 Tr. : Okay clap for her. 
151 Chn. [Clapping]. 
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152 Tr. : Five over nine plus five over nie. We have the same like 
fractions. Now what's the next step? Yes Ernestina. 
153 Ernestina: Three. 
154 Tr. : No, is not three. Davis. 
155 Davis: Nine. 
156 Tr. : Go and write the nine. 
157 Davis: [Writes nine]. 
158 Tr. : Okay, that's correct. What again? What are you going to do? 
Mhum, yes Daniel. 
159 Daniel: [Goes to the bb] 
160 Tr. : Yes Osei Kwame. 
161 Kwame: Nine divided by nine, one. One times five, five. 
162 Tr. : Clap for her. Sorry clap for him 
163 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
164 Tr. : You get nine divided by nine is one. And one times five is five. 
So you write five and bring your plus. Is the same thing as this one. Mm? 
This one you divide nine by nine and get what? 
165 Chn.: One 
166 Tr. : If you know put up your hands. Nine divided by nine is what? 
Felix. 
167 Felix: One 
168 Tr. : One. Now, one times five is what? Yes Vida. 
169 Vida.: Five. 
170 Tr. : It's five. What will be your answer? Esther? 
171 Esther: Ten over nine. 
over nine. When you are speaking speak aloud. 
You get ten over nine. Okay, now we are going to work these examples on 
the board Mm? Daniel give them the maths books 
173 Daniel: Madam. 
174 Tr. : Maths exercise books. You have only five minutes. So when 
you get the book you must hurry up. 
175 Daniel: [Distributes books]. 
176 Tr. : Eh, exercise books na wode textbooks na sma wcn? 
177 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
178 Tr. : Ma woho nyc ha 
179 Daniel: Mary Fosu. 
180 Chn.: W'anba. 
181 Daniel: Ayishietu 
182 Chn.: W'anba. 
183 Tr. : Up. Go and sit down. Kwame Asamoah 
184 Chn.: W'anba. 
185 Tr. : Up. Go and sit down.[Joins the distribution of books] Odame 
go and do your work. Serwah Hanna, Serwah Hanna. Where is she? 
186 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
187 Tr. : [Continues the distribution of books]. Who hasn't got his or 
her book? Okay start work. 
188 Chn.: [Start working]. 
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189 Tr. : Now, the questions are. Number one, We have three over eight 
plus one over eight. Eh? Okay number two, we have two over eleven plus 
six over eleven. Number three. We have three over ten plus four over ten 
and number five, we have eight over sixteen plus five over sixteen, and the 
last number, the last question, number five. Five, seven over twelve plus 
two over twelve 
190 Chn.: [Working] 
191 Tr. : Where from you? 
192 Chd.: Going to collect my [shows pen to teacher]. 
193 Tr. : Okay. 
194 Chn.: [Working]. 
195 Tr. : Write today's date and then you must write the subject and 
then the topic. 
196 Chn.: [Talking together and working]. 
197 Tr. : Where is this boy? Hey! David, where are you going? 
198 David: [Runs out]. 
199 Tr. : [Goes round]. Do it here. Where are you going? 
200 Chd.: Silent. 
201 Tr. : You can't talk? I told you that this one you are going to use 
five minutes. So you must hurry up. 
202 Int. : Noise from the next class. 
203 Tr. : Hey go for a pen. put the pen down. Have you finished? When 
you finish pack all the papers. Do you understand? Who is on number five? 
204 Chn.: [Some children raise hands up]. 
205 Tr. : Only three, four. We have one minute more 
206 Chn.: [Working amid noise from the next class] 
207 Tr. : Get ready to stop work. 
208 Chn.: [Working] 
209 Tr. : Okay stop work. Stop work. Sit down. Go and sit down. 
Close your books. We are going to answer the questions 
210 Chn.: [Talking together and some children still working] 
211 Tr. : Hey! Close your books. Appiah Dankwa. Okay number one. 
The question is three over eight plus one over eight? What are you going to 
do? You must bring your line. Now what number are you going to write? 
Odame. 
212 Odame: Eight. 
213 Tr. : Eight, very good. So you write eight here, hum? When you 
finish you move to what first? Yes Osei Agyeman 
214 Osei: Eight divided by eight, one. One times three equals to three. 
215 Tr. : Clap for her. 
216 Chn.: [Clapping] 
217 Tr. : Three, now you write three here and then you bring this sign, 
plus. You write it. Now what about this one? Mary. 
218 Mary: Eight divided by eight, one. One times one, one 
219 Tr. : Very good. Eight divided by eight is one. One times one is 
one. Now the answer is what? Your answer is what? Yes Osei Manu. 
220 Manu : Four. 
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221 Tr. : No, Ayishietu. 
222 Ayishietu: Four divided by eight. 
223 Tr. : No. Yes Serwah Hanna. 
224 Hanna: Four over eight 
225 Tr. : Clap for her. 
226 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
227 Tr. : Is four over eight, not four divided by four. The answer is four 
over eight. Okay question two. Question two. You bring your line. What 
number are you going to write? What number I'm I going to write? What 
number Afei Saa? 
228 Afia.: Eleven divided by 
229 Tr. : What number? Which one. What number are you going to 
write? Here? Speak louder. 
230 Chn.: Eleven 
231 Tr. : Eleven. So you write eleven here. After this what are you going 
to do? Yes, yes Bee. 
232 Chn.: Two divided by two. 
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APPENDIX 5 (42) TK: Science 
LESSON : FORTY -TWO 
SCHOOL : WA PARA- MILITARY PRIMARY 
CLASS : P4 
TEACHER: "TK " 
SUBJECT: ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 
TOPIC : SOIL TYPES 
DATE : 20TH MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : Okay, pay attention. Now you must speak louder. Do you 
understand? 
2 Chn.: Yes madam. 
3 Tr. : He ka wo ho na yi bag no firi hD. Ka wo ho yi bag no firi 
hm 
4 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
5 Tr: : WDn fa ne nyinaa, wpn fa ma ne ndDso. 
6 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
7 Tr. : Okay, we are going to do elementary science and the topic is 
soils. All of you soils, soils. 
8 Chn.: Soils. 
9 Tr. : Now you open at page five, page five. 
10 Chn.: [Open their books]. 
11 Tr. : Okay tell me the topic on page five. Yes Osei Agyeman. 
12 Osei: Soils. 
13 Tr. : Again. 
14 Osei: Soils. 
15 Tr. : Yes Odame. 
16 Odame: Soils. 
17 Tr. : Again. 
18 Odame: Soils. 
19 Tr. : All of you. 
20 Chn.: Soils. 
21 Tr. : Now we have three different kinds of soils. Three different 
kinds of soils. Now these soils, one is what? Clay. Okay if you Know put 
up your hand. One is what? Yes Patrick. 
22 Patrick: Cray. [clay] 
23 Tr. : Say it again. 
24 Patrick: Cray. [clay] 
25 Chn.: [Laughing]. 
26 Tr. : Yes Moses 
27 Moses: Clay 
28 Tr. : Again 
29 Moses: Clay. 
30 Tr. : Clay all of you. 
31 Chn.: Clay 
32 Tr. : Clay soil 
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33 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
34 Tr. : Okay the next one is what? Yes Antwi. 
35 Antwi.: Some soil. 
36 Tr. : Yes say it again. 
37 Antwi: Some soil. 
38 Tr. : Say sand. All of you, sand. 
39 Chn.: Sand. 
40 Tr. : Sand. 
41 Chn.: Sand. 
42 Tr. : And the last one is what. The last one is what? 
43 Chn.: Silence 
44 Tr. : Okay Solomon. 
45 Chn.: Soil 
46 Tr. : No. The last one is what? Yes 
47 Chd.: Garden soil 
48 Tr. : What? Read from the book. From the book we have clay sand 
and what? Yes Patrick. 
49 Patrick: Black soil. 
50 Tr. : Or what? Or loamy soil. All of you loamy soil, loamy soil. 
51 Chn.: Loamy soil. 
52 Tr. : Again. 
53 Chn.: Loamy soil. 
54 Tr. : Loamy soil. Now these three soil. that's loam. These three 
soils. We have it in different groups. This one is with one group. This one 
another group and this one another group. So I am going to show you 
some of the examples of soil. These three soils. 
Hey! Come. Okay I will call you according to rows. You are going to. You 
will come here and examine the three kinds of soils. He! So that you know 
the differences. The first group. First row come. All of you come. 
55 Row 1: [Move to teacher's table]. 
56 Tr. : You start from right. Hum? This my right. This is what? This 
is clay. This is sand and this is loam. Hein? 
57 Row 1: Yes madam. 
58 Tr. : Or black soil. Now you can taste the texture. Fa wo nsa 
susom. SD ne nyinaa mu si tiree. Aha. Okay go and sit down. 
59 Row I: [Moves back to their seats]. 
60 Tr. : Group two. 
61 Row 2: [Moves to teacher's table]. 
62 Tr. : This is clay. This is sandy and this is loamy. Hein? Now can 
taste the texture. 
63 Row 2.: [Feels the texture]. 
64 Tr. : Okay go and sit down. 
65 Row 2.: [Go back to their seats]. 
66 Tr. : The third row. 
67 Row 3: [Moves to teacher's table.] 
68 Tr. : This is clay. This is sandy and this is loamy. 
69 Chd.: Wei ye cdeen? 
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0 Tr. : Yes, okay come, the two of you come. 
71 Chn.: [The two follow the teacher]. 
72 Tr. : Places them in front of the group close to the samples. This is 
clay. This is sandy and this is loamy. Okay sit down. 
73 Row 3: [Go back to their seats] 
74 Tr. : Now I want you to read from the book. You have seen eh, 
some of the differences in the soils. The first one is clay soil and we said 
clay soil holds a lot of water. So this may become water log. Like this. You 
can see that it holds a lot of water. Hein? 
75 Chn.: Yes madam. 
76 Tr. : There is no water in this soil. So it always become water log. 
Okay, apart from that water pass through it very slowly. Water pass 
through it very slowly. Because of this the water pass is very slowly. 
ckyerc ss cys den no nti, nsuo no cko mu a cfa mu nkakrakakra cnyc 
pii. Mmo to des me ka no ase? 
77 Chn.: Yes madam. 
78 Tr. : Now it says it has only small air spaces. Mframa fa mo kakra 
bi because eye den. onna dcbiara eye twann. Okay because of this many 
plants cannot grow in clay soil. Many plants cannot grow in clay soil. Do 
you understand? 
79 Chn.: Yes madam. 
80 Tr. : Okay, let's go to sand. This one is sand. It says a sandy soil 
holds very little water. It has large air spaces. This one it holds very little 
water because of what? 
81 Chn.: Silent. 
82 Tr. : Aden nti na wei nsuo kakra cnna cfa mu? Afei nsuo kakra 
bi na cgyina mu. Aden ntiara? Who can tell me? 
83 Chn.: [Raise hands up]. 
84 Tr. : Okay Solomon. 
85 Solomon: so, wei no nsuo kakra bi be gyina mua ma awia abD so na 
atwe afiri mu nti. c, cyc saa no na nsuo kakra bi na abc gyina mu. 
86 Tr. : Okay, wa ka bi. Anaa se son? skwan ben so bio? Yes 
Maxwell. 
87 Maxwell: cyc saa na ayc mmrsmrs. 
88 Tr. : Dec me kayo no wo ante asec. Okay, dee wDka yc no yc 
one answer. Afei nso cmu wD hare. Nti nsuo tt yc a, na atwe fam. 
Nsuo no ctumi Dngyina mu papa. Weisei awia by a wo hunu so aya 
don? Na a wo. Aha! Okay it has large air spaces. Ycse cmframa no fa 
mu paa. Aden ntiara? Acton nti na mframa fa mu paa kycne wei? 
89 Chn.: Show of hands. 
90 Tr. : Yes Doris. 
91 Doris: anno mu wp hare ntiara. 
92 Tr. : EMU wD hare. Hein? WDse cmu wD hare nti na mframa 
fa mu paa no. Okay, am, another one is that many plants cannot grow in 
sandy soil. cc, ndua, wo dua biribi wD mua chyc da cnyini papa. Aden 
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ntiara? Who can tell me? Yese wei no sE ye dua biribi wD mu a enyini 
papa. Who can tell me the reason why? Okay Moses. 
93 Moses: ec, nsuo cnim. 
94 Tr. : ensuo cnim. Mhum. Nsuo Etumi Engyina mu. Enna afei 
nso deben bio? Meka cnnopma mmeinu. Yes Antwi. 
95 Antwi: emu wp hare 
96 Tr. : Afei nso Emu wp hare. Okay, now let's go to the last one. 
Loamy soil. Loamy soil. This is a loamy soil. Now what do you think? Who 
can tell me the reason why this one is very black? Who can tell me the 
reason why? AdEn nti na wei eye black paa 
97 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
98 Tr. : Solomon. Eye a, kasa kese. 
99 Solomon: did sE wei no ye dua nnoPma wp so nti se ayE black saa 
anaa se ande kakra a EnnoDma no entumi. 
100 Chn.: edEn nti na wei no eye black? eye den na Eno nkoa etimi ye 
black? AdEn nti na sand no deE Enye black na enno nkoa eye black? Yes 
Osei Kofi. 
101 Kofi: cwira na Eye a cporI ka no. 
102 Tr. : Okay, cwira porn ka no. enno ye one. Enna afei Eden bio? 
cwira porn ka no eye one point. eden bio na eka no ma ne ye& black? 
Yes Rebecca. 
103 Rebecca: WDm Etu Ewira Egu mu. 
104 Tr. : Sc Enoa na wDka ye no. We have two things, cwira enne 
den? 
105 Chd.: Enna ogya 
106 Tr. : Egya, chein, Enna Eden? Enna Emmoa hum? Emmoa nso ka 
ho. SE wo k.P nwiram paa, forest a Emmoa noa w.Dm awuo nyinaa no, 
WD wu a, wD wu UP, Ede sen? EnnDtec no so. Nti na wo bE hunu sc 
DhD ayE den? DhD, ehD colour no achangi[ it changes] abc ye black. 
Afei so bebia ye gu wura no, wo gu wura pii a saa fako hp kakraa no. 
Wo behunu se aye den? Achangi [It changes] aye black. What do you 
know? Which of these soils is good for farming? Or do you grow plants in 
it. The three soils. Yes Frimpong. 
107 Frimpong: Black. 
108 Tr. : Yes Odame. 
109 Chn.: Black soil 
110 Tr. : Or what? 
111 Chn.: Loamy soil 
112 Tr. : Loamy soil. Loamy soil. This one. This one is good for 
farming. Why, why is it good for farming? 
113 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
114 Tr. : Because of what? Mhum. Aden nti na wei sei dee yede dua 
ennopma a yese eye yiye paa ekyene soils no a aka no? ekyerc se 
borDfo no deE mmo nte, okay. 
115 Chd. : EnnoPma porn ka no. 
116 Tr. : ennopma ben saa? 
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117 Chd.: Ss ebia mmoa no mo saa no. 
118 Tr. : smmoa eporD ka no. enti ctimi ma cnnopma noa wo dua, 
anaa se wo dua aduaba biara wp so a cy& dcn? eye yiye. Apart from 
emmoa no d &ben bio? 
119 Chn.: [Talking together] 
120 Tr. : Yes Asiedu. 
121 Asiedu: Ogya 
122 Tr. : Ogya cna d&n? 
123 Asiedu: Ahaban 
124 Tr. : Ahaban. Okay, se ahaban no to a, na ste gu a, b&bia 
ahaban no byte akD tt no wo behunu se &be duru mmere bi no na 
aye den? Na enye green bio. Na ahaban no achangi [it changes] colour. 
Aye to se brown enti did brown no mu a, wobe hunu se na awo koraa 
na aka anhwea. Na saa Dhj kakra no ay& den? Na ay& black anaa se 
brown. enti wode dua biribia eye den? eye yiye. Okay, sm, I'm going to 
read about loamy soil. okay some body should read. 
125 Chn.: Quiet. 
126 Tr. : Okay a loam is a mixture of sand, clay and humus, humus. All 
of you humus 
127 Chn.: Humus 
128 Tr. : Now what is humus? 
129 Chn.: [Talking together and some Chn. raise their hands. ] 
130 Tr. : Yes Maxwell. 
131 Maxwell: Mmoa 
132 Tr. : And then what? Okay Collins 
133 Collins: Anaa se egya 
134 Tr. : Anaa se den? 
135 Chd : Nwira. 
136 Tr. : Nwira. Okay humus is dead plant. edua a awuo anaa se 
ewira aye den? Awuo and then animals materials. emmoa wpmoa awuo 
ene ndua a awuo anaa se ewira ahyee no &ka born ema ye nya den? Ye 
nya humus. Na, it makes the soil fertile. Wei etumi ma soil no eye den? 
eye rich. &ye paa. Se ebe ye a, wo dua biribi wp soa ebe ye den? &bey& 
yiye. Na loam holds water but does not become water log. Wei nsuo gyina 
mu. Na &mom ensuo noa egyina mu no enti se clay. Do you 
understand? 
137 Chn.: Yes madam. 
138 Tr. : Aden ntiara? Yese wei nsuo gyina mu. Nsuo turni gyina 
mu paa but enti se wei anaa se enyc twDm to se clay. Aden ntiara? 
Okay Serwah. 
139 Serwah: &mu wp hare. 
140 Tr. : emu WD hare. Afei &ti sen? emu wD hare but emu 
eny& hare pii to se sand. Mmo to asee? 
141 Chn. : Yes madam. 
142 Tr. : Okay it has enough air for full plant growth. Wei mframa 
turni fa mu kakra, se &b& ye a wo dua biribia WD mua ebe ye den? ebe 
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ye yiye. Plants grow well in a loam soil. Biribiara wo be dua wp so bia 
Eye den? eye yiye because of humus. Because of this one. Humus, dead 
plant and animal leaf. Now which of these three soils can you use for 
modelling? Modelling. Dec she na yede enwe ne biribi a, anaa sc ysde 
ye biribia cyc yiye? ne mmecnsa. Yes Antwi. 
143 Antwi.: Clay soil 
144 Tr. : Clay soil. Clap for him. 
145 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
146 Tr. : Adcn nti na clay soil? Osei Agyeman. 
147 Osei.: efiri se cmu wD duru. 
148 Tr. : emu wp duru. cnna Afei dcbcn bio? cdcn na cma mu ye 
duro? 
149 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
150 Tr. : Now this is English. Yes Paulina. 
151 Paulina: Water. 
152 Tr. : Water. Clap for her. 
153 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
154 Tr. : Because of water that's why it has become so thick eh! So If 
you use it to mould anything it can do it. Now what are some of the thing 
we use clay soil to mould? Den nnopma na yule saa wei cyD? 
ennopma ben saa? Okay, Serwah. 
155 Serwah: Yede eye kukuo. 
156 Tr. : Ycde enwene kukuo. esan de ye bukyeya. You must speak 
in English. Speak in English. You know some of the things. Yes Antwi. 
157 Antwi: PDtDyowa. 
158 Chn.: [Laughing]. 
159 Tr. : Yes Moses. 
160 Moses: Vede nwene a pot. 
161 Tr. : Pot. Clap for him. 
162 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
163 Tr. : Apart from pot what other things? 
164 Chn.: Some children raise hands up. 
165 Tr. : Yes Kwarteng. 
166 Chn.: Sedwa. 
167 Tr. : Sedwa.. Clap for him. 
168 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
169 Tr. : Toys hein? Toys, different kinds of toys 
170 Chn.: Madam. 
171 Tr. : Tick ta, ede sen! Fruits and vegetables, eh! You can use this 
toys to mould it. Now we are going to. 
172 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
173 Tr. : Hee! Hee! I am going to ask you questions for all that we have 
learnt. Now I told you that we have se, How many different kinds of soils? 
How many different kinds of soils do we have? How many? You must 
speak louder. Yes Maxwell. 
174 Maxwell: Three. 
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175 Tr. : Three. clap for him. 
176 Chn.: [Clapping] 
177 Tr. : Okay one is what? Give me one 
178 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
179 Tr. : Yes Daniel. 
180 Daniel: Black soil. 
181 Tr. : Yes Moses. 
182 Moses: Clay soil. 
183 Tr. : Clay soil. Yes we have got one. What again? Solomon. 
184 Solomon: Loamy soil. 
185 Tr. : Loamy soil and the last one is what? 
186 Chn.: Madam, madam. 
187 Tr. : Yes Antwi. 
188 Antwi: Black soil. 
189 Tr. : Somebody has mentioned it. Okay Gloria. 
190 Gloria: Sand soil 
191 Tr. : Sandy soil. Now these are the three different kinds of soils. 
One is clay soil, sandy soil and then loamy soil as I put it here. Okay which 
of these three pairs is good for a farming or do we grow plant in it. Which 
of the three soils. Yes Doris. 
192 Doris: Black soil. 
193 Tr. : Or what? 
194 Doris: Sand soil 
195 Tr. : I have written another word on the board. I didn't write black 
soil on the board. What? Ernestina. 
196 Ernestina: Loamy soil. 
197 Tr. : Speak louder. 
198 Chn.: Loamy soil. 
199 Tr. : Clap for her. 
200 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
201 Tr. : Loamy soil. Okay, why is it that loamy soil is goo for farming? 
Yes. Why is it that loamy soil is goo for farming? Aden nti na loamy soil 
eye ma afuom ye? Aden ntiara? tena yiye. Yes. 
202 Chd.: cliri se stimi ma nnopma no bp. 
203 Tr. : Eti sen? etimi ma nnopma no bp. eden na ema saa soil no 
nkoa wo de ye afuom a eye yiye? Deeben adec enna ema ne ye saa? 
edeben Enna ema no baa saa? 
204 Chn.: Madam, madam. 
205 Tr. : Yes Boakye. 
206 Boakye: etumi by nnopma so ban 
207 Tr. : Question a me ka ye wa ante asee. Mese eden na ema saa 
loamy soil no yede ye afuo a eye yiye. eden na emaa saa soil no nkoa 
eye rich a yede ye afuo a eye yiye? Yes Osei Manu. 
208 Manu: ewura. 
209 Tr. : ewura ehein! ce wura enna den? cdebcn bio? Yes Oduro. 
210 Oduro: Because animal skins are all in 
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211 Tr. : Animal, eh, dead animals are also in and what again? What 
again? Patrick tena hD yiye. 
212 Patrick: Ogya. 
213 Tr. : Okay, because of humus. All of you, humus. 
214 Chn. Humus. 
215 Tr. : Again. 
216 Chn.: Humus. 
217 Tr. : What do eh, what is this humus? Mhum. sdsn Enna sma ye 
nya humus no? Den na sdsn enna sma yc nya humus no? Yes Osei Kofi. 
218 Kofi.: swura enna 
219 Tr. : swura na ate agu fam. 
220 Kofi.: snna mmoa. 
221 Tr. : emmoa aye den? 
222 Kofi : enna ogya. 
223 Tr. : WDm ayc den? 
224 Kofi : cmmoa a wDm wu wuo. 
225 Tr. : Okay, Hs! Aden nti na mu gugu spoma no ano hD nom? 
Hein? 
226 Chn : [Talking together]. 
227 Tr. : Okay I also said that em, these three soils, one is water log. 
One becomes water log. Which one does it become water log? Which one? 
Yes Odame. 
228 Odame: Clay soil. 
229 Tr. : Again. 
230 Odame: Clay soil. 
231 Tr. : Clay soil. Clap for him. 
232 Chn : [Clapping]. 
233 Tr. : Clay soil. This one. It always become water log. Aden nti 
snna mese dabiara na nsuo gyina mu? Yes Ntim 
234 Ntim: emu wp du. 
235 Tr. : sfiri se emu wj duru. sdsn nti snna sma cmu yc duru? 
Yes Doris. 
236 Doris: Nsuo. 
237 Tr. : Nsuo noa. Now which of the three types is not water log? 
Which of the three types is not water log? 
238 Chn : ITalking together]. 
239 Tr. : Appiah 
240 Appiah: Sandy. 
241 Tr. : Sandy soil. Very good. Sandy soil. Now I also said that ** 
Name three soils. One has a lot of air space. Which of them has a lot of air 
space? Dec cwD he na mframa timi fa mu paa? Ne mmecnsa. Paulina. 
242 Paulina Black soil. 
243 Tr. : No is not that soil. Yes Antwi. 
244 Antwi: Sand soil. 
245 Tr. : Yes Maxwell 
246 Maxwell: Loamy soil. 
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247 Tr. : It's not loamy soil. Yes Solomon. 
248 Solomon: Sandy soil. 
249 Tr. : Sandy soil. Clap for him. 
250- Chn : [Clapping] 
251 Tr. : You have got the word properly. hein? Speak the word 
properly. Words yi nyinaa na cgu board no so. cnti wo by din noa na 
wa by no yiye. Now is followed by which one? Se sandy soil no pa ho a 
deccwD he bio na mframa turni fa mu paa? Afei Theresa. 
252 Theresa: Black soil 
253 Tr. : I didn't write black soil on the board. Yes Kofi Danso. 
254 Danso: Loamy soil. 
255 Tr. : Say it again 
256 Danso: Loamy soil. 
257 Tr. : Yes Appiah. 
258 Appiah: Loamy soil 
259 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him 
260 Chn : [Clapping] 
261 Tr. : Loamy soil and the last one is what ?. The last one is what? Yes 
Odame. 
262 Odame: Clay soil. 
263 Tr. : Clay soil. Now which of the three soils. Now which of the 
three soils is good for farming? Yes Esther. 
264 Esther: Roamy soil. 
265 Tr. : Say it again. 
266 Esther: Roamy soil. 
267 Tr. : It is not roamy soil. Say the word properly. Ernestina. 
268 Ernestina: Loamy soil . 
269 Tr. : Again. 
270 Ernestina: Loamy soil. 
271 Tr. : Very good. Loamy soil. All of you. 
272 Chn : Loamy soil. 
273 Tr. : Again. 
274 Chn : Loamy soil. 
275 Tr. : Which one is good for modelling? Des EIVD he na yEde 
nwene biribi a eye yiye? Doris. 
276 Doris: Sand soil. 
277 Tr. : No. enyc sand soil. Yes. 
278 Chn : Clay soil. 
279 Tr. : Clay soil. Very good Clay soil. Afei turn to page eight. 
280 Chn : Turn their pages. 
281 Tr. : I said soil contains many things. Soil contains many things. 
Anwec wDhD no ennoDma beberee worn. eden nnopma saa na mutaa 
hunu no wD anwec mu? nnopma ben saa? Yes Mary. 
282 Mary: [Inaudible]. 
283 Tr. : Yes Asiedu 
284 Chn : Sakasaka 
285 Tr. : They are all animals 
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286 Chn : Ant. 
287 Tr. : Ant, ant, ant, and what other animals? We have ant. We have 
what? We have worms. Ant y& b& ka ne Twi scn? &y& aboa ben a? Osei 
Agyeman. 
288 Osei: Ntetea. 
289 Tr. : Ntetea, okay worm nsoc? Worm, worm, worm. Yes Isaac. 
290 Isaac : A kDkono 
291 Tr. No. Yes Asamoah 
292 Asamoah: Kakahe 
293 Tr. : No Solomon 
294 Solomon: [No response]. 
295 Tr. : Yes Amoako. 
296 Amoako: Nwa. 
297 Tr. : &&, worm nsoe? Aha! Fosu. cyibi wD anwee mu. Ntetea 
&wD anwee mu Enna deebcn bio? Okay de& ben na wo hunu no WD 
wei mu? Anaa se wo hwe mu na ete sen? Yes Olivia. 
298 Chn : Abosea 
299 Tr. : Abosea. WDse abosea w-D mu. Gravel &hein! &he, wo turni 
hunu se ey pusee pusee. &he abosea noa ewo mu no ntiara. But wo hwe 
wei nsoa enti saa. Wei enti saa. But wei so to saa. enno so ka ho bi. 
enno nso ka ho bi. enno yetumi hunu no wD anwee mu. Now we said 
that if you spread a soil on the table you can see so man things in it. 
Example animals, animals, animals and then gravel. And what other things? 
Yes. Okay go to page ten. There is a diagram there. This is eh, a jar, a 
water jar. What is in it? What are some of the things in the jar? Can you see 
in the jar? Yes Odame. 
300 Chn : Humus 
301 Tr. : Humus. Clap for him. 
302 Chn : [Clapping] 
303 Tr. : What again? Osei Agyeman. 
304 Chn : Clay in water 
305 Tr. : Clay in water. Clap for her 
306 Chn : [Clapping] 
307 Tr. : What again? Yes 
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Appendix 5 (43) TL : English 
LESSON : FORTY THREE. 
SCHOOL : WA -PARA MILITARY PRIMARY 
CLASS : P5 
SUBJECT: ENGLISH LANGUAGE (READING COMPREHENSION) 
TOPIC : AT THE POST OFFICE 
TEACHER: TL 
DATE : 22ND MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : Stand. Good morning children. 
2 Chn.: Good morning sir. 
3 Tr. : How are you? 
4 Chn.: We are fine. Thank you and you. 
5 Tr. : I'm also fine. Okay sit down. Today is Friday 22nd. March, 
1996. Now we are going to do English Reading. Now the topic is the Post 
Office. Now take your books. Open at unit three. Now before we start, you 
have some words which we have to go through. The words are, clerk, all of 
you. 
6 Chn.: Clerk. 
7 Tr. : Again. 
8 Chn.: Clerk. 
9 Tr. : Queue. 
10 Chn.: Queue. 
11 Tr. : Telegram. 
12 Chn.: Telegram. 
13 Tr. : Telegram. 
14 Chn.: Telegram. 
15 Tr. : Ordinary. 
16 Chn.: Ordinary. 
17 Tr. : Ordinary. 
18 Chn.: Ordinary. 
19 Tr. : Whether. 
20 Chn.: Whether. 
21 Tr. : Whether. 
22 Chn.: Whether. 
23 Tr. : Smiled. 
24 Chn.: Smiled. 
25 Tr. : Smiled. 
26 Chn.: Smiled. 
27 Tr. : Smiled. 
28 Chn.: Smiled. 
29 Tr. : According. 
30 Chn.: According. 
31 Tr. : According. 
32 Chn.: According. 
33 Tr. : Parcel. 
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34 Chn.: Parcel. 
35 Tr. : Parcel. 
36 Chn.: Parcel. 
37 Tr. : Sorted. 
38 Chn.: Sorted. 
39 Tr. : Sorted. 
40 Chn.: Sorted. 
41 Tr. : Savings. 
42 Chn.: Savings. 
43 Tr. : Again. 
44 Chn.: Savings. 
45 Tr. : Okay. Class stand. Yes start. [Points to list of words on the 
bb]. 
46 Chn.: Clerk, queue, telegram, ordinary, whether, smiled according. 
47 Tr. : According. 
48 Chn.: According. 
49 Tr_ : Aha! 
40 Chn.: Parcel. 
51 Tr. : Parcel. 
52 Chn.: Parcel. 
53 Tr. : Parcel. 
54 Chn.: Parcel. 
55 Tr. : [Points to next word on bb]. 
56 Chn.: Sorted. 
57 Tr. : Again. 
58 Chn.: Sorted. 
59 Tr. : [Points to next word on bb]. 
60 Chn.: Savings 
61 Tr. : Again. 
62 Chn.: Savings. 
63 Tr. : Okay, sit down. Now we all know clerks who work in the Post 
Office. 
64 Int. : [Noise from the next class] 
65 Tr. : Ah! Wa hunu SE egyegye ha paa. Now the clerks word is 
post, with the post offices. We know a queue, hein? 
66 Chn.: Yes sir. 
67 Tr. : What are queue? What is a queue? Yes Daniel. 
68 Daniel: A line. 
69 Tr. : A line. Very good. Clap for him. 
70 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
71 Tr. : We know telegram. Hein? When do we send a telegram? When 
do we send telegram? When do we send telegram? Yes. 
72 Chd.: EwD Pos Dfisi 
73 Tr. : In English. 
74 Chd.: In the Post Office. 
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75 Tr. : Yes we buy telegrams at the Post Office, and what, eh, when 
do we send a telegram? Yes who can answer this question? When do we 
send telegram? Yes. 
76 Chn.: You, you send telegram to post your letter. 
77 Tr. : Is telegram the same as ordinary letter? Now when we talk 
about telegram, eh, eh, when you want to send a message which is very, 
very important like the death of a person. You go to the Post Office and 
ask for a telegram form. You fill it and then you send it to the person whom 
you want him to hear. Is that clear? 
78 Chn.: Yes sir. 
79 Tr. : Okay, then ordinary. We have an ordinary letter. Hein, or an 
ordinary envelope and then we have the special one. Is that clear? 
80 Chn. : Yes sir. 
81 Tr. : Good. Now, here, the weather. What is the meaning of this 
weather? We have two words. The weather of a place, hein? 
82 Chn.: Yes sir. 
83 Tr. : You have to say weather. All of you, weather. 
84 Chn.: Weather. 
85 Tr. : Weather. 
86 Chn.: Weather. 
87 Tr. : and here the atmosphere. You see the weather. The weather 
condition. Now is it raining or is it shining? At the moment is it raining or 
the sun is shining? Yes aha. 
88 Chn.: Shining. 
89 Tr. : The sun is shining. That means the weather is fine. Is that 
clear? 
90 Chn.: Yes sir. 
91 Tr. : But here when we talk about, the whether, is different from 
this one. Here is the weather condition. Hein? 
92 Chn.: Yes sir. 
93 Tr. : And this one is what we are going to read in our book. The 
whether. Whether it will rain or not I can't tell. Whether my father will go 
to Kumasi or not I can't tell. Is that clear? 
94 Chn.: Yes sir. 
95 Tr. : Aha, then the word here. Smile. All of you smiled. 
96 Chn.: Smile 
97 Tr. : Smiled 
98 Chn.: Smiled 
99 Tr. : Ah, when we say smile what does it mean? yes when you hear 
something which is eh, a good news. You begin to smile. Is that it. 
100 Chn.: Yes sir. 
101 Tr. : If you hear a good news you smile at your faces but when you 
hear bad news what will happen to you? Yes 
102 Chn.: 
103 Tr. : 
104 Chn.: 
You cry. 
You cry or you squeeze Your face, hein! is that clear? 
Yes sir. 
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105 Tr. : Okay, now look into your books. We are going to read. Unit 
three. The Post Office. I am going to set the ball rolling. So you listen to 
me carefully while I read. 
One day Mr. Nyavi the class five teacher told his class, `Next week we shall visit 
the Post Office. I have spoken to the Post Master about our visit'. Most of 
the pupils had never been to the Post Office. Yes who will do the same 
thing as I have done. 
106 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
107 Tr. : Yes Eunuch. Stand up and read. Hold the book up. One day 
Mr. Nyavi the class five teacher told his class, `Next week we shall visit the 
Post Office. I have spoken to the Post Master about our visit'. Most of the 
pupils had never been to the Post Office 
108 Eunuch: One day Mr. Nyavi the class five teacher told his class, `Next 
week we shall visit the Post Office. I have spoken to the Post Master about 
our visit'. Most of the pupils had never been to the Post Office. The 
following Wednesday Mr. Nyavi and his class went to the Post Office. Mr 
Nyavi greeted the Postmaster. The Postmaster said, `I am, I am happy 
you've come. 
109 Tr. : You have come. 
110 Eunuch: You have come. 
111 Tr. : Mhum. 
112 Eunuch: The Postmaster was busy at the time, so he asked one of his, * 
his clerks to take Mr. Nyavi and his class round. A clerk called Mr Dankwa 
took them round to see the work people do at the Post Office. Mr. Dankwa 
took the class to a large hall with some counters. 
113 Tr. : Mhum. 
114 Eunuch: The class saw some people in a line front of a counter. 
115 Tr. : Yes. 
116 Eunuch: One of the pupil said, `Please Mr Dankwa what are the people 
in the line, queue doing there ?' Mr. Dankwa said, `They, they have come 
to buy postage stamps. 
117 Tr. : Yes. 
118 Eunuch: Do you see the man behind the counter? He sells postage 
stamps. 
119 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
120 Chn.: [Clapping] 
121 Tr. : Who can continue? Yes Agbovi. Yes, go on. 
122 Agbovi: Another pupil said, `Oh I see! This is where we buy stamps for 
posting letters'. Mr. Dankwa took the class to another counter. they saw 
telegrams written above the counter. 
123 Tr. : Mhum 
124 Agbovi: The people were we *ting 
125 Tr. : Waiting 
126 Agbovi: Waiting to send, send telegrams. Mr Dankwa took him at a 
telegram is a quick. 
127 Tr. : Ha! Read that portion again. 
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128 Agbovi: Mr Dankwa told took. Mr Dankwa told him at the telegram is 
a quick ordinary letter. Eh! way of sending, sending a message but it cost 
more than an ordinary letter. 
129 Tr. : The word is what? Yes who can say that first word? That word 
who can say it? Yes Daniel. 
130 Daniel: Telegram. 
131 Tr. : No. That word, w- o -r -d. 
132 Daniel: Ordinary. 
133 Tr. : All of you. 
134 Chn.: Ordinary. 
135 Tr. : Again. 
136 Chn.: Ordinary. 
137 Tr. : Yes go on. 
138 Agbovi: Ordinary letter. 
139 Tr. : Yes speak louder. 
140 Agbovi: Ordinary letter. 
141 Tr. : Ordinary 
142 Agbovi: Ordinary letter! 
143 Tr. : Ya 
144 Agbovi: They moved to another part of the Post Office were, where 
145 Tr. : Now is it where or, yes what is that word? Yes Atuahene. 
146 Atua: There 
147 Tr. : There. Mhum. 
148 Agbovi: There. 
149 Tr. : Speak louder 
150 Agbovi: There they saw a man in a telephone booth. 
151 Tr. : Mhum. 
152 Agbovi: He speak. He was speaking on the telephone. 
153 Tr. : Very good 
154 Agbovi: He telephone in the bow, booth. a pupil asked Mr Dankwa 
whether anybody could use the telephone at the Post Office. Oh yes, said 
Mr. Dankwa. `Anybody can use the telephone but he must pay for it'. The 
pupil smiled and said one day he word speak. 
155 Tr. : He! One day! 
156 Chn. : One day he were speaking to his 
157 Tr. : One day, read the portion again. 
158 Agbovi: One day. He word 
159 Tr. : He! yes what is the word? Yes Eunuch. 
160 Eunuch: Wold. 
161 Tr. : Hs! 
162 Eunuch: He wull. 
163 Tr. : How do you say it well? Yes w- o- u -1 -d. How do you say this 
word? Yes 
164 Chd.: Weld. 
165 Tr. : Yes Isaac 
166 Chn.: Would. 
167 Tr. : /wou'd/ all of you. 
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168 Chn.: Would. 
169 Tr. : Again. 
170 Chd.: Would. 
17L Tr. : Yes go on 
172 Agbovi: One day he would speak to his friends in Kumasi on the 
telephone. 
173 Tr. : Very good. Clap for her. 
174 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
175 Tr. : Who again will continue? Yes Daniel 
176 Daniel: Then Mr Dankwa took the class to the sorting office. There, 
they saw a high pie, pile of letters. There were also a number of sorters at 
work. They were sorting the letters. They were arranging the letters 
according to the addresses. The sorters also checked all letters to make 
sure that they have the right amount of pos 
177 Tr. : Speak louder. 
178 Chn.: The sorters also checked the letters to make sure that they also. 
That they have the right amount of postage stamps on them. They also 
stamp the letters with date stamp to show when the letters leave the post 
office. The pupils 
179 Tr. : Michael, book, you book down and then. Yes go on. 
180 Daniel: The pupils saw other sorters. They were sorting letters which 
had come from other places. They put them in different post office boxes 
for the owners to take away later. Mr. Nyavi asked one of the sorters. 
`What about those who have no post office boxes ?' How do they get their 
letters? 
181 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
182 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
183 Tr. : Yes who will continue? 
184 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
185 Tr. : Isaac. You must look into your book when a friend is reading. 
186 Isaac: The sorter said we have 
187 Tr. : Raise the book up. Raise it up. 
188 Chn.: The sorter said, `We have postmen. They take such letters to 
the addresses written on them. postmen know the town very well and they 
know where to find the owners'. The class had not been to the parcel 
section and the savings bank section. But section, but section, but it was 
but it was tam, time for them to go home. Mr Nyavi thanked Mr Dankwa 
and the Postmaster and they left the post office. The pupils were happy that 
they had learnt many new things about the post office. 
189 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
190 Chn.: [Clapping] 
191 Tr. : Now, we have now come to the end of the passage. Now we 
are going to answer the questions that follows. As you all heard what your 
friends read about the passage. Now question one. What is the name of the 
class teacher? This time I want all of you because you were all there when 
the reading was going on Yes Noble. 
192 Chn.: He is Mr. Nyavi. 
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193 Tr. : He is Mr. Nyavi. No. I want you to answer. What is the name 
of the class teacher? Yes Michael. 
194 Michael: The name of class teacher is Mr. Nyavi. 
195 Tr. : Again. 
196 Michael: The name of class teacher is Mr. Nyavi. 
197 Tr. : Now he is saying the name of the class teacher is Mr Nyavi. 
Eh, he has omitted a word. It should be what? Yes 
198 Chd.: The name of the class teacher is Mr. Nyavi. 
199 Tr. : As you read from the passage the name of the class teacher was 
Mr Nyavi. Now question two. What did the teacher tell the class one day? 
Here I have used the verb tell but when you are answering the question you 
must change it to past. Eh, What did the teacher tell the class one day? Yes 
Eunuch. 
200 Chn.: The teacher told his class that next week we shall visit to the 
post office 
201 Tr. : Again 
202 Chn.: The teacher told his class that next week we shall visit the post 
office 
203 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
204 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
205 Tr. : You see the teacher told his class, `Next week we shall visit the 
post office. so the children became happy. Why? Because. Who can tell us? 
They became very happy. Why because 
206 Chd.: Because they had never been at the post office 
207 Tr. : Again 
208 Chn.: Because they never. They had never been to the post office. 
209 Tr. : Very good. They had never been to the post office. You see. 
210 Chn.: Yes sir. 
211 Tr. : The children were very happy because some of them had never 
been to the post office before. So it was their first experience. Their first 
visit. So they became very happy. Very good. Now question three. Where 
was the post office? According to the passage where was the post office? 
Yes you. Where was the post office? 
212 Chn.: The post office was in Kumasi. 
213 Tr. : Are you sure? Where was the post office? You, yes. 
214 Chn.: The post office was in Kumasi. 
215 Tr. : Are you sure? [laughs] Yes Esther. They are telling us the post 
office was in Kumasi. Yes. 
216 Chn.: The post office is in Kumasi. 
217 Tr. : Very good. Clap for them. 
218 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
219 Tr. : Yes, according to the passage the post office was in Kumasi. 
Very good. Now question four. Who took the. Who took Mr. Nyavi and 
his class round when they went to the post office? Who took Mr. Nyavi and 
his class round when they went to the post office? Yes Abrafi are you going 
to tell us something? 
220 Abrafi: Mr. Dankwa. 
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221 Tr. Mr. Dankwa. No, in a full sentence. Yes Isaac. 
222 Chn.. The man who took Mr. Nyavi and his class around is called Mr 
Dankwa. 
223 Tr. : Okay, Mr. Dankwa being the man at the post office, he took 
Mr. Nyavi and his class around the post office. Is that clear? 
224 Chn.: Yes sir. 
225 Tr. : Now who can tell me what was the work of Mr. Dankwa 
according to the passage. What was the work of Mr. Dankwa? Yes Daniel. 
226 Chn.: He was a clerk. 
227 Tr. : He was a clerk. Clap for him. 
228 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
229 Tr. : Now, why is it that the postmaster eh, refused to go round with 
Mr Nyavi? Instead he asked Mr Dankwa to go round with the class. Yes. 
230 Chn.: At that time he was busy 
231 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
232 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
233 Tr. : The postmaster was busy and therefore asked Mr. Dankwa 
being his clerk, one of his clerks to send them round at the post office. Is 
that clear? 
234 Chn.: Yes sir. 
235 Tr. : Very good. Clap for yourselves. 
236 Chn.: [Clapping] 
237 Tr. : Now question 
238 Chn.: Wa gyae question four. 
239 Tr. : Five. What was the clerk at the first counter doing? What was 
he doing? The clerk at the first counter. What was he doing. Yes all of you 
read the passage. Tell me what work you think the clerk at the first counter 
was doing. Some of the girls are not trying to raise up their hands. I want 
you to take part. Yes Margaret tell us. 
240 Margaret: They buy postage stamps. 
241 Tr. : Who was buying postage stamps? 
242 Chd.: The people 
243 Tr. Was he buying or * yes. Was the first clerk buying or selling? 
Yes. Atuahene. What was he doing. The first clerk at the counter. 
244 Atua.: Forget 
245 Tr. : [Laughs] You have forgotten. Yes eh. 
246 Chn.: They buy postage stamps 
247 Tr. : I mean the clerk. What was he doing? The clerk. 
248 Chd.: The clerk was sell postage stamps 
249 Tr. : Very good. The first clerk, all of you. 
250 Chn.: The first clerk 
251 Tr. : Was selling postage stamps. 
252 Chn.: Was selling postage stamps. 
253 Tr. : Good, very good. This showed that most of you followed the 
reading when we were doing it. Now question six.? What was the man in 
the telephone booth doing? What was the man in the telephone booth 
doing? Yes Isaac. 
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254 Isaac: He is 
255 Tr. : What was? So the answer should be what? 
256 Isaac: He was, he was speaking at the booth. 
257 Tr. : Can you show me in the passage where the man was speaking? 
258 Isaac: Here [Pointing to the picture in the text book]. 
259 Tr. : No. I mean the sentence which showed that he was speaking. 
Where is it? Mhum. Read that line and lets hear you. Take the book and 
read. That you know the actual place. 
260 Isaac.: The, they saw a man in 
261 Tr. : Speak louder. 
262 Isaac: A telephone booth. 
263 Tr. : Mhum. 
264 Isaac: He was speaking on the telephone in the booth. 
265 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
266 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
267 Tr. : You see the man was speaking to someone somewhere in the 
booth. is that clear? 
268 Chn.: Yes sir. 
269 Tr. : Then the seventh question. What was the last place the clerk 
went to? What was the last place the clerk went to? At that place they were 
ending their visit. Yes, who can tell us? Yes Mabel. What was the last 
place? Yes, can you tell us? 
270 Mabel: No sir. 
271 Tr. : Yes. Who can tell us? The last place the class visit. It is there in 
the passage. Yes Esinam. 
272 Esinam: The last place the clerk went is the sorting office. 
273 Tr. : The sorting office. Very good Clap for him. 
274 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
275 Tr. : You see they went to the sorting office. It was the last place 
they visit. Then lets see the last section. 
276 Int. : Noise from the next class. 
277 Tr. : Which two sections could the class not visit? Which two 
sections did the class fail to go or did not visit? Yes, which two sections 
could the class not visit? They were not able to go to that place because 
their time was up. You see. What were the two sections? Yes Mane. What 
were the two sections? 
278 Int. : Noise from the next class. 
279 Tr. : Most of you are not trying. Mhum. Yes Abrafi. 
280 Chn.: Is about the Post Office. 
281 Tr. : No. Where were the two sections the class refused to go 
because their time was up? Yes Isaac. 
282 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
283 Tr. : They refused to go. 
284 Isaac: Parcel section and savings section 
285 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
286 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
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287 Tr. : You see because their time was up they were not able to visit 
the parcel section and the savings bank. So they left with their teacher Mr. 
Nyavi and then they returned to their school. Very good. Clap for 
yourselves. 
288 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
289 Tr. : Now we are going to write what we have discussed. The 
comprehension. We are going to write them into our exercise books. Is that 
clear? 
290 Chn.: Yes sir. 
291 Tr. : Okay, now bring up the exercise books. Hurry up. You have 
the books. I am not going to write the questions on the board. You are 
going to answer questions one to five, hein! So when you get your exercise 
book begin to write down the answer. Question one you read from the 
passage. Eh, the course book then you answer. Is that clear? 
292 Chn.: Yes sir. 
293 Tr. : You can share them. Boadu Kwame, Afia Serwah, Afia Serwah 
share them up. 
294 Boadu + Afia: [Distributing pupils' exercise books]. 
295 Tr. : Hurry up. 
296 Boadu + Afia: [Distributing pupils' exercise books]. 
297 Tr. : As soon as you get your book write down your date. Hurry up 
and then write your name. Then you have to write the post office at the top 
298 Boadu + Afia: [Distributing pupils' exercise books]. 
299 Tr. : Hurry up and sit down. Have you all received your exercise 
books? Write down today's date, write your name, then answer the 
questions from your course book. Numbers one to five. 
300 Chn.: [Working and talking. Together]. 
301 Tr. : Stop work. You can look from the board then you can 
complete your sentence. Number one. The name of the class teacher is * 
Then you put it down. Number two. The teacher told his class that they 
were * Then you continue. Number three. The post office was in. Then 
number four. Mr. * took Mr. Nyavi and his class . Have you seen it? 
302 Chn.: Yes sir. 
303 Tr. : Okay number five. The clerk at the first counter was selling * 
Then you continue. Hurry up. You search from your course book and you 
get the answers. 
304 Chn.: [Working]. 
305 Tr. : It is almost time. It is almost time. You must write very fast. 
Sit down and then. What are you doing? Is not fair. That was what I was 
telling you. You must write them in groups. 
306 Chn.: [Working]. 
307 Tr. : You must finish one before you go to the other. 
308 Chn.: [Working]. 
309 Tr. : Where is the answer for number two? 
310 Chn.: [Working]. 
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Appendix 5 (44) TL: Science 
LESSON : FORTY FOUR. 
SCHOOL : WA PARA MILITARY PRIMARY 
CLASS : P5 
SUBJECT: ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 
TOPIC : REFLECTED LIGHT 
TEACHER: TL 
DATE : 21ST. MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : Children today we have elementary science and we are going to 
learn something about light. First let us close our doors. 
2 Chn.: [Close doors and windows] 
3 Tr. : Close the other one. 
4 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
5 Tr. : Now, children what can you see now? Yes what can you see? 
Yes who can tell us? Yes Isaac. Now what can you see at the moment? Yes 
when the doors are closed, the windows are all closed. What can you see? 
6 Chn.: Aha a ye sum. 
7 Tr. : Yes what do you call it in English? Yes, you see the room is 
dark. Dark, all of you, the room is dark. 
8 Chn.: The room is dark. 
9 Tr. : Ah! So at the moment, when I ask you to read. Can you read 
from your ex, from your books? 
10 Chn.: Yes sir. 
11 Tr. : Can you read? 
12 Chn.: Yes sir. 
13 Tr. : Now, who can read now by using the darkness to read. Can 
you read? 
14 Chd.: Yes sir. 
15 Tr. : You can't read. Are you sure you can read? 
16 Chn.: Yes sir. 
17 Tr. : Yes, when the room is too dark can you read? 
18 Chd.: No sir. 
19 Tr. : You can't read. Yes, at the moment what do you need? Yes 
you need what? You need light. Therefore open the windows and lets see if 
we can get light. Open the windows. 
20 Chn.: [Open windows and doors]. 
21 Tr. : Now when the doors and windows were closed you were not 
able to see clearly. Have you seen it? 
22 Chn.: Yes sir. 
23 Tr. : Now, at the moment, the doors and the doors and the windows 
are all open. What can you see now? Yes what can you now? Isaac. 
24 Isaac: You can see light. 
25 Tr. : You can see light. Very good. Clap for him. 
26 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
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27 Tr. : That means we need light to do so many things. Light is very, 
very important in all aspects. When it is dark we find it very difficult to do 
our things. But when there is light we find it very easy to do everything. 
That means we need what? Light. We need light to see. Now, why do you 
need light? why do you need light? Apart from seeing what are some of the 
things that we need light for? Yes. 
28 Chn.: We need light to cook. 
29 Tr. : What? 
30 Chn.: Cook 
31 Tr. : Can you use light to cook? Light, now when we say light what 
does that mean? When the doors were closed the room was dark. Ha? 
32 Chn.: Yes sir. 
33 Tr. : But now the light is on. So we need light to do what? Yes. 
34 Chd.: We need light to learn. 
35 Tr. : To do what? To 
36 Chd.: Learn. 
37 Tr. : To learn. Very good. Without light we cannot learn very well. 
You see. Yes, what again? 
38 Chd.: To go. 
39 Tr. : To go where? That means we can move well when there is 
light. Good. Yes aha. Okay, now in our daily live we need light to do so 
many things. So today we are going to study more about what? Light. 
Now, what are the sources of light? What are some of the sources of light? 
Yes. 
40 Chd.: Sun. 
41 Tr. : Sun. Very good. Clap for him. 
42 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
43 Tr. : Yes, what about you? 
44 Chd.: Torch. 
45 Tr. : Yes when the torch is live we can see light. Yes. 
46 Chd.: Car. 
47 Tr. : Again. 
48 Chd.: Car. 
49 Tr. : Car light. Yes, aha, what else? 
50 Chd.: Firewood. 
51 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
52 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
53 Tr. : You see when we prepare fire, hein? We can see the light, 
especially during the night. Very good. Yes. 
54 Chd.: Day. 
55 Tr. : Again. 
56 Chd.: Day. 
57 Tr. : Day. The source of light. Somebody said firewood. So what 
will be the next source of light? 
58 Chd.: Motor -bike. 
59 Tr. : Yes, again 
60 Chd.: Motor -bike. 
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61 Tr. : Motor -bike. Yes motor -bike also has light. What else? 
62 Chd.: Lantern 
63 Tr. : Again. 
64 Chd.: Lantern. 
65 Tr. Lantern. All of you. 
66 Chn.. Lantern. 
67 Tr. : As you normally call the lamp. Hein! During the night. Now 
when do you use the lamp? When do you use the lamp? Yes. 
68 Chd.: We use the lamp to sleep. 
69 Tr. : When do you use the lamp? 
70 Chd.: We use lamp to sleep. 
71 Tr. : I mean when do we use the lamp? During the day or during 
the night? Yes. 
72 Chd.: During the night. 
73 Tr. : Very good. During the night. All of you. 
74 Chn.: During the night. 
75 Tr. : Good. Now, it is said that we need light to see. Very good, and 
the light we see comes from the sun. It is also one of the main source of 
what? Light in the day and the lamp at night. Is that clear? 
76 Chn.: Yes sir. 
77 Tr. : During the day we see the sun and during the night there is 
darkness. So we don't see the sun well. Is that clear? 
78 Chn.: Yes sir. 
79 Tr. : We have now known some of the sources of light. Yes. Who 
can tell me why? We said. Yes any source of light? Aha. 
80 Chd.: Sun. 
81 Tr. : The sun. Good. What else? Yes. 
82 Chd.: Torch 
83 Tr. : The torch light. This one that we have brought. Hein? Is also a 
source of light. What can you see? Can't you see light? 
84 Chn.: Yes sir. 
85 Tr. : Yes is also source of light. What else? Aha. 
86 Chd.: Car light. 
87 Tr. : Again. 
88 Chd.: Car light 
89 Tr. : Car light. Mhum. What else? 
90 Chd.: Bicycle light. 
91 Tr. Bicycle light. What else? 
92 Chd.. Firewood. 
93 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
94 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
95 Tr. : As he has said already, these are some of the sources of what? 
Light. Is that clear? 
96 Chd.: Yes sir. 
97 Tr. : Okay. Now, let us see this experiment. When I throw a ball 
against a wall what happens? [Throws a ball against the blackboard wall 
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and catches it as it bounces back]. What happens when you throw a ball 
against a wall? What happens? Yes, what happen? Yes what do you see? 
98 Chd.: It jumps 
99 Tr. : Ha? It does what? 
100 Chd.: It jumps 
101 Tr. : Does it jump? Now look. [Throws the ball against the wall] 
Hein. When I threw. Let me have the ball. When the ball was thrown, hein, 
against the wall like this.[Again throws]. It does what? 
102 Chd.: It comes back. 
103 Tr. : It comes back. Have you seen it? 
104 Chn.: Yes sir. 
105 Tr. : Ahaa, so this is what we are going to do with our light. That is 
the torch light. All of you torch light. 
106 Chn.: Torch light. 
107 Tr. : Torch light. 
108 Chn.: Torch light. 
109 Tr. : We call this torch 
110 Chn.: [Talking together] 
111 Tr. : Because we get light from this we have added light to it. Is that 
clear? 
112 Chn.: Yes sir. 
113 Tr. : So we call it torch light. All of you. 
114 Chn.: Torch light. 
115 Tr. : Ahaa! This is the torch light. Now, this works the same way as 
the ball which was thrown against the wall. Fausty look at me. This ball 
works the same as. The torch light works the same as, the same as what? 
The ball that was thrown against the ball, eh the wall. Is that clear? 
116 Chn.: Yes sir. 
117 Tr. : Now we are going to see the experiment now. 
118 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
119 Tr. : Close the door for me. Hurry up. 
120 Chn.: [Close doors and windows] 
121 Tr. : Now you look at the board. I am going to use the torch light 
and the mirror. All of you mirror. 
122 Chn.: Mirror. 
123 Tr. : Mirror. 
124 Chn.: Mirror. 
125 Tr. : Han! We all know mirrors in our various homes. The mirror. 
126 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
127 Tr. : Mirror, all of you. 
128 Chn.: Mirror. 
129 Tr. : spell mirror. 
130 Chn.: /M -i- double, r -o -r /, mirror. 
131 Tr. : Any time you are spelling a word, you have to say it before you 
spell. Is that clear? 
132 Chn.: Yes sir. 
133 Tr. : So spell mirror. 
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134 Chn.: Mirror,/ m- i- r- r -or /, mirror. 
135 Tr. : Okay, this is a mirror. All of you this is a mirror. 
136 Chn.: This is a mirror. 
137 Tr. : Now what do you use this mirror for? Who can tell us? What's 
the use of this mirror? Atuahene. 
138 Atua.: For see for your face. 
139 Tr. : Again. Say what you said. Aha! 
140 Atua.: For see for your face. 
141 Tr. : [Laughs] For see for your face? Yes. Ahein. 
142 Chd.: We use mirror to see your face 
143 Tr. : See our face. You see, when you want to make sure you have 
dressed properly. Hein? You use mirror to find out that things are in good 
order before you come to school. Is that clear? 
144 Chn.: Yes sir. 
M5 Tr. : After bathing you use the mirror to see your face. Now we are 
going to use this mirror and the torch to work out the ball which was 
thrown against a wall. so come. Hurry up. 
146 Chn.: [Move closer to the teacher and the blackboard]. 
147 Tr. : Stand here. Stand here. Stand here. Hold the mirror for me. 
Aha hold it. Okay. now, look at Rita. Hold this door well for me. 
148 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
149 Tr. : Go and hold it. Now even if I hold it, hein? And I throw this 
torch, like this. [Flashes the light from the torch onto the mirror] 
150 Chn.: Watch and listen. 
151 Tr. : Now what do you see from. Close the door. 
152 Chd.: [Rushes to hold the door close]. 
153 Tr. : What do you see at the board. What do you see? 
154 Chd.: Light. 
155 Tr. : You see what? 
156 Chn.: Light. 
157 Tr. : Ahaa, you see! Go and sit down. 
158 Chn.: [Move to their seats]. 
159 Tr. : When I throw this torch light at the mirror. Isaac, hurry up and 
sit down. Is okay. When I throw it against it like this, hein! [Flashes torch 
light unto mirror]. What do you see at the wall? Yes. 
160 Chn.: Light. 
161 Tr. : You can see the light. Have you seen it? 
162 Chn.: Yes sir. 
163 Tr. : Ahaa! This light we call it reflected light. All of you. 
164 Chn.: Reflected light. 
165 Tr. : Again 
166 Chn.: Reflected light. 
167 Tr. : Ha? We call it reflected light. 
168 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
169 Tr. : Reflected light. All of you. 
170 Chn.: Reflected. 
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171 Tr. : Good. Now the light has been reflected when the torch was 
used. Hein? On the mirror. It reflect on the wall. So when the ball was also 
thrown we saw what happened. Hein! When the ball was thrown against 
the wall . Have you seen it? 
172 Chn.: Yes sir. 
173 Tr. : It comes back. The ball was thrown back. So this is called 
reflected light. All of you. 
174 Chn.: Reflected light. 
175 Tr. : Good. When we used the torch, that's the torch, you call it 
reflected light. But when we use the ball we don't call it reflected light. 
What do we call it? Yes, we call it what? 
176 Chd.: Come back. 
177 Tr. : Hein? 
178 Chd.: It comes back. 
179 Tr. : By the way it was thrown. How do we call it? 
180 Chd.: Reflected ball. 
181 Tr. : Reflected ball or we shall call it reflection. All of you reflection. 
182 Chn.: Reflection. 
183 Tr. : Or in short you say reflected. 
184 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
185 Tr. : Reflected, all of you reflected. 
186 Chn.: Reflected. 
187 Tr. : Anytime you throw a ball against a wall it will by all means 
come back to you. Have you seen it? 
188 Chn.: Yes sir. 
189 Tr. : Aha, reflected and when the torch light was thrown at a mirror, 
any shinning face. Any what? 
190 Chn.: Any shinning face. 
191 Tr. : You will get a reflected light. Is that clear? 
192 Chn.: Yes sir. 
193 Tr. : Okay, open the doors and windows. Hurry up. 
194 Chn.: Open the doors and windows. 
195 Tr. : Now, let us see if you can get eh, two items to show which of 
them is the best reflector. The mirror and what is this? Yes. 
196 Chd.: Bottle. 
197 Tr. : A bottle. Lets see the mirror and what? 
198 Tr +Chn.: The bottle. 
199 Tr. : Which is the best or the better reflector? Now 
200 Chd.: w-se dcn? 
201 Tr. : Even during the day when the torch is throw on the mirror, it 
will by all means reflect. Hein? 
202 Chn.: Yes sir. 
203 Tr. : It will reflect. You will see the light somewhere. Hein! 
[demonstrates]. Have you seen it? 
204 Chn.: Yes sir. 
205 Tr. : Can't you see the light here? 
206 Chn.: Yes sir. 
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207 Tr. : When it is thrown on the mirror, when it is thrown at the 
mirror you will by all means see the light on the board. Can you see it? 
208 Chn.: Yes sir. 
210 Tr. : Who can show the light which has been thrown on the mirror? 
Yes, Rita come and show us Where is it? Where? Will you show the 
position? 
211 Chn.: [Points to the sport on the bb]. 
212 Tr. : Good. Have you seen it? 
213 Chn.: Yes sir. 
214 Tr. : Ahaa! So we call it reflected light. All of you. 
215 Chn.: Reflected light. 
216 Tr. : Now, this is the mirror. The work of the mirror. What about a 
glass? Lets see the glass. Can you see it? 
217 Chn.: No sir. 
218 Tr. : You cannot see it. Now lets see eh, this bottle. If we can find 
the light on the board. Can you see it? 
219 Chn.: No sir. 
220 Tr. : Good. So with these three objects which one would you say is 
a best reflector? Yes 
221 Chd.: Mirror. 
222 Tr. : The mirror. The mirror would be described as what? The best 
reflector. 
223 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
224 Tr. : All of you. The mirror is the best reflector. 
225 Chn.: The mirror is the best reflector. 
226 Tr. : Reflector. 
227 Chn.: Reflector. 
228 Tr. : Who has ever seen a reflector some where? When we say 
something is a reflector, as a mirror, when a light is thrown on it is 
reflected. Have you seen it? 
229 Chn.: Yes sir. 
230 Tr. : Any reflector? 
231 Chd.: Car light. 
232 Tr. : Car light. Okay, now at times what happens to the light when it 
is thrown? 
233 Chd.: Is a reflector 
234 Tr. : Is a reflector. The light. Yes. 
235 Chn.: The light comes back to you. 
236 Tr. : Again. 
237 Chn.: The light comes to you. 
238 Tr. : Comes to you 
239 Chn.: Yes sir. 
240 Tr. : Now at times when you see a car coming, hein, the light is 
thrown on you. Hein? 
241 Chn.: Yes sir. 
242 Tr. : But a car, human body is not a reflector. Are you a reflector? 
245 Chn.: No sir. 
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246 Tr. : But when a car is moving with two cars they have got some 
em, eh, some, what we call reflectors at the back of the car so that as soon 
as light is thrown on it, it will by all means reflect. That it will tell the driver 
that there is a car behind him. Is that clear? 
247 Chn.: Yes sir. 
248 Tr. : Aha, so we have got reflectors at the back and ahaa sometimes 
at the edges of the car. Is that clear. 
249 Chn.: Yes sir. 
250 Tr. : Very good. Now the next thing is called transparent. All of you 
transparent. 
251 Chn.: 
252 Tr. : 
253 Chn.: 
254 Tr. : 
it? 
255 Chn.: 




258 Tr. : 
you see it? 
259 Chn.: Yes sir. 
260 Tr. : Ahaa! Now what about this one? Can't you see it? 
261 Chn.: Yes sir. 
262 Tr. : Good. When I put light, hein, like this, you can see the light. 
coming outside, hein? 
263 Chn.: Yes sir. 
264 Tr. : So we say the glass is what? A transparent object. All of you 
transparent. 
265 Chn.: Transparent. 
266 Tr. : Transparent. 
267 Chn.: Transparent. 
268 Tr. : Aha, I want some of you to come and then observe because 
you cannot just sit there and then say transparent without being eh, taking 
part. So I want you to come and see what I am talking of. Come and see. 
Hurry up. bean observer. 
269 Chn.: [Some pupils move to the teachers table in front of the class]. 
270 Tr. : You see when I throw the torch.[demonstrates]. Can you see 
down? Okay, the base of the basin. Can you see it? Aha. Come and see. 
What about this one? You can see it. Now, even without the torch you can 
see that the basin eh, the base of the glass. Hein! Ah, what about this one? 
Can you se it? Aha, so we say the glass and what? 
271 Tr +Chn: The basin. 
272 Tr. : That's water, glass and water, all of you. 
273 Chn.: Glass and water. 
274 Tr. : Glass and water. 
Transparent 
What is a transparent? Now 
[Talking together]. 
We have water and then class. This is a glass. Have you seen 
Yes sir. 
Aha, now as you all know, we said glass and water are 
When light is thrown, hein, you can see down there. 
ates]. 
[Watch and listen]. 
Have you seen it? Thus the base of the basin can be seen. Can 
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275 Chn.: Glass and water. 
276 Tr. : Aha. These two objects are what? Transparent. Now we have 
transparent objects like this one. Go and sit down. What is this? 
277 Chn.: Net 
278 Tr. : What is this? 
279 Chn.: Net 
280 Tr. : Ha? 
281 Chn.: Net. 
282 Tr. : Is it net? 
283 Chn.: No 
284 Tr. : Is called what? 
285 Chn.: Lace. 
286 Tr. : Yes we call it lace. All of you. 
287 Chn.: Lace. 
288 Tr. : Why is it call lace? Why do you call it lace? Yes Isaac. 
289 Isaac: [Inaudible]. 
290 Tr. : Ha? 
291 Isaac: [Inaudible]. 
292 Tr. : Now we said this is transparent because when you look 
through can't you see. 
293 Chn.: Yes sir 
294 Tr. : Yes, now look at it. Take it and hold it. Hold the material. 
Som. Aha can you see the teacher? 
295 Chd.: Yes 
296 Tr. : [Give material to another child].What about you? Take it and 
look outside and see whether you can see the trees. 
297 Chd.: I can see the trees. 
298 Tr. : Can you see the trees? 
299 Chd.: Yes sir. 
300 Tr. : Very good. So we call this as what? A transparent object. All 
of you. 
301 Chn.: A transparent object. 
302 Tr. : Very good. Back to the glass. Why do we call this a 
transparent? because we can see what is inside. Hein? 
303 Chn.: Yes sir. 
304 Tr. : What is inside? Yes. 
305 Chn.: Water. 
306 Tr. : The water is inside. Now is there any water? 
307 Chn.: No sir. 
308 Tr. : Good. Some objects are not transparent. Look at this one, 
hein. 
309 Chn.: Yes sir. 
310 Tr. : What is this? 
311 Chn.: Glass. 
312 Tr. : Is also a glass. Can you say is also a transparent? 
313 Chn.: No 
314 Tr. : Mm What is inside? 
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315 Chn.: Water. 
316 Tr. : At the moment you can tell me is, is water, isn't it? 
317 Chn.: Yes sir. 
318 Tr. : Now let us see. Look at this bottle. What is inside? 
319 Chn.: No sir. 
320 Tr. : You will find it very difficult to know that there is something 
inside because this one is coloured. Have you seen it? 
321 Chn.: Yes sir. 
322 Tr. : But this white glass is easily seen that there is nothing. It's 
empty. It's what? 
323 Chn.: Empty. 
324 Tr. : It's empty. There is nothing inside. But when I put water you 
will by all means see the object which has been put in it, isn't it? 
325 Chn.: Yes sir. 
326 Tr. : Yes, good. That's why we say glass is a transparent object. The 
same thing applies to this lace. It's transparent because you see clearly 
when you look through. Is it clear? 
337 Chn.: Yes sir. 
338 Tr. : Aha. That's why we say it is transparent. Now, lets see. Now 
look at this. Read from the board if you can read something. Can you read 
something? 
339 Chn.: No sir. 
340 Tr. : Good. So this material and this. Which one will you say is 
transparent? Yes Boakye. 
341 Boakye: Net. 
342 Tr. : The. 
343 Boakye: Lace. 
344 Tr. : The lace. Is that clear? Is that clear? 
345 Chn.: Yes sir. 
346 Tr. : That means this not transparent. This is what? 
347 Chn.: Transparent. 
348 Tr. : We call it transparent object. All of you. 
349 Chn.: Transparent object. 
350 Tr. : Okay. Now before we come to the end of the lesson, what are 
some of the things that we can, we can remember. Why do you need light? 
Yes. Why do you need light? Yes. 
351 Chn.: We need light to see. 
352 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
353 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
354 Tr. : Today we have learnt that we need light to see, because 
without light we cannot see. Is that clear? 
355 Chn.: Yes sir. 
356 Tr. : Good. What are some of the sources of light? What are some 
of the sources of light? That will help you to see. Yes Boakye. 
357 Boakye: Torch. 
358 Tr. : The torch. Very good. What else? Yes 
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359 Chd.: The sun. 
360 Tr. : The sun. What else? You. 
361 Chd.: Firewood. 
362 Tr. : The firewood. Aha Michael do you have something to say? 
363 Michael: The car. 
364 Tr. : The car, the car light. Hein. Not only the body of the car but 
the car light will help you to see during the night. Yes Kubi 
365 Kubi: Motor light. 
366 Tr. : The motor light. Yes Isaac. 
367 Isaac.: The lantern. 
368 Tr. : The lantern. It is normally called the lamp. All of you the lamp. 
369 Chn.: The lamp. 
370 Tr. : Very good. Put your hands down. Clap for yourselves. 
371 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
372 Tr. : Now, when we refer to our book we have a lot of things to 
learn. First, Eunuch read for us and lets see eh. 
373 Eunuch: We have light to see. The light we see comes from the sun in 
the day or from the lamp in the night. 
374 Tr. : Mhum 
375 Eunuch: When, when light, when light tries. 
376 Tr. : Hit. 
377 Eunuch: Hit an object some of it is thrown back. 
378 Tr. : Very good. Stop there. As I have already discussed with you, 
when light hit an object, some of it, some of it is thrown back. Now when 
the torch light was thrown at the object of what? a mirror. What happened? 
yes what happened to the mirror? Yes the was back. The 
same thing like what? The same thing like what? 
379 Chd.: The ball. 
380 Tr. : The ball . Very good. Now as you all know when the ball was 
thrown at the wall, hein, like this [demonstrates with the ball] It comes 
back. So the same thing applies to what? The light which was thrown at 
what? The mirror. we saw the light on the board and what was the name of 
that? Who can tell us? The name of this. 
381 Chd.: Reflected. 
382 Tr. : Reflected light, all of you. 
383 Chn.: Reflected light 
384 Tr. : Again. 
385 Chn.: Reflected light 
386 Tr. : Ahaa, when it was thrown back we had reflected light. Is that 
clear? 
387 Chn.: Yes sir. 
388 Tr. : Go on. 
389 Eunuch: The light which was thrown back is said to be reflected 
390 Tr. : Very good. It's said to be reflected. Mhum. 
391 Eunuch: This is liken to what is going to happen when you throw a ball 
against a wall. 
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392 Tr. : Very good. That means it happens the same as when a ball is 
thrown at what? A wall. Is that clear? 
393 Chn.: Yes sir. 
394 Tr. : Very good. Go on. So what can you see from the picture? Yes 
what? What can you see from the picture? What is happening? Yes Isaac. 
395 Isaac: You can see two boys throwing a ball. 
396 Tr. : Very good. You see the boys are throwing ball against what? 
Wall and what, what, will tell you. What will you learn from this eh 
activity or from this picture? Yes 
397 Chd.: Throw back. 
398 Tr. : Throw back? The word which has been used is called. Yes the 
word which has been used is called. 
399 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
400 Tr. : Yes, which word was used when a ball was thrown at a wall 
and it came back. What? 
401 Chd.: Reflector. 
402 Tr. : Reflect. Yes. 
403 Chd.: Reflector. 
404 Tr. : Is not reflector but what ?. 
404 Chd.: Reflected. 
405 Tr. : Reflected. All of you. 
406 Chn.: Reflected. 
407 Tr. : Again. 
408 Chn.: Reflected. 
409 Tr. : Very good. So if I throw a duster. Have you seen a duster? 
410 Chn.: Yes sir. 
411 Tr. : If I throw it will it reflect? 
412 Chn.: No sir. 
413 Tr. : How? When a duster is thrown like a ball eh, now was it able 
to stay there? When this duster was thrown was it able to stay there? 
414 Chn.: No sir. 
415 Tr. : It came back. Have you seen it? 
416 Chn.: Yes sir. 
417 Tr. : It's like a ball. When you throw, it bounce back. 
[demonstrates] Have you seen it? 
418 Chn.: Yes sir. 
419 Tr. : So the light also when it was thrown at a mirror, it also came 
back. And that we have the what? Reflected light. Is that clear? 
420 Chn.. Yes sir. 
421 Tr. : Very good. Go on. Yes Eunuch. 
422 Eunuch: You can see the light when the reflected light enters your eyes. 
423 Tr. : As some of you said, when a moving car is coming the light 
comes into your eyes. Is that clear? 
424 Chn.: Yes sir. 
425 Tr. : Aha. Go on. 
426 Eunuch: Why can you see things in the but not in the dark? 
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427 Tr. : Yes, this is a question. Why can you see things in the light but 
not in the dark? Yes answer the question. Why? Yes. Why can you see 
things in the light. Yes. 
428 Chd.: Because it is reflected. 
429 Tr. : No. Why can you see things? During the day we can see things, 
isn't it? 
430 Chn.: Yes sir. 
431 Tr. : But why can't we see some during the night? 
432 Chd.: Sir. 
433 Tr. : Yes. 
434 Chd.: Because there is no light. 
435 Tr. : Because there is no light. Very good. Clap for him. 
436 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
437 Tr. : You see during the day you can move freely as I am moving. 
Have you seen it? 
438 Chn.: Yes sir. 
439 Tr. : But during the night you will even knock knees against what? 
An object. Is that clear? 
440 Chn.: Yes sir. 
441 Tr. : Even when your mother ask you to for a lamp during the night 
in your room. When you are going what happens? Yes.. 
442 Chn.: You would be afraid. 
443 Tr. : You, you become afraid? Why are you afraid? Because there is 
no light? ? Because there is nno light? Very good. Clap for him. 
444 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
445 Tr. : If there is light will you be afraid? 
446 Chn.: No sir. 
447 Tr. : You will by all means go. Very good. That means we need 
light to do so many things. Without light we will find ourselves in a very or 
eh, a very eh, awkward position or in a place where we shall even eh hurt 
ourselves. When eh, eh, parent send to go and find what? Eh, a lamp in a 
room but where there is light you will by all means go for it, isn't it? 
448 Chn.: Yes sir. 
449 Tr. : So that's the question. Eh the answer. Yes go on. 
450 Eunuch: Some things reflected. 
451 Tr. : Reflect most of the light. 
452 Eunuch: Reflect most of the light which hit them. 
453 Tr. : Yes. 
454 Eunuch: This happens with a mirror. 
455 Tr. : Very good. We did the experiment. You see. It is said that 
some objects reflect most of the light which hit them. Now when the 
experiment went on what happened to the glass? Was there any reflected 
light? Was there any reflected light? 
456 Chn.: No sir. 
457 Tr. : But what about the mirror? What happened to it? What 
happens to the mirror? Yes aha Eunuch. 
458 Chn.: You can see your face. 
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459 Tr. : No. When the light was thrown at the mirror what happened? 
Yes Atuahene say something. 
460 Atua: [No response] 
461 Tr. : It comes back but there was a word which was used. Yes. 
462 Chd.: Reflected. 
463 Tr. : It was reflected. All of you. 
464 Chn.: It was reflected. 
465 Tr. : Good. That's why we had the reflected light. Have you seen it? 
466 Chn.: Yes sir. 
467 Tr. : Okay. Yes go on. 
668 Eunuch: Try this ac, act, activity 
469 Tr. : Try this activity. Aha 
470 Eunuch: In a dark room shine a touch 
471 Tr. : Torch. All of you torch. 
472 Chn.: Torch. 
473 Tr. : Ah we call it torch light. Aha torch. Yes on a mirror. 
474 Eunuch: On a mirror and let the reflected light fall on a piece of card. 
475 Tr. : A piece of card. Aha. 
476 Eunuch: Shine the torch from a different place. Does the reflected light 
move for? 
477 Tr. : Move too. 
478 Eunuch: [Use different objects instead of the mirror]. 
479 Tr. : Yes, we have done that. Aha. 
480 Chn.: Try a polish eh! a piece of white paper, a bottle, a piece of 
wood and other things which you have in the classroom. 
481 Tr. : Ya. Now when you say a polished thing. Is there any polished 
thing here? 
482 Chd.: Yes sir. 
483 Tr. : Now let us this one. Hein? It has got a very fine face, hein? Let 
see if this can reflect as was done to the mirror. Is that clear? 
484 Chn.: Yes. 
485 Tr. : Mia, we are going to see if we can see the light somewhere. 
Can you see it? 
486 Chn.: No sir. 
487 Tr. : See when you come closer. When the room is too dark. Can't 
you see it? Can't you see it? 
488 Chn.: Yes sir. 
489 Tr. : Have you seen it? 
490 Chn.: Yes sir. 
491 Tr. : Aha. So some shine objects can also be reflected like the 
mirror. is that clear 

















22ND MARCH, 1996 
1 Tr. : Stand. Good morning children. 
2 Chn.: Good morning. 
3 Tr. : How are you? 
4 Chn.: We are fine. Thank you and you. 
5 Tr. : I'm also fine. Okay sit down. Today is Friday 22nd. March, 
1996. As you all know we are still on sets of numbers and we are going to 
discuss about common numbers of counting numbers. All of you. 
6 Tr. : Good. When we say common. Who can tell me any thing that 
is common with human being? That if you see that common thing with 
some one the same thing will be seen with another person. Yes Esther. 
7 Esther: Ears. 
8 Tr. : The ears of what a human being. Very good. Yes. 
9 Chd.: Eyes. 
10 Tr. : Yes. Very good. Yes. 
11 Chn.: Hands. 
12 Tr. : Hands. Very good. Yes. 
13 Chn.: Nose 
14 Tr. : Very good. Clap for them. 
15 Chn.: [Clapping] 
16 Tr. : You see all these are common. So when we say a common 
factor. We are now going to deal with numerals. We are going to find 
common factors for numbers. Is that clear? 
17 Chn.: Yes sir.. 
18 Tr. : Now lets see these two numbers. The set of factors for fifteen. 
We have to break fifteen into factors. What are the factors of fifteen? Yes 
























One. Yes Anane. 
Three. 
Three, good is a factor of fifteen. Yes Helena. 
Five. 
Very good. Clap for her. 
[Clapping]. 
Is also a factor of eh, fifteen. Yes you. 
Seven. 
Is seven a factor of fifteen? 
No sir. 
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20 Tr. Esther. 
31 Esther: Fifteen. 
32 Tr. : Fifteen is a factor of fifteen. Is there any number to be added? 
33 Chn.: No sir. 
34 Tr. : Very good. These are the only factors of fifteen. Now who can 
call out the numbers? The factors of fifteen are, yes Isaac. 
35 Isaac: One. 
36 Tr. : Yes one. 
37 Isaac.: Three 
38 Tr. : Three 
39 Isaac.: Five 
30 Tr. : Five 
41 Isaac.: Fifteen 
42 Tr. : Fifteen. Very good. Now lets go to sixteen. The set of factors 
of sixteen is what? Yes Rita. 
43 Rita.: One. 
44 Tr. : One is one. Good. Yes Cecilia. 
45 Cecilia: Two. 
46 Tr. : Is two a factor of sixteen? 
47 Cecilia: Yes. 
48 Tr. : Yes. Very good. Two. Yes any number? Yes you. 
49 Chd.: Four 
50 Tr. : Four. Is it a factor of sixteen? You. 
51 Chd.: Three 
52 Tr. : I am asking of four. Is it a factor of sixteen? 
53 Chd.: Yes. 
54 Tr. : Yes, very good. So we have four. What next? 
55 Chd.: Six. 
56 Tr. : Six. Are you sure? Yes, six is it a factor? Atuahene. Is it a 
factor of sixteen? 
57 Atua.: No. 
58 Tr. : As he said six is not a factor. 
59 Chn.: No. 
60 Tr. : No, no is not a factor of sixteen. Very good. Is there any 
number which is a factor of sixteen? Yes Ansre. 
61 Ansre: Sixteen. 
62 Tr. : Before sixteen a certain number must come. 
63 Ansre: Eight. 
64 Tr. : Eight, very good. Clap for him. 
65 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
66 Tr. : We have eight is a factor of sixteen. Now is there any number? 
Yes you. 
67 Chn.: Sixteen. 
68 Tr. : Sixteen Very good. Sixteen. So we have these numbers as 
factors of sixteen. Now, because it is a set. Look at the board. We have to 
draw something like this.[demonstrates on the bb]. We put them in a set 
box. Have you seen it? 
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69 Chn.: Yes sir. 
70 Tr. : Aha. You put them in a set box like this because they are all 
factors. Now we come to the third stage. Therefore the common factors of 
the fifteen and the sixteen. Now before we put down a word like `is' or 
`are', is or are, hein? 
71 Chn.: Yes sir. 
72 Tr. : We must go through the numbers to find the common factors. 
When we get more than one then we use the word `are' but when we get 
one, we use what? Is' as the singular form. Is it clear? 
73 Chn.: Yes sir. 
74 Tr. : Now is there any common factor? 
75 Chn.: One. 
76 Tr. : Is what? 
77 Chn.: One. 
78 Tr. : Speak louder. All of us we have to speak louder. Is what? 
79 Chn.: One. 
80 Tr. : One. One is common factor. Very good. So we have to circle 
it. Is there any common factor? Yes Eunuch. Is there any common factor? 
81 Chn.: No sir. 
82 Tr. : Why? Can't we get two here. 
83 Chn. : No sir. 
84 Tr. : What about three? 
85 Chn.: No sir. 
86 Tr. : What about four? 
87 Chn.: No sir. 
88 Tr. : Five? 
89 Chn.: No sir. 
90 Tr. : Eight? 
91 Chn.: No 
92 Tr. : Then the only factor which is a common factor is what? 
93 Chn.: One. 
94 Tr. : So we are going to use the word, `is', one. Is that clear? 
95 Chn.: Yes sir. 
96 Tr. : And the one must be put in a set box. Is that clear? 
97 Chn.: Yes sir. 
98 Tr. : That is number one. Okay. Let us see number two. 
99 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
100 Tr. : Writes on the bb. Now look on the board. What are the factors 
of twelve? Yes Mabel. 
101 Mabel: One 
102 Tr. : We start with one. Aha, yes 
103 Chn.: Two. 
104 Tr. : Yes two is a factor. Yes you. Your name? 
105 Chn.: Rita 
106 Tr. : Rita aha. 
107 Rita : Three. 
108 Tr. : Three is a factor. Very good. Yes Michael. 
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109 Michael: Four. 
110 Tr. : Four is a factor. Very good. Yes Antwi 
111 Antwi: Six. 
112 Tr. : Six is a factor. Very good. Yes Anokye 
113 Anokye: And twelve. 
114 Tr. : And twelve. Good. Clap for him. 
115 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
116 Tr. : You see, in fact these are the only factors of twelve. Now lets 
find factors of this number, of twenty. Yes what are the factors of twenty? 
Ahweri. 
117 Ahweri: One. 
118 Tr. : You always start with one. Yes Abrafi. 
119 Abrafi: Two. 
120 Tr. : Two. Yes. 
121 Chd.: Four. 
122 Tr. : Four. Very good. Aha Isaac. 
123 Isaac: Five 
124 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him 
125 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
126 Tr. : Yes Christina 
127 Christina: Ten. 
128 Tr. : From five you go to ten. Are you sure? 
129 Chn.: No sir. 
130 Tr. : Is six a factor of twenty? Yes Antwi. 
131 Antwi: And twenty. 
132 Tr. : Are you sure? 
133 Antwi: Yes sir. 
134 Tr. : Somebody said a number before twenty. What was that 
number? Kuffour. 
135 Kuffour: Ten. 
136 Tr. : Good. Ten. Then the last number is what? 
137 Chd.: And twenty. 
138 Tr. : And twenty. Very good. Now as I told you already you have to 
put all these numbers in what? In a set box. Then we come to the next 
stage. By writing, therefore, the common factors of which numbers? Yes. 
139 Chn.: One 
140 Tr. : No. Which numbers did we find the factors? Eh, which 
numbers? Mabel. 
141 Mabel: Twelve and twenty. 
142 Tr. : Very good. Twelve and twenty. Of twelve and twenty. Now 
you write down the word is or are, lets go back to the factors. Is that clear? 
143 Chn.: Yes sir. 
144 Tr. : Which are the common ones? Cecilia. 
145 Cecilia: One times five. 
146 Tr. : No. You tell me only one factor which is common. 
147 Cecilia: One 
148 Tr. : Very good. One is common. What else? Serwah. 
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149 Serwah: Two. 
150 Tr. : Two is common. Very good. Yes Aha. 
151 Chn.: Four. 
152 Tr. : Four is common. We have four here and another one here. Yes 
is there any other one? 
153 Chn.: No 
154 Tr. : Okay. So what word would you write here. Is or are? 
155 Chn.: Are. 
156 Tr. : You write what? 
157 Chn.: Are. 
158 Tr. : Are. Very good. Are, then tell me the number of factors that 
we have. Daniel. 
159 Daniel: One 
160 Tr. : One. Aha. Yes. 
161 Chn.: Two. 
162 Tr. : Two. Aha. Yes 
163 Chn.: Four. 
164 Tr. : Four. Any number? 
165 Chn.: No sir. 
166 Tr. : Good.. So the factors are. Now all of you say it. 
167 Chn.: The factors are one, two and four. 
168 Tr. : Very good clap for yourselves. 
169 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
170 Tr. : Now at this point I want you to work these. These two 
numbers. Shall I say thirteen and twenty one. You break it into factors. 
Then you find the common factors. Who can work it? Yes come 
and work it for us. You find the factors of thirteen. Then somebody will 
also come and find the factors of twenty one. Find the factors of thirteen. 
What are the factors? Mhum. 
171 Atua.: Goes to the board. 
172 Tr. : Is two a factor of thirteen? 
173 Chn.: No sir. 
174 Tr. : Is not, is not. So who will come and help? Aha hurry up. 
175 Chd.: Comes to the board. 
176 Tr. : No. Is three a factor of thirteen? 
177 Chn.: No sir. 
178 Tr. : before you put down thirteen eh a factor for thirteen, you must 
let us know. Sit down. Yes Esther. Any number? Any number? Tell us. Yes 
any number which is a factor of thirteen? 
179 Esther: Thirteen. 
180 Tr. : Yes go and write it. So we have one and thirteen. Good. Now 
we come to twenty one. Any factor? Yes Daniel come and write it. Hurry 
up. Factors of twenty one 
181 Daniel: [Goes to the board and works]. 
182 Tr. : Yes read the numbers for us to hear. What are the factors of 
thirteen, oh twenty one? 
183 Daniel: One, three, and twenty one. 
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184 Tr. : Very good, clap for him. 
185 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
186 Tr. : Now we come to the third stage. Now we shorten it by writing 
CF. When I write CF what does it mean? Yes Amoako. 
187 Chn.: One, two. 
188 Tr. : What is the meaning of CF? 
189 Chn.: 
190 Tr. : Very good. Clap for him. 
191 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
192 Tr. : Common factors. So what is common factors for thirteen and 
twenty one? Samson come and write them down. Come and write the 
numbers down. Hurry up. 
193 Samson: Writes one 
194 Tr. : One is the only factor? 
195 Samson: Yes sir. 
196 Tr. : Is it correct? Anane. 
197 Chn.: Yes sir. 
198 Tr. : One is common in both figures. Is that clear? 
199 Chn.: Yes sir. 
200 Tr. : So we have one as the common factor for thirteen and what? 
201 Tr +Chn.: Twenty one 
202 Tr. : Is that clear? 
203 Chn.: Yes sir. 
204 Tr. : Okay. Now the last example so that I get you work to do. Now 
let us find eighteen and twenty four. Yes who will break this into factors? 
Esther come and do it for us. 
205 Esther: [Goes to the board]. 
206 Tr. : When you finish you tell us the names of the factors you have 
written 
207 Esther: [Works silently at the board]. 
208 Tr. : Now tell us the figures. What you have written down. 
209 Chn.: One, two, three, nine and eighteen. 
210 Tr. : Very good. You have written this. Is there any one to be 
added? She has one, two, three, nine and eighteen. Is there any one to be 
added? Do you have something to be added? 
211 Chn.: No sir. 
212 Tr. : Now check it up. If you say one is a factor of eighteen, two is a 
factor of eighteen, three is a factor of eighteen, nine is a factor of eighteen. 
Is there any number to be added? 
213 Chn.: No sir /Yes sir. 
214 Tr. : Yes what is that number? Yes Eunuch. 
215 Eunuch: Six. 
216 Tr. : Very good clap for him. 
217 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
218 Tr. : Six is also a factor of what? 
219 Chn.: Eighteen. 
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So we have to put down six here. Eh, six nine, eighteen. Very 
lets break down twenty four into factors. Who can do it? Yes 
Goes to the board. 
Spread it out. Spread it out. Hum? 
[Working]. 
Now Antwi has finished. Yes call up the numbers for us. 
One, two, four, six, eight and twenty four. 
Tr. : He has written these figures. Is there any number to be added? 
Esther which is that number? 
Three and twelve. 227 Chn.: 
228 Tr. : Three and twelve. Good. Clap for her. 
229 Chn.: [Clapping]. 
230 Tr. : So we have to put three at this point and also twelve at this 
point. Is that clear? 
231 Chn.: Yes Sir. 
232 Tr. : Aha.. This will help us to know the factors for twenty four. I 
am going to rewrite it again. 
233 Clin.: [Talking together]. 
234 Tr. : Have you seen the numbers? 
235 Chn.: Yes sir.. 
236 Tr. : Okay, what are the factors of twenty four? Read them out. 
Read them out. All of you. 
237 Chn.: One, two, three, four, six, eight, twelve and twenty four. 
238 Tr. : Very good. These are the factors. Now which numbers are 
described to be common? Yes Christie. 
239 Chn.: One 
240 Tr. : One is common here. Now I want you to circle out. Go and 
circle out Serwah. Yes, hurry up. The common factors. 
Goes to the board and circles a common factors. 
Very good clap for her. 
[Clapping]. 
What else? Anane. 



























Good clap for her. 
[Clapping]. 
Yes Mabel. 
[Goes to the board] 
[Talking together]. 
[Circles a number] 
Good. Clap for her. 
Chn.: [Clapping] 
Tr. : Yes anyone? Yes Kubi. Today I haven't seen you. Come 
forward. Is there any number to be circled? 
255 Kubi: [Goes to the board but circles a wrong number]. 
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256 Tr. : Yes any number? Yes Kubi. Excuse me. What you have 
circled, do you have the number here? Do you have it? No. This is eight is 
not eighteen. Is eight. Do you have eight here? 
257 Kubi.: No. 
258 Tr. : Then is not common. Okay sit down. Eight is not common. 
Yes what is the next number which is common? 
259 Chn.: None. 
260 Tr. : Is what. 
261 Chn.: None. 
262 Tr. : So we write CF. Therefore CF is equals what? 
263 Chn.: One, two, three and six. 
264 Tr. : So we have to put commas to indicate the numbers so that 
when you are writing you don't write them eh, together. Is that clear? 
265 Chn.: 
266 Tr. : 
267 Chn.: 
268 Tr. : 
Yes sir. 
Okay any question. 
No sir. 
Then I am going to get you an exercise to do on this. Daniel 
come and share them out. Hurry up. 
269 Daniel.: [Distributes pupils exercise books]. 
270 Tr. : [Writes on the board] 
271 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
272 Tr. : Write down today's date. Write your name as usual 
273 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
274 Tr. : [Continue to write on the board]. 
275 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
276 Tr. : Now look on the board. You are going to follow this 
statement. Number one. The set of factors of twelve is. Then you put them 
down. Is that clear? 
277 Chn.: Yes sir. 
278 Tr. : Then the set of factors for twenty is 
279 Int. : Me pa wo kyew me maame se me bra. 
280 Tr. : Nods. Then the set of common factors for twelve and twenty 
are. Then you put them down. 
281 Chn.: Yes sir. 
282 Tr. : The same thing must be done with number two. The set of 
factors of thirteen. The set of factors of twenty one. Therefore the set of 
common factors for thirteen and twenty one. Then you conclude. Is that 
clear? 
283 Chn.: Yes sir. 
284 Tr. : Here, number three you are finding the factors of eighteen and 
twenty four. Any question? 
285 Chn.: No sir. 
286 Tr. : Okay then start. I want to see the first who will 
287 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
288 Tr. : Hurry up. You see 1 have told you that when you are coming 
to school you must always bring your materials needed for class work. 
Hein? 
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289 Chn.: Yes sir. 
290 Tr. : Yes and this will help the smooth running. 
2991 Chn.: [Working and talking together]. 
292 Tr. : You must finish them. Write them neatly. The factors of twelve 
293 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
294 Tr. : Now you should not forget to bring the set box. Hein? 
295 Chn.: Yes. 
296 Tr. : Aha 
297 Chn.: [Working and talking together]. 
298 Tr. : [Goes round] Finish number one everything before you go on 
number two. Is that clear? 
299 Chn.: Yes sir. 
300 Tr. : Ahaa, because you must work every sum on the board. We 
have worked every sum on the board. 
301 Chn.: [Working and talking together]. 
302 Tr. : If you have any problem you can call me. Hein? Raise up your 
hand then I come to your place 
303 Chn.: [Working and talking together]. 
304 Tr. : Who has finished with number one? You haven't finished. 
Where are the answers. The set of common factors for twelve and one 
twenty are. This is the last stage. Hein? 
305 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
306 Tr. : You should have left a space for the correction. Hein? Go on. 
307 Chn.: [Working and talking together]. 
308 Tr. : Why don't you put down the titles before coming to the next 
line? Hein, when you write one sentence complete. Hum? Finish with this 
before you come to the next one. hum, go on. 
309 Chn.: [Working and talking together]. 
310 Tr. : What's this number? 
311 Chn.: Six 
312 Tr. : Is six a factor of twenty? Hein? Is it a factor of twenty? 
313 Chn.: [Inaudible] . 
314 Tr. : What's that? 
315 Chn.: [Inaudible]. 
316 Tr. : Hein? 
317 Chn.: Thirteen 
318 Tr. : Thirteen and what's this number? What's this number? 
319 Chn.: [Inaudible] . 
320 Tr. : [Shows work to another child]. What has he written? 
321 Chd : Twelve. 
322 Tr. : Is twelve a factor of thirteen? Hum? Is it a factor? 
323 Chn.: [Working]. 
324 Tr. : Four. Have you cancelled it? 
325 Chd.: No sir. 
326 Tr. : Then cancel it well. 
327 Chn.: [Talking together]. 
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328 Tr. : Now are these the only factors of twelve? We have done it. 
Twelve. We have written one, two, three. There is a number which also 
divides it exactly without a remainder. What's the number? 
329 Chd : Three. 
330 Tr. : No. Apart from three. And you have written six. What comes 
before six? What's that number? Between three and six there is a number 
which is a factor of twelve. What is that number? 
331 Chd.: Four. 
332 Tr. : Where is it? Put it down. Make an arrow. Then put four here, 
Aha, 
333 Chn.: [Working]. 
334 Tr. : I have told you when you finish a work leave a line. If. Leave a 
line. Some of you are not trying to follow that instruction. You have to 
leave a line in- between the two works that you have done. 
335 Chd : Me pa wo kyew me ntwa ho? Common factors. 
336 Tr. : Yes you have to circle the common factors that you have 
chosen. 
337 Chd.: Yoo'. 
338 Tr. : So we shall erase this side. Go on don't waste time. Kwesi. 
339 Kwesi: Sir. 
340 Tr. : Why are you waiting? Hum? Go on. You see you draw this. Eh 
at the end you draw this. A set of. Hcs! 
341 Chn.: [working]. 
342 Tr. : Aha, yes. You have written one, two, four, five. Is there any 
number, which can divide? Hum. What are some of the factors of twenty? 
You have written one, two, four, five. Is there any number? From five what 
will be the next factor of twenty? Hum? Tell me before you put it down. 
From five what will be the next? Hum? Number or the next factor of 
twenty? 
343 Chd.: Seven. 
344 Tr. : Seven is not a factor. 
345 Chd.: Yes. 
344 Tr. : No is not a factor. We are now moving up. After five what will 
be the next factor? 
346 Chd.: Seven. 
347 Tr. : No. Which number again? 
348 Chn.: Eight. 
349 Tr. : No. 
350 Chn.: Ten. 
351 Tr. : Good. You put ten down. 
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Appendix 6: Content Areas covered in Teachers' Lessons 
English 
Teacher Lesson Topic 
TA 1 Reading skills: Word recognition 
TJ3 5 Reading skills: Reading for the exact meaning. `The Twins' 
TC 7 Intensive reading skills: Reading for implied meaning 
TD 11 Reading skills: Reading for the exact meaning 
TE 15 Clocks and Watches 
TF 20 Descriptive writing: My class teacher 
TG 26 Reading skills: Reading for the exact meaning 
TH 27 Reading skills: Reading for the exact meaning: Cleanliness 
TI 31 Lost in the forest: Intensive reading skills 
TJ 37 Finding lost articles: Intensive reading skills 
TK 39 Maame Asabea's Stall: Intensive reading skill 
TL 43 At the Post Office [Intensive reading skills] 
Science 
Teacher Lesson Topic 
TA 2 Poisonous Food 
TB 
TC 8 Liquids that mix 
TD 14 Liquids: Forms of water 
TE 16 Keeping Healthy: Cooking 
TF 21 Air exerts pressure 
TG 24 Bsbia mmoa da (Animals' habitat) 
TH 29 Air occupies space 
TI 34 The uses and importance of water 
TJ 38 Kinds of animals 
TK 42 Soil Types 
TL 44 Light: Reflected light 
Ghanaian Ian e 
Teacher Lesson Topic 
TA 3 Me nana ho assm [Narrative writing: My Grandfather] 
TB 6 Din pa sane Din hunu: Common & Proper nouns 
TC 9 Anuanom Bannu: Two brothers. Reading for exact meaning 
TD 13 Essay writing- Descriptive :Me sukuu (My School) 
TE 18 Twi Kasa Mmra: Kasakoa sane abebuo (Riddles & Proverbs) 
TF 19 Menim: Intensive reading skill 
TG 23 DodoD kabea (plurals) 
TH 30 Fame to : [Poetry reading] 
TI 33 Akuafo atamfo [The farmers enemy] 
TJ 35 A a Poku Akwantuo: . tensive readin. skill 
TK 40 Hwan na ss adec? ntensive readin1 skills] 
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Mathematics 
Teacher Lesson Topic 
TA 4 Measurement: Line segment 
TB 
TC 10 Averages: The number plane. 
TD 12 Multiplication: solving for the unknown 
TE 17 Solving for the unknown 
TF 22 Addition of like fractions 
TG 25 Addition of money 
TH 28 Telling the time 
TI 32 Integers: The number line 
TJ 36 Telling the Time 
TK 41 Addition of Like fractions 
TL 45 Common Factors 
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APPENDIX 7: CODING SCHEME 
PURPOSE AND FUNCTIONS OF CLASSROOM CODESWITCHING 
Codes, Definitions and Examples of Speech -Acts. 
This scheme has the purpose of unearthing information about the purpose and function of code - 
switching in teacher and learner classroom language. It is an adaptation from Guthrie and Guthrie, 
(1987) observation schedule(Guthrie and Guthrie in Goldman and Trueba(eds.) (1987). 
CODES SYMBOL DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES OF SPEECH -ACTS 
1. New Information (NIF) 
The discourse is realised mostly through statements. Its main 




The discourse provides an explanation of language presented 
earlier. It clarifies earlier information or discourse. Elucidation 
and exposition of earlier expressions and rhetorical questions 
fall under this category. 
3. Question 
(QUE) 
The utterance is a question. It is a discourse that intends to elicit 
a response. It is a request for information. It is mostly realised 
through the use of a direct questions. Its function is to involve 
the learners in classroom interaction.. It elicitates from learners 
knowledge of what has been presented either immediately before 
the question or in the past. Sometimes teachers use boundary 
markers. Items such as: Yes, Next are used In Twi items such 
as dun bio ?(what ?), eye sen ?(what's the sum) etc. 
4. Description (DES) 
The discourse is an exposition of what the teacher intends to do 
next. It explains what the teacher wants to do. It is information 
for the children to prepare them for the next stage of the lesson. 
It includes an 'explanation for what teacher wants done. 
5. Response (REP) The discourse is an answer to a question. It is an utterance 
intended as a response to a question. 
6. Elucidation Quest 
(ELQ) 
The discourse is a request for clarification. It may be realised 
through a direct question for clarification or exclamation for 
clarification. e.g. Saal, Ha! etc. for Twi. 
7. Evaluation (EVA) 
The utterance is a personal judgement or an expression of 
attitude about teacher or pupil. It involves some comment on 
teacher or pupil behaviour. It is neither a praise nor a blame. 
8. Blame (BLA) 
The discourse is a disapproval of teacher or pupil behaviour. It 
blames, scolds, nags, or rebukes teacher or pupil's conduct. 
9. Reject 
(RE.) 
The discourse rejects teacher or pupil utterance or response as 
inappropriate. Very commonly the teacher says "No ". 
Sometimes the teacher repeats without comment the pupils 
response but quickly passes the question to another child. Pupils 
normally respond by simply saying "No sir /madam. In Twi it is 
realised through such items as "dabi ", "woboa" etc. 
10. Praise (PRA) 
The discourse commends teacher or pupil behaviour. It seeks to 
establish rapport. Very commonly it is realised through such 
items as very good, good, mmo /mo wo aye adec paa, Eye. 
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11. Directives (DIR) 
The utterance has the function of requesting for non linguistice 
response. It's realised through the use of simple imperatives. 
Examples include, clean the board, take the chalk, clap for 
him/her /them, and in Twi examples are bra ha(come here) ka 
woho(hurry) etc. 
12. Acknowledge (Acx) 
The discourse has the function of accepting as correct teacher or 
pupil utterance. Examples include, correct, right, Yes, and in 
Twi, wa twa, snowa nono. 
13. Request for Action (RFA) 
The discourse or utterance is a request for action. Examples 
include teacher /pupil asking for work to be marked It includes 
request for information in statement form. 
14. Monitor 
(MoN) 
The discourse has the function of checking learners 
understanding of what has been presented before. Very often it 
is a direct question aimed at motoring learners' ability to cope 
with the new information. It checks for understanding of what 
has been taught. 
15. Identifier (IDD) The utterance is a label of objects, institutions, places events or 
people. The utterance is a name. 
16. Correction CRT The utterance seeks to correct learner errors. All forms of 
correction falls under this category. 
17. Manage (MAN) 
The discourse is intended to organise the class. Its purpose is to 
direct pupils on how to work. Examples include instructions for 
forming groups and instructions on how to carry out a task 
18. Boundary Marker (gMI() 
The discourse is a boundary marker. It's function is to mark 
boundaries in the discourse. Examples include, "okay. right. 
shein, Mhum, Yoo" etc. 
19. Prompt (Purr) 
The discourse has the function of encouraging the learner to 
provide a response. Examples include items such as "Yes, goon, 
aha, Yiri woho paa" etc. 
20. Speaker Selection 
(Ssi,) 
The utterance selects or nominates a speaker of next turn. 
Example include "You ", "Ama" and "Yes + pointing". 
21. Attraction (ATG) 
The discourse has the function of seeking for attention. It is an 
attention getter. It also includes teasing to attract attention. 
Examples include "Hey ", "Hs ", "Listen ", look here". 
22. Protest (PRT) 
The discourse expresses objection to teacher /pupil behaviour. 
Examples include "Stop that!" "Hs!" "Gyae!" 
23. Aside (Asps) 
The utterance or statement is not directly connected to classroom 
discourse. It is a speech act directed to an outsider. It may also 
be a comment by a pupil to another not based on the lesson. 
24. Counting (CNT) The speech act involves counting. It indicates naming numerals 
or counting objects. 
25. Translation (TRN) The discourse is a direct translation of expressions or sentences. 
26. Untranslatability (UNT) 
The utterance/ item has no direct equivalent in the alternative 
language. These are mostly technical terms, names of 




The utterance has equivalent expression in the alternative 
language. It is used because of performance ease. It involves 
some form of school `s everyday language. Routine classroom 
expressions. Examples include "Yes sir. No sir, sir, teacher, 
madam, stop talking, again 
28. False Start (Pis) The discourse is an aborted utterance 
29. Fillers (FIL) The discourse enables a speaker to maintain a turn. It also 
includes hesitations. 
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30. Order (oRW) 
The discourse calls for order. It has the purpose for maintaining 
discipline and order in class. It is often realised by items such as 
"stop talking ", "keep quiet" "gyae kasa ", kasa ", "Kom ", etc. 
31. Summary (sum) The utterance is a summary of information presented earlier. 
32. Substitution (SUB) The utterance is an embedded use of English/Twi word(s) as 
substitutes for the matrix language where there is an alternative 
in the matrix language. The word(s) involved here are not 
formulaic or routine classroom expressions. 
33. Reinforcement (RIN) The utterance or discourse is a repetition or reformulation of 
earlier expressions to reinforce what has been said earlier. 
34. Interactional 
Particle 
(ITP) The utterance or discourse involves the use of 
words/phrases/clauses that do not readily associate to 
recognisable meanings or functions. 
35. Request for 
Translation 
(RFT) The discourse is a direct request for translation equivalent of an 
earlier expression. 
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Appendix 8 : Transcription Conventions 
The conventions are as follows: 
Symbol Definition 
fresh line : new turn 
normal : mostly used language 
bold and blue colour : less used language (i.e. embedded language) 
bold and red colour : marks end of one matrix language and the beginning of 
another matrix language in lessons with two matrixes. 
Underline : reading a text in English 
bold/underline : reading a text in Twi 
Tr.: _.leacher turn (teacher talk) 
Chn.: : learners talk (children: several learners) 
Chd.1: Chd.2: etc. : identified learners talk 
Chd: : Learner (child) Unidentified learner 
Int. :Intruder (outsider's)speech 
InT. : Speech directed to an intruder. 
Tr. + Chn : overlap inthe speechnf_teacherand learners 
Tr. + Chd. : overlap in the speech of teacher and learner 
/ziraffe/ /enephantl : deviant pronunciation 
(laughter) (points) : comment on verbal and non - verbal interaction 
[...inaudible] : unintelligible talk 
[ ] : researcher's comment 
: rising intonation i.e. a question 
: emphasis 
: pauses 
: normal speech pause (i.e. a pause after a phrase or clause) 
: normal sentence pause. (each represents one second). 




Frequency of Responses for All Teachers 
PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS' LANGUAGE MEDIUM USE SURVEY 1966 
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Please complete the following: 
Name of school- 
What class do you teach? 
Section A 
How to answer this questionnaire 
Answer the question by putting a tick [ I ] in the column or box which best 
matches your own opinion. For example. 
(a) In which language or languages do you mostly carry out the following 
functions in school? 
LANGUAGES USED IN 
SCHOOL 
Valid Missing Always In Eng. In Eng. More in Always 
Cases Cases in Eng. more & LI Ll than in Ll 
than Ll Equally Eng. 
TEACHER FUNCTIONS 
1. conduct morning prayer 
at the school assembly 
4 
Please start now 
1). In which language or languages do you mostly carry out the following functions 
in school? Please tick the language column that applies to the function in the checklist. 
Please tick f 4 I the lanQua e column that applies to the function in the check list 




















1. Address an assembly of 
pupils 
767 14 225 272 213 47 10 
2. Send messages to parents 
through pupils 
760 21 104 146 290 144 76 
3. Explain rules on how to 
play games and carry out 
activities during PE 
Lessons 
755 26 203 220 215 91 26 
4. Comment on pupils' 
compound work 
756 25 206 234 213 62 41 
5. Assign pupils work in 
the school garden 
739 42 137 164 213 141 84 
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(2) . In which language or languages do you mostly carry out the following functions in class? 
Please tick [Al ] the language column that applies to the function in the check list. 
LANGUAGES USED IN 
SCHOOL 
Valid Missing Always In Eng. In Eng. More in Always 
Cases . Cases n E g. _ more & Ll Ll Than in Ll 
than Li Equally Eng. 
TEACHER FUNCTIONS 
1. Introduce lesson topic to 
class 
774 7 373 185 155 44 17 
2. Present lesson content 759 _22 288 227 _ 169 57 _ 18 
3. Give explanations of 
content 
761 20 166 247 224 81 43 
4. specify examples 743 38 211 228 192 76 36 
5. Give routine commands 
on_discipline and classroom 
organisation 
774 7 347 226 148 43 19 
6. Give rubrics of class 
assignment e.g. explain 
task to be done 
769 12 195 237 202 93 42 
7. Give explanations of 
work on the board 
770 11 272 242 179 61 16 
8. Give instructions for 
home work 
762 19 244 195 205 79 39 
9. Explain meaning in a 
reading aloud lesson 
763 18 333 210 163 44 13 
10. Check understanding of 
new vocabulary, phrases 
and sentences 
766 15 286 250 164 49 17 
11. Talk to individual 
pupils in class 
766 15 216 250 183 86 31 
12. Talk to a group or 
group work in class 
767 _ 14 216 261 205 58 27 
13. Provide corrections on 
errors in class 
767 14 242 210 206 75 34 
14. Send pupils on errands 
to other teachers or head 
teacher 
758 23 384 187 97 49 41 
15. Create humour in class 730 51 163 213 217 65 72 
16. Praise pupils' work in 
class 
767 14 512 147 83 18 7 
17. Give summaries of 
lesson content 
767 14 307 223 164 49 24 
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(3) In which language or languages do you teach the following subjects? 
LANGUAGES USED IN 
SCHOOL 
Valid Ivlissing _ Always In Eng . In Eng. More in Always 
Cases Cases in _Eng. more -& Ll Ll than in Ll 
than-Ll - Equally - -Eng - 
TEACHER FUNCTIONS 
1 English language 757 24 577 145 29 1 5 
2 Ghanaian language - 711 70 16 18 27 94 556 _ 
3 Mathematics 762 - 19 240 227 - 192 -42 11 
4 Elementary Science 763 18 - 215 - 346 210 76 - 16 - 
5 Life Skills 760 21 187 - 235 209 108 21 
6 Agriculture Science 762 - 19 179 238 202 118 25 
7 Social Studies 764 17 ' 200 248 189 100 27 
8 Cultural studies ' 760 21 109 216 227 155 53, 




277 228 170 67 18 
(4). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in English in the following 
subjects. 
Tick [J 1 the column that applies in your situation in the checklist for English Language 















1 Mathematics 770 11 18 89 216 293 154 
2 Elementary 
Science 
756 25 20 95 248 258 135 
3 Life Skills 763 18 30 115 274 234 110 
4.Cultural Studies 763 18 38 162 268 210 85 
(5). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in Ghanaian Language in 
the following subjects. 
Tick [-V 1 the column that applies in your situation in the checklist for Ghanaian Language 















1 Mathematics 743 38 178 269 181 91 24 
2 Elementary 
Science 
734 47 151 252 215 91 25 
3 Life Skills 732 49 135 222 234 119 22 
4.Cultural Studies 737 , 44 98 192 245 161 41 
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(6). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in Mixed Language 
(code mixing and code switching) in the following subjects. 
Tick 111 ] the column that applies in your situation in the checklist for Mixed Lan guage 















1 Mathematics 746 35 107 202 264 125 48 
2 Elementary 
Science 
737 44 98 193 273 138 35 
3 Life Skills 736 45 92 194 267 149 34 
4.Cultural Studies 736 45 66 182 280 165 43 
(7). Do you have books for teaching Ghanaian language in your school for your class? 
Tick [1(] the appropriate box that applies to your situation. 
Valid cases Missing cases Yes No 
726 55 341 385 
(8). Please list the titles and quantities of books you have in your school for teaching the 
Ghanaian language subject in your class.(continue on a separate sheet if you have many books) 
Class 
(If you teach a combined class prepare that of each class separately) 
Title of books Quantities 







(9). Do you personally teach a Ghanaian language as a subject? 
Please [1i] tick the box that applies to your situation. 
Valid cases Missing cases Yes No 
765 16 575 190 
10. If you answer "No", why do you not teach a Ghanaian language as a subject? 
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(11). If you answered "Yes" to question 9, Please estimate the percentage of the Ghanaian 
language text book which you will have covered by the end of the year. 
Tick [i ] the appropriate column that applies to your situation. 
0 -20 %, 21-40 % 41-60 % 61- 80 % 81 -100 % 
Valid cases Missing cases very little little average above 
average 
Excellent 
560 221 73 99 260 111 17 
(12). Please estimate the percentage of your pupils that can perform each of the following 
language skills appropriate to their level in Ghanaian language. 
Tick [i ] the appropriate column that applies to your situation. 
Percentage of class that can perform skill in Ghanaian language 















1.Read science text for the 
class and understand 
657 124 170 141 194 129 23 
2.Write descriptive 
essays about themselves 
with comprehension 
663 118 210 170 199 73 11 
3.Talk about everyday 
activities in class with 
comprehension 
666 115 76 113 166 240 71 
4.Listen to teacher's 
lecture on science with 
comprehension 
663 118 86 98 190 204 85 
5.copy science notes 
from the bb correctly 
650 131 83 62 121 267 117 
6.Take notes during 
lecture correctly 
616 165 322 129 102 48 15 
(13). Do you have books for teaching English language in your school for your class? 
Tick ¡I 1 the appropriate box that applies to your situation. 
Valid cases Missing cases Yes No 
766 16 712 53 
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(14). Please list the titles and quantities of books you have in your school for teaching English 
language subject in your class. 
Class 
(If you teach a combined class prepare that of each class separately) 
Title of books Quantities 






(15). Please estimate the percentage of the English language text book you will have read with your 
class by the end of the year. 
Tick [V ] the appropriate column that applies to your situation. 
0 -20 %, 21-40 % 41-60 % 61 -80 % 81 -100 % 
Valid cases Missing eases very little little average above 
average 
Excellent 
744 37 47 83 318 256 40 
(16). Please estimate the percentage of your pupils that can perform each of the following language 
skills appropriate to their level in English language. 
Tick [Ai ] the appropriate column that applies to your situation. 
Percentage of class that can rform skill in English language 

















1 Language Skills 
Read science text for 
the class and 
understand 
747 34 133 196 270 133 15 




741 40 197 179 229 121 15 
3.Talk about everyday 
activities in class with 
comprehension 
749 32 118 171 260 173 27 
4.Listen to teacher's 
lecture on science 
with comprehension 
739 42 76 167 244 204 48 
5.copy science notes 
from the bb correctly 
730 51 71 64 170 292 133 
6.Take notes during 
lecture correctly 
691 90 324 160 121 67 19 
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Section B: Language Attitude. 
INSTRUCTION 
In the following section, please select from one of the options provided the idea that best 
represent your own view. For each question, tick the appropriate column. 
(Q.17). The uses of Ghanaian language as medium of instruction in classes one to three contributes 
to primary school pupils' poor academic performance in English. 
Tick the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
768 13 155 263 51 240 59 
(Q 18). I did not receive adequate training in how to teach Ghanaian language during their teacher 
training. 
Tick lI 1 the appropriate column that best represents your own view 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
768 13 88 162 38 316 150 
(Q 19). I will not want to become Ghanaian language teachers because such teachers are not 
respected 
Tick - 11 i the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
769 12 29 36 25 310 369 
(Q 20). The use of a Ghanaian language medium of instruction is used throughout the primary 
school will be improve Basic Education Examination results. 
at best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagr ee 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
774 7 75 64 29 339 317 
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(Q 21). A Ghanaian 1tinguage should be the sole medium of instruction in the six years of Basic 
primary education 
Tick [V I the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 - 3 4 5 
Valid cases - Missing cases ,- I strongly , --..I 
agree 
agree _ , -.!. - 'I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
773 8 18 34 12 323 386 
(Q 22). Only one Ghanaian language shouldbe taught -i> -I Ghanaian- pritnary,schop[s 
Tick the appropriá#e column that best represents your own view. 
4 2 - 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing caes _ 
.- 
_I strongly - 
agree 







773 8 35 92 12 1315 319 
(Q.23) English language should be the sole medium of instruction in the six years Basic Primary 
Education. 
Tick 1V 1 the appro priate column that best represents your own view. 
4 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases - Istroogly _ 
agree 
I agave Ina her - 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
1 775 6 
1 166 259 t 47 56 
(Q 24). School children in each region should learn only one dominant language of the region 
Tick [ V 1 the appropriate column that best re presents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 
I 
5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disaerce 
I dicaree I strongly 
disagree 
772 I 9 94 322 32 i 245 79 
(Q.25). Posting of newly trained teachers should be to their home regions to enable them to teach 
Ghanaian language. 
st represents your own view 
1 2 3 4 5 





I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
773 8 98 285 32 269 89 
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(Q.26). Posting of teachers should be outside their home regions to force them to speak English to 
their pupils most of the school time. 
Tick the appropriate column that best represents your own view 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 




10 122 1 30-1 166 240 39 
(Q.27). The practice where all primary school teachers teach both English and a Ghanaian 
language should be stopped. 
Tick [ ") the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
768 13 , 87 148 42 356 1 135 
(Q.28). Primary school teachers should have official permission to use both Ghanaian language and 
English in each lesson as medium of instruction. i.e. teachers should be allowed to translate, code 
mix and code switch in the two languages. 
Tick fI 1 the appropriate column that best re presents your own view. 
-- - 1 2 3 ! 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
E I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
1 771 10 60 366 152 240 53 
(Q.29). A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a condition for promotion of primary school 
teachers. 
Tick PI i the appropriate box column best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 I 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases ` I strongly 
agree 
1 agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree 1 strongly 
disagree 
769 12 28 229 66 296 150 
(Q.30). A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a condition for admission to Junior secondary 
school (J.S.S) pupils to the Senior secondary school (S.S.S). 
t represents your own view. . . - rr-- r- - --- 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
768 13 47 ?06 50 290 $5 
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(Q.31). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission to the senior 
secondary school (S.S.S.) 
Tick [4 ] the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
772 9 264 ! 397 15 77 i 19 
(Q.32). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission of teacher trainees to 
colleges. 
Tick N 1 the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid 4mses Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
761 20 279 388 14 156 24 
(Q.33). A pass in Ghanaian language should be a condition for admission of teacher trainees. 
Tick f 4 1 the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing is I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
762 9 63 280 i 56 279 84 
(Q.34). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission of students to the 
university. 
Tick (y i the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
761 2(1 282 356 18 66 3() 
(Q.35). Parents will be happy if primary school pupils are literate in Ghanaian language by the 
end of primary class six. 
at best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases k I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
761 2(1 9(1 348 66 196 61 
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(Q.35ó). Parents will be happy if primary school pupils' are literate in English language by the 
end of primary class six. 
Tick (V ] the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
762 19 334 358 9 29 32 
(Q.36). I combine English and Ghanaian language in most of my lessons in the primary school 
(i.e. I code mix and code switch between a Ghanaian language and English. 
Tick (V ] the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
759 22 47 474 40 170 I 28 
(Q.37). I think that the combined use of English and Ghanaian Language(code -mixing and code 
switching) in a lesson is educationally beneficial to the pupils. 
Tick i'l 1 the aupropriate column that best represents your own view. 
2 3 4 5 
\ "alid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disag ee I strongly 
disagree 
i 
766 15 188 i 473 51 130 24 
Q.38). When pupils arrive in P4 from P3, I automatically switch from Ghanaian language 
medium of instruction to use of English as medium of instruction. 
Tick f 4 I the al nnronriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
757 24 142 458 41 
1 
110 6 
(Q.39). I change from a Ghanaian language medium of instruction to English language medium 
simultaneously for all subjects in primary class four. 
Tick(1 i the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
753 8 ,75 46 254 21 
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(Q.40),I use my own personal judgement to change from Ghanaian language medium of 
instruction to English. The change is not simultaneous for all subjects. 
Tick [l ] the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases Missing cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagee 
754 27 58 485 35 157 19 
(Q.41). What language or languages do you personally use in carrying out the following 
activities? 






















LView or listen to your 
favourite radio or television 
programme 
695 86 240 264 150 31 10 
2.converse with a colleague 
of yours who also speaks 
your language on: 
a) family matters 727 54 30 33 89 236 339 
b) day to day events e.g. 
politics 
733 48 85 147 189 194 118 
c) science and mathematics 735 46 220 267 177 45 26 
converse with others at 
home 
745 36 22 33 126 296 272 
3.Language used at home 
4.Buying and shopping in 
the market 
744 37 18 29 151 280 266 
5.Religious worship 735 46 71 71 186 194 213 
6.Write personal letters 745 36 628 54 48 8 7 
7.Write official letters 744 37 717 16 6 2 3 
8.Read in your leisure 
hours 
781 0 36 471 178 78 10 
_ 
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Section C: Personal Information. 
(Q42).a).Region 
b). -District 
c). Class you teach now..(1995/1996 academic year) 
valid Missing Year 1 Year 2 
cases cases 
Year 3 i Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
779 2 126 128 129 133 135 128 
d). No of pupils in class in 1996 
(Q43) Is your school in the rural area or urban? 
Tick [1i ] the appropriate box. 
Valid cases Missing cases Urban Rural 
781 2 421 358 
(Q 44). 
¡What 
is your sex? Please tick pi the appropriate box 
[-V Tick ] the appropriate box. 
Valid cases Missing cases Female Male 
767 14 
(Q. 45). For how long have you been teaching? 
Tick f11 I the auuronriate column 
431 322 
Valid Missing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
cases cases 0 -5 yr. 6 -10 yr. 1 i -15 yr. 16 -20 yr. 21 -25 -yr. 26 -30 yr. 31+ year. 
766 15 224 198 65 56 126 i 70 27 
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Q.46)What teacher qualification do you have? 
Tick [J ] the appropriate box in the checklist 
764 Valid cases 
17 Missing cases 
10 Untrained Middle or secondary school Leavers (Pupil- Teachers) 
5 Untrained High School/ `A' Level Pupil- Teacher 
2 Two -year Post Middle Certificate 'B" Teachers 
29 Two-year Post 'B" Certificate "A" Teachers 
578 Four-year Post - Middle Certificate "A" Teachers 
9 Two-year Post Secondary Certificate "A" Teachers 
127 Three -year Post secondary Certificate "A" Teachers 
3 Three-year Specialist Teachers 
1 Three-year Diploma Certificate Teachers 
0 Non - professional graduate Teachers 
1 Professional Graduate Teachers 
(Q. 47). Into which of the following age groups do you fall? 
Tick [4 ] the appropriate category. 



















745 36 7 64 141 149 110 104 96 74 
Please return all completed questionnaires to the address below 
Al- Hassan Seidu 
Saint Louis Teacher Training College 




Survey Questionnaire Results for All Classes: Summary Responses. 
1),In which language(s) do you mostly carry out the following functions in school ?. 














TEACHER FUNCTIONS Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1. Address an assembly of pupils N= 
767 
29.3 35.5 27.8 6.1 1.3 




13.7 19.2 38.2 18.9 10.0 
3. Explain rules on how to play games 
and carry out activities during PE Lessons 
N= 
755 
26.9 29.1 28.5 12.1 3.4 
4. Comment on pupils' compound work N= 
756 
26.4 31.0 28.2 8.2 5.4 




18.5 22.2 28.8% 19.1 11.4 
) . In which Ian or languages do you mostly carry out the following functions in class? 
















TEACHER FUNCTIONS Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
I . Introduce lesson topic to class N= 
774 
48.2 23.9 20.0 5.7 2.2 
2. Present lesson content N= 
759 
37.9 29.9 22.3 7.5 2.4 
3. Give explanations of content N= 
761 
21.8 32.5 29.4 10.6 5.7 
4. specify examples N= 
743 
28.4 30.7 25.8 10.2 4.8 
5. Give routine commands on discipline 
and classroom organisation 
N= 
774 
44.8 29.2 19.1 4.4 2.5 
6. Give rubrics of class assignment e.g. 
explain task to be done 
N= 
769 
25.4 30.8 26.3 12.1 5.5 
7. Give explanations of work on the board = 
770 
35.3 31.4 23.2 7.9 2.1 
8. Give instructions for home work N= 
762 
32.0 25.6 26.9 10.4 5.1 




43.6 27.5 21.4 5.8 1.7 
10. Check understanding of new 
vocabulary, phrases and sentences 
N= 
766 
37.3 32.6 21.4 6.4 2.2 
11. Talk to individual pupils in class N= 
766 
28.2 32.6 23.9 11.2 4.0 
12. Talk to a group or group work in class N= 
767 
28.2 34.0 26.7 7.6 3.5 
13. Provide corrections on errors in class N= 
767 
31.6 27.4 26.9 9.8 4.4 
14. Send pupils on errands to other 
teachers or head teacher 
N= 
758 
50.7 24.7 12.8 6.5 5.4 
15. Create humour in class N= 
730 
22.3 29.2 29.7 8.9 9.9 
16. Praise pupils' work in class N= 
767 
66.8 19.2 10.8 2.3 0.9 
17. Give summaries of lesson content N- 
767 
40.0 29.1 21.4 6.4 3.1 
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3). In which language or languages do you teach the following subjects? 
IL USED INCLASS 
Always In Eng In Eng More in Always 
in Eng. more & Ll Ll than in Ll 
than Ll Equally Eng 
TEACHER FUNCTIONS Total Percent. Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1 English language N =757 76.2 19.2 3.8 0.1 0.7 
2 Ghanaian language N =711 2.3 2.5 3.8 13.2 78.2 
3 Mathematics N =762 31.5 36.4 25.2 5.5 1.4 
4 Elementary Science N =763 28.2 32.2 27.5 10.0 2.1 
5 Life Skills N =760 24.6 30.9 27.5 14.2 2.8 
6 Agriculture Science N =762 23.5 31.2 26.5 15.5 3.3 
7 Social Studies N =764 26.2 32.5 24.7 13.1 3.5 
8 Cultural studies N =760 14.3 28.4 29.9 20.4 7.0 
9 Physical Education N =760 36.4 30.0 22.4 8.8 2.4 
(4). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in English in the 
following subjects. 
Estimate of amount of time spent talking in English 
Valid 
cases 










Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1 Mathematics N =770 2.3 11.6 28.1 38.1 20.0 
2 Elementary Science N =756 2.6 12.6 32.8 34.1 17.9 
3 Life Skills N =763 3.9 15.1 35.9 30.7 14.4 
4.Cultural Studies N =763 5.0 21.2 35.1 27.5 11.1 
(5). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in Ghanaian Language 
in the following subjects. 
I Estimate of amount of time spent talking in Ghanaian L anguage 










Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1 Mathematics N =743 24.0 36.2 24.4 12.2 3.0 
2 Elementary Science N =734 20.6 34.3 29.3 12.4 3.4 
3 Life Skills N =732 18.4 30.3 32.0 16.3 3.0 
4.Cultural Studies N =737 13.3 26.1 33.2 21.8 5.6 
(6). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in Mixed Language 
(code mixing and code switching) in the following subjects. 













1 Mathematics N =746 14.3 27.1 35.4 16.8 6.4 
2 Elementary Science N =737 13.3 26.2 37.0 18.7 4.7 
3 Life Skills N =736 12.5 ` 26.4 36.3 20.2 4.6 
4.Cultural Studies N =736 9.0 24.7 38.0 22.4 5.8 
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Q7. 
Do you have books for teaching Ghanaian 
language in your school for your class? 
Yes No 
Valid cases Percent Percent 
N =726 47.0 53.0 
(8). Please list the titles and quantities of books you have in your school for teaching the 
Ghanaian lan guage subject in your class. (continue on a separate sheet if you have many books 
Class 
(If you teach a combined class prepare that of each class separately) 
Title of books Quantities 








Do you personally teach a Ghanaian language as a 
subject? 
Yes No 
Valid cases Percent Percent 
N =765 75.2 24.8 
10. If you answer "No", why do you not teach a Ghanaian language as a subject? 
(11). If you answered "Yes" to question 9, Please estimate the percentage of the Ghanaian 
language text book which you will have covered by the end of the year. 
0 -20 %, 21-40% 41-60% 61 -80% 81 -100% 
Valid cases very little little average above average Excellent 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
560 13.0 17.7 46.4 19.8 3.0 
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(12). Please estimate the percentage of your pupils that can perform each of the following 
language skills appropriate to their level in Ghanaian language. 














Language Skills Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1.Read science text for 
the class and understand 
N=657 25.9 21.5 29.5 19.6 3.5 
2. Write descriptive 
essays about themselves 
with comprehension 
N =663 31.7 25.6 30.0 
. 
11.0 1.7 
3.Talk about everyday 
activities in class with 
comprehension 
N=666 11.4 17.0 24.9 36.0 10.7 
4.Listen to teacher's 
lecture on science with 
comprehension 
N =663 13.0 14.8 ' 28.7 30.8 12.8 
5.copy science notes 
from the bb correctly 
N =650 12.8 9.5 18.6 41.1 18.0 
6.Take notes during 
lecture correctly 
N= 616 52.3 20.9 16.6 7.8 2.4 
Q13). 
Valid cases yes No 
Do you have books for teaching English Total Percent Percent 
language in your school for your class? N =766 93.0 7.0 
(14). Please list the titles and quantities of books you have in your school for teaching English 
language subject in your class. 
Class 
(If you teach a combined class prepare that of each class separately) 
Title of books Quantities 






(15). Please estimate the percentage of the English language text book you will have read with 
your class by the end of the year. 
0 -20 %, 21-40 % 41 -60 % 61- 80 % 81 -100 % 
Valid cases very little little average above average Excellent 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
N =744 6.3 11.2 42.7 34.4 5.4 
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(16). Please estimate the percentage of your pupils that can perform each of the following 
language skills appropriate to their level in English language. 
I Percentage of class that can perform skill in English language 
Valid 
Cases 













1. Language Skills Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
2.Read science text for the 
class and understand 
N =747 17.8 26.2 36.1 17.8 17.8 
3. Write descriptive essays ' 
about themselves with 
comprehension 
N =741 26.6 24.2 30.9 16.3 2.0 
4.Talk about everyday 
activities in class with 
comprehension 
N =749 15.8 22.8 34.7 23.1 3.6 
5.Listen to teacher's lecture 
on science with 
comprehension 
N =739 10.3 22.6 33.0 27.6 6.5 
6.copy science notes from 
the bb correctly 
N =730 9.7 8.8 23.3 40.0 18.2 
7.Take notes during lecture 
correctly 
N =691 46.9 23.2 17.5 9.7 2.7 
460 
Section B: Language Attitude. 
INSTRUCTION 
In the following section, please select from one of the options provided the idea that best 
represent your own view. For each question, tick the appropriate column. 
(Q.17). The uses of Ghanaian language as medium of instruction in classes one to three 
contributes to primary school pupils' poor academic performance in English. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
N =768 20.2 34.2 6.6 31.3 7.7 
(Q 18). I did not receive adequate training in how to teach Ghanaian language during their 
teacher training. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
N =768 11.7 21.5 5.0 41.9 19.9 
(Q 19). I will not want to become Ghanaian language teachers because such teachers are not 
respected 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
769 3.8 4.7 3.3 40.3 48.0 
(Q 20). The use of a Ghanaian language medium of instruction is used throughout the primary 
school will be improve Basic Education Examination results. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
774 3.2 8.2 3.7 43.4 40.6 
(Q 21). A Ghanaian language should be the sole medium of instniction in the six years of Basic 
ri mary education 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
773 2.3 4.4 1.6 41.8 49.9 
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(Q 22). Only one Ghanaian language should be taught in all Ghanaian primary schools 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
773 4.5 11.9 1.6 40.8 41.3 
(Q.23) English language should be the sole medium of instruction in the six years Basic Primary 
Education. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongh 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
775 21.4 33.4 6.1 31.9 7.2 
24). School children in each re gion should learn only one dominant lan guage of the region 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
772 12.2 -41.7 _4.1 -31.7 10.2 
(Q.25). Posting of newly trained teachers should be to their home regions to enable them to teach 
Ghanaian language. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
773 12.7 36.9 4.1 34.8 11.5 
(Q.26). Posting of teachers should be outside their home regions to force them to speak English to 
their pupils most of the school time. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
771 15.8 39.4 8.6 31.1 5.1 
(Q.27). The practice where all primary school teachers teach both English and a Ghanaian 
lan guage should be sto 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
768 11.3 19.3 5.5 46.4 17.6 
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(Q.28). Primary school teachers should have official permission to use both Ghanaian language 
and English in each lesson as medium of instruction. i.e. teachers should be allowed to translate, 
code mix and code switch in the two languages. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
771 7.8 47.5 6.7 
_ 
31.1 6.9 
(Q.29). A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a condition for promotion of primary school 
teachers. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
769 3.6 29.8 8.6 38.5 19.5 
(Q.30). A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a condition for admission to Junior secondary 
school (J.S.S) pupils to the Senior secondary school (S.S.S). 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
768 6.1 38.5 6.5 37.8 11.1 
(Q.31). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission to the senior 
secondary school S.S.S. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
772 34.2 51.4 1.9 10.0 2.5 
(Q.32). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission of teacher trainees to 
colleges 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongl. 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
761 ` 36.7 51.0 1.8 7.4 3.2 
.33). A pass in Ghanaian languaaee should be a condition for admission of teacher trainees. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
762 8.3 36.7 7.3 36.6 11.0 
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(Q.34). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission of students to the 
university. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
761 37.1 46.8 2.4 8.7 5.1 
(Q.35). Parents will be happy if primary school pupils are literate in Ghanaian language by the 
end of ori mary class six. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
761 11.8 45.7 8.7 25.8 8.0 
(Q.35ó). Parents will be happy if primary school pupils' are literate in English language by the 
end of orim ary class six. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
762 43.8 47.0 1.2 3.8 4.2 
(Q.36). I combine English and Ghanaian language in most of my lessons in the primary school 
i.e. I code mix and code switch between a Ghanaian lan guage and English. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
759 6.2 62.5 5.3 22.4 3.7 
(Q.37). I think that the combined use of English and Ghanaian Language(code -mixing and code 
switching) in a lesson is educationally beneficial to the pupils. 
v 1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
766 11.5 61.7 6.7 17.0 3.1 
Q.38). When pupils arrive in P4 from P3, I automatically switch from Ghanaian language 
medium of instruction to use of English as medium of instruction. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly 
agree 
I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
757 18.8 60.5 5.4 14.5 0.8 
464 
(Q.39). I change from a Ghanaian language medium of instruction to English language medium 
simultaneously for all subjects in nrimary class four. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
753 7.6 49.8 6.1 33.7 2.8 
(Q.40),I use my own personal judgement to change from Ghanaian language medium of instruction to 
English. The chan ge is not simultaneous for all subjects. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases -I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
754 7.7 
_ 
64.3 4.6 20.8 2.5 
(Q.41). What language or Ian es do you personally use in carrying out the following activities? 
















ACTIVITIES Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1. View or listen to your favourite 
radio or television programme 
695 34.5 38.0 21.6 4.5 1.4 
2.converse with a colleague of yours 
who also speaks your language on: 
a) family matters 727 4.1 4.5 12.2 32.5 46.6 
b) day to day events e.g. politics 733 11.6 20.1 25.8 26.5 16.1 
c) science and mathematics 735 29.9 36.3 24.1 6.1 3.5 
converse with others at home 745 3.0 4.4 16.9 39.2 36.5 
3.Buying and shopping in the market 744 2.4 3.9 20.3 37.6 35.8 
4.Religious worship 735 9.7 9.7 25.3 26.4 29.0 
5. Write personal letters 745 80.4 6.9 6.1 1.0 0.9 
6. Write official letters 744 96.4 2.2 0.8 0.3 0.4 
7.Read in your leisure hours 745 63.2 23.9 10.5 1.3 1.1 
Section C: Personal Information. 
(Q42 ). a). Region...10 
b). District 
c). Class you teach now..(1995/1996 academic year) 
valid cases Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
N =779 16.2 16.4 16.6 17.1 17.3 16.4 
d). No of pupils in class in 1996 
465 
3) Is your school in the rural area or urban? 
Valid cases Urban Rural 
Total Percent Percent 
N =779 54 46 
(Q 44). What is your sex? Please tick [11 ] the appropriate box 
Valid cases Female Male 
445 
767 58.0 42.0 
. 45). For how long have you been teaching? 
Valid 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
cases 0 -5 yr. 6-10 yr. 11 -15 yr. 16 -20 yr. 21 -25 T. 26 -30 yr. 31+ years 





do you have! 
Valid cases =764 
10 1.2 Untrained Middle or secondary school Leavers (Pupil- Teachers) 
5 0.6 Untrained High School/ `A' Level Pupil- Teacher 
2 0.3 Two -year Post Middle Certificate "B" Teachers 
29 3.7 Two-year Post "B" Certificate "A" Teachers 
578 74.0 Four -year Post -Middle Certificate "A" Teachers 
9 1.2 Two-year Post Secondary Certificate "A" Teachers 
127 16.3 Three -year Post secondary Certificate "A" Teachers 
3 0.4 Three-year Specialist Teachers 
1 0.1 Three -year Diploma Certificate Teachers 
1 0.1 Professional Graduate Teachers 
. 47). Into which of the following age groups do you fall? 



















745 0.9 8.6 18.9 20.0 14.8 14.0 12.9 9.9 
Please return all completed questionnaires to the address below 
Al -Hassan Seidu 
Saint Louis Teacher Training College 




RESPONSES FOR YEARS 1 - 3 
Questionnaire Results Frequency of Responses for Lower Primary Schools 
1),In which language(s) do you mostly carry out the following functions in school ?. 














TEACHER FUNCTIONS Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1. Address an assembly of pupils N =376 98 113 131 26 8 
2. Send messages to parents through 
pupils 
N =373 25 59 152 91 46 
3. Explain rules on how to play 
games and carry out activities during 
PE Lessons 
N =374 57 93 121 78 25 
4. Comment on pupils' compound 
work 
N =374 71 104 130 38 31 
5. Assign pupils work in the school 
garden 
N =360 35 67 122 82 54 
(2) . In which language or Ian es do you mostly carry out the following functions in class? 
















TEACHER FUNCTIONS Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1. Introduce lesson topic to class N =378 110 95 114 42 17 
2. Present lesson content N =371 81 98 121 53 18 
3. Give explanations of content N =373 32 87 146 66 42 
4. Specify examples N =362 61 81 131 62 27 
5. Give routine commands on discipline and 
classroom organisation 
N =379 114 112 106 31 16 
6. Give rubrics of class assignment e.g. 
explain task to be done 
N =377 49 85 132 72 39 
7. Give explanations of work on the board N =376 66 111 128 56 15 
8. Give instructions for home work N =373 50 80 144 62 37 
9. Explain meaning in a reading aloud 
lesson 
N =371 111 96 112 39 13 
10. Check understanding of new vocabulary, 
phrases and sentences 
N =374 97 115 104 42 16 
11. Talk to individual pupils in class N =375 65 107 111 67 25 
12. Talk to a group or group work in class N =375 56 109 133 51 26 
13. Provide corrections on errors in class N =375 70 76 137 62 30 
14. Send pupils on errands to other teachers 
or head teacher 
N -369 147 92 60 36 34 
15. Create humour in class N =355 49 78 135 33 60 
16. Praise pupils' work in class N =375 211 86 57 15 6 
17. Give summaries of lesson content N =376 99 98 117 39 23 
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3). In which lan guage or languages do you teach the following subjects? 
LANGUAGES USED INCLASS 
Always In Eng In Eng More in Always 
in Eng more & LI Ll than in LI 
than LI Equally Eng 
TEACHER FUNCTIONS Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1 English language N =369 251 86 27 1 4 
2 Ghanaian language N =361 7 10 9 42 293 
3 Mathematics N =372 53 115 153 41 10 
4 Elementary Science N =372 50 89 148 71 14 
5 Life Skills N =373 37 81 140 95 20 
6 Agriculture Science N =371 36 78 134 99 24 
7 Social Studies N =376 39 82 143 87 25 
8 Cultural studies N =374 28 57 135 107 47 
9 Physical Education N =374 71 104 122 61 16 
(4). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in English in the 
following subjects. 
I Estimate of amount of time spent talking in English 
Valid 
cases 










Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1 Mathematics N =378 10 60 149 119 40 
2 Elementary Science N =369 16 59 149 105 40 
3 Life Skills N =376 21 80 156 91 28 
4.Cultural Studies N =374 29 103 133 86 23 
(5). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in Ghanaian Language 
in the following subjects. 
I Estimate of amount of time spent talking in Ghanaian Language 










Total : freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1 Mathematics N= 366 38 131 113 71 13 
2 Elementary Science N =361 , 38 109 137 61 16 
3 Life Skills N =359 36 89 133 90 11 
4.Cultural Studies N =365 34 70 124 113 24 
(6). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in Mixed Language 
(code mixing and code switching) in the following subjects. 
I Estimate of amount of time spent talking in Mixed language 
Valid 
Cases 










1 Mathematics N =368 20 90 162 73 23 
2 Elementary Science 
- 
N =365 21 87 156 87 14 
3 Life Skills N =365 23 85 145 98 14 
4.Cultural Studies - N =363 20 83 151 93 16 
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Q7. 
Do you have books for teaching Ghanaian 
language in your school for your class? 
Yes No 
Valid cases freq. freq . 
N =363 160 203 
(8). Please list the titles and quantities of books you have in your school for teaching the 
Ghanaian lan guage subject in your class.(continue on a separate sheet if you have many books) 
Class 
(If you teach a combined class prepare that of each class separately) 
Title of books Quantities 








Do you personally teach a Ghanaian language as a 
subject? 
Yes No 
Valid cases freq. freq. 
N= 378 293 85 
10. If you answer "No", why do you not teach a Ghanaian language as a subject'? 
(11). If you answered "Yes" to question 9, Please estimate the percentage of the Ghanaian 
language text book which you will have covered by the end of the year. 
0 -20 %, 21-40 % 41-60 % 61- 80 % 81 -100 % 
Valid cases very little little average above average Excellent 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
279 30 44 136 59 10 
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(12). Please estimate the percentage of your pupils that can perform each of the following language 
skills appropriate to their level in Ghanaian language. 














Language Skills Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1.Read science text for 
the class and understand 
N =324 101 69 75 64 15 
2.Write descriptive 
essays about themselves 
with comprehension 
N =327 128 70 87 35 7 
3.Talk about everyday 
activities in class with 
comprehension 
N =329 48 56 77 115 33 
4.Listen to teacher's 
lecture on science with 
comprehension 
N =330 50 50 94 94 42 
5.copy science notes 
from the bb correctly 
N =316 58 38 62 113 45 
6.Take notes during 
lecture correctly 
N =284 182 43 30 23 6 
Q13). 
Valid cases Yes No 
Do you have books for teaching English Total freq. freq. 
language in your school for your class? N= 375 355 20 
(14). Please list the titles and quantities of books you have in your school for teaching English 
language subject in your class. 
Class 
(If you teach a combined class prepare that of each class separately) 
Title of books Quantities 






(15). Please estimate the percentage of the English language text book you will have read with 
our class by the end of the year. 
0 -20 %, 21-40% 41-60% 61 -80% 81 -100% 
Valid cases very little little average above average Excellent 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N= 360 25 40 150 129 16 
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(16). Please estimate the percentage of your pupils that can perform each of the following 
language skills appropriate to their level in English lan guage. 















1. Language Skills Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
2.Read science text for the 
class and understand 
N =355 101 102 109 37 6 
3. Write descriptive essays 
about themselves with 
N =352 133 82 87 45 5 
_comprehension 
4.Talk about everyday 
activities in class with 
comprehension 
N =361 76 98 107 70 10 
5.Listen to teacher's 
lecture on science with 
comprehension 
N =354 53 100 104 81 16 
6.copy science notes from 
the bb correctly 
N =383 67 40 82 126 32 
7.Take notes during lecture 
correctly 
N =311 196 56 35 22 2 
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Section B: Language Attitude. 
INSTRUCTION 
In the following section, please select from one of the options provided the idea that best represent 
your own view. For each question, tick the appropriate column. 
P1-3 
(Q.17). The uses of Ghanaian language as medium of instruction in classes one to three 
contributes to primary school pupils' poor academic performance in English. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =377 68 123 23 129 34 
(Q 18). I did not receive adequate training in how to teach Ghanaian language during their 
teacher training. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =373 46 80 21 153 73 
(Q 19). I will not want to become Ghanaian language teachers because such teachers are not 
respected 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =378 11 17 11 156 183 
(Q 20). The use of a Ghanaian language medium of instruction throughout the primary school 
will be improve Basic Education Examination results. 
I ? 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =381 16 42 15 161 147 
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(Q 21). A Ghanaian language should be the sole medium of instruction in the six years of Basic 
ri mary education 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =380 9 26 9 176 160 
221.Only one Ghanaian language should be taught in all Ghanaian primary schools 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =381 12 43 7 163 156 
(Q.23) English language should be the sole medium of instruction in the six years Basic Primary 
Education. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =382 60 136 24 134 28 
1 children in each region should learn only one dominant language of the re gion 
` 1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =378 35 161 9 136 39 
(Q.25). Posting of newly trained teachers should be to their home regions to enable them to teach 
Ghanaian language. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. frcq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =380 40 143 13 144 40 
(Q.26). Posting of teachers should be outside their home regions to force them to speak English to 
the 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. frcq. freq. 
N =378 54 152 29 130 13 
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(Q.27). The practice where all primary school teachers teach both English and a Ghanaian 
language should be stopped. 
- 1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =378 31 63 16 197 71 - 
(Q.28). Primary school teachers should have official permission to use both Ghanaian language 
and English in each lesson as medium of instruction. i.e. teachers should be allowed to translate, 
code mix and code switch in the two languages. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =380 26 203 26 107 18 
(Q.29). A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a condition for promotion of primary school 
teachers. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =378 10 124 32 154 58 
(Q.30). A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a condition for admission to Junior secondary 
school (J.S.S) pupils to the Senior secondary school (S.S.S). 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =379 19 148 26 151 35 
(Q.31). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission to the senior 
hool 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =379 120 219 4 29 7 
(Q.32). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission of teacher trainees to 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagr ee 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =373 133 208 6 20 6 
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(Q.33). A pass in Ghanaian lan guage should be a condition for admission of teacher trainees. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =373 27 141 29 142 34 
(Q.34). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission of students to the 
university. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =373 131 194 8 28 12 
(Q.35). Parents will be happy if primary school pupils are literate in Ghanaian language by the 
end of nrimary class six. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =373 35 180 31 101 26 
(Q.35ó). Parents will be happy if primary school pupils' are literate in English language by the 
end of nrimary class six. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =373 144 198 3 19 9 
(Q.36). I combine English and Ghanaian language in most of my lessons in the primary school 
i.e. I code mix and code switch between a Ghanaian lan guage and English. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =375 24 274 17 54 6 
(Q.37). I think that the combined use of English and Ghanaian Language(code -mixing and code 
nall beneficial to the pupils. ,,,, - -- 
2 3 4 5 
Valid cases A I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =376 46 262 16 44 8 
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Q.38). When pupils arrive in P4 from P3, I automatically switch from Ghanaian language 
medium of instruction to use of English as medium of instruction. 
1_ 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq freq. 
N =371 63 235 16 52 5 
(Q.39). I change from a Ghanaian language medium of instruction to English language medium 
simultaneously for all subjects in primary class four. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =369 25 205 24 106 9 
(Q. 
(Q.40).í use my own personal judgement to change from Ghanaian language medium of instruction 
to English. The chan ge is not simultaneous for all subjects. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =377 21 245 12 95 4 

















ACTIVITIES Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1. View or listen to your favourite 
radio or television programme 
N344 106 124 93 14 7 
2.converse with a colleague of 
yours who also speaks your 
language on: 
a) family matters 360 15 59 39 107 182 
b) day to day events e.g. politics 357 45 17 94 89 70 
c) science and mathematics 359 90 106 116 29 18 
converse with others at home 368 12 11 64 124 157 
3.Buying and shopping in the 
market 
368 6 10 83 134 135 
4.Religious worship 359 29 31 109 90 100 
5.Write personal letters 367 299 31 29 4 4 
6.Write official letters 366 350 9 4 1 2 
7.Read in your leisure hours 383 239 73 47 5 3 
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Section C: Personal Information. 
(Q42).a).Region...10 
b). District 
c). Class you teach now..(1995/1996 academic year) 
valid cases Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N= 
d). No of pupils in class in 1996 
(Q43) Is your school in the rural area or urban? 
Valid cases Urban Rural 
Total freq. freq. 
N= 
(Q 44) What is your sex? Please tick [ 4 i the appropriate box 
Valid cases Female Male 
Total freq. freq. 
N= 
. 45). For how long have you been teaching? 
Valid 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
cases 0-5 yr. 6-10 yr. 11-15 yr. 16-20 yr. 21-25 yr. 26-30 yr. 31+ `ears 
Total. freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N= 
Q.46)What teacher qualification do you have? 
Frequency Percent Valid cases =764 
Untrained Middle or secondary school Leavers (Pupil- Teachers) 
Untrained High School/ `A' Level Pupil- Teacher 
Two-year Post Middle Certificate 'B" Teachers 
Two-year Post "B" Certificate "A" Teachers 
Four -year Post - Middle Certificate "A" Teachers 
Two -year Post Secondary Certificate "A" Teachers 
Three -year Post secondary Certificate "A" Teachers 
Three -year Specialist Teachers 
Three -year Diploma Certificate Teachers 
Professional Graduate Teachers 
(Q. 47). Into which of the following age groups do you fall? 















50 & - 
above 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
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Appendix 9d 
RESPONSES FOR Years 4 -6 
Questionnaire Results: Frequency of Responses for Upper Primary Schools 
1). In which languages) do you mostly carry out the following functions in school ?. 














( in Ll 
TEACHER"FUNCTIONS Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1. Address an assembly of pupils N =391 127 159 82 21 2 
2. Send messages to parents 
through pupils 
N =387 79 87 138 53 30 
3. Explain rules on how to play 
games and carry out activities 
during PE Lessons 
N =381 146 127 94 13 1 
4. Comment on pupils' compound 
work 
N =382 135 130 83 24 10 
5. Assign pupils work in the 
school garden 
N =379 102 97 91 59 30 
(2) . In which language or languages do you mostly carry out the following functions in class? 
















TEACHER FUNCTIONS Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1. Introduce lesson topic to class N =396 263 90 41 2 0 
2. Present lesson content N =388 _207 129 48 4 0 
3. Give explanations of content N =388 134 160 78 15 1 
4. specify examples N =381 150 147 61 14 9 
5. Give routine commands on 
discipline and classroom organisation 
N =395 233 114 42 3 3 
6. Give rubrics of class assignment 
e.g. explain task to be done 
N =392 146 152 70 21 3 
7. Give explanations of work on the 
board 
N =394 206 131 51 5 1 
8. Give instructions for home work N =389 194 115 61 17 2 
9. Explain meaning in a reading aloud 
lesson 
N =392 222 114 51 5 0 
10. Check understanding of new 
vocabulary, phrases and sentences 
N =392 189 135 60 7 1 
11. Talk to individual pupils in class N =391 151 143 72 19 6 
12. Talk to a group or group work in 
class 
I N =392 160 152 72 7 1 
13. Provide corrections on errors in 
class 
N =392 172 134 69 13 4 
14. Send pupils on errands to other 
teachers or head teacher 
N =389 237 95 37 13 7 
15. Create humour in class [ N =375 114 135 82 32 l_ 
16. Praise pupils' work in class N =392 301 61 26 3 1 
17. Give summaries of lesson content N =391 208 125 47 10 1 
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3). In which language or languages do you teach the following subjects? 
LANGUAGES USED INCLASS 
Always In Eng. In Eng. More in Always 
in Eng more & Ll Ll than in Ll 
than Ll Equally Eng. 
TEACHER FUNCTIONS Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1 English language N =388 326 59 2 0 1 
2 Ghanaian language N =350 9 8 18 52 263 
3 Mathematics N =390 187 162 39 1 1 
4 Elementary Science N =391 165 157 62 5 2 
5 Life Skills N =387 150 154 69 13 1 
6 Agriculture Science N =391 143 160 68 19 1 
7 Social Studies N =388 161 166 46 13 2 
8 Cultural studies N =386 81 159 99 48 6 
9 Physical Education N =386 206 124 48 6 2 
(4). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in English in the 
following subjects. 
I Estimate of amount of time spent talking in English 
Valid 
cases 










Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1 Mathematics N= 392 8 29 67 174 114 
2 Elementary Science N =387 4 36 99 153 95 
3 Life Skills N =387 9 35 118 143 82 
4.Cultural Studies N =389 9 59 135 124 62 
(5). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in Ghanaian Language 
in the following subjects. 
IEstimate of amount of time spent talking in Ghanaian Language 










Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1 Mathematics - N =377 140 138 68 20 11 
2 Elementary Science N =373 113 143 78 30 9 
3 Life Skills N =373 99 133 101 29 11 
4.Cultural Studies N= 372 64 122 121 48 17 
(6). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in Mixed Language 
(code mixing and code switching) in the following subjects. 
I Estimate of amount of time spent talking in Mixed language 
- Valid 
Cases 










1 Mathematics N= 378 87 112 102 52 25 
2 Elementary Science N= 372 77 106 117 51 21 
3 Life Skills N= 371 69 109 122 51 20 
4.Cultural Studies N =373 46 99 129 72 27 
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7. 
Do you have books for teaching Ghanaian 
language in your school for your class? 
Yes No 
Valid cases freq. freq. 
N= 364 182 182 
(8). Please list the titles and quantities of books you have in your school for teaching the 
Ghanaian language subject in your class. (continue on a separate sheet if you have many books) 
Class 
(If you teach a combined class prepare that of each class separately) 
Title of books Quantities 








Do you personally teach a Ghanaian language as a 
subject? 
Yes No 
Valid cases Percent Percent 
N =387 282 105 
10. If you answer "No ". why do you not teach a Ghanaian language as a subject? 
(11). If you answered "Yes" to question 9, Please estimate the percentage of the Ghanaian 
language text book which you will have covered by the end of the year. 
0 -20 %, 21-40 % 41-60 % 61- 80 % 81 -100 % 
Valid cases very little little average above average Excellent 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =281 43 55 124 52 7 
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(12). Please estimate the percentage of your pupils that can perform each of the following 
language skills appropriate to their level in Ghanaian language. 














Language Skills freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1.Read science text for 
the class and understand 
N =333 69 72 119 65 8 
2.Write descriptive 
essays about themselves 
with comprehension 
N =336 82 100 112 38 4 
3.Talk about everyday 
activities in class with 
comprehension 
N =337 28 57 89 125 38 
4.Listen to teacher's 
lecture on science with 
comprehension 
N =333 36 48 96 110 43 
5.copy science notes 
from the bb correctly 
N =334 25 24 59 154 72 










Valid cases Yes No 
Do you have books for teaching English Total freq. freq. 
language in your school for your class? N= 391 357 34 
(14). Please list the titles and quantities of books you have in your school for teaching English 
language subject in your class. 
Class 
(If you teach a combined class prepare that of each class separately) 
Title of books Quantities 






(15). Please estimate the percentage of the English language text book you will have read with 
r 
Y r 
0 -20 %, 21-40% 41-60% 61 -80% 81 -100% 
Valid cases very little little average above average Excellent 
Total frog. frog. freq. freq. freq. 
N =384 22 43 168 127 24 
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(16). Please estimate the percentage of your pupils that can perform each of the following 
language skills appropriate to their level in English language. 














. Language Skills Total fret freq. freq. freq. freq. 
1.Read science text for the 
class and understand 
N= 392 32 94 161 96 9 
2. Write descriptive essays 
about themselves with 
comprehension 
N =389 64 97 142 76 10 
3.Talk about everyday 
activities in class with 
comprehension 
N= 388 42 73 153 103 17 
4.Listen to teacher's 
lecture on science with 
comprehension 
N =385 23 67 140 123 32 
5.copy science notes from 
the bb correctly 
N= 398 4 24 88 166 101 
6.Take notes during lecture 
correctly 
N= 380 128 104 86 45 17 
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Section B: Language Attitude. 
INSTRUCTION 
In the following section, please select from one of the options provided the idea that best represent your 
own view. For each question, tick the appropriate column. 
(Q.17). The uses of Ghanaian language as medium of instruction in classes one to three 
contributes to primary school pupils' or academic performance in English. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N= 391 87 140 28 111 25 
(Q 18). I did not receive adequate training in how to teach Ghanaian language during their 
teacher training. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =381 42 82 17 163 77 
(Q 19). I will not want to become Ghanaian language teachers because such teachers are not 
r 
1 1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =391 18 19 14 154 186 
(Q 20). The use of a Ghanaian language medium of instruction throughout the primary school 
Examination results - 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =393 9 22 14 178 170 
(Q 21). A Ghanaian language should be the sole medium of instruction in the six years of Basic 
pri -- 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =393 9 8 3 147 _ 226 
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(Q 
22). Only one Ghanaian language should be taught in all Ghanaian primary schools 
1 - 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =392 23 49 5 152 163 
(Q.23) English language should be the sole medium of instruction in the six years Basic Primary 
Education. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =393 106 123 23 113 28 
1 ) 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =392 59 161 23 109 40 
(Q.25). Posting of newly trained teachers should be to their home regions to enable them to teach 
ian language 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =393 58 142 19 125 49 
(Q.26). Posting of teachers should be outside their home regions to force them to speak English to 
jr 1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =393 68 152 37 110 26 
(Q.27). The practice where all primary school teachers teach both English and a Ghanaian 
language should be stopped. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total fre fre . I -i . freq. I :01, 
N= 390 5() $5 26 159 64 
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(Q.28). Primary school teachers should have official permission to use both Ghanaian language 
and English in each lesson as medium of instruction. i.e. teachers should be allowed to translate, 
code mix and code switch in the two lan guages. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid rases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. frcq. freq. 
N =391 34 163 26 133 35 
(Q.29). A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a condition for promotion of primary school 
teachers. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq freq. freq. freq. 
N =391 18 105 34 142 92 
(Q.30): A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a condition for admission to Junior secondary 
school (J.S.S) uunils to the Senior secondary school (S.S.S). 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =389 28 148 24 139 50 
(Q.31). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission to the senior 
secondary school (S.S.S 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total frcq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N= 393 144 178 11 48 12 
(Q.32). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission of teacher trainees to 
co 
V 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total frcq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =388 146 180 8 36 18 
hould be a condition for admission of teacher trainees. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =389 36 139 27 137 50 
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(Q.34). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission of students to the 
university. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =388 151 162 10 38 27 
(Q.35). Parents will be happy if primary school pupils are literate in Ghanaian language by the 
end of tirimary class six. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =388 55 168 35 95 35 
(Q.35ó). Parents will be happy if primary school pupils' are literate in English language by the 
end of nrimary class six. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =389 190 160 6 10 23 
(Q.36). I combine English and Ghanaian language in most of my lessons in the primary school 
i.e. I code mix and code switch between a Ghanaian lan guage and English. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =384 23 200 23 116 22 
(Q.37). I think that the combined use of English and Ghanaian Language(code -mixing and code 
hing) in a lesson is educational beneficial to the pupils. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =390 42 211 35 86 16 
Q.38). When pupils arrive in P4 from P3, I automatically switch from Ghanaian language 
ish as medium of instruction. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =386 79 223 25 58 1 
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(Q.39). I change from a Ghanaian language medium of instruction to English language medium 
simultaneously for all subjects in primary class four. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =384 32 170 22 148 12 
(Q. 
(Q.40),I use my own personal judgement to change from Ghanaian language medium of 
instruction to English. The change is not simultaneous for all subjects. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Valid cases I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
Total freq. freq. freq. freq. freq. 
N =377 37 240 23 62 15 

















ACTIVITIES Total freq. freq freq. freq. freq. 
1.View or listen to your favourite 
radio or television programme 
351 134 140 57 17 3 
2.converse with a colleague of 
yours who also speaks your 
language on: 
a) family matters 367 15 16 50 129 157 
b) day to day events e.g. politics 376 40 88 95 105 48 
c) science and mathematics 376 130 161 61 16 8 
converse with others at home 377 10 22 62 168 115 
3.Buying and shopping in the 
market 
376 12 19 68 146 131 
4.Religious worship 376 42 40 77 104 113 
5. Write personal letters 378 329 23 19 4 3 
6.Write official letters 378 367 7 2 1 1 
7.Read in your leisure hours _ 398 _ 232 105 31 5 5 
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(Q 
Section C: Personal Information. 
(Q42). a).Region...10 
b): District 
c). Class you teach now..(1995/1996 academic year) 
valid cases year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
Total Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
N =779 16.2 16.4 16.6 17.1 17.3 16.4 
d). No of pupils in class in 1996 
(Q43) Is your school in the rural area or urban? 
Valid cases Urban Rural 
Total Percent Percent 
N =779 54 46 
(Q 44). What is your sex? Please tick [i ] the appropriate box 
Valid cases Female Male 
445 
767 58.0 42.0 
. 45). For how long have You been teaching? 
Valid I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
cases 0 -5 yr. 6 -10 vr. 11 -15 vr. 16 -20 vr. 21 -25 .r. 26 -30 yr. 31+ years 
766 29.2 25.8 8.5 7.3 16.4 9.1 3.5 
Q.46)What teacher qualification do you have? 
Frequency Percent Valid cases =764 
10 1.2 Untrained Middle or secondary school Leavers (Pupil- Teachers) 
5 0.6 Untrained High School/ `A' Level Pupil- Teacher 
2 0.3 Two-year Post Middle Certificate 'B" Teachers 
29 3.7 Two-year Post "B" Certificate "A" Teachers 
578 74.0 Four-year Post - Middle Certificate "A" Teachers 
9 1.2 Two-year Post Secondary Certificate "A" Teachers 
127 16.3 Three -year Post secondary Certificate "A" Teachers 
3 0.4 Three-year Specialist Teachers 
1 0.1 Three-year Diploma Certificate Teachers 
1 0.1 Professional Graduate Teachers 



















745 0.9 8.6 18.9 20.0 14.8 14.0 12.9 9.9 
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APPENDIX 9E: COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE: SAMPLE 
PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS' LANGUAGE MEDIUM USE SURVEY 1966 
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please complete the following: 
Name of School: Qle1/4A-14--. sa PLJ In - 
What class do you. teach? 
Section A 
How to answerthis questiomraire- j 1 131 .-if'F.!;"_:f:.; 7 -: -:` - :-.. ' ; 
Answer the questions by putting a tick [ I in the column or box which. best matches your own .._ _ 
opinion.. For example, 
,.. ,Pocri-..7:-.3 . ,: : :_ 
(1) In whicklanguage orlangages do you: mostly carry out the following functions in school? 
-:-:-_-..;; -.7.F.,.1: -.... - . -.. =. . . - ..: - 
TEACHER FUNCTIONS 
LANGUAGES USED INSCHOOL 
In English In English & In Ghanaian 
more often Ghanaian language- Always in 
Always in than Ghanaian language more often Ghanaian 
English language equally than Fnglish language 
1. conduct morning prayer at 
the school assembly 
Please start now 
(1) In which language or langages do you mostly carry out the following functions in school? 
Please tick (4)the language column that applies to the function in the checklist 



















1. Address an assembly of 
pupils 
2_ Send. messages to parents 
through pupils 
3. Explain rules on how to 
play games and' carry Out-. 
activities during PE Lessons 
4. Comment:on_ pupils17:.-...: 
compound'work 





. u1 W 1LL1,11 141151146G languages ao you mosuy carry out the tbllowing 
functions in class? 
Please tick (4)the language column that applies to the function in the checklist 




















1. Introduce lesson topic to 
class 
2. Present lesson content 
3. Give explanations of 
content 
4. specify examples 
5. Give routine commands on 
discipline and classroom 
organisation 
6. Give rubrics of class 
assignment e.g. explain task 
to be done 
7. Give explanations of work 
on the board 
8. Give instructions for home 
work 
9. Explain meaning in a 
reading aloud lesson 
10. Check understanding of 
new vocabulary, phrases and 
sentences 
11. Talk to individual pupils 
in class 
12. Talk to a group on group 
work in class 
13 Provide corrections on 
errors in class 
14. Send pupils on errands to 
other teachers or head teacher ` 
15: Create humour in class 
16. Praise pupils' work in 
class 
/ 




(3) . In which language or languages do you teach the following subjects? 
Tick ()the language column that apply in the following checklist 
























Life Skills I 
Agriculture Science 
Social Studies I 
Cultural studies 1 I 
Physical Education 
(4). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in 
English in the following subjects. 
Tick (4) the column that applies in your situation in the checklist for English 
Language 
Subiect Taught 




41-60% 61 -80% S1- 100 %very 





(5). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in 
Ghanaian Language in the following subjects. 
Tick (I) the column that applies in your situation in the checklist for Ghanaian 
Ian a 
Subiect Taught 




41 -60 % 
sometimes 
61- 80 °A 
often 
81 -100 % 
very often 
Mathematics I 
EIementary Science I 
Life Skills I , 
Cultural Studies I I ` 
4 
4)2 
(6). Please estimate the percentage of time you talk to your pupils in class in Mixed 
language (code mixing and code switiching)in.the following subjects. 
Tick ('Í) the column that applies in your situation in the checklist for .Mixed 
lan guage(code mixing and code switichinel 
Subject Taught 






61- 80 % 
often 




Life Skills , 
Cultural Studies 
(7). Do you have books for teaching Ghanaian language in your school for your 
class? 
Tic (-V) the appropriate box that applies to your situation. 
Yes, (answer the next question) 
=No, (skip the next question) 
(8). Please list the titles and quantities of books you have in your school for 
teaching the Ghanaian language subject in your class. (Continue on a separate 
sheet if you have many books) 
Class r l 
. (If you teach combined classes prepare that of each class separately) 
Titles of books Quantities 
e. g. Twi Kasa Mmara 10 
1 NdtAde-q rq_ 14. 





(9). Do you personally teach a Ghanaian language as a subject? 
-Ple.2e tick (J) the box that applies to your situation. 
I " 1 Yes, (skip the next question) 
No, (answer the next question) 
10. If you answer "No ", why do you not teach a Ghanaian language as a subject? 
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(11). If you answered "Yes" to question 9, Please estimate the percentage of the 
Ghanaian language text book that you will have covered by the end of the year. 
Tick ( -) the appropriate column that applies to your situation. 
0 -20 %, 21 -40% 41 -60% 61 -80% 81 -100% 
very little Little average above average Excellent 
(12). Please estimate the percentage of your pupils that can perform each of the 
following language skills in Ghanaian language. 
Tick (J) the appropriate column that applies to your situation. 











All or almost all 
Read science text for 








Talk about everyday 
activities in class 
with comprehension 
(7 
Listen to teacher's 




copy science notes 
from the bb correctly 
V/ 
Take notes during 
lecture correctly 
/ 
(13). Do you have books for teaching English language in your school for your 
class? 
Tick (4)the appropriate box that applies to your situation. 
E Yes, (answer the next question) 
n.No, (skip the next question) 
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(14). Please list the titles and quantities of books you have in your school for 
teaching English language subject hi your class. (Continue on a separate sheet if 
you have many books) 
Tittles of books Quantities 
e.g. English for Primary School Pupils' Book 3 20 






(15). Please estimate the percentage of the English language text book you will 
have read with your class by the end of the year 
Tick (J) the appropriate column that applies to your situation. 
0 -20 %, 21-40% 41 -60% 61 -80% 81 -100% 
very little little average above average Excellent 
(16). Please estimate the percentage of your pupils that can perform each of the 
following language skills appropriate to their level in English language. 
Tick (1) the appropriate column that applies to your situation. 
Percentage of class that can perform skill in English language 
Language Skills 






% 61 -80% 
many 
81 -100 % 
All or almost all 
Read science text for 
the class and 
understand 
./ 




Talk about everyday 
activities in class 
with comprehension 
Listen to teacher's . 
lecture on science 
with comprehension 
copy science notes 
from the bb correctly 




' SECTION B: 
INSTRUCTION 
In the following section, please select from one of the options provided the 
idea that best represent your own view. For each question, tick the 
appropriate column. 
(Q.17). The uses of Ghanaian language as medium of instruction in classes' one to 
three contributes to primary school pupils' poor academic performance in English. 
Tick (J) the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree I agree 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q 18). I am unable to teach Ghanaian language properly because I did not receive 
adequate training in how to teach Ghanaian language during my teacher training. 
Tick (J) the appropriate column that best represents your own view 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree I agree 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree stron,disagree 
(Q 19). I will not want to become a Ghanaian language teacher because such 
teachers are not respected 
Tick the appropriate column that best represents your own view: 
1 2 3 4 '. 5 
I strongly agree I agree 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree I strongl isagree 
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(Q 20).The use of a Ghanaian language medium of instruction throughout the 
primary school will improve. Basic Education Examinatïón results: 
Tick (I) the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree I agree 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q 21). A Ghanaian language should be the sole medium of instruction in the six 
years of Basic primary education_ 
Tick (4) the approyriate column thatbest represents your own view. 
1 2 3 S 
I strongly agree I agree 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q 22). Only one Ghanaian language should be taught in all Ghanaian primary 
schools 
Tick ('J) the approyriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 5 
I strongly agree 
I agree 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disag I strongly disagree 
(Q.23) English language should be the sole medium ofinstrution in the six years of 
Basic Primary Education 





I strongly agree I agree 
I neither agree' 
nor disagree I disaee - I strongly: disagree 
..,....a¡y:%rro5:i::_.... 
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(Q 24). School children in each region should' learn onfy one dominant language of 
the region Í. - 
Tick ('1) the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 3 4 5 
I strongly agree r agre 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q.25).Postings of newly trained teachers should be to their home regions to 
enable them teach. Ghanaian language:_ 
Tick ( -) the appropriate column that best represents your own view 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree I agr I neither agree nor 
disagree.': 
I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q.26).Postings of teachers should be outside their home regions to force them to 
speak English to their pupils most of the school time. 
Tick ( -) the appropriate column that-best represents your own view. 
2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree I agree 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q.27). The practice where all primary school teachers teach both English and a 
Ghanaian language should be stopped 
Tick (-4) the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
LstroñgIy agree r agree 
E neither agree. 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
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(Q:28).Primary. schooL teachers should_ have official permission to use both 
Ghanaian language and English in each lesson as medium of instruction. (i.e_ 
ivachers should be allowed to translate; code mix and code switch in the two 
itañguages) 
Tick ('i) the appropriaté column that best represents your own view. 
3 4 5 
I strongly ägree- I agree, 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q 29). A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a condition for promotion of 
primary school teachers. 
Tick (J) the appropriate box column best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree I agree 
L neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q.30). A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a. condition for admission to 
Junior secondary school (J. S. S) pupils to the Senior secondary school (S. S. S). 
Tick (I) the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 4 5 
I strongly agree I agree 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q.3 L). Apass in English language should remain a condition for admission:to the 
senior secondary school. (S. S. S.) 
Tick (J) the appropriate column that best represents your own view_.*' 
.L. 3 
(strongly agree. Ia e 
I neither agree 
nordisa a ee I disc ee I strop_ disa ee 
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(Q.32)_ A pass in English language shouldremain acondition for admission of 
teacher trainees to colleges.' 
` Tick Oh the appropriate column that best represents ydtir own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree- 
_ 
I agree/ 
I neither agree ' 
nor disagree Idisagree! I strongly disagree 
(Q.33).. A pass in. Ghanaian language should be a condition for admission of 
teacher trainees_ . 
Tick ('J) the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree I agree,- 
I neither agree. 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q.34). A pass in English language should remain a condition for admission of 
students to the university. 
Tick (OÍ) the appropriate column that best represents our own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
I agree 
I agree 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q.35). Parents will be happy if primary school pupils' are literate - in Ghanaian 
language by the end of primary class six_ 
Tick ( 'J) the appròpriate column that best represents your own view. 
L .. 2 3_ . . 4 5 
Estrongly agree I agree 
I neither agree. 
nor disagree I disagree I stfongly disagree 
, .,,J.,/ 
(Q.35b). Parents will be happy if primary school pupils' are literate in English 
language by the end of primary class six 
Tick (lY -the 'ápprobriate column that best represënts your own view. 
- - 
.-.3 4 5 
[ ströngly agree:I 
a ree 
: . I neither 
nor disa.reé '- 
:: . 
I disa:ree I stron 1 
, 
disa:ree 





(Q.36),I combine English and Ghanaian languages in most of my lessons in the 
primary school. (i.e. I code mix and code switch between a Ghanaian language and 
English. 
Tick (4) the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree 
I agree 
I neither agree 
or disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q.37),I think that the combined use of English and Ghanaian Language(code- 
mixing and code switching) in a lesson is educationally beneficial to the pupils. 
Tick (V) the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree 
I agree 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
V 
Q.38). When pupils arrive in P4 from P3, I automatically switch from 
Ghanaian language medium of instruction to use of English as medium of 
instruction. 
Tick () the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree 
I agree 
I neither agree 
nor disagree I disagree I strongly disagree 
(Q.39). I change from a Ghanaian language medium of instruction to English 
language medium simultaneously for all subjects in primary class four. 
Tick (41) the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree 
I a. ree 
I neither agree 
nor disa:ree I disa ree I stron 1 disa:ree './ 
13 
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(Q.40),I use my own personal judgement to change from Ghanaian language 
medium of instruction to English. The change is not simultaneous for all subjects. 
Tick (4) the appropriate column that best represents your own view. 
1 2 3 4 5 
I strongly agree I agree I neither agree 
nor disagree 
I disagree I strongly 
disagree 
(Q.41). What language or languages do you personally use in carrying out the 
following activities? 



















View or listen to your 
favourite radio or 
television programme 
converse with a colleague 
of yours who also speaks. 
your language on 
a) family matters 
b) day to day events e.g. 
politics 
c) science and 
mathematics 
converse with others at 
home 
buying and shopping in 
the market 
religious worship 
write personal letters 
write official letters 
read in your leisure hours 
14 
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(Q 45):-For how=long have you been teaching? 
Tick (I) the appro priate colúmn. 
.'3 -4 ,,. _. 7 
'0-5 years 6-10 years 11 -15 years 16 -20 years 21- 25years 26-30 years 31+ years 
J 
`e,s>P14".4 S 1 Yi 1 r1. n.. .. ..._... . -- 
Q. 46) What teachërqualificàtion_ do you have ?. T' 
Tick' (J) ̀ the -appropriate box in the .checklist( If your qualification is 
please add it). 
a) 0 Untrained Middle or secondary school Leavers (Pupil- Teachers) 
b). E Untrained High School or At Level-Pupil-Teacher 
..e) 0 Two -year Post Middle Certificate "B" Teachers 
d) EITwo -year Post 'B" : Certificate "A ". Teachers 
e) Four- year Post Middle Certificate."'A -Teachers.: 
f_) Two-year Post Secondary Certificate "A" Teachers 
g), "Q Three -year Post secondary Certificate "A'Teachers -. 
h).E Three -year Specialist Teachers -. 
i) Three -year Diploma Certificate Teachers'. 
j). El Non-professional: graduate Teachers. 






(Q. 47). Into which of the following age groups do you fall? 
Tick ('1) the appropriate category. 
3- 4 5 - 6 7 8 
20 and below 21 -25 years 26-30 years 31 -35 years 36-40 Y 41-45 years 46- 50 years 50 & above 
Please returlí all completed questionnaires to the address below 
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Appendix 9f 
General Results: Language Attitudes 
The Frequency of Responses to Language Attitude Items 
Items SA A NAND D SD 
1.The uses of Ghanaian language as medium of 
instruction in classes one to three contributes to primary 
school pupils' poor academic performance in English. 
2. I am unable to teach Ghanaian language properly 
because I did not receive adequate training in how to 
teach Ghanaian language during my teacher training. 
3. I would not want to become Ghanaian language 
teacher because such teachers are not respected 
4. The use of a Ghanaian language medium of 
instruction throughout the primary school will improve 
Basic education examination results. 
5. A Ghanaian language should be the sole medium of 
instruction in the six years of Basic primary education 
6. Only one Ghanaian language should be taught in all 
Ghanaian primary schools. 
7. English language should be the sole medium of 
instruction in the six years of Basic Primary Education 
8. School children in each region should learn only one 
dominant language of the region 
9. Posting of newly trained teachers should be to their 
home regions to enable them teach Ghanaian language. 
10. Posting of teachers should be outside their home 
regions to force them to speak English to their pupils 
most of the school time. 
11. The practice where all primary school teachers teach 
both English and a Ghanaian language should be stopped 
12. Primary school teachers should have officially 
permission to use both Ghanaian language and English 
in each lesson as medium of instruction (i.e. Teachers 
should be allowed to translate, code mix and code switch 
in the two languages). 
20.2 34.2 6.6 31.3 7.7 
11.7 21.5 5.0 41.9 19 
3.8 41 3.2 40.3 4,ß.0 
3.2 8.3 3.7 43 . S 41 r; 
2.3 4.4 1.6 41.8 4(). 
4.5 11.9 1.7 40.8 41.1 
21.3 33.4 6.2 31.9 7.2 
12.2 41.8 4.2 31.6 10.2 
12.7 36.9 4.1 34.8 11.5 
15.8 39.4 8.6 31.1 5.1 
11.3 19.3 5.5 46.4 17.6 
7.7 47.5 6.8 31.1 6.9 
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13. A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a 3.6 
condition for promotion of primary school teachers. 
14. A pass in a Ghanaian language should be a condition 6.1 
for admission to Junior secondary school (J.S.S) pupils to 
the Senior secondary school (S.S.S). 
15. A pass in English language should remain a 34.2 
condition for admission to the senior secondary school 
(S.S.S.) 
16. A pass in English language should remain a 36.7 
condition for admission of teacher trainees to colleges. 
17. A pass in Ghanaian language should be a condition for 8.3 
admission of teacher trainees. 
18. A pass in English language should remain a condition 37.1 
for admission of students to the university. 
19. Parents will be happy if primary school pupils are 11.8 
literate in Ghanaian language by the end of class six. 
20. Parents will be happy if primary school pupils are 43.8 
literate in English language by the end of class six. 
21. I combine English and Ghanaian language in most 6.2 
of my lessons in the primary school(i.e. I code mix and 
code switch between a Ghanaian language and English). 
22 I think that the combined use of English and 11.5 
Ghanaian Language(code -mixing and code switching) 
in a lesson is educationally beneficial to the pupils. 
23. When pupils arrive in P4 from P3, I automatically 18.8 
switch from Ghanaian language medium of instruction to 
use of English as medium of instruction. 
24. I change from a Ghanaian language medium of 7.6 
instruction to English language medium is done 
simultaneously for all subjects in primary class four. 
25. I use my own personal judgement to change from 7.7 
Ghanaian language medium of instruction to English. 







51.4 1.9 10.0 2.5 
50.9 1.9 7.4 3.2 
36.7 7.3 36.6 11.0 
46.8 2.4 8.7 5.1 
45.7 8.7 25.8 8.0 
47.0 1.2 3.8 4.2 
62.5 5.3 22.4 3.7 
61.7 6.7 17.0 3.1 
60.5 5.4 14.5 0.8 
49.8 6.1 33.7 2.8 
64.3 4.7 20.7 2.5 
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Appendix 10(a) 
Language Proficiency Test Original Passage used for Cloze Test 
KEEPING HEALTHY 
Water. 
Our bodies need water. The water we drink must be clean. We get diseases 
from dirty water. Look at this picture. 
Why is this water not clean? 
Would you take your drinking water from this place? 
You should always use a latrine. 
You should never urinate or defecate into or near a river 
Would you take your drinking water from the places shown in the picture? 
How do you make sure that the water you drink is clean? 
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The best way is to boil the water for some time. 
You can use special chemicals to make the water clean. 
Some people filter the water to make it clear. This water 
must still be boiled to kill the tiny living things 
which can make you ill. 
The water which we use to wash ourselves and our 
clothes must be clean too. 
The water which we use to wash our food must be as 
clean as our drinking water. 
Dirty water has tiny living things in it which cause diseases. 
If you drink this water you can become ill. 
The tiny living things grow in our body. 
Some of them are worms. These grow inside your legs 
This makes your legs very painful. 
Other worms from dirty water make you urinate blood. 
Other diseases which you get from dirty water give you 
very bad stomach pains and diarrhoea. 
People can die from these diseases. 
A person with one of these diseases can put the tiny 
living things back into the water. This happens when 
the person washes himself. It also happens when he 
passes urine or faeces near the water 
A person who is not ill can then get the disease 
You must not drink dirty water 
You must not wash yourself in dirty water 
You must not swim in rivers or ponds. 
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APPENDIX 10(b): Language Proficiency Cloze Test English Version 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
In the following passage a number of words have 
been removed. 
The numbered blank spaces show where single 
words have been removed. 
Read the passage carefully. Try to understand 
what it is about. 
Then look at each number and complete the 
blank with only ONE WORD. 
Write down the answer ON THE ANSWER SHEET 
PROVIDED 
EXAMPLE: 
We need food to stay alive. We need food to give us energy. 
Children need food to grow. 
If we do not have enough --1 --we become weak and ill. 
We --2 -- different types of food. If you --3- -the same food all 






In number (1), some food is wrong because you must use only ONE WORD 
DO NOT OPEN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO. 





Our bodies need water. The water we drink must be clean. We get diseases from 
dirty water.. Look at this picture. 
Why is this water not clean? 
Would you take your drinking --1 -- from this place? 
You should always use a latrine. 
You should --2 -- urinate or defecate into or near a river 
Would you take --3 -- drinking water from the places shown in the picture? 
How do --4 -- make sure that the water you drink is clean? 
The best --5 -- is to boil the water for some time. 
You can use --6 -- chemicals to make the water clean. 
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Some people filter the water --7 -- make it clear. This water 
must still be boiled to kill --8 -- tiny living things which can make you ill. 
The water which --9 -- use to wash ourselves and our 
clothes must be clean too. 
--10 -- water which we use to wash our food must be as 
--11 -- as our drinking water. 
Dirty water has tiny living things in --12 -- which cause diseases. 
If you drink this water you can become --13 -- 
The tiny living things grow in our body. 
Some of them --14 -- worms. These grow inside your legs 
This makes your legs very --15 -- 
Other worms from dirty water make you urinate blood. 
Other diseases --16 -- you get from dirty water give you 
very bad stomach pains --17 -- diarrhoea. 
People can die from these diseases. 
A person with one --18 -- these diseases can put the tiny 
living things back into the --19 - -. This happens when 
the person washes himself. It also happens when --20 -- 
passes urine or faeces near the water 
A person who is not ill can then get the disease 
You must not drink dirty water 
You must not wash yourself in dirty water 
You must not swim in rivers or ponds. 
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APPENDIX 10(c) : Language Proficiency Test 
Sample Answer Sheet for English 
Write down all your answers on this answer sheet 














APPENNDIX 10(d) Language Proficiency Test 




YETI Nnipadua hia nsuo. sss ss yen nsuo a ysnom ho tes. 
Ysnya yades fin nsu fii mu. 
Hwg saa nfonini yi. 
Aden nti na saa nsuo yi ani ntes? 
Wu bssa wo nsuo a wonom afin saa bean ha? 
sss ss abers biara ysk.D tiafi so 
Enss ss wodwonsD anaa scwonne nsutenee mu anaa sho 
Wobnsa wo nsuo a wobsnom afiri saa beas a nwD nfonini yi mu? 
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WobsyE dsn ahunu ss nsuo a wobsnom no ho te? 
Kwan a Eye pa ara ne se wobenoa nsuo no EmmerE kakra. 
Wobetumi de nnuro soronko bi ati nsuo nu ani. 
Ebinom siine so SE nsuo no ani bytes. WobEk= so anoa saa nsuo no SE Ebsys a 
Emu mmoawamoawa no a sbema wo yades no bEwu. 
Ese se yen nsuo a ysde dware, hohoro yen nnesma, nso ho bstes. 
Nsuo a yede hohoro ya aduane ho nso ESE sE Eho teE tesE nea yenom nnoa ara 
Nsufii EwD mmoa nketenkete wD mua sma yadeE. 
SE wo nom saa nsuo yi bia, wobstumi ayare. 
Saa mmoa nketenkete yi nyini Ew yen nnipadua mu. 
ebi ne nsonosono. Nsonosono yi bi enyini ewo ye nan mu. 
Etumi ma wo nan no ye woya yie. 
Nsonosono bi a ewD saa nsufii yi mu turni ma wodwonsp mmogya. 
Nyarewa ahodoD binom a ye nya firi nsufii mu ne yamkeka ne yamtuo denden. 
Saa nyarewa yi betumi akum nnipa 
Obi a wDwD saa yadee yi betumi Ede mmoa nketenkete no asan akgu nsuo no 
mu bio. 
Etumi ba no saa, se onipa no dware nsuo no mua. 
etumi ba saa nso, se Ddwons anaa SE gya na'ann ben nsuo no aa. 
Obi a onni saa yadee no bi no, betumi anya bi. 
ense se wonom nsufii 
ense se wodware nsufii mu 
nsE SE wodware nsutene anaa nsuo taee mu. 
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APPENDIX lo (e) 
Translated Language Proficiency Cloze Test in Ghanaian Language (Twi) 
NTWERE SAA ASEM MMISA YI SO 
Saa nssm yi mu, nssm bebree w hD a yEayiyi afin mu. 
Baabia yagyigya hD no kyers nssm mmaako, mmaako a woayiyi afin mu. 
To wo boase na kan. B mmpden na te ases w ssnaa skyers mu. 
Fa assm baako hys baabi ara yagyigya no. 
Twer mmuaes no w mmuaes krataa no wde ama wo no so. 
NHWsSOD(example) 
Yshia aduane de atena ase. Ychia aduane de anya ahoden. Nkwadaa hia aduane 
de anyini. 
Ss ysannya aduane dodoD a ysbsys mrs na ysayare. 
Ychia nduane ahodoD. Sc wodi aduane korD dabiaraa, won nya ahonden. 
MMUAYs 
1. mrs paa 
2. wodi 
3. apomuden 
Sc wofa des sdikan no ara, "mrs paa" snys, sfiri ss sss ss wofa assm baako pc. 




Yen Nnipadua hia nsuo. ess se yen nsuo a ysnom ho tes. 
Yenya yadee firi nsu fii mu. 
Hwt saa nfonini yi. 
Aden nti na saa nsuo yi ani ntee? 
Wu besa wo nsuo a wonoml afin saa beae ha? 
ese se abers biara yekD tiafi so 
Ense seÿ wodwonsD anaa sewonne nsutenee mu anaa eho 
Wobesa wo nsuo a wobenom3 afin saa beae a ewD nfonini yi mu? 
Wobeye den ahunu se nsuo4 a wobenom no ho te? 
Kwan a eye pa ara ne se wobenoi3 nsuo no emmere kakra. 
Wobetumi de nnuro soronko bi ati nsuo nu ani`'. 
ebinom spne so se nsuo no ani bstee. Wobek so anoa saa nsuo no se ebeye a 
emu mmoawamoawa no a ebema wo yadee no bewus 
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ese se yen nsuo a ysde dware, hohoro yen nnesma, nso ho bstes9 
Nsuo a yede hohoro ya aduane ho nso ese se Elio tes tess neal" ysnom nnoa ara 
Nsufii swD mmoa nketenkete w-D mua sma yades. 
Sc wo nom saa" nsuo yi bia, wobetumi ayare. 
Saa rnmoa nketenkete yi nyini swD yen nnipadnal' mu. 
ebi ne nsonosono. Nsonosono yi bi snyini swo ye nan mu. 
stumi' i ma wo nan no ye woya yie. 
Nsonosono bi a swp14 saa nsufii yi mu turni ma wodwonsp mmogya. 
Nyarewa ahodo binom a'5 ye nya fini nsufii mu ne yamkeka ne yamtuo denden. 
Saa, nyarewa y i" bstumi akum nnipa 
Obi a wDwD saa yadee yi bstumi sde mmoa" nketenkete no asan akDgu nsuo 
no mu bio. 
stumi ba no saa, ss'h onipa no dware nsuo no mua. 
etumi ba saa nso, se DdwonsD19 anaa se Dgya na'ann ben nsuo no aa. 
Obi a onni saa yadee no bi no, bstumi anya bi. 
ense ss wonom nsufii 
snss se wodware nsufii mu 
nse ss wodware nsutene anaa nsuo taee mu. 
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APPENDIX 10(f) : Language Proficiency Test 
SAMPLE ANSWER SHEET FOR TWI 
MMUAYs KRATAA 
Twers wo mmuays nyinaa w mmuays krataa yi so 
Ysrekae wo ss ntwers assm mmisa krataa no so 
Me din de 
Me sukuu de 
1 wonom 11 saal' 
2 ss' 12 nnipadua' 2 
3 wobsnom3 13 stumi'3 
4 nsuo4 14 swD'4 
5 wobsnoa5 15 
a15 
6 ani 16 yi16 
7 nsuo' 17 mmoa17 
8 bswus 18. 
ssls 
9 bstes9 19 dwonsDl" 
10 neaSO 20 yadec2° 
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Appendix. 11: Pupils Reading Comprehension Test Results 
11(a)School: Aborfo Results 
Code Name Eng. Twi Total 
1. Emanuel Adu Donkor 7 7 14 
2. George Manu 2 1 3 
3. Naadu Laryea 8 13 21 
4. Akwasi Apraku Agyepong 13 7 20 
5. Akua Fremah Agyei 8 6 14 
6. Nana Amponsah Ntim 11 15 26 
7. Gertrude Boamah 1 1 2 
8. Denies Akwasi William 1 2 3 
9. Sandra -Ampadu Asiamah 5 5 10 
10. Agyei Konadu Bridgett 9 5 14 
11. Akua Asamoah Kwarteng 10 8 18 
12. Owusu Sekyer8 Kwaku 5 8 13 
13. George Mensah 6 0 6 
14. Antwi Dominic' 5 2 7 
15. Coleman Rebecca Sylvia 7 7 14 
16. Akyew Michael 0 1 1 
17. Osei -Agyeman Prempeh Agnes 6 8 14 
18. Badu Samuel 5 5 10 
19. Kwarteng Amoateng Claudia 7 10 17 
20. Karikari Akosua 2 0 2 
21. Appiah Joyce Addison 13 14 27 
22. Frimpong Perpetua 5 1 6 
23. Kamkam Theophilus 6 1 7 
24. Agyepong Ernest 1 0 1 
25. Dankwa Godfred 0 0 0 
26. Nyantakyiwaah Afia 4 0 4 
27. Anokye Bempa Albert 11 11 22 
28. Kyei Ampong Kwame 12 14 26 
29. Owusu Ansah Emilia 1 1 2 
30. Forkuo Kyerewaah Adeline 5 6 11 
31. Oti Duruwaa Yaa 6 10 16 
32. Bridgett Boateng 2 1 3 
33. Adu Patricia 1 0 1 
34. Appiagyei Bemah Yaa 5 0 5 
35. Antwi Adomako B. Justice 6 1 7 
36. Tawia Rosa Marie 2 0 2 
37. Owusu Mensah Prince 3 5 8 
38. Adu Anyan Anthony 2 1 3 
39. Duodo Yaw Wiafe 6 5 11 
40. Duodo Kwaku Vincent 8 4 12 
41. Opoku Sylvester 4 1 5 
42. Achampong Derrick 4 0 4 
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43. Adu Antwi Boasiako 1 0 1 
44. Owusu Ann Shirley 5 10 15 
45. Boakye Faustina 4 6 10 
46. Okyere Boateng Yaw 6 0 6 
47. Adusei Ellen 15 12 27 
48. Karim Samira 6 10 16 
49. Aidoo Kim- Louisa 4 3 7 
50. Antwi David 2 0 2 
51. Ankomah Serwah 2 4 6 
52. Ato Sarsah Sampson 7 10 17 
53. Owusu Ansah Derrick 6 1 7 
54. Opoku Ware Kwame 6 11 17 
55. Nkansa Esther 3 1 4 
56. Appiah Dora Ofori 4 4 8 
57. Asamoah Bonsu Philip 4 1 5 
58. Sagoe E Diana 1 0 1 
59. Ocloo Jane Setor 6 8 14 
60. Owusu Ansah Emmanuel 1 4 5 
61.. Addo Agyekum Kwaku 6 4 10 
Total 314 276 590 
Average /mean score 5.1 4.5 4.76 
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Appendix. 11: Pupils Reading Comprehension Test Results 
11(b) Zongo BorDfo Primary Results 
Code Name Eng. Twi Total 
1. Adusei Ruth 0 0 0 
2. Adutum Michael 0 0 0 
3. Boateng Patricia 0 0 0 
4. Oppong Samuel 0 0 0 
5. Abboah Felix 1 0 1 
6. Tabuaa Gladys 1 0 1 
7. Owusu Clement 0 0 0 
8. Osei Constance 0 0 0 
9. Frempong Isaac 0 0 0 
10. Agyei Kwarteng Prince 1 0 1 
11. Owusu Alfred 0 1 1 
12. Dabora Gilbert 0 0 0 
13. Mansah Comfort 1 1 2 
14. Yeboah Ennoch 0 9 9 
15. Serwah Catharine 2 0 2 
16. Boakye Opoku Emmanuel 0 1 1 
17. Betty Hagan 0 0 0 
18. Amanfo Ofori Collins 2 0 2 
19. Antwiwaa Christiana 0 0 0 
20.Owusu Nimako Elvis 0 1 1 
21. Agyeman Anita 0 1 1 
Total 8 14 22 
Average /mean score 0.38 0.67 0.52 
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Appendix. 11: Pupils Reading Comprehension Test Results 
11(c) Makaranta Borfo Primary Results 
Code Name Eng. Twi Total 
1. Agyeiwaah Yaa 0 0 0 
2. Adams Obeng 1 0 1 
3. Adusei Clement 0 0 0 
4. Amoako Kwadwo 0 0 0 
5. Adjei Akwasi Jonas 0 0 0 
6. Akyaa Vida 7 7 14 
7. Serwah Akua 2 0 2 
8. Sarfo Esther 0 0 0 
9. Fourdjour Emelia 2 0 2 
10. Adu Felicia 0 0 0 
11. Sarfo Portia 0 0 0 
12. Afranewaa Janet 1 2 3 
13. Sulemana Opoku 0 0 0 
14. Amponsah Samuel 0 1 1 
15. Adusei Janet 0 0 0 
16. Afrakoma Ruth 3 0 3 
17. Antwi Lucy 0 0 0 
18. Obeng Rosemary 0 1 1 
19. Boakye Ernest 0 0 0 
20. Biaa Joyce 0 0 0 
21. Adama Joyce 0 1 1 
22. Nyarko Akua 0 1 1 
23. Bugatuga Akwasi 1 0 1 
24. Darko Abigail 0 0 0 
25. Nkrumah Eric 0 0 0 
26. Fofie Martha 0 0 0 
27. Owusu Eric 0 0 0 
28. Gyewoahome Kwame 1 0 1 
29. Kwabena Nyame 0 0 0 
30. Kyerewaah Comfort 0 1 1 
31. Frema Abena 1 0 1 
32. Afua Darkowaa 1 0 1 
33. Kwabena Solomon 1 0 1 
34. Ameyaw Kwame 0 0 0 
35. Opoku Linda 2 1 3 
36. Boakye Esther 0 0 0 
37. Ofori Winifred 2 1 3 
38. Agyeman George 0 2 2 
39. Ofori Daniel 0 0 0 
40. Dwumo Akwasi 0 0 0 
41. Adomako Rosa 0 0 0 
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42. Dufie Alice 1 0 1 
43. Duodo Lydia 0 0 0 
44. Konadu Esther 1 0 1 
45. Asiamah George 0 0 0 
46. Osei Boateng Isaac 0 0 0 
47. Kwame Peter O O 0 
Total 27 18 45 
Average/Mean score 0.57 0.38 0.48 
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Appendix. 11: Pupils Reading Comprehension Test Results 
11 (d) Wa Para -Military Primary Results 
Code Name Eng. Twi Total 
1. Akyaa Helina 1 3 4 
2. Boateng Cecilia 1 1 2 
3. Antwiwaa Georgina 1 1 2 
4. Addai Owusu Prince 0 1 1 
5. Deborah Mensah 0 0 0 
6. Appiah Kubi 1 0 1 
7. Boakye Kwabena 1 0 1 
8. Bemma Mabel 1 0 1 
9. Konadu Rita N°-2 1 1 2 
10. Oppong Michael 2 1 3 
11. Nyarko Faustina 2 0 2 
12. Owusu Philip 1 0 1 
13. Owusu Liticia 0 0 0 
14. Asim Kofi 1 0 1 
15. Opoku Isaac 2 1 3 
16. Serwah Afua 0 0 0 
17. Barfi Kwabena 0 0 0 
18. Iddrisu Akwasi 1 1 2 
19. Agyeman Collins 0 1 1 
20. Adu Rita 3 0 3 
21. Anokye Nicholas 2 0 2 
22. Achiaa Emelia 0 0 0 
23. Kankam Benjamin 0 4 4 
24. Opoku Josephine 0 0 0 
25.Arkon Sampson 1 0 1 
26. Amoah Christiana 0 2 2 
27. Mensah Aidoo Enock 2 13 15 
28. Barwua Janet 0 0 0 
29. Atuahene Augustine 0 2 2 
30. Nkum Esther 0 1 1 
31. Antwi Akwasi 1 0 1 
32. Konadu Rita Ni °- 0 0 0 
33. Addai Bismarck 0 0 0 
34. Abrafi Margaret 1 0 1 
35. Gyamfi Gabriel 1 0 1 
36. Anane Grace 1 0 1 
37Amoako Yaw 1 0 1 
Total 29 33 62 
Average /mean score 0.78 0.89 0.84 
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APPENDIX 11E : PUPILS' READING COMPREHENSION TEST RESULTS 
SAMPLE OF PUPILS' WORK FOR ENGLISH 
ANSWER SHEET 
Write down all your answers on this answer sheet 
You are reminded not to write on the question booklet 
Name E Len 
School 5A-0K-t--.2 bxr.Qrim_e idol p Ì'rngrt 
1 voct.t-e 




4 ..Qki " 14 
5 1 ..... ) .. 
6 Some 16 i41.0.-k- 
7 17 a s 1G 
" - k 18 .. 8 - 
Y 
9 v...) 19 
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APPENDIX 11E : PUPILS' READING COMPREHENSION TEST RESULTS 
SAMPLE OF PUPILS' WORK FOR ENGLISH 
ANSWER SHEET 
Write down all your answers on this answer sheet 








t ctc.ecn .. .. .. 
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APPENDIX 11F :PUPILS' READING COMPREHENSION TEST RESULTS 
SAMPLE OF PUPILS' WORK FOR TWI 
K RA`?rLA 
era :'!0 =u2;;'a ny-=i2.á wo k=á VSá y- s0 
=_eráe wo 32 LttYeTM asan =1.sá -==2."Zá s0- 
-Rufl-N Acittso. e din. de 













APPENDIX 11F :PUPILS' READING COMPREHENSION 1'EST RESULTS 
SAMPLE OF PUPILS' WORK FOR TWI 
l::ürDT_:._E 
77: ° r. ^i0 _uc^' z =:.ua,7" --._ -t G? so 
vio sz so 
NI 64 74=100 Vl¿I S itH 
C11 de . . . 













THE GAME: NEUTRALISING DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN SOCIAL 
GROUPS 
Players: two opposing groups, with the audience constituting a third group. Their 
composition is as described below. 
Group `A': The Two Friends 
Two friends shared between them the seven most widely spoken Ghanaian languages. 
The first understands Wali and Dagomba which the second does not, while the second 
understands Ewe and Ga which the first does not, but both understand Ghanaian 
English, Akan and Hausa. 
Group `B' The opposing side: 
A husband and wife and their daughter, aged about 17 together with four friends who 
between them speak all seven languages. 
Group `C': The Audience 
Different social groups who speak all the languages above. 
Context: Travelling - disagreement between social groups in a bus. 
How to Play the Game: 
Participants should first be briefed on the role each is going to play. This can be done 
by supplying participants with cue cards that spells out what their role is. For 
example: 
Group A: The Two friends: 
The first 
You are a teacher trainer returning from the north where you have just completed a 
workshop on English language teaching. You have taken your seat in a bus bound for 
the south behind a beautiful young girl who cares about nothing other than her looks 
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and is very particular about her hair style. She keeps shutting the window that 
supplies the main ventilation to passengers at the back where you are. You are almost 
suffocating, all your appeals to get her to open the window for a short while have 
failed, and your patience is exhausted. You force open the window and she is very 
angry and rude. You speak the following languages: Wali, Dagomba, Akan, Hausa, 
and English. The girl's father supports her and use s Ga to rally support from friends 
and members of other groups whose languages he speaks. A colleague you are 
travelling with who understands Ga, Ewe, Akan, Hausa, and English is your only 
supporter. Use all your languages to diffuse the tension and neutralise the attempts to 
rally support. 
The second 
You are a teacher trainer travelling with a colleague with whom you got a seat at the 
back of the bus. A beautiful young girl who cares about nothing other than her looks 
and is very particular about her hair style shuts the window that supplies the main 
ventilation to passengers at the back where you are. You are suffocating but all your 
appeals to get her to open the window for a short while have failed and your 
colleague loses his patience and forces the window open. The girl is angry and rude. 
You are the first to react and your reaction is to calmly say `Oh beautiful young lady, 
so the school you attended taught you nothing but to value your hair style more than 
the lives of people'. This will spark off a lot of angry responses from her father and 
other passengers who will try to rally support by code switching into seven languages 
which you and your colleague together speak very well. The languages you 
understand are Ewe, Ga, Akan, Hausa, and English. Use all your languages to diffuse 
the tension and neutralise the father's attempts to rally support. Your partner does not 
understand Ewe and Ga but understands the rest. He also speaks Wali and Dagomba 
which you do not understand. 
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Group `B': The Opposing Side 
i) The father: 
You are the father of a beautiful young girl who cares very much about her looks and 
is very particular about her hair style. You will support her against all passengers who 
want her to open the window and you will use three different languages (Wali, 
Dagomba and Ga) to rally support from friends and people whose languages you 
speak. 
ii) The mother: 
You are the mother of a beautiful girl who is being harassed by two men. Support 
your husband to defend your daughter, and ask for help from your friends and social 
groups whose languages you speak. 
iii) The daughter: 
You are the daughter of a middle age Wala man travelling with your parents and their 
friends. You are a beautiful girl who cares about your hair style. You enter the bus 
(classroom) and take your seat by a window through which passengers at the back get 
ventilation. You shut the window when the bus is in motion to ensure that your hair 
style is not spoiled by the rushing wind. No matter what other passengers say keep the 
window shut and be angry with anyone who uses force to open it. 
Friends of the family 
You are friends travelling in a bus when social disagreement is provoked. Your 
friend's daughter has started a quarrel with two strangers. Support your friend. 
However, stop the quarrel if a member of the other group speaks your language 
fluently. 
Group `C': The audience -Supporters of the Two friends 
You are passengers travelling in a bus. A young girl keeps shutting the window that 
supplies the main ventilation to passengers at the back seat. It is forced open by a 
man who is suffocating. A disagreement is provoked. Support the two friends. If 
however, both groups have members speaking your language turn your attention to 
stopping the disagreement. 
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Group `c': The audience -Supporters of husband, wife and daughter 
You are passengers travelling in a bus when disagreement is provoked by a beautiful 
young girl who cares only about her looks and her hair style. Support the girl and her 
parents because they are your friends but shut up when a member of the other group 
speaks your language fluently. 
The driver: 
You are the driver of the bus. You will say nothing till the end when you will 
emphatically say `The Ghana Private road Transport Union regulation clearly states 
that all windows should be opened fully when the vehicle is in motion' and add the 
following comment, `Why all these languages? Are we all not Ghanaians? Are the two 
young men foreigners ?' Even if they are, is that how foreigners should be treated? 
Shame!' 
The game will demonstrate not only the value of a knowledge of a number of 
languages but also the power of the individual who has as his repertoire a number of 
languages in a multilingual context. 
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Appendix 13 
Tools and Methods of Data Collection and Analysis 
The basic tool that students need for data collection is a simple audio cassette 
recorder, preferably a pocket audio recorder to enable them carry and transport it 
without difficulty and most importantly to lessen the attractive attention it would have 
on pupils' and teachers' classroom behaviour. 
When collecting data students could work as individuals, in pairs, or in groups and the 
data could be collected covertly or overtly. Where they foresee that the teacher 
whose lesson they intend to record might be sensitive to recording, the data could be 
collected covertly though the teacher's consent should be sought for using it after 
collection. With overt data collection they should take pains to explain to the teacher 
the purpose for which it is going to be used and get his or her consent first before the 
recording. 
With respect to data analysis the following approaches may be helpful: 
7.7.1 Interviewing 
After transcribing and interpreting the data, students and participants may go back to 
the teachers whose work they recorded to match their interpretations with those of 
the original informants. However, as Adendorff (loc.cit) points out students must be 
made aware that because code switching behaviour is largely unconscious, original 
informants with a similar background to the students could be unreliable 
commentators (Adendorff 1996:404). This is because they are more likely to react in 
the same way. 
7.7.2 Interpretations Using Substitution Frames 
Teacher trainers could offer the students substitution frames for the interpretation of pre - 
TeGgTdd code switching data. That is the teacher trainer would provide students with 
discourses in which there are at least two opinions of interpretation in a switching slot 
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and from this exercise measure how adequately teacher trainees interpretations come 
close to that of the original interpretations (i.e. either by researchers or the original 
informants). However, they should bear the methodological problem mentioned above. 
Teacher trainees either as individuals, in pairs, or groups could also be guided to 
prepare substitution frames to guide the original informants' interpretation of the code 
switching portions of the recorded data. 
Teacher trainees could also be provided with pre defined coding schemes and asked to 
apply the scheme to pre- recorded language alternation data as individuals, or in pairs, 
or in groups. It is important in this exercise to check how closely the trainees' 
interpretations come close to that of the original researchers. 
7.7.3 The Matched- Guise Interpretation 
In this exercise teacher trainees are presented with two versions of the same tape 
recorded code switching data. Each version has a different base or matrix language. 
They listen to both and interpret the code switching versions working out for 
themselves reasons why switching may have taken place. Students attention could be 
drawn afterwards to what the trainer believes are the reasons for switching. In 
working out the communicative effect of code switching students could be provided a 
list of various judgements as to what the speakers were trying to achieve; their 
possible attitudes to the languages involved and to their audience. 
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Telephone No. 2581 
My Ref. No. 
Your Ref. No. 
APPENDIX 14:A: TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
lauid lertizin.in,g. ZDOliege 
g. © Aaar 3041 
Il.CL1ItCLdi jiial7.LC 
27th October, 1995 
This is to certify that the bearer of this note, 
Mr, Seidu Aihassan, is a member of staff of the 
St. Louis Training College, Kumasi. He is 
currently engaged in investigating the use of 
Ghanaian Languages as medium of instruction in 
Ghanaian primary schools. 
We would appreciate any assistance that you may 
give to him to enable him carry out the research. 
In particular, we would be grateful if you could allow 
him access to relevant schools and classrooms. 
We would also be grateful if primary school Headteschers 
and their teachers could co- operate with him in his 
observation of their lessons as well as complete the 
primary school teachers language medium use survey 
questionnaire. 
.----- 
RfASANïrE- 7CIAMRS. ) 
(PRIïJCIPAL) 
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APPENDIX 14:B: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION 
GHANA EDUCATION SERVICE 
In 'ase of reply the number and 
intent this letter should be quoted 
METROPOLITAN EDUCATION OFFICE 
rT.-Tn / . nT T,^ %n r/?!..? 1 
Our Ref No 'Z..; :: ̂.: L. ,..,._ 
Your Ref No. ..... ir.*vsuc or otwts 
_ E2 i:i: OF .L':lTW .DUV T _lil: 
This is to certify that ?fs. Scidu :ìhassan 
herber of Staff of St. Louis Training Colle:,e. 






He is e_arcd in research on i z,ng .age use in of 
primary schoolç 
ire would ap^r eci ate arty assistance IIeadteachers ß1"A üteir 
teachers give him in carrying out the research. 
Please co- operate Crith him to use your classes, pur=ls 
and teachers. 
Th&tics for your co- operation. 
I c,t,DS ALL pT_- 
AITD J.S.S. SCIIOCLS 
KU!$4SI nL rnPOLIS 
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F. .,rs.?S - -. Jr .i :, T.it, 
LT7 I^T-'C. 1,1= GTCR. OF DUCAT .Iu7' 
for: IMP,C. D raCTal. OF :,DUC s.iICáI 
TIw. 
APPENDIX 14 C: PERMISSION TO TOUR BASIC EDUCATION SCHOOLS IN ASHANTI REGION 
GHANA EDUCATION SERVICE 
In case of reply the number and 
date of this lettershould be quoted 
Tel. No. 4344 -6 
My Ref. No 
3/21/Vol.111/59 
Your Ref. No 
REPUBLIC OF GHANA 
PERMISSION TO TOUR BASIC EDUCATION 
SCHOOLS IN ASHANTI REGION 
REGIONAL EDUCATION OFFICE 




Permission is hereby granted Mr. Seidu Alhassan, formerly 
a tutor of St. Louis Training College and currently registered 
as a post -graduate research student in the Department of Applied 
Linguistics, University of Edinburgh, to tour Basic Education 
Schools in the regioni in connection with his research work. 
I should be grateful if you will accord him all the necessary 
help in this direction in your district. 
THE DISTRICT DIRECTORS 
ASHANTI REGION 
(GLADYS KWA NG MRS. 
DEPUTY REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
For: REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF EDUC. /ASH. 
5 ,S 
APPENDIX 14 D: _PERMISSION TO TOUR PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN GHANA 
GHANA EDUCAI ION SEKVICE 
In case of reply the 
number and date of this 
letter should be quoted. 
EP. 2765/157 
My Ref. No 
Your Ref. No 
RHPUBLIC OF GHANA 
PERMISSION TO TOUR 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN GHANA 
HEADQUARTERS 
Ministry Branch Post Office 
P.O. Box M :45 
Accra 
13t.í November, 
Permission is hereby granted Mr. Seidu Aihassan, a 
tutor of St. Louis Training College, Kumasi who is currently 
engaged in research into Language use in Ghana;an Primary 
Schools to use a selected number of schools in the country 
for his research Purposes. 
We are by this letter requesting Regional Directors, 
District Directors as well as Headteachers of Primary Schools 







(BASIC EDUCATION DIVISION) 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PPFNnTY 16_ TR A N.çC1aTPTQ MR PT? .CIT qTTTlïY 
ÇTTR_TF.f T f AANATAN TANG TTAItF. 
C(vTTfvVv1 ST ANNES' CATHOLIC PRIMARY 
CLASS P3 
TP A rT TFR PIT .(lT" 1 
TOPIC FT)TN PA FNT FT)TN HT TN[ T 
T?ATF. 4TH T?F[".F_.MRF.R, 1995 
1 Tr. : sr ys bs yE-Ghanaian language, ye nea ys kasa. Nti me 
nps ss obia beys dede. Moate ana? 
2 Chd : Yes Sir 
3 Tr. : Er ya ys biribi a y&fim no nouns, ya ye sdin. Edin no, ye 
wp mu mmeinu. YswD din pa sna din hunu. S& wahunu? Y& kasdin 
hunu a, &din hunu no ys common, common noun. Enna yska s£ sdin pa, 
£din pa no ys proper noun. Okay, seisei a yi obia kas& wDbp ne fie din 
a ysbe hunu des sys Edin pa Enna y&bE hunu des sys £din hunu. Okay 
yFfrs wo ssn? 
4 Ntim 
5 Tr Wo fie yFfrF wo sFn .. . 
- -  J - - - -- 
6 Chd Kwame 
7 Tr. KTIIamP hxän9 
R Chd. KwämP Peter 
9 Tr. Kwame Peter. Okay, wse fie _ysfrs no Kwame Peter. 
Kwame Peter no ys den? &din hunu 
io Villi izuiïli 
11 Tr Peter no nso )7 F. Fain hnnn . . _ . _ _ _ J _ _ d -. . 
12 Chn . Hum 
13 Tr. Ss wahunu. But wo din pa ysde frs wo, wo maame, wo 
papa de to wo din pa no Ede ssn? 
'I A Ch d. - 1°t . . lvLllll 
15 Tr. : Ntim. Ss wahunu. Ntim Kwame no, obia b&tumi ade 
Kwame ÇF wah11T111 Fur) Fdam mn ha Hwan na £dP_. Kwame ha? Aha, 
nti mP kasr Kwame hrá wo chu gF wo na Fw--) sr wohn. Fnna wÇls(1 wo 
hunu sa wo na £sass woba. YEka sa Akwasi a yshF nya Akwasifop 
hFhirPP w-hä. SF wäh»nta.Fnnä yFka.sF Yaä. ana Ama a yFhF nya Fhinom 
hFhirPP a w-m be sori aha. anno ye den? Fdin hum. Sa wahunu. Fnna 
yswp &din pa. &din pa no £ne d&n? Ntim. Nti Ntim Kwame wPm na &y& 
den? Proper noun. &din pa nono. Ss wahunu. Okay s£ sa na atea des a 
y£ be p£ &din pa &ne &din hunu na ya group wDm. sbia w des &wP. Nti 
y£ bE twer& &din hunu. sna &din pa. Okay meto ananses£m bi akyerE mo. 
Meto anansessm wie a, mo bE kyerE me Edin pa £wo mu me £din hunu a 
cwo o. maua . 
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`Er Maame bi oo na yefrE no Yaa Nkrpwhema Enna wp yE ss wp kp 
afuom. Wpde ne ba Akwasi Gyamera Ena skp ye Wpm duru kwan ne 
mu no, na dua kakraka bi abu atp kwan nu mu. Nti wDm yE SE ne maame 
nbpntra. Dmaame no turni foro dua no bptra kp akyire ena wp bisa 
neba no si: wontumi Enforo. Neba no yi ano sE wp nu dec wpntumi 
snforo dua no. Enna ne maame no kakyere no ses wpnfa ases. Neba no 
cfa ases no na wpdane bayerE. Enne bayers a yefre no afases 
Okay, anansesEm a meto ye yi ye bepe edin pa a Ewomu Ena din hunu a 
Ewomu. Nti wo nim a na wa psgya wo nsam. Me tips ss obia be ye dede. 
Okay, yEps Edin hunu a na swD saa manses= yi mu. sdin hunu. Yes 
16 Chd. : Akwasi Gyamera 
17 Tr. : Akwasi Gyamera Eye Edin hunu? 
18 Chd. eyE cdin pa 





[writes Akwasi Gyamera on the bb] 
Chd. : Dua 
Tr. : Dua, dua sys Win ben? edin hunu. Dua ben? edua bia wp 
din, dua bia ye dua. Nti dua ye den? Eye edin hunu. Aha. 
Chd : Afasee 
Tr. . Afasec, afasec, afasee bia Ewp din. SE wahunu. Nti sE wo 
kass afaseE a, na skyers SE wo enhunu afasec korp a wope sE wobp Edin. 
Eye edin hunu. Yes 
24 Chd. : Yaa Nkrpwhema 
25 Tr. : Yaa Nkrpwhema EnyE cdin hunu Eye den? 
26 Chd. : edin pa 
27 Tr. edin pa Yaa Nkrpwhema Yaa Nk=whema Yes 
28 Chd. . Ases, 
29 Tr. Asee, ases, ases Eye edin? 
30 Chd Asee,EnyE Edin 
41 Tr. Ases,EnyE edin. Yes. Anansesem a meto ye no Ena mepc 
se mo hunu. edin hunu Ene edin pa. Yes. 
42 Chd Maame no 
43 Tr. Maame, maame, maame EyE den? 
44 Chd. : edin hunu 
45 Tr. edin hunu Maame ben? Maame bsn? 
46 Chd. Maame Akosua Kyaa 
47 Tr. : Maame Akosua Kyaa ana se maame. Aha enti gye se 
wobp edin SE Maame noa, maame ye edin hunu. Okay sc ya hunu wei a 
Endes obi nso enfa edin hunu Emma yen ye. sdin hunu. Yes 
48 Chd. : Yaw 
49 Tr. : Yaw cyc Edin hunu 
50 Chd. : Akwasi 
51 Tr. : Points 




54 Chd. : 
55 Tr. : 
56 Chd. : 
57 Tr. : 
58 Chd. : 
59 Tr. : 
60 Chd : 
61 Tr. : 
En ys snnipa din nkoa na EWE ss yE bp. EwDsc ys dandane 
Gyamfua 
Gyamfua sys sdin pa. Yes Yspc cdin hunu 
Dua 
Dua cwD ha Yes 
Akosua Kyaa 
Akosua Kyaa sys sdin pa. Yez 
Ama 
Ama Eyc Edin hunu. Mate. Mese ma mo nka Ennipa nkoa 
sdin. snnecma bsbiree na atwa ys hu ahyia wp sukuu ha sei. Yes. 
62 Chd. : 
64 Tr. : 
ananatp. YE 
65 Chd. : 







Bayers, bayers sys sdin hunu. Bayers bsn? YE WD 
WD Er** 
Sir kooko ase bayers 
Ys wp pona. YE WD kooko ase bayerc Ene des 
Nti wo kass bayers a us sdin hunu. 
Kookoo 
Kookoo. Kookoo [Writes word on bb] 
Bankye. Sir. Yaw Barimah 





Na me nfrc woa wo a snkasa 
69 Chd. : Sir kubie 
70 Tr. : 
71 Chd. : 
72 Tr. : 
73 Chd. : 
74 Tr. : 
75 Chd. : 
76 Tr. : 
77 Chd : 
78 Tr. . 
79 Chd. : 
80 Tr. : 
81 Chd. : 
82 Tr. : 
83 Chd. : 
84 Tr. : 
85 Chd : 
86 Tr. : 
87 Chd. : 
88 Tr. : 
89 Chd. : 
90 Tr. : 
91 Chd : 
[Points] 
Mankani 





















92 Tr. : Yabp gdin dada g s. Yes 
93 Chd. : Rice 
94 Tr. : 3kav. Ysps sdin pa. cdin pa bcn na seisei no ysse ysbs 
sua yi? Mhum 
95 Chd. : Nnipadua din 
96 Tr. [Points] 
97 Chd Ruth 
99 Tr. Ruth sys sdin hunu 
100 Chn. Akosua Mako. Ama Akosua Kyaa 
101 Tr. : Maka kyerE wo se wo psgya wo nsam a na wo kasa. Me 
bs buo. Yes Mary 
102 Chd. : Ama 
103 Tr. : Ama ys sdin hunu. Ysps sdin pa. Gyamfiza ys din pa. sys 
sdin pa na me mps ss wo bsbp nipa din nkoa. Ys wp snnesma bsbiree 
WD swiase a, yebp din ara sys cdin pa 
104 Chd Twum, Twum 
105 Tr. [Points] 
106 Chd. Agyei! 
107 Tr. [Points] 
108 Chd Mankani 
109 Tr. Wops aduane papaapa. Mankani, mankani, mankani. Yes 
110 Chd Akosua Mansa 
111 Tr. Akosua Mansa. Me se snys nipa sdin nkoa na yen bp din 
Yes 
112 Chd Gyata 
113 Tr. Yes 
114 Chd : Adwowaa 
115 Tr. Adwowaa? sys sdin hunu. Ys ps din pa. Okay Kodis. 
116 Chn Ee! 
117 Tr. Wo nim ss sys kuro? Kuro din sys sdin bsn? Eye sdin pa. 
118 Chn : Sir Besease 
119 Tr. Afei des mo nyinaa adane akp Besease. Yes Kuro foforp 
120 Chd Edwinease. 
121 Tr. Edwinease. Y es 
122 Chd Kumasi 
123 Tr. Kumasi 
124 Chd Ebophu 
125 Tr. BoDhu 
126 Chd Foase-Ampabame 
127 Tr. : Aha 
128 Chd Asewasi 
129 Tr. Asewasi 
130 Chd Brpfoysdu 
131 Tr. BrpfoyEdu 
132 Chn Gayana [Noise] 
133 Tr. Ghana sys Gayana 
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134 Chd : Ghana 
135 Tr. : Keep quiet. Ghana syc edin pa. Wahunu se saa edin no 
nyinaa ye twerc ara yede adekEse na ehys ases? Ades bia eye edin pa bia 
no yede sdeden na ehye asee? entwers ye no eye capitai letter Sc 
wahunu? eno na wpde hys asee. Ghana ene Nigeria. Ya nya Kidis. Yes 
136 Chd : Accra 
137 Tr. : eye. Okay seisei yahunu se enipa edin eye din pa. Kuro 
edin eye din pa. Aman edin eye din pa. Se wahunu? enipa edin, kuro edin 
ena Pman edin eye edin pa. ena enipa ena kuro edin eye din pa. Me sane 
aka sem bi. Me ka asem bi mo ntiec: Agya KwDpa wDkD apam ena 
wDkD hunu mampam ena wp gyae apam. Agya KwDpa el= apam ena 
wDkD hunu mampam ena wp gyae apam. Des cwD he ena eye edin pa? 
wwkD hunu mampam ena WD gyae apam eye edin pa? edin pa Yes 
Kwame. Aha din hunu. Din hunu, din hunu. Aha! 
138 Chd Dgyae 
139 Tr. Pgyae enye din oo! edin hunu 
140 Chd Dgyae mampam 
141 Tr. Mampam 
142 Chd Apam 
143 Tr. Aha, aha apam. Apam nsoso ye edin hunu 
144 Chd WDkD pam mampam 
145 Tr. WDkD pam mamparo ena mampam eforo epam, epam no 
ara wp foro ye no ye eden? 
146 Chd eye dua 
147 Tr. Dua. Me boa? 
148 Chd : Yes Sir 
149 Tr. But wa kyers mu ama wa hunu se dua wei ena wp foro 
ye. Nti mono be ye edin pa. Dpam no ye dua, dua din. Nti snono be ba 
edin pa cfiri se ya turni abD din ema ya hunu ss saa dua wei na wpforo ye 
no. er hwan na ebe turni ato anansesem ketewaa bi akyere yen, ama 
yahunu sdin pa ene edin hunu ara ewom? Yes 
150 Chd Anansesem su so. 
151 Chn : Ye sesa suao! 
152 Tr. Kano kese 
153 Chd Anansessm su so. 
154 Chn Ys sesa suao! 
155 Chd Fa no se, maame bi oo ena wcwp sntaafoD mmeinu. 
Dakoro bi ne mina no erekp sukuu no, ena wp ka kyerc wpm se, wpm 
befiri sukuu aba no na wabp bankye ampesie asi wpm hp. ena ne mina 
no si yoo. Wpm kp baee no na wpm maame no awuo ma ya sie aye 
ayie. WDm baee no ena wDm bisa wDm nana SE `maame wp he?' ena 
nana no se wDm se wDm maame awuo. 
156 Tr. : Mo ma yentie no yiye o0 
157 Chd : ena nkpda no fa adwe, wpb= a, na awura amena mu, 
wDbP a na awura amena mu. Afei wpm se se wpm bp bio na ewura 
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amena nu mu bio ara wpm so be wura mu bi. Wpbp ys no sna Ewura 
amena no mu. cna wpm so dii akyire. Wpkp ys ara na wa kpto abiriwa 
bi ara ya to no pono mu. sna abiriwa no se me nana bue me, bue me. sna 
WD bue no. sna abiriwa no kakyers wPm se me nana nom mo nkp sdan 
wei mu. Mo bskp na nkysnsi si hp, des Ebs Use fame, fame no, snfa no. 
Na des Ebckase snfa nono, sno na fa no bra. Mobara mo nkD Eda mu ha 
bayerE wp hp. Na des sbs kass fame, fame no Enfa no. Na des sbskase 
snfa nono, sna fa no bra. Wpkp baes no sna wp bE sensen ys sna wpde 
si gya sop. sna wp to wpm dwom ss : sgya hp ara anka ma didi 
dadaada. Sc snka Enna wp hp ara anka ma didi dadaada. Anka ades akye 
dadaada yi biribia anka mano o. Akwaa gyeo 
158 Tr. Mo ate ases? 
159 Chd Yes sir 
160 Tr. Mmo mmp mo nsam. Mon clap pu mano 
161 Chn : [Clapping] 
162 Tr. AnansesE ara wpto yE yi, sssei yE hwehwE sdin ara Ewo 
mu ara Edpso paa.Ebi ys cdin pa cna ebi Eye &din hunu. Okay Er cnnaso 
EyE den? Ennaso EYE cdin hunu. YE sei obi ara na SE yEto ne nnaso Eno na 
ysfrs no sE Ennaso. SE mo ahunu des me kyerc no? Wahunu se sE mo kp 
aseiE ara yato Ennaso sWD hD. SE wahunu? 
163 Chd Yes Sir 
164 Tr. Wo wphp ara wobE hunu sE saa Enna no na yEfr& no sE 
Ennaso. Okay adwe, adwe no Eye dEn? Edin hunu sfiri sE wo Enim adwe 
koro ara ye ka ho asEm. 
165 Chd : Adwe bia yE adwe 
166 Tr. Okay. Nana, nana yE d&n? 
167 Chd Edin hunu 
168 Tr. : Nana yE Edin hunu 
169 Chd Nana bia ye nana 
170 Tr. : Nana bia ye nana. Nti wopE se ye hunu SE nana asimasi des 
ara ES&5E wo kass Nana ** 
171 Chd Nana Ama Nyako 
172 Tr. Nana KDkD no ara yefrE no sEn 
173 Chd Nana WirEko. 
174 Tr. Nana WirEko. SE wa hunu? Nana WirEko. EyE edin pa. Sc 
wo ate ases? 
175 Chd Yes sir 
176 Tr. Okay. sna wpbP adwe. Adwe yE den? 
177 Chd Din hunu 
178 Tr. Ntaafop, ntaa 
179 Chd : Din hunu 
180 Tr. . Ey& Edin hunu [writes `NtaafoP' on bb] Sika. 
181 Chd Eye Edin hunu 
182 Tr. : Bankye 
183 Chd Din hunu 
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184 Tr. Maame. Eno na ya twers no wp ha. Kyensin 
185 Chd Din hunu 
186 Tr. Dpkunu 
187 Chd : Din hunu 
188 Tr. Nkyenam 
189 Chd . Din hunu 
190 Tr. Nsuo 
191 Chd Din hunu 
192 Tr. Nsuo ben 
193 Chd Nsuo bia 
194 Tr. Ss wpbp nsuo no din ara na abs ys sdsn? 
195 Chd . Din pa 
196 Tr. Din pa. Nti river, river Volta 
197 Chd sys Win pa 
198 Tr. sys din pa. Ya bp ne din. sna mo nsuo no ara sda ha no 
ysfre no sen? 
199 Chd . Nsuo Abena 
200 Tr. Nsuo Abena 
201 Chd : sna sbibsnom 
202 Tr. Eden? 
203 Chd sbibsnom 
204 Tr. sbibgnom? 
205 Chd Mm. Me didi ara des mede bs nom 
206 Tr. : Ysfrs no Asou sbibsnom? 
207 Chn sbibsnom 
208 Tr. sno ys din pa. Okay sno des mo ma ycn hws na snnesma 




SCHOOL ST ANNE'S CATHOLIC PRIMARY 
CLASS P3 
TEACHER "PILOT 2" 
SUBJECT ENGLISH 
TOPIC GRAMMAR 
DATE 7TH. DECEMBER, 1995 
1 Tr. We have English grammar this morning. I want *. before 
we continue I want someone to tell me the topic we treated last week on 
English. 
2 Chd. : Simple present 
3 Tr. We did the Simple present and the next week, the 
following week we did what? 
4 Chd. : Past continuous tense 
6 Tr. Past continuous tenses. All of you 
7 Chn. Past continuous tenses. 
8 Tr. Right. When we said Kofi is reading. I Want someone to 
change this sentence to the past continuous tense. Aminu 
9 Chd. : Ko-fi was reading 
10 Tr. : Very good. Kofi was reading. So this is the past 
continuous tense of this sentence. Right this is not our topic this week. 
We have finished with that. The topic this week is. Who will read it for 
us? Ameku. 
11 Chd Future tenses 
12 Tr. Future tenses. All of you 
13 Chn. Future tenses 
14 Tr. Again 
15 Chd. Future tenses 
16 Tr. : What did you eat yesterday? Felix. What did you eat 
yesterday? 
17 Chd I ate, banku and okra soup. 
18 Tr. : Very good. She said she ate banku and okra soup. What 
are you going to eat this afternoon? . What are you going to eat this 
afternoon? 
19 Chd. : ampesie 
20 Tr. Yes Sani 
21 Chd. : Rice and stew 
22 Tr. : Put it in a sentence 
23 Chn. : I am going to eat rice and stew 
24 Tr. : All of you 
25 Chd. : I am going to eat rice and stew 
26 Tr. : Very good. I ate fufu yesterday. Yesterday is past and 
gone ha? I am going to eat rice and stew this afternoon. Ha? I am going 
to eat rice and stew this afternoon. We said, `I am going to' because you 
have not eaten the rice yet. Have you eaten it? 
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27 Chn : No Miss 
28 Tr. : You are now going to eat it. So you said, `I am going to 
eat rice and stew this afternoon'. Which means it is in the future. Hum? 
Future can be this afternoon. It can be tomorrow, it can be a year. It can 
be a month or in a month's time mm? You have planned to do but you 
have not done it. So you say it will be in what? Future tense 
29 Chn. : [Noise] 
30 Tr. : We learnt a song last Friday. Now I want someone to 
change this and tell me something we have planned to do after this. Yes 
Gifty. 
31 Chd. : I am going to learn a song tomorrow 
32 Tr. : Very good. Clap for her 
33 Chn. : CIapping 
34 Tr. : Read the sentence for me . All of you. 
35 Chd. : I am going to learn a song tomorrow 
36 Tr. : Very good. What is the future sense in this? What is the 
future tense in this? Asare. 
37 Chd : `Going to'. 
38 Tr. : `Going to'. Good. `Going to'. Hum? `Going to'. Right, so 
we have got to know that `going to' can express something that we have 
not done. Now that we have got to know this word `going to'. This is 
what we are going to use to form sentences. Ha? We are going to use 
`going to' as the future tense. Now I want someone to give me a sentence 
using this word `going to'. Yes L 
39 Chd. : I am going to school. I am going to school. 
40 Tr. : I am going to school? No. It is not future tense. You are 
still doing the thing. Hum? This one, you are going to use `going to' to 
express futurity. What you are going to do but you have not done it. Do 
you understand? Mary 
41 Chd. I am going to school today 
42 Tr. I am going to school today. Mm, Mhum. Asare 
43 Chd. I am going to play football with my friends. 
44 Tr. When? When are you going to do that? 
45 Chd. I am going to play football with my friends tomorrow 
46 Tr. I am going to play football with my friends tomorrow. 
You see! He has not done the thing yet. He is planning to do something. 
He has not done it yet, so it is future. Do you understand? rye ade ara 
wa yc wadwene sc wok. yc. Wo nya ycye. Adea ara wa hwshwe sc 
wok yc. Do you understand? 
47 Chn : Yes Miss. 
48 Tr. : I want another sentence this time a girl. Yes 
49 Chn. : I want to go to class. 
50 Tr. : 1 want to go to class? You want to. Use `going to' to say 
whatever you want to do. Mese fa `going to', `going to' no na faka 
asem no. Ana se fa ka des wopc sc wobe ye no. Do you now 
understand? 
51 Chd. : Yes Miss. 
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52 Tr. : Yes 
53 Chd. : I will go to the hospital tomorrow afternoon. 
54 Tr. : okay. I will go to the hospital tomorrow afternoon. She 
has planned to go to hospital tomorrow. She has not gone yet. She will 
go tomorrow so it is future. F. fa `will'. Usi `going to'. What are the rest 
doing? Yes 
55 Chd. : I am going to Tafo today. 
56 Tr. : Very good. I am going to Tafo today. Today can be this 
morning, this afternoon or it can be this evening. Ha! So the going to is 
the future tense. Afei des mo to asec? Do you know understand? 
57 Chn : Yes Miss 
58 Tr. I want the last example. Yes 
59 Chd I will go to farm. I will go top farm tomorrow. 
60 Tr. Ma anka ss nfa `will' no. Use `going to' Yes. 
61 Chd. I am going to Accra tomorrow' 
62 Tr. : You are going to Accra tomorrow. Good. Everyone is 
saying tomorrow, tomorrow because teacher said tomorrow. I want you 
to change it. The future can be `next week', `next month', `next year or 
next Friday. Hs! Aha. So do not say tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow. 
Ofori say something 
63 Chd. Next year I will go abroad 
64 Tr. Louder 
65 Chd. Next year I will go abroad 
66 Tr. That is correct but I want to use `going to'. Again 
67 Chd Next year I am going abroad 
68 Tr. Good. Clap for him 
69 Chn. Clapping 
70 Tr. Yes Gifty 
71 Chd. I will go to market today 
72 Tr. Today I will go to market? `going to no wp he? 
73 Chn. : Madam, madam 
74 Tr. : Yes Buah 
75 Chd. The boy is going to bath 
76 Tr. : The boy is going to bath. Mm. It does not sound like what 
I wanted. The last one, the last example. Ama. 
77 Ama : In the next year I was going to market. 
78 Tr. : You said I was going oh! `Was' no ara aba h-) no .v ers 
den? Atwa mu. The `was' means it has what? 
79 Chn. : Past 
80 Tr. : But we are doing future. What will come. Hs! but it is not 
yet here. Hen! The last one and then we move on. The last one Aba. 
81 Aba. I Will be going to Accra next year. 
82 Tr. Very good. Clap for her 
83 Chn. Clapping 
84 Tr. She will be going to Accra next year. May be she is going 
on transfer I do not know. She is going to Accra next year. * * * ** [writes 
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the sentence on the bb] I want someone to come to the board and 
underline the future tense in it. Vero 
85 Chd. : [Goes to the bb and underlined `is going to'] 
86 Tr. : Now the last sentence from. you. I want some one to read 
what I have written on the board. I want some one to read. Well, read the 
first sentence. 
87 Chn We went to church last Sunday 
88 Tr. All of you 
89 Chn. We went to church last Sunday 
90 Tr. What does it mean? What does the sentence mean? Yes 
91 Chd. It means they went to church last Sunday 
92 Tr. It means they went to church last Sunday. It has past ha! 
Now I want you to put in some word so that it will mean something in the 
future. Read and put in something. Mercy. 
93 Chd. We are going to church next Tuesday 
94 Tr. Again 
95 Chd. We are going to school next Tuesday 
96 Tr. : Very good. So what are you going to put here? All of you 
97 Chn Going to 
98 Tr. Again 
99 Chn. . Going to school next 
100 Tr. : `Going to' When you bring in `going to', it is going to 
mean going to. Good. Now read the sentences on the board. 
101 Chn. Complete these sentences using `going to' 
102 Tr. One 
103 Chn. The children are [ - --] to eat gari and beans this evening 
104 Tr. : Number two 
105 Chn. : The girls are [ - --] play net ball next Friday 
106 Tr. Three 
107 Chn Next year I am [ - --] make a big farm 
108 Tr. Four 
109 Chn. The woman are [ - --] 
110 Tr. What is that word? 
111 Chn. The women 
112 'fr. : Again 
113 Chn. : The women 
114 Tr. : The. read the sentence 
115 Chd. The women are [ - - -] weed the farm tomorrow 
116 Tr. [Signals: uses a pointer] 
117 Chn : My father is [ - - -] buy a car next month 
118 Tr. : Who will complete the first one for us? Amo. 
119 Amo. : The children are going to eat 
120 Tr. Louder 
121 Amo. : All the children are going to eat gari and beans this 
evening. 







SUBJECT : MATHEMATICS 




11TH. DECEMBER, 1995 
i Tr. : Who can remind us of what we treated last week? What 
was our topic on mathematics last week? Yes 
2 Chd. : Long division 
3 Tr. : Yes we did long division. Good. Is that the only thing we 
did? Yes. 
4 Chd. : Division 
6 Tr. : Division, division was our topic. We treated division. 
What did we say was the meaning of division? What was the meaning we 
gave? Yes. 
7 Chd. : Sharing 
8 Tr. : Sharing. Thank you. Right our topic this week is. Who will 
read it? Who can read it for us? S 
9 Chd. Fractions 
10 Tr. Fractions. All of you. 
11 Chn Fractions 
12 Tr. Again 
13 Chn. Fractions 
14 Tr. : Good. Who can tell me the meaning of fraction? What 
does fraction mean? Asee ne sen? Fraction ene den? Yes 
15 Chd. : It is part of a whole 
16 Tr. 
read it 
: Fraction is part of a whole. * ** [writes it on the bbl Let's 
17 Chd. : Fraction is part of a whole 
18 Tr. : Very good. It is part of a whole. Right. So If I have this, 
this. Can you say it is a fraction? 
19 Chn. : No Miss 
20 Tr. Why is it not a fraction? Why? Yes 
21 Chd. It is one 
22 Tr. : It is one. So what do we call it? If it is one what name can 
you give to it 
23 Chn : Half 
24 Tr. : Half? 
25 Chn : A whole 
26 Tr. A whole. We call this a whole. Why is it a whole? Why is 
it a whole? Yes. 
27 Chd. : inaudible 
28 Tr. : No. Sit down Edith 
29 Chd. : Because it is only one 
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30 Tr. Yes 
31 Chd. inaudible 
32 Tr. Eh so you won't speak louder? 
33 Chd. Because we have not divided the whole thing 
34 Tr. She said, `Because we have not divided the whole thing'. 
Mum? so it is a whole. What about if I have this. This you said is a whole. 
If I try to divide this whole into two like this. What name are you going to 
give to this part? ** Sam. 
35 Sam : Half 
36 Tr. Half. You say it is half. How do we write half? I want 
some one to come to the board and write half. Yes? 
37 Chd. : [Writes 'Half] 
38 Tr. : Thank you that is in words. I want it in figures. Half in 
figures. 
39 Chd. : [Writes `Half ] 
40 Tr. : No, write in figures. Half in figures. Yes 
41 Chd. : [Writes 'Half] 
42 Tr. : It is the same as this boy wrote. Half in figures. Okay let 
me help you 
43 Chn : Madam me, me, tikya ma me twers 
44 Tr. : Sit down, sit down. I want to write it here. Now listen. It 
is a whole that has been divided into what? Two (1/2 or 1/2). It is one and 
it has been divided into how many parts? 
45 Chn : Two 
46 Tr. : So you write it like this or one over two. Half. Is that 
okay? 
47 Chd. : Yes Madam 
48 Tr. : Yes I write half like this and I divide it into two. Again. 
How many parts do you have? How many parts? Gregory? 
49 Greg. : One over four parts 
50 Tr. One over four parts. One whole number and I have divided 
it into how many parts? 
31 Chn. : Four 
32 Tr. : So you call it. Who can give me the name? Apau 
33 Apau : Quarter 
34 Tr. : Quarter or quarter or? Yes 
35 Chd. : One fourth 
36 Tr. : One fourth. All of you 
37 Chd. : One fourth 
38 Tr. : Yes You name it one over four and if you divide one by 
four and you want to name it, you have to write or name it like this: 
Either one over four like this or this or what other name? Or quarter as 
she said. Now I want someone to come to this board and name this part. 
Yes who will come and name it? Yes Judy. 
39 Chd. : [writes 1/3] 
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40 Tr. : Yes you have done well. Why did you name it one over 
three or 1/3. Why did you write it like that? Judy why did you name it one 
over three? Anna help her 
41 Anna. : Because the whole thing is one, because the whole thing is 
one and you divided it into three. 
42 Tr. : Very good. She said the whole thing is one, you have one 
whole, then I divided it into how many parts? 
43 Chn : Three 
44 Tr. : So if you want to name it, it should be one over 
45 Chn : Three 
46 Tr. : Or one third. Ha! Thank you. now take your home work 
books and name this parts for me. * * * * * * * * * * ** 
47 Tr. : if you finish just raise up your hand and I will come and 
check. Name the parts 
48 Tr. : Okay hand down I hope you have finished by now. I want 
someone to come to the board and name it. 
49 Chd. : [Goes to the board] 
50 Tr. : You tell us how you managed to get your answer. What is 
the name tell us. 
51 Chd. : One -sixth 
52 Tr. All of you 
53 Chd. : One -sixth 
54 Tr. : Wait why is it one - sixth? 
55 Chd. : It is one whole and I divide it into six parts. 
56 Tr. : Thank you very much. He says it is one whole and we 
divided it into six parts. It is one - sixth. Is that clear? 
57 Chd. : Yes Miss 
58 Tr. : Thankyou very much. Who will come and do this? Yes 
This time I want a boy. Only the girls are doing the work. Hs how do you 
call it? 
59 Chd. One -eighth 
60 Tr. : Louder 
61 Chd. Louder 
62 Tr. All of you how do you call it? 
63 Chn. : Inaudible 
64 Tr. Louder 
65 Chd. Inaudible 
66 Tr. Why is it one -eighth? 
67 Chd. Inaudible 
68 Tr. . Thank you very much. Take your mathematics books and 
work these. Ha! Now listen you are going to name the parts on the bb. 
IIa! Do these exercises. When you are dividing make sure that the parts 
are equal. Ha? One should not be bigger than the other. Is that okay? 
69 Chd. : Yes Miss 
70 Tr. : Make sure you divide it into equal parts. Don't use pen. 
Use pencil to draw and when you finish and you are going to write down 
the answer then you write, use pen. Do you understand? 
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71 Chd. : Yes Miss 
72 Tr. : Start work 
Comment: Tr. stopped recording immediately she gave order for start work. 
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SUBJECT ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 
SCHOOL ST CYPRIAN PRIMARY 
CLASS P3 
TEACHER "PILOT 4" 
TOPIC WHERE ANIMALS LIVE 
DATE 12th DECEMBER, 1995 
1 Tr. : Who can remind us the topic we treated last week on 
science? Yes 
2 Chd. : How animals move 
3 Tr. Louder 
4 Chd. How animals move 
6 Tr. : How animals move. Do you all agree? 
7 Chn. Yes Miss 
8 Tr. : Yes. How animals move. I want you to mention any 
animal that you know. Jane. 
9 Chd. Crocodile 
10 Tr. Crocodile. Nancy 
11 Chn Parrot, parrot 
12 Tr. Parrot. Yes. You 
13 Chd. Sheep. 
14 Tr. Sheep Yes 
15 Chd. Snake 
16 Tr. Snake Yes 
17 Chd. Goat 
18 Tr. Yes 
19 Chd. Snail 
20 Tr. : Snail. Very good. We have goat, sheep, fish, parrot, snake. 
Okay. We have plenty of them. Mum, now all these animals, they move to 
go and find something to eat. Right. How does these animals move? How 
does they move? 
21 Chd. Walking 
22 Tr. Walking. Yes 
23 Chd. Creeping 
24 Tr. Yes 
25 Chd. Flying 
26 Tr. : Flying. Okay I know you remember. You can remember 
everything. Right some fly, others crawl, others swim, others walk on 
four legs, others creep. You see I hope you remember everything. 
27 Chn. : Yes Miss 
28 Tr. Right our topic this week is 
29 Int Noise from the neighbouring class due to teacher's 
absence. [Teacher leaves class. Tape recording is paused] 
30 Tr. . Who will read it for me? 
31 Chn : Miss, miss 
32 Tr. : Do not call my name. Do not call my name. John 
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33 Living places of animals 
34 Again 
35 Living places for, of animals 
36 All of you 
37 Living places of animals 
38 Tr. : Living places of animals Right, right. So all these animals 
that we mentioned have got places that they live and we want to know 
where they live. Han! When you look at your book. Those who have got 
this. The green cover open at page 12 and those with the red cover page 
15. Thank you. Ys! Let's take the tamed animals for example. Parrot, 
parrot is a bird you know 
39 Chd. : Yes Miss 
40 Tr. : Where does this 






animal live? Where does it live? Sam. 
41 In the forest 
42 In the forest? You have done well. Yes 
43 On a high tree 
44 On a high tree. Give him a big clap. 
45 Clapping 
46 Tr. : So you see this animal lives on tress. What about this? 
Where does it live? Jack 
47 Chd. : inaudible 
48 Tr. : It lives in water? Speak louder hc! It lives in water. So we 
have got to know that some animals live on land while others live where? 
49 Chn : In water 
50 Tr. : In water. Mum? Some live on land and others in water. All 
those in the forest are those living on land and those in water you know 
them. Wo nine? 
51 Chn : Yes madam 
52 Tr. : So I want you to give me names of animals who live on 
land. First, all of you we want those who live on land. Who can give us an 
example? Fred 
53 Lion 
54 : Lions live on land. Winny 
55 : Monkey 
56 Monkey. Yes Yvonne 
57 Elephant 
58 . Elephant, elephant. Thank you. I know if I ask you to 
mention all, I know you can mention any animal on earth. Thank you. 
What about those who live in water? Yes 
59 Chd. Frog 
60 Tr. . Frogs live in water 
61 Chn Fish 
62 Tr. Fish. It lives in water. Is that all? 
63 Chd. . Crocodile 
64 Tr. : Crocodile lives in water Thank you. Very good. It's okay. 













water and in land it does not mean all these animals that we mentioned 
live on land. Some live on high trees, others live in a hole. Who can tell 
me where hen live? A hen. The home of a hen. 
65 Chd. : In a cage 
66 Tr. : In a cage? No. Thank you, you have done well but not in a 
cage. We have a name for that. Yes Abiriwa. 
67 Chd. : Hen live in a hen coop 
68 Tr. : It lives in a hen coop. The hen, the chicken and the cock. 
They live in a hen coop. Right. Where does a sheep, where does a sheep 
live? Sheep. Yes 
69 Chd. : Pen 
70 Tr. : Pen. Very good. You did not say it louder. 
71 Chd. : Land 
72 Tr. : Land. Yes. We know they live on land but what particular 
hum? Yes is where? 
73 Chd. : Pen 
74 Tr. : Yes. Good. Yes all of you 
75 Chd. : Pen 
76 Tr. : And where does this animal live? Snake Sam. 
77 Sam. : In the forest 
78 Tr. : In the forest or in the bush. You see they do not normally 
come home hum? What about this animas Lion. Mike 
79 Mike : [silent} 
80 Tr. : This means you were not paying attention. You were not 
paying attention. Yes 
81 Chd. : Land 
82 Tr. : Yes I know they live on land. Thank you. But I want the 
home of this animal Yes. 
83 Chd. Forest 
83 Tr. Forest. I want the home of this animal. Yes. 
84 Chd. Bush 
86 Tr. : Should I tell you the answer? 
87 Chd. No, no Miss 
88 Tr. Yes. It is Okay Judy will tell us. 
89 Chd. Lion's den 
90 Tr. . Lions live in a den. Hum! Mo me cndwom wei da sr 
how do they sing it? Judy can you remind me? 
91 Chn : No Madam 
92 Tr. : You can not remember. Okay I will teach you that song 
later Mum? It lives in a den. In a what? 
93 Chn Den 
94 Tr. We have these animals: birds, birds, birds. Yes 
95 Chd. : It lives in the sky 
96 Tr. In the sky? Thank you but that is not true. Yes 
97 Chd. They live on trees 
98 Tr. : They live on trees but that is not their home. They have a 
special place they prepare as their home. 
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99 Chd. : Cage 
100 Tr. : Cage or? Sometimes they live in a cage. We prepare the 
cage for them. At other times they live in. Yes 
101 Chd. Ina nest 
102 Tr. In a nest. All of you. 
103 Chd. Ina nest. 
104 Tr. Again 
105 Chd. Ina nest. 
106 Tr. Right. So you see all these animals. All the animals on 
earth have got a place that they live. Who can mention an animal and then 
tell me where it lives? Yes. 
107 Chd. A mouse. A mouse lives a hole. 
108 Tr. Very good. Give him a clap 
109 Chn Clapping. 
110 Tr. He said a mouse and it lives in where? 
111 Chn : Hole 
112 Tr. Hole, hole. * who can tell me? Nuhu. 
113 Chd. Sometimes they live * ** 
110 Tr. : Alfred 
114 Chd. House 
115 Tr. House, anywhere in the house. Good 
116 Chd. Akin-a? 
117 Tr. Eh! Akura! Don't you know akura? 
118 Chn Mouse 
119 Tr. Yeboah where in our homes can we find mice? 
120 Chd. A cupboard 
121 Tr. You can find it in a cupboard or? 
122 Chd. Room 
123 Tr. In our rooms. Sometimes they live with us when you make 
your place wp ny ae. You put this one here that one there. Then you see 
that the mice will come there. One day you will find it there. Right so we 
have this mouse. Sometimes it lives in a hole sometimes it lives where? 
124 Chn : In our rooms 
125 Tr. : In our rooms, kitchen cupboards and sometimes it will 
come into school cupboards too. Right any other example? 
126 Chd. Cat lives in home 
127 Tr. Again 
128 Chn Cat lives in home 
129 Tr. . Cat lives in our homes. Who has got a cat in the home? 
130 Chn [Chn raise their hands] 
131 Tr. : Very good. So we will know that cats live in our homes. 
What other animal live with us? In our homes. K. 
132 K A dog 
133 Tr. A dog 
134 Chd. A sheep 
135 Tr. : A sheep. Yes they live in the home but they have their own 



















153 Tr. : 
God permits. 
okay? 
154 Chn : 
A spider lives in a web 
A spider lives in a web 
Web 
Web. All of you 
Web 
Web ne Twi ye kano sen? Web. Yes 
Ntintan 
Ntintan. Na den aboa nso na yam no spider? 
[Many children raise their hands] 
Ah well so you know it. Helena eye den aboa? 
Ape 
Ape. Eh! Spider? A spider ye den aboa? 
Ananse 
Yoo mu tam no sen? Ananse me boa? 
Aa aae 
Yes ananse is a spider. Any question. Any question? 
No Miss 
We have to do a very simple exercise on this next week if 
We are going to learn this particular topic again. Is that 
Yes Miss 
155 Tr. : If there is no question then you take your science 
notebooks and do this exercise * * * ** *[Writes some words on the bb] 
156 Chn : [take out their exercise books and watch] 
157 Tr. : Complete this table. This column is the name of the 
animal. At this place I have left some blank. You write where the animal 
live. Where does it live? Write it here. Choose from the following 
answers**** 
158 Chn : [Watch] 
159 Tr. : [Writes `water, in tress, web, holes or house] 
160 Chn : [read from the bb] Complete this table. Animals. Where 
does it live. 
161 Tr. : Yes animals and where they live. So you write the name of 
the home of the animal against each animal in the table. One mouse, two 
fish, three birds four spider, five crocodile. Any question? Any question? 
Okay start work 
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Appendix 18: Problems of Audio Tape Recording. 
The use of research participants as research assistants, whether they volunteered or you 
assigned them to such roles requires great care. During my pilot work the research 
respondents agreed to assist me with the operation of the cassette audio recorder and 
they did it very well. However, during the main study it cost me a lot of observations and 
I had to go back and repeat the entire process. 
During the piloting stage the teachers in my pilot group agreed to operate the portable 
radio cassette recorder. This was to minimise the possible effect of my presence and to 
avoid my obstructing and attracting the pupils' attention. The teachers, using the tape 
cassette recorder's strap, hang the recorder to their left wrist and took it closer to the 
pupils any time they had a turn. This they did very well during the pilot stage. No 
problems present themselves. 
However, during the main data collection stage the teachers discovered they could edit 
the lessons simply by pressing the recorder's pause button that was closer to their left 
thumb. In that way they edited the recordings. By the time I discovered it, it had cost me 
a whole schools' recording and I had to go back and start afresh. 
To overcome this problem I resorted to the use of two tape recorders. The teacher used 
the portable recorder strapped to his or her wrist. In addition I used another portable 
highly sensitive to sound on the teacher's table. I pretended to be listening to those 
already recorded through the help of ear phones. However I did not plug the ear phones 
firmly to disrupt the recording of the new lesson in progress. At the same time I listened 
to what was going on and took field notes. This way also helped me avoid the teachers' 
edited lessons. 
5 b9 
Technical know -how and Equipment 
It is often helpful to have some technical knowledge to deal with minor mechanical 
problems associated with the equipment you are using or intend to use. It is also 
advisable to have spare equipment to use when you run into unexpected problems. 
If you do any form of recording (audio or visual), always play back to ensure proper 
recording has been done. Never wait till the end. Where it is not possible to play back 
immediately, ensure that you play back before the next recording takes place. 
One of the teachers in my study, during a science lesson on the topic `air exerts 
pressure', placed the mini portable recorder on a desk closer to a basin of water. He 
warned the children to be careful not to stumble and knock down the recorder. However, 
before he could even complete the caution, someone had pushed the other from behind 
and the chain reaction soon got to the table with the water basin and the recorder. 
Although, I was close enough to save the recorder from crashing to the ground and 
possibly breaking into pieces, I could not save it from the splash of water. 
I took it, dried it very quickly and gave it a quick trial to check if it had been affected. It 
worked and I gave a deep sigh of relief. This was temporary. I was to weep later. After 
the day's work, I sat to play back and do some transcription but discovered that all 
recordings after the accident were in chunks. 
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